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History will record as a profound irony

that the most powerful word processing package

ever created for the IBM' Personal Computer

wasn’t created by IBM.

LEADING EDGE.
Leading Edge Products Inc.. Fortune 1300 Division. 21 Highland Circle. Needham Heights. Mass. 02194

(800)
J43-34136 (617) 449-6762

Headquarters and Retail Division, 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Mass. 02021 (800) 343-6833 (617) 828-8150

IBM is a registered trademark of International Bonne** Machines Corporation.
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If flying your IBM PCgotanymore
realistic,you’d needa license.

You took off from Boston-Logan with nothing above

you but blue sky. Now youYe 5,000 feet over Long Island

Sound, and New York-La Guardia, your destination air-

port. reports high winds. Connecticut-Bridgeport is the logi-

cal alternate, but clouds with a low ceiling are going

to make life difficult. YouVe in for an instrument approach .

.

The plane inside your PC. Run the Microsoft' Flight

Simulator on your IBM Personal Computer, and put your-

self in the pilot's seat of a Cessna 182. You control

everything from flaps and ailerons right down to the magneto

switch. You can even navigate using radio signals and

fly totally by instruments if you run into bad weather. Best

of all. Flight Simulator features a full-color, out-the-wmdow

flight display. With detailed graphics that closely simulate

a pilot's actual perspective.

The world beneath your fingers. Once you're in flight,

don't worry about running out of airspace. You can

take off and land at over 20 airports from Los Angeles to

New York. Each, with its own particular set of challenges.

The learning curve. In its "easy" mode, the Flight Simu-

late gives new pilots an aircraft which readily forgives

errors in flight, engine control, and navigation. As you

Color display is generated only when a color composite type monitor is used Black and

white display is generated when an R6B monitor is used

gain skill, move into "reality" mode. Then get ready for

simulations of everything from running out of fuel to

carburetor icing.

The Ace in your soul. When you think you've earned

your wings, turn the clock back for a round of "British

Ace." Fly into a World War I air battle complete with

scouting flights, bombing runs and hair-raising dogfights.

Destroy your targets, shoot down the enemy fighters,

and you just might survive to be decorated.

Throttle on. Take a test flight at your computer store or

software dealer. Once you've been aloft, you'll want

to buckle up behind your own IBM PC with the Microsoft

Flight Simulator. It’s the closest you can get to flying.

Without leaving your nest.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROSOFT
MICROSOFT CORPORATION

10700 NORTHUP WAY
BELLEVUE. WASHINGTON 90004

Microsoft is a registered trademark and the Microsoft logo

is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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Upgrade Your Apple visiCalc Models to IBM 1-2-3.

For thousands ofcomputer users across
the nation, the Apple-IBM Connection™ is

the simple, reliable way to transfer all kinds
of spreadsheet files between Apple II 's™

and IBM PC's.™

Because unlike any other transfer

method, only the Apple-IBM Connection
accurately transfers everything —
including formulas — precisely the way
they were written on one computer to

exactly the way they should be on the other.

No retyping. No reformatting. No errors
or omissions.
So what started out as a fully developed

spreadsheet on your Apple ends up as the

same spreadsheet on your IBM PC. Now
you can transfer Apple VisiCalc files to the
powerful second generation spreadsheets,

including 1-2-3,™ MultiPlan,™ IBM VisiCalc,™

and VisiCalc IV.™ And to integrated environ-

ments like Visi-On.™
And it works equally well with ASCII, data-

base, word processing and source code files.

Start transferring files the easy, sensible

way. With the new Apple-IBM Connection
from Alpha.

Call us today toll free at 1-800-451-1(118 (in

Massachusetts call 1-617-229-2924 collect)

for the name of the Alpha Software Dealer

nearest you.
System Requirements:
Apple II + or Apple lie with 64K and one

of the following:
• Hayes Micromodem II

• Mountain CPS Card
• CCS Card (model 7710)
• Apple Super Serial Card
• IBM PC or XT with 96K and any RS-232 card.
• The new Apple-IBM Connection also sup-
ports external Hayes Smartmodem and
acoustic modems.

The Apple-IBM connection - $250.

TM signifies Manufacturer's trade mark.
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Introducing Data BaseManager Iffrom Alpha.

Its forpeoplewhohavetheirOwn ideas
AboutWhich Software Shouldbe Integrated

\

Here's a proposition for you.

First thing tomorrow, throw out at least one ofyour favorite com-

puter programs. Maybe your word processor. Maybe your spread-

sheet. Maybe both.Just make sure it's something you like, and (hat

you’ve spent some time learning it.

Now, start from scratch with programs you don't know. Ones that

force you to give up features you depend on now.

Interested?

Well, ifyou plan to get in on the current '‘integrated” software

rage, that’s what you'll have to do. Because most integrated software

systems only work with software from one manufacturer.

Ifyou think that's too much to ask, then Data Base Manager II

from Alpha is for you.

It starts by giving you an enormously powerful and elegantly

approachable data base system. One that's menu driven and

responds to simple, English-like commands. But one that’s also truly

fast. With all the advanced features you’d expect from a top-notch

data base management system.

Plus,you get extended DBMS features like phonetic word search,

built-in form letter, and date calculations. And a painless way to file

data transferred to your PC from other micros, mainframes or infor-

mation utilities.

And then it lets you do something else. It lets you totally integrate

yourword processor, andyour spreadsheet program, instantly

So you can quickly call up and manipulate any information. Then

moveitovertoVisiCalc,® l-2-3"
,

*orMultiplan"' for calculations.

Then shuffle it over to WordStar,® EasyWriter'" or Volkswriter'" for

word processing. Without re-entering data. And without complex

commands.

In fact, Data Base Manager II lets you integrate nearly any combi-

nation of the word processing and spreadsheet programs that run on

the IBM PC or XT.

The prestigious software journal, The Rosen Electronics Letter,

says Data Base Manager II's unique capabilities “unify some of

the best of the productivity packages already on the market. .

.

This is a signal achievement."

You’ll say that this

is the way personal

computing is supposed

to work in the first place

See the remarkable

new Data Base Manager II

today. Call us toll-free at

1-800-451-1018 (in Massachu-

setts call 1-617-229-2924 collect)

for the name ofthe Alpha Software

Dealer nearest you.

Data Base Manager II from

30 B Street, Burlington. MA 01803
TM signifies manufacturer s trademark * signifies manufacturer s registered trademark © 1985 Alpha Software Corp

'DBM II directly reads and writes Lotus 1-2-3 Worksheet (WHS) files No translating is required
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WEE 6RDER - 1-800-421 -3

TECHNICAL INFO - (602) 842-1133
Call for programs not listed. We will try to
meet or beat any legitimate price for CP/M or
IBM PC Software.
— MOST DISK FORMATS AVAILABLE -
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

BUY OF THE YEAR!
DBASEIHEverymans data base primer
Extra diskette with DBase Accounting. Mail

List and Inventory Programs. IBM PC and
CP/M — Call (or our special price
Fox and Geller Quickcode with DBase
Package $178
DB+SORT .. $99
Condor ill $420
NWA Statpack $340
TIM III $289
Infostar Call
WORD-PROCESSING PACKAGES
Wordstar, Mail Merge, Spellstar, lndex$385
Wordstar $249
Mail Merge $139
Spell Star 8139
Lexisoft Spellbinder $270
IBM PC Volkswriter $119
Aspen Spellchecker $30
Metasoft Benchmark $289
Multimate $329
Peachtext $289
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar CP/M $99
Super Special Calcstar IBM PC $89
Supercalc II $185
Microsoft Muitiplan $185

TCS»Equivalent of Peachtree«Specially
Augmented By Warehouse Software Cus-
tomized For Your IBM»Terminal and Printer-

GL. AR, PA. AP. CP/M. XT. DOS 1.1, 2 0
Each Module $75 ... For All Four $275
CYMA Call
Peachtree GL. AR. AP $285
Home Accountant Howardsoft $85
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Move-lt for IBM PC $105
Haves Smartcom Proaram $80
?e4i Price in U.S. lor IBM PC or Clones
Seven Function Board— Includes Async
Adapter. Parallel Adapter. Clock with Battery

Back-Up and Software. Game Port. 64K
Memory Expandable to 512K
1 year warranty $277
PFS File $95
Hayes 1200 Modem $485
Hayes 1200B Modem $450
Quadram Micro Fazer Print Buffer 64K Call
Floppy Disk Controller w/Par. or Serial

Port $185
5 1/4" S/S D/D Diskettes w/Case — $20
Plantronics Color + Board $365
MPI 320K D/S D/D Drives Call

Toshiba 1/2 height Drives Call

256 K Ram Board $288
AST Six Pack Board Call

BMC RGB Color Monitor $435
10 Meg Datamac Drives $1 675
Corona Computer - Portable / Desk Top Call

The Mercedes Benz of Portable
Computers IBM compatible - Hyperion
— 2 Disc Drives — Software — List

$3690 $•!• $2885

Versaform 275
Lifeboat C Compiler $289
Microsoft C Compiler $349
Microsoft Pascal Compiler $249
Prokey $99
Norton Utilities $99
PCII Copy Program $34
Microsoft BASIC Compiler $289
Howard Tax Preparer 83 $189
Microsoft Flight Simulator $38
CP/M 86 for IBM PC $48
CBasic 86 $165
CIS Cobol 86 $989
Pascal MT+86 W/Spp $419
TERMS: Prices include 3% cash discount Add 3% tor

charge orders Shipping on most items $5 00
AZ orders sales tax Prices subject to change
TOLL FREE ORDER 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE
4935 West Glendale Ave., Suite 12

Glendale, AZ 85301
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ReaiWorld Experience

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE DORDER ENTRYDINVENTORY CONTROL
SALES ANALYSIS ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DGENERAL LEDGER PAYROLL

hatever the product or service, it takes
experience to produce quality and lasting value.

There are no inexperienced master violin

makers. And so it is with software.
The staff at ReaiWorld Corporation have

been creating packaged software products for

nearly ten years. During that time, over 40,000
users have kept us in touch with reality.

We don’t sell “disposable software”. We
haven’t tried for the fanciest packaging. We
won’t promise “anyone can master it in ten
minutes”.

Mature accounting software just isn’t like

that.

But we will say this:

If your accounting needs are typical, and if

you are willing to invest the time to read and
follow our clearly written instruction manuals,
ReaiWorld Software can work for you.

Visit your local computer store for more in-

formation, or call one of our 800 numbers for

the authorized reseller nearest you.

mbsi~ Division of ReaiWorld Corporation

DOVER ROAD, CHICHESTER, NH 03263

603/798-5700 TOLL FREE: 800-255-1115

California: 800-441-1777 Western V. S.: 800-321-1777
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HERCULES is the only

graphics card

that can run
1-2-3 on IBM’s
monochrome display

And that’s just for starters.
You don’t have a Hercules Graphics Card? Then

unfortunately you won’t be able to run 1-2-3, including

all its graphics, on IBM’s monochrome display. And you’ll

miss out on all the other reasons why there are more
Hercules Graphics Cards producing more high resolution

graphics than any other add-on card for the IBM PC.

But don’t take just our word for it. If you need con-

vincing, remember that most of the IBM PCs at Lotus"

are running Hercules Graphics Cards. And the authors of

1-2-3 know a good card when they see one. Or consider that

the Hercules Graphics Card is widely used at Rockwell,

Mass Mutual, and Carnegie Mellon. They couldn’t all be

wrong, could they?

At $499, we think the Hercules Graphics Card offers

the best price/performance ratio of any graphics card avail-

able today. As you can tell, plenty of users agree with us.

Call or write for our free information kit. You’ll see

why the first graphics card for the IBM PC is still the best.

2550 Ninth St., Suite 210,

Berkeley, California 94710.

Telephone: (415) 540-6000.

Hercules. We’re
strong on graphics.
®1983 Hercules Computer Technology.

The Hercules Graphics Card offers 720 x 348 graphics resolution on IBM's monochrome display, compatibility with text mode software, a parallel printer port,

software to use BASIC's graphics and a two year warranty. A graphics subroutine library with screen dump is available separately for $50. Graphics software

that is compatible with the IBM color graphics card but does not have a Hercules compatible version will not run on the Hercules Graphics Card. Foreign

Distributors: Reflex/U.K.; Computer 2000/W Germany; Edisoft/France. Hercules Graphics Card is a trademark of Hercules Computer Technology. IBM
is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development.
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Now Financier II

The financial software
that has met with
resounding approval
from professional soft-

ware reviewers just got
even better. Now, the
Financier Personal
Series has been up-
graded to Financier D.

Combined with Finan-
cier's Tax Series and
Investor's Series, it cre-

ates a totally integrated
financial management
system. Financier II is

so easy to use that it

is ideal for personal
finance yet powerful
enough, and flexible

enough, to function as a
small business system.

"It is clear that the
Financier Personal
Series is the most
sophisticated and
flexible of the finan-

cial programs under
review here."*

Burton Alperson, Ph.D.
Reviewer, SOFTALK

June, 1983

Financier II features
enhanced graphics
capabilities, and
expansion of Finan-
cier's unique auto-
checking capability

which prints checks
directly from a user-

maintained database,
while updating bank,
budget and tax records.
Additionally, it pro-

vides a full range of

professional-caliber

financial statements
including net worth,
and cash flow reports.

You can even opt for

double-entry account-
ing methods, if desired.

Now you can have
a completely integrated financial

software system.

"Out of all these pro-

grams.** the Financier
Personal Series pro-

vides the best balance
of extensive capabili-
ties and ease of use.

The manual is out-

standing as an intro-

duction to both the

practice of bookkeep-
ing. and the use of a
personal computer to

perform this task."

Steven Yoder and
Sherry Knight. CPA

PC Magazine, J-ebruary. 1983

Financier II is remark-
ably easy to use.
You don't have to be a
computer whiz-kid to

use Financier II. That’s

because it's menu-

driven. When you need
to enter data, just fill in

the blanks on the pre-

formatted screen. If you
can use an automatic
teller machine, you're
well on your way to

mastering this unique
financial software.

Another thing that

puts Financier II so far

in front of any other

financial software
package is that it offers

powerful tax and inven-

tory functions. In fact,

Financier II allows you
to maintain literally

thousands of these
accounts, if you desire. •

And, each account is

separately manageable.

"Thus far, no other
software company has
matched Financier's
interlocking combina-
tion of a powerful tax-

planning package (Tax
Series) and a year-
round record-keeping
program (Personal
Series)." Augustin Hedberg

Money, June. 1983

Financier Tax and
Investor's Packages.
Financier's Tax and
Investor's Series pro-
vide the perfect adjunct
to Financier II.

Financier's Tax
Series lets you create
multiple tax cases, and
store them for later

^adjustment. You can
even perform "what-if"

spreadsheet calcula-

tions, generate graph-
ics and print charts.

Financier's Investor

Series is a comprehen-
sive portfolio manage-
ment system that lets

you maintain a data
base on each security

account, each security

position, and each
security transaction.

Financier Offers
Something for Everyone.
Individuals, business-

men, tax preparation
specialists, investors or
anyone who wants real

financial control cannot
afford to miss out on
Financier's powerful
software packages.
Get the most from

your personal computer
with the financial soft-

ware that does the
most. Financier II, and
Financier's Tax and
Investor’s Series.

Financier, Inc. , 2000 West Park Drive, Box 670. Westboro, MA 01581 (617) 366-0950

*Apparant Home Finance? Perfin? PC/PFP'* Home Accountant Plus? Financier Personal Senes’*

“Bonus Accounting System'* Financier Personal Senes? FMSII? Home Accountant Plus'* Money Maestro”
Financier software is available for IBM* PC, IBM* XT, Digital Rainbow** and Wang* PC
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ZEROTO MULTIPLAN
IN 5.2 MINUTE5.
FINANCE OR ACCOUNTING WORKSHEETS FAST.

Gentlemen, start your Select budget Enter sales Enter selling

computers. intervals. revenue. expenses.

Time:0
|

Time: 0.5
1

Time-. 1.0
|

Time. 1.5

Your sales budget on the

Multiplan electronic

uiorksheet-ln record time.

Time-. 5.2

First, Microsoft created

the Multiplan interactive

electronic worksheet, to

help you analyze your busi-

ness problems and explore

possible solutions. Without

asking you to become a
computer expert.

Now we've added the

Multi-Tool™ budget and
financial expert systems,

They can help design

and build financial or

accounting worksheets

tailored to your specific

needs. In minutes.

You won't have to worry

about developing formulas
or formatting screens to

build your Multiplan work-

sheets. Because the expert

systems literally do it for you.

For example, the Multi -

Tool Budget expert system

creates seven inter-

related

Microsoft is a registered trademark and Multi-Tool,

Multiplan and the Microsoft logo are trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICRCSOFL

Multiplan worksheets for a
total budget planning and
control environment.

What's more, each system

is developed by experts:

business professionals and
leading authorities in

finance and accounting.

You'll benefit from their

knowledge immediately,

through the powerful work-

sheets each Multi-Tool

expert systembuilds for

you. And with the

sophisticated

tutorial manuals
that accompany
each system. Each
manual provides

in-depth informa-

tion about both the

design of the work-

sheets and the

areas of finance

and accounting
they cover.

The result: a tailored

electronic worksheet that

helps you make high quality

decisions.

That's just what you'd

expect from Microsoft. The
people who let you con-
centrate on your business

rather than on your

computer.

Ask your computer dealer

to let you test drive the new
Multi-Tool expert systems.

Better tools that help you
put your business in first

place.

THE MULTI-TOOL EXPERT

SYSTEMS. A POWERFUL
ADDITION TO THE MULTIPLAN
ELECTRONIC WORKSHEET.
Available now:

The Multi-Tool Budget
expert system.

The Multi -Tool Financial

Statement expert system.



Who can blame him? With PC Tutor,

ae can get rid of all the confusing

instruction manuals and learn about
TIS-DOS easily. Including an
Introduction to DOS, all about
liiskettes, disks, directories and files,

HOS commands for directories and
illes, and DOS commands that control

me sytem. Also how to use special

seys and all about the line editor

] DLIN and the BATCH utility.

PC Tutor makes learning easier,

iaster, cheaper.

IMP" ’

Requires 64KB, 1 double-sided
diskette drive, an 80-character display

and MS-DOS.

Suggested retail $59.95. See
your PC dealer. Dealer inquiries

welcome.

Comprehensive
Software
Support
2316 Artesia Blvd . Suite B
Redondo Beach, Ca. 90278
213/318-2561
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Good things come in 2s.

The DMP-40-2 is a good example.
TWO PENS, poised and able, help you create

vivid multicolor business graphics quickly and

simply, or let you plot and draw different line

widths for critical drafting applications.

TWO FORMAT SIZES give you the freedom

to generate vibrant graphics for reports and pre-

sentations. The standard 8 V2 x 11 " format is

ideal for use in the report body, while the larger

size is suitable for foldouts and photo reduc-

tions. Both the standard and larger 1

1

x 17" for-

mats are available in bond, vellum and acetate

film (for colorful overlays or overhead trans-

parencies). The two formats are interchangeable

with drafting sizes A and B. No extra-cost ac-

cessories are needed when plotting on different

surfaces.

TWO INTELLIGENCE LEVELS provide

the flexibility to plot in either a ‘smart’or incre-

mental mode. With internal firmware that oc-

cupies 16-thousand bytes, the DMP-40-2
borders on brilliance. It’s capable of automat-

ically generating such complex figures as circles,

arcs, ellipses and general curves with a single

simple command.

More software is tailored to the Houston In-

strument DMP-40 Series than for any other

plotter. Well over a hundred programs are avail-

able, offered by scores of capable vendors. Each
program has been configured in concert with

Houston Instrument, so there are no rude sur-

prises when you hit ‘return.’ Versatile programs

for business graphics, investment analysis and
computer-aided drafting are all available, with

more added virtually on a daily basis.

Choose 2 for the show, and treat yourself to

superior multi-color graphics at a very ‘budget

friendly*’ price.

For the name, address and phone number ofyour

nearest distributor or dealer, write Houston Instru-

ment, 8500 Cameron Rd., Austin, Texas 78753.

Phone 512-835-0900 or 800-531-5205 if outside

Texas. In Europe contact Bausch& Lomb Belgium

NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium. Tel.

059-27-74-45, tlx 846-81399.

houston instrument
‘Suggested US Retail $995.

Meets FCC class B requirements. UL Listed. 4P011
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No one else is using this simple
method to teachyou Lotus 1-2-3.

You didn’t learn to swim by read-

ing about it. You took the plunge. With a
little extra support at first, ’til you could

stay afloat on your own.
ATI’s training soft-

ware teaches you Lotus
1-2-3 in the same way.

The ATI training

disk instructs by simulat-

ing the actual software. You practice

each command by interacting

with the screen, which responds

just as Lotus 1-2-3 would
It’s faster—

and easier—than
any other method.
Once you’ve learn-

ed the skills with our
helping hand you're

ready to swim on
your own. Without
sinking.

The ATI Training Power pa

age for Lotus 1-2-3, with disk ana h

3ack-

I hand-

book, is available at your computer
dealer. Along with our line of trainingSms, based on the same simulation

d, for other popular software.

Or, use the order form
below to send for

the ATI programs
of your choice.

And dive

right in.

Please rush me ATI Training Rawer" programs,
at $75 each for this software:

i Software
Lotus 1-2-3

Database Management
dBASE II-vol. 1 & 2

EasyFiler

Word Processing
V\brdStar-v*ol. 1 & 2
EasyWriter II

Perfect Writer

Spellbinder
Benchmark

Financial Planning
Multiplan

SuperCalc
VisiCalc

($50 Limited Offer)

Perfect Calc
EasyPlanner
Microplan

Operating Systems
PC DOS

BASIC
APPLESOFT B,u

Enclosed is $75 each plus $2.50 shipping. Visicalc Training $50. (CA add 6.5%)

Name Phone! 1

BHGe!? Acct.
RMchtree General Ledger*
Peachtree Accounts Receivable*

Peachtree Accounts Payable*

*PC(MS) DOS formats only

ATI Money Back Guarantee
If you’re not completely satisfied

with how fast you learn with ATI
Interactive Training Power Programs,
simply return within 3 days for full

purchase refund.

Street-

City

My
PC DOS XENIX
MS DOS APPLE II CP/M
CP/M APPLE lie 80 col.

CP/M-86

Mail order form to:

Software Training Company
A Division of ATI
3770 Highland Avenue. Suite 201C
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266

,o>
My computer brand is_

Dealers:

call for sales kit

(213) 546-4725

For rush order call:

(213) 546-5579

:n

ATI irainingPower
The following names are trademarks of the following companies: ATI Training Rawer, of American Training International; CP/M. of Digital Research: PC-DOS, of IBM; WordStar, of Micro-
pro: Benchmark, of Metasoft: EasyWriter. EasyFiler. and EasyPlanner. of Information Unlimited Software; MS-DOS, and Multiplan, of Microsoft; dBASE II. of Ashton Tate; SuperCalc. of

Sorcim; VisiCalc, of VisiCorp ; Microplan, of Chang Laboratories; Peach Calc, of ftachtree Software: ATI Training Rawer. Software Sampler; of American Training International: Spell-

binder. of Lexisoft: Perfccl Water, and Perfect Calc, of Rsrfect Software; Lotus, of Lotus. 0 1983 American Training International.
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Your thoughts come fester than your
words. Capturing them smoothly and
quickly is the strength of Textra, and the
secret behind its success.

Textra blends advanced features with a
simplified design that makes it easier to
write with your personal computer. And
that’s what word processing is all about

Start with the ‘on-line’ tutorial, which
has been called everything from elegant
to excellent. It’s the finest introduction
to a software program ever filmed. You’ll

be ready to write in record time.

And Textra will be ready for you. Its

highly responsive full screen editor
helps you put your thoughts on the
screen swiftly. Automatic reformatting
and on-screen bolding and underlining
show you what your printed text will

look like at all times. You can even
preview your pages before they’re
printed, so you only have to print
them oncet

Whether you’re searching for your first

word processor, or feel miserable with
the one you have now, take a close look
at Textra. Ask your dealer for a demon-
stration today.

It’s guaranteed to open your eye.

Ann Arbor Software
107 N. Main. Ann Arbor. Ml 48104 Phone (313) 769-9088
>' 1983. Ann Arbor Software. All rights reserved.
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The shortest distance between
your thoughts and the printed word.



What’s Inside
In addition to its new look and its twice-a-month

frequency, PC brings you a host of

new information, columns, departments, and features.

Welcome to the new, improved PC
Magazine. We have taken great

pains to make this issue the best in PC’s

history. You will find new sections, new

columns, a new appearance, and a new

outlook to go with our new 26-times-a-

year frequency.

Even our cover subject in this issue

concerns something brand new—the PC
family of personal computers, ranging

from little PCjr for the home to the

remarkably powerful XT 370 mainframe

workstation. Contributing editor Peter

Norton, whose expertise on PCs has

become legendary, has been involved in

developing software for the new PCjr, and

in this issue he gives us his detailed views

of PCjr sights, sounds, and performance

characteristics. He also gets personal, pro-

viding his views of where the IBM home

machine fits in the computer universe.

Also, games expert and writer Phil Wis-

well looks at the PCjr’s impact on the

computer game business, which, it turns

out, will be significant.

New Senior Members
As important as the PCjr is for home

use, the new XT/370 and 3270-PC mem-
bers of the IBM computer family are

equally important for offices, labs, and

factories. These high-end extensions of

the PC concept link IBM personal com-

puting with the worlds computer telecom-

munications system and with mainframes.

Charles Daney, a telecommunications and

370 systems expert from California, gives

a technical overview of the new PC add-

ons. PC editor Bill Machrone and execu-

tive editor Connie Winkler put the high-

level micros in their business perspec-

tive.

This issue, our first of the ominous year

1984, also includes a series of articles

examining the effect of computers on our

society today. Have computers helped

make life like that projected in Orwell’s

19841 We offer views from civil liberties

lawyer Dorothy Samuels, and Jay Bloom-

becker, director of the National Center for

Computer Crime Data. Our world may be

both more and less like the world of 1984

than we thought.

Some New Regulars

Apart from the features, other exciting

things are afoot in this issue ofPC, includ-

ing our new professional columns, guest

editorial, a “PC News” section, and

changes in the content and look of the

magazine. Our guest editorial will open

the pages of PC to opinions from the best

known figures, the keenest minds, the

most outspoken voices in IBM personal

computing today. The growth of micro-

computers and the increasing dominance

of IBM in the micro marketplace has

raised important issues that we think read-

ers will want to see addressed by experts

of all sorts.

Finally, this month we offer “PC
News,” an expanded section that includes

our long-running
'

'PC-Communiques”

pages. “PC News” is a late-closing, hot-

item report, a place for us to handle pre-

views, follow-ups and a bit of the absurd.

This magazine-within-a-magazine will

have a lively spirit and journalistic spunk

all its own.

We hope you like our new magazine.

We will be working to make it even better

in the weeks ahead. Let us know what you

think by writing us here at PC.
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The new 384K Quadboard
by Quadram is the most
comprehensive board you can

buy for the IBM PC or XT. Now
with added hardware features

and advanced software. But
our same low price.

NEW EXPANDED QUADBOARD
Quadboard now delivers 9 of

the most needed PC functions/

features. To let you get the

most out ofyour Personal

Computer. And help

_ , _ , _ you work better and

THE WORLDS
fc t

BEST SELLING he

MULTIFUNCTION new Quadboard, you_ _ _ _ _ ._ _ f __ _ _ get a Parallel Port. Perfect

f-if i/l I

J

IV A/

1

11/1/ for operating most printersDl/HllI/ LJ ivl/rr and other parallel devices.

EVEN BETTER *
SerialPort:Theres

a Serial Port, too. Fully program-

mable. use it to connect to plotters,

modems, and other serial devices.

• Chronograph: And Quadboards
Chronograph (Real-time dock/
calendar) keeps your systems
clock up-to-date.

• Game Port: The new
Quadboard has an IBM

compatible Game Port.

Plug in ajoystick or

game paddles, and fire

away.
• 1/0 Bracket:

Quadboard now
comes with a special

I/O bracket. Use it to

organize your expansion

port connectors. Snaps right

onto the back
of the PC.



• Expandable to 384K:
The new Quadboard is expandable

in 64K increments for up to 384K
additional RAM. With full parity

checking standard. With the new
Quadboard and a fully populated

system board, you can take your

PC's memory up to the 640K limit.

• QuadRAM Drive: Plus, with

Quadboard you get advanced
QuadMaster Software. Including

the QuadRAM Drive program.

Use it to set up multiple RAM

used data whenever you need it.

• MasterSpool: QuadMaster
Software also includes

MasterSpool. Use it to set up a

software print buffer quickly and
easily. This advanced spooler lets

you pause at any time, back up or

move forward in a file. Choose

just the amount of buffer space

you need and stop waiting on

your printer.

• Qswap: Another feature of

QuadMaster Software is Qswap.

And built in the continuing

tradition of Quadram Quality.

There are many
imitators, but only

one leader. So make
sure you ask for

Quadboard by
Quadram. the

leader in micro-

computer
enhancement
products.

Drives in Quadboard memory.
Solid state drives that let

you store and retrieve data

quickly and easily. Or take

advantage of QuadMaster disk

caching. To access frequently

With Qswap change line printers

1 and 2 back and forth, with just

a few keystrokes, as often as

you like.

QUADBOARD STANDS OUT FROM
THE PACK
Now more than ever Quadboard

is the first and only board your

IBM PC or XT may ever need. No
other board even comes close.

Compare. See why more Quadboards are

bought than any other multifunction board . .

.

• Manufacturers suggested list price for board with all

available features/functions as shown (options included)

SixPakPlus is a trademark of AST Research Inc.

ass

Features/

Functions Quadboard SixPakPlus

Memory
Available 0-384K 0-384K

Parallel &
Serial Port Vfes Vfes

Clock/

Calendar Vfes Vfes

I/O Bracket Standard Optional

GamePort Standard Optional

Diagnostic

Testinq Vfes \fes

Advanced
Spooler Yes No

Simple Menu
Setup Vfes No

Disk Cache Vfes No

LIST PRICE

WriH384K* $795 S970

QUADRAM
CORPORATION
An int«4i.g«nt Como«r*

4355 International Blvd /Norcross. Ga 30093

(404) 923-6666/TWX 810-766-4915 (QUADRAM NCRS)

1NTERQUADRAM In Europe
Interquadram. Lid.

442 Bath Road/Slough. England

Interquadram GmbH
FASANENWEG 7/6092 Kelsterbach/West Germany

Interquadram S.A.R.L.

41 Rue Ybry. /92522 Neuilly/France
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Introducing COMR\Q PLUS,
the first high-performance portable

personal computer.

The makers of the COMPAQ™
Portable Computer, the indus-

try standard, announce another
breakthrough-the COMPAQ PLUS™
Portable Personal Computer. No other

personal computer can handle so much
information in so many places.

The new COMPAQ PLUS offers the

power of an integrated ten-megabyte

fixed disk drive in a portable. You get

problem-solving power that no other

personal computer can match.

Plus a bigger payload

How much is ten megabytes?

Enough to tackle jobs that can’t be
conveniently handled on most personal

computers.

fill your company’s ledgers can

be stored on the fixed disk drive ofthe

COMPAQ PLUS.

A mailing list of 100,(XX) names,
addresses, cities, states, and Zip codes.

A full year of daily prices for every

stock on the New York exchange.

Inventory records on a quarter mil-

lion items.

The entire San Francisco phone
book. And room left over for Peoria.

The fixed disk drive keeps all the

information seconds away, ready to

be searched, sorted, retrieved, ana-

lyzed or updated.

Plus better use of your time

The integrated fixed disk drive will

store programs. That means your most

More programs means more
versatility. And the COMPAQ
PLUS is impressively versatile

because it runs all the popular

programs written for the IBM*
Personal Computer XT, avail-

able in computer stores all over

country. And they run as is, with

no modification whatsoever.

And the high-capacity portable mul-

tiplies the productivity of every pro-

gram it runs. Your inventory and its

TheCOMPAQ
PLUS runs all

the popular pro-

grams written for the

IBM Personal Computer XT.

Plus a traveler’s toughness

Life can be tough on the road. A true

portable has got to be tougher. The
COMPAQ PLUS is.

Its integrated fixed disk drive is unique,

designed specifically to travel. Rough
roads and hard landings don’t bother it

because of a specially designed shock

isolation system that protects the disk

from jolts and vibration.

All the working components are

surrounded by a uniquely cross-

membered aluminum frame. This
structure, common in race car

design technology, strengthens it

side-to-side, front-to-back, and top-

to-bottom.

The outer case is made ofLEXAN\
the same high-impact polycarbonate

plastic used to make bulletproof win-

dows and faceplates for space suit

helmets.

Does a portable personal computer
really have to be this tough? Take
a good look at your briefcase and
then decide.

used programs and data can be perma-
nently kept in the COMPAQ PLUS,
ready to call up and run.

With programs permanently stored,

the COMPAQ PLUS becomes a well-

informed traveling companion, a tool

to help you apply your best thinking

anytime, anywhere.

You could store a complete library of

accounting programs on the disk-
payables, receivables, general ledger,

and payroll—with the company’s
books.

You could store an inventory control

program with your inventory records

and a list management program with

your mailing list and a filing program
with your personnel files.

The COMPAQ PLUS is also

equipped with a 360K byte diskette

drive for entering new programs, copy-

ing data files, and making backup

Plus more programs

Specially

designed shock

isolation system protects the fixed

disk from jolts.

control programs can go with you to

the factory. Your books and your

accounting programs can go with you
to a board meeting. Your building specs

and your project management pro-

grams can go with you to the construc-

tion site.

You’re buying a computer to solve

problems. Why not have more
problem-solving programs to choose

from?

« •».**



Plus ease of use

The COMPAQ PLUS is big where it

counts.

The display screen is big. Nine inches

diagonally. Big enough to show a full

25-line-by-80-character page that’s easy

to read even if you’re leaning back in

your chair.

The keyboard is full-sized and
typewriter-style for easy control.

With its built-in display, the

COMPAQ PLUS makes a smooth,
low profile on your desk, not an ob-

stacle that you have to talk around.

Plus a lot more

The COMPAQ PLUS also works with

optional printers, plotters, and com-
munications devices designed for IBM’s

personal computer family.

It has two IBM-compatible slots for

adding optional expansion boards.

With companion programs, they’ll let

you share information with a network
of personal computers in your office,

communicate with your headquarters

computer files while you’re away, or

add memory capacity if your needs

The problem-solving power of a high-

performance desktop personal computer can

now gp where you need it.

It’s got high-resolution graphics and
text on the same screen. A detached
keyboard. Programmable function

keys. Expandable memory. Dozens of

other features that simply make it do a

better job of personal computing.

And when you see all that the

COMPAQ PLUS has to offer, you’ll

be pleasantly surprised by the price.

The fact is, it costs hundreds less than

comparably equipped desktop personal

computers.

See the first high-performance porta-

ble personal computer. The COMPAQ
PLUS—performance, programs, pro-

ductivity. Plus problem-solving power.

Plus an easy way to get started

If you’re buying your first personal

computer and you’re not sure how
much capacity you need, your choice

is easier now.

Start with the COMPAQ Portable

with single or double 320K byte disk-

ette drives. If you need more capacity

later, upgrade to the COMPAQ PLUS.
A conversion kit is available that

turns the COMPAQ Portable into a

COMPAQ PLUS, complete in every

detail and capability.

grow.

TheCOMPAQ Portable, the industry standard

in portable personal computers, y

The newCOMPAQ PLUS, the first high-

performance portable personal computer, y

COMPAQ PLUS
Specifications

Storage

One integrated 10-megabyte fixed

disk drive

One 360K byte diskette drive.

Software
Runs all the popular programs
written for tne IBM XT.

Memory
128K bytes RAM, expandable to

640K bytes

Display

9-inch diagonal monochrome
screen

25 lines by 80 characters

Upper- and lowercase high-

resolution text characters

High-resolution graphics

Interfaces

Parallel printer interface

RGB color monitor interface

Composite video monitor

interface

RF modulator interface

Expansion board slots

Two IBM-compatible slots

Physical specifications

Totally self-contained and
portable

20"W x 816 "H x 16"D

For the name of the
Authorized Dealer nearest

you, call 1-800-231-0900.

®1983 COMPAQ Computer Corporation

COMPAQ™ and COMPAQ PLUS™ are trademark* of

COMPAQ Computer Corporation
IBM* is a registered trademark of International Business

Machines Corporation.

LEXAN* is a registered trademark ofGeneral Electric Company.

comPAa



Incredible Trainers!
No matter what level IBM Personal

Computer training you want, our inter-

active tutorial software gives you the

answers. Easier, faster, smarter.

Take The INSTRUCTOR, for

first-time users. PC Magazine called it,

“The best . . . introduction to

the PC around.” It’s # 1 because it

takes the work out of learning initial

PC operations.

And Now! Brand New! Setting a

new standard for interactive training,

we give you . . .

PROFESSOR DOS.

You’ve got to see (and hear) it to

believe it! Designed for PC users

ready to learn higher level PC
concepts, including DOS commands.

Professor DOS will challenge you,

amuse you, and amaze you.

Both programs use vivid graphic

images, creative animation, sound and

living color to take you from mystery

to mastery of your IBM PC. Each is

totally self-paced. And they're

“people-literate.” So you really

do learn.

The most sought-after computer-

vdndividuall
^^^OFTWABIWCOBPORATI^J

1163-1 Chess Drive

Foster City, CA 94404

(415) 341-6116

assisted training anywhere. Available

at IBM PC dealers and software

retailers everywhere, separately or in a

tutorial set. Affordable at a suggested

list price of ONLY . . .

$44.95 - The INSTRUCTOR
$59.95 — Professor DOS

or

$94.95 — Tutorial Set

We’ve made The INSTRUCTOR
and Professor DOS so realistic, you’ll

agree . . . THEY’RE INCREDIBLE!

Requires MSDOS, any IBM Personal Computer or

Compaq Personal Computer with at least one

diskette drive and a monochrome or color display.

Phone and dealer inquiries welcome.
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An Industry First in Word Processing Software:

WordPlus-PC featuring the BOSS

.

Ward processing so smart
it can even spell 100,000 words.

Meet the BOSS. WordPlus-PC's incredible

new Built-in On-line Spelling System

WORD PROCESSING AND SPELLING COMBINED:
WordPlus-PC featuring the "BOSS”
is a whole new technology in word
processing software. Finally, the most
powerful word processing capabilities
have been combined with a built-in

electronic spelling system which not
only checks your spelling but also
corrects your spelling.

The "BOSS", an acronym for Built-in

On-line Spelling System, eliminates
embarrassing spelling errors in your
letters and stops time consuming trips

to the dictionary.

But WordPlus-PC featuring The
"BOSS'" will do far more than just

check and correct your spelling. It's

been designed to be exceptionally easy
to use and yet contain all the powerful
features you expect and more. Like

built-in mail merge for personalized
form letters, invoice generation and
the ability to merge information cre-

ated by most other popular programs
such as 1-2-3™ and dBASE II™ And if

you have a question, just press the
HELP key to get back on track.

You can also print bar graphs and
other charts* * easily move columns,
scroll horizontally, execute global
search and replace, boilerplate text,

and even print proportionally spaced
on selected printers. And WordPlus-PC
is compatible with virtually all popular
letter-quality and dot matrix printers.

•With 90,000+ word standard dictionary

and ability for a user to add over 10.000

"custom" words.

HERE’S HOW THE BOSS WORKS FOR YOU: —
IT CHECKS IT SUGGESTS IT CORRECTS

At the touch of a button, virtually any-
time during typing or after the creation of
a document. The "BOSS'" locates and
highlights misspelled words on your
screen. The "BOSS'" can even check the
spelling of a word directly after it's been
typed in.

When a word is misspelled, the user can
ask The BOSS for suggestions as to how
to correctly spell the word. With only one
keystroke. The "BOSS'" will display, in a
dynamic on-screen window, up to eight
spelling suggestions In the order ofproba-
ble phonetic correctness.

And The "BOSS' Auto Correct feature
enables users to "fix'" these misspelled
words directly in text with a single key-

stroke. The "BOSS" is a total spelling sys-

tem that Checks, Suggests, and Corrects
your Spelling. All built-in.

THE TOTAL WORD PROCESSING SOLUTION — PLUS ALL THE HELP YOU’LL NEED.
With over 70,000 word processors In

use worldwide. Professional Software,
Inc. has designed WordPlus-PC to con
tain all the powerful features you
expect — and to be the easiest word
processor to use anywhere. But there
will always be questions. That's why

Professional Software has an entire
bank of Mation-wide TOLL FREE
customer HELP lines to support our
registered users. This service is avail-

able at Mo Charge during the 90 days
following the receipt of your registered
users card.

Demand to see the BOSS in person
Visit your local professional computer
dealer or call us toll free for the dealer
nearest you. Once you witness the
BOSS in action, you'll see that all other
word processors have become totally

obsolete.

Demand to see the “BOSS” today! Call us toll free, 1 -800-343-4074 .

Professional Software, Inc.
51 Fremont Street, Meedham, MA 02194 Telephone (617) 444-5224 Telex 951579

Mow Available for IBM-PC and Compatibles, DEC Rainbow, Tl Professional, and Victor 9000.
Dealer, distributor, OEM manufacturer, and international inquiries are invited.

WordPlus-PC and The BOSS are trademarks of Professional Software, Inc. WordPtus-PC was designed and written by Andres Escallon.

1 -2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp.. dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton Tate.
• • With IBM dot matrix and Diablo 630 CCS printer.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. bar graphs and other charts can be printed Inside text.
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QuadDisk by Quadram
Quadram presents Keep your personal Quadram Quality

QuadDisk. The new computer personal Every QuadDisk comes
stamped with the Quadram
Quality seal. The mark of de-

pendability and performance

from the leader in microcom-

puter enhancements. So visit

your local computer retailer

today. Ask to see QuadDisk in

action. When a little space is

all you have.

QuadDisk by

Qu iilr.im

you need. ^

hard-disk system.

QuadDisk gives you maximum
storage capacity in the limited

space you've got. Turning your

IBM Personal Computer. PC
XT. Compaq.

1 " Chameleon* or

Eagle* computer into a micro

powerhouse.

QuadDisk delivers all this

power without turning your

computer into a main frame.

QuadDisk is compact. It installs

in the same space as your

floppy unit to become part of

your system. Ready to work
with your system.

By showing off its power, not

its size, it keeps your personal

computer personal.

Winchester technology
made easy
But for all its power, this is one

memory system that doesn't

forget you're human. So

QuadDisk comes with a virtual

memory (RAM Drive) and a

print spooler. Plus, QuadDisk's

File Utility. To copy, rename,

erase, and execute programs
straight from a menu.

Without using complex

DOS commands.

Choose from 6 to 72MB
Fully Integral

QuadDisk comes in 6, 12. 20.

27. or 72 megabyte capacities.

All integral to the computer
for fast, convenient data ac-

cess. And for added flexibility,

there's QuadDisk with remov-

able cartridges. For up to 6MB
on-line storage plus added
data security. (Not to mention

virtually unlimited

off-line storage.)

QuadDisk features removable

cartridges which give you unlimited

off line storage. It s Winchester

technology made easy.

QUADRAM
CORPORATION

43*ib Inturnation.il lilvd Nurcross Ga 30093
1404)923-6066 TWX 810 766-4915(OUADRAM NCRSi

•IBM Personal Computer and PC XT are registered trademarks
ol the International Business Machine Corporation. Compaq is

a trademark of the Compaq Computer Corporation. Chameleon
is a product ol the Seequa Computer Corporation. Eagle is a
product ot Eagle Computer Inc
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• QuadDisk comes complete

with disk controller board for

total system integration.

As much storage
ipacity as you need,
in aslittle space
as you’ve got.

Copyright 1983 Quadram Corporation All rights reserved
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WHEN YOU NEED A DEPENDABLE
DISKETTE, LINE PRINTER PAPER & LABELS
DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS THAN THE BEST!

As low as $2.47 each

VERBATIM 6 Year Warranty BASF Ufa Warranty-Black Box. One Year Warranty-Orange Box

DatP,U£sJ Datalife

\1 BA! Ha;

Description Compatibility

BASF
OrentN^Bos Box of Ten

Each Disk

BASF
Block Bos
LIFE TIME

Box of Ten
Each Disk

Verbatim Box of Ten
Soft Boa Each Disk

5-1/4' single-side,

single-density, soft sector
Apple II, Commodore,
Radio Shack TRS-80 54256 S2.47

5-1/4' single-side,

double-density, soft sector
IBM PC (single-side), Apple II,

Commodore, TRS-80 Model III 54968 2.47 54974 S2.81
MD200-01 $2.60

MD325-01-18158 2.66

5-1/4' double-side,
double-density, soft sector IBM PC (dual side) 54624 3.50 54980 3.74 MDS50-01-18188 4.10

8” single-side,

single-density, soft sector
IBM Format 2305830

Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model 1 53428 2.55 54998 3.06 FD34- 1000-37 18 2.66

8' single-side,

double-density, soft sector
Radio Shack TRS-80

Model II — — .... 54021 3.23 FD34-8000-18137 3.40

Description Pert Number 1 to 4 Cases 5 to 9 Cases 10 or More Cases

5-1/4’ Library £ase Mlnl-K/10 81.50 Each $2.00 Each $1.50 Each
8' Library Case KAS/10 3.94 Each 3.15 Each 2.36 Each

Cases sold only with another item.

Description Pert Number
Number
Per Box

Exact
Price

Per 1 0OO

Estimate
Price

Per Box

14-7/8" x 11", 132-Column Fanfold Paper-No Vertical Perforation-Tractor Holes on Both Slde$
One Part 1/2’ Green Bar 14112GBMP-15 1500 Sheets $16.04 $24.06

9-1/2" x 11", 80-Column Fanfold Papsr. 1-Rlght & 1-Left Vertlcal Perforation-Tractor Holes on Both Sides
One Part Blank 9510PPMP-13 lb. 1500 Sheets S1 1.68 $17.52

Nashua Line Printer Labels-Pressure Sensitive
3-1/2x15/16 White One Up-One Wide 10350-1
3-1/2x15/16 White Four Up-Four Wide 10350-4

5000 Labels
20,000 Labels

$2.60
2.60

$13.00
52.00

Shipping Charges & Taxes TELEPHONE AT NO CHARGE-FREE
ToAbo

e
ve
A
Pn«s DIRECT TO OUR ORDER DESK

Um Your MASTER CARD; VISA/BANK-AMERICARD; AMERICAN EXPRESS

From Nebraska Phono 800 -642-9333 From Any Other State Phono

DIGITAL SUPPLY 1221 HARNEY St. OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68102
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Hello, information.
Oi;how the IBM Personal Computer can bring you the world.

Modem shown not supplied by IBM



There’s a world of information just

waiting for you. But to use it, study it, enjoy

it and profit from it, you first have to get at it.

\ft the facts can literally be right at

your fingertips— with your own telephone,

a modem and the IBM Personal Computer.

Plug into the network.

The modem that plugs into your

phone takes the codes your IBM Personal

Computer understands and turns them into

signals that can be transmitted over the

phone lines.

On the other end of the phone lines

are independent information services* ready

for you to access from your home,

school, lab or office. So, in minutes,

you can tap the resources of over a

thousand data bases— and plug

into a world of possibilities.

Something for everyone.

At home, for example, you

can shop through an electronic

catalog. Access mortgage

amortization and tax depreciation

schedules. Study the wines of

France, the foods of Italy. Find

property to sell, rent, swap or share.

And play hundreds of games.

At school, you can bring

news into the classroom— as it

happens. \bu can teach and learn

with facts about everything from

phrase origins to plane geometry. \bu can

also tap instructional courses and learn how
to program the very IBM Personal

Computer you’re using.

In the lab, you can call up a wealth of

mathematical and statistical programs or

retrieve scientific and technological data.

In the office, you can plug into the

commodities market. Read abstracts of

leading publications. Even get census

figures to see who’s in your major market.

And when you’re planning a business trip,

your IBM Personal Computer can provide

airline schedules and car rental information,

as well as tell you what the weather is and

where the best restaurants are.

Calling all computers.

And these outside data bases aren’t

your only information link, either.

With assigned passwords, you can

also have access to data that’s stored in

your company’s IBM minicomputer or

mainframe via your IBM Personal Computer.

\bu can even exchange a sales forecast

with a manager two floors down or two

thousand miles away— one IBM Personal

Computer to another.

So the IBM Personal Computer really

can let you call the world. But there’s one

call to make first. For more information on

where to buy the IBM Personal Computer,

call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii,

800-447-0890.

The IBM Personal Computer
A tool for modern times

‘Information services are available by subscription ar additional cost, and an* not supplied by IBM.
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"Help arrives for users ofdBASE If"
- BYTE

",
, .itsucceeds admirably"

INIOWORLD

"The real thrill ofusing QUICKCODE... like magic, a complex
pattern of dBASE II command files is created.”

Ashton hi/i' Nrus/i •ttc/

II
The dBASE II

Program Generator

QUICKCODE clearly shines. .

.

-AOctm Gifon

"... well take dBASE II and QUICKCODE over any other application

development system we have seen. .

.

"

Pcdbody iK Moon
;
l/h

,

Computer Consulhirits JNEWS

K/ K C)c <-

"Thanks Fox & GellerU!”
dNEWSA sii/i si Kih

call us at '20i
y m fm:i

/ //'l '/'Cf' f T *- *r v *1
; 'It'll S'.rKt tv uf UK 1 / //•)•* ',rr V't'i;1 //'

( IK< l.l 248 UN Kl ADI K SI RVK I CARD
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In today's hard disk

jungle, Tallgrass clears

a path by offering high performance, integrated

mass storage solutions for the IBM® PC/XT, the

T.I. Professional and related computers.

TALLGRASS INNOVATIVE FEATURES

MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS with formatted

HardFile™ capacities of 6, 12, 20, 35 and 70 Mb,
all with built-in tape backup.

CONVENIENT INTEGRAL TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM allows rapid tape "image" streaming,

or incremental file-by-file backup and restore on
ANSI standard inexpensive data cartridges,

instead of the usual floppies, video cassettes, or

low-capacity removable Winchester devices.

NETWORK READY and fully compatible with

networks such as PCnet®and EtherShare™

HIGH RELIABILITY with dual directory and
read-after-write verify options. A dedicated

landing zone, where the read/write heads reside

when the disk is idle, provides data protection

during powerdowns and transportation.
EtherShare ,M » a regiitrred trademark of 3Com Corp.

It.nef* i> a trademark, of Orchid Technology

IBM* is a registered trademark of International Buslnew Machines Corp.

Follow the Tallgrass path to your local computer
dealer and watch your personal computer transform

into a powerful data processing system.

From $2,995.00 U.S. including integral tape backup.

Available from COMPUTERLAND® Entre®

Computer Centers, MicroAge® Computer
Stores and other participating computer dealers.

New!
IBM-XT Cartridge

Tape Backup

World Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies Corp. / 11100 West 82nd St

Overland Park. KS 66214/913-492-6002 /Telex: 215406 TBYT UR

Canadian Distributors: MicroWare / 440 Phillip St.

Waterloo. Ontario N2L 5R9 / 519-884-4541

CompuServe /1675 W. 8th St. / Vancouver. B.C. V6j 1V2/ 604-733-7783

European Distributor: CPS Computer Group, LTD
Birmingham, England B276BH / <021 1 7073866

Australian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies (Australia) /Five Dock Plaza.

Suite 12/50 Great North Road/ Five Dock /Sydney. N.S.W 2046/(02) 712-2010

Tallgrass
Technologies
Corporation
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Undo.Windows.
New Microsoft " Word. It makes your IBM

Personal Computer think its better than a $10,000

word processor.

With Microsoft Word, what you see on the screen is

what you get on the paper. So its easy to spot mistakes.

Boldface, underline, and italics look like this,

not this: ABboldfaceAB, ASunderlineAS, A Iitalics A I.

And, when you make changes, paragraphs are

automatically reformatted. Flush right, flush left,

centered or justified. It even gives you several columns
on a page, like a newspaper.

Word forgives and doesn’t forget

There’s an “uh-oh” command called Undo. Make
a mistake? Or just want to experiment? Hit Undo.



Mouse*Finally*
Word undoes your last change and remembers things

the way they were.

Word does windows. Up to eight, to be exact.

So you can transfer or edit between eight different

documents. Or between eight different pieces of

the same document

Word travels fast

Word has a Mouse, a handy little critter that lets

you move copy, select commands and edit faster

than you can say “cheese.”

Word also lets you create

your own style sheets, so

you can standardize your documents,

memos, files and letters.

Its not surprising that Microsoft has a way with

Word.We designed the MS™DOS operating system that

tells the IBM" PC how to think.And we pioneered

the first microcomputer BASIC, the language spoken

by nine out of ten micros worldwide.

For a few final words, call 1-800-426-9400

(in Washington State call 206-828'8088) for a free

Word brochure and the name MICROSOFT
of your nearest Microsoft dealer. The Higjh Performance Software



Here are two beautiful ways to get small

computers on line with the mainframe

quickly, easily and economically—yours

from DCA. home of the industry's first co-

axial cable links between small computers

and IBM 3270 networks.

IRMA" is the Decision Support Interface"that gets IBM Personal Computers and IBM
PC XTs into the 3270 mainstream via direct attachment to 3274 or 3276 controllers.

IRMA, IRMALINE, and Decision Support Intenaci- arr tradcmarks of Digital Communications Associates, Inc

IRMA and IRMALINE.
The DCA family connections that help

small computers tliink big.

' I98L Digital Communications Associates. Inc



IRMALINE'does the same for remote IBM PCs, IBM PC XTs. Apple Lisas and DEC
Rainbows, among others, with just a local phone call to a nearby 3270 controller.

Both can go to work literally minutes out of the box. Both provide mainframe data

access, selection and storage, and data communication back to the mainframe.

Put first things first. Find out more about the DCA first family of 3270 micro/main-

frame connections. For information, write DCA, 303 Technology Park.

Norcross. Georgia 30092. Phone (404 )
448-1400, TLX 26133 3

DCA ATL. Or call us toll-free ( 800) 241-IRMA. ^I(
The new' home of IRMA, IRMALINE and the rest of the TAC family. «
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CHAMELEON $1995 Complete
by SEEQUA

The IBM Compatible Computer
BOTH WORLDS OF
PROCESSING
Using a unique dual processor

technology, the Chameleon by
SEEQUA is both IBM-PC com-
patible and CP/M-80'" compat-
ible providing the largest soft-

ware support available.

TWICE THE MEMORY
128K bytes RAM are standard,

internally expandable to 256K.

And 320K formatted disk stor-

age is included.

SOFTWARE INCLUDED
Your computer is delivered

with SEEQUA's MS-DOS.
compatible with the IBM

standard 16 bit PC-DOS oper-

ating system. It includes Per-

fect Writer for word processing

and Perfect Calc for financial

analysis. And it has MBasic to

letyou write your own routines.

Chameleon comes standard

with 640x200 resolution black

and white graphics and 320 x
200 resolution color graphics.

EXPANDABLE
Chameleon has both serial and
parallel ports standard. You
can add an additional serial

port or the IEEE-488 port. You
can even use IBM PC com-
patible add-on boards in our

optional expansion interface

package.

FITS IN YOUR
ENVIRONMENT
Chameleon is at home in your
office. But its compact pack-

aging makes it easy to carry

elsewhere.

To learn more about
Chameleon's power, call us
at 800-638-6066. Well
put you in touch with our
closest dealer.
CIRCLE 370 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SEEQUA
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton, MD 21 1 13

(301) 672-3600 or

(800)638-6066

The following are registered trademarks.

CP/M-80— Digital Research Inc.

MS-DOS— Microsoft
“

PC DOS— IBM
Perfect Writer— Perfect Software

Perfect Calc— Perfect Software

MBasic— Microsoft*

IBM— International Business Machines



FROM THE EDITORS OF PC JANUARY 1984

IBM IS TRUMPS IN BIG
LAS VEGAS GAME
When high-rolling Comdex hits tinsel town, there’s new meaning for

slots and chips—and the Japanese join the fray.

CONNIE WINKLER AND MARTY PORTER

ware designers. IBM also re-

leased some of the first

technical details on PCjr.

• 1983 was the year of the

portable computer, and the

year ended with a bang.

Portables were everywhere,

including a new and pecu-

liar-sized one, the Com-
muter, from Visual Com-
puter, Inc., of Marlboro,

Massachusetts. It's about the

size of IBM’s hard-disk drive

attachment for the IBM PC,

runs MS-DOS, weighs about

16 pounds, and costs $2,450

for a typical configuration.

• And, of course, there were

more integrated software ap-

plications packages—many,

if not all, with windows or

windows capability.

Throughout the displays

the IBM PC was a ubiquitous

machine, with many, many

software and peripheral

vendors claiming their prod-

ucts ran on the PC.

The Japanese are also

warmly embracing the MS-
DOS and 16-bit playing card

LAS VEGAS. Hardware

and software manufacturers

might as well have been

playing at the game tables

here at the WinterCOMDEX
'83 Show. Many old cards

were in play, only a few new

cards were showing—and

the players, for the most

part, were old hands.

New cards at COMDEX
were dealt by:

• Japanese manufacturers

showing 16-bit personal

computers that, in one or

more ways, aped the IBM
PC.

• A surprising number of

manufacturers that offered

UNIX-based systems, in-

cluding one which buttons

together the MS-DOS and

UNIX operating systems.

• Rana Systems, Inc.,

which put on display an odd

box, with two 5'/4-inch

drives and three boards, that

allows the Apple II to run

MS-DOS programs, for

$1,799.

• Tandy Corp. joined the

PC-compatible fray an-

nouncing its TRS-80 Model

2000. The Model 2000 with

an Intel 80186 micro-

processor costs less than a

PC and is thrice as fast,

Tandy claimed.

There were many old

cards—or slightly updated

versions of old cards

—

which were dealt on the ex-

hibit floor spanning two

meandering pavillions and

three hotel convention cen-

ters. These included:

• IBM’s new PCjr home

computer. Big Blue took

over an entire “Gold Room”

of the main hall and set up

about 80 PCjr's forby-ticket-

only demonstration of DOS
2.1 for both users and soft-
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PC NEWS

MICROSOFT
OPENS WINDOWS
BY JAMES LANGDELL

as evidenced at COMDEX.
Matsushita (under the label

Panasonic), Fujitsu, and

Sanyo had PC look

alikes...and Sharp reported

good sales of its new $1,995

portable lap computer.

In addition, another Jap-

anese company, Mitsubishi,

announced it has the OEM
assembly contract for Sperry

Corporation’s entry into the

IBM compatible horserace.

Of particular interest wa<j

the Matsushita-owned Pan-

asonic Company's portable,

the Senior Partner, a MS-
DOS 2.0 computer the com-

pany claims was rated

“highly compatible" by Fu-

ture Computing, the Rich-

ardson, Texas consulting

firm. However, it’s the Sen-

ior Partner's price tag that’s

really expected to turn

heads—the unit is priced at

$2,495 with a single disk

drive. Add $450 to the tab

for a second drive and $320

for a 128K RAM expansion

board.

The Senior Partner has a

16-bit 8088 microprocessor

with an 8087 co-processor

socket.

The philosophy behind

Rjjitsu’s new product in the

personal computer market-

place can best be described

by this gambling town’s term

"hedging your bets." Three

of the most popular micro

operating systems were dem-

onstrated on its Micro 16s

Personal Business Compu-
ter—MS-DOS, CP/M-80,

and CP/M-86—although the

standard unit will be sold

with CP/M-86 bundled in...

for $4,000

Sanyo, meanwhile, billed

its MBC 550 as 100 percent

IBM PC compatible “except

with graphics.” Again, the

price tag is a big selling point

with the one disk drive ver-

sion (160K) at $1,000—right

under the nose of the $1,269

announced for the IBM
PCjr. A larger version, with

two disk drives, is expected

to sell for $1,400.

Several UNIX multi-task-

ing systems were on the

floor, but one from CYB
Systems, Inc., of Austin.

Texas, provided file-to-file

transfer between UNIX and

MS-DOS via its network

server CYB /Unite 16i. Run-

ning the UNIX System V op-

erating system, which has

been pretty much standard-

ized by Bell Laboratories.

The $40,000 16i can be used

as the central node in a net-

work of up to 16 IBM PCs,

PC/XTs, IBM compatibles,

or existing CRTs.

Rana Systems, Chats-

worth, Calif., which for two

years has made add-on

drives for Atari and Apple

systems said its latest IBM
PC-emulating version will

be available at the end of

February. The system has

been embraced by Apple

Computer, as a way Apple

users can bridge to the

proliferating MS-DOS
programs.

According to Rana vice-

president, Donald Burtis,

the Rana unit has two dou-

ble-sided, double-density

drives stacked on top of each

other and three boards: one is

for video and emulates the

IBM color graphics board,

the second has two Intel

8086 microprocessors, and

the third is a memory board

with 256K (which can be up-

graded).

The Rana IBM mimicker

also requires a.single card to

be installed in the Apple II.

Rana runs with the latest

Apple operating system,

proDOS. CP/M-56, or

CP/M-60.

Microsoft announced its

plans for Windows, an ex-

tension to the MS-DOS oper-

ating system that should be

available by May 1984. Win-

dows will provide a stan-

dardized interface for bit-

mapped graphics and mouse

control, and the capacity to

transfer data from one pro-

gram to another if both pro-

grams use any of Microsoft’s

predefined data types.

Microsoft made this an-

nouncement in November at

a New York press con-

ference. At the conference,

Microsoft’s speakers were

flanked by 23 personal com-

puter manufacturers that

plan to offer versions of Mi-

crosoft Windows for their

systems. IBM, however, was

not involved in this public

announcement. Microsoft

explained that nothing could

be said at this time about

IBM’s support of Windows

because “our policy is not to

make any announcement re-

garding our relationships

with OEMs unless that OEM
chooses to make an an-

nouncement." Microsoft

will have prepared a version

of Windows for PC-DOS by

April 1983, but details con-

cerning the release time and

price of this product depend

on IBM. Several other com-

puter manufacturers were

said to be planning to bundle

Windows and MS-DOS with

the hardware they sell.

Microsoft's MS-DOS has

become a standard disk-op-

erating system for 16-bit mi-

crocomputers, thanks to

IBM’s decision to offer it

with the PC. However, since

MS-DOS does not include a

set of standardized graphics

operations. programmers

who want to do graphics run

the risk of writing software

that can run only on a single

computer model.

Microsoft Windows will

*a Cun lelete Hit Format

ert Jimp Librarg Hut Options hint
lace Transfer Undo Hindoo

Ute dir uni tint tape cd

[os > tine

iurrent tint is 11:18:47
los)

uristic reasoning is reasoning not

•girded is finil and strict kl is

•visional and plausible only, tthose

. post is to discoutr the solution of the

present problen. He are often obliged to

use heuristic reasoning. He shall attain

complete certainty vhen ue shall have

obtained the complete solution, kt before

obtaining certaintg oe oust often k
satisfied with a wre or less plausible

guess. Ue mg need the provisional before

ue attain the final.

Microsoft Windows divides a screen into "tiled" ureasfor each program that

is selectedfor display.
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VISI ON COMES
INTO SIGHT
BY JAMES LANGDELL

provide a hardware-indepen-

dent set of fundamental

graphics commands, so soft-

ware written with these can

be run on any model of com-

puter that uses MS-DOS to-

gether with Windows. The

minimum requirements are a

system with MS-DOS (2.0

or a later version), 192K

RAM. two disk drives (hard

disk recommended), a bit-

mapped display, and a

mouse.

Programs available when

Windows is running are

listed at the bottom of the

screen either by name or

with an icon (that is, a disk-

ette sleeve for a disk-operat-

ing system, a brush for a

graphics application, a sheet

of paper for a word pro-

cessor). A program can be

selected to appear in a win-

dow by using the mouse to

move a cursor onto the icon

or name. The commands for

a program appear at the top

of the program's window.

The windows are arranged

in a “tiled” pattern in which

the windows do not overlap.

If the full contents of a pro-

gram’s screen can’t fit in a

smaller window, a user can

use scrolling to display dif-

ferent portions in the win-

dow. A “zooming” feature

can be used if you choose to

have any one program fill the

full screen (Microsoft admits

that Windows’ users would

spend most of their time

working with programs one

at a time).

By the time Windows is

released, Microsoft intends

to have its Word and Multi-

plan programs available in

versions that can take advan-

tage of the new capabilities.

For more information on

Windows, write to Microsoft

Corp. , 10700 Northrup Way,

Bellevue, WA 98004.

The Visi On "integrated ap-

plications environment" is

finally available, several

months after its expected re-

lease in the summer of 1983

and nearly a year after the

system was first announced

by VisiCorp at last winter’s

Comdex show. (See "Visi

On, A Mouse On The Digi-

tal Desktop” in PC, Volume

1, Number 9.)

VisiCorp is now selling

these products from its Visi

On line: the Visi On Ap-

plications Manager software

($495) in versions for per-

sonal computers made by six

manufacturers (including

IBM's PC, XT and 3270PC);

the Visi On Mouse ($250);

and three applications pro-

grams that run under the Visi

On manager: Visi On Calc

($395), Visi On Graph

($250), and Visi On Word

($375). A fourth program,

Visi On Query, is a relational

database manager, which is

expected to have a list price

of $375 when it appears in

early 1984. The total price of

this software and mouse is

$2,140. VisiCorp recom-

mends that Visi On be used

on a system with a hard

Winchester disk, at least

384K of memory, and graph-

ics support.

The heart of the Visi On
system is its Applications

Manager, a level of software

that fills a gap between the

applications programs and a

computer’s hardware and op-

erating system. A version of

this software must be written

to suit a particular combina-

tion of hardware and operat-

ing system, such as an IBM
XT running PC-DOS 2.0.

The Applications Manager

provides standardized means

that applications programs

use to provide graphics and

operate together. These

functions aren't standard-

ized in most operating sys-

tems.

One of Visi On’s features

is its ability to display the

operations of several pro-

grams simultaneously on a

screen in overlapping win-

dows. A user can select

which programs are dis-

played and determine the

size and location of each

window.

Most of the Visi On Ap-

plication Manager functions

are performed through a

two-button mouse rather

than the keyboard. For ex-

ample, a program can be ac-

tivated by moving the mouse

to position a cursor within

the program's window, then

pressing the select button on

the mouse. A double border

appears around that window

and the window appears in

the forefront of the screen.

The contents of this window

are not covered by other win-

dows; the effect is as if the

selected program were a

document pulled out of a pile

of papers on a desktop, then

placed on top of the stack.

The mouse’s other button is

used for scrolling through

the contents of a window.

One big difference in Visi

On since it was first an-

nounced, is that VisiCorp

decided to offer its software

environment as an open sys-

tem. Instead of marketing

software that could only be

used with other programs

written and sold by Visi-

Corp, the company has pub-

lished all the standards

needed to write programs

that are compatible with Visi

On. VisiCorp is selling the

software tools that were used

by its own programmers and

will charge no royalty.

IBM has agreed to offer

the Visi On product line at

IBM Product Centers. For

more information on Visi On
and the application de-

veloper’s toolkit, contact

VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd.,

San Jose, CA 95134.
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KEY TRONIC
PERFECTS THE

IBM* PC KEYBOARD

Convenient

ENTER Key

RETAILERS: For the Distributor in your area, call Toll Free 1-800-262-6006 Dept. D (7am-3pm Pacific Time)

CIRCLE 289 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Enhance your IBM* Personal Computer System with a Key Tronic keyboard peripheral.

This low-profile keyboard is plug-compatible and has familiar key placement. It also

features reliable microprocessor electronics, solid-state capacitance switches,

and positive tactile feedback.
Special keyboard available for the handicapped — factory direct. ‘IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation

Also available in Foreign and Dvorak layouts. Suggested Retail Price: $269.0(1

To order Model KK-5150 call Toll Free 1-800-262-6006

m for the retailer closest to you. (7am-3pm Pacific Time)

ic
key tronic

Warranty information may be obtained, free of

charge, by writing to the address below.

THE RESPONSIVE KEYBOARD COMPANY

DEPT. E • P.O.BOX 14687 • SPOKANE. WASHINGTON 99214

RETURN Key in Familiar

Typewriter l.ocation

SHIFT Key in Familiar

Typewriter Location

Familiar Key

Legends Rather

Than Symbols

|£k#ytronte KB 5150

Copyrighl



Why buy an IBM"XT when you can buy
an IBM PC or compatible,

our Pegasus XT Conversion Kit,

and save yourself almost $1,600?

For $1,295 you can buy our internal 10 megabyte
hard disk system installed in an IBM PC

or compatible of your choice.

Think about it. When you consider

buying an IBM XT or XT look-alike,

you’re after large storage, the con-

venience of IBM compatible software,

and the peace of mind associated with

a quality product. But one thing you’re

not looking for is paying more than

you have to.

The Savings
If you buy an IBM XT, it’s going to

cost you $4,995 for the XT system unit.

You'll get 10 megabytes of hard disk

storage, one 320 Kbytes floppy disk

drive, 8 slots, a $120 asynchronous
communication adaptor. 128K of

RAM and the three IBM intials.

We recommend instead, that you

buy the IBM PC for $2,104. You’ll get

one 320 Kbyte floppy disk drive, 5

slots. 64K of RAM. the same three

IBM initials, a space for your dealer to

put the Pegasus XT Conversion Kit.

and an extra $2,891 to buy it with. But

since the Pegasus XT Conversion Kit

costs only $1,295 installed, you’ll have

an extra $1,596— almost $1,600—
left over. With many compatibles

you’ll have even more.
But if you already own an IBM PC

and were thinking you’d just get the

IBM is a registered trademark of

International Business Machines. Inc.

XT Conversion Kit is a trademark
of Great Lakes Computer Peripherals. Inc.

XT expansion chassis, we have a sur-

prise for you. If you add the $ 1 .295

cost of the Pegasus XT Conversion Kit

to the $2,104 price of an IBM PC, you

can have a second computer— in-

stead of a dumb box— for less than

the price of the XT expansion chassis.

Hard Disk Quality
Now, before you start thinking that

IBM’s hard disk is better than ours,

remember that IBM doesn't make
their own hard disk for the IBM XT.

They go into the marketplace, just like

we do, and strike the best price they

can. If you were to buy an IBM XT,

your hard disk might come from one

of four manufacturers. It’s possible, in

fact, that the IBM XT might have the

same hard disk that you’d get in our

Pegasus XT Conversion Kit.

The Role of the Controller
But the hard disk is not the whole

story. It takes a controller card to get

your files from the hard disk to your
computer so you can use them.
The IBM XT has a good controller

card. Unfortunately, it is not designed

to take advantage of some of the ad-

PEGASUS
A DIVISION OF

GREAT LAKES
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.

2200 West Higgins Road. Suite 245
Hoffman Estates. Illinois 60195

vances in hard disk technology. Our
controller card will work with our 10

megabyte hard disk all the way up to

our 140 megabyte hard disk— and
everything in between. With the IBM
XT controller, you’re limited to four

manufacturers. The Pegasus con-

troller board, on the other hand, con-

figures to whatever hard disk you may
want to install in the future. There is

virtually no limit on hard disk size or

number of manufacturers you can use.

Larger Disks
Pegasus offers an entire line of hard

disks. You can expand your IBM PC
far beyond the storage of the IBM XT.

You can add our 23 megabyte hard
disk for only $ 1 ,995. or our 40 mega-
byte for only $500 more. And if you

really need storage, we offer a 65 and
140 megabyte hard disk that slides

right into the same space that IBM and
the compatible manufacturers put their

10 megabytes.

So, before you decide to spend more
money than you have to, consider the

Pegasus XT Conversion Kit. You’ll get

dealer support, the same 90 day war-

ranty IBM gives, and have enough
money left over to buy one of our

larger hard disks. And isn’t larger

storage why you were looking at the

hard disk in the first place? Contact

your computer dealer today.

In Illinois (312) 884-7272

800-323-6836

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IF YOU HAVE
MAILING LISTS
YOU NEED

r
$19995

IBM-PC XEROX
IBM -XT ZENITH
NEC ALTOS

CROMEMCO
and most other micro-computers

complete system with manual: $199.95
Manuals Only: $45

Add UPS for all COD shipments.

Immediate shioment is available.

1165 BARBARA DRIVE
CHERRY HILL. NEW JERSEY 08003

(609) 429-3838 (609) 428-6701

Completely MENU-Drtven.

NO complicated languages to learn.

No need to buy a "high-level” language.

Runs Directly in PC-Dos. CP/M. or Cromix

/ STORES, SORTS, PRINTS, and RETRIEVES

by 10 data fields &
14 on/oft membership codes

for EACH name/address entered

Works with MicroPro's WORDSTAR
and MAILMERGE for easy form letters

Labels, Envelopes & Mailing lists

at the push of a key

User-changeable field names and

screens for easy customization

Copiable disk for back-up

Multipie files for maintaining

numerous separate mailing lists

Up to 32,000 names per list.

(depending on disk capacity)

Runs on floppy and/or hard disks

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

INFOWORLD: “Mass Mailer can help eliminate the source of frustration (in

maintaining mailing lists). . .Mass Mailer is an affordable alternative for sorting,

splitting and merging nearly any type of data. . .Designed to handle large-volume

mailing lists... sorting easily meets U.S. Postal Service bulk mail requirements...You
should consider its application to your personal records and to the retrieval of

nearly any type of data. You can rename labels and categories of information

codes. As a result, lists of parts, inventory of collectibles, books loaned to friends

and other types of data lists can work on the Mass Mailer system. Alternative

Software’s published claims for this product are realistic, and you can expect the

program to execute all routines as expected. The Mass Mailer print routine has

been designed with the consumer in mind. You can select to print all or part of a

file, determine the exact number of copies for each record and specify the format.

With additional commands, you can customize the envelopes, labels, or mailing lists

to meet your application needs. In all tests of this procedure, the print routine

performed efficiently and flawlessly. Mass Mailer is well protected from spurious

errors you might make while using the program. As a result, it is impossible to

contribute to system failure. . .The information in the manual is presented in an

interesting, easy-to-read style." October 10, 1983

ALTERNATIVE SOFTWARE, INC.
1165 BARBARA DRIVE. CHERRY HILL. NEW JERSEY 08003. (609)429-3838 (609)428-6701

CIRCLE 833 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PC NEWS

PC-COMPATIBLE
PORTABLES
Portables are being upgraded with greater memory and durability as

the competition among computer manufacturers heats up.

BY KAREN COOK AND JAMES LANGDELL

Several manufacturers of

IBM compatible computers

looking for new market

niches are pinning their

hopes on the same discov-

ery: you can dress your PC

or XT up, but you can't take

it out. No matter how you

look at your IBM, it's not

portable.

At least three PC-Com-

patible portable computers

have recently gone on sale,

and more will follow. The

first company to reach retail

stores was Compaq, which

introduced its Compaq Plus

last October. Eagle Com-

puter and Wilmington, Mas-

sachusetts-based Ivy Micro-

computers started shipping

new models shortly thereaf-

ter. Televideo Systems, Inc.

and Seequa Computer Cor-

poration, also makers of

IBM-compatible machines,

plan introductions soon.

President Rod Canion

from Houston-based Com-

paq Computer Corporation

quite literally unveiled the

Compaq Plus: The first dis-

play model was draped with

black fabric that Canion

whisked off to reveal the new

computer.

Looking proud, Canion

declared that the Compaq

Plus is the first non-IBM sys-

tem to be fully compatible

with DOS 2.0. If so, the

company should maintain

the reputation for com-

patibility it built with its

highly regarded floppy disk

portable.

The first few hundred new

Compaq Plus units were al-

ready at dealers when Com-
paq made its announcement.

Perhaps the slick presenta-

tion and smooth delivery was

to reassure potential inves-

tors: that day Compaq had

filed with the Securities and

Exchange Commission

(SEC) for its first public

stock offering of six million

shares. (At any rate, the con-

current-with-delivery an-

nouncement was a welcome

change from the common in-

dustry practice of hinting at

or advertising new products

months before they are really

available.)

The 31-pound Compaq

Plus contains a 51/j-inch

320K diskette drive and a

3'/5-inch 10-megabyte hard

disk. While Winchester

drives have a history of fra-

gility that seemingly makes

them impractical for use in a

transportable system, Com-
paq claims it solved this

problem. Sturdiness was

emphasized in its design so

that the hard disk can with-

stand the abuse that a trans-

portable computer must

face.

The Compaq Winches-

ter's smaller size made it

possible to build in more

protection around it. The

disk is mounted into a rug-

ged metal casing about the

size of a5'/4-inchdrive. Rub-

ber bumpers protect the

drive at top and bottom, and

there’s about an inch of clear-

ance on either side of the

drive. Compaq claims it ran

destructive tests in which the

hard disk and its data re-

mained intact, even though

the rest of the system was

ruined. (Following the an-

nouncement, one Compaq

staffer revealed that Canion

had planned to demonstrate

the machine’s durability by

"accidentally” knocking it

off its stand so that it would

crash—harmlessly—to the

floor. Canion practiced this

several times, and the com-

puter survived, but the rou-

tine was ruled too awkward

PRODUCT INFORMATION
NAME COMPAQ

PLUS
EAGLE
SPIRIT XL

IVY 3002 TELEVIDEO

Hard Disk Storage 10 mb
3 '/i-inch

mf: Rodime

10 mb
Slimline

mfs: Microscience

Miniscribe

10 mb
mf:

Microscicnce

10 mb
mf:

Miniscribc

RAM (standard) 128K I28K 256K I28K

RAM (expanded) 640K 640K 5I2K 256K

Expansion Slots two four none one

Graphics Capability PC color

standard

(320 x 200)

PC color standard

(320 x 200)

mono (amber)

(640 x 575)

PC color standard

(320 x 200)

Serial Ports* none standard two one one

Weight (lbs.) 31 32'/> 22 30 (approx.)

Price $4,995 $4,795 $3,995 NA

*one parallel port is standardfor all models
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IKTOC
WE'VE GOT
THE CLOCK

Enhance the performance of your IBM® PC or XT with RAM +3, a new
multifunction board from Seattle Computer. It combines the most needed

functions for your PC on a single card. This leaves the PC's other expansion slots

open for your future needs. Here's what you get:

Lithium Powered Clock The RAM +3
clock/calendar eliminates the need to manually

input the date and time each time you power up.

And the inexpensive lithium battery ensures that

the clock keeps accurate time even when the power

is off.

RS-232 Serial Port It's an easy way to connect letter quality

printers, modems and other peripherals to your IBM. It’s

compatible with IBM’s Asynchronous Communications Adapter

and can be selected as either COM 1 or COM2. No translation

software is required.

Parallel Printer Port Designed to operate most

parallel printers, it is functionally identical to and

completely compatible with the IBM Printer

Adapter.

Memory Options To increase the memory
capacity of your IBM, there are five RAM +3
memory options: Ok, 64k, 128k 192k, and 256k.

The memory expansion boards are socketed and

expandable in 64k increments to 256k. For users

who do not need to increase the memory of their

PC but want the clock and added port capabilities,

a no memory, unsocketed RAM +3 is also

available.

FLASH DISK™ and FLASH PRINT™ To
dramatically improve your PC’s throughput,

FLASH DISK lets you designate as much as 576k

of RAM as a disk drive. And with FLASH PRINT,
you can compute and print simultaneously.

FLASH PRINT is a user definable buffer that lets

you select, in lk increments, as much as 63k of

memory as a buffer. Your printer can run at its

maximum speed while you continue to compute.

RAM +3 is Available and Affordable Seattle Computer RAM + 3 boards are

available through a nationwide network of retail outlets including ComputerLand

stores. For the location of the outlet nearest you call toll free:

1-800-426-8936.

RAM+3 prices start at $210.00*
*(Unsocketed, no memory version;

$395 for the expandable 64k version)

®IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

Seattle Computer Products, Inc.,

1114 Industry Drive, Seattle, WA 98188

CIRCLE 452 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PC NEWS

for the press conference.)

Compaq’s 31'2-inch hard

disk is formatted the same

way as the 514-inch

Winchesters used in IBM’s

XT. As a result, there isn’t

the loss of software com-

patibility that would be in-

volved if a 514-inch diskette

drive were replaced with a

smaller model. These hard

disks are manufactured by

Rodime, of Scotland. Com-

paq is negotiating to have ad-

ditional suppliers for its

drives.

“To us, compatibility

means to be able to run all

PC and XT software off the

shelf,” Canion explained at

the announcement. Canion

believes that the Compaq
Plus is the first system to be

XT-compatible. The IBM
XT has a personality of its

own, Canion says, so it was a

challenge to create a system

that reproduced its effects

without copying the machine

exactly. Compaq’s engineers

even imitated some bugs in

IBM’s system so that XT
software could find the same

routes around problems on

the Compaq Plus.

Like the original portable

Compaq (see “Compaq:

Have Computer Will Travel"

in PC, Volume 2 Number 1),

the Compaq Plus has a 9-

inch diagonal, built-in

monochrome monitor. The

Compaq’s monitor and

graphics board allow it to use

programs designed for both

of IBM’s display formats

—

character or color/graphics.

Compaq dealers are

providing a $2,500 Fixed

Disk Upgrade Option for the

original portable Compaq,

which is priced at $2,995

with a single 360K diskette

drive. An upgraded Compaq

is said to be identical to the

new Compaq Plus, with no

additional weight, so there’s

only a $500 price penalty for

purchasing a standard Com-

paq before adding the hard

disk. (Converting an IBM
PC to function as an XT re-

quires the addition of an ex-

pansion unit that is the same

size as the system unit it-

self.)

Asked how much Compaq

is dependent on IBM having

not produced a transportable

computer of its own, Canion

countered that Compaq is a

quality machine competitive

with IBM’s. “Each has

something to offer: IBM has

its name and Compaq has its

advantages.”

Many customers who

originally wanted an IBM
PC bought a compatible ma-

chine instead because no

IBM machines were in stock

at the time. Did the shortage

of IBM PCs and XTs this

past year help provide Com-
paq with its initial success?

Canion replied; "There’s

been a shortage of Compaqs

too. I don’t know if that’s

helped IBM or not.”

* * *

Eagle Computer is an-

other rising compatible

maufacturer benefiting from

IBM’s shortfalls. Eagle beat

Compaq to the stock market

by going public last summer,

but it trailed marginally in

getting its new hard disk

portable, the Spirit XL, into

stores.

Eagle uses a standard 5'/4-

inch hard disk instead of a

version of Compaq’s 314-

inch model, but Vice Presi-

dent of Marketing William

Roland insists Eagle’s disk is

just as durable. “It has a rat-

ing of 40-gravities, the same

as a floppy disk, while Com-

paq's is only rated for 30-

gravities.” According to Ro-

land, a 40-gravity rating

means the disk can sustain a

drop of three or four inches

without damage.

At 32.5 pounds, the Spirit

XL weighs a pound and a

half more than Compaq

Plus, but it costs about $20

less. Like the Compaq, the

Eagle has 128K of RAM that

can be expanded to 640K, a

9-inch screen, and built-in

graphics capabilities. It

comes with GWBAS1C and

CP/M-86. The Eagle has

room for four expansion

slots instead of Compaq’s

two. Also, Eagle’s two serial

ports are standard.

Another hard disk PC-

compatible portable now

available is the Ivy 3002, a

companion to the Ivy floppy

disk portable. The Ivy,

which costs almost $1,000

less, is a stripped-down, 22-

lb. version of Eagle and

Compaq. Disks are format-

ted to 320K, and the 256K

RAM can be expanded to

512K. The Ivy runs MS-

DOS 2.0, but doesn’t supply

BASIC. There are no expan-

sion slots.

Like the other manufac-

turers, Ivy promises du-

rability. Company publicity

quotes a mean time before

failure of 10,000 hours. Ac-
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No Head is Better
than One!

Bubble Storage for the PC and PC XT.

Bubble memory combines the

best features of disk and solid state

memory with extreme reliability.

Unlike a floppy disk, it's entirely solid

state with no moving parts. This

makes it impervious to dust. dirt,

fumes, and vibration. And. unlike

normal memory, it doesn't lose data

when the power goes off.

Now you can enjoy all the

advantages of bubble memory
combined with thefamous Pure Data

quality and reliability for your

IBM PC or XT.

• PDIB- 128 provides 128 KBytes in one

slot

• PDIB-384 provides384 KBytes in one

slot

• Not affected by power failure

• Faster than a floppy disk

• Extremely reliable

• Standard DOS 2.0 disk-type device

• Compatible with all DOS software

• No patching of any system files

• Password option for computer

and/or bubble

• Password cannot be bypassed by

software

• Comprehensive diagnostics and other

utilities

• Fully illustrated installation and

operation manual

• Technical support hot-line

• Guaranteed 48 hour service

• Bubble uses 2 I/O addresses and no

memory space

• Interrupts are supported but not

required

• DMA is supported but not required

• On-board EPROM socket

• Pure Data quality and reliability

• No moving parts

PDIB- 128 PDIB-384

Pure
Data Ltd
860 Denison Street

Markham. Ontario. Canada L3R 4H

1

8:(416) 475-2424 B (416) 498-1616

Highland Computer Corporation. Keysoft International.

Computerland. Computer Innovations. Compugroup.

ECOSEA Technologies and others.

Pure Data products are available through.

RVCapna 1 335 Valwood Parkway. Suite 1 08.
WlllPUl Carrollton. Texas 75006
data systems Telephone (214) 620-8000

P.O. Box 815155. Dallas. Texas 75381

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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We ll give you a 3M Post-it' Note tray and a

sample pack of Post-it Notes— a $4.98 value.

Absolutely free! Just buy any specially marked
box of 3M diskettes and send in the proof of

purchase—with 75<t for postage
and handling. Complete details

inside specially marked diskette

boxes.

One 3M value
deserves another.
3M diskettes have long been
noteworthy for their unparalleled

reliability. A reputation based

on over 30 years experience in manu-
facturing high quality computer media. Now
were giving you one more good reason to

use high quality 3M diskettes.

So buy a specially marked box of

3M diskettes. And send for your
free Post-it tray and notes today!

Look in theYellow Pages under
computer supplies and parts for

the 3M distributor nearest you.

In Canada, write 3M Canada,
Inc., London, Ontario. If it’s

worth remembering, it’s worth
3M data recording products.

3M hears you...
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A last-action, high-strategy game with lull color graphics, exciting animation, and realistic sound effects. Features in-

clude HAL'“ speech synthesis (without special hardware), option to play as enemy or defender, and top ten score display.

Action begins with you at the controls of the Defense
Command Computer. A random error causes the

computer to secure your nation's defense for full

scale nuclear attack. You have 30 seconds before

the first ICBM is launched at your enemy's capital.

Decipher the secret code for aborting missile launch
or prepare to fight World War III.

At launch, you discover the computer has deleted

all targeting data for your weapons. Presented with
NORAD style strategic displays, you watch the

trajectory of the missile track across the globe as you
frantically retarget your weapon systems and prepare

for your enemy's attack. Do you strike before or after

the enemy launches its first wave? Do you target for

military, industrial, or civilian targets? Perhaps
some combination? You watch enemy strikes against

your homeland and the casualties grow to stagger-

ing proportions as you attempt to deter or conquer
the enemy before you are completely destroyed.

The war has begun and your nation's destiny, even
the destiny of the world, is in your hands.

Ask tor Global Thermonuclear War'": S34.95 a! your local dealer or order direct. Visa. MasterCard. Money Orders. Checks
accepted (Calil. residents please add 6' ?% sales tax), foreign orders add 15%. U.S. currency only. Dealer inquiries invited.

Global Thermonuclear War"* is available for your IBM PC or XT
(64K. disk drive). Apple II* or lie (48K, disk drive. DOS 3.3). Com-
modore 64 (cassette or disk drive). Atari 400 and 800 (48K. disk
drive). Joystick play optional in each version. TRS-80 version
to be released soon

STARFIRE GAMES
Division Omnisoft Corporation
Dept. L35, 9960 Owensmouth Avenue, Suite 32

Chatsworth. CA 9131 1 1213) 709-4900

Global Thermonuclear War is a trademark iitOmmsott Corporation IBM PC and XT Apple II- Jr dlle Cornreodorv64 Alan and TRS-80 are registered trademarks ul IBM Corp AppleCompilers Inc Commodore
Business Systems Inc Alanine and Tandy Corp respectively

CIRCLE 376 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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developed an experimental spacecraft Riven the title XTM. Due

to the vague description as to the desiRn or purpose of the XTM,
the press is still in the dark about many aspects of the craft or

i its intended mission. It has been discovered, however, that at

I least three pilots have been lost ij th e curren t flight testing pro-

Igram of the mysterious
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has.asmanymoduleslymoouies
Lotus 1-2-3.

Integrated 6 is the most comprehensive business
productivity tool for the IBM PC Its interactive

modules combine all the functions you need for

complete information processing and presen-
tation. You get the capabilities of Lotus 1-2-3 and
much more. So, youcan accomplish more tasks, be
better organized, generate accurate financial

information faster and easier, with your IBM PC

SIXTOTALLYINTEGRATEDMODULES.
Until now your productivity hasbeen restricted by
the limitations of available programs. Integrated 6
removes those limits because it incorporates the
Spreadsheet, Database, Business Graphics, Word

|
Processing, Communications Program, and

}
TerminalEmulator in one totally integrated
program that lets you:

rapidly create your spreadsheet andgraph the data
instantly. Whenyou change the numbers, thegraphs

change. Over20 types ofcharts including3 dimen-
sionalpies, bars, lines andpie-bar combinations

are immediately readyforprinting andplottingfor
’
presentation.

insert charts, graphs andspreadsheet data into the word
processingfor comprehensive reports,

createan almostunlimiteddatabase, relationalforextra
’ access other computers andprograms

transfer, updating and storage,

with Integrated6 you can useyourPCas a terminal. Why
buy one? Communicate directly with another PC or main
computer. And there is much, much more.

YOU NEEDN’T BE AN EXPERT,
p

Integrated 6 was designed for business owners,
executives, professionals - busy people with no
time for computer classes. So it’s very easy to use.

Even if you have never used a computer before,

you will be amazed at how quickly you are up and
running. Menu driven, with commands in plain

English, it lets you get on with the job fast, guiding
vou with extensive built-in helD. Ask vour com-you with extensive built-in help. Ask your com-
puter dealer for a demonstratioa

Integrated 6. It’s like having a
personal assistant
For a lot less money. I

SOFTWARE INC
Ava Carrbndg*. MA OS14Q |6i7| ^Bi-eataa
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FRUSTRATED WITH INCOME TAX?

SERIOUSLY, WHAT’S YOUR QUESTION?
• Will alternative minimum tax hit me?
• Will tax shelters help?

• What’s the extra tax if I sell my stock?
• Will income averaging work for me?
• How much will an IRA save me?
• Will I owe or get a refund?

• Is it worth it for the spouse to work?
• What’s the tax savings if I buy a new home?
• Will it help to prepay deductible items?

• Is my withholding too much? Too little?

• What’s the tax if I cash out of my company savings plan?

WHATEVER YOUR QUESTION,
TAX ANSWER HAS YOUR ANSWER!
• Complete tax calculations for 1983
• 1984 rules and rates for planning ahead
• Does it all for you except save receipts and fill in the forms
• Easy to use, interactive, takes you to the bottom line anytime.

$265.oo
AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:

FEDERAL ONLY, OR CALIFORNIA & FEDERAL
Available for IBM-PC (128K memory, 320K disk drive)

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Another tax aid from the tax professionals:

%
INDEPENDENT PREPARER SERVICES, INC.

3441 Ocean View Blvd., Glendale, CA 91208
(213) 249-3261

Also available in a version designed for tax accountants,

attorneys and financial planners. Call or write for details.

CIRCLE 174 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RISK FREE EXAMINATION. Examine your Tax Answer materials, and

if you’re not satisfied, simply return it for a full refund.

TO ORDER BY MAIL: Complete the following and send with your check
for $265 or credit card information to:

IPS, 3441 OCEAN VIEW BLVD., GLENDALE. CA 91208

Name:

Shipping Address:

City:

Phone: (

. State: . .Zip:

>

CA» I I IT I

Credit Card Hrv l I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I IT1
MC VISA Expiration Date:

Federal Only Version

Federal - California Version

TO ORDER BY PHONE WITH CHARGE CARD: CALL (213) 249-3261
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MADESIMPLE.
Now you can save time, aggravation, adhesive

tape, and Gorgonzola cheese by following one
simple direction—Sideways. Its the unique soft-

ware program that lets you output all the spread-

sheet columns you need, all on one continuous

page, all with one print command—and all for

only $60!

With Sideways on your side, no spreadsheet

you invent with Lotus 1-2-3™ VisiCalc® Multi-

plan™ or SuperCalc™ is too wide! And it's just

as powerful an ally when you're creating far-

into-the-future schedules and pert charts with

your word processor. In fact, for any wide

text file, for dozens of uses, the way to go is

Sideways.

The experts agree. PC Magazine, for exam-
ple, writes: "If you've got the need, Sideways has

the solution." AndPC World calls Sideways

"nifty .... an easy to use program that does
what it claims."

You can go Sideways today with an IBM® PC
and an IBM® Epson, Okidata, Prism™ or Pro-

writer™ printer. Ask for Sideways at your local

ComputerLand® or other leading computer
stores. Or mail a $60 check to Funk Software,

PO. Box 1290, Cambridge, MA 02238. (617)

497-6339. MC/Visa accepted. Send no Mexican
jumping beans, please.

SIDEWAYS
FOR EASY-READING HARD COPY
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PC NEWS

CARING FOR YOUR COMPUTER WITH A COMPUGIFT

No desktop computer need ever be lonely again.

Caring computer owners can surround their PCs with

CompuCaddy, for pencils, CompuPlanter, or CompuBank.

The sturdy plastic terminals are truly micro-sized—about 4"

x 6" x 4". They feature a carefully modeled plastic keyboard

inlay and a sliding, clear-screened “monitor" that will hold a

family photograph. All CompuProducts are beige—the man-

ufacturer found that PC-incompatible colors like pink and

yellow did not sell well.

The mini-terminals are $9.99 plus a $2 shipping charge

from CompuGift, Inc., 27802 Perales St., Mission Viejo,

CA 92692. (714) 768-8223.

THIRTEEN GOING
...PROFESSIONAL
Microsoft’s youngest beta tester found his

job by finding a bug.

BY ELIZABETH BIBB

cording to the company

spokesperson, Catherine

Aronson, that figure was cal-

culated by scientists at Har-

vard University. The pre-

failure period works out to

about 14 months—longer

than any of the Ivy 3002s

have been in existence.

Unlike the other ma-

chines, the Ivy 3002 uses an

Intel 80186 chip. As a result,

Aronson says, programs like

Lotus 1-2-3 will run up to

four times faster on the Ivy

than on the PC.

Among the PC-compati-

ble models to come: Tele-

video Systems of Sunnyvale,

California plans a fixed-disk

companion to the floppy disk

portable announced at

COMDEX in Las Vegas.

The machine will have 128K

of RAM, expandable to

256K, and run DOS 2.0 and

BASIC. Televideo will use

the 8088 microprocessor,

and build in an empty slot for

an 8087 coprocessor. The

company hasn't packaged its

hard disk yet, but Director of

Marketing Gary Baughn

says Compaq’s 3P2-inch disk

housing “is an extremely

good idea. That's the way we

intend to go.”

There is one cautionary

note, and it comes from See-

qua, the Odenton, Mary-

land-based company whose

only product has been Cha-

meleon, a floppy disk port-

able. Seequa premiered a

computer with a detachable

hard disk at COMDEX, but

it is not a portable.

"We don’t feel that you

can get a hard disk failure

rate down to an acceptable

level. Basically, people are

rushing the technology be-

cause they think it's a cute

marketing concept,” Mar-

keting Director Jim Hoffman

explains. Hoffman concedes

that the 3 '/2-inch model has

possibilities, however, and

guesses that Seequa may find

suitable technology in six

months or so.

As all these companies

know, it’s often a dangerous

game for companies to stake

their fortunes on filling a gap

that IBM has left in the mar-

ketplace. There's a long his-

tory of manufacturers who

vanished as soon as IBM
moved into their price and

performance niches. In the

highly competitive world of

PC-compatibles, getting

Winchester disks ready to

join the school of hard

knocks is only half the bat-

tle. For Compaq, Eagle,

Televideo, Ivy, and Seequa,

the real war—in marketing

—has yet to be won .

Thirteen-year-old Bob

Freeman had his first contact

with the Microsoft Corpora-

tion as a disgruntled con-

sumer, not as ajob applicant.

But after he called the

company to complain about

some bugs he had found in

their Flight Simulator he was

running on his IBM PC, he

landed a job as a part-time

beta tester for the Bellevue,

Washington software de-

veloper.

The Microsoft recep-

tionist who took his call mis-

took his voice for that of the

son of product support spe-

cialist Delores Bergstrom,

who’s in charge of handling

inquiries about the simula-

tor, and put the call through.

Bergstrom said she an-

swered the telephone with a

“hello, little one,” assuming

it was her 11-year-old, but in-

stead encountered an ex-

tremely flustered young

computer enthusiast.

When both recovered

from their embarrassment at

the identity mix-up. Bob told

Bergstrom that he had found

some problems with the

game and thought Microsoft

should know about them.

Bergstrom told him that

the company was aware of

them and that a revised ver-

sion of the simulator was

about to be released. But she

was so impressed by the

teenager's eagerness that she

asked him to test the new

product.

Bergstrom spoke to Bob's

parents and asked them to

co-sign an agreement that

Bob wouldn’t divulge any

information about the new

product being tested. Bob’s

career was launched . (continual)

The Compaq Plus is builtfor durability. Its 3'/i-inch hard disk isfixed inside

a metal casing, with cushioning rubber bumpers at top and bottom.
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WE TURN
YOUR IBM PC.
INTO A SMART
TERMINAL.

You don’t really need to get

your hands dirty to turn your IBM
PC into a DEC VT100 and VT52
compatible intelligent workstation.

All you need is VTERM, Coefficients

terminal emulation software.

VTERM features full VT100 key-

board and video emulation, includ-

ing 132 column mode, throughput

to 9600 baud, printer support, and
error-correcting PC-Host binary and
ASCII file exchange. AD in addition

to the standard capabilities ofan
asynchronous communications
package. CaD or write today Our
software mechanics are standing by

Also available for the TI Professional,

Eagle PC and Eagle 1600

Coefficient Systems Corporation (212) 777-6707 611 Broadway New York, N.Y 10012
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M U L T I M A T E WORD PROCESSOR

MULTIMATE:
THE WORD

PROCESSOR
YOU’VE BEEN

DREAMING OF
At SoftWord. we had a vision of what
word processing on a personal
computer ought to be.

MultiMate$, you get over 80 powerful

word processing functions. Merge, a
library for boilerplate, automatic
underlining on the screen, on-line

help, everything dedicated word
processing could give you and more.

In our wildest dreams, we never
imagined we would write the
documentation reviewers say is the
best in the industry. Or offer free

enhancements for 180 days,
including a spell checker/corrector

with an 89,000 word dictionary.

Some people
have dreams
while others

have visions.

We were challenged by a blue chip
insurance company to create word
processing for the IBMf PC that would
mimic the features and
functions of a dedicated system.
Other software manufacturers
thought we were dreaming.

We envisioned a word processing

system that would make full use of

the PC and its keyboard. With

Or that we would be called the
"Industry heavyweight."

By adding quality technical support,

toll-free to end users and offering a
30-day money back guarantee, we
took the nightmare out of word
processing. In case you think it's still a
dream, try MultiMate at a computer
store near you.

BIB
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS. INC (203) 522-21 16. 52 Oakland Ave . North. East Hartford. CT 06108

flBM is a registered trademark ot international Business Mochines Corp fMuitiMate is a trademark c* SoftWord Systems. Inc.
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He has since tested other

games and some hardware

for the company, which is

only about ten minutes from

his house in Bellevue.

Using his connections

with Microsoft as what

Bergstrom calls “a foot in the

door," Bob approached other

local software and hardware

outlets about doing beta test-

ing. His enterprise landed

him jobs with InfoCom and

Sears Business Systems

Centers.

Barbara Brubaker, a

spokeswoman for Micro-

soft, said that while it’s not

unusual to find young people

in the computer business

—

"The average age here is be-

tween 21 and 23 years”—

Bob is the youngest em-

ployee of the company that

she’s aware of.

“He’s not your typical 13-

year-old," Bergstrom said.

“He’s very professional.”

Although Bob isn’t paid

for beta testing, in accor-

dance with Microsoft’s pol-

icy, he does receive the

games he tests once they’re

available commercially, and

he is eligible to purchase any

hardware at wholesale

prices.

“Right now that's worth

more to me than money,” he

said.

Bob’s introduction to

computers came just two

years ago, on a TRS-80,

when he was in the sixth

grade at Chinook Junior

High School in Bellevue. He
said “everybody was trying

to figure out how to tell ev-

erybody how to work the

machine." He grabbed a

manual and taught himself.

Within a year his parents

had bought an IBM PC for

their businesses. His father

is an ophthalmologist and

his mother is an accountant.

Bob struck a deal with the

elder Freemans for time on

the computer in return for

teaching his parents how to

use it.

Bob drives a hard bargain,

and is always on the lookout

for ways to cash in on his

computer expertise. He’s al-

ready bagged a Boy Scout

merit badge for computers.

“That was easy. All I had to

THE BAD OLD GOOD OU) DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN

Until PCs came along to make the computer business so very

user friendly, we came to expect that most product announce-

ments would be packed with blocks of text as congested as

the following sample, brought to our attention by Shawn S.

Patrick of Springfield, Illinois. It describes one of the high-

lights of a piece of software:

“All dyadic-defined functions are ambivalent, allowing

them to be used monadically without generating a syntax

error. The system function DNC can be applied to the left

argument within a function to determine, at execution time,

whether the function actually has been called as a dyadic or

monadic."

So, what’s this—an account of the inner workings of

IBM's advanced 308X series of processors?

No, it’s from a recent IBM "Programming Announce-

ment" of “APL for the IBM Personal Computer.”

The grand tradition continues.

know was what a byte and a

bit was."

His beta testing work is

only done on weekends or

during the summer, so as not

to interfere with his home-

work. He said he uses the PC
for school reports, especial-

ly in humanities class, in

which his teacher “is very

logical” he said, and into

computers."

Bob also leads seminars

on games for the Sears com-

puter stores, critiquing them

from a kid’s point of view,

and he’s now writing a col-

umn in the Sears newsletter.

Bergstrom said that not

even her own 11-year old is

as excited by computers as

Bob. “My son’s into games.

So it's nice to see a kid going

beyond that,” she said.

“We’ll just have to see if

he has that extra bit of talent,

as well as the eagerness to go

on," Bergstrom said.

Although he’s not sure at

this point in his career if he

wants to make computers a

lifelong pursuit—he’s also

considering Harvard Medi-

cal School—Bob has gone

way beyond game-playing.

He’s written a program in-

corporating saxophone mu-

sic (he’s in the school band)

with one for reverse circles.

He is currently working

on a game program he hopes

to market, but he’s stuck on

the “PEEKs and the

POKEs,” he said.

“I can't get the computer

to remember when the X’s

have been hit by the O’s," he

said.

Despite his frustrations

with his first foray into prod-

uct development, Bob's en-

thusiasm hasn’t flagged.

Bob still says, “I like com-

puters. They don’t say any-

thing bad to you. They just

say, ‘okay.’ ”

IBM started a mail and

phone order operation called

IBM Direct, which provides

its catalog on a diskette that

describes over 160 products,

many of which are not avail-

able at IBM Product Cen-

ters. Screens of product lists

and descriptions appear in

monochrome or color.

There’s a 5 percent dis-

count for prepaid orders over

$50 and a 10 percent dis-

count for prepaid orders over

$100 .

A listing of “Quad Den-

sity Diskettes” may be a sign

of things to come from IBM.

These are used in drives that

can handle 96 tracks per

inch, which haven’t yet been

offered by IBM for its per-

sonal computers.

On a color display, the

multihued text is clear and

attractive, but the musical

rendition of “Little Brown

Jug" at the beginning of the

catalog is an inexplicably un-

professional touch.

To obtain an order form

for the IBM Direct catalog

diskette, write to IBM, P.O.

Box 3148, Wallingford, CT
06494, or call (800)

631-5582.
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Best’s Professional Finance Program-
Financial Aspirin for Tax Time Headaches.

It’s hard to find the time to keep track of personal or

small business finances, or to get the training needed to

produce sophisticated financial reports. The result is often

a makeshift accounting system that can cause a lot of

headaches every April 15. But now Best Program’s Pro-

fessional Finance Program (PFP II) makes it easy for you

to have all of the complex accounting tools you need right

at your fingertips.

PFP II is a powerful record-keeping system that helps

you organize 26 asset accounts like checkbooks, IRA’s

and money markets, as well as 26 liability accounts like

credit cards, loans, and mortgages. The system also sets

up over 1,000 income and expense categories, 99 sort

categories for taxes and expenses, an electronic address

book, and automatic check printing and reconciliation.

In short, PFP II keeps track of all of your key financial

records.

However, the Professional Finance Program is more
than just a record-keeping system. From your input it pro-

vides eight basic types of financial reports. You can modify

these to produce dozens of custom-tailored reports on

things like income and expense summaries, budgets, and

net worth. PFP II also tracks all asset and liability account

activities and provides bar graphs for cash flow, income,

and expense reports. Best’s Professional Finance Program
makes accounting a lot easier, allowing you time to man-

age your finances instead of organizing them.

And don’t worry if you don’t have any computer or

accounting skills. The user’s manual includes a tutorial

that guides you through the use of the program in six easy

lessons.

PFP II runs on the IBM Personal Computer (and the

model XT) with a minimum of 128KB memory, and two
diskette drives, one of which must be double sided.

PFP II is fully integrated with PC/TaxCut™, a tax

planning and preparation program. Simply take the in-

formation provided by Best’s Professional Finance Pro-

gram and feed it into PC/TaxCut for an automatic
printout of various tax forms. PC/TaxCut and PFP II

provide you with a complete tax and financial package
that can save you the worry often associated with financial

and tax management.
You can order your PFP II for $245 and PC/TaxCut

for $255 by using Visa, Master Charge or American
Express. To order call toll-free, 1-800-368-2405. In Vir-

ginia call 703-931-1300. Or write to Best Programs, 5134

Leesburg Pike, Alexandria, VA 22302.

I
& i ' nrcr

i iPROGRAMS
"The Quality Software Company"
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Brilliant!

H
ere’s another brilliant idea from the makers of the

jxgjular MjcroAngelo® graphics board— the

Whether you’re a systems developer or an end-

user, this solidly-designed color graphics board is

your best choice for high-resolution color graphics on
the IBM PC, as well as many PC-companbles.

Here's why:
• 640 x 480 x 16 out of 4096 colors

• Memory-mapped for very high speed operation

• Over 60 2-D drawing primitives, accessible from Basic,

Fortran, C, Pascal or Assembler
• High-level software packages available for painting,

ness gra-

s, CAD and
business

phics,

slide production

For more infor-

mation on why

PC640 Professional Color board delivers
Dc a Oniliani Idea superior resolution at 640 • 480, and the simulta-

for yOU, please neous use of 16 out of 4096 colors.

contactJim Mather at (703) 476-6100, TWX: 710-833-0684,
or write: SCION Corporation, 12310 Pinecrest Road, Reston,
Virginia 22091.

5DO/V
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PC NEWS

DUNSPLUS PUTS
XT IN FRIENDLIER

PACKAGE
Customers are now offered one-stop

shopping for information services.

BY JAMES LANGDELL

Dun & Bradstreet hopes

that corporations will give a

high rating to its new Duns-

Plus service, which is built

around the IBM XT. As a

value-added dealer of IBM’s

products, the financial ser-

vices firm offers a system

that combines hardware,

software, and services,

which is ready to use with

ease for many applications.

The price of a single, all-in-

one DunsPlus system is

$10,200; quantity discounts

will parallel IBM's discount

schedule for the XT.

The hardware component

of DunsPlus is primarily an

IBM XT with additional

RAM (a total of 256K) and a

built-in 300/1200 baud

modem on a card provided

by IBM. (This modem is not

yet available other than as

part of the DunsPlus sys-

tem). An IBM color monitor

and an IBM (Epson) dot-ma-

trix printer come with the

system.

On the XT’s hard disk, 2.5

megabytes of software are

provided, which includes the

Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet/

graphics program, the Multi-

Male word processor, and

communications software.

All the DunsPlus software is

protected by a software lock

that prevents the programs

from being modified or cop-

ied, the Wilton, Conn. based

company said recently.

The system runs on PC-

DOS 2.0, but DunsPlus

provides menus that are easy

to understand without prior

knowledge of the operating

system’s commands. Mes-

sages in the upper right cor-

ner of the screen, such as

MENU, FORM, and WAIT,

prompt the user on what to

do at any stage. The menu

selections can be made

through any method a user

might think of—the space-

bar, cursor keys, and tab key

all work as might be ex-

pected. The initial letter of a

menu selection can also be

entered to move the cursor

onto that selection, so, once

a user is familiar with the

system, he can use these ini-

tial letters as commands to

move quickly through the

menus. DunsPlus’ method

seems a good compromise

that combines the clarity of

menu operation with the

speed of command opera-

tion.

Extensive customer ser-

vice is part of the DunsPlus

package. An IBM service

representative will come to

the user’s office to install the

system and for subsequent

repairs. Each user is

provided with 2 days of

hands-on training in a course

developed by National Train-

ing Systems. Later, ques-

tions can be answered by

calling DunsPlus’ customer

service center. DunsPlus will

handle software support di-

rectly, including servicing

software created by other

manufacturers, such as

1-2-3, that is packaged with

DunsPlus. To make it easier

to answer questions about

software over the telephone,

messages appear on the

lower right comer of the

screen that will enable a ser-

vice representative to know

exactly where the user is in a

program. This total service

support is provided for a

year after purchasing a

DunsPlus system and can be

contracted on an annual

basis.

By offering support for all

parts of the system, Duns-

Plus claims to neutralize the

fingerpointing that hardware

and software vendors some-

times resort to when service

is needed. (“It’s a hardware

problem," says the software

vendor. “No, it’s a software

problem." says the hardware

vendor.)

DunsPlus assembled its

system by going to outside

sources for hardware, soft-

ware, and services, each of

which has proven successful

in the marketplace. But Dun

& Bradstreet didn’t just put

together a "personal comput-

ing's greatest hits" package.

The company contributed a

great deal through the inte-

gration of elements in the

system. Data can be trans-

fered easily from one Duns-

Plus application to another.

After receiving material

through a communications

network, a portion of the text

can be transfered to the word

processor for editing. This

data can then be included in a

memo, which is then ready

to be transmitted as elec-

tronic mail, with no further

formatting.

The system can be set up

to access any teleinforma-

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A MILLIONTH CAN MAKE

We’ve already noticed that the floating-point arithmetic used

by the PC’s BASIC gives some peculiar results. Jack Kelly of

Glendale, Missouri pointed out yet another oddity.

When Kelly used the INT command to round off calcula-

tions to the nearest whole integer, he got the correct result of

18 in response to:

PRINT INT (18.2-0.2)

However, when he used this mathematically equivalent com-

mand, which included another operation,

PRINT INT(2.6«7-0.2)

the IBM’s BASIC came up with 17—an incorrect result.

We tried this and got the same odd result. We also dis-

covered that this glitch was very fine tuned. The correct result

of 18 appeared when we substituted 0.199999 for .2.

However, when we ran:

PRINT INT(2.6*7-0. 1999999)

the seventh decimal place activated the bug and gave us the

incorrect result of 17.

Sometimes floating point numbers just kind of float away

from you. Has anyone found a way to get BASIC arithmetic

to come down to earth?
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PULL.PULLSTICK.SUCK.

CHANGE PERFORMANCE
THAT QUICK.

What you see here is a remarkable
system that will change the personal-

ity of your IBM Personal Computer. A
system that makes it possible for you
to use your PC to develop applica-

tions that normally require the

resources of a much bigger computer.

A system that quite literally trans-

forms your computer from personal

to professional. Here’s how:

Easy As A,B,C
First you apply the character labels to

your keyboard, then you plug in the

custom ROM that will enable your PC
to display these new characters. Third,

you insert the disk and load the soft-

ware to complete the change:

APL*PLUS®/PC System from STSC.
Now, instead of limiting yourself to

off-the-shelf spreadsheets, word proc-

essors, or slow program development

in BASIC, you can develop custom
solutions to problems that previously

were beyond the scope of your PC.

The APL*PLUS/PC System is a

complete APL language processor

from STSC, the leading supplier of

APL products and services for more
than 14 years. It also includes STSC’s
business report formatting feature,

communications capabilities, and data

management features.

The APL*PLUS/PC System can inter-

face to non-APL programs and data

stsc
A Contel Company

files so you can integrate your other

software packages with the

APL*PLUS/PC. And APL programs
developed on your PC will run on
other desktop computers, minis, and
mainframes that support APL. Soft-

ware developers may license the

APL*PLUS/PC System to develop APL
applications for resale using a run-time

version of the system.

Everything You Need for

Application Development
It’s all here in our comprehensive

package. In addition to the keycap
labels, custom ROM, and software

disk, you also get a reference manual,

an introductory tutorial, and a widely

used APL textbook. All for only $595*

The APL*PLUS/PC System requires

an IBM PC or IBM PC XT with PC DOS
at least 192K RAM memory, and

one floppy disk drive. To order APL
for your PC, call or write STSC, Inc.,

2115 East Jefferson Street, Rockville,

Maryland 20852, (301) 984-5123.

*U.SA. price only.
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tion services. Users may also

install additional hardware

or other MS-DOS based ap-

plications programs. These

optional devices, programs,

and phone services can be

included as choices on the

DunsPlus menus.

The DunsPlus system also

can be connected to a com-

pany’s own mainframe com-

puters. DunsPlus provides

binary synchronous IBM
3270 emulation, emulation

of System Network Archi-

tecture (SNA) for the 3270

and 3770, and asynchronous

terminal emulation.

Dun and Bradstreet in-

tends to market DunsPlus as

a complete system. There

are no plans to sell the soft-

ware and services to users

who already own an IBM
XT, or to offer systems built

around other makes of per-

sonal computer. Robert

Weissman, executive vice

president of Dun &
Bradstreet, said that Duns-

Plus couldn’t provide the

same high level of service if

its customers had too wide a

range of hardware. “If you

want to have the DunsPlus,

I’m sure someone in your of-

fice would love to have your

present XT.”

While Dun & Bradstreet

hope that DunsPlus owners

will use the system to access

its information services, the

company expects its new

venture will pay its own way.

Several customers already

have DunsPlus in beta test. It

will be available commer-

cially in February. For more

information, contact Duns-

Plus, 187 Danbury Rd.,

Wilton, CT 06897, (203)

762-2511, or call DunsPlus

branch offices in Chicago,

Los Angeles, New York, San

Francisco, and Stamford,

Connecticut.

THE EMPEROR’S NEW DEBUGGER

Frustrated with your hardware? Software? Manuals? Co-

workers? State of Mind? Life in general ? A new product.

Flooby Dust, is ready to dissolve any sort of digital dilemma

by applying a secret ingredient—humor.

When you reach for the Bufferin-lookalike box and bottle,

you’ll have in your hands a lifetime supply of Maximum
Strength Flooby Dust, a computer cure-all in the grand

tradition of Lydia Pinkham and snake oil—but without the

sticky mess. The eight-page manual says you can sprinkle or

pour the Flooby Dust over a troubled diskette, keyboard, or

programmer's head, and trust that all will be well once its

magical properties take effect.

Flooby Dust is available for $2.95 from computer dealers

or from its source, Wallace Micro-Mart Inc. , 2619 N. Univer-

sity St., Peoria, IL 61604. This retailer focuses on Apple-

related products, but its Flooby Dust is compatible with the

IBM PC—as it is with anything else, for that matter.

Wallace Micro-Mart is holding a contest, through March

31, 1984, to find the best short descriptions of “My Favorite

Flooby Dust Use." Wallace also produces Flooby Dust T-

Shirts, Flooby Flappers, and Flooby Disks, all intended to

dissipate any excess of gravity that may surround a computer.

COBOL’S DEBUT

On the Sunday afternoon of

August 7, viewers of KSTS
in San Jose, California wit-

nessed a television first.

“Window on Computers”

presented a COBOL pro-

gram’s source code, state-

ment-by-statement, as it ex-

ecuted. When we heard

about this broadcast, we

said, “They might call that

entertainment in Silicon Val-

ley, but it won’t play in

Peoria without a lot more

pizzaz!”

When we investigated this

story, we found it was more

interesting — PC-wise —
than we expected. The

broadcast was made possible

by a PC-compatible software

tool called cobol anima-

tor, the creation of Micro

Focus Inc. COBOL Anima-

tor can be used to display

COBOL source code as the

program executes, at any

speed of execution and with

pauses at any point. Pro-

grammers can use it as a tool

for walking step-by-step

through a program to debug

it or to understand how an

existing program works.

COBOL Animator is

available for $800 in a ver-

sion that works with the

$1,600 Level II COBOL,
which is marketed as part of

Digital Research's CP/M Li-

brary. The software tool is

also provided as part of

Micro Focus' new Personal

COBOL, a version of the

language for the IBM PC
that lists for only $299.

For more information on

COBOL Animator and Per-

sonal COBOL, contact the

Marketing Department of

Micro Focus, Inc., 1860 Em-
barcadero Road #235, Palo

Alto, CA 94303.
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THIS PC IS COOL, LIKE REAL COOL

Necessity is still the

mother of invention. The

latest proofcomes from Ana-

lytic Information Processing

(AIP), a California software

development company that

turned PC peripheral man-

ufacturer when its PC didn't

work.

When AIP was hired to

design some private real es-

tate management programs,

the contractor gave the pro-

grammers a PC. AIP ex-

pected to run the PC 12 hours

a day.

“The PC stopped several

times a day,” says Linda

Baptiste, an AIP program-

mer. Among the myriad

problems: the PC didn't feed

information to the printer

properly, the disk drives

started unexpectedly, or the

computer began generating

random characters on the

screen. Sometimes the PC
froze entirely. “It was hard to

tell if the problem was with

the programs we were testing

or with the PC,” Baptiste re-

calls.

Tracking the computer er-

rors was no better. None of

the wires were loose, and the

diagnostic tests didn’t show

any problems. More con-

fusing, the PC began to work

again every time the pro-

grammers took off the cover

to look under the hood.

Finally, someone guessed

that expansion cards work-

ing 12 hours a day in a closed

box might get too hot—and

that opening the machine

would cool it off. The techni-

cians outfitted the PC with a

variety of expansion cards,

then tested the circuits for

changes in temperature and

resistance. They found that

overheating was less of a

problem when the machine

had all-IBM boards. “1 think

non-IBM boards come in

marginally different sizes,”

Baptiste says. "Some may be

slightly larger and block the

air flow more than others.”

Baptiste suspects that the

XT, with eight expansion

slots, may run much hotter

than the five-card PC.

AIP mounted a small fan

on the PC’s chassis, under

the system unit cover. That

lowered inside temperatures

by as much as 15 degrees

—

and rejuvenated the AIP PC.

In addition to getting the real

estate work done, AIP be-

came a part-time PC-pe-

ripheral manufacturer.

Although sales are not yet

spectacular, Baptiste hopes

the fan—marketed as

PCool—will provide a fairly

simple solution for people

with hot PCs. “One man said

he'd cut a hole in the top of

his PC to cool it off,” Bap-

tiste says. Another PC owner

reported that he kept a can of

Freeze Brain handy for cool-

ing off his PC.

Information on the $99.95

PCool is available from

Mary Boal, product man-

ager, at 415-837-2803.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE LOCATION EVENT CONTACT COMMENT

January 23-25 Hacienda Resort Hotel

Las Vegas, Nevada

Teaching Math With

Microcomputers

National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics

(NCTM) Seminar Series

1906 Association Dr.

Reston. VA 22901

(703) 620-9840

Seminars informing

educators at all levels

about using

microcomputers to

teach math.

January 27-29 Cincinnati Gardens

Exhibition Center

Cincinnati, Ohio

Computer/ Electronics

High Tech Show
High Tech Show
(513) 351-9112

Displays of hardware

and software.

February 7-10 Sheraton-Twin

Towers Hotel

Orlando, Florida

Workshops in 1984

Technology /Florida

Instructional

Computing Conference

David Brittain, Director

Office of Educational

Technology

Knott Building

Tallahassee, FL 32301

(904) 488-0980

Conference on using

computer technology

to improve education.

February 20-22 Los Angeles

Convention Center

Los Angeles,

California

1984 Office

Automation

Conference

American Federation of

Information Processing

Societies, Inc.

1988 Preston White Dr.

Reston, VA 22091

Emphasis on office

automation.

February 21-23 Louisiana Superdome

New Orleans, Louisiana

Softcon Northeast Expositions

822 Boylston St.

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(800)841-7000

Software industry

trade fair.
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If you're like most people, you naturally

assume that IBM personal computers are

so advanced they practically run them-

selves. Plug it in and off it goes Solving

problems, making work easy, counting new
profits while you drift off with headphones
and Vivaldi.

Until you own one. And a fistful of

software. Soon it becomes a battlefield of

tedious typing, conflicting commands,
picky protocols.

tm
Grasp victory. Get ProKey.

ProKey is a unique software program
that actually operates your favorite

software including WordStar. Visicalc,

Lotus I -2-3. dBase II and most others.

With ProKey you can recall frequently

used phrases, headings, names, entire

scripts with a single stroke. Accurately.

ProKey memorizes mindlessly compli-

cated command sequences and. at

the touch of a key. executes them automa-
tically. Instantly

Standardize a plethora of protocols

with one simple personal command.
Painlessly.

As you gain experience and confi-

dence. ProKey grows with you. You'll be
able to customize off-the-shelf software to

your own personal or business require-

ments. Ultimately you'll use ProKey as a

'super command center' operating your

word processor, spreadsheet, database

and graphics programs together to create

a totally unique, incredibly productive

system.

ProKey is available at most
Computerland stores and wherever fine

software is sold.

Once you use ProKey you'll wonder
how you ever faced your IBM alone.

®Rosefxit

RoseSo ft, Inc.

4710 University Way. N.E.

Suite 601.

Seattle. WA 98105

(206) 524-2350

To run ProKey. you'll need an IBM Personal Computer or

workalike, DOS (any version, including 2.0). and 64K of

RAM (WordStar requires 96K).

MbrdStar. VisiCalc. Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase li are trademarks,

respectively, ol Micro Pro. Visicorp. Lotus and Ashton-Tate
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PRODUCT REVIEW

TK! SOLVER 1AKES ON A NEW LOOK
TK.'Solver was created by

the designers of VisiCalc.

Although both programs use

similar commands, this

equation solving-program is

rather different from a

spreadsheet. A new version

of the program, TK! Solver

1.2, is now available. The

original version was re-

viewed by Mark Zachmann

in PC, Volume 2 Number 4

(“The Versatile Variables Of

TKISolver").

What can you do with

TK.'Solver? A large set of si-

multaneous equations can be

defined on a TK.'Solver rules

sheet. On a variables sheet,

values can be specified for

any combination of the vari-

ables. Then, when you type

an exclamation mark (!), the

program will output all the

unspecified variables that

can be calculated by the di-

rect method. If any variables

remain unsolved, TKISolver

will try to find answers using

an iterative method that

makes a series of guesses to

find values that best satisfy

the equations.

Software Arts claims that

the program now can make

use of PC-DOS 2.0 and the

XT’s hard disk. The old ver-

sion could not read files from

the hard disk; the new ver-

sion will recognize a hard

disk if you call it "c:”. The

TKISolver 1.2

Software Arts, Inc.

27 Mica Lane

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617) 237-4000

List Price: $399

Requires: 96K for PC-DOS
LI or 2.0

program diskette is still copy

protected, but the overlay

files can be copied to the

hard disk, which makes it

unnecessary to leave the pro-

gram diskette in the drive

after the start of each ses-

sion. Also, the models in the

separate TK.'SolverPack dis-

kettes are in files that can be

saved on and used from the

hard disk.

The most annoying thing

about the old version was

how long it took to respond

to requests for help. That’s

been improved in the new

TK.'Solver. When I requested

help on the topic “math," it

took 16 seconds before the

old version displayed the

first screen of explanations.

With the updated TK.'Solver,

I only had to wait 4 seconds.

The text on the help

screens still are not as well

organized as they could be.

When I asked for an explana-

tion of the Storage (/S) com-

mands, a list of these com-

mands began in the middle

of a page of text explaining

several topics. The last two

Storage commands were on

the next screen and there was

no way to switch between the

two pages.

While I used the program,

I felt it took an awfully long

time to digest changes to the

models and to solve them

—

slow at least relative to most

other programs’ operations.

While I waited, I could for-

give the slowness if I hap-

pened to remember that

TK.'Solver was taking the

time to perform tasks other

personal computer programs

hadn’t done before. Opera-

tions are somewhat faster in

the new version, but users

still have to do a lot of wait-

ing. They might spend the

time contemplating how

much faster equation-solv-

ing programs will run once

the idea of this sort of soft-

ware gets to be as old-fash-

ioned as spreadsheets.

On the whole, this update

served the purpose of clean-

ing up the program, making

it run faster and be usable

with more systems. Perhaps

a future version will take ad-

vantage of the 8087 math co-

processor’s capabilities and

double-precision numbers.

TK.'Solver is the sort of cal-

culation-intensive program

that could make great use of

the 8087's power.

This update is available

free of charge to all owners

of TKISolver who sent a li-

cense registration card to

Software Arts. The man-

ufacturer sent each regis-

tered owner one copy of the

new program diskette; a sec-

ond copy of the update is sent

when the user sends back the

two old diskettes in an en-

closed mailer. That’s a civil

way to handle an update.

Software Arts provided

two pages about the update

to be placed in the program's

manual. However, it didn’t

print sheets that could be

swapped for pages in the old

manual that contained out-

dated information.

It is still a rather compli-

cated program to learn to

use. However, the most chal-

lenging part of creating or

using a TKISolver model is

understanding the field of ex-

pertise that lies behind the

equations and formulas. If a

user must deal with simul-

taneous equations fre-

quently, the time that must

be dedicated to learning and

running the program should

be well repaid by TK.'Sol-

ver'

s

flexible handling of cal-

culations.

** CCnPOiJNS K1TI?E:7

S future value of invested amount

: present value of invested anc/t

X/yr annual nominal interest rate

ur length of tine invested

tines/yr freguencu of compounding

x/yr annual effective interest rate

* 0/(l-cc)* rate=<l+r/t)
A
t-i 'used with nof

* 0/cc* rate=e«F< r)-l "used with cof

* B/d-abs 1 sgn(r))H rate:0 'used with zei

* fvcpv*(l*rate>
A
n

* 0/ord* futj*!=annuity» i*ri
'

: n*t2 : -1 ic

"used with non-conti nuous confounding

"used with continuous compounding

"used with zero interest rate

"used with ordinary a

0'ord* irelval=annuity*i Hl+r2) A(-n*t2 ) 1

r-2 'used with ordi-ar- ?r *.'

« 3 due* tut.val:armuity»(ltr2i«ultr2)Air)»t2J-i^r2 used with v r
v.'.3 j.

• 0 due* pre_val:arnuity*^l*r2;«Hl+r2 lA:
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This screen shows portions af the Variables and Rules Sheets cf the

"Compound Interest Calculation" modelfound in the Financial Management

TKISolverPack. This model deals with 12 variables and 16 rules,

which can be specified and solved in any combination.
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Compute and print
client tax returns
in minutes
on your microcomputer with

MICRO-TAX

That's right, in just minutes

client’s completed tax return

Think about it .

.

you increase

Plus, you save the cost of your

complete client security.

FEDERAL AND STATE PACKAGES TO MEET EVERY NEED. MICRO-TAX*
offers four Federal tax packages and 25 state packages (fully integrated

with the Level II Program), so you can select the programs that best meet
your needs:

Level I— Federal Individual Package: for individuals preparing their own taxes.

Level II— Federal Professional Individual Package: for accountants,

registered agents, tax attorneys, and other tax professionals.

Level III— Federal Partnership/Corporate Package: for those who pre-

pare Federal Partnership, Corporate, and Subchapter S returns.

Level IV— Overseas Tax Package: addresses the unique tax situations

of United States Expatriates.

Levels II. III. and IV have a depreciation module and automatically com-
pute underpayment penalties and minimum tax. In addition, Levels II and
III automatically compute self-employment taxes, and Level II computes
income averaging

FLEXIBLE DATA ENTRY. With MICRO-TAX* you can organize data entry

in a sequence similar to that of manual tax preparation, or you can

choose another sequence. The
menu driven system makes data

entry simple.

MULTIPLE PRINTING OP-
TIONS You can input client tax

information at the time of inter-

view and produce forms imme-
diately. or enter data during the

day and batch print returns at

night MICRO-TAX* prints your

returns on IRS forms. IRS ap-

proved substitute forms, or

with transparent overlays.

TAXNET*— TELETEXT SUP-
PORT NETWORK MICRO-TAX*
customers can now have access

to an electronic mailbox and

instantaneous memoboard
through the TAXNET*

FULL FEDERAL
MICRO-TAX-

PERSONAL
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

teletext support network. With TAXNET,* you can send information, ask

questions, get answers and updates— directly through your computer
and a modem.
TAX ORGANIZER Now MICRO-TAX 'offers a Tax Organizer. You get both

the software and the forms, so each year, you can send your clients an
organizer with the prior year's client data printed on it.

HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY. MICRO-TAX* is compatible with your IBM
PC/XT,* DEC Rainbow, * Radio Shack.* or any other personal computer
with CP M-80. * PC DOS,* or MS DOS* —from
Apple* to Zenith.*

So. take the tedium out of tax preparation— save time and money

—

Call Micro-Tax' for complete details,

or call your local dealer.

Level II. Professional

Individual S1000

Level III. Parlnerihip

Corporate S1000

Level IV. Overteat

S2000

*C. PM - trademark ol Digital Research

Inc DEC Rainbow— Irademark ol Digital

Equipment Corp MICRO-TAX and TAXNET

trademarks ni Microcomputer Tattystems

inc MS DOS— trademark ol Microsoft

Corp . PC DOS ?8M PC ana IBM XT-
irademarks ol IBM Apple— trademark ol

Apple Computers Zenith— trademark ol

Heath Company and Zenith Radio Corp

Rad*o Shack — trademark ol Tandy Corp

MICRO-TAX* MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INC.

6203 Variel Avenue. Suite A Woodland Hills. CA 91367 Dept. ID Phone (213) 704-7800

(Area code changes to (818). effective January 1984)
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LUCIE FJELDSTAD
An innovative IBM manager combines a micro with a mainframe

by putting the essence of a 370 into a PC XT box.

BY CONNIE WINKLER

“It’s my baby," said Lucie

Fjeldstad, truly beaming as

she fielded questions at the

recent announcement of

IBM's high-end PC, the

XT/370.

For Fjeldstad, the XT/370
was a tyke only in compari-

son to the development proj-

ect she brought in the month

before: IBM’s latest mid-

sized processor, the 4381,

capable of about 2 MIPS
(millions of instructions per

second). The PC XT on

which the XT/370 is built

can run about 100 KIPS (kilo

instructions per second) or

about 1 /20th the speed.

"That’s where I get the baby

ratio," adds Fjeldstad.

And, unlike the 4381,

where there were several

layers of managers, directing

several hundred employees

reporting to her, on the

XT/370 she was the sole

manager of the project with

50 staffers. Fjeldstad, who is

marking her 15th anniver-

sary with IBM, is product

manager of processor de-

velopment for IBM’s Gen-

eral Technology Division

(GTD), which develops and

manufactures mid-sized sys-

tems, primarily out of En-

dicott, N.Y. With a bach-

elors and masters degrees in

economics, she has moved

through the IBM ranks from

doing operations research in

Palo Alto, to managing giant

programming projects in San

Jose, to planning posts

within GTD.
Fjeldstad did a neat thing

within IBM. She melded the

mainframe and micro worlds

by putting the majority of the

key instructions from the

System/370 central process-

ing unit onto a board. And
that board was slotted into

the XT, along with an addi-

tional memory board.

Serious data processors

have been dreaming for

years about putting a 370 on

a chip and indeed, IBM en-

gineers talked about it sev-

eral years ago in the com-

pany's Systems Journal.

“I’m bull-headed and

stubborn," acknowledged

Fjeldstad. She likens herself

to a nimble running back: "I

look for the hole in the line.

A lot of it is experience."

“If you hit the line the first

time and there’s no hole, you

find another way," she offers

by explanation of how she

was able to bring together

the evolutionary 370 world

and the revolutionary per-

sonal computer sides of

IBM.

The actual XT/370 proj-

ect took 14 months after she

convinced higher-ups that

the PC XT was the box for

this innovative product. The

PC box provided the best

leverage for the new product

from a cost/effectiveness

point of view, told Fjeldstad.

This cost/benefit or re-

quirements planning is

Fjeldstad’s forte and it’s the

job she was doing for the

GTD before moving up to

product manager and she

talks a lot about it. It's bal-

ancing the requirements of

the market and users against

the engineering, manufac-

turing, marketing and reve-

nue requirements within

IBM. "Timing is key. You

have to do it when the time is

right," she says about deliv-

ering product to customers.

“If 1 didn’t do it, someone

else would."

Picking the PC as the ve-

hicle presented problems for

the XT/370 designers and

programmers: They couldn’t

“add a wire” or "change a

line of code.” Adds

Fjeldstad, “it’s difficult to

tell a designer or developer,

‘Don’t go add on anything.”’

To make products like the

XT/370 happen, Fjeldstad

finds she spends 60 percent

of her day planning meet-

ings, 40 percent checking

products status, 20 percent

on personnel matters such as

appraisals and reviewing

who’s happy in their job or

who’re the top candidates for

another job, and 40 percent

on phone calls. That adds up

to more than 100 percent, to

make Fjeldstad’s point.

She spends 12 hours a day

in the office, either in En-

dicott or in one of IBM’s

headquarters locations in

Westchester County, N.Y.

A skier and tennis player,

she uses a sports analogy to

explain: There’s nothing

wrong with an athlete who
spends 50 hours a week

training, but someone who
spends that much time work-

ing “is sick.”

“I like to work, too,” said

Fjeldstad. “It’s fun.”

That “pitch-in” attitude

comes from growing up on a

ranch in northern California.

“It didn't matter if you were

a boy or girl. There were al-

ways cows to be milked or

fields plowed. I was always

in the business," Fjeldstad

recalls. "My dad made very

sure that we were involved.”

The day after the XT/370
announcement—after the

press conference was recre-

ated for the entire project

group—Fjeldstad felt dis-

pirited.

“I felt a letdown," she re-

calls. It was a numb feeling,

one that she had postponed

the month previous at the

4381 announcement because

the baby was still to come.

The day after was a day

she had booked only 100 per-

cent. She went home early.

The next day she got

booked back up to 140 per-

cent. “That’s the best way to

do it,” she adds. “We have

learned a lot. We know what

we did right and wrong. It’s

time to do another."
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Don’t callher cheap. Call her beautiful.

TheBonnie Blue
Word Processing System for the IBM Personal Computer

It's obvious what makes her so cheap, but what makes

Bonnie Blue so beautiful? Bonnie Blue is a new and easy-to-use

word processing program for the IBM Personal Computer.

The Full System. The Bonnie Blue System includes in one

program a full screen Editor, a Printing module and a useful

Toolbox. It includes the features you've come to expect, and

more:

complete cursor control: by character, word, line; page up and

down instantly; go to top. bottom ofdocument; auto scroll

towards top or bottom

word w rap

margin justification, centering

adjustable margins, tabs, indents

reformat paragraphs

move, copy, delete, paste blocks

find with delete, insert, replace and wild card characters

keyboard remapping

multi-line headers, footers

Bonnie Blue can handle lines longer than the screen is wide,

by horizontally scrolling the line. And, unlike some programs,

Bonnie Blue lets you include any displayablc character in your

text, such as block graphics and foreign language characters.

Unique Features. With Bonnie Blue, you can "paint"

display attributes onto your text, by the character, w ord, or

line, or automatically as you enter text. With the monochrome

adapter, you can paint any combination of underlined, bold,

reverse video or blinking. With an 80 column monitor and the

color/graphics adapter, this translates into a palette of 16 color

combinations to choose from. And if your computer has both

monitors, Bonnie Blue lets you use them both, shifting hack

and forth as you wish.

IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM Corp.
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Bonnie Blue Software
Send me the Bonnie Blue System. I am
enclosing $50 (NY State residents please

add 7% sales tax).

Powerful Printing Module. You can use these colors or

display attributes to highlight text on the screen, and Bonnie

Blue can remove them from a file when you want (all files

created by Bonnie Blue are DOS standard ). The Printing

module understands these text attributes, and you can map

them into any single printer function or combination.

For example, normally you would want underlined text to

print underlined. But you can tell Bonnie Blue to print

underlined characters as both underlined and bold. Bright text

on the screen can mean double struck, or emphasized and in

italics. You are at the controls.

The first Print formatting module supports all the text

capabilities of the Epson MX series w ith Graftrax Plus. By the

time this ad appears, we will be supporting other popular

dot-matrix and letter quality printers.

More than thirty "dot” commands give you added control of

the format of your finished document. You can send it to a disk

file instead of the printer, or preview the final page formatting

on the screen.

Toolbox. The Toolbox is a set of useful functions, called

"filters" that allow you toextract information from your files

and transform their content . With these tools, you can join

files together, sort lines of text, count words, find and

substitute patterns, etc. Writers and programmers find this a

useful collection of productivity enhancers.

Bonnie Blue is also great for a hard disk system. A thorough

User's Guide, complemented by help screens and roadmaps,

make the Bonnie Blue an exceptionally easy-to-leam and

easy-to-use system.

Order yours today, or send for our free brochure. Bonnie

Blue is available exclusively from Bonnie Blue Software,

P.O. Box 536, Liverpool, NY 1 3088.

Check enclosed VISA MasterCard Sorry, no COD.

Credit Card No Expires

Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip_

Company

Minimum
recommended system:

IBM PC, 128K, 2 disk drives,

PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0, 80-column
monitor or monochrome adapter,

or both, Epson MX-80 or

MX-IOOwith Graftrax Plus.

Versions available soon for PCjr.

Write for details.

PC184



Great Prices!

Great Service!
If you’re looking for rock-bottom prices

and fast, personal service, take a close look at

800-SOFTWARE.
Because we buy in volume, we re able to sell

and service the products you want at prices that

finally make some sense. But don’t take our word
for it. Compare and see for yourself.

OUR SERVICE CANT BE BEAT.

We take care of you like our business depends
on it. Because it does.

When you call 800-SOFTWARE, you get the

fastest delivery available anywhere. Which means
that nearly every order is filled the day we get it.

And that our unique Order Tracking System™ is

on the job, keeping tabs on your order, every step

of the way.

Our giant inventory—one of the largest in the

United States—also assures you of the fastest pos-

sible service. Everything’s in stock so you don’t

have to wait.

Technical support? Business software expertise?

Customer service? We’ve got it—and it s the best

you’ll find anywhere.

But, put us to the test. Let us prove what we’ve

proven to satisfied customers around the world.

That our prices are lower. That our service is

better. That there really and truly is a difference.

We look forward to your call.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 800-227-4587

or 415-644-3611

Order Desk and Technical Support open:

6:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Monday through Friday
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES
WordStar® $269 dBase ll

T* $439 SuperCak 2™ $169 MultiPlan™ $189 PC DEMO
$11 far 3 iiauev of the new
K toftwore dama "dM

Perfect Writer $259 4-Point Graphics™ $129 lotus l-2-3 T
“ $369 MicroPro® ProPak $389

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS' PASCAL /MT * $259 VolksWriter Deluxe $179 System Card CALL SOFTWORD SYSTEMS"

2 Card S129 PASCAL /MT* 86 $299 LOTUS" MICR0STUF" Multimale $349

CP/M Card S359 PERSONAL BASIC $119 1/2/3 $369 Crosstalk $119 S0RCIM
-

Smarterm II $149 SPP CALL METASOFT" MOUSE SYSTEMS'* SuperCalc 3 $279

ALPHA" Other Products CALL Benchmark $299 PC Mouse $249 SuperCalc 2 $169

Apple IBM Connection $ 199 FOX AND GELLER- MICROLAB" OASIS'* SpellGuard $129

Database Manager II $225 Quickcode $229 Tax Manager $179 The Word Plus $129 SuperWriter $179

Type Faces S 95 dUtil $ 75 MICROPRO- Punctuation and Style $109 TYL0G"
Other Products CALL dGraph $229 WordStar $269 ORGANIC" dBASE Window $139

APPLIED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY" FREDERICK ELECTRONICS" WordStar /Mail Merge $369 Milestone $269 VERTEX SYSTEMS"

Versaform $28? Plantronics Color Professional Pack PBL CORPORATION" Xeno Copy $ 75

ASHTON TATE" Graphics Card $439 (WS/MM/SS/SI) $389 Personal Investor $105 VIDEX"

dBASE II $439 HAYES" WordStar Optional Professional PC DEMO" Enhancer II $119

dBASE II User s Guide $ 20 SmartModem 1200 $549 Pack
|
SS/Star Index/ Demo Disk $ 18 Videoterm $269

Friday 1 $219 SmartModem 12008 Free WS 3 3 Update) $169 PEACHTREE" Ultraterm CALL

ASPEN" (w/Smartcom) $489 WordStar /InfoStar $539 PeachToxt 5000 $239 VISIC0RP*

Grammatik $ 60 HERCULES" MailMerge $139 PERFECT SOFTWARE" VisiCalc* $189

Random House Proofreader $ 39 Hercules Card $409 InfoStar $289 Perfect Writer $259 VisiCalc* IV $189

Random House Thesaurus $119 H0WARDS0FT" CalcStar $129 Perfect Speller $129 Advanced VisrCalc* CALL

ATI TRAINING" Ta« Preparer CALL DataStar $179 Perfect Writer/Speller $359 VisiTerm $ 85

Training Modules $ 65 HUMANSOFT *
Super Sort $149 Perfect Filet $279 VisiDex $189

CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE DBPIus $ 95 SpellStar $139 Perfect Calc $169 Vs.F.le $239

PC Copy II $ 35 IMSI" ReportStar $229 All Four Perfect Products $699 VisiSchedule $239

Copy II Plus $ 35 4 Point Graphics (IBM PC) $129 Starlndex $129 PETER NORTON
"

VisiTrend/Plot $239

CDEX" Bisybase $179 StarBurst $139 Norton Utilities $ 59 VisiWord $279

Training Modules $ 65 Investment Manager $179 Apple Packages and Other PICKLES AND TROUT" (CP/M VisiSpell $169

CMB III ENTERPRISES" Accounting Series CALL Products CALL tor TRS) Other Products CALL

WS Patch & WS-Keys $ 45 Oatasafe $ 89 MICROSOFT- IRS 80 Model II. 16 & 12 $169 FLOPPY DISKETTES

COMPUTING'" IUS" Basic Compiler $295 Hard Disk $225 (Boxes of Ten)

Power 1 $119 Easy Writer II $229 MBasic 80 Interpreter $275 PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE" MEM0REX"
CONDOR" EasySpeller II $129 C Compiler $379 Word Plus PC $279 8- SS/SD $ 29

Database Management 3 $369 Easy Mailer CALL COBOL Compiler $549 Word Plus PC »i /Boss $349 8
' SS/DD $ 30

CONTINENTAL" EasyWriter /Speller/ Mailer CALL Flight Simulator $ 45 QUADRAM *
8" DS/0S $ 43

Home Accountant CALL EasyWriter /Speller/Filer CALL Fortran $259 Quadboard (64K) $325 5‘*“ (SS) $ 30

DIGITAL RESEARCH" EasyFiler $249 Fortran 80 $349 Quadboard (256K) $489 5V (DS) $ 40

Access Manager $225 Financial Management Mouse $169 Quadlmk $559 Maxell

CBASIC $109 Series $299 MOD Multiplan'* $189 R0SES0FT" 8" SS/D0 $ 42

CBASIC 86 CALL Other Products & Specials CALL Multi Tool Expert Systems CALL Pro Key $ 59 8
' DS/DD $ 48

CB 80 Compiler $379 LEXIS0FT" Pascal Compiler $259 SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS" 5V SS/DD $ 32

CB 86 Compiler CALL SpeilBinder $269 Premium Pack $509 PFS File $ 95 5V DS/DD $ 42

Concurrent CP/M 86 $259 LIFETREE SYSTEMS" Premium Sottcard $379 PFS File (IBM) $105 Larger Quantities CALL

CP/M 86 (IBM) $ 49 VolksWriter $129 Ramcard $ 89 PFS Report $ 95 IN HOUSE SPECIALS AND NEW
Display Manager $299 VolksWriter International $155 Sottcard’* $259 PFS Graph CALL PRODUCTS CALL

Purchase orders accepted. Please call

in advance.

Prompt U.P.S. or Federal Express

shipping
Overnight delivery available.

Call for shipping charges, other low

software prices or for a free catalog.

Prices may change

^800-SQfTWARE)
940 Dwight Way Berkeley, CA 94710

International and national dealer

requests welcome.
Quantity discounts available.

Call to inquire about our Corporate
Sales Dept.

CA residents add sales tax.

Copyright KJOSOtTWARE 1*1
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Everything You ShouldKnowAbout

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
(that you can do on your personal computer)

And Didn't Know Who to Ask
WHAT IS “BUSINESS GRAPHICS”?
Converting simple or complex numbers into

easy-to-understand pictures in the form of

charts or graphs - on paper for reports or on

overhead transparencies or instant slides

(with the Polaroid Palette) for presenta-

tions.

WHO NEEDS IT? Probably you do. With

business graphics, anyone who has to present

any kind of business data can communicate it

faster and make it easier to understand. This

means just about everybody in management,

finance, sales, marketing, advertising, con-

sulting, and investment counseling who com-
municates to almost anyone about almost

anything in business.

You can show information on bar graphs, pie

charts and scatter diagrams in a fraction of

the time it takes to present reams of data or

printouts. And because you don’t have to

wait for an artist to draw the chart or graph,

the information can be up to date, like yester-

day's sales figures.

HOW DO YOU GET IT? Easily, yourself,

with the following:

1.

Your IBM PC or Apple lie and its

monitor.

2. A PLOTTER, if you want presentation-

quality color graphics, or a PRINTER
(except if you have an Apple lie), ifyou want

black-and-white graphics.

3. CHART-MASTER, the best presentation-

quality graphics software package.

WHY CHART-MASTER? Introduced in

1981,CHART-MASTER was the first soft-

ware that, with a plotter, produced presenta-

tion-quality business graphics on a personal

computer. Now in its sixth edition, it is the

tried and proven, “bug free” state of the art in

business graphics.

Other graphics or integrated spreadsheet/

graphics packages are available. However,

hundreds of business people like yourself (as

well as computer and graphics experts) tell us

thatCHART-MASTER is easiest to use, pro-

vides the best quality charts and offers the

greatest flexibility and variety of business

graphics.

That’s why companies like G.E., EXXON,
DU PONT. GTE, EASTMAN KODAK.
CITIBANK, 3M, UNION CARBIDE,
MOTOROLA, DUN & BRADSTREET,
WESTINGHOUSE, PROCTER &
GAMBLE, HONEYWELL, GENERAL
MOTORS,and PITNEY BOWES use

CHART-MASTER to improve commu-
nications by making pictures out of

numbers.

CHART-MASTER SAVES YOU
MONEY - Instead of the $25-$50 cost of

each chart from an art department or studio,

charts from CHART-MASTER cost about

25< to $2.00 depending on quantity.

CHART-MASTER will make you a gra-

phics expert in minutes. It lets you easily

convert your data or VisiCalc or Lotus 1-2-3

spreadsheet data into presentation-quality

graphics (you’ll find that integrated packages

have very limited graphics capabilities when
used alone).

BUSINESS GRAPHICS MAKE THINGS HAPPEN - as shown by the following

Wharton Business School research.

When graphics presentations in business meetings, using an overhead projector, were

used:

BUSINESS DECISIONS FAVORED THE GRAPHICS PRESENTER -

68% favored the presenter's point of view when charts and graphs were used, only

32% favored the presenter when none were used.

PRESENTERS WERE PERCEIVED AS PROS - Presenters using charts and graphs

were considered more professional, persuasive, effective than the presenters who used

no graphics.

GROUP AGREEMENT WAS GREATER - 79% reached agreement in the group

using a graphics presentation vs 58% in the control group using none.

MEETINGS TOOK LESS TIME - 28% less than when no charts, graphs or other

visual aids were used.

NEW! SIGN-MASTER is a new compan-
ion product to CHART-MASTER which for

the first time lets you transform ordinary-

looking typed proposals into dynamic, color-

ful word presentations. With SIGN-
MASTER, you can create headlines, sub-

heads, lettering emphasis, or a variety of

texts on reports, overhead transparencies,

or slides. This, without the expense of

typesetting or hand lettering.

SIGN-MASTER easily produces 6 dif-

ferent typefaces in 16 sizes and up to 8

colors, in an infinite variety of ways, on

your IBM PC.

IFYOU EVER HAVE A PROBLEM or a

question about CHART-MASTER, SIGN-
MASTER or the hardware, you can reach a

live, warm human being who will answer it,

by calling the CHART-MASTER HOT-
LINE at Decision Resources (203) 222-

1974.

The suggested retail price for CHART-
MASTER is $375, and for SIGN-MASTER
is $245.

For the name of your nearest CHART-
MASTER or SIGN-MASTER dealer, call:

DecisionResources
Software for Decision Makers
25 Sylvan Rd. S. Westport, CT 06880

(203) 222-1974

SIGN-MASTER and CHART-MASTER are tfidemart* of

Decision Resources. Inc

VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp. Inc.
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Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Carp

IBM PC is a trademark of the International Business Machines

Corporation Apple lie is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.



A new era
dawns
on the
datascape™

Introducing
The Database Machine ™.

In one bold stroke. COGENT has
solved the problem ot simultan-
eous distributed data access: A
back-end database processor that

incorporates Winchester control,

database commands and a multi-

tasking operating system

The ultimate Winchester Con-
troller. The Database Machine™ is

the smartest, fastest LSI Winchester
Controller on the datascape. Fully

six times (aster than the IBM XT
fixed disc adapter A 64K file writes

in just over a tenth of a second!

A true database co-processor.
With built-in database commands,
The Database Machine “turns
software into iastware. You get
shared file access, record locking
and password security essential to

serious business applications.

Now networks really work. The
Database Machine™ ends frustrat-

ing slowdowns, giving every net-

work user instantaneous access to

the same tiles including those on
other discs in the network.

The Database Machine
• IBM-PC. IBM-XT and PC-3270
compatible

• PC-DOS, CP/M and UNIX
compatible

• Imbedded database silicon

software
• 8Mhz 80186 co-processor
• LSI Winchester controller
• 64K high-speed triple-ported

butter
• 128K multi-task RAM

It there's a PC on your corporate
horizon, it's time The Database
Machine™ dawned on you. Call

COGENT today (206) 455-3343

IBM XT CP/M. UNIX are registered trademarks of respectively International Business Machines Digital Research, and Bell Laboratories
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Prices subject to change without notice.
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On all monitor electronics . 3 yrs.

(See details at dealer)

Go first class . . .

with your peripherals, too!
Your IBM personal computer deserves the finest, fully

compatible peripherals, like Amdek's high resolution
Color II Monitor . . . the new comfort-view Model
"Video-31 OA" amber monitor ... or the new revolu-
tionary AMDISK-III Micro-Floppydisk Drive with up to 1

Megabyte storage! Just call, or write for full details on
these high-performance Amdek peripherals.

Color II Monitor, 13", 560(H) x 240(V) line resolu-
tion, 80 x 24 character display.

Model "Video-31 OA" amber phosphor screen with
TTL video input. Connecting cable included.

"AMDISK-III" Micro-Floppydisk Drive, 1 Megabyte
(unformatted) storage, track-to-track compatible
with 5'/4 " drives, shirtpocket size Micro-Floppydisk
Cartridge.

2201 Lively Blvd • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

(312)364-1180 TLX: 25-4786

REGIONAL OFFICES: Calif. (714) 662-3949

CORF?

Texas (81 7) 498-2334

Amdek .
. your guide to innovative computing!
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FROM THE EDITOR’S SCREEN/BILL MACHRONE

A New Year And A New Look
The arrival of 1984, with all its ominous overtones, brings only

good things to PC Magazine readers, including a revamped
magazine and a renewed commitment to serving you.

I
t's 1984. That date has taken on such

ominous connotations that everyone,

whether they’ve read Orwell or not,

pauses to think about where society and

technology are heading. Is Big Brother

here, or lurking in the shadows just around

the comer?

Some chose to ignore the foreboding

side of this new year by saying it’s a year

like any other. Others, zeroing in on our

subconscious sensitivities, are capitalizing

on 1984 by stamping it on our T-shirts

—

and on our minds.

At PC, because we are so entwined

with technology, we work doubly hard to

be open to both sides of the question. In

this fust issue of 1 984. we present several

perspectives on the deep and complex

question of where technology is taking us.

And we further explore the unavoidable

Orwellian questions of 1984 with views

from civil liberties lawyer Dorothy Samu-

els, and Jay Bloombecker, director of the

National Center For Computer Crime

Data.

The year 1984 also has new meaning

for PC Magazine. We are bringing you a

markedly new (dare we add, improved)

magazine, put together by a bigger, expe-

rienced team of editors and writers. This

first 1984 issue is dramatically different

than any you’ve seen before.

The biggest change is that PC is going

biweekly: Subscribers will now be receiv-

Bill Machrone

We present several

perspectives on the

deep and complex
question of

where technology

is taking us.

ing PC every two weeks. This frequency

allows us to add “PC News," a section

with a newspaper framework that allows

us to include late-breaking stories. The 12-

page “PC News" will be the last section

of the magazine to go to the printer. But

we hope it will be the first section you turn

to for timely, informative reports on PC
developments.

The biweekly format gives us more

room for in-depth and comprehensive arti-

cles that will truly add to your general and

technical understanding of the PC.

We know that you, our readers, are

becoming increasingly sophisticated in

your use of the PC. As professionals and

managers in business, as lawyers, as writ-

ers, as doctors, as financial analysts you

want to apply the PC to your jobs. There-

fore, we’ve added special columns such as

"Writing,” “Medicine," and “Business/

Finance" to discuss how PCs are being

used on the job, and how you can use

yours.

These regular features will delve into

vertical applications for the PC that might

not be of interest to more general PC
users. Some columns, such as those on

writing and on telecommunications, will

appear in every issue. Others will be

scheduled as needed to keep you abreast of

field-specific developments. The writers

are opinionated, interested, and knowl-

edgeable insiders.

Our new guest editorials will draw on

the expertise and opinions of industry

leaders (or adamant followers) to give you

new looks at the dynamic world of person-

al computers.

This first 1984 issue of PC also looks

different. New typography and design by
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KEYBOARD STORAGE DRAWER
Model »SS610 $89.00
This is the perfect solution to narrow
credenzas or typewriter return locations.

The keyboard drawer rolls smoothly on
industrial strength ball bearing slides The
drawer locks open for stability and has a
built-in wnst rest pad. The 20 gauge metal
frame has a baked enamel grey finish with
the drawer in putty to match the IBM PC
color scheme. Holds any keyboard 2-3/4"
fh) x 1 9-3/4" (w)x 9-1 /2"(d)
$5.00 Shipping/Handling*

ANTI-GLARE SCREEN FILTER
Model 8AG820 $35.00
Reduce eye strain and increase operator
comfort with this screen filter for the IBM
PC monochrome monitor The filter reduces
excessive glare from overhead lighting It

fits snugly into the face of the monitor due
to the vinyl foam bordering the narrow but
sturdy aluminum frame The screen is made
of black nylon monofilament fibers in a

square weave.

ROLLTOP 100 DISK FILE
Model #RT1 00 $36.00
Twice the capacity (100-5-1/4" Disks) of

the leading "flip top" file But it takes no
more desk space! An outstanding design
that combines contemporary styling with
the elegance of a rolltop enclosure and a
textured buff plastic body It includes 10
diskette dividers and anti-skid feet.

Locking Model #RT100l - $46 00

DISK DRIVE COVER
Model #DC310 $10.00
A cover to protect the IBM PC disk drive
area from dust and dirt. Molded in black

plastic to match the IBM styling. A vinyl

foam seal prevents harmful elements from
entering the disk drive area

KEYBOARD COVER
Model #KC210 $12.00
Protect your computer keyboard with our
dustcover made from rigid smoked bronze
plastic A low silhouette design that fits

keyboards such as the IBM PC and the
Keytromcs keyboard

EASY-VUE EASEL
Model 4EV410 $20.00
The ultimate design in a manual easel
Provides ideal viewing angle. Protective pads
prevent skidding. 10" x 15" in size, it even
properly displays an 8-1 /2" x 1

1
" three ring

binder An elegant accessory in smoked
bronze, molded from tough durable acrylic

TILT N TURN
Model #PA900 $40.00
Work easier! Reduce glare and eye strain,

eliminate neck craning with this sturdy CRT
display stand. Completely stable 30° tilt

and 360° turn without removing CRT.
Attractive molded ivory hard plastic and
steel construction. Rubber pads on top and
bottom assure no slipping Fits any CRT
with feet separation less than 1

1
" in width

and 1 0-1/4" in depth.
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Available at many leading computer and
software retailers. Ask your local dealer

for our products or order direct from us
today.

Most orders shipped UPS within 48
hours. Add $3.00 Shipping/Handling.*

Mastercard or Visa accepted, or send a

check or money order to:
12131 477-4216

INCREASE COMFORT

PROTECT INCREASE COMFORTINCREASE COMFORT



EDITOR’S SCREEN

art director Mitch Shostak and his staff

give the magazine a new, cleaner, crisper

look: We hope you will find the editorial

material more accessible and easier to

read.

Finding Your Way
One of our most frequently heard pleas

is for more page numbers to help you more

easily sort through the magazine (admit-

tedly a big chore). We have heard you and

will do our best to let you know where you

are in the magazine, or where to find the

advertisement for the product you’ve been

tracking down for 2 months. Our newly

designed table of contents should also help

you make the best use ofyour time in read-

ing PC.

There’s also a new look to the January

masthead: The PC team has been expand-

ed to bring you this new magazine.

Jon Lazarus, who's done a super job

guiding PC as editor, has moved up

—

literally upstairs—to become editorial

director of Ziff-Davis’s Consumer Com-

puters and Electronics Magazine Division.

That’s 1 1 magazines, to date. Good Luck,

Jon.

As the new editor ofPC 1 will be coor-

dinating other staff members and working

to bring you informative articles that span

the range of PC applications and interests.

Look for more technical articles, more

hands-on comparisons of new products,

and some ground-breaking articles, the

likes of which have never been seen

before.

The Newest Member
The latest member of our magazine

family is PCjr. Magazine, announced

with the unveiling of IBM's home-educa-

tion-office computer, PCjr. At the helm of

PCjr, is Corey Sandler, former executive

editor of PC, who played such a key role

in making PC happen in 1983.

Although Corey has moved down the

hall, he hasn’t left the pages of PC Mag-

azine: His “Sandler’s Screen" rumina-

tions will be found in alternating issues of

PC, and he will continue to contribute to

“PC Arcade” on a regular basis.

Shaping the biweekly issues of PC is

now the joint responsibility of Mike Edel-

hart and Connie Winkler, our new execu-

A top-notch staff

and knowledgeable

free-lance writers

produce the best

possible magazine

for you.

tive editors. Mike will be working with

articles and Connie will handle PC News

and the columns.

Mike and Connie bring to PC a wealth

of computer publishing experience. Mike

has been an editor at OMNI and Technol-

ogy Magazines and most recently was the

computer power behind Enter, the com-

puter magazine for teenagers from Chil-

dren’s Television Workshop.

He’s a prolific writer, with two com-

puter books off the press this year: The

Complete Computer Compendium and

The OMNI-Macmillan Encyclopedia of

On-Line Databases.

Connie most recently tracked the com-

puter information processing industry

from the perspective of associate editor at

Management Technology. She was for-

merly editor of Computer Careers News

and a correspondent for Computerworld:

she has worked for IBM, and has a new

book out. The Computer Careers Hand-

book.

Connie and Mike are working hard to

bring together a top-notch staff and knowl-

edgeable free-lance writers to produce the

best possible magazine for you. As IBM’s

announcement of the PCjr demonstrated,

we are all working at top speed. Within 2

days we pulled together a special 8-page

section in our December issue to give you

the latest information on this incredible

machine from IBM.

Our technical staff is growing too, so

we can provide the best in-depth compari-

son reviews, and more of them. As the

former technical editor, I am committed to

presentations that will be tutorial to new-

comers, informative to the experienced,

and interesting to all.

Pushing us all on to better and bigger

stories and projects is Paul Somerson,

who, in his new role as Special Projects

Editor, will give you his unabashedly

biased views of everything from IBM’s

Enhanced Basic for the PCjr to Scotland

(from which he just returned) to the future

of the human race in 1984.

Over the past several months, we have

built a test laboratory with enough sophis-

tication to wring out just about any PC-

related product. We are committed to

bringing you well-founded comparative

reviews of hardware and software, backed

up by the solid technical details you need

to make informed purchasing decisions.

You’ll see what makes the IBM PC and its

peripherals tick, from the power line

through the processor circuitry to the char-

acters on the screen and finally to paper.

Everywhere along the way, there are deci-

sion points for you. Do you need an unin-

terruptible power supply? Are there differ-

ences between multifunction boards? Do
removable Winchester disks work in the

real world? We’ll answer these questions

and many others in the coming weeks. We
won’t neglect the software side, either.

There’s a wealth of new software out there

and more coming each day. As easy as it is

to get into a comfortable rut with a favorite

product, we’ll show you the newest and

best, especially the exciting new integrat-

ed products and sophisticated database

managers.

This new and enhanced lineup of peo-

ple and editoral product underscores our

commitment to being the best computer

publication—whether you're a PC owner

at home or a business user.

Throughout 1984 and beyond we wel-

come your ideas, comments, gripes, and

brainstorms. We will do everthing possi-

ble to represent you in the pages of the

"new" PC Magazine.
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Plain Talk About Printers...

Dot matriX
There've been some big changes in

IBM-PC printer compatability.
Okidata’s new Plug-n-Play ROMs
(see below) make a Microline 92. 93
or 84 fully compatible with the IBM-
PC. screen dump graphics & all. If

you're interested in full compata-
bility. that's the package to get. We
expect that other printer manu-
facturers will offer similar upgrades
shortly.

C. ITOH

C. Itoh s Prowriter (1 20 cps)
features 1 0. 1 2. & 1 6 cpi. a
proportional/correspondance quality
font, double strike, double-width,
sub/super scripts, dot graphics ( 1 60
x 144 dpi). The Prowriter 2 is the
136 column version.

Prowriter $399.88
Prowriter 2 $719.88

EPSON

RX/FX Series
The FX-80 (160 cps) has a
correspondence font. 10, 12 & 17
cpi. italics, double-strike/width/
emphasis & dot graphics, plus a 2K
buffer. Friction & pin feed is

standard; the adjustable tractor is

optional & cost extra The FX-100 is

the 136 column version & includes
the adjustable tractor.

The RX-80 & RX-80 F/T (1 00 cps)
are upgraded versions of the MX

Epson FX/RX SCALL

MANNESMAN" TALLY

MT-160 L/180 L
Spirit

eH*

The MT-1 60 L (1 60 cps) features
1 0. 1 2, 1 7 & 20 cpi. a correspon-
dence font, italics, enhanced/
boldface print, double-width, sub/
super scripts & underline, friction/

tractor feed. Parallel & RS-232C
interlaces standard. The MT-1 80 L
is the 1 36 column version.

The Spirit (80 cps), Tally’s new, low
cost draft printer, has 1 0, 1 2 & 1 7 cpi

fonta italics, friction/tractor feed,

and a unique square-wire printhead.

80 columns & parallel only.

MT-160 L $849.88
MT-1 80 L $849.88
MT-Spirit $329.88

OKIDATA

Microline Series

The Microline 92 (1 60 cps) is ideal
for word processing. It features 10,

1 2 & 1 7 cpi. a correspondence font,

double-width, emphasis/boldface,
sub/super scripts, underlining, pin/

friction feed (tractor is optional on
the 92) & dot-addressable graphics
( 1 20 x 1 44 dpi). The 93 is the 1 36
column version. Parallel interfaces
are standard; the RS-232C interface
is optional.

The Microline 84 ( 1 32 col) is the
Step 2 version, featuring 200 cps at

10, 1 2. & 1 7 cpi (w/double-width). all

with a correspondance mode & dot
addressable graphics. Parallel or

RS-232C interfaces available.

A new PROM called PC Plug-n-
Play turns a 92, 93 or an 84 into an
IBM-PC compatible printer, with full

capabilities. You will sacrafice a few
features (like 1 2 cpi) but the PROMs
are worth it if total compatibility is

your goal.

The Microllne 82A I 1 20 cps) is a
data crunchers. Features 1 0 & 1

6

cpi (5/8 double-width). Dot-address-
able graphics are optional. The 83A
is the 1 36 column version.

Microline Series $CALL

PANASONIC

KX-P1090
A smart entry by Panasonic, the KX-
P1 090 (80 cps) features 1 0. 1 2 & 1

6

cpi, italics, double-width, half-width,

enhanced/bold print, dot graphics
(120 x 144 dpi), friction/tractor feed
& a 4,000,000 character ribbon. The
Epson-compatible escape code
sequences make it easy to install.

Quiet printing & a sharp design
make it ideal for home or office.

Nationally serviced by Panasonic.
KX-P1090 $339.88

STAR MICRONICS

Gemini 10X/15X
Delta 10/15

The Gemini 1 0X (120 cps) features
1 0. 1 2 & 1 7 cpi, italics, a correspon-
dence font, double-width, emphasis/
boldface print, sub/super scripts,

underlining, graphics ( 1 20 x 144
dpi), a 1 K buffer & friction/tractor

feed. The Gemini 1 5X is the 1 32
column version.

The Delta 10 (1 60 cps) features
both parallel & RS-232C interfaces,

& an 8K buffer, plus all the 1 0X
features mentioned above. The
Delta 1 5 is a 1 36 column version
Gemini 10X $309.88
Gemini 15 $459.88
Delta 10 $529.88
Delta 15 $CALL

TbSHIBA

PI 350
An exceptional printer that

produces the best near-letter quality
we've ever seen. The PI 350 prints

at 192 cps (100 cps in near-letter

quality), & features 132 columns, 10
& 1 2 cpi (plus double-width) & a
near-letter quality font with
proportional spacing. It has all the
sub/superscripting features you'd
expect, plus dot graphics ( 1 80 x 1 80
dpi). Parallel or RS-232C interface
(specify).

PI 350 $1759.88

Other Dot Matrix
Printers We Carry

ANADEX
DP-9501
DP-9620
DP-9625
WP-6000

$1189.88
$1259.88
$1369.88
$2279.88

DIABLO
Series 32 $1049.88

IDS

Prism 80 $1079.88
w/4-color $1439.88
Prism 132 $1239.88
w/4-color $1669.88
MicroPrism $529.88

INFORUNNER
Riteman $349.88

Letter quality
The new. low-speed letter-quality

printers are making quality afforable.

And the high-speed models are
coming down in price too. Still, get a
dot matrix printer for drafts & as a
backup.

C. ITOH

A10 Starwriter
F10 Starwriter
Printmaster

The C. Itoh Starwriter (40 cps)
features 10 or 12 cpi, sub/super
scripts, underlining, 6/8 Ipi, 1/48"
line feed, 1/120" horizontal
resolution. It uses Qume code &
Diablo wheels & ribbons. The A-10
Starwriter has the same specs, but
it prints slower (20 cps). The
Printmaster has the same specs,
but it prints faster (55 cps). Both the

Tractor Feed and the Sheet
Feeder fit all three models.
A-10 Starwriter $609.88
F-10 Starwriter $1219.88
Printmaster $1 569.88
Tractor Feed $289.88
Single Bin Sheet Feeder
(A10/F10) $619.88

SILVER REED

EXP-550/500

The Silver Reed EXP-550 (1 7 cps)
is a 132 column letter-quality printer

with 10, 12 or 15 pitch, sub/super-
script. underlining and true Diablo
1610 emulation, making it compat-
ible with most word processing
software. It's friction fed. and it

features a page injector, an optional
tractor is also available.

The EXP-500 (12 cps) is a 100
column letter-quality printer with the
same specs as the EXP-550, but
slower and without page inject.

EXP-550 (Parallel) $699.88
EXP-550 Tractor $139.88
EXP-500 (Parallel) $489.88
EXP-500 Tractor $1 29.88

NEC

Spinwriters
The new 2000 Series are slower (20

cps), but they've retained all the
qaulity of the 3500/7700 Series.

Uses the same thimbles & ribbons.
2010/2030 $879.88
2050 $999.88
3530 $1639.88
3550 $1899.88
7710/7730 $2159.88

SMITH-CORONA

Messenger

The Memory Correct III Mes-
senger (the full name) is ideal for

the home or small office. It combines
the features of an electric typewriter
and a letter-quality printer. It

features 12 cps, 3 pitches (10. 12 &
1 5). variable line spacing, 1 0.5"

writing line, backspacing & auto-
correction. It comes complete with
parallel/serial interface.

Memory Correct III

Messenger $629.88

Other Letter Quality
Printers We Carry

COMREX
CR-1
CR-1 Tractor
CR-2
CR-2 Tractor

$849.88
$104.88
$509.88
$94.88

DIABLO

620 (RS-232C) $999.88
630 (PC) $1979.88

QUME
Sprint 11 + $1539.88



EBGLE
COmPUTER

COLUMBIA
|

DATA PRODUCTS, NC.
|

We are now offering both the Columbia MPC and the
Eagle PC-2 to our customers. These machines are IBM-PC
compatible, with 1 28K RAM on board, two 320K disk
drives, one parallel port, two RS-232C ports and bundled

The Eagle PC-2 includes MS-DOS. CP/M 8S. plus Eagle-
Writer and EagleCalc. The Eagle PC-2 also includes a
monochrome monitor, with a resolution equal to the PC
monitor. The PC-2’s ideal for first-time users. It's easy to
learn & easy to use.
The Columbia MPC includes MS-DOS. CP/M 86, BASICA,

Perfect Writer/Speller/Calc/Filer, Home Accountant Plus,
Fast Graphs, Asynch Communications, a Macro Assembler,
plus numerous utilities. This system is for more sophisticated
users who have a PC at work and want a system at home or
in a remote location.
Please call (603) 881 -9855 for further specifications, price

and delivery.

Monitors
NEC

JB-1 205/1 201 M

Slick design & slick specifications.

The NEC JB-1 205M is the amber
version. The JB-1 201 M is the green
screen. Both offer 80 columns on a
12" diagonal screen, with an 18-

20Mhz bandwidth and a crisp, clear
display.

JB-1 205M (12" amber) .... $1 79.88
JB-1 201 M (12" green) $1 69.88

USI

Pi-3 (1 2" amber) $1 89.88

AMDEK
300G (12" green) SI 49.88
300A (12" amber) $164.88
310A (1 2" amber) $199.88

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12

The HX-1 2 is one of the finest

RGBs available. 1 6 colors (using
NEC's tube). 690 dots by 240 lines

(480 interlaced) & 15MHz
bandwidth. Comes with its own
cable.

PGSHX-12 $499.88

QUADRAM

QuadChrome
The QuadChroma has the same
spec's as the HX-12. Same price too.

QuadChrome $509.88
Quadram Video Boards
QuadColor-1 $199.88
QuadColor-2 $219.88

USI/PARADISE

MultiDisplay
Supports 32K graphics, with
composite, RGB. PC monochrome
display and a parallel port
MultiDisplay $479.88

TECMAR

Graphics Master
1 92K for RGB or composite display,

supporting 480 non-interlaced RGB
output.
Graphics Master $579.88

ModemS
DC HAYES

Smartmodems
The Smartmodems are originate/

answer, auto dial/answer, full/half

duplex modems There are two
external modems (300 & 300/1 200
baud) & the 1 200B (300/1 200
internal for the PC). Modular phone
cable & power supply included.
(RS-232C cable is optional).

“Stack” Smartmodems
300 baud $229.88
300/1 200 baud $539.88
1200B w/Softcom II $459.88

US ROBOTICS

Password
The Password is an originate/

answer type modem. 0300 & 1 200
baud capability with auto dial/

answer, auto mode/ speed select,

full/half duplex (local echo),audio
phone line monitor. Comes with an
RS-232C cable (specify male or
female DB-25), power supply &
modular telephone cable.

Password $379.88

Peripherals

AST RESEARCH

MegaPlus II
The MegaPlus has one RS-232C
port a parallel port, a clock & up to

256K RAM. An optional game and
second serial port are also available.

Comes with SuperDrive/Spooler
software. The MegaPak is a 1 28K or
256K piggy-back card that attaches
to the MegaPlus & gives you
additional memory to 256K.
64K MegaPlus $309.88
256K MegaPlus $509.88
Options
256K MegaPak $329.88
RS-232C Port $49.88
Game Port $49.88

AST RESEARCH

SixPak Plus
The Slxpak holds up to 384K on
the board. Added to a 256K
motherboard, you've got 640K, the
maximum addressable memory.
Slxpak has an RS-232C port,

parallel port, clock & SuperDrive/
Spooler software. An optional game
port is also available.

64K Sixpak $289.88
256K SixPak $469.88
384K SixPak $659.88
Game Port $49.88
AST I/O Plus II

The I/O Plus II has one parallel

port, one RS-232C port, one game
port & a clock.
1/0+ $199.88
RS-232C Port $49.88

QUADRAM

Quadboards
The Quadboard has an RS-232C
port, a parallel port, a clock &
memory up to 256K (you can also
get your Quadboard "naked," with
no memory installed). QuadSpool/
Drive software is included with every
Quadboard. along with a one-year
warranty
Quadboard OK $219.88
Quadboard 64K $279.88
Quadboard 256K $429.88

Quad 51 2 +
Quad 512+s have a single RS-
232C port on them, and sockets for

up to 51 2K RAM. QuadSpool/Drive
software is included.

Quad 512+ (64K) $239.88
Quad 51 2+ ( 2 56 K) $439.88
Quad 51 2+ (51 2K) $679.88

Single Function Cards
Parallel Card w/cable $89.88
RS-232C Card $89.88
Clock/Calendar Card $89.88

QuadLink
QuadLink is like having an Apple
computer on one board, with 64K.
QuadLink takes up only one slot.

Add $20 for Columbia MPC or
Compaq computers when you order.

QuadLink $499.88

Floppy Drives
Tandon
(1 60K) Single-sided $229.88
(320K) Double-sided $239.88
Ma/nard Electronics
Floppy Disk Controller
MFD Standard $1 59.88

Hard Disks
QuCeS External Hard Disk
12MB $2099.88
20MB $2339.88
26MB $2509.88
Quadram Internal Hard Disk
'2MB $CALL
20MB 5CALL

HD w/Tape Backup
1 2Mb Disk/Tape $291 9.88
20Mb Disk/Tape $3339.88
35Mb Disk/Tape $4669.88
PC Interface $130.00
Tl Interface $150.00

Information/Orders:

(603) 881-9855
Prices/Orders Only:

(800) 343-0726

Our new 40-page catalog
is ready. For your copy,
sendSI with your name,
address and computer
type to our address
below.

No Hidden Charges:
e You get FREE shipping on all

orders within the 48 states, and
most orders are delivered with ten
days. We accept all major credit

cards, certified checks, money
orders & company checks (allow 21
days for personal checks t > clear).

We never charge extra for credit

card orders, and credit cards are not
charged until order is shipped.
• We accept CODs up to $1000
(add $10 handling fee per order)

payable with certified check or

money order. Company Purchase
Orders are accepted on a limited

basis & upon approval only. Sorry, no
APO or foreign orders accepted. We
have a $50 minimum order.

• All our equipment is shipped with
full manufacturer's warranty. We are
an authorized dealer for all

products we sell to insure full

warranty support. & we're autho-
rized for warranty work on a number
of printers. We offer extended
warranty plans for many printers.

• We prepared this ad in

November. & prices do change, so
call to verify them.
• For a catalog, send $1 with your
name, address and the type of

computer system you own.

• Our Computer Showroom is now
open in Amherst. New Hampshire,
five miles west of Nashua (about one
hour's drive from Boston).

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE BOTTOM LINE
MILFORD, NH 03055-0423 TELEPHONE (603) 881-9855

CIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD



History has recorded a profound irony.

The fastest and most powerful word processing package ever

created for the IBM personal computer wasn’t created by IBM...

or Leading Edge.

The Electric Pencil PCTM

Word Processing System

Here is one feature ofThe Electric Pencil PC word processing system with Pencil-ACE and

Pencil Tutor:

Reprogram any key, shift key, control key or alternate key
with up to 255 keystrokes.

Here are the other 452:

Electric Pencil PC is on sale now. See an incredible demonstration

of word processing power at your computer dealer today. Don’t take

our word for it.. See it for yourself.

Electric Pencil - $299.95, Pencil Tutor - $49.95 and Pencil-ACE -

$149.95. The Electric Pencil PC PRO-Pak (includes The Electric

Pencil, Pencil Tutor and Pencil-ACE) - $499.95. In addition you will

receive a $50 rebate when you return the coupon included with every

PRO-Pak. This offer good on purchases of the PRO-Pak only.

The Electric Pencil is available at computer stores and selected B.

Dalton Booksellers. If your dealer is out of stock, order direct

Include $4.00 for shipping and handling. Foreign residents add

$11.00 plus purchase price in U.S. Funds.

Dealers

The Electric Pencil is available from IJG, Inc. 1-714-946-5805, Telex

469775 IJG/GI INC. International Dealers contact Laurant Martres

at IJG, Inc. or contact one of the following distributors or dealers:

• Australia: Dick Smith Electronics - (02) 888 32 00 • Belgium:

Immo-Elec Sprl- 02/640 73 01 • Belgium: Micro-2000 -733 65 40

• Canada: Micron Distributors - (416) 593-9862 • Canada:

Microwest Dist (604)984-9191 • Denmark: E.C. Data- (2) 81 81 91

• England: Molimerx Ltd. -0424/220391 • France: Pentasonic-

524 2316 • France: Alpha Systemes- 76/478067 • France: Sideg

Informatique - 557 79 12 • France: Sivea S.A. - 522 70 66

• Germany: Hofacker GMBH - (08024) 7331 • India: Lord

International - 272375 • Netherlands: Computer Collectief -

20/223573 • South Africa: Technical Books (Pty) Ltd. - 21-6540

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If it'sfrom 13?
IT’SJUSTGREAT!
Electric Pencil PC is a trademark of Michael Shrayer Software



Letters To PC
More Language Talk

Bill Machrone's article on languages

(“Microlinguistics: Languages For The

PC,” PC, Volume 2 Number 4) was

both timely and informative but left

several key questions unanswered.

It was not clear which of the 10

languages Machrone considers suitable

as general purpose languages, as op-

posed to those he considers more suit-

able for specific tasks.

The term “tight code" was not ex-

plained. Does it mean that the object

files for some compiled languages will

be smaller than for others accomplish-

ing the same task?

One last point: What technical mys-

tery prevents companies from provid-

ing interpretive (interactive) debugging

capability as a utility with language

compilers?

Wayne Sefton

Mendocino, California

Bill Machrone replies:

I'll have to refer you back to "Sum-

ming it Up’
'
for the best general-pur-

pose languages. BASIC, Pascal and

Logo will give you the fastest return

on your time and effort investment,

while C and PLIl will require more

study. They are all general purpose.

dBase is mostly for records manage-

ment functions and the others are ei-

ther commercial standards or for more

specific applications.

"Tight code" is a sloppy phrase. In

one context it means well-written, eco-

nomically expressed source programs.

The other meaning refers to the size

and efficiency of the compiler's output.

Many have asked your final ques-

tion and a few have even answered it.

One such product is Micro Focus’s

COBOL Animator. Another is Morgan

Computing’s Professional BASIC.

We’d be interested to hear about other

products that include this capability as

a utility.

will certainly disappear after the arti-

cles on languages in the September is-

sue. Most experienced programmers

will find areas of disagreement with

the opinions expressed—and so do I!

I’m glad you presented two views

of BASIC; one author suggested that it

offered portability (an incredible opin-

ion!) and another pointed out the truth:

there are many versions of BASIC that

arc almost impossible to translate.

There are tremendous differences in

file structure alone.

COBOL seemed to be maligned as

a micro language. Believe it or not, I

chose COBOL as my business lan-

guage. Why? Here’s the rundown: It

offers the greatest portability in run-

ning on numerous systems. Screen

handling techniques are built into the

language. Excellent file handling tech-

niques (specifically indexed files and

indexed files with duplicates) are built

into the language and are extremely

easy to use, virtually eliminating sort-

ing. Record lock-out techniques are

built into the language for multi-user

systems. The same programs can fre-

quently be used even if additions are

made to the number of fields in a

record, thus minimizing time spent on

program modifications. Finally, the

compiler is easy to use.

Language purists frequently criticize

the GOTO statement. Frankly, some

applications are virtually impossible to

write, or require gigantic increases in

the amount of code. For example, in

our business applications, we allow us-

ers to enter a control code and jump

back to previous fields on a screen if

they see they have made an error. The

GOTO is almost imperative.

A highly structured language is not

necessarily a practical solution to the

needs of business programming. I’ll be

the first to admit that despite my
praise of COBOL, it has its own limi-

tations and programmer frustrations. A
near-perfect language simply doesn’t

exist at this time.

Tom Stover

Gering, Nebraska
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prices

CompuShach
WE TEST EVERY COMPUTER SYSTEM BEFORE WE SHIP ITI

AST RESEARCH
IO Plus-Parallel & Serial Port. Clock
Calendar W/Bat. back-up. Superdrive.

Superspool S 199.00

Combo Plus— 256K, Parallel & Serial Port. Clock

Calendar W/Bat. back-up. Superdrive.

Superspool $499.00

Mega Plus— 5I2K. Parallel & Serial Port. Clock

Calendar W/Bat. back-up $999.00

QUADRAM
Quad Board - 256K, Parallel Port. Serial

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Special
of the
Monthl

IBM PC COMPLETE LINE

PRINTERS

OKIDATA
82A
83A
84AP parallel

84AS serial

92A
93A

Dalsywriter Daisywheel
Printer

$429.00
$699.00
$999.00

$1099.00
$525.00
S899.00

$1175.00

I/O Clock Calendar with battery backup

$599.00
512K Ram with Serial I/O $799.00

CONOGRAPHIC
Color Card $995.00

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
This card gives you 720x350
graphics $499.00

BIG BLUE $479.00
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
Multifunction Card $95.00
Floppy Disk Controller $225.00
Memory Card $189.00

MONITORS
AMDEK
300A $199.00
300G $169.00
3I0A $ 199.00
IV

I $349.00
II $699.00
III $399.00

$1199.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
High Res. Color $499

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

SHUGART
SA400 SS/SD $169.00

TANDON
TM-100-2 DS/DD CALL
TM-848-1 SS/DD $349
TM-848-2 DS/DD 1399
SIEMENS
FDD 100-5 $159.00

IBM PC
64K. Two 320KB Disk Drives, Floppy Disk

Controller. Video Card and High Res

Monitor $2599.00

SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH !

NEC
SPINWRITER

7710-1 $2095 3510 $1495
7715-1 $2295 3515 $1495
7730-1 $2095 3530 $1695
7720-1 $2695 3550 $1995
7725-1 $2695 PC8023A $ 595

oppkz.APPLE lie

Computer System Controller. Two Disk Drives.

Monitor $1699
ROMAR II Apple compatible Computer
W/2-Card Controller. Two Disk Drives and a
Monitor for $1195.00

OTHER PRODUCTS
FOR APPLE

Special of the Monthl

W $179
TAVA CORP.
DATA DRIVB

100% Compatible Disk drive for APPLE 11+ and
APPLE lie Runs DOS CPM® Pascal software

SLIMLINE DRIVE $199.00

TAVA PC ivi-
Desk Top IBM PC® Compatible Computer. I28K

RAM. Two 320KB Disk Drives. Floppy Disk Con-
troller. Video Adapter and Monitor. One Parallel

Port. Two Serial Ports System runs DOS I !. 2 0.

and CP/M86® $1995.00

APPRICCJT an IBM PC® Compatible Com-
puter W/Two Drives & Monitor W/$ 1 250 worth
of Software-Complete System $2999.00

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Micromodem 300 baud $299.95
Smartmodem 1200 baud $529.95

DISK DRIVES
For IBM PC
Tandon 100-2 CALL
320KB DS/DD Disk Drive for IBM PC $199.00

Add On Drive For PC Jr® SCALL

PRINTERS

BROTHER tXOttWt
HR-I A parallel $769.00
HR-I A serial $869.00
DX-15 S 599.00
Tractor feed option $135.00

LOTUS 1-2-3 SOFTWARE $459

HARD DISK SYSTEMS FOR IBM

HARD DISK SYSTEM FOR IBM PC
256K IBM PC. 360KB Disk Drive. FDC.
10 MB Hard Disk w/controller. Cabinet controller

& software. Color Card. Monitor S 3999.00

Hard Disk Sub-System for IBM PC By
TAVA CORP $1275.00

THE UNIQUE FRANCHISING
CONCEPT WITH THE
FOLLOWING FEATURES:

PRIVATE LABEL PRODUCTS
WITH NO ROYALTIES,
DISCOUNT PRICES, FULL
SERVICE & SUPPORT,
COURTESY AND MORE.

(714) 261-1000
FRANCHISE INQUIRIES WELCOME
14MI ARMSTRONG. IRVINE. CA *2714
HEADQUARTERS/TELEX: 1E1447 —ANSWER BACK! COMPDSHACK IRIN

•IBM ii a registered trademark of IBM Corporation
•APPLE 4 a registered trademark of Apple Computers me

•CPfM and CPIM86 are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc

PRODUCTS AND PRICES NOT AVAILABLE
AT ALL STORES

ALL FLOPPIES REPAIRED QUICKLY AT LOW COST

CALL FOR STORE
LOCATION
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LETTERS

Encore, Encore!

Paul Somerson’s lead article, “Gob-

lins, Gremlins, And Glitches,” really

hit the mark (PC, Volume 2 Number

5). I have lived with my PC, Quad-

board, and WordStar (plus MailMerge

and, thank goodness, ProKey) for

nearly a year, and the episodes all

rang true for me. Oh, so true! Let’s

see more from Somerson. I like his

easy, cogent style.

Thomas R. Thurmond

Vacaville, California

King Me
Thank you for reviewing Checkers for

Beginners (“PC Arcade,” PC, Vol-

ume 2 Number 5). I created the pro-

gram to entertain my children back

when there was little game software to

run on our family's new PC.

The programs first skill level,

which Corey Sandler reviewed, was

designed to make the PC a relatively

easy opponent to beat, so that young

players can feel a mastery over the

computer instead of feeling intimidated

by it. The second skill level, which

was not reviewed, has many more ad-

vanced playing features to entertain

and challenge more seasoned players.

Writing the program on the versatile

and responsive IBM PC was truly a la-

bor of love and I am pleased that it

provides entertainment for others.

John E. Hoel

Springfield. Virginia

I chuckled when I read Corey Sand-

ler’s comment that the IBM checker

program made him wait 8 seconds be-

fore he beat it. Think a moment

—

that’s why that feature exists!

Seriously, I used to have a game of

micro chess for an Apple II computer

(I now have an IBM-compatible Zenith

Z-100). When the game checkmated

me, it made a sound like "Heh Heh

Heh Heh.” When 1 checkmated it,

however, it sounded like a dying cat.

The words "You win” sheepishly ap-

peared on the center of the screen.

I also liked Sandler's story about

the horse race predictor program

(“The $2 Sure Thing,” PC, Volume 2

Number 4). X=5 indeed.

Dennis Baer

Farmingdale, New York

Keep Biding Your Time
I thoroughly enjoyed David White-

house’s chess game reviews ("Biding

Your Time With Computer Chess,”

PC, Volume 2 Number 4). Being a

fair chess player (1600 or so) and the

owner of a couple of IBM PCs, I have

been eagerly awaiting a chess program

worthy of a 1 6 bit processor. White-

house’s article convinced me to keep

on waiting.

I recently saw a review in another

magazine of a different chess program

for the PC, Bluebush Chess. It re-

ceived high marks, but I’m afraid the

reviewer didn't go into as much depth

of analysis as Whitehouse did in PC.

I would value Whitehouse’s opinion

on Bluebush Chess.

Dean Ballard

Seattle. Washington

David Whitehouse replies:

/ had a chance to look at Bluebush

Chess about a month ago, and it is

definitely better than either Chess

Partner or SPOC, the programs I

reviewed in PC. The graphics are

good, it only uses 64K RAM. and it

has a fair variety of levels. Still, it

needs improvement. There is no

opening
'

‘book, ’

' and it cannot go

back on retrieve games from the disk.

Worst of all, the game will repeat

itself at the same level if you let it. I

quickly found a line in the Vienna

game where I can repeatedly play the

same game out to mate. So while it's

an improvement, there are certainly

even better games to come.

Although you can't use your PC for

them, / would still recommend one of

the standalone games.

Of Mice, Moths, and Smoke
In Bill Machrone's article "Run It Till

It Breaks” (PC, Volume 2 Number 5),

he says, “The accessory that makes

me laugh the most is the cover that fits

over the drive.” While disk drive cov-

ers may be for “compulsives," Mach-

rone may be interested to leam that

people have purchased covers for other

reasons: mice, moths, and palmetto

bugs had entered their PCs through the

drive opening.

Also, my partner’s father had a

small fire in his office and found that

the disk drive cover prevented smoke

damage.

These PC predators do exist. Don't

laugh at the usefulness of the product;

you might need it someday.

Nat Heilman III

President,

Microcomputer

Accessories, Inc.

Los Angeles, California

And The Winner Is . . .

After reading Lindsy Van Gelder’s ad-

mittedly grouchy review, “Programs

That Polish The Processed Word”
(PC. Volume 2 Number 5), I pulled

out Volume 1 Number 7 and reread

Lawrence Magid’s review of the Ran-

dom House Proofreader.

Sure enough, all the reasons that 1

bought Proofreader after first reading

Magid's review are still true.

As one who edits and proofreads

the technical documents of a systems

programmer-turned consultant, I have

found the Proofreader indispensable.

Systems programmers, by genetic

composition, are poor spellers who
quite often invent words when their

nontechnical vocabulary abends.

True, the Proofreader is slow (com-

pared to what?). True, one must build

an auxiliary dictionary peculiar to

one’s profession. True, word tense and

usage are not checked. However, on a

(continued

)
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THECOLUMBIA
IBM-PCCOMPATIBLES.
THEYREWARDTWO
BUSINESSVIRTUES:

FORESIGHTAND CUNNING.

Tk’ust your instincts.

While others rushed out to buy an IBM-PC. you waited and watched.

You knew prices would come down and software would get better.

Now we have a reward for your patience: the Columbia family of IBM-PC
compatible computers. It’s a choice of systems and software no one else

can match.

The Columbia line includes the VP Portable which lets you work any-

place, any time. There’s also the M PC, our desktop model, available in dual

floppy disk or 10MB hard disk drive. Compatible with each other and the

IBM-PC, as well.

Foresight led you to our IBM-PC compatibility.

We start you with more operating systems than IBM, even more than

other IBM-PC compatibles (MS-DOS* and CP/M ! 86). Which means you

have immediate access to all the latest business and financial software.

Free software that's a steal.

Thousands of dollars worth of free software come with every Columbia
computer. Columbia Tutor gives you a fast, comfortable start. Perfect

Software" covers your word processing, spreadsheeting, and filing needs.

Fast Graphs* turns facts and figures into graphs and charts. And asyn-

chronouscommunications lets you share information with othercomputers.

For your sense of self, we give you Home Accountant PlusTgames, and

two programming languages so you’ll feel like an eleven year old genius.

Responsive service. Above and beyond.
175 local Bell & Howell service centers stand ready to maintain your

Columbia computer at a moment's notice.

Prices starf at $2995.The phone call is free.

Now, while you’re feeling shrewd, call toll free for the Columbia dealer

nearest you. Then, see for yourself how the Columbia Compatibles can

reward your business virtues.

800-638-7866

COLUMBIA
DATA PRODUCTS, INC.

Columbia Data Products, Inc.

9150 Rumsey Road, Columbia, MD 21045

(301) 992-3400,TWX 710-862-1891.
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r. Home Accjununt Flu, -C.mnnmul Softwair L.nniMny



LETTERS

recent weekend 1 spent over three

hours reviewing a 66K design docu-

ment. The Proofreader arrived Mon-

day morning, and 1 quickly discovered

56 errors that I had overlooked during

several readings.

The document was presented to

IBM the following day in a conference

room full of people. The embarrass-

ment saved on this one project alone

more than justified the modest cost of

the program.

Of course, professional writers are

more proficient at this sort of thing

than us plain old humans—as they

should be. However, all of Lindsy

Van Gelder’s grouching aside, I can

wholeheartedly recommend Proofread-

er, or any good spelling checker, as an

indispensable tool for generating docu-

mentation you don't have to be

ashamed of. I plan on ordering the

Electronic Thesaurus as soon as I fin-

ish this letter.

Now, as soon as Dick Brass gets

his grammar program to the point

where it can be used with any word

processor, I won't have to worry about

my grammar no more.

Tons of praise for an excellent mag-

azine.

J. David Gardner

Mauldin. South Carolina

Congratulations, J. David Gardner!

You've written the winning "Better

Letter .
'

’ We hope you can find a word

processor that works well with the

Proofreader.

Keep those letters coming, folks.

We love to get mail.—Ed.

Unix or Bust

Where are your journalistic gumshoes?

I'm tired of waiting to find out when

(or is it if?) PC-DOS will be trans-

formed by the magic wands of IBM
and Microsoft into a true Unixoid.

Should I buy IBM’s C compiler now,

or wait? Should I go whole hog and

buy a Unixoid-cum-C system now? Go

for broke and pick up Xenix on a

68000 board?

1 want it both ways. An old and de-

voted lover of Unix on PDPs, I'm not

hooked on all the glorious software

that runs under PC-DOS (not to men-

tion the hardware). If I wait, will I get

a Unix that will still let me play with

dBase II and SuperCalc'l Will they

throw in Unix's adult word processors

and text editors. Ex, Vi. and Nroff!

Will the C compiler utilize the 8087?

Will all the software vendors update to

Unix? Will DOS 3.0 cost $2,000?

Come on, you guys. Tell me the fu-

ture. Tell me what I want to hear!

David M. Graber

Three Rivers, California

We’re C fans and PC fans, but Unix

may be asking too much of that

wheezing 8088. Still, we’ll review

Venix, QNX, Coherent and similar

products in upcoming issues. For

now ? Redo your DOS 2.0 shell to look

like Unix and give the new Digital

Research C a try. By the way, Ex and

Vi are adult text editors the way an

AWACS is an adult flying machine—
idiosyncratic, rather overspecialized,

hut effective in its place.—Ed.

Compu-Cheaters
Last week our company received a let-

ter from a firm called Compu-Chart

Computer Services in Coral Springs,

Florida. The letter was advertising the

service this firm provides: They will

write a “favorable review” of not less

than 1000 words and send it to all ma-

jor computer publications. The cost to

the software company of this review is

$250.

The letter states: “Since most mag-

azines must adhere to a certain ratio of

ads to editorial content, independent

reviews and articles are generally wel-

comed and usually get published soon

after they are submitted. This is FREE
advertising!”

We have always enjoyed your pub-

lication and have found your articles

both informative and factual. We hope

that you are aware of this company

and others like it, and we urge you to

discourage them from such practices.

We feel that these biased reviews, if

published, will become a major liabili-

ty to the computer software industry.

Mark W. Turner

Vice President. MTS Inc.

Niceville, Florida

PC goes to great lengths to ensure the

objectivity of software and hardware

reviews. We never accept reviews from

public relations or advertising firms.

Our reviewers are experienced in the

fields they cover. They always have

opinions and are not afraid to describe

a product’s shortcomings. We promote

comparison articles whenever possible

and generally review only

commercially available products, not

developmental or experimental

versions.—Ed.

Once and for All

They say the third time is the charm,

so perhaps the third attempt at the

DOS CLS (clear screen) command will

get it right ("User-To-User,” PC,

Volume 2 Number 2; “Letters to

PC,” Volume 2 Number 5). I’m afraid

the corrected data given in James An-

derson’s letter was itself in error.

Though I’m not as familiar with my
Technical Reference Manual as Ander-

son. it didn't take me long to compare

the two sets of data and figure out the

correct set, which should read:

B9 00 00 BA 79 24 B7 07 B8 00

06 CD
10 BA 00 B7 00 B4 02 CD 10 C3
Somehow the B4 byte in Green’s

listing became BA in Anderson's, with

rather curious results.

James H. Johnson

Alpharetta, Georgia

There's one thing that’s worse than

correcting a mistake: correcting a
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With an AST Research Multifunc-

tion Board, you can realize tlx>

full potential ofyour IBM PC or
IK-XT uithout leastinf> valuable

slot space. By combining your

memoir and input/output iv-

cjuirements on a single card, you
can take advantage ofmore of
the capabilities IBM designed

into the PC, while leaving space

forfuture enhancements as they

aiv introduced.

AST Research
Multifunction Boards
can add the

following features

to your PC:

• User Memory from64Kto512K— When r

added to your existing system memory, brings c

your PC up to its maximum of 640K. This s

enables you to run larger spreadsheets, ,.

create larger in* memory databases, or you i

can use the additional memory along with r

the supplied AST SuperPak* software for i

print spooling or for simulating floppy drives a

to increase your PC’s throughput.

• Serial Ports— By connecting a modem to c

a serial (async) port, your PC can commun- -

icate with other computers over telephone s

lines. By connecting a serial printer, you can r

obtain high quality print output. Other serial li

devices such as a plotter or mouse may also c

be connected to a serial port. The PC allows a

for the installation of up to two serial ports. .«





|

Optional features may be added by the user

I

at any time by installing an AST Research
‘upgrade Package.

;

All products come with extensive documen-
1 tation as well as all necessary adapter cables.

MEMORY
Serial

Pori 1 Pori 2 Clock

Printer

Pori

Game
Pori

Bus

Extension

SixPakPlus X X X X X

MegaPlus II X X X X X X X

10 Plus II X X X X X

ComboPlus X X X X

MP Expansion X

j

PCnet is a registered trademark of Orchid Technology, Inc.

AST-5251 Is a product developed by AST Research. Inc

[and Software Systems, Inc. of Jefferson City. MO. AST-
13780 is a product developed by AST Research, Inc. and

]

Wilmot Systems. Inc

AST Research
Micro-to-Mainframe
Communications
Products:

• AST-SNA — A family of five products that

enable a PC to communicate with a main-
frame via the IBM SNA protocol without the

use of protocol converters.

• AST-5251 — An interactive 5251 remote
work station emulation package for use with

the IBM System 34, 36, or 38.

• AST-3780 — A hardware/software pack-

age which allows an IBM PC to communicate
with a mainframe in 2780/3780 bisync pro-

tocol.

• AST- BSC — A hardware/software package
that allows your IBM PC to provide all the
features of a3270 or2770 terminal in bisync.

• CC-232 — A programmable card that

allows an IBM PC to communicate in async,

bisync, SDLC or HDLC protocols.

SixPakPlus" ComboPlus
Serial (async) port-

Game adapter port (optional)—,

Parallel printer port-,

Serial (async) port

Parallel printer port

Clock calendar with
,

battery backupClock calendar with

battery backup

64K-256K of parity checked memory

64K-384K of parity checked memory. Added to a
PC or XT with a fully populated 256K system board,

the SixPakPlus can bring the system memory to

640K, the maximum addressable user memory.

MP Expansion Memory:

Two serial (async) ports

Optional—. Standard

64K-256K of parity,

checked memory

AST- PCnet"

Parallel printer port (optional)

Clock calendar with
battery backup

Game adapter port (optional)

CSMA/CD 1 Mbps baseband Local Area
Network
Uses standard 75-ohm CATV coaxial cable
capable of running up to 7,000 feet

Interconnects multiple PC's (57,000
addressable limit)

All PC-compatible disk drives and printers are

shareable
Networked access to mainframes via shared
AST-3780
Users can execute commands remotely on
shared PC
File lock-out

DOS 1.1 and DOS 2.0 compatible

MegaPlus II

Two serial (async) ports
Optional- Standard-

Parallel printer

port (optional)

Game adapter port

(optional)

Clock calendar with

battery backup

64K-512K of parity checked memory. The basic
card expands to 256 K, and with the MegaPak
extension expands to an additional 128K or 256 K
of parity checked memory.

R€S€ARCH INC.
Irvine, California

(714) 540-1333 • (714) 863-1333
Telex: 295370ASTRUR
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‘Parallel Ports — The parallel port is used
3 connecting a parallel printer to your PC. A
nrallel printer typically uses a dot-matrix

Ittput which is suitable for high-speed draft

sality printouts. The PC allows for the in-

llillation of up to three parallel ports.

CSIock-Calendar — With the on board
ffttery, the clock-calendar feature will main-

nn the correct date and time, even when
s PC is turned off. This feature eliminates

& need for typing in this information each
>ne you power up your computer.

Game Adapter — The game adapter port

cows you to connect an IBM-type joystick

yyour PC so you can play the multitude of

>cade-quality games which take full advan-

ce of the PC's graphic capabilities. Or you

can use the joystick input for other applica-

tions by writing your own programs.
• SuperPak' — Every AST Research Multi-

function Board comes with an AST SuperPak
diskette containing programs for setting and
accessing the clock, as well as SuperDrive

*

and SuperSpool’. the most powerful RAM
disk and print spooler available for PC- DOS.
With SuperDrive you can use your PC’s
memory for simulating one to four floppy

drives, from 20K to 360K each. SuperSpool
allows you to set aside memory (from 4K to

51 2K) as a print buffer; SuperSpool sends
output to the printer in the background while

you execute your program in the foreground.
With SuperDrive and SuperSpool. you can
significantly improve your PC’s operating

speed.

• Proven Compatibility— AllAST Research
hardware and software products are 100%
compatible with all versions of the PC and
PC-XT as well as the Compaq and other PC
look-alikes, and are 100% compatible with

PC- DOS 1.1 and 2.0.

• Warranty — All AST Research products
are backed with a one year limited warranty
covering parts and labor with an optional

paid second year warranty available.

Of course, all AST Research Multifunction

Boards come with the AST "PLUS/ our

unsurpassed reputation for quality, reliabilty.

after-the-sale support, and overall design
excellence which give our products the best
price/performance ratio in the industry!



LETTERS

correction. Our apologies to readers

who have been trying to dear their

screens since July, and to James

Anderson, who did provide us with the

correct listing. We flubbed it when we

retyped it. Now go clear your

screens!—Ed.

Wounded Ego
My first published letter to PC ap-

peared in the August issue (PC, Vol-

ume 2 Number 3). The very next

month, you issue a plea for better let-

ters. This is a grievous blow to my
self-esteem.

Anthony Barcellos

Davis, California

Relax. You are loved. Your August

letter told us new things about one of

our article topics (fractal algorithms

for graphics). It was one of the good

letters that whets our appetite for

more.—Ed.

The ANSI.SYS Answer Cont’d

You said to write if something in PC
struck a nerve. Well, something did:

“how to” articles that don't really ex-

plain "how to.” Case in point: Ken-

neth Wood’s article "Defining Func-

tion Keys With DOS 2.0” (PC, Vol-

ume 2 Number 1). Wood stated that

the DOS utility ANSI.SYS could be

used to redefine keys, and he gave a

program example written in C. He also

stated that the same could he done in

any language.

The point of the article was to illus-

trate the use of ANSI.SYS, which

Chapter 13 of the DOS 2.0 manual

doesn’t quite manage to explain. In

“Letters To PC" (Volume 2 Number

4), Wood replies to a puzzled reader

who couldn't get ANSI.SYS to work

through a BASIC program that "BA-
SIC bypasses the operating system to

get its input characters.” Nice of him

to let us know, but how does one use

ANSI.SYS if the only language one

has is BASIC? No help from Wood.

That really frustrated me. I’ve been

using mainframes and minis for close

to 10 years to do statistical analysis,

bibliographic storage and retrieval, and

text processing. Text processing on

these machines is a laborious affair

that involves entering text and format-

ting commands with a text editor, then

processing the file with the text pro-

cessing program. I was looking for

something simpler to use, something

interactive, when the IBM PC came on

the market.

I was ecstatic when I saw its char-

acter set, and figured someone would

soon find a way to get French charac-

ters (like e, a, e, a, u) from the key-

board to the screen to the printer. I

was tired of typing "stand-in” charac-

ters that I later replaced with accent-

backspace-character sequences in order

to simulate French characters on main-

frames.

1 purchased a PC as soon as I

could, in December 1981, and I have

been using it as a data entry machine

and smart terminal. I still use a main-

frame for text processing until some

suitable word processing software be-

comes available for the PC.

I am still waiting. Some word pro-

cessing programs that work the way 1

would like are available in Quebec,

with French characters on the key-

board and on the screen: L'editeur PC
(a translation of WordWand) and a

patched version of Volkswriter. But I

need something that will process foot-

notes properly, deal with sub- and su-

perscripts. and lengthy documents (30

to 50 pages) with a modest amount of

memory.

DOS 2.0 seemed to be the answer

to my problems. The descriptions of

ANSI.SYS that I read make it sound

like a snap to take a good word pro-

cessor and redefine some keys to my
liking. I managed to get DOS 2.0.

only to be left so helpless by Chapter

13 of the manual and Wood’s article

that 1 resigned myself to plod along as

I had always done in the past.

Then, late at night, after reading

Wood's reply in the September letters

column and remembering a phrase

about standard input and output in

Chapter 13 of the DOS manual. I was

struck by an idea. How does one do 1/

O on a computer without going

through BASIC? Why, with DOS, of

course! So using BASIC, I created a

file containing the Keyboard Key

Reassignment character sequences I

wanted, and then asked DOS to TYPE
that file. The cursor raced down the

screen, obviously typing invisible

characters. 1 tried the reassigned keys.

They worked! I created another file to

restore the key assignments to their

standard keyboard layout. I made up a

BAT file to convert the French char-

acters to character sequences the main-

frame text processing programs will

understand.

I can now enter text on the PC with

EDLIN, easily proofread what I’ve

typed, then dump the file on the main-

frame. Maybe soon I will be able to

use a text processor on my PC.

Jose E. Igartua

Montreal, Quebec

'Corrections

Okiprint, from The Software Factory,

does not require a color monitor to op-

erate properly (“New On The Mar-

ket," PC, Volume 2 Number 5).

Zuran, from Zee Programming, does

require a color monitor to work. In ad-

dition, the game’s full name is Zuran

Defender ("New On The Market,”

PC, Volume 2 Number 6).

The charts illustrating “Battle Of The

Network Stars,” (PC, Volume 2

Number 6) were incorrectly labeled.

The chart on page 94 should read

"File Read Time." The chart on page

95 should read “File Create Time.”

The tested file read time for PC Net is

350, not 35.
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A real fish story.

by Brett Kirk

Owner
Poseidon Aquatics

that has to be managed quickly and
efficiently, dBASE II can really help

you stay afloat.

For all the particulars, contact

Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson

Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.

(800) 437-4329, Ext.214. In the U.K.,

call (0908) 568866.

ASHTON-WE
CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Suggested retail price, S700.

dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.

^Ashton-Tate 1983

“Our business is

wholesaling tropical fish to

E
et stores. We're not a

irge-sized company, but

we have one whopper ofan
inventory-control problem.

That's where dBASE H®
comes in."

The one that didn't

get away.
“We needed a fast

program, and dBASE II, the relational

database management system from
Ashton-Tate, gave us the speed we
needed to quickly log in our weekly
live-fish shipment in terms of total

numbers received, the kind and num-
bers of each different type, the cost per

fish— all critical factors in determining

our pricing and being able to pass along

savings to our customers whenever
possible without hanging us out to dry
profitwise.

"We're sure glad we bought
dBASE II when we did. I think our
customers are glad, too."

Once you try dBASE II,

you'll be hooked.
If you're up to your ears with data

4



BASF QUALIMETRIC FLEXYDISKS!
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty* firm

assurance that the vital informationyou enteron BASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary

warranted performance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...

a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will bejudged.

You can countonBASFFlexyDisks because the Qualimetric

standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to

perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This

BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime of outstanding performance.

For information security that

bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctive BASFpackage with

the Qualimetric seal. Call

800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

ENTER TOMORROW ON BASF TODAY
c 1983 BASF Systems Corp., Bedford, MA

BASF

Copyrighted



PC-Showoff! PC- Showoff! show you how. So the next time

the gang asks for a look at your new “toy”,

show ’em your stuff! And ours. PC-Showoff!

At dealers, or order direct. $39.95 + $2.00 handling. SoftStyle,

Suite 200, Dept. C. 7192 Kalanianaole Hwy.. Honolulu. Hawaii
96825 Telephone: (808) 396-6368 Master Card and VISA accepted.

Okay, they all know you just invested in a new
IBM Personal Computer. Most of them figure

they’ll have to get one some day. Most of them
want to see fireworks. Most of them expect
to see words and numbers. After all, the IBM is a
serious machine.

Now, what are you going to show them when
they say, “Show us”? Surprise them. Impress
them. Impress yourself. Show ’em PC-Showoff!

• Explode bombshells in living color.

• Design your own personal rainbows.
• Set off roman candles in 16 colors.

PC-Showoff! will turn that mild-mannered
machine into a show-stopper. And you into a
guaranteed crowd-pleaser. There’s more fun

to an IBM than just opening the box. Let

Package includes spectacular visual effects, in high, medium,
and low resolution graphics, plus examples of graphics applications

on easy-to-use diskette. Also includes manual with over 30
pages of tips and techniques for achieving the same results for

both beginning and advanced programmers.

Requires IBM-PC with graphics adaptor. 1 disk drive, 64K and
DOS 1.1 or 2.0 (96K with DOS 2.0). Color display or television

recommended.

Eld SoftStyle
CIRCLE 472 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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How to make your IBM ran
2V2 to 4 times faster.

Just plug in the Accelerator PC™
and watch your IBM * PC or XT take off.

Yes, Titan’s done it again. The innovators who speeded up the Apple® now bring similar per-

formance advantages to IBM users. Imagine running Lotus® 1-2-3™, VisiCalc®, or Multiplan™

without long delays. With the Titan Accelerator PC, your IBM PC or XT can run all your software

faster. Data bases, word processors, spreadsheets, graphics, and much more will speed up by a

factor of 2Vi to 4 (average around 3).

The Accelerator PC has a 10 MHz 8086 processor and 128K of high-speed RAM, expand-
able to 640K with the memory upgrade piggyback option. It's compatible with your present

hardware and software, and designed to be ready for future enhancements.

Get your work done in a third of the usual time.

See your computer dealer today or contact: Titan

Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 8050, Ann Arbor, MI
48107; Telephone (313) 662-8542.

FORMERLY SATURN SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN

Titan
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Sales and Marketing by The MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP, Fountain Valley, CA.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Lotus and 1-2*3 are trademarks of Lotus Development

Corporation. Multiplan is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. VisiCalc is a

registered trademark of VisiCorp, Inc Accelerator PC is a trademark of Titan Technologies, Inc

I
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THISWEAPON JUST WIPED OUT
10WEST COAST OFFKES AND

70 PAGES OF ORDERS:
IBM, Eagle, Columbia, Compaq,
Kaypro, Otrona, TI, Victor or

Zenith users: now give your files

total protection— with Alloy’s

PC-BACKUP.®

Information wipe-out can be a costly, time-consuming

nightmare that Alloy's PC-Backup can easily help you
avoid. In fact, Alloy’s PC-Backup works like your

business does: it is file-oriented, backing up files

in an organized way.

Alloy's PC-Backup is time and cost-effective pre-

cisely because it never lets you lose important data.

Even more: only Alloy can give you high performance
storage/retrieval and protection at the right price. And
it even works with the IBM Expansion chassis.

Designed exclusively for small to large businesses,

some of the features that make Alloy's PC-Backup the

standard among users of major PCs are:

• Winchester hard disk backup and restore

• Comprehensive menu driven software package
(Alloy’s industry standard Tape Interchange

Package)
• High speed data transfers

• Up to 16.5 Mbytes of data per cartridge

• File-oriented backup

Also available. Alloy's new PC-9/TRACK tape

drive, for backup with mainframe compatibility.

Forfurther information, contact your local computer store, or

call or write:

Alloy Computer Products In Europe, contact:

100 Pennsylvania Avenue Alloy Computer Products (Europe) Ltd.

Framingham. Mass. 01701 Cirencester, Gloucestershire, England.

(617) 875-6100 Tel: 0285-68709 Tlx: 43340

CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD Computer Products



pieffect

Compatibility
IBM & ACP

Free Consultation — Give us the problem. We have the solution.

SPECIALS OF
THE MONTH

Control Data
Full Size 320K DS/DD S 235*

*lowest price in the nation
"The drive that IBM trusted with its logo." I

NEW half height

Control Data S 195

Quiet, reliable, compatible
No special mounting brackets required

•All 51A" drives come with complete installation

instructions and all necessary brackets and
screws. Drives come configured as drive A or B

for your PC

64K RAM Chips 200 NS fully tested . S 55

** Grouped Software **

Lotus I -2-3/Wordstar Propack

$ 725

dBase ll/Quickcode S 570

Wordstar Propack/dBase 11/

Lotus 1-2-3 S 1 100

FEATURE SPECIAL
AST Sixpack w/384 k installed

Comes with Serial. Parallel Port

Clock Calendar. Superspool. Superdrive I

and Lotus 1-2-3

For Just $ 869

HARDWARE
Disk Drives

Davong
...S 1465

S 1695

(Includes power-supply, controller card and

Control Data
Full Size 320K DS/DD

software)

S 235
Half-Height 320K DS/DD . S 195 1

TEAC, Hitachi, Matsushita
Half-Size 320K DS/DD w/brackets S Call

S 310 1

S 39

Expansion Boards
AST Research
(All AST boards come with SuperDrive. Superspool, and one
year warranty)

ComboPlus 64K upgradable to 256K. with clock

S 280
MegaPlus II 64K (upgradable to 256K. or 5I2K with

Megapak) with clock calendar and serial port S 280

S 115

S 55

S 20

Option Kits for AST Expansion Boards

535

Hercules Computer
S 395

IRMA S Call

Maynard Electronics

Modular Disk Controller Card S 219

Standard Disk Controller S 165

$ 219
S 209
S 95

Game Adapter Module S 50

S 65

S 90

S 70

Plantronics/Frederick

S 419

S Call

• Next Day Shipping
• No Credit Card Surcharge
• Company P.O. Accepted



pierfect

C ompatibility
IBM & ACP

Competitive prices, prompt service, and complete support.

MODEMS
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 s 509
Smartmodem 300 S 209
Smartcomm communications software S 99
Smartmodem-to-IBM six foot cable S 25

Hayes Smartmodem 1 200B
Internal modem includes Smartcomm II software S 469

MicroStuf
Crosstalk communications software S 1 1

9

PRINTERS
C.itoh

Starwnter FI0-40PU 40cps S 1395
Printmaster FIO-55PU 55cps S 1695

Epson
RX-80 F/T. Graphtrax II S Call

MX-100 F/T. Graphtrax II $Ca»
FX-80 F/T. Graphtrax II S Call

FX- 100 F/T. Graphtrax II S Call

NEC
Spmwriter 3550 S 1895

Okidata
Microline 83A F/T 1 20 cps. I 32 cols S 625
Microlme 92 1 60 cps. 80 cols $ 495
Microlme 93 F/T 160 cps. 132 cols S 795
Microlme 84 F/T 200 cps. 1 32 cols S 990
All printer cables S 30
Plug n‘ Play (Epson emulation ROM chips) S Call

We carry a full line of printer accessories

MONITORS
Amdek
Video 300 Green (Graphics card) S 1 55
Video 300 Amber (Graphics card) S 165

Video 310 Amber (monochrome card) $ Call

(we supply cable for all Amdek monitors)

Princeton Graphics
PGS Hi Res RGB Monitor with cable S Call

USI

Pi2 Green (Graphics Card) SI 55
Pij Amber (Graphics Card)
MultiDisplay Card S Call

(We supply cable for all USI monitors)

SOFTWARE
Ashton Tate

S 419

Fox & Geller

S 179

Financier
S 129
S 1 19

IUS
S 205

Llfetree

S 120
S Call

Lotus Development
1-2-3 (with tutorial on disk) S Call

Microsoft
S 160
S Call

Multi-Tool Word (with mouse) S Call

Micropro
$ 279

WordStar/MailMerge S 349
WordStar/MailMerge/Spelistar (Propack) S 429
(Newest versions; 3 3)

Sorcim
S 160

Lattice

S 325

Cdex
S 59

All other training packages available S 59

Wang Publication
Random House Proofreader S 45

Central Point
S 35

Rosesoft
S 59

GAMES
Infocom
High Quality Text Games

S 26
S 26
S 34

Microsoft
Flight Simulator S 30

APPLIED COMPUTER
PRODUCTS INC.
1916 Welsh Road #6. Philadelphia. PA 1 911

5

2 1

5

-934-6990

1 -800-223-3860

Our Policy
• 1

Checks C<*shirrs Checks Personal Checks Wired

• No surcharge added on VISA and Mastercard
•

to clear • COO maximum SS00 Cash or Certified
r rwi k on r Sellvery •Please use Kv al jrfione number for

order status inquiries Prices subject fo change without
notice

SHIPPING |U S

I

drives add 2 • to an orders Blue label and Next Day
Most orders

shipped next day
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Computers are designed
to compute—not print. That's

why Daisywriter has a built-in

butter memory to let it print

while your computer is tree to

do your next computing job.

No unproductive waiting.

It's a large butter too—48
Kbytes. That's 24 pages oi text.

Ot course. Daisywriter

works with all leading comput-

ers and software packages.
It even includes its own word
processing, diagnostics and
graphics software. That makes
Daisywriter almost a word
processor itsell!

Big buttermemory . .

.

built-in software . .
.
plug-to-

plug compatibility with any
computer. They're all standard
when you buy Daisywriter—

only S1495t

Get a demonstration at

your local computer store.

Today

daisywriter*
Division oi Computers International

3640 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles. Caliiornia 90010
(213)386-3111 TWX/TELEX 910-321-4209

•Suggested retail price.

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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while your computer computes.



PCMouseworkswonders.
Works with Lotus 1-2-3, VisiCalc,

VisiON, WordStar Volkswritei;

IBM Personal Editor;

Multiplan and Microsoft Word.

Works with existing hardware

and software.

No modifications are required.

PC Mouse connects to your IBM PC.

PC-XT and compatible PC through

the RS-232 port. Software installa-

tion is a one-time, one-line

procedure.

Helps you work quickly

PC Mouse is ideally suited for

moving the cursor. It's fast. Elimi-

nates using the cursor keys. Use the

pop-up menu to enter a command
by pressing a button on the mouse.

It’s simple. Nothing to memorize.

And your dealer can make it work

for you.

Clearly, PC Mouse does more.

And your dealer is waiting to dem-

onstrate how it can work wonders.

PC Mouse is available immediately

for $295.00 complete.

For more details, contact

Mouse Systems, 2336H Walsh

Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051

.

Telephone (408) 988-0211 or Telex

467848.

One button

brings up this

Lotus 1-2-3

pop-up menu.

Select acommand
and click the

button again

to execute.

We manufacture
more mice than anyone

else in the world.

CIRCLE 820 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM, PC, XT are trademarks of IBM Corporation.

1 -2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation

Multiplan, Multi-Tool and Microsoft are trademarks

of Microsoft Corporation,

VisiCalc and VisiON arc trademarks of VisiCorp.

WordStar is a trademark ot MicroPro International

Volkswriter is a trademark of Lifetree Software. Inc.

© 1983. Mouse Systems Corporation



Mix and match computers and peripherals using GILTRONIX Universal Switches.

• Interface modems, networks,

printers and disk drives to a variety

of personal and business computers.

• Command data flow automatical-

ly without leaving your terminal or

system. Or manually at the flip of a

switch.

• OEM's and System Integrators in-

stantly solve interconnection

problems.

• Extend the useful life of existing

equipment to meet the rapidly

changing hardware and communica-

tions interface needs of the future.

We Are Compatible With:

Apple, Burroughs, Commodore, C.

Itoh, DEC, Epson, HP, IBM, NEC,

Rolm, Sperry Univac, TRS-80 ...

RS232 Serial (up to 19.2 Kbaud)

Parallel (Centronics & IEEE 488)

Extended warranty up to 5 years.

Developed and made in the U.S.A.

Available from dealers and

distributors everywhere.

Call or write today for information

on our complete product line.

CTpAallronin

3780 Fabian Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303

(415) 493-1300

(800) 531-1300 (outside California)
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Nowyoucan
buyIBM software at

a convenient new
location

Introducing theONE POINT Electronic Catalog.
Now you can get a complete listing and evaluation

of all IBM compatible business software delivered

electronically to your computer.
And you can buy this software at extremely low

prices. 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.

It's called the ONE POINT Electronic Catalog
and it takes all the hard parts out of buying
software.

The catalog comes to you via your telephone
modem and is updated daily. So you can search for

programs, get evaluations and purchase software

all with one phone call.

Each listing includes a description as well as

evaluation comments from several sources. So you
can be sure of buying the software best suited to

your particular needs.

And since you buy directly from ITM, you pay far

below retail prices.

Subscribing to the catalog costs only $100. And
an average search costs only about $5.

So if you want to shop for software without ever

leaving your hardware, call: ( 800 )
334-3404 or write

ITM, 2835 Mitchell Dr., Walnut Creek, CA 94598.
Ask about our free demonstration.

ITM
CIRCLE 397 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TRANSEND PC.

WEDONT
PROMISETHAT

ITWILL
INCREASEYOUR
PRODUCTIVITY

Instant electronic mail.

With TYansend PC commu-
nications software, you can
correspond instantly with

other computer users—at

less than 10% of the cost

of overnight mail. Transend
PC handles all the com-
munications protocols and
procedures for you

You can schedule
automatic mail directly to

and from individual PCs
anytime, day or night With
services like SourceMail"
and OnT/me*. your PC can
send mail even when the
receiving computer is busy.

Build your own net-

work. Tfansend PC lets you
build a network without
local area network equip-
ment. All you need is the
name, phone number,
and/or ID number of your
network members.

Instant electronic

office. TTansend PC turns

your IBM PC into a power-
ful workstation. Terminal

options let you commu-
nicate with virtually any
other computer: Apples*,

compatible personal com-
puters, mainframes, and
information services like

THE SOURCE'"
A built-in message

editor lets you process text

easily And Transend PC
displays your desktop
(including IN and OUT
BASKETS) on the screen

so you can go to work
without having to think

about software.

The guarantee. Try

Transend PC on your IBM
PC If you're not satisfied,

return it for a full refund.

For more information,

ask for a free copy of The
Who, What. Why, How and
When of Electronic Communi-
cations from Transend

Transend Corporation
2190 Paragon Drive
San lose. CA 95131

1408) 946-7400 SourceMail STI422

TVansend PC is a trademark ol Ttansend Corporation IBM PC is

a trademark ol International Business Machines Corporation
Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computet ln< THE
SCA1RCE amJSourceMail are service marks ol The Source
Telecomputing Corporation a subsidiary ol The Readers Digest
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Finally, there is word processing for the PC worthy

of the business community! OfficeWriter combines

exceptional power and simplicity to bring you a word
processor for the IBM PC that makes sense— it s easy to

iearn. easy to use. and incredibly versatile

Until now. most word processors were modeled after

WordStar—they were often cumbersome, confusing, and

required lengthy training sessions. OfficeWriter is a new
generation word processor, patterned after dedicated

systems such as Wang>and Lanier.

We designed OfficeWriter with the first time user in

mind. Our tutorial and practice documents show you

how to put OfficeWriter to work immediately

OfficeWriter's careful human engineering lets you

concentrate on writing rather than operating your word
processor You initiate any editing function by pressing

a single labeled key—there s no need to memorize
complicated command sequences.

And OfficeWriter's dynamic screen formatting

constantly adjusts your text, so what you see on the

screen is what you'll get on paper

If you have a problem, our context sensitive Help

screens provide information specific to the function

you're using.

We didn't sacrifice power to make OfficeWriter

easy to use. You get all the editing features you expect

and then some—like document merge, pagination, and

text transfer between documents

And OfficeWriter is reasonably priced at $325. including

our full guarantee.

Ask for OfficeWriter at your local computer dealer, or

call us to see the difference a new generation can make.

Office Solutions. Inc. P.O Box 5146. Madison. Wl 53705 1608) 274-5047

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp
Lanier is a trademark of Lanier Business Products Inc

CIRCLE 357 ON READER SERVICE CARD WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro

Wang is a trademark of Wang Labs Inc



FOR *1995 FEATURES
INCLUDE:
16 Bit CPU
With 128K RAM Memory
Expandable to 256K,
Two 320KB Slimline

Disk Drives,

Floppy Disk Controller,

Monochrome Monitor and
Adapter, Parallel and
Serial I/O’s.

BEST OF ALL!
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL1
ALL YOU PAY IS

SHIPPING!
Suggested List *2395

CALL OR WRITE
FOR MORE DETAILS
OR SEND 11995 t TO:
TAVA CORPORATION
16861 Armstrong,

Irvine, California 92714

714/2614)200
Hcadquarters/Ifclex: 181667
Answer Back COMPDSHACK DUN
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IBM® COMPATIBILITY
FOR $1995 A Special Introductory Offer ft

TAVA PC
THE SMART COMPUTER USER
WANTS REAL VALUE WITH
IBM COMPATIBILITY!
THE TAVA PC. The ultimate Personal Computer. It gives you
IBM PC® Compatibility at a fraction of the cost. Choosing a

personal computer is a difficult decision. But, when your deci-

sion is a TAVA PC, it’s not hard at all! The TAVA PC runs under
DOS 1.1, 2.0, CP/M86®. and p-System®. You can choose from a

large library of all the most popular IBM PC software products

such as dBasell®, Lotus 1-2-3®, Visicalc® and thousands more.
©TAVA CORPORATION 1963 tCalifomia residents add 6% sales tax. fOffer ends February 29. 1984 CPfMM 1> a regisiered trademark of Digital Incarch. Inc IBM PC la a registered trademark of IBM Corp

ttAllow two to six weeks delivery. LOTUS 1-2 } is a registered trademark of Lotus Development UCSDp to a registered trademark of Softech Microsystems Vbicatc to a registered trademark of Visicorp

dBASE II to a registered trademark of ASHTONTATE. Inc.



GUEST EDITORIAL/JAY BLOOMBECKER

Conscience In Computing
Illegal use of the computer is a threat to all of us. To control

computer crime, we must protect our own data and teach our

children to respect information power.

T he world appears to be careening as

never before toward an unknown

cybernetic future. We look around and see

new industries, new professions, even

new forms of crime—all created or influ-

enced by computers.

Crime demonstrates perfectly the dra-

matic changes in our computer-based cul-

ture. For the last 5 years, 1 have been

studying computer crime as director of the

National Center for Computer Crime

Data, a clearinghouse for information and

research. From that vantage, I see comput-

er crime as a kind of useful, albeit evil,

systems analysis. It quickly points out a

computer system’s weakest links.

The Emperor’s New Clothes

Neal Patrick recently testified before a

congressional subcommittee on the topic

of computer security. This 17-year-old, a

member of a group calling itself the 414

gang, had used a personal computer, a

modem, and a less-than-earthshaking lev-

el of computer expertise to gain access to

more than 60 computer systems through-

out the United States and Canada. His tar-

gets included Los Alamos Nuclear Re-

search Center, Security Pacific Bank in

Los Angeles, and the Sloan-Kettering

Cancer Center in New York City.

His message to the subcommittee was

that anybody could gain access to comput-

ers just as he had— it wasn’t hard. Secu-

Jay Bloombecker

rity is often nonexistent, he told the assem-

bled legislators. He pointed out the fact

that users would not even spend the 30

seconds required to change a password, as

their user manuals told them to do.

In a perverse way, we ended up grate-

ful to this young man—he had demon-

strated how naked our emperor was. We
trusted those who manage our computer

systems to keep them adequately pro-

tected, and it appears that some have

abused our trust, including government

and private agencies with files containing

information about us, businesses that take

their losses to computer crime out of our

hides, and the military establishment,

upon whose computer systems the very

future of our planet depends.

We must look at the rash of computer

crimes involving personal computers

without paranoia or complacency and try

to discern some of the more striking impli-

cations for personal computer owners who

wonder how they may be affected by com-

puter crime.

Recently, the father of a 16-year-old

told me that his son would never become a

file prowler. “I’d take the modem out of

the house before I’d let that happen," he

said. That’s a hard choice, one of the

many choices that parents will have to

make when they bring computers into

their homes. Unauthorized computer use

demonstrates society’s inability to com-

municate morality to its young. There is

no conscience in computing; the field

seems so new and so seductive that many

adults seem happy to go on forever talking

about what computers can do. There is sel-

dom much discussion, however, about

whether computers should do everything

they can do.

Computer Addicts

Addiction, a term that used to be

reserved for physical dependencies on

substances like heroin and alcohol, has

been and virtually redefined. For many

people, computer addiction is a negative

term. For many so-called computer

addicts, it is a label worn with pride.

The central difference between a nega-
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THIS IS IT!

The HARD DISK CONTROLLER ^
IBM® PC and Tl® PROFESSIONAL Computers

Whether you use MINISCRIBE, SEAGATE, SHUGART, TANDON, DISKTRON,
SYQUEST, MAXTOR or others with ST5Q6 compatible interface, this is the ONLY
BOARD you need.

It plugs right into the IBM PC, and features:

• ECC generation/check/correction
• CRC generation/check
• Up to 4 disk drives
• Write-protect each drive individually

• CARTRIDGE CHANGED. CHANGE CARTRIDGE
lines are provided to allow use of cartridge type
disk drives

Dealer's inquiries invited. HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM AVAILABLE
Competitive Pricing For more information contact:

• Compatible with 140 Mbyte MAXTOR drive
• Programmable track format: data length is

variable from 120 - 1024 bytes/sector
• Data transfer rate 5 Mbits/sec
• Multiple sector transfer
• DMA Data transferring

7343-J Roneon Road • San Diego, CA SS111 • (619 ) 562-9306

ZOBEX IS A TRADEMARK OF ZOBEX CORPORATION IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
Tl IS A TRADEMARK OF TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
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trillian

visuALL
Visual Shell for the IBM Personal Computer

Display window dir
Debug

BASIC

^ a file

i^yfile

Are History!

Trillian VisuALL creates a connection between you and your computer. It

[
provides you with a library of visual windows allowing you to use all your

; software by seeing and pointing rather than remembering and typing. Now you

• can use your computer without having to read a manual! With VisuALL you only

i need to tell the computer what-to-do not how-to-do-it. The result is that you can

> concentrate on the work at hand instead of remembering complicated keyboard

> commands.

The VisuALL shell for PC DOS including the DOS Command windows and the
r VisuALL program for creating customized windows is available now for $99.95.

i Additional VisuALL shells for popular software programs such as Lotus 1-2-3 and
’ WordStar are available for $49.95* each.

You can get VisuALL at your local computer store and at many bookstores.

For information call 408-374-5001

or write Trillian Computer Corporation.

*VisuALL shells require VisuALL programs In order lo operate.

Trillian VisuALL and VisuALL are registered trademarks of Trillian Computer Corp.

WordStar is a registered trademark of Micro Pro International Corp.

Lotus and 1*2-3 ore registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

IBM. IBM PC. IBM PC XT. IBM Personal Editor are registered trademarks

of International Business Machines. Inc.
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trillian

"

Computer Corporation
P.O. Box 481
Los Gatos, CA 95031



Next April 15th, you could be
adding up your golf score instead

of your taxes.
has the answer. You won't waste time answering
questions more than once because the program
automatically transfers information from one tax

form to another.

TaxCut also includes a tax planner program that

allows you to decide for yourself whether or not to

set up an IRA, what effect a new mortgage will

have on your tax liability, and the tax implications

of a wide variety of other financial alternatives.

TaxCut is compatible with the IBM PC. the PC/XT
and the COMPAQ computer. The program requires

at least 128KB memory and one double-sided

diskette drive. Add Best's Professional Finance
Program (PC/PFPII), which tracks and computes
data for input into TaxCut, and you have a complete

financial and tax package.

You can have the whole, proven, second-
generation tax-preparation and planning package
for $255.00. This price includes extensive customer
support and a newsletter to keep you up-to-date.

And both the cost of the program and the actual

cost of doing your taxes with it are tax-deductible.

The TaxCut program is available for immediate

delivery. Call us toll-free at 1-800-368-2405 for

more information.

Next April 15th, you'll be very glad you did.

With your IBM PC and Best Programs' TaxCut'”

program, you can use the long days and nights you

used to put into preparing your taxes for something

more enjoyable.

TaxCut includes two second-generation
programs, one for tax preparation and the other for

tax planning, pioneered and refined by tax and
programming experts—and by PC users like you.

With step-by-step, on-screen prompting, the tax-

preparation program helps you prepare and print

the 1 040 long form and more than 30 other

commonly used forms and schedules.

You don't have to know all the regulations. You
don't have to figure out IRS instructions. If you
need help, the on-screen prompter tells you exactly

which page in the comprehensive reference manual

BEST
PROGRAMS
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GUEST EDITORIAL

live and positive addiction may be the

addict's connection with external reality.

Perhaps a positive addiction is one that

brings us closer to other people, things,

and experiences. Runners, meditators,

Zen Buddhists, readers, and lovers may

feel out of sorts or unfulfilled without their

daily dose of the activity to which they are

addicted. If they use their addictions to
|

augment their feelings rather than obliter-

ate them, perhaps positive addiction is the

appropriate phrase. If so, the question of

whether computer hacking is a negative or

positive addiction is probably best ad-

dressed to those most responsible for the

young hacker’s development.

It's up to parent and child to determine

whether computer use is a negative or pos-

itive addiction. The question is essentially

one of humanity and values. If you let

manufacturers determine the morality of

your children, you shouldn't be surprised

if their concerns are limited to getting and

spending. Putting conscience into comput-

ing means adding moral sense into the

equation, and parents can do this more

compassionately than the FBI.

It is important to remember that not all

computer criminals ate kids. Nor are all

computer criminals after information, or

even after money found in obvious targets

like banks or payrolls. Consider the case

of the computer criminal who traveled

from state to state selling computer periph-

erals at phenomenal prices. With no

inventory to speak of, he could afford to

offer bargains. He took people’s money

and ran. When last we checked, he was in

jail on one such case and believed to be

running another scheme from inside the

prison. Consider, too, the chagrin at the

Security and Exchange Commission when

it learned that a computer demonstration

involved a blinking machine that did noth-

ing else.

Around the world, con men and

women are developing new schemes

based on no other knowledge of comput-

ers than that people have lots of funny

ideas about them. People who believed

that computers could do investment com-

putations and instantly produce windfall

profits have been fleeced in schemes in

Florida and Colorado to the nine of over

$50 million. In England, a similar scam

involved several hundred thousand

It is important to

remember that not

all computer

criminals are kids.

pounds. In New York, over 500 people

were conned by phony repairmen who

waited at Citibank’s automated teller

machines and persuaded them to hand

over their cards.

Protect Your Assets

Both illegal access to computers and

consumer computer fraud demonstrate

crime’s basic economic law. Criminals go

where the money is—or, more properly,

where the assets are. Computer users must

protect their assets, or they may find them-

selves embarrassed and without recourse.

A popular system like dBase II may be all

you need to do a payroll, but it may also be

an open invitation to a computer criminal.

And with an ever-increasing proportion of

the population engaged in information

processing jobs, more and more people

will be looking at every part of the system

they work in, trying to see what is worth

ripping off, from paper and blank diskettes

to space and time. Another valuable com-

modity, of course, is information that, if

changed, can make the criminal’s perfor-

mance look better, such as school grades

or the new net worth of a company issuing

new stock.

If you use a computer in business, you

have concentrated and reorganized your

assets, possibly creating, in the process,

assets you never had before. It is essential

to be aware of everything you stand to lose

and how you can avoid losing it. The 414

gang showed what can be done to sophis-

ticated systems. Entirely different prob-

lems and solutions apply to securing your

own personal computer, and you ignore

them at your peril.

Computer crime is an environmental

issue, and environmental issues seem to

need bleeding bodies before anyone pays

attention to them. It may be in the interest

of a computer user not to increase security

against computer crime. It may cost less to

pay insurance and to make changes in

existing security after a crime occurs. One

reported case involved a bank that slowly

became aware that someone was using a

computer to steal $5 from each account of

a large number of bank depositors. The

bank found it cheaper to pay the victims

who complained of the loss than to make

the criminal stop. If such a plan is more

economical than preventive security, the

chances are slight that the computer user

will change the procedure—unless the

public demands it. And up to now there

have not been enough bleeding bodies to

shock the public into demanding more

moral use of computers.

In large part, this is because of the

essentially peaceful uses of information

processing to date. It is also because the

links between computer processing and

human consequences are often complex

and hard to communicate. The difficulty

of documenting computer abuses has kept

us from gathering more information to

support our position.

Taking It Seriously

People who fear computers include

those who have never used them and those

who study or work with them full time.

Slowly but discemibly, all these people

are making their voices heard. There have

been bombings of computer centers in Ita-

ly, England, France, and elsewhere. Far

more reasonable groups in the United

States have challenged the use of comput-

ers in military weaponry and nuclear arms.

But the flashpoint has not been reached,

and perhaps only with the prominence of

Neal Patrick and the 414 gang have we

even become aware of the possibility that

the public, that amorphous beast, could

take computer security seriously.
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Mountain offers 5 to 20M Byte Systems for all

IBM compatible computers and for Apple II®,

lie®. III®, and Franklin™.

For more information or a demonstration see your
Mountain Dealer, or call toll free 800-538-8157
(In California call 800-672-3470) Ext. 962.

Mountain
COMPUTER, INCORPORATED

IBM and XT are trademark* of International Business Machines. Inc. Compaq is a trademark of Compaq
Computer Corp. Corona is a trademark of Corona Data Systems. Inc. PC net is a trademark of Orchid
Technology Etherscnes is a trademark of 3Com. Omninet is a trademark of Con us Systems. Apple II. He. and
III are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Franklin is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corp.
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PC PEACOCK
Brings Living Color
to Your..lBM.P.C™

Computing is dull in black and white But it doesn't have to be

PC PEACOCK brings the excitement of color to your IBM computer Pictures, charts and graphs
come alive" in multicolor brilliance PC PEACOCK works with all color and composite mono-
chrome displays to produce crisp, detailed images

You'll see your favorite programs in the splendor of color PC PEACOCK is fully compatible
with all software for your IBM PC — including the wide variety of graphics programs The medium
multicolor mode and high resolution monochrome mode enhance your display capabilities for

business, home and education
And PC PEACOCK is convenient Its parallel port allows you to connect a printer to your com-

puter without wasting an additional expansion slot Connections for all displays (RGB, composite,
monochrome and televisions) are included

PC PEACOCK is designed to provide years of worry free performance and is backed with an
outstanding TWO YEAR warranty

So bring living color to your IBM PC. with the PC PEACOCK Color Graphics Adapter PC PEACOCK
is available now at your local IBM dealer

For more information on all ot MA System s IBM and Apple products please call or write

mfl svsTEms
I NCORPORATED

2015 O'Toole Ave . San Jose. CA 95131 (408) 943-0596

CIRCLE 834 ON READER SERVICE CARD
IBM PC is a trademark ot

International Business Machines Corp

PC PEACOCK is a trademark of MA Systems Inc



BuildaTimeMachine
Introducing the first hard disk multi-

function system for the IBM PC
Now, you can add 10 or 15 megabytes of

on-line hard disk storage to you r IBM PC
and get a serial port, a clock/calendar,

and sockets for as much as 192k of

additional system RAM. You get all the

features of the IBM XT-and more-in
only one expansion slot. It's all possible

with Falcon Technology's new PC
eXTender ' “ series hard disk systems.

Falcon PC eXTender Systems Save
Both Time and Space

A PC eXTendersystem will save you time

two ways. First, with more on-line

capacity than 45 floppy disks, you won't

be changing disks continuously. Second,

Tim Paterson, the author of thelBM PCs
operating system and founder of Falcon

Technology, has developed proprietary

circuitry that can continuously transfer

data at the maximum speed of the drive.

The Falcon system is capable of reading

one megabyte from the disk in three

seconds. This is by far the fastest hard

disk available for the PC.

The speed improvements you get with

Falcon will turn your PC into a true time

saving machine.

A PC eXTender system also saves you

space. The disk controller and the added
functions occupy only one expansion

slot.

Plated Media for High Data Density

Falcon's PC eXTender systems use thin-

film plated media which resist damage
from contaminants and head crashes

betterthan the oxide-coated media used
in other PC hard disk systems. In

addition, the disk/head cavity is shock

mounted to a cast aluminum frame.

Stretch Your Capabilities,

Not Your Budget

With a PC eXTender, you'll be able to

process more data, faster, and at a lower

cost than with an IBM XT.

Prices for Falcon PC eXTender systems

start at $2,295,000 for 10MB mounted
within the IBM chassis. The 15MB drive is

$2,595.00. PC eXTender systems are

also available in externally mounted
cases. Systems can be configured with

one or two Falcon drives.

For the serious PC user, a Falcon PC
eXTender may well be the ultimate

performance-enhancing add-on
available.

To find out more about Falcon PC
eXTender systems for your IBM,

give us a call:

(206) 251-8282

Dealer inquiries are invited.

IBM is a registered trademark of the International

Business Machines Corporation.

MS is a registered trademark of the Microsoft

Corporation.

Falcon Technology, Inc.

6644 South 196th Street, Suite T-101

Kent,WA 98032 laEIHEHISI
CIRCLE 358 ON READER SERVICE CARD



For users of Apple, IBM, TRS/80, Atari, Commodore, Texas Instruments, and other brand name computers:

Here’s the easiest way to bay quality

diskettes at discount prices
Now you can get error-free double density diskettes by
IBM, Control Data, Maxell and Verbatim delivered to your
door. For some of the lowest prices around.
You save because we ship huge volumes of magnetic
media in boxes of 10.

To order, use this form
For even faster service, call toll-free.

1 -(800)-FLOPPYS or

1-(800)-521-5700
Michigan • 1-800-482-4770
Canada • 1-800-265-4824
Alaska/Hawaii • 1-800-821-9029

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Shipping & handling FOB. Southfield
Transaction Storage Systems Inc., Southfield, Ml

EXPECT A MIRACLE

Size i===='i: Qty. \fert>alim* Qty.

Control
Data Qty maxell

-l

Qty
j

5-V SS
5-Vs" DS
8" SS
8" DS

23.90
34.90
24.90
39.90

23.90
34.90

19.90
29 90
19.90

29 90

28.90
41.90

Sub
Totals $ $ . . $ $ i

Name Title

Company

Address

City State Zip

AMEX MASTERCARD VISA

Card # . Exp. Date

.

Shipping and handling 1-6 boxes add $4.00 per order
7 or more add $6.00 per order
Clip and mail today to: Transaction Storage Systems, Inc.,

22255 Greenfield Road. Southfield, Ml 48075 ^ Mag 1/84
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t THIS IS ALL
1 IT TAKES
" TO RUM

OUR HARD DISK.

Compatibility. A lot of

manufacturers talk about it. Mostly,

compatibility is defined as
something that almost works like

the original. Our hard disk sub-

system for the IBM PC runs on 2.0

without modifications, patches or

use of device drivers. Just boot 2.0

and run.

And we haven't cut back on
reliability either, the Apparat hard
disk uses the Xebec controller and
connects via a host interface

module to one of the slots in your
PC. The HIM also contains an RS-

232 serial async port for use with a

mouse, modem, etc. Even with

compatibility and reliability built in,

we've managed to provide some
very competitive pricing. The 10, 15

and 26 megabyte drives are priced

at $2,295. $2,695 and $3,395
respectively.

When you use a multifunction

RAM Card, such as the Apparat
Combo II (with up to 51 2K of RAM.
RS232, parallel printer, clock

calendar, and game adapter) along
with the HIM, floppy disk controller

and CRT monitor adapter cards in

your PC, you still have one slot

available for future expansion.

J

If you're considering a fixed disk

for your IBM PC, look at all the

systems available. Look for

compatibility. Look for reliability.

Look for value. We think you'll pick

ours.

For more information or to order

yours call 800/525-7674 or write

ApparaL Inc., 4401 S. Tamarac
Parkway. Denver, CO 80237,
303/741-1778. Dealer inquiries

invited.

IBM PC is a registered trademark of International
Business Machine Corp,

Price and specifications subject to change without
notice.

jsk Apparat.Inc.
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NORTON CHRONICLES/PETER NORTON

The Two Faces of PCjr
Like the Roman god Janus, IBM’s newest computer stares in

two directions: to the business and work environment of its big

brother, the PC, and to the home setting.

W hen computer manufacturers like

IBM work on new projects, they

give them code names for working pur-

poses. The code name for the original

IBM PC reportedly was Chess. For the

new IBM PCjr. IBM is said to have used a

few code names, including Hercules, Pan-

cake, Pigeon, and Sprite. Bringing out a

new personal computer model calls for the

help of outside companies, particularly

software companies such as Sierra Online,

which developed many of the first games

for the new PCjr. To find out if any of

these outside companies were leaking

information, IBM gave each its own code

name for the new computer.

1 don’t know what IBM’s own internal

code name for this wonderful new com-

puter was, but I know what it should have

been: Janus. Janus was the two-faced

Roman god who stood guard over the new

year with one face turned back to the old

year and the other face turned forward to

the new. To me, there isn't any better

symbol of the meaning and significance of

the PCjr than Janus.

Code Name: Janus

The PCjr is a computer that looks in

two directions. It has two strong aspects

that allow it to peer with a steady gaze into

two quite different realms. One face looks

into the world of the IBM PC as we have

known it. The other looks into the world of

Peter Norton

home computing, a world that has previ-

ously belonged to computer companies

like- Atari, Commodore, Mattel, Coleco,

and Timex/Sinclair.

The “PC" face of the PCjr is thor-

oughly remarkable. When the PC first

appeared, we all understood that it was a

very powerful, capable, and versatile

computer at what we thought was a mod-

est price, between $3,000 and $5,000.

When the XT appeared, extending the

PC’s capabilities for a price between

$5,000 and $7,000, we were impressed by

its cost-effectiveness too. At the time, the

price/performance ratio of the PC and the

XT seemed quite impressive. Yet the PCjr

is priced at around $ 1 ,000 to $ 1 ,500 while

giving us about 85 percent of the comput-

ing power of the PC and roughly the same

proportion of its capability as well. That is

completely remarkable.

(The reason the PCjr has less comput-

ing power than the PC is technically intri-

cate: In the PC and XT, the display screen

has its own dedicated memory, which can

be read to refresh the display independent

of the needs of the processor. The PCjr's

display, however, shares the same memo-

ry used by the computer's processor, and

refreshing the display image steals memo-

ry cycles. This causes the processor’s use

of the memory to take about 50 percent

longer than it would otherwise, and the

extra time needed to use the memory adds,

on the average, about 15 percent to the

overall running time of each instruction

the computer carries out.)

The other face of the PCjr is equally

impressive. Home computers have tradi-

tionally provided a strong ability to play

games. In the areas of home finance, edu-

cation, and home-style word processing,

however, the capabilities of home com-

puters have been sadly lacking. Analysts

of the home computing world have report-

ed that a high proportion of old-style home

computers have ended up on a closet shelf,

simply because they weren’t really very

interesting or useful after the novelty wore

off. The IBM PCjr shouldn’t suffer from

this problem.

The PCjr brings an unprecedented
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WE DRESSED ITUP
NOWYOU CANTAKE ITANYWHERE.

Introducing The Office UNIX'

System for the IBM PC.

We took the best implementa-

tion ofAT&T's UNIX operating system

designed especially for the IBM per-

sonal computer- VENIX/86" Then we
created an elegant but simple menu

interface tool to make it more user

friendly. And, finally,we selected top-

notch applications for decision sup-

port, database management, electronic mail, word

processing, and more. We call it The Office UNIX

System'" It gives you the most advanced, interactive,

multi-tasking, multi-user environment available on

the IBM PC. Let us tell you more.

Yes. It’s a real UNIX.
^ll^VENTURCOM

VENIX/86 is from VenturCom, the leading UNIX

software development company, which pioneered

UNIX for microcomputers. They tailored UNIX for the

IBM PC to optimize memory usage, speed, and system

reliability. The standard distribution includes: four

editors, a C compiler, BASIC, an assembler, yacc and

lex. Plus UNIX to UNIX system communications

(UUCP and CU)
,
document preparation (nrofi)

,
a

spelling checker, a table formatter, a wide range of

library routines, and more. VenturCom even remem-

bered the UNIX aficionado by including the UC Berke-

ley enhancements vi, termcap, more and the c

shell. Electronic mail, calendar and reminder func-

tions are, of course, standard. The hard disk can be

partitioned to permit both UNIX and PC-DOS files. So

look no further. VENIX/86 is a complete and faithful

UNIX implementation.

New for UNIX Users!

To make The Office UNIXSystem easy to

use, add our new OfficeMenu Tool"

It allows you to choose from a set of

prepared menus or you can make

your own. Menus can be constructed

%

with multiple levels, each with their

unique descriptions and help screens.

That’s not just user friendly, that's

UNIX friendly!

Do we have applications?

You bet! For word processing, add

the highly acclaimed TheFinalWord'"

from Marti of the Unicom. Viewcomp™

from Unicorp Software, gives you all the

features you expect in an electronic

spreadsheet. Take care ofdatabase management needs

with Leverage'" from Urban Software.Zenerage is menu

driven, has substantial online help screens and can

generate reports, mailing lists and letters. FUSION;™

a product ofNetwork Research Corp., lets you join the

Ethernet™ Naturally, we’ll continue to review and offer

more applications and UNIX tools.

Multi-user on the IBM PC.

Connect two display terminals to your IBM PC

and have three users share the same PC, disks, and

printer. This economical yet powerful multi-user sys-

tem offers all the features, storage and convenience

ofa much larger system. Plus you get the benefits of

IBM and UNIX.

Start building your Office UNIX System today by

purchasing VENIX/86. Make it easy to use by adding

the OfficeMenu Tool. Then buy the applications best

suited to your needs. There’s a lot to choose from!

Now that we’ve dressed it up,you can take

UNIX and your IBM PC anywhere, tied together,

they're a natural!

The Office UNIXSystem is available for

immediate delivery.Just give us a call or write to:

Unisource Software Corp.

71 Bent Street, Department 4102

Cambridge, MA 02141

Telex 92-1401/COMPUMART CAM

(617)491-1264

UNI

Getting UNIX Systems

Down to Business

•UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
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Dow Jones Has Powerful Connections

\ h

ft \y» V'sl

1. Your personal computer.*
2. Up-to-date world and national news.
3. Current and historical stock market quotes.

4. Business and economic news from The Wall Street Journal,
Barron’s and the Dow Jones News Service.

5. Detailed financial information on over 3,000 companies and
170 industries.

6. Abstracts from SEC filings on more than 6,000 companies.
7. Articles from the Academic American Encyclopedia.
8. Sports and weather reports.

9. Movie reviews, summaries and ratings.

10.

Dow Jones Software 1*— investment products for analysis and
management of financial information from Dow Jones
News/Retrieval 8 (available separately)?

The Dow Jones Connector™ gives you immediate access to all Dow Jones News/Retrieval

data bases through your personal computer and a modem. Dow Jones News/Retrieval

is the nation’s leading online information service. When you purchase the Dow Jones

Connector, you receive a value of over $100: a free password, our user’s guide— the

Dow Jones News/Retrieval Fact Finder, an hour of free usage on Dow Jones

News/Retrieval and a $25 coupon good toward the purchase of an investment software

product: the Dow Jones Market Analyzer™, Dow Jones Market Microscope™ or

Dow Jones Market Manager™.

Available at selected computer stores. Suggested retail price: $49.95.

•For compatibility, check with your local computer dealer.

Dow Jones Connector
“

Easy Access to Dow Jones News/Retrieval®
For more information on Dow Jones Connector, call

800-345-8500 ext. 48
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call 215-789-7008 ext. 48) CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD Copyright ©1983 Dow Jones & Co., Inc. All rights reservec



Let MUUIGRAPH
EXPAND YOUR IMAGE

IBM Color Mode plus

640h x 200v - 16 colors

640h x 400v - 16 colors

Parallel Port

Soft Scroll

IBM Monochrome Mode plus

High Resolution Graphics

132 Columns Display

Parallel Port

Soft Scroll

All This and More on One Expandable Card
Multigraph gives you the greatest value among all graphics adapter boards! Only Multigraph
offers you a choice between using your monochrome or color monitorwith all these options.

Only Multigraph offers you an inexpensive 132-column-width option in monochrome. Only
Multigraph offers you optional smooth scrolling! Only Multigraph offers you increased

operating speed made possible by a 32 bit internal architecture. ..like a mainframe!

Begin With The Base Configuration Compatible with IBM PC and XT, Multigraph has several

important standard features. In monochrome, it offers graphics with a high resolution of

720h x 350v (Lotus 1-2-3 compatible). In color and monochrome, it offers full 32Kon board
memory, flicker-free scrolling, and 32 bit internal architecture.

Expand With A Wide Variety Of Options The many Multigraph options will upgrade your
system as your needs change. Available is printer interface for any parallel port printer and
"soft scroll" smooth scrolling.

In color you may up grade to 640h x 200v or 640h x 400v resolution in 16 colors. In

monochrome you may upgrade with graphics of high 720h x 700v resolution and 132

column convenience. Available in both monochrome and color is a full 128K on-board
display buffer memory.

Available through personal computer dealers. For further information orname of local dealer call:

PPOfit Systems,Inc. P.O. Box 1039 • Berkley, Ml 48072 • (313) 559-0444

CIRCLE 547 ON READER SERVICE CARD
IBM IS a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc Copyright 1983 Profit Systems, Inc

(TM) indicates trademark of Profit Systems. Inc 1 -2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development



KEPT SECRET IN SOFTWARE.
A NAME TO KNOW.

General Ledger is automatically updated by
data from A R .

A.P., Payroll. Job Costing, And
We've made our "secret'' identity public

knowledge, and now that the word JEWEL is

out, you'll be hearing about some remarkable
software tor microcomputers.

HPEL accounting software, fully

INTEGRATED, FULLY INTERACTIVE.

||Our systems are the most powerful, feature-
packed accounting programs available for

micros. They're superior to nationally-known
companies' versions ot programs adapted
from larger hardware formats. Ours were
written just for microcomputers.

Fixed Assets, and all can interface to ele>
tronic spreadsheets. All the systems interact as
needed, i.e.. Job Costing allows progress
billings, Purchase Order updates Inventory, etc.

In short, we have more performance, higher
efficiency, and more management tools for

business executives. Guided by veteran
entrepreneurs, our program writers attack the
economic problems of growing businesses.
Now, after years of user success, our account-
ing systems will be available nationwide.

All out software systems are compatible with any MS-DOS
version up to 2.0 JEWEL software will be available in

multiuser (Ethernet'" & other networking) as well as Xenix™-
type formats.

A.R. • Inventory Control • Order Entry • A.P. • Payroll • G.L.. Standard • G.L.. Complete • Client Write-Up • Fixed Assets
• Manufacturing • Job Costing * Medical Office Manager • Purchase Order • Ciient/Time Billing • Point ot Sale

JEWEL Is o registered trademark ot Heritage Holdings Inc

JEWEL Accounting Software 1982

byOC C 1983 Heritage Holdings

THE HERITAGE GROUP
611 Anton Blvd.. Ste. 72Q.Costa Mesa. CA 92626

800 227-3283 TOLL FREE 800/241-7875 CALIF

CIRCLE 229 ON Kl AIM K SERVICE CARD



NORTON CHRONICLES

amount of computing power and versatil-

ity into the home environment. Families

that learn to make full use of the PCjr

won't find it lacking in amazing abilities.

It has enough computing power, graphic

formats, and all-around flexibility to pro-

vide a dramatic improvement in home

computing.

But the most important thing about the

PCjr’s homeward-looking face is its con-

nection to the face that looks toward the

established world of the PC and XT.

IBM's home game computer and IBM’s

cheapest personal computer are the same

computer. This means that the computer

user who works at home can run nearly all

of the most important and useful programs

that have been written for the other IBM
personal computers.

The Volkswagen of PCs
Some practical factors need to be kept

in mind when measuring the PCjr’s abili-

ties against the PC’s. Consider this analo-

gy: A pickup track can haul around more

stuff than a Volkswagen. But if a person’s

main objective in owning a vehicle is to

bring the groceries home, then a Volk-

swagen would serve just as well as a pick-

up truck could. The new PCjr can be com-

pared to that Volkswagen and the PC to

the pickup truck. An XT would be com-

parable to a moving van.

The truth is that the work most of us

give our computers doesn't begin to

stretch their capacity. If the work that you

do with your computer really calls for an

XT, you’ll probably think of the new PCjr

as nothing more than a toy. On the other

hand, if you own a PC and the programs

you use can get by in 88K of user memo-

ry, then the PCjr would probably be

almost as useful to you as a PC.

The PCjr does have limitations when

compared to the PC and XT, and two

stand out: It has only one disk drive and

only 128K of total memory. Most PCs

have two disk drives, and an awful lot of

PCs have 256K or more memory. Yet

most programs for the PC have been

designed to work with only one disk drive

IBM's new PCjr can be used In the office and at home.

and only 64K. In the past, it may have

seemed laughable that so many programs

lived within these restrictions, but now we

should be very grateful. Any program that

followed a design guideline of 64K and

one disk drive is likely to ran beautifully

on the PCjr.

This means that the PCjr will ran most

of the PC’s programs very nicely. Most of

the programs that can’t ran on the PCjr are

programs you probably wouldn’t think of

trying on the PCjr anyway. If you really

need a moving van, you wouldn’t even

think of driving a Volkswagen. If you're

considering getting a PCjr, then a PCjr is

probably enough computer for your

needs.

Looking at things this way, the new

PCjr has all, or nearly all, the capacity and

flexibility that most of us who are already

using PCs need. For someone who is just

starting out in personal computing with the

IBM PCjr, things look even better. These

new users can tailor their choices of pro-

grams and applications to fit the abilities

of their computer.

All in all, the PCjr looks like a remark-

able machine for its capabilities and an

astounding one for its price. The micro-

computer world has looked with amaze-

ment at the impact of the original PC on

personal computing, it seems likely that

the PCjr will make an even bigger splash,

and that the waves from that splash will

spread much further. There is great excite-

ment ahead. Stay tuned.
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Announcing A Ma
j
or New Innovation From The Publishers Of
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Now,Get UpTo72 Programs
ForAs Little As $2.00 Each.
Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE. The Only

Magazine On Disk That Gives You A Library Of

Software Programs For Your IBM Personal Computer
... At A Fraction Of The Price!

Real Estate, Lease/ Purchase and Tax Shelter analysis.

Programming Tools: Create cross reference

listings for your BASIC programs. Convert MBASIC™
program files to CBASIC™ format or reverse. Use
your text editor on your BASIC programs. Convert
data between BASIC and VISICALC® or Supercalc®

formats.

Home/Personal Applications: whether you

need your own income tax return helper... proven

ways to maintain a mailing list ...a personal cash flow

analyzer. ..a speed reading trainer. ..or SAT test pre-

paration aids, you'll get it from PC DISK MAGAZINE.

Utilities and Diagnostics: Print graphics,

screen images on your printer... backup, copy, delete,

un-delete or type files with simple menu commands.
Use your computer to simulate a conversational termi-

nal with function key control of disk or printer logging

...and more.

Data Files: Tax tables, population statistics, dic-

tionaries and economic times series.

Games: Adventures! Strategies! Test your skills,

intelligence and your luck!

Everything Is

Ready For You
PC DISK MAGAZINE has every-

thing you need. The accompanying

60-page User Manual is written

clearly, concisely, in easy-to-under-

stand terms. You'll be able to try the

programs immediately...there's no
need to type listings into your com-
puter. Just insert the disk and go!

That simply, all the latest software

developments are at your fingertips!

Imagine building a library of software programs with

amazing ease... adding utilities, subroutines, games
and data files to your system... for as little as

$2 per program! Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE
—a totally new concept for your microcomputer

that gives you all this and more! You get thoroughly

tested, ready-to-run programs on a floppy disk-

complete with a comprehensive, illustrated User

Manual—for the ultimate in ease, efficiency and

economy. With your subscription to PC DISK
MAGAZINE you'll receive a floppy disk containing

up to 12 varied ready-to-use programs and files.

Developed by experts and tested by the editors,

you'll be able to expand the use of your IBM
personal computer.

Business and Finance Aids: Create

advanced pie, bar and line chart graphics. Compute
loan payment tables. Calculate the Present Value and

Internal Rate of Return

1H(H|f j
for your investments.

VisiCalc* templates for



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
• Programs will run on IBM personal computers

under PC-DOSand MS-DOS versions l.l and

2.0 and require a minimum of 64K.

• Most programs will be written to run on both

monochrome and color displays; however,

some games and utilities may be specifically

developed for color display.

• Most programs will be written in advanced
Basic; however, some machine language and

compiled code may be used.

• Programs and documentation are copyrighted

by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. All rights of

reproduction in all forms and media strictly

reserved.

PROGRAM SUBMISSIONS
If you wish to submit a program for inclusion

in future issues, please write to: PC DISK

MAGAZINE, Attn: Editor. One Park Avenue-
Dept. 732, New York, N.Y. 10016.

GUARANTEE
• All programs are fully tested and guaranteed

to run. Damaged or faulty disks will be
replaced at no charge.

• If you wish to cancel a subscription, simply

return the most recent disk in its sealed pack-

age and you will receive a full refund for this

copy and on all unmailed issues.

Save s60 With This Introductory

Savings Offer. Get 6 Big Issues of PC
DISK MAGAZINE And Save 34%.

HID
P.O. Box 2462. Boulder. CO 80322

YES, Please accept my subscription to PC DISK

MAGAZINE for 6 issues at the Special Introductory Price

of just SI 19 (less than $20 per issue, as little as $2 per

program). I save $60—34% off the full price of $179.

Check one: [U Please bill me. O Payment enclosed.

D Please charge to my credit card.

American Express Q Visa

CD MasterCard

Credit Card No._

Name

_Exp. Date-

Address-

City

State -Zip-

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY - AND SAVE 34%!



SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

$99.95
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VI.0 IBM PC/XT
COLOR GRAPHICS EDITOR

CREATE COLOR GRAPHICS FOR:
• GAMES • SOFTWARE

• EDUCATION • BUSINESS • DEMONSTRATIONS

COLOR GRAPHICS EDITOR
For Businesses, Programmers, Educators, Art-

ists, Designers & others. Lets anyone draw
color graphics images with ease! Draw Arcs,

Circles, Rectangles, Ellipses, Lines & enter

Colored Text. Rotate, Flip, Scale, Duplicate &
Move them around on the screen. Create a

Paint Brush with up to 100 Bristles of dif-

ferent colors. Save drawings to disk to create

Screen Presentations or use in your own pro-

grams. It even has a vanishing point for art-

ists. Very easy to learn and use with a special

key that lets you backup to "UNDO” the last

command. Hard copy output. You get one
FREE software update!

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO ORDER SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR CALL (602) 242-7953

IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, INC-
COLOGRAPHY is a trademark of Cactus Software, Inc.

FEATURING:
• SCREEN PRESENTATIONS
• HUNDREDS OF COLOR
PATTERNS

• VERY USER FRIENDLY

• PAINT BRUSH WITH
COLORED BRISTLES

• OVER 80 SAMPLE PICTURES
• 1 FREE UPDATE

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
• IBM PC or XT
• PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0
• 128 KB Memory

Optional
• IBM or Epson Printer

• IBM Color Graphics Board
• 1 Disk Drive
• Color Monitor

• Hard Disk

Copyright (C)

1983 By

CACTUS
SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 880
Peoria, Arizona 85345



25 Mb the hard way.

25 Mb the Rana way.
CIRCLE 533 ON READER SERVICE CARD



It’s only a

but you can hardly

Begin your training at Raleigh-Durham air-

port as a junior Air Traffic Controller. Your job is

to direct incoming traffic, maintain proper air

separation, administer take-off and landing, and
monitor transiting planes at suitable headings and
altitudes. Your successes will bring you salary in-

creases and job advancement to larger, more diffi-

cult airports. The ultimate success, of course, is to

reach and then master the world’s busiest airport,

O’Hare in Chicago.
AIR TRAX is a sophisticated,

real-time simulation featuring profes-

sional user-friendly documentation,
multiple runways, game hold, six game
speeds, small craft, jumbo jets, super-

game . . .

tell the difference!!
CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARi

sonic transports, fuel constraints, and 25 airport)-

traffic pattern combinations (both fixed and ran.

dom) ranging from simple to impossible, includim

one you can design yourself.

To order AIR TRAX, call our toll-free nunr
ber or send $44.95 in the form of money ordeie

certified check or cashiers check to: Contro-

Concepts, P.O. Box 2367, Manassas, VA 22110

Make checks payable to ‘Control Concepts.’ I

ordering by phone using VISA o
Master Card, please have your credt

card number and expiration dati

handy. Do not send cash. Contro-

Concepts will pay for all shipping i

the U.S.

OONTKOi CONCEPT
• division of PRESEARCH Incorporated

(800 ) 368-3078



Introducing the First 2.5Mb
Minifloppy Drive.

Isn't it just like Rana Systems to introduce a
floppy disk drive for the IBM® with the mass
storage benefits of a hard disk, plus the
floppy’s strength of removable media. The first

minifloppy that stores an incredible 2.5 mega-
bytes on a single diskette. Imagine, storing a
word processor, a spelling checker, mailing list,

and dictionary on one floppy. With megabytes
to spare.

Rana's new drive needs only 10 floppies to

give you all the capacity of five 5-megabyte
hard discs. But that's not the limit. In fact, there
is no limit. Like any floppy with its removable
media, you can use diskette after diskette to

increase your storage. Our expanded capacity
disk drive not only acts like a hard disk, it also

serves as an ideal back-up for one.
And that’s just the beginning, because

Rana's drive introduces totally new "closed
loop servo" minifloppy technology, making the
drive insensitive to temperature or humidity.

Rana's controller card can be used with stan-

dard internal drives also, so you don’t have to

C 1983 Maria Systems

use an additional slot. Our drive comes with its

own power supply, software enhancements for

PC-DOS 2.0 and 1.1, and CP/M-86® and a box
of diskettes. Everything you’ll need to make
your IBM operate to its maximum potential.

The new 2.5 megabyte minifloppy drive,

available first for the IBM® PC and XT and soon
for the Apple® It's Rana’s latest proof that to

stay a step ahead, you've got to lead the way.

RanaSystems
CIRCLE 548 ON READER SERVICE CARD

?HO()S*i|wrinr Street Chatsworin CA 91311213 709 5484 For dealer mtortnanon can toll free 1 800 421 2207 In California only call 1 800 262 1221 Source Number TCT 654 Available at all
I'.'i'lu i|i.tt'H<i Co<'i|>iilO'i.inrl . fores .i>u I nttirr line computer i leaie's

" |RM is i register^! trademark (1t International Business Machines Inc w CP'M 86 is a registered trademark ot Digital Research *» Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer Inc
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A Match Made To Win...
Introducing Thoroughbred™ Software
on the IBM® PC/XT

At last! Business and system software for the IBM PC/XT designed for results. Thoroughbred
Software from SMC Software Systems brings the power and speed of mainframe software to the XT.

What makes Thoroughbred unique? Completely integrated business applications enhanced by
Thoroughbred IDOL®, the leader In application development software. Specialized applications
are simplified by IDOL'S powerful customization features. Complementing the Thoroughbred
business software line are SMC’s well known Business BASIC programming language and a new
word processing package.

SMC answers the multi-user need with a fast and efficient

operating system, Thoroughbred/OS, which can handle up to four

users simultaneously. And, of course, Thoroughbred Is ottered

under MS,m
-DOS.

Available on 30 additional microcomputers, Thoroughbred
Software has a proven track record for success. So put
Thoroughbred Software on your XT and let a winning team fulfill all

your business computing needs.

Run with the best...

CIRCLE 531 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE

SMC Software Systems
A Division of Science Management Corporation

10H Route 22, Bridgewater, NJ 08807

In New Jersey (201) 685-9000 - 800-526-3968
Thoroughbred Software and IDOL ate trademarks ot Science Management Corporation
IBM is a registered trademark ot International Business Mochmes Corporation
M&OOS is a trademark ot Microsoft Corporation



IN THE BEGINNING
THERE WERE SPREADSHEETS...
NOW PROFIN GOES BEYOND.

If you’re a very busy person wondering why it

should take hours to set up the mathematical calcula-

tions for financial analysis on a microcomputer, the

answer is it shouldn’t.

If you think there should be some way to see

income statements, interest schedules, capital

expenditure reports, tax schedules, return on equity,

discounted cashflow, and balance sheets without

spending days laying out a spreadsheet, you’re right

—

there should.

In fact, there is! It’s Profin.™

HATCHING THE TOOLTO THE JOB.

From now on, using a universal spreadsheet to do
the highly specific work of financial analysis will be
considered just fun for hobbyists.

But, if you’re a business person with little computer
experience and even less spare time, you can quickly

and easily use Profin to figure forecasts and budgets,

return on equity, discounted cashflows, net present

values, capital expenditure, interest calculations,

depreciation comparisons and taxation scheduling—
with the reports laid out for you automatically.

FINANCIAL REPORTS IN MINUTES.
Because Profin is menu-driven, you simply answer

a series of questions. You can complete your analysis

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

in 30 minutes, or change prices, costs, inflation rates,

interest rates, capital costs, and foreign exchange
rates, then immediately see revised reports.

In the beginning, spreadsheets were great. At
least, they were all we had. Now there’s more, with

the specialized tool for a specialized job: Profin.

Available under $300 for CP/M-80, MS-DOS,
and IBM PC-DOS from your local retailer or from

most distributors.

Also available: Planfin.™ For sales, marketing

and other executives who just want simple forecasts

and budgets without detailed capital and loan analysis,

Planfin gives you operating income statements plus

net income and discounted cashflow reports in less

than 15 minutes. Under $200.

J
Please send me more information about how Profin and

J

I Planfin beat the spreadsheets for budgets and forecasts.
j

Name

_ Address
R

City/State/Zip

I Computer Brand Owned orPlanned to Buy 3

1 Mail to: Business Software, Inc.
2

|

^ 12021 Wilshire Blvd. #194 Los Angeles, CA 90025 j
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COVER STORY MIKE EDELHART

MeetThe
New Members

This issue of PC Magazine explores the three latest additions to

the IBM personal computer family: the XT-370 Workstation,

the PCjr, and the 3270-PC.

irst there was the PC.

When IBM produced its per-

sonal computer, the machine stood

far apart from the rest of Big Blue's activ-

ities. It was a kind of stepchild, not

unloved but not entirely in step with the

rest of IBM’s computing clan. Apart from

building and marketing the machine, IBM
did little to find it a role in the computing

world. The PC’s character and many of its

capabilities were provided by outside ven-

dors rather than by the computer’s corpo-

rate parent.

Then IBM introduced the XT. It was as

if PC had suddenly acquired a tough older

brother. The introduction of this more

powerful version of the IBM personal

computer was an important manifestation

of the company's belief that personal com-

puters are serious machines with impor-

tant business roles to fulfill. The PC-XT
team could play a much larger role than

the PC alone, and the addition of an “old-

er brother" brought the PC closer to the

family fold.

Now IBM has expanded the PC family

even further with the introductions of the

PCjr, the XT-370 workstation, and the

3270-PC. These new products represent

the full integration of PC into the IBM
scheme of things. No longer is the person-

al computer an odd offspring. Now, in

fact, it appears as the heir apparent to the

role of the IBM business workhorse

machine. And the new additions to the PC
family extend the impact of IBM personal

computing all the way from the tec room

at home to the data processing room at

major corporations and institutions.

If the PC by itself represented the stan-

dard by which microcomputers were

judged over the last two years, the PC
family will be the standard by which inte-

grated computer systems will be judged

from now on. IBM will no longer merely

be selling a good micro machine; it will be

marketing a system of micros with such

variable and flexible capabilities and

applications that the possibilities almost

defy description.

The possible combinations are mind
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boggling: PCjrs at home or on secretaries'

desks, with PCs and XTs in executive

offices, laboratories, and sales stations,

and 3270s at branch offices, communica-

tions posts, and overseas outlets, plus 370

workstations at key points in the process-

ing chain of command. An individual or

company can now have machines of dif-

ferent characteristics and power in differ-

ent situations, all richly compatible with

one another and which can trade informa-

tion up as the information grows more

complex or shift it down into smaller, eas-

ier-to-use units. Customers, if they so

desire, can arrange to purchase an entire

family of computers that can be serviced

by one person and that require one basic

set of training guidelines.

Beyond these straightforward commer-

cial considerations, though, the new PC

family is important because it is a first

taste of the computing future. Today's

individual, isolated, proprietary micros

are destined to give way to networked

machines that can speed information

wherever it needs to go and can speak to

one another and to other devices at differ-

ent levels in the computing chain. The dis-

tinctions between micro, mini, and main-

frame will continue to blur as machines

become more flexible and powerful at all

levels. Personal computing will shift from

today’s one-man, one-machine situation

to a future in which the individual will be

able to work through many machines,

depending upon the best way to solve each

problem.

By spreading IBM personal computing

across the broad face of individual and

business situations, the PC family is lead-

ing the way into this age of enhanced

communications and capability.

In short, these machines are transform-

ing the way we use and think about per-

sonal computers even more than the PC
did on its own. That is why we at PC
Magazine felt that the new PC family

deserved special coverage. Mee’ the new

members of the IBM clan; you’ll be read-

ing about them and using them often in the

weeks ahead.
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ScreeningThe PCjr’s

Color,Video,

And Memory
Options

Offering a choice of colors and screen memory sizes,

PCjr's video display screen is a rich and effective mixture of

new and old technology.
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Mode BASIC Statements Description

0 SCREEN 0,0 : WIDTH 40 Text, 40 column, black and white

1 SCREEN 0,1 : WIDTH 40 Text, 40 column, color

2 SCREEN 0,0 : WIDTH 80 Text, 80 column, black and white

3 SCREEN 0,1 : WIDTH 80 Text. 80 column, color

4 SCREEN 1 , 1 Medium-resolution graphics, color

5 SCREEN 1 ,0 Medium-resolution graphics, black and white

6 SCREEN 2 High-resolution graphics, black and white

7 (The monochrome mode, not used by the color graphics adapter or the PCjr)

Figure 1 : the original eight color graphics modes in BASIC.

The most remarkable thing about

IBM's new personal computer,

the PCjr, is how it manages to be

both the same as and very different from

its predecessors, the PC and XT. Nowhere

in this remarkable new computer is this

more strikingly apparent than in the video

display screen. We’U take a quick tour

through what is old and new in the PCjr's

display screen and how the two are mar-

ried so effectively.

The PCjr's display is rich and compli-

cated with many parts to it. It offers new

graphics modes, more flexible use of col-

or, and an intriguing new way of using

memory, which played a major part in

keeping down the cost. PCjr’s new circuit-

ry differs from the PC’s, and its new video

modes have an effect on its computing

power. Finally, there are all those video

plugs on the back of the PCjr. We’U take a

look at all these factors and explore what

they do.

Let’s begin where IBM began—doing

its darnedest to imitate the PC. PCjr is

designed to act like a PC with the color

graphics board installed. The original PC
design had eight different video modes,

one specifically for the monochrome

adapter and the other seven for the color

graphics adapter. Programmers familiar

with the PC’s built-in ROM BIOS service

programs know the color graphics modes

as video modes 0 through 6 and the mono-

chrome mode as 7. A color graphics

adapter could be put into any of the PC's

seven modes using the BASIC statements

shown in Figure 1

.

Since the PCjr is designed to mimic an

ordinary color graphics board PC as much

as possible, all the original color graphics

modes work as they originally did, as do

the BASIC statements that control them.

But in addition, there are three new graph-

ics screen modes, with accompanying

new BASIC statements to control them:

SCREEN, COLOR, and PALETTE.
To the PCjr's innards, there are three

new video modes, referred to as modes 8,

9, and 10, respectively. Each of these new

modes extends the PCjr’s graphics capa-

bility beyond what the PC’s original color

graphics board provided. Mode 8 gives us

/ow-resolution graphics, with 160 dots, or

pixels across the standard 200 lines that fill

the screen from top to bottom. By con-

trast, the other two resolutions, which are

not new, given us 320 pixels across for

medium resolution, and 640 dot positions

on each line for high resolution.

A Choice of Colors

In the new low-resolution mode 8, all

of the PCjr's 16 color options can be used

at once. In the original PC. only four col-

ors could be used at a time in the graphics

modes, and we couldn’t even choose our

own four. But now, with low-resolution

mode 8, we have a free and complete

choice of colors, as well as a new resolu-

tion.

You might be wondering why it is use-

ful to have a new lower-resolution mode

for creating graphics. The point isn’t sim-

ply to extend the amount of color we can

use, as we’ll see in a moment. The real

reason is to make graphics work better

with TV sets. TV sets have a fairly poor

picture-making resolution compared with

computer monitors. They are not very

good at handling pictures made up of 80

columns of text nor those that use either

medium or high graphics resolution; it’s

for TV sets, in fact, that IBM personal

computers originally were equipped with

the 40 column display mode. With the

higher-priced PC and XT models, TV sets

were seldom used for computer display

screens—after all, anyone who could

afford a PC or XT could probably afford a

proper monitor. But now, with the low-

priced PCjr, TV sets will be widely

used—that’s why a low-resolution graph-

ics mode is so important.

Two other new modes, 9 and 10, add

more color to the existing medium and

high resolutions. Mode 9 is 320-by 200-

pixel medium resolution, but with full use

of 16 colors, whereas the old medium res-

olution mode 4 used only four. Mode 10,

640-by 200-pixel high resolution, selects

four colors in a palette from the full com-

plement of 16, whereas the old high-reso-

lution mode gave us only two colors

(black and white).

We have been describing these three

new graphics modes in terms of their inter-

nal ROM BIOS video mode numbers. In

BASIC, they are controlled by the

SCREEN statement’s mode parameter.

Those who have dug into PC have learned

that the computer looks a little different

from the perspective of BASIC, and this is

also true for these new video modes. In the

BASIC SCREEN statement, there are four

new modes, numbered 3 through 6.

SCREEN 3 mode is the new low resolu-

tion (video mode 8); SCREEN 5 mode

provides the new medium resolution with

more color (video mode 9); SCREEN 6

corresponds to the new high resolution

with more color (video mode 10).

SCREEN 4, which we skipped over, is

something of an oddity— it’s the old four-

color, medium resolution, which we

always had with SCREEN 1 , but the color

is controlled a bit differently.
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Color, in fact, figures in the PCjr in

ways that are quite new. For one thing, the

PCjr has more colors than the PC. As

we’ve seen, there are now 16 instead of

four in medium resolution mode and four

instead of two in high. In addition, we can

now select which colors to have at our

command when we are using a 4-color

mode. In the original circuitry, the colors

in the PC’s palettes were mostly fixed; we

could chose one of the four colors used in

the palettes, but the other three were pre-

selected for us. The new color graphics

circuitry, on the contrary, is completely

flexible: We can load any color selection

that we want to into the palettes.

Arranging the Palette

To control the new color possibilities,

PALETTE and PALETTE USING state-

ments and an extended COLOR statement

were added to BASIC. The function of the

PALETTE statements goes beyond defin-

ing which colors will be available in the

four-color modes. In the 16-color modes,

the PALETTE statements can be used to

rearrange the colors, so that when a pro-

gram asks for color 1 (which is normally

blue) it might actually get color 4 (red),

and so on. Changing PALETTE can

instantly change the colors on the screen or

make things appear and disappear. In fact

the new color tricks are so extensive and

interesting that they could use a whole arti-

cle to themselves just to cover the basics of

what we can now do with color.

As we hinted before, the PCjr differs

from other IBM personal computers in the

way it uses memory to support the display

screen. All IBM personal computers have

what is called a memory-mapped display,

which means that what appears on the

screen is stored in the computer’s memo-

ry. The central processing unit doesn’t

“write” information onto the screen, it

changes what is stored in memory. Mean-

while, the computer’s display circuitry

continually reads whatever information is

stored in memory, and converts it into the

signals needed for the screen.

In the PC, there is a special kind of

memory dedicated to the display screen’s

memory mapping. What makes it special?

First, it is dual-ported, which means that

the display circuitry and the computer’s

processor each has its own independent

The new color tricks

are so extensive and
interesting that they

could use a whole

article to

themselves.

access port to the memory, so that they

will not get in each other’s way; both the

display and the processor can be working

with the dual-ported memory at the same
j

time, without either one slowing the other

down. This arrangement works very well
|

for memory-mapped displays but is more

expensive than ordinary memory. To help

hold down the cost of the PCjr, its display

memory is not dual ported. To keep the

display and the processor from butting

heads, the memory circuitry for the PCjr

gives a certain proportion of memory

access cycles to the display screen, letting
j

the processor use the remaining cycles

when it needs them. The net result is that it

takes the PCjr's programs six clock cycles

each time it uses the memory, whereas the

PC and XT do the same work in four. This

shared use of memory cycles slows down

the PCjr only when it is using the memo-

ry. The PCjr runs more slowly than the

PC, primarily because of the extra time

needed to use its memory. This is a small

price to pay, however, particularly since

most programs don’t use much of the

computer’s power anyway. In many

circumstances, the slower running time of

the PCjr will not be noticeable.

Display memory in the more expensive

IBM personal computers is unique for a

second reason: its location in the comput-

er’s address space. The memory ad-

dresses, or address space, ofIBM personal

computers have a range of 1 million bytes.

About two thirds of this space is set aside

for our programs to use; the rest is held off

for certain dedicated uses, one of which is

providing a fixed location for the display

memory. For those familiar with hexadec-

imal memory addressing, the mono-

chrome adapter places its display memory

at segment B000, and the color graphics

adapter places its display memory at

B800, both toward the high end. In keep-

ing with its remarkable nature, the PCjr

sets up its display memory in a way that is

both completely different and yet also

functionally the same as the PC.

How can we explain this apparent con-

tradiction? To start with, the PCjr doesn’t

use any special memory at all—the ordi-

nary, general-purpose RAM that is used

for programs is also used for the informa-

tion that appears on the display screen

(which is partly why the PCjr's display

memory can’t be dual ported). Next, to

provide memory for the display, a portion

of the PCjr's memory (64 or 128K) is set

aside for the display screen. Usually 16K

is set aside, which is the same amount that

the original color graphics adapter had.

However, the amount ofmemory set aside

can be adjusted. However much memory

is given to the display, it is at the top of the

computer's 64K or 128K. and the rest of

the memory is used in the ordinary way. If

a PCjr with 128K of total memory has the

display set to use 16K—the normal

amount—then 112K is left over. In this

case, the computer will act like a PC with

1 1 2K memory.

In the PC, the display memory is locat-

ed at one of two fixed locations,

depending upon whether a monochrome

or color graphics adapter is used. Many

programs have been written that make use

of this fact by placing their output directly

into the computer's display memory.

When IBM was designing the PC/r, it

knew that the actual display memory

would not be located at the traditional

places, but elsewhere, (and at a moveable

"elsewhere’’ at that), since the actual

location of the PCjr's display memory
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changes depending upon how much mem-

ory there is and how much is given to the

display. This creates a real problem for all

those programs that try to use the display

memory directly—they will be looking at

the wrong location when they're run on a

PCjr.

IBM’s ingenious solution to'this prob-

lem is a piece of circuitry known as a vid-

eo gate array or VGA. The VGA is a sort

of programmable supervisor of the use of

memory. It is told when the PCjr’s actual

display memory location is set. As pro-

grams run on the PCjr, the VGA constant-

ly checks any references to the traditional

location of the color graphics display

memory, located at hex segment B800. If

the VGA finds that a program, any pro-

gram, is trying to use the PC's display

memory locations, the VGA invisibly

reroutes things to the PCjr's true display

memory. Bythissleightofhand.the VGA
makes the PCjr act as if it were an ordinary

PC with the color graphics adapter. Even

though there is no memory on the PCjr

board actually located at B800, part of the

PCjr's regular memory is treated as

though it had been moved to that loca-

tion.

Adjusting the Amount of

Memory
As we've mentioned, the amount of

memory used by the PCjr's display screen

can be adjusted. This statement calls for

some explanation. Depending upon what

display mode the computer is in, different

amounts of memory are needed to store

the information that appears on the screen.

In the original color graphics modes, this

could be as much as 16K, or as little as 2K

for the 40-column text modes. According-

ly, the original color graphics adapter

board was built with exactly 16K of dis-

play memory on it. When the computer

was in a graphics mode that needed 16K,

the screen used the entire display memory.

In any of the text modes, which used less

than 16K, part of the memory was used for

the information currently shown on the

screen, and the rest was set aside for off-

screen images, called pages. BASIC gave

us control over these display pages with

the visual-page and active-page parame-

ters of the SCREEN statement.

PCjr takes this fundamental idea and

The innovation

means that we can
connect a TV set to

our PC// with an

ordinary audio jack

connector.

develops it further. First, its display mem-

ory, carved out of ordinary main memory,

is adjustable from a low of 2K to a high of

32K (which is required for using either of

the new medium- and high-resolution

modes because of their extra colors). Nat-

urally, because the PCjr is set up to mimic

the PC, the default for the display memory

size is 16K, the same as the PC’s. But

PCjr can change the size of the display

memory: expand it for more pages or for

the new modes, or diminish it to recover

working memory space. It's particularly

useful to reduce the size of the display

memory, since few programs make use of

multiple display pages and the PCjr has

less memory than members of the PC
community are accustomed to using. If.

for example, we're running a 128K PCjr

with DOS 2.10 with the display memory

set at the default value, our programs have

88K to themselves—a good-sized amount

but not huge by PC standards. Ifwe cut the

display memory down to a reasonable

minimum of 4K, then our programs have

100K to work with, over 13 percent

more.

The final novelty in PCjr's video dis-

play magic is the number of plugs on the

back of the system unit. There are no few-

er than three different built-in video out-

puts. As expected. PCjr gives us exactly

what a color-board PC would give us—

a

composite video outlet and an RGB outlet.

The RGB outlet is designed to connect to a

computer-quality RGB monitor, provid-

ing it with separate signals for the three

components of display color, red, green

and blue (R, G, and B). The composite

outlet is designed to connect to what is

called a composite monitor, of which there

are two kinds. A color composite monitor

will produce all the colors that the IBM PC
generates, just like a high-quality RGB
monitor: the only difference being that the

picture quality may not be as good as that

of an RGB. A monochrome composite

monitor will produce a picture similar to

IBM's monochrome monitor (which can’t

be used with the color board, or with the

new PCjr) and may produce a green,

amber, or white display image. Many PC
users have found what PCjr users will dis-

cover—that this kind of display screen is

one of the cheapest available and one of

the easiest to read when you are working

with written text for programming or word

processing.

RGB and composite outlets are fine for

connecting our computers to special com-

puter monitors, but these outlets can’t be

directly connected to an ordinary TV set.

In the old days, we needed another piece

of equipment, called an RF modulator, to

convert the computer’s composite signal

into a TV-style signal. The PCjr has a

third video outlet that provides a signal our

TV sets can use directly, thanks to an RF
modulator built right into the PCjr's sys-

tem unit. The innovation means that we

can connect a TV set to our PCjr with an

ordinary audio jack connector. This direct

TB signal provides one extra benefit pre-

viously unavailable on the other models of

the IBM personal computer. When we use

the TV outlet, the sounds generated by the

PCjr are included with the picture image,

so that our TV sets can produce both

sound and picture together.

This article is just a quick run-through

of what is new and exciting about the

PCjr’s video display. It only begins to

sketch out the main points, and there is

much more to leam about the amazing

details inside the PC’s younger sibling.
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Cartridge Magic:

PCjr’s

New Memory
The PCjr’s two cartridge slots fit neatly

into the memory design of the IBM personal computer family.

O f everything that’s new in the

IBM PCjr, one of the most inno-

vative is the software cartridge.

In this article, we’ll take a look at how the

new cartridges of the PCjr work and how

they fit into the overall design of IBM per-

sonal computers.

A computer’s memory can be com-

pared to a playing field where the cham-

pionship teams of computer instructions

we call programs perform athletic feats.

Plugging a software cartridge into the

computer is like putting a team onto the

playing field— it’s an instant way to add

excitement to the sport of computing.

To appreciate the magic of software

cartridges, we must understand some key

things about how IBM Personal Comput-

ers use their memory, since software car-

tridges are a part of that memory. IBM
Personal Computers, actually have two

different kinds of memory. Random

Access Memory (RAM) is used by the

computer to hold the programs and data

that it is currently working with. This kind

of memory doesn’t have any permanent

use: it’s just the playing field where differ-

ent teams, or programs, can play. When
the program teams are done, they leave the

RAM playing field free for the next team.

When we talk about our computers having

64K or I28K of memory, we’re talking

about how much RAM it has. measured

roughly in thousands of bytes.

Understanding RAM and ROM
Anything can be stored in RAM for as

long as it is needed. This information can

be inspected (or read out of memory) and
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changed, or written into memory. For this

reason, RAM is sometimes called read/

write memory. When a new program

begins working, it overwrites whatever

was left behind by the last program; when

the computer is turned off, everything that

was stored in RAM is then erased.

Computers also use ROM, which is

permanently recorded with programs and

data, so it is able to provide us with pro-

grams that are always ready to be used and

which can't be accidentally erased or lost

the way that programs on diskette can be.

Giving a computer programs recorded on

ROM is like building a locker room next

to the playing field. ROM doesn't increase

the size of RAM's general playing field,

but it adds extra facilities that can enrich

the use of the computer.

Each IBM Personal Computer, wheth-

er it jr a PC, an XT or a PCjr, has two

distinct sets of ROM programs built into

them: one is the cassette BASIC, which

we see in action when we turn on our com-

puters without a diskette, and the other is a

PCjr's two program cartridge slots.

set of fundamental control programs,

called the ROM-BIOS, which assist the

operation of the computer. These ROM
programs are permanently recorded on

memory chips, which are permanently

installed in the computer.

The program cartridges that the new

PC/> can use add an extra degree of flex-

ibility to ROM programs. The PCjr's pro-

gram cartridges are permanently recorded,

so users don't have to worry about erasing

or damaging them. But because they

aren’t permanently installed, they can be

switched around; one cartridge can be

plugged in for one use and another car-

tridge for a different use.

A cartridge plugs pre-recorded memo-

ry into the PCy'r’s memory space. To

understand how that works, here’s a short

tutorial on how the memory is organized.

Use of memory in the IBM personal

computers is based on the architectural

design of the Intel 8088 microprocessor.

Every computer has what is called an

address space, which is the definition of

all of the memory that it could have. The

specific memory that the computer actual-

ly has is located within that address space.

IBM Personal Computers, and all comput-

ers which use the Intel 8088 chip, have an

address space of slightly over 1 million

bytes— 1,048,576 bytes, to be exact, or

1 ,024 kilobytes.

Memory Architecture

When IBM designed the PC family of

computers, it had to make some basic

decisions about how that memory capacity

would be used. In broad terms, two thirds

of the address space is dedicated to genera)

use by RAM memory; the other third is set

aside for special uses such as the PCjr’s

new software cartridges. To understand

them in more detail and to see exactly how
the software cartridges fit into the scheme

of things, let's take a look at the working

boundaries of the memory.

The entire 1.024K memory space of

our computers doesn't have any real

boundaries or divisions and every part of it

can be used uniformly. But just as yard

lines are drawn on a football field to mark

off locations, so the computer's memory is

divided into 16 blocks of 64K each. This

division into 64K blocks helps us talk

about different parts of the address space,

and it helps show some of the structure

that IBM designed into their use of the

computer’s memory. We can identify

Block

Number Use

0 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

1 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

2 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

3 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

4 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data = 640 K total

5 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

6 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

7 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

8 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

9 Ordinary RAM for our programs and data

A Reserved (mysterious)

B Display memory, monochrome and color graphics

C Fixed disk and mysterious reserved

D for use by 2nd cartridge slot

E for use by 1st cartridge slot

F ROM - BASIC and BIOS

Figure 1: The 16 memory blocks in an IBM PC, XT, anti PCjr, anti their functions.
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each of these 16 blocks of64K each by the

first hexadecimal digit of their addresses,

and we can refer to them as 0 through 9

and A through F.

Figure 1 shows an outline of all 16

blocks of memory. The first ten blocks

together, a total of 640K, are set aside for

ordinary RAM. This is almost two-thirds

of the total space. The A-block that fol-

lows the RAM area is set aside for some

future use. The B-block is used for the

memory that the monochrome and color-

graphics adapters need. The two original

PC display adapters combined use only

20K of the 64K in the B-block; the rest of

the space in this block could be used for

expanded display modes.

The C-block of memory is partly used

by the BIOS control programs for IBM’s

10-megabyte fixed disk used in the XT.

This BIOS program is stored in ROM.
Curiously, this small amount of BIOS pro-

gramming is placed right in the middle of

the 64K C-block, dividing it neatly into

half.

The main ROM programs for all of the

IBM Personal Computers are located in

the F-block, at the high end of the com-

puter's address space. Both the cassette

ROM-BASIC and the ROM-BIOS are

located in this block.

One Mystery Solved

Before the introduction of the PCjr,

both the D- and E-blocks of 64K memory

were reserved for unspecified purposes.

Now we know that they were set aside for

use by the PCjr’s software cartridges.

Before the introduction of the PCjr, both

the D and E-block of64K ofmemory were

reserved for unknown purposes. Now,

though, we know that they were set aside

for use by the PC Jr’s software cartridges.

Each cartridge could use any of the mem-

ory space in this 1 28K area. The electronic

coding in the cartridge determines exactly

where in memory the cartridge's data will

appear. For example, the BASIC cartridge

places itself at the paragraph address

E800. or exactly in the middle of the E-
J

block of memory. This leaves the remain-

ing 96K (all of the D-block and the other

half of the E-block) for any other use. By
convention, single cartridges plug them-

selves into the E-block of memory. Sec-

ond cartridges (such as a BASIC program

cartridge, which works with the BASIC
language cartridge), normally use the D-

block. If a program wants to look for car-

tridges all it has to do is to search through

this I28K area of memory, to see what is

there.

The information stored in a cartridge

simply appears or disappears from the

computer's address space whenever the

cartridge is plugged in or removed. A sen-

sor switch causes the computer to reboot

when we plug a cartridge in, just as if we
had pressed Ctrl-Alt-Del. This allows the

computer to respond to the cartridge. In

Before the

introduction of the

PCjr
,
both the D-

and E-blocks were
reserved for

unspecified

purposes.
. .

the booting process forthe PCjr, the mem-
ory locations set aside for the cartridges

are checked and allowed to indicate that

they want to take control when the com-

puter begins.

Cartridges can contain anything that

anyone might want to put on them, from

exotic programs to ready-to-use data. In

practice, though, they are intended for

only a handful of things. One is standalone

programs, usually games, that can be run

without any use of the computer's disk

drive. These are the cartridge equivalents

of the self-loading diskette programs used

without the help of DOS or any other oper-

ating system. Normally these cartridge

programs would be plugged into the first

slot; if a program is too big to fit into

64K—which is unlikely— it could have a

companion cartridge for the second slot.

The second kind of cartridge is

designed to work as a supplement to DOS.
When DOS is running and given a com-

mand—for example, DIR or FOR-

MAT—DOS first looks for the command

program inside itself, checking for internal

commands such as DIR. If the command
isn’t found internally, DOS looks to the

disk for the external commands, like

FORMAT. However, between looking to

the internal command table and the exter-

nal disk, DOS also checks to see if the

command is on a cartridge. If so, then

DOS carries it out with the program on the

cartridge. The most obvious example of

this kind of DOS program cartridge is the

BASIC cartridge. When we have DOS
running with the BASIC cartridge plugged

in, and we give DOS the command

BASIC or BASICA. DOS will run the

version of BASIC that is stored in the car-

tridge.

The Second Slot

The third kind of cartridge is plugged

into the second slot, with the BASIC car-

tridge in the first slot. Stored on these car-

tridges are BASIC programs that need to

have BASIC running at the same time.

The BASIC cartridge is designed to check

the second cartridge memory block and

run any BASIC program it finds there.

This makes it possible to have game car-

tridges with programs that are written in

BASIC.

Each cartridge is supposed to have a

standard signature, which is 2 bytes coded

in hexadecimal 55 and AA. This signature

appears at the beginning of each cartridge

on the extra ROM-BIOS code for the IBM
fixed disk—oddly enough, at the end, not

the beginning, of each diskette’s boot

record. Although the cartridges plug into

two specific addresses, at the beginning of

memory blocks D and F. DOS and other

parts of the computer's system program-

ming actually check at every 2K memory

boundary for this special signature.
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Figure 2 gives a short BASIC program

that will search all of the computer's

address space for these signatures. If you

have a regular PC, this program will find

nothing except for the fixed disk BIOS at

location C800, if you have it. But on a

PCjr, this search program will detect any

cartridges that are plugged in.

The hex 55 AA signature shows that

there is a cartridge present but doesn’t tell

anything about its contents. We find out

about the contents.from some special cod-

ed information that follows the cartridge's

signature. The next byte, the third byte of

the cartridge’s memory, gives the size of

the cartridge’s ROM, in units of 512

bytes. This scheme allows for a size up to

128K. A single 128K cartridge theoreti-

cally could fill the space allotted to both

cartridge slots.

Self-Starters

Following the length byte is a single

machine language instruction, a 3-byte-

long jump, which is intended to let the

cartridge perform any start-up work that it

wants to do. In the design of the IBM per-

sonal computers, interrupt 18 activates the

computer’s built-in cassette ROM-BA-
SIC. When the computer is started or reset

without a disk ready, the start-up pro-

grams perform an interrupt 18 to turn con-

trol over to the ROM-BASIC. This was

the original scheme, in any case. Now, to

accommodate self-starting cartridges, the

PCjr's start-up routines allow a cartridge

to change the controlling vector for inter-

rupt 18 to point to some part of the car-

tridge’s programs. This way, the comput-

er is given a standard place to look for the

beginning of a cartridge program, while

the cartridge can then jump to wherever

the actual working program is located.

This is part of the scheme that makes self-

starting cartridges work, and it’s also part

of what makes it possible for the BASIC
cartridge to work both as a self-starting

program and as a program that can work

under PC-DOS. Three bytes have been set

aside on the beginning of a cartridge to let

the cartridge participate in the computer’s

start-up activity. there is only one program that provides all

Following the 6 bytes at the beginning the features of BASIC. To keep complete-

of each cartridge, there is a table that DOS ly compatible with the PC. the BASIC car-

uses to identify the command programs on tridge provides both names, even though

a cartridge. There is one entry in the list they both use the same program,

for each command program that DOS can

use; the end of the list is indicated by a 0 Acting Dumb
byte after the last entry. Each entry in the There is a third program on the BASIC

list has three parts: a single byte that indi- cartridge, known as TERM, which allows

cates the length of the name of the com- the PCjr to act like a “dumb” ASCII ter-

mand, the command's name, and a 3- minal. This TERM program, however,

byte-long jump instruction that is used to isn’t included in the cartridge's table of

activate the program. contents as a third entry after BASIC and

Even cartridges that don't have any BASICA. Instead, TERM is activated

DOS command programs on them will through BASIC as a command, even

have an abbreviated version of this com- though it isn’t really a part of the lan-

mand table, just to let DOS know that guage.

there aren't any commands on those car- A complete PCjr with this TERM pro-

tridges. An empty command table consists gram on the BASIC cartridge costs less

ofjust a single 0 byte, the byte that is used than many ASCII terminals. We may see

to mark the end of the table. lots of PCjrs sold to mainframe computer

The BASIC cartridge reveals what users just to serve as ASCII terminals; to

DOS command lists are like. There are these people, the PCjr's computing ability

two entries in the table on this cartridge, ! is just a benefit. We’ve heard that IBM
for the two commands BASIC and didn’t plan to offer this program; it was a

BASICA. BASIC and BASICA. of last minute idea that Microsoft thought up

course, are the names of the two versions I when it found out that there was enough

of BASIC that the original PC-DOS had. room left over in the BASIC cartridge.

In PC-DOS, these are actually two distinct I Ironically, this one feature may end up

versions of BASIC, but on the cartridge ! selling lots, and lots of PCjr's.

100 * Check for 55 AA signature

110 1

120 CLS : KEY OFF

130 PRINT "Searching for signatures" : PRINT

140 FOR I = 0 TO 511 * check every 2 K boundary

150 SEGMENT I * 128 * calculate memory segment address

160 DEF SEG = SEGMENT 1 get ready to PEEK

170 IF (PEEK (0) <> &H55) OR (PEEK (1) O &HAA) THEN GOTO 190

180 PRINT "Signature found at hex paragraph "; HEX$(SEGMENT)

190 NEXT I

200 PRINT : PRINT "Done searching"

Figure 2: This BASIC program searches the computer's address space Jor a cartridge's

signature.
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COVER STORY PETER NORTON

Sound Abilities:

The PCjr

The PCjr has distinguished sound-making skills that will

enhance the noises in game programs. Norton believes that

these capabilities reflect IBM’s intentions for its new machine.

T he new IBM PCjr incorporates

many new features, but at the

same time it closely matches the

abilities of the PC. The most dramatic

improvement over the PC is its ability to

create music and sounds. We’ll take a look

at PCjr's remarkable new sound features

and investigate both the technical details

and the practical aspects of using them.

A Game Machine
Let me raise a question before we get

started. If one of the main design goals for

the PCjr was to make it thoroughly com-

patible with the PC and the XT, why did

IBM add new features that would set the

PCjr apart? Why give the new machine

abilities that the PC doesn't have? The

answer is games. Think about this ques-

tion and the answer. It is significant to the

growing community of PC users because

it tells us a great deal about IBM's plans

for its personal computers.

I have no doubt that IBM is serious

about program compatibility among all the

models of the growing PC family. How-

ever, it is evident that IBM is introducing a

degree of what we might call "functional

|

product differentiation." The company is

J

producing various models of personal

computers, which are different from one

another not just in price and overall capa-

j

bility, but also according to the type of

use. The PCjr is clearly targeted at home

users, which means that games will

become one of its largest applications. The

PC is a most capable computer. It has

|- always been able to play games well, but it

lacks some of the features that the most
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popular game computers have. Among
them are two video features—additional

colors and “sprites,” which are parts of

the screen picture that can be moved

around quickly through hardware rather

than software control. In addition, it

lacked rich sounds. But, with the PC's

high computing power, there isn't as

much need for sprite hardware. The new

video features enable the PCjr to make

better use of color, though, in fact, it has

more basic colois than the PC. One area

where the PC falls completely short is in

its capacity for sound variation, which is

insufficient for most games. The PCjr,

however, has distinguished sound-making

skills.

But what about compatibility? Do the

PCjr’s sound capabilities sabotage the

need for program compatibility among all

the IBM Personal Computer models? Of

course the PC and XT can’t utilize the

sound and video features programmed into

a PCjr game, unless they are equipped

with the necessary add-ons. However,

most of the PCjr's new features, particu-

larly the ones for sound, are oriented

toward games, but. for the most part, XT
users are not heavy game players. Worry-

ing that certain game programs can’t be

run on an XT is like fretting because we

can't put the XT's 10-megabyte fixed disk

on our PCjrs. Some people may want to,

but doing so is contrary to the very nature

of each computer.

Entertainment and educational soft-

ware programs need extra sound capabili-

ty because we interact with them in a way

that is more complex than interacting with

word processors and spreadsheets. Games
generate action sounds from chest pound-

ing gorillas to exploding bombs. These

programs play music in chords, sounding

more than one note at a time, and, with the

PCjr's new sound hardware, all of this is

possible.

Technicalities

Now let’s get down to the technical

details. The PCjr retains all the PC's

sound-making abilities, and adds some

entirely new ones. While the new features

for the display screen are natural exten-

sions of the PC’s abilities in this area, the

sound-making abilities are accomplished

through an entirely new means.

The sounds we hear are actually waves

of pressure in the air. The frequency at

which they oscillate determines the pitch

of the sound, and the strength of the waves

determines the volume. A computer cre-

ates sounds by generating electrical pulses

at the correct frequency and strength to

The PCjr retains all

the PC’s sound-

making abilities and
adds some entirely

new ones.

When this signal is passed to the speak-

er, it produces a sound with the same fre-

quency as 1.19 million divided by the

number given to programmable counter.

Nearly any sound frequency can be pro-

duced this way, within the limits of arith-

metic. A divisor of 60 would give a fre-

quency of 1 9,886 cycles per second, while

a divisor of 59 would give a frequency of

20,223. But, we couldn’t achieve any fre-

quency in between (say, by dividing by

59.5). However, in practice, this isn't a

limitation; we can produce nearly any fre-

quency that human ears can hear.

While this scheme can produce a pure

musical tone at nearly any pitch, it has

quite a few limitations. For one thing, only

one sound can be produced at a time. Fur-

thermore, it doesn't provide any control

over volume, and it produces only pure

musical pitches, not the kind of noises

needed for rocket liftoffs and bomb explo-

sions.

PCjr’s Four Voices

The PCjr overcomes these limitations.

While it follows the same basic approach,

it adds the power of a circuit chip: the Tex-

as Instruments SN76489A sound genera-

tor (henceforth TI). The TI sound genera-

tor provides the PCjr with many additional

features. It can produce four different

sounds simultaneously with what we call

“four voices." Three of the four voices

produce pure tones, like the PC, while the

fourth produces noise sounds. Each of the

four voices has its own independent vol-

ume control, which is called “attenua-

tion.” And finally, the noise voice can

produce two quite different types of

sounds.

Here’s how PCjr's four voices work.

Each of the three ordinary voices of the TI

sound generator accepts a number, which

controls the frequency of the sound that is

generated. The sound generator starts out

with the computer’s 1 . 19-Mhz frequency,

divides it by 32, and then divides it again

with the controlling count that a program

has assigned to any of the three voices,

which results in the sound frequency that

enable a speaker to produce the sound

desired. In the PC’s sound-producing

scheme, the computer’s clock pulse and a

programmable counter were combined to

generate the required frequency. Here is

how it works.

Both old and new sound in the PCjr

begin with a frequency of 1,193,180

cycles per second, or 1.19 Mhz (million

cycles per second). For the PC’s sounds,

this frequency is fed into a programmable

counter, known to electronics designers as

an 8253-5 timer chip. Our programs, writ-

ten in BASIC or any other programming

language, "program" the 8253 timer chip

by passing it a counting number—let’s

say the number 2280. The 8253 timer

counts the 1 . 19-Mhz signals being fed into

it, until they reach the count value. Then

the 8253 sends out a single pulse and

begins counting again. In effect, the 8253

chip divides the 1. 19-Mhz signal by the

count that it has been given. So, if we give

the 8253 chip a count of 2280, it divides

the 1. 19-Mhz signal into 523 cycles per

second, which is the pitch of the musical

note middle C. After it is amplified to the

right voltage level, the 8253 chip passes

the signal onto the computer’s built-in

speaker.
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the voice will produce. For example, ifwe

gave a controlling count of 100, the fre-

quency produced would be 1,193,180

divided by 32 and divided again by our

100 count, giving us a pitch of 373 cycles

per second, roughly a G flat note.

Each voice takes its own count and

produces its own sound frequency. The

controlling counts are binary numbers 10

bits long, so they can range from 1 up to

1 ,023. This provides a range of sound fre-

quencies from a high of 37,287 cycles

(with a divisor count of 1) to a low of 36

cycles (with a divisor of 1,023), which is

roughly the range that the human ear can

hear.

While the TI sound generator’s three

ordinary voices produce pure tones fol-

lowing the arithmetic we’ve outlined, the

fourth noise voice works entirely differ-

ently. It produces a scrambled pattern of

electrical pulses, using what is called a

shift register with an XOR feedback net-

work to produce an irregular series of elec-

trical pulses, which we hear as a noise

sound. The noise voice can produce an

even pattern, which we'll hear as a pure

“white” noise, or a periodically varying

pattern, which causes a more ragged

sound. Each noise pattern has particular

uses in game programs. The noise voice

needs a base frequency from which to

build its scrambled sound pattern, but,

unlike the other three voices, this voice

doesn’t have its own full range of frequen-

cies. Instead, we are given four choices

—

either use one of three fixed frequencies or

borrow the frequency being generated by

the third of the three pure tone voices . The

three fixed frequencies are 2,330 cycles (a

high-pitched even hissing sound), 1.165

cycles (a medium hiss), and 582 cycles (a

lower, rougher hiss). If we don't need all

three of the other voices for pure tones,

then we can base our noise on any fre-

quency we choose, which greatly extends

the range of noises that we can produce.

Volume Control

Each of the four voices in the TI sound

generator has its own independent volume

control, known as attenuation. While the

noise voice doesn’t have its own full fre-

quency range, it does have its own sepa-

rate volume range, just as the other three

voices do. The volume is controlled by

four attenuation bits, each of which

reduces the level of the sound by a fixed

proportion, measured in decibels (dB).

Each successive bit deadens the sound by

about half as much as the bit before, so

that the bits can be combined to produce a

fairly even range of sound levels. The bits

are referred to in the TI generator as AO
through A3, and here is the measurement

in decibels of how much each of them

reduces the sound level:

A0 2 dB (least attenuation)

A1 4 dB

A2 7 dB

A3 15.5 dB (most attenuation)

By combining the bits, we can achieve dif-

ferent levels of attenuation; for example, if

A 1 and A2 were set, the sound would be

attenuated 4 dB plus 7 dB. for a total of 1

1

dB. If all four bits were set, the sound

would shut off completely. With four bits,

there are 16 combinations, giving 15 dis-

The noise voice can

produce a

periodically varying

pattern, which

causes a more
ragged sound.

tinct sound levels, and no sound at all.

So far we’ve discussed the two ways

that the PCjr can create sounds—from the

original clock-counter combination and

from the new TI sound chip. The PCjr is

also capable of using these sounds in two

ways. The PC and XT can use only the

frequencies they create to produce actual

sounds on the speaker built into the com-

puter’s system unit. The PCjr has this

internal speaker, too, but, in addition, it

can pass its sound signals to other elec-

tronic equipment. Among the many plug

sockets on the back of the PCjr' s system

unit are two that can be used for sound.

One is an ordinary audio jack, which

can be connected to a hi-fi set. Plugging it

into a hi-fi results in a high-quality repro-

duction of the sound signals created by

PCjr. As you probably know, the speaker

built into PC and XT isn’t designed for

high fidelity—it was designed to produce

sounds crudely and inexpensively. But

now, with the PCjr, we can pass the com-

puter’s sound signals on to a decent sound

system to achieve top-quality sound.

The other destination for the PCjr's

sound signal is the video TV outlet on the

back of the PCjr's system unit. This outlet

is designed to connect directly to a TV set,

and it provides the computers display

image, already converted into the format

needed by a TV set. This TV outlet is

something new to IBM personal comput-

ers; the PC and XT models, provided they

are equipped with a color-graphics adapter

board, can be connected to a TV. But the

connection is not direct; the signal must be

converted by another piece of equipment

called an RF modulator. One of the PCjr's

features is a built-in RF modulator, so that

we can connect it to a TV without fuss.

Since the PCjr was set up to create a TV-

type signal for its picture, it’s only natural

to include the computer's sound signals,

too. After all, TV sets give us sound as

well as pictures.

Here's a quick summary of PCjr’s

sound features. It can create sounds in two

ways—either the same way the PC does

or through its new TI sound generator.

The PCjr can also use these sound signals

two ways—either passing them to its

internal speaker, like the PC, or sending

them to external parts. The external signal

is available either as part of the TV signal

or independently in a signal connected to a

hi-fi set. With the TI sound generator, we

can create three independent pure tones

and a noise sound. For each of the three

pure voices and the noise voice, we can

control the volume.
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All these new sound capabilities

require programming support, and, once

again, BASIC comes through for us.

BASIC Support

Some programming language critics,

myself included, like to throw bricks at

BASIC, but when it comes to providing

support for the features built into IBM per-

sonal computers, it compares to none.

Let’s take a short tour through the new

BASIC commands that support these

sound features.

The question of where sounds come

from and where they go to is a good place

to begin. The BEEP and SOUND state-

ments control these functions. Figuring

out what does what can be confusing, and

the BASIC manual isn't completely clear,

either. Here’s how it works. First, there

are four new statements:

SOUND ON and SOUND OFF

BEEP ON and BEEP OFF

If sound is on, then the new TI sound gen-

erator is active; when sound is off, then the

old sound-generating circuitry does the

job. This very simply takes care of where

sounds come from—SOUND ON, new

method; SOUND OFF. old method. But

the explanation of where sound goes to is

more complicated.

The sound signals can go to the internal

speaker, to the external plugs, or to

both—three combinations. (It cannot be

turned off so that it doesn’t go to either

place.) Various combinations of BEEP
and SOUND statements determine which

one of these three possibilities is taking

place. Figure 1 shows how the four com-

binations of BEEP and SOUND state-

ments and ON and OFF statements control

what’s happening.

If you study Figure 1, you'll under-

stand how it works. When the TI sound

generator is working (SOUND ON), then

the computer’s internal speaker is turned

off—because the internal speaker and its

circuitry can't handle the TI generator’s

sound signals. So the SOUND ON state-

ment, which activates the sound genera-

tor, always sets the internal speaker off

and the external connection on. Then,

BEEP ON also turns on the external con-

nection, if it isn’t already on, and BEEP
OFF turns it off, unless SOUND ON is

also turning it on—a little too complicat-

ed, but that’s the way that it works.

Unless otherwise informed, BASIC
will use the default settings, BEEP ON

With the PCjr, we
can pass the

computer’s sound

signals on to a

decent system to

achieve top-quality

sound.

and SOUND OFF. The sounds come from

the original sound circuitry the PC uses,

while the sounds go out everywhere.

To make use of the three pure-toned

voices and the volume controls, both the

regular SOUND statement and the PLAY
statement have been extended. For the

SOUND statement, the two original

parameters of frequency and duration con-

tinue to be used, and two new parameters

are added: volume and voice. The volume

parameter controls the loudness. Volume

is set with a number from 0 to 15; 0 is

silent; 15 is full volume; the numbers in

between set various attenuation levels. If

you are familiar with binary arithmetic,

you'll recognize that the inverse of the

BASIC volume value gives us the bit set-

tings for the TI sound generator’s four

attenuation bits, AO to A3.

The new voice parameter of the

SOUND statement controls which of the

pure tones voice will be used. The voices

are numbered 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

The last voice, number 2, is the one whose

frequency can be borrowed by the noise

voice. If we set a SOUND frequency for

voice 2 with a volume of 0, then this voice

will be silent. But it still will generate a fre-

quency ready for the noise voice to use.

The PLAY statement has also been

extended to use the new features, but in a

different way. While it takes a separate

SOUND statement to activate each of the

three voices, a single PLAY statement can

control any or all of the voices. The new

version of PLAY will take three separate

music definition strings, one for each

voice. If a string is left off, then that voice

isn’t affected by the PLAY statement. For

example, a statement like this:

PLAY , NOTES .

1

. $

,

NOTES . 2 .

$

would skip voice zero and use the other

two voices.

To let the PLAY statement control the

volume of the music that it is playing, an

additional command letter has been added

to the music definition language, V, which

sets the volume level between 0 and 15 in

the same way that the SOUND statement

sets the volume. The default volume level

is 8, so we can increase or decrease the

volume from the default setting.

The noise voice in the TI sound gener-

ator has quite special abilities and so

BASIC handles it with a special NOISE
statement. The NOISE statement looks

like this:

NOISE source, volume,

duration

The duration parameter is the usual count

of clock ticks, which is familiar to anyone

who has used the SOUND statement with

the PC. The volume is the new, but now

also familiar value from 0 through 15,

with the higher number creating the loud-

est noise. The source parameter controls

what kind of noise sound is made. The

source is a number from 0 through 7, and

it works in a way that is similar to

BASIC's color numbers, actually control-

ling more than one thing at the same

time.

The NOISE source number determines

the base frequency of the noise. And it

also controls whether the noise will be
‘

‘white” or periodic. Figure 2 shows how

this works.
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BEEP SOUND TI Active? Speaker Connections Comment

OFF OFF No Yes
SI

No
OFF ON Yes No Yes

ON OFF No Yes Yes default setting

ON ON Yes No

fr
Figure 1 : BEEP and SOUND control in PCjr's BASIC.

PERIODIC WHITE
M

Noise Noise Frequency used for the noise

*

0 4 2330 cycles (high)

l 5 1 165 cycles (medium)

2 6 582 cycles (low)

3 7 Borrowed from voice number 2

Figure 2: PCjr's BASIC's NOISE statement controls base frequency.

There is, of course, quite a bit more

information to explore about how BASIC
controls the PCjr’s new sound abilities and

the kinds of sounds they can produce. The

possibilities are so great that I'm sure that

we’ll be trying new combinations for a

long time and making some remarkable

discoveries. Just to give you a taste of

what’s in store, let’s consider these few

examples.

• If we want our computer to play music

like an ensemble of two or three instru-

ments, we can use the PLAY statement to

start playing three quite distinct music

strings, each of which has the part for one

of the instruments.

• If we want to make our personal com-

puter play music to sound like a single

instrument that plays chords, we can set

up three music strings that have an identi-

cal time pattern, with the same tempo and

duration of notes and rests, but with the

differently pitched notes that we need to

create our chords.

• We can have our computer play a

“round” such as “Row. Row, Row Your

Boat," by setting up one music string,

shifting and copying it into two other

strings, using the MID$ statement, and

then PLAYing the same music in three

rotated parts.

• And finally, one of the most bizarre

things we can do with the sound features is

to have the PLAY statement silently create

various frequencies in voice number 2, by

using MB (music in the background) and

VO (zero volume, silent) in the music

string. Then, we can use the NOISE state-

ment to borrow the frequencies from voice

2, which will allow it to create varying

noises. Here is an example of how we

could do this.

10 SOUND ON

20 PLAY "MB: VO; LI

;

ABCDEFGFEDCBABCDEFGFEDCBA"

30 NOISE 3.8.400

If these new sound possibilities excite

you, get your hands on a PCjr, plug in the

BASIC cartridge, connect it to a hi-fi or

TV set, and have fun.
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Coming Soon:

Games
ForThePCjr

Software developers of computer games are converting their

existing products or developing new ones for the IBM PGjr.

When IBM debuted its two new

PCjr models, it quickly be-

came obvious that the com-

puter games industry had been eavesdrop-

ping. Most of the major software develop-

ers of games acknowledged that they are

hard at work converting their games to the

new format or creating new ones with

exciting graphics. Other software houses

are waiting to get their hands on a devel-

opment machine.

Indeed, four well-known California

game design firms—Sierra On-Line, Ge-

belli Software, Microsoft, and The Learn-

ing Company—had been contacted in

advance by IBM to create an initial line of

game products for the PCjr. All were rep-

resented by finished products at the

November I PCjr announcement.

Sierra On-Line developed Adventure in

Serenia, a disk package for the PCjr that

was not on display, and two ROM car-

tridges. Crossfire and Mine Shaft, both of

which are available for other computers.

(Sierra is one of the largest publishers of

home computer software.) Crossfire is a

captivating arcade-style shoot- ’em-up, in

which the player moves a character about

a grid of alleyways in four directions,

shooting at anything that moves. This

game is one of the popular, best-known

titles from Sierra. Mine Shaft is a version

of Creepy Corridors—a game in which

your computer draws mazes with dia-

monds in the four comers. Once you make

your way to all four, a doorway to the next

maze appears.

We’re going to back the PCjr with soft-

ware as we have backed the PC," said

Ken Williams, president of Sierra On-

Line. “We think it’s an important

machine that will do much for the industry
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Screens depicting four different games now available for the PCjr.

in general, and we’ll be converting most

of our games line to the PCjr format.”

Roberta Williams, wife of Ken and

designer of many high-resolution text

adventures for Sierra On-Line (among

them The Wizard and The Princess, Time

Zone, and The Dark Crystal), has just fin-

ished working on an original game

designed specifically for the PCjr called

King’s Quest. It’s an adventure game

along the same line as her others, but it

features something brand new to computer

games—animation.

“I’d always wanted to do an animated

adventure game,” says Roberta, “but the

game I foresaw couldn’t be written for an

existing home computer. I was happy to

discover that the PCjr has animation capa-

bilities.”

It’s almost impossible to use animation

of high-resolution graphics with the artifi-

cial colors used with other computers,

according to Roberta. But with solid col-

ors, you can create beautiful animation.

The PCjr has 1 6 solid colors available to

the game designer. And the 128K model

has enough memory to handle an animated

adventure such as King's Quest.

Gebelli Software, founded by Nasir

Gebelli, has been a driving force in the

Apple game software arena. Two of his

games. Mouser and ScuhaVenture, have

already been written in cartridge form and

were on display at the IBM announce-

ment. Mouser is a connecting series of

nine rooms through which mice and a cat

run rampant. The player’s task is to posi-

tion the movable maze walls to trap all the

mice. Color graphics and sound effects are

nicely used, and the game will probably

appeal most to younger players. The same

is true of ScuhaVenture, a game in which
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Developing PCjr Software
The PCjr opens doors for software developers and

users but doesn't create any real problems.

W hat does the introduction of the

new IBM PCjr mean to all the

software developers who have been busi-

ly writing programs for its predecessors,

the PC and XT?
The news for developers and users of

PC software is good. The PCjr opens

some new doors but it doesn't create any

real problems for software developers or

users. Existing PC software doesn’t need

to be redesigned or rewritten.

Because the PCjr is nearly 100 per-

cent software compatible with the origi-

nal PC and XT models, we don’t need a

new set of programs to make the PCjr

sing and dance. We don’t even need any

special revisions to adapt existing pro-

grams to the PCjr.

No Cheating

Software developers can rest assured that

their programs will work as well on the

PCjr as they do on the PC and XT. How-

ever, they must understand the PCjr’s

basic limitations and promise not to

cheat. Of the basic limitations that soft-

ware developers need to keep in mind,

the most obvious are the single drive and

the 128K memory.

There are two important issues con-

cerning the disk drive. First, the PCjr

computers will have only one. Even

when industry’s magicians give us ways

to add on more drives, most of us will

have only the standard one. The obvious

lesson here is that programs for the PCjr

must require only one drive. Relatively

few PCs have only one drive (unless,

like the XT, they also have a hard disk),

and some program developers have

become sloppy about supporting one-

drive systems. The PCjr provides the

motivation to create programs that will

run with one drive.

Second, the PCjr disk drive is con-

trolled and operated quite differently,

with BIOS programs doing much of the

diskette control work that the PC and

XT’s disk drive adapter does with hard-

ware. The exact performance of the disk

drive and the load that it puts on the com-

puter’s computing power are very differ-

ent. Many copy-protection schemes rely

on close and exacting knowledge of how

the diskettes work, so problems in this

area are likely to arise.

The most popular model of the PCjr

has 128K memory, and for many pro-

grams that sounds like plenty. But pro-

grammers who are developing software

for the PCjr shouldn't assume that 128K

in a PCjr is the same as 128K in a PC.

The PCjr’s display memory needs are

taken out of the main RAM. (The PC

and XT have dedicated display memory

that isn’t a part of ordinary RAM.) In

most circumstances, this means that a

1 28K PCjr has 16K taken out for display

use. (The amount of memory used by the

display can be adjusted up or down, but

16K is normal.) When figuring how

much memory is available for a program

to use, we also have to take DOS into

account. The PC-DOS 1.1 version use

up about 12K of memory, and DOS 2.0

takes up twice that much. Fortunately,

the PCjr’s DOS 2.10 doesn't need any

more than DOS 2.0.

We find that a 128K PCjr has 88K of

user memory for our programs and their

data. This sets a new standard, or design

point, for programs. A program that

barely fits into 128K on a PC will prob-

ably not work on a PCjr, but any 128K

program that has spare room should run

without difficulty on the PCjr.

And Bear In Mind
There are also some minor things that

software developers need to be aware of.

The PCjr acts like a PC with a color-

graphics display adapter, but it doesn't

even try to imitate the PC’s monochrome

adapter. So a program that requires a

monochrome adapter— if there are

any— is useless on the PCjr.

There are also lots of niggling techni-

cal details that might keep PC programs

from working on the PCjr. Programs that

break the unwritten rules for PC compat-

ibility by trying to outsmart the PC’s

BIOS control programs are likely to fail

on the PCjr. Few PC programmers have

written programs this way, but those

who have may now regret it.

The PCjr opens one significant door

for software developers: that of software

cartridges. Since the PCjr has slots for

two program cartridges, program devel-

opers can now consider either develop-

ing new cartridge programs or adapting

existing diskette-based programs for the

cartridge. This creates exciting new pos-

sibilities for bringing software to the

PCjr—and also to the PC, when IBM or

another manufacturer gives us a car-

tridge adapter for PCs and XTs. Car-

tridges are the main thing that sets the

PCjr apart from the rest of the IBM Per-

sonal Computer family. The more inte-

grated and compatible the family is, the

better off we all are.

—PETER NORTON
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the player moves against a scrolling screen

and attempts to pick up treasures while

avoiding nasty sea creatures.

Another program available for the PCjr

is Microsoft’s Adventure, which comes on

a disk, not cartridge. However, it was not

on display. More PCjr software is expect-

ed from this company. And though Bum-

ble Plot and Juggles Butterfly (both on

disk) from The Learning Company, were

also completed they were not displayed at

the product demonstration, either. The

Learning Company, publishers of the

highly acclaimed Apple product Rocky's

Boots, has concentrated on software for

the young user. Most of its programs are

aimed toward an educational goal. Most

strive for computer literacy, achieved

through a fun activity. For example, Bum-

ble Plot is a series of six games that use an

animated creature. Bumble, to teach chil-

dren ranging in age from 6 to 10, how to

draw computer pictures. It also illustrates

the concepts of greater than and less than.

Juggles Butterfly is for the very young,

ages 3 to 6. It uses colorful clowns to teach

children spatial relationships and to devel-

op simple math skills.

Other software developers are looking

toward the PCjr, too. When I spoke to

Mike Cullum, director of software devel-

opment for Avalon Hill Microcomputer

Games, he said he was “sitting here now

trying to decide how much of our software

is compatible with the new machine.”

According to Cullum, the company

(which has published 2 dozen war games

for the computer) plans to release a num-

ber of games for the PCjr. Among them

are Diplomacy, the classic world power

struggle, TAC, a game of tactical armored

combat during World War II, Panzers

East, the invasion of Russia, GulfStrike, a

simulation of a modem Persian Gulf war.

and Exercise Rhine, a naval action game

of close tactical warfare based in the North

Atlantic during World War II. Most of

these games are already available from

Avalon Hill for the PC, Apple, and Atari

computers. “These are the games that will

definitely be available for the PCjr during

the first half of 1984, and we’re working

on more,” said Cullum.

“The company does not view the con-

version as a big deal. Special graphics

options are available in the new DOS 2. 10

that are not available in DOS 1.1, which is

Creature Creator is

a program that lets

you make a strange

creature and then

teach it to dance.

what Avalon Hill’s existing PC software

uses. “So it will only enhance the

games,” said Cullum. “And the only rea-

son we haven't gone to DOS 2.0 yet is

because of all the users with DOS 1.1. We
try to make our games as compatible as

possible with the largest group of users,”

he continued.

Broderbund software, another big

name for Apple, Atari, and Commodore

computers, currently has no public plans

for the PCjr. However, the company’s

director of marketing, Cathy Carlston,

said, "The company will develop some

PCjr products in 1984.” In all likelihood,

we can expect conversions of Broder-

bund’s top hits such as Lode Runner,

Choplifter, Serpentine, and David's Mid-

night Magic. Carlston hinted that we

might see an original title or two for the

PCjr specifically. Broderbund’s PCjr soft-

ware will probably first be published on

disk, which is standard operating proce-

dure for this company.

Spinnaker Software

Spinnaker Software, the largest pub-

lisher of computer teaming games in the

world, also has plans for the PCjr. Initially

it will publish Facemaker, a drawing com-

position program. Fraction Fever, a fast-

paced action game in which the player

must match correct fractions and zap

incorrect ones, and Kindercomp, a series

of games based on drawing, matching

shapes and letters, writing words and

names, and filling in missing numbers

—

all in time for the arrival of the PCjr in the

stores. The plan at Spinnaker is to support

the PCjr with the company's entire line of

children’s learning software, including the

highly acclaimed detective games Snoop-

er Troops I and Snooper Troops II. Cur-

rently, Spinnaker's products are available

for Apple, Atari, IBM PC, and Commo-
dore 64 home computers.

DesignWare creates learning programs

for ages 4 through adult for the Atari,

Apple, and IBM PC and plans to convert

its entire line of seven games for the PCjr.

Math Maze, Spellakazam, Spellagraph,

Trap-A-Zoid, and Spellicopter are all jour-

neys into word and number play. Crypto

Cube is a three-dimensional word game

with a built-in puzzle generator that allows

you to create your own games. And Crea-

ture Creator is just what it sounds like—

a

program that lets you make a strange crea-

ture and then teach it to dance.

Epyx, a large publisher of computer

games for Atari, Apple, IBM, Commo-

dore, and Radio Shack computers, also

plans to convert most of its successful

products to the PCjr format in 1984, but

the company hasn't made any announce-

ments yet. However, since much of

Epyx’s software includes fantasy role

playing and adventure games, you can

expect similar programs for the PCjr.

Human Engineered Software and CBS
Software, both with extensive lists of soft-

ware titles, have carefully sectioned their

product lines into about 30 percent enter-

tainment, 30 percent home business, 30

percent productivity software, and some

utilities, which means that although both

companies plan to support the PCjr with

the same enthusiasm they have shown for

the PC, neither will offer many games.

The PCjr is a relatively inexpensive

machine with plenty of memory and

graphics capabilities. Only time will tell

more about this new machine. What is cer-

tain, however, even at this early stage, is

that the PCjr, if nothing else, might be the

best game machine ever designed.
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The Mainframe
Marketplace:

XT/370
And 3270 PC

IBM’s dramatic new mainframe products legitimize the Personal

Computer. They cry out for creative software development,

pricing, and distribution in a market unlike any seen before.
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H istory will mark the end of 1983

as a watershed time for the com-

puter industry. Texas Instru-

ments abandoned the home market.

Osborne Computers folded its tent. DEC
and other manufacturers had severe earn-

ings setbacks. And IBM went into the

workstation market. It is not surprising

that IBM began manufacturing worksta-

tions. That portion of the market has been

on the upswing for a while. Many work-

stations are based on UNIX, which is

where workstations got their start.

What constitutes a workstation? While

some manufacturers use different defini-

tions, it is for our puiposes a terminal with

enough intelligence to execute the same

programs as the host computer to which it

is connected. It may emulate the host so

that it seems to be using the host

machine's operating system, even though

the workstation’s control program or local

operating system may be quite different.

Another approach is to run a processor-

independent operating system, such as

UNIX, on both the host and workstation.

UNIX is inherently a multitasking operat-

ing system, so the main difference be-

tween the host and workstation is process-

ing power and the amount of disk storage.

Other workstations may provide addi-

tional facilities not available on the host

system. The facilities can vary greatly,

depending on the user’s needs. Some of

the add-ons include high-resolution graph-

ics, color, interface to laboratory instru-

mentation, and execution or emulation of

nonhost operating systems.

Some of the most popular workstations

within the UNIX world are those produced

by Sun Workstation and Charles River

Data Systems. Western Electric is enter-

ing the fray with workstations derived

from Bell Labs Interactive Terminal

(BLIT). All provide a full Unix operating

environment, local data storage, host

communications, and high-resolution

graphics.

In many ways the 3270 PC and XT/

370, the new high-end PCs that IBM
announced in October, are significantly

XT/37

less capable than these workstations. The

XT/370 can only perform one task at a

time. Although it provides the full capa-

bilities of a PC-XT, it can’t do so concur-

rently with 370 operation; 370 tasks are

Who will buy the

3270 PC? Anyone
who is a potential

customer for a 3270-

compatible terminal.

The multi-session

capability alone is a

significant aid to

programmers.

limited to those that can be performed as a

single task under VM/CMS. The 3270

PC, while offering one of the finest color

displays available, does not provide

graphics.

Why, then, all the fuss?

It’s altogether too easy to say that the

main reason these machines will sell is the

three magic letters on the front. There’s

much more to it than that.

First, both products at last legitimize

IBM’s bastard offspring, the PC. Sources

within IBM report that the micro-370 chip

set was in design for 3'/2 years, with no

clear idea of what box would be its home.

It could have been a derivative of the Dis-

playwriter. It could have been the 68000-

based machine produced by the Instru-

ments Division. It could have been imple-

mented on Multibus cards. It could have

been stuck inside a 3270 terminal. It could

have been something brand new.

But it was none of those. The proces-

sor, memory, and communications con-

troller boards were built to PC specifica-

tions, and the XT became their home.

Likewise, the 3270 PC is built on that

familiar low-slung cabinet. Inside the

3270 PC, however, are many changes.

both in hardware and control program

—

although not so many that it can't run PC
programs. In fact, it is something of a

champion juggler, able to maintain as

many as seven different sessions simulta-

neously. Four of those are 3270 sessions,

where each is a separate log-on entity to

the mainframe. One session is a standard

PC-DOS task, and there are two ‘‘elec-

tronic notepads" that permit full-screen

access into a dedicated file. All of the ses-

sions can be displayed on the screen in

windows. The user can change the shape

and size of the windows and move freely

between foreground and background

tasks. The color display is strikingly clear,

giving some of the highest legibility we
have seen yet on color screen.

Who will buy the 3270 PC? Anyone

who is a potential customer for a 3270-

compatible terminal will have to give this

machine a hard look. The multi-session

capability alone is a significant productiv-

ity aid to programmers and will also be

useful to the professional or knowledge-

able worker who requires multiple simul-

taneous access to mainframe programs.

Add to that market the attractiveness of

running PC programs locally, throw in the

electronic notepads, and you have got a

winner.

Bigger Mainframes
It doesn’t hurt IBM one bit that prod-

ucts like the 3270 PC will be more

demanding on mainframe resources. More

sessions mean more demand for compute

power. More demand means bigger main-

frames. Who benefits? The users and,

obviously, IBM. Less obviously, the MIS
managers reap a harvest, too. Instead of

husbanding a scarce, expensive resource,

they will increasingly find themselves

controlling a corporation-wide network,

with the mainframe as its hub. There will

still be lots of noncentralized personal

computing going on, but users who
require access to corporate databases for

their personal computing will have it eas-

ier than ever.

What then, is the rationale for the
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New Rules In The Mainframe Game
IBM has moved the target for hardware and software

developers and competing microcomputer

manufacturers.

S
oftware developers for ihe PC,

microcomputer competitors, and ter-

minal manufacturers are undoubtedly

losing sleep over IBM's two new PCs

the XT/370 and the 3270 PC.

Several IBM watchers see the XT-

370 in particular as the beginning of Ihe

end of open architecture on the PC, and

the beginning of IBM’s push toward

Unix.

"It's like a depth charge," suggested

IBM follower Hesh Wiener. "We don't

know how bad it's going to be until we

see the bodies start floating to the sur-

face.”

The experts concur that IBM no

longer wants to deal with the confusion

created by the PC open architecture,

which allowed many independent soft-

which allowed many independent soft-

ware (and hardware) developers into (he

lucrative PC marketplace. The problem

has been aggravated lately as corporate

PC users demand a link between their

PCs and the vast amounts of data stored

on giant IBM mainframes—at least

three-fourths of the world's computers.

Mainframe Access

Now with the XT/370 (which costs

approximately $10,000 to $15,000) us-

ers get both a PC and a direct access to a

mainframe running VM/CMS. Impor-

tantly, IBM is keeping its Motorola

68(MX) and the VM software in the XT/

370 proprietary.

“In the beginning IBM wanted a

fragmented market. Now it’s chaos.

They are not in control of their destiny

and they don't like it.” said Robert T.

Fertig. referring to companies such as

Microsoft, which provides the operating

system custom made for the PC.

“Ultimately." continued Fertig. a

consultant who started in the mainframe

business.
'

'they're going to have to come
over to UNIX. It’s the only operating

system with multi-tasking, multi-work-

The experts concur

that IBM no longer

wants to deal with

the confusion

created by the PC
open architecture.

station capability.”

And, added the Greenwich, Connect-

icut-based IBM watcher, the market is

moving toward the 32-bit machines, also

ideal for UNIX.

“The XT/370 doesn't auger well for

Compaq and the other plug-compatible

manufacturers,” said David Ferris of the

Ferrin Corporation in San Francisco.

“It’s harder and harder for the plug com-

patibles to remain compatible."

Ferris, whose company provides per-

sonal computer services to large organi-

zations. is less concerned about users

and software developers being hurt by

the IBM senior products. IBM doesn’t

want to discourage the developers who

build “value added" into their products,

and it doesn't want to handle service and

maintenance that are resource-intensive

for IBM. according to Ferris.

“And most PC users won’t find the

XT/370 particularly attractive," he add-

ed. “VM/CMS is not as friendly an

environment as PC-DOS.”

Not For Novices

Both Wiener and Fertig emphasize

that at this stage the XT/370 is for big-

systems engineers and programmers

—

not novice PC users. (Thus “personal"

PC users can continue to run programs

available for the various independents.)

XT/370 is perfect for the small to

medium-size company that wants to

develop new System/370 programs and

maintain its existing ones. In the past,

programmers had to do maintenance and

testing when the system was not in pro-

duction use.

Wiener, who works at Technology

News ofAmerica in New York, gives the

example of a shoe store chain that can

develop programs on the XT/370 at its

headquarters and distribute that same

program to its local shoe stores, which

are also running the XT/370. Each local

shoe store then compiles its sales and tax

data, for example, and transmits it to

headquarters. Hospitals and big account-

ing firms are just two other examples of

sites where the XT/ 370 would be apro-

pos.

There are two other big ramifications

to the new XT/ 370:

• Local users, as in the shoe store exam-

ple, can now also access IBM’s growing

service bureau business, the Information

Network, for additional computer ser-

vices.

• XT/370 users now have access to

more powerful, large systems database

management systems programs—some

of them already widely installed, such as

RAMIS from Mathematica.

—Connie Winkler
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XT/370? Can't the 3270 PC. given suffi-

cient mainframe power, do just about

everything the XT/370 can do and more?

In a word, no.

The XT/370 is truly the machine for all

seasons, a veritable panacea for users of

all persuasions. Need more horsepower

than that wimpy 4.77 MHz 8088 pro-

vides? Tap the 370. Need to run main-

frame packages in a remote location and

can't get co-ax communications lines

installed until next June? That's right.

XT/370 to the rescue. Thanks to its built-

in communications board, the XT/370 can

also perform as a 3277 terminal. As if that

weren't enough, it also functions as an

IBM 3101 dumb ASCII terminal. Unlike

the 3270 PC. it doesn't multitask among

these functions, but permits rapid switch-

ing. Furthermore, the conversion to 370

EBCDIC and PC ASCII files is built in.

There is ample local storage to run sev-

eral of IBM's mainframe compilers, as

well as to store data files. The 4 megabyte

virtual address space and inherent speed

(half that of a 4321) means that big main-

frame applications will run successfully.

Examples are statistical packages, query

languages, modeling programs, database

managers, and internally developed user-

specific systems.

In one stroke, IBM has created a new

market and a host of new marketing prob-

lems for vendors of mainframe software

packages. Many of these packages sell for

$50,000 and up, and include hotlines,

technical help, user newsletters, and peri-

odic updates. Many are covered by service

contracts costing more per year than an

XT/370.

How to sell to the new market? Include

a machine with the purchase price? Devel-

op versions for less money with lesser

capability? License software on a per-user

basis rather than a per-machine basis?

There are no clear answers, not even from

IBM. After all, most mainframe compilers

and utility programs are purchased on a

stiff one-time charge, plus a monthly user

fee. My guess is that compiler and utility

vendors will go the low-price high-volume

route, perhaps eviscerating the high-

priced mainframe software market in the

process. They will do everything in their

power to differentiate the XT/370 from

larger machines, but it will become a los-

Most mainframe

packages are

programmed to

check the system’s

serial number during

operation. Others

have a built-in “time

bomb” that looks at

the system date.

ing game. The inherent power of the

machine will be their downfall. After all,

there are already many multiuser operat-

ing systems available for the 370, includ-

ing UNIX. How long will it be before they

are implemented on the XT/370? There’s

simply too much there for just one user.

Once the XT/370 comes forth as a mul-

tiuser machine, what of the packages that

run on the big mainframes? What software

vendor wants to be put in the ludicrous

position of charging $6,000 for a 9-track

tape and $395 for a floppy disk?

Marketing Issues

The database management vendors

may have an easier time of it. They will

want to move subsets of their mainframe

databases to the XT/370, with versions of

their programs giving fast, local access to

a truly distributed database. They can eas-

ily set up a pricing and support structure to

handle the master/slave relationship be-

tween the large mainframe and the outpost

machines, pricing the system on a per-user

basis.

An open question is that of software

duplication. Most mainframe packages

are programmed to check the system’s

serial number during operation. Many oth-

ers have a built-in "time bomb." These

programs simply look at the system date

and refuse to operate beyond a certain

date. Vendors of such programs typically

send out quarterly or semiannual updates

to their products that, in addition to cor-

recting bugs and adding enhancements,

reset the time bomb date. How will the

XT/370 affect such practices, especially

in light of the machines outside the rigid

rules of the data processing department?

DP managers, long familiar with such

practices, have no trouble dealing with the

demands placed on them by the software

vendors. Will laboratory managers and

personnel executives fare as well?

A final question involves the impact

that the XT/370 will have on the PC's

open architecture. IBM watchers are still

uncomfortable with the way IBM markets

the PC. It is, after all, unprecedented in

IBM's approach to the market. They are

quick to seize every opportunity to accuse

Big Blue of reneging on the deal. The

mere fact that the 370 card set was

designed to drop into an unmodified PC-

XT indicates, for the time being, continu-

ing support for open architecture. DOS
2.0 devices should have no difficulty in

being addressed as 370 devices. Of

course, IBM will not release any of the

source code to VM/PC, nor is it likely to

encourage anyone to tap into the bus

between the 370 board and the memory

board.

The 3270 PC and 370/XT are really

just the tip of the iceberg. Some chilling

new developments will be coming from

places other than IBM. In the coming

months we’ll see a desktop VAX and mul-

tiuser PC-compatible systems, to name

two significant developments. Designers

will create a flurry of applications and sys-

tem software to fill the gaps that these new

products create.

But the real pressure will be on market-

ing and sales executives as they balance

products, prices, and modes of delivery

against the divergent expectations of

mainframe and microcomputer users.
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The XT/370:

A Technical

Overview
The success of the XT/370’s novel architecture depends on

the sophisticated illusion of the “virtual machine.”

A lmost 20 years ago, in April

1964. IBM announced its sys-

tem/360. a new line of comput-

ers radically different from any then pro-

duced in the industry. Among its innova-

tions (at least with respect to other com-

mercial products) were the 8-bit byte, the

32-bit word, new circuitry and packaging,

and the availability of a large number of

general-purpose registers for performing

computations. In spite of embarrassing

delays in the delivery of these computers

and their operating systems, System/360

proved to be a dramatic commercial suc-

cess for IBM—more dramatic in terms of

market share than even IBM's personal

computer.

IBM announced the successor prod-

uct in 1970. The System/370, which was

to be "upward compatible" with the older

line, at first appeared to offer few

advances over System/360, and it was not

until 1972 that IBM finally revealed what

industry observers had long expected: The

System/370 could use "virtual memory."

Since then, the 370 architecture has con-

tinued to evolve as the industry standard

for commercial mainframe computers.

The operating system software for the

System/360 and /370 machines evolved

along a path that few, if any, observers

would have predicted. In late December

1964, during the holiday lull, when tele-

phones were uncommonly silent and

active minds had just a little more leisure

to be creative, researchers at IBM’s Cam-

bridge (Massachusetts) Scientific Center

first conceived the idea of a “pseudoma-

chine" control program for the new Sys-

tem/360 computers. Their ideas were

rooted in the CTSS time-sharing system

developed at Massachusetts Institute of
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Technology, literally across the street

from the Scientific Center. The purpose of

time sharing, of course, was to make the

resources of a large mainframe computer

available to many individuals at once, as if

each person had his own private comput-

er— in other words, personal computing.

The IBM researchers, taking this idea one

step further, conceived of an operating

system that would so thoroughly simulate

a "virtual machine” for each user, that

programs could be written in any language

to run in the virtual machine just as if they

were running on a dedicated real ma-

chine.

The earliest implementation of this

operating system was called CP-40: CP
for “control program" and 40 because it

was first run on a modified 360 "Model

40" in the fall of 1966. CP was designed

and first sold for systems programming.

CP-40 was the operating system that cre-

ated virtual machines for each user. In

tum, inside each virtual machine, and ded-

icated to a single user, there ran a com-

pletely different operating system called

CMS: the Cambridge Monitor System.

While CP-40 was carefully designed and

constructed in order to successfully simu-

late virtual machines, CMS was put

together very casually, because its func-

tion—providing file and program man-

agement services to a single user—was,

comparatively, so much simpler.

The story of the subsequent evolution

of CP-40 and CMS is a colorful, albeit

long one. They were offered to IBM cus-

tomers as CP-67/CMS to be used on 360

(model 67) computers. They were subse-

quently integrated into the VM/370 oper-

ating system, which IBM introduced to

support the virtual memory for the Sys-

tem/370. The CP part of VM/370 was a

mostly rewritten version ofCP-67, and the

CMS part was mostly unchanged. Since

that time, VM/370 has evolved through

many release versions.

To IBM VM/CMS was never a "pro-

duction" operating system. For example,

it didn't support tape labels. IBM alter-

nately sold VM as a host for multiple sys-

tems and attempted to push it into a sys-

tems programming comer. Support for

new devices always came later for it than

for OS. VM is flexible enough that it was

possible to implement "handshaking"

DOS/VS and OS/VS1 to improve perfor-

mance of the guest operating system.

It requires at least 7

bits to uniquely

identify a specific

real page.

In October 1983, IBM announced

another milestone in the evolution of both

the 370 computer architecture and VM/
370: the XT/370 Personal Computer and

its operating system, VM/PC. This intro-

duction introduces a few concepts that are

essential for understanding the new prod-

uct and to emphasize that both the com-

puter architecture and the operating sys-

tem are mature designs, with readily rec-

ognizable ancestors more than 20 years

old. (This maturity has both its advantages

and its disadvantages).

The most important concept in the

design is that of a "virtual machine." Real

computers have certain components that

are fundamental to the computer's opera-

tion: random-access memory, general-

purpose register, floating-point register, a

"program status word" (PSW). and a

variety of peripheral I/O devices. It is par-

ticularly important to note that virtual

devices can be simulated even where the

real system does not contain the equivalent

hardware. VM, for example, was used to

effect 32-bit addresses on machines with

24-bit addressing.

The most important function of an

operating system on a shared mainframe

computer is to allocate these scarce

resources among all users of the computer,

of which there may be hundreds. This

must be done in such a way that each user

gets a “fair” share of the resources (ac-

cording to his priority), and that no user

can interfere with another's rightful use of

the resources.

Creating an Illusion

The way that the CP portion of the VM/
370 operating system accomplishes this

objective is by creating the illusion for

each user that he has exclusive use of these

resources in his own private “virtual

machine" Many ingenious artifices are

required to sustain this illusion, but in

essence what happens is that only one user

at a time is really "running,” and during

that time, the one user has exclusive use of

the real-machine resources. When the

user’s allotted time is finished, private

copies are made of the registers, PSW, for

instance. Another user is selected to ran.

the registers and PSW are reloaded from

the new user's private copies, and the new

user's program is started.

The most important special case

involved in simulating a virtual machine is

the handling of "virtual memory." It is

possible to imagine handling virtual mem-

ory just like other resources, that is by let-

ting a user access real memory while he is

running, copying all of his memory to a

private area when the user's time is up,

and then loading memory for the next

user. This strategy is called "swapping"

and is actually implemented in some form

or another on many time-sharing systems.

However, some models of System/370

provide for hundreds of megabytes of vir-

tual memory, and even the XT/370 allows

4 megabytes, so swapping is quite imprac-

tical.

Instead, the approach taken by VM/
370, as well as by its descendant VM/PC.

is to use "memory mapping" and "de-

mand paging.
'
’ This requires special hard-

ware in the computer to perform what is

called "address translation." This means

that when the computer is in
'

‘translation

mode," all addresses actually used by a

program are "virtual” and have to be

translated or "mapped" to real storage

addresses. Such translation hardware was

developed for the original 360 Model 40

used at the Cambridge Scientific Center to
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develop CP-40, and it is similar hardware

that eventually endowed System/ 370 with

virtual memory capability.

All address translation hardware uses

tables called “page tables" in order to

store the real address that corresponds to

any virtual address. There must be one

table entry for each possible virtual page

address. A "page” is simply a unit of stor-

age, which on the XT/370 consists of

4096 contiguous bytes. Pages must begin

at an address which is an even multiple of

4096. Since the XT/370 supports up to 4

megabytes of virtual memory, it can have

at most 1024 virtual pages. Thus page

tables on the XT/370 have 1024 entries.

Each page table entry, in turn, consists

of the address of a real storage page and

several additional bits of status informa-

tion. Since the XT/370 has just 5I2K of

actual RAM storage addressable by the

370 instruction processor, there are only

128 real pages. Thus it requires at least 7

bits to uniquely identify a specific real

page. In addition, there must be at least 3

bits of status information for each page,

making a total of 10 bits. It happens that

each page table entry on the XT/370 is 12

bits in length, so there appear to be 2 bits

left over. One can speculate that these

might be used to support more real mem-

ory at some time in the future.

The way address translation works is

that every time a program references a

page, the hardware checks the page table

entry for that page. One of the status bits

indicates whether the page is actually res-

ident in real storage. If it is, the real page

address is retrieved and used. Otherwise

the page has either never been used

before, or it has been used but is available

only in a copy kept on the hard disk. In

either case, the operating system is inter-

rupted and presented with information that

indicates which page is required. The

operating system must then either supply a

page of zeroes or fetch the saved page

from the hard disk. Once the desired page

is loaded in memory, the page tables are

updated appropriately, and the program

can be restarted from where it left off.

Program Thrashing

This whole complex process is called

"paging,” and even casual users cannot

afford to ignore it, because it may be the

principal source of a machine’s very slow

performance. As long as virtual memory

has existed, people who develop applica-

tions to use it have recognized that it can

cause severe performance problems. Basi-

cally, although virtual memory can be a

boon for the application developer be-

cause he can use it to avoid constructing

complex overlay programs and avoid

doing his own I/O to handle large arrays

or matrices, it can also be a bane if

stretched beyond certain hazy limits. If a

program ever acts in such a way that it

references a different page for almost

every instruction, and if there isn’t enough

real memory to hold most of the virtual

memory, an unpleasant situation known as

“thrashing” may result. Especially since

the Winchester disks used on the XT/370

Winchester disks

used on the XT/370

are much slower

than disks used for

paging on

mainframe 370s.

are much slower than disks used for pag-

ing on mainframe 370’s, it can safely be

predicted that developers of applications

for the XT/370 will have to confront the

demon of thrashing.

But 512K Ain’t Bad
On mainframe 370s using VM/370,

the CP part of the operating system, as has

been said, handles all of the management

of real resources required in order to sim-

ulate a virtual machine for each user. In

the XT/370, a very large part of this work

is unnecessary, since there is only one

user. However, since there is still virtual

memory to be simulated, it is necessary

that code to do this be present.

There is. in addition, the simulation of

I/O devices. On a mainframe System 370,

each peripheral I/O device is associated

with one or more "addresses.” These

addresses, however, are not related at all

to storage addresses, either real or virtual.

This architecture is in fact quite unlike

what is found on microcomputers; there

are no ports and no direct memory access

(DMA). Instead, any program that wishes

to communicate with an I/O device must

provide a "channel program," which con-

sists of instructions to the I/O device and

where to put or get data. A special instruc-

tion ("Start I/O”) is then issued which

indicates which channel program and

which device should be used.

Now, just as with memory, the concept

of a virtual machine provides for both real

and virtual I/O devices. And similarly,

there are both real and virtual device

addresses. It is the responsibility of the CP
part of VM/370 to translate virtual device

addresses and channel programs into real

ones. This is probably the most complex

part of CP. Since the VM/PC control pro-

gram does in fact support a virtual

machine, it too must simulate virtual

devices. The process by which it does this

is, if anything, even more interesting than

the analogous process in VM/370. Al-

though the XT/370 does not support the

SIO instruction as such, there is another

special instruction called "Diagnose,"

which does almost the same thing. Effec-

tively, the Diagnose instruction specifies a

virtual device address and the equivalent

of a channel program, and the VM/PC
control program interprets these to

produce the desired effect. Of course, the

diagnose instruction is issued from inside

the CMS portion ofVM/PC, which is usu-

ally at a much lower layer than the user's

application program.

For example, the user’s virtual ma-

chine in VM/PC operates with one or

more virtual disks at certain conventional

addresses. These virtual devices have

been known since the earliest days of CP/

CMS as "minidisks,” since they were
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implemented as small partitions of real

disks. VM/PC implements such virtual

disks in one of two very different ways. In

the first case, a minidisk is either a parti-

tion of one of the Winchester disks on the

system or it can be on a (loppy. In the

second case, the minidisk can actually be

resident on a mainframe running VM/370

to which the XT/370 is attached. A con-

figuration program is provided by which

the user or administrator of the XT/370

can specify exactly how big the virtual

disk is and where it should reside.

In either case, it is the responsibility of

the VM/PC operating system to simulate

the given I/O instructions and read or

write the data as desired. If the data are

"local” to the XT/370, that is, on one of

the attached hard or floppy disks, then

VM/PC sets up a control block and noti-

fies the 8088 CPU. The 8088 CPU always

has a copy of PC-DOS resident in private

memory of its own (on the system board),

and finally performs the required I/O

using standard PC-DOS services. (Note:

VM/PC has been carefully designed to use

an unmodified XT system board and

unmodified DOS 2.0, so any desired

device, including a non IBM hard disk,

can be supported.) Thus, CMS minidisks

are actually single PC-DOS files, and

hence can be moved and copied (but not

interpreted) with standard DOS utilities.

If, on the other hand, the minidisk is

"remote," on the mainframe to which the

XT/370 is attached, then VM/PC com-

municates with a server process running

on the mainframe to read or write the data.

The process is thus very similar to the way

file servers are implemented on local net-

works. (What is especially nice about this

is the fact that a program need not be con-

cerned with the physical location of a file.

Thus, many mainframe applications will

not require modifications.)

Output to the printer is handled much

the same way. Here again, the printer can

be attached to either the XT/370 or to a

mainframe the XT/370 is communicating

with. The actual destination of printer out-

put at any point in time is under the control

of a SPOOL command. Again, if the

printer is local. VM/PC notifies PC-DOS

to do the actual I/O. Or if the printer is

remote, VM/PC communicates with the

same server program on the host to do the

work.

One last function of the CP portion of

VM/PC needs to be mentioned. There are

a number of commands the user can issue

to CP in order to control his virtual

machine. SPOOL is one of these. Others

have to do with managing the virtual

The printer can be

attached to either

the XT/370 or to a

mainframe.

device configuration. Still others are use-

ful for debugging and allow the user to

examine or change memory and registers.

In particular, there is a very powerful

TRACE command that allows the user to

get control when specified events occur,

like branches, alterations of storage, or

execution of special instructions.

Layering

It is useful to think of the XT/370 and

VM/PC in terms of layers. At the lowest

layer, there is the physical hardware. This

consists of 768K RAM, four different

CPU chips (an 8088, two 68000s. and an

8087), address translation hardware, a

special card for communicating with a

host mainframe as a 3270. and all the other

standard circuitry of an ordinary PC XT
plus peripherals. On top of this a user first

invokes PC-DOS in the normal way. Then

VM/PC is called just like any other DOS
application program. The VM/PC code is

loaded into the special 370 memory card

and the 370 processor is started, which

leaves DOS and the 8088 quiescent until

I/O is required.

The next layer is the CP portion ofVM/
PC. As has been described, this part has

responsibility for managing the "real"

hardware and simulating a virtual machine

and memory. Of course, at a lower layer,

PC-DOS is still there managing the local

I/O devices. Thus PC-DOS functions as a

kind of “microcode” in creating the illu-

sion of a real System/370.

The next layer up, closest to the user,

or at least to his application, is the CMS
portion ofVM/PC. This is. remember, the

“operating system” that controls the vir-

tual machine and provides file system and

program management services to the

application program, and much more

besides. A user can issue commands

directly to CMS to invoke a wide range of

functions. In fact, the CMS command lan-

guage does not, for the most part, make

any distinction between commands, sys-

tem utilities, and user programs. A com-

mand or utility or application is invoked

simply by specifying its name. Many
CMS commands, as well as all user pro-

grams and utilities, such as compilers and

editors, are simply executable files stored

on a minidisk. VM/PC does not include

support for some CMS capabilities that

require a "second” virtual machine,

including IBM’s powerful file access

method VSAM. detached processing, and

inter-user communications.

There is also a command interpreter

known as EXEC2. Sequences of CMS
commands can be placed in EXEC files

and executed together much like PC-DOS
BAT files. However, EXEC2 is really a

complete programming language with

variables, control structures, and exten-

sive string-handling functions, so that it is

much more like the Unix Shell facility.

Entire applications, and very sophisticated

ones at that, have been written for VM/
370 using EXEC2 and basic building-

block tools to communicate with the file

system, the user’s CRT, and other I/O

devices. This ease of constructing applica-

tions with simple building blocks is

undoubtedly at the heart of the reason why

VM/370 has been so popular on main-

frame 370's . . . just as UNIX has been in

its sphere. Now that the XT/370 has

arrived, VM/PC is likely to achieve an

equally wide popularity.
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SOFTWARE
FOR THE IBM PC/XT



TO DO EVERYTHING
YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO DO,

AT ONE TIME.

Word processing. Spreadsheets. Data
base management. Charting. JACK2 is the first

integrated software product to do them all,

simultaneously, on the same screen. All with-

out ever changing disks or exiting programs.

No need for windows. No need for addi-

tional monitors or hardware of any kind.

No need to close one file before you open
another. And no need to learn a specialized

computer language.

JACK2 is as easy to master as it is power-
ful to use. Picture a screen that graphically

displays your disks and names them. With
envelope icons that can be scrolled up or
down from 1 to 50 showing you all your files.

JACK2 will even show you the forms inside

your envelopes, then let you choose the one
you’re looking for simply by pointing to it. All

commands are in English. All are displayed

on a single line and all have the identical

function throughout JACK2.
But the real breakthrough behind JACK2

is its ability to edit word processing text, per-

form spreadsheet calculations, manage data

base information and illustrate the results

with charts or bars. All at once.

All on the same screen.

And while the integrated

applications of JACK2 offer

unlimited potential as a busi-

ness tool, individually they offer everything

an expert could ask for. Because we’ve taken

the best of all the rest and made them better.

JACK2 offers features other word proc-

essing programs only dream of. Like multiple

columns of text on the same page that can be
edited without affecting other text. Or, an
innovative “transparent band” will allow you
to view and manipulate confidential notes

and calculations in the middle of a document,
but to your printer they’re invisible. Plus, a

variable sentence function will tell the com-
puter to watch for a particular word, or

spreadsheet comparison, and based on its

content, will automatically insert a variety of

preselected sentences or phrases in response.

JACK2 spreadsheets allow you to create

complex formulas using plain English. With-

out cell language like A22=C38-G63, your
next model will be as easy to remember as

Margin = Sales -Cost. You determine individ-

ual column widths, depths, justification and
decimal points. You can even identify specific

cells to only accept telephone, social security,

account numbers or other strings.

JACK2 data base management lets

you sort records with a choice of

three levels. Create additional

forms with up to 1000 fields.

Design the form format



The new breed of integrated software that's Jack2.

(Press SPACEBAR to continue, H to replay.)!

Sales Com its ion Statement for September

Dear Ralph.

Your sales for this period were

$1821 as shown below. Based on your

fine performance I am pleased to

make you a member of the President’s

club.

Sales - A 134 112 245 243

Sales - B 43 45 120 79

Total 177 157 365 322

YTD 177 334 699 1821

Lll
+ H 1 1

—

Jun Jul Aug Sep

Commission Calculation:

S'/. items: 5185
1'/. bonus: 1821

Total: $ 6126

J

right on the screen, line by line, column by
column. Plus, you can change the original

form at any time, adding, deleting or altering

fields. To reformat all previous records, simply
update them, using the new format without

any loss of data.

The beauty of the JACK2 charting

function is in its simplicity. What you ^
see on the screen is what we print on
the page. There’s no need for expensive
plotting equipment to produce a presen-

tation quality bar chart or point graph.

You determine the titles and values of

the x and y axes. You specify the scale.

You choose whether headings fall

below the line or above individual

bars. Or let JACK2 decide

.

So, if you’ve been searching for a new
breed of integrated software for the IBM PC
and XT, you’ve found it. From word process-

ing, to spreadsheets, to data base manage-
ment and charting, only JACK2 will let you

do everything you’ve always wanted
to do. On the same screen. At the

same time.

JACK2 is available for the 1BM-PC
with 128K and two double sided disk

drives, the 1BM-XT with 128K and one
double sided disk drive with supplemen-
tal JACK2 XT Installation Package as

well as other IBM -i —
fc PC-compatible J&CKei

computers.

I
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“After careful study,

we standardized on the IBM-PC. And the IDE line

was the only choice for our add-ons.”

- Randall B. Grossman,Management Analysis Center, Cambridge,MA

When Fortune 500 companies hire you to plan and implement top management strategies, you just don't have

room for error. So when Management Analysis Center decided to standardize on add-ons for their IBM PCs, they

wanted the most reliable, most integrated line of products they could find. Their choice? Significantly, IDE.

“We quickly learned that we wanted an IDE expansion board in every PC. ” MAC began by trying several other

brands of add-ons-but things didn’t always go as they were supposed to. All that changed when they discovered the

IDEAplus Combination Card from IDE. Before long they were trying other IDE products. And soon after that, they

were using all of our products simultaneously. With beautiful, trouble-free results.

“Now when we install an IDE board, I almost don t bother to test it.

”
Of course, one reason people may feel they

don't have to test our products is because we test them. Not just as components, but as integrated units-and for 100%

Shown above, our IDEAboard Memory Card. IDEAplus Combination Card, IDEAComm 1200 Integral Modem, and

and networking products. IDEAComm 3278 Mainframe Communications



OUT ON IDE:

of their functions. But product performance is only one side of our reliability...

"Their service isjust superb. And we can count on it in all our offices nationwide. ” Support-that’s the other

side of our reliability. And you'll find plenty of it at IDE. Across the country, and internationally. It’s the kind of support

that will be there in the future, too, as our line expands.'

"When it cornes to addonsfor the IBM PC, itjust isn 7 worth going

anywhere else. ” If reliability across a broad product line sounds like

something you can use, give us a call at 1 -800-257-5027 (in Massachusetts,

call 617-275-4430). We ll be glad to get the word out to you on all the new getter ideas for personal computers.

ideas at IDE. IDE Associates, Inc.,?Oak Park Drive, Bedford, MA0I730

IDEAdisk Winchester Disk Drive (available in SMB-iOMB capacities); plus our IDEAshaie and IDEAnct disk-sharing

Card, IDEAmini I/O Card, and IDEAgraph family of graphics products.

Copyrighted material
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Introducing

Now for the

IBM PC
and others.

Novation PC1200B™ Modem
+

Crosstalk XVI '

" software

+
all accessories.

Access 1-2-3 is a simple idea.

It means you can now walk

into your nearest computer
outlet, buy one package off

the shelf and walk out with

the best fully integrated communications
system for your personal computer.

What we’ve done is taken the best 1200 Baud modem,
our PC1200B— plus Crosstalk XVI, the best available

software— added instructions and whatever else is

needed for your particular computer— and put them all

in one box.

The advantages:

First, you get a total system. No missing parts. No
w'rong parts, either. You can be sure you have all you

need and all you need to know.

Second, it’s the best system you can put together.

Absolutely no compromises. You simply take it home, open
the box, hook it up, and start up. Your only surprise will

be how really easy it all works.

The best modem.

Easy 1-2-3 instructions.

The new instructions that go
with the Access 1-2-3 series

help make your life

easier, too. You don’t

have to know a byte

from a baud to get

going. High-tech talk

is out. Plain English is in.

Cables and connectors.

If your particular computer needs

a cable and connector, they’ll be in the package. No big

deal, of course—unless you’ve gone through the frustra-

tion of piecing together a system with something less

than expert help. Well, no need to worry here. With
Access 1-2-3 it doesn’t matter who’s minding the store.

The expertise is built in.

Available now.

IBM PC, IBM PC XT,
Columbia Multi-Personal,

Compaq Portable, Corona
Portable PC.

The first models in our Access 1-2-3 series

are at your dealers right now.

More models are being added and we’ll

soon cover all of the important personal

computers. See your dealer for the latest list.

And the price.

Packaging up a sensible system has let us do some-
thing sensible for the price, too. Entire system

—

only $595.

Included: CompuServe
Your Access 1-2-3 system now carries an extra

bonus—two hours of free demonstration time on one of

the most extensive and best data banks, CompuServe. A
nice way for your computer to meet the data world.

Talk to your dealer today.

All of the features you want and need.

It’s our PC1200B modem in a format to fit your par-

ticular computer.

The Large Scale Integrated circuitry is our own 3rd

and 4th generation design. It’s the most advanced tech-

nology, eliminating all kinds of parts and running better

and cooler.

The right software.

The Crosstalk XVI programmers have
pulled off a little magic. Without com-

promising a bit on all the things you want
and need to do, they’ve made them all

easier to do on our PC1200B modem.
No wonder Crosstalk XVI is recog-

nized as the best in its field.

• LSI smart modem, 300 or 1200 baud, full duplex, uses just one

slut on all models.

• Crosstalk XVI software.

• Directory for single stroke log-on to 40 separate entries.

• Auto dial (TouchTone or rotary), auto log-on, auto answer.

• Telephone line status, busy detect and automatic redial.

• Auto monitoring through computer speaker.

• Captured data to printer, disk or buffer transfer.

• Disk It; disk transfer.

• Extensive error-checking and automatic retransmission.

• Display of transmission time for each file with baud rate and

available disk space.

• Complete on-line control of stop bits, parity, baud rates, duplex.

• Modem self-test.

• Full 2 year warranty.

1-2-3 by Novation
Novation, Inc. , 20409 Prairie St. , Box 2875

Chatsworth, CA 91311 • (800) 423-5419

In California: (213) 996-5060

Access 1-2-1 and PCI200B arc trademarks of Novation, Inc.

Crosstalk XVI is a trademark ofMicmstuf Inc.
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SPECIAL REPORT/DOROTHY J. SAMUELS

The information-technology revolution

has exacted a steep toll on individual

privacy—often without our knowing it.



Announcing
Advanced DB Master

tor the IBM PC.

ZOOM.



Imagine yourfiling system in

the age ofelectronic information.

We did.

How to automate your
paper- based information sys-

tem with a personal computer.

You can.

Advanced DB Master deliv-

ers a new generation of

information management
software for the new
generation of inexpen-

sive, powerful personal

computers.

Information management
Easier to use by far than a
data base language. More
powerful by far than a
'personal filing system.'

Advanced DB Master is

designed to work with your

documents—to store them, to

retrieve them, to compare
them, to print them, to refer-

ence them—just like you
already do with paper and
filing cabinets right now.
Only a whole lot faster.

And a whole lot better.

And in a lot less space.

For as many documents as

you are likely to ever need.

We can handle over a million.

And we can find information

on any document in your file

(even if there are a million

documents) in one second.

And we're talking about

documents as large as 3,000

characters, with up to 250
categories of information.

Smart files.

Smart documents.
Smart reports.

You can get printed reports

from your files six ways from
Sunday. Any way you want
And you get your docu-

ments right on the computer
screen, where you can fill

them in, add to them, review

them, change them, or print

them. Up to thirty screenfuls

(
pages

)
per document ( record

)

if you wish.

And when your document
is on a computer, it can
compute. (Smart documents?
You bet) Advanced DB Mas-
ter gives your forms the ability

to compute as many as 100

values each (like sales tax) or

to look up information (like

finding the part name and
part price when you enter

the part number).

And that'sjust for starters.

(Speaking of starters, our
new manual and beginners'

tutorial literally walk you
through the steps for getting

set up and running. Easy.)

A system smart enough to

grow with you. So you
don't have to worry about
outgrowing it.

Unlike every other leading

'data base' package. Advanced
DB Master is so organized, it

handles its own expansion to

up to 44 diskettes. (And that's

43 more than dSASE II,” Visi-

File,” or pfs®:FILE.)

Similar capacity advantages

if you use a hard disk.

A new system with an
impressive history.

It is based on our best-selling

DB Master” for the Apple II.®

With over 35,000 systems

installed, including literally

every Fortune 100 company,
tens of thousands of small

businesses, professional firms,

schools and colleges, scientific,

government service and agri-

cultural organizations, DB
Master is now managing liter-

ally BILLIONS of records for

users worldwide.

Now built from the ground
up to take full advantage of

the power of the new gener-

ation of personal computers.

Find out what those 35,000

DB Master users already know:
we have a better way to look

at information management
(It's all just a matter of having

the right perspective.)

Stoneware Incorporated,

50 Belvedere Street,

San Rafael, CA 94901.

(415) 454-6500
TELEX II: 910-384-2016

STONEWARE SRFL

Information management in its proper perspective.

STONEWARE
Registered Trademarks: IBM International Business Machines Corporation; pfs Software Publishing Corporation; Apple II Apple Computer Inc

Trademarks: dBASE II: Ashton -Tate; VisiFile: VisiCorp; DB Master. Advanced DB Master DB Master Associates
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A s we arrive at the watershed year

1984, George Orwell’s vision of

a society devoid of privacy no

longer can be viewed as mere science fic-

tion. In the years since Orwell penned his

classic novel, 1984. technological ad-

vances have made it possible for comput-

erized databanks to communicate with one

another—and what they’re communicat-

ing about is us.

The advent of a vast computer network

storing the most intimate details of our

personal and business lives has altered our

notions of privacy in a fundamental way.

To a disturbing degree, the computer has

become “Big Brother” and those who

have detailed dossiers on our lives have

become our “thought police.”

Though it has enhanced modem life-

styles in many ways, the revolution in

information technology has exacted a ter-

rible, unintended cost on individual liber-

ty. This immeasurable cost is the dark side

of the truly positive advances in computer

science that have occurred over the last 2

decades. In a way. we have become vic-

tims of our own success.

Walter Cronkite sums up this dilemma

in his foreword to David Burnham’s

excellent account of The Rise of the Com-

puter State (Random House, 1983).

“Without the malign intent of any govern-

ment system or would-be dictator,’ ’ writes

television’s venerable journalist, “ourpri-

vacy is being invaded, and more and more

of the experiences which should be solely

our own are finding their way into elec-

tronic files that the curious can scrutinize

at the punch of a button."

Unless this trend is reversed, we may

soon find ourselves in a world where the

ability to control public access to personal

information is, for all practical purposes, a

thing of the past.

Under Surveillance

The magnitude of the problem can be

gauged by the truly staggering amount of

information on our lives amassed by the

government and business. To an astonish-

ing degree, Americans today are interro-

gated, watched, measured, and counted.

Surveillance and electronic recordkeeping

of nearly every routine activity, from bank

deposits to medical visits, has produced

greater efficiency and security. But it’s

also responsible for a discernible erosion

of our ability to live our lives free from

outside scrutiny.

The federal government currently

maintains an average of 15 files on each

American, according to estimates by the

Office of Management and Budget (see

"Report On Privacy: Who Is Watching

You?” U.S. News & World Report. July

12. 1982). Closer to home, state and local

governments use computers to keep their

own files on citizens. A study conducted 2

years ago by New York State's Committee

on Open Government, found that state

agencies operated 1 .776 separate data sys-

tems containing 10,799 categories of

information about New York residents.

Each system contained between two and

ten million records.

In the private sector, the dossiers mul-

tiply. Retail credit bureaus maintain files

on over 150 million Americans. Banks

record your checks and other financial

transactions. Credit card companies track

your purchases and repayment patterns.

The telephone company notes the num-

bers you have called. Insurance compa-

nies keep files of the most intimate details

of your medical care, from abortions to

psychiatric treatment. Taken together,

these records comprise a fairly complete,

if not always accurate, picture of our life-

styles, our personal tastes, our associa-

tions, and even our political beliefs.

Much of the data collected about us is

necessary for the performance of a legiti-

mate government or business function.

But once the purpose for the data gather-

ing has been served, there is scant justifi-

cation for keeping this information on file.

It is important to note that most of the

information maintained, including sensi-

tive health and financial records, is gath-

ered without any guarantee of confidenti-

ality. Insurance companies, for example,

typically require individuals to waive con-

fidentiality as a condition of coverage.

Once information is on file, experience

has shown that the temptation to use it

often proves irresistible. Pledges of confi-

dentiality have been known to fall by the

wayside at the mere mention of
'

'national

security" or the display of a policeman's

badge. Even United States Census files,

historically the most sacrosanct of all gov-

ernment records, were opened on at least

two occasions: to track down draft resist-

ers during the First World War and to

locate Japanese-Americans for roundup

into detention camps at the onset of World

War II. Left to themselves to balance pri-

vacy interests against other concerns,

business and government will nearly

always let privacy take the fall. The phe-

nomenon recalls Edmund Burke’s warn-

ing over 200 years ago that “(t)he true

danger is when liberty is nibbled away, for

expedients and by parts.”

No Place to Hide

For individuals with a juvenile arrest

record or a history of psychiatric treat-

ment, the existence of these files is a tick-

ing time bomb. Release of the information

in these files can result in public embar-

rassment and in many cases, can lead to

the loss of a job. The time when a person

could move away from his or her past van-

ished long ago.

Even for those with “nothing to hide.”

the specter of computer data banks track-

ing one's every move has enormous

impact. As the former U.S. Senator Sam

Ervin, Jr, observed at a 1971 Senate hear-
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ing on federal dala banks, computers, and

the Bill of Rights. “|0|nce people start

fearing the government, once they think

they are under surveillance by govern-

ment, whether they are or not, they are

likely to refrain from exercising the great

rights that are incorporated in the First

Amendment to make their minds and

spirits free.” In other words, the knowl-

edge that we are being watched, that

everything we do might be recorded,

makes us alter the way we live, sometimes

in ways we may not even perceive. After a

while, conformity can become second

nature. Ironically, the maintenance of

computer files, which law enforcers find

so useful in the detection of crime, forces

everyone to look over one shoulder, just

like a hunted criminal.

The argument that people with “noth-

ing to hide" shouldn't be concerned about

privacy is frequently heard. The Reagan

administration used this reasoning to

defend its requirement that elderly and

infirm recipients of Supplemental Security

Income reveal their income tax returns as a

condition of receiving future benefits.

People "with nothing to hide" should not

object to making their tax returns public,

the Social Security administrators de-

clared. This statement drew a challenge

from syndicated columnist Jack Ander-

son, who suggested that these officials

submit their IRS files for review. Judging

by the response, only one official had

"nothing to hide."

Ominous Developments

Of course, government dossier-build-

ing did not begin with the invention of the

computer. Goodness knows. J. Edgar

Hoover and his boys did an effective job of

trampling on individual rights with their

manually kept systems. But the relative

inefficiency of index-card notes was a

safeguard of sorts. The new technology,

which facilitates interaction between the

separate data banks of government and

business heightens the potential for

abuse.

Perhaps the most ominous develop-

ment of recent years is the rapid growth

and nearly universal acceptance of com-

puter-matching programs whereby one

agency checks its records against anoth-

er’s, usually in an effort to detect fraud and

waste. On a massive scale, information

collected by one agency for a specific,

often routine and innocuous purpose is

Interaction between

the separate data

banks of

government and

business heightens

the potential for

abuse.

being used toward a far different end.

Consider these examples:

• The Selective Service System cross-

checks draft registration lists with Social

Security and motor-vehicle records to

apprehend young men who have failed to

register.

• The Federal Immigration and Natural-

ization Service, in its effort to locate ille-

gal aliens, sought access to the New York

City Board of Education's computerized

file of one million students to gather a list

of Spanish surname households.

• The Internal Revenue Service matches

"life-style" data maintained by various

business information services with its own

internal files to trigger tax audits.

Whatever the stated purposes of these

computer-matching programs, the tech-

nique raises important constitutional is-

sues regarding the presumption of inno-

cence, Fourth Amendment protections

against unreasonable searches and sei-

zures, the right of personal privacy, and

the right to protect oneself from self-

incrimination.

Computer matching programs were uti-

lized by Joseph Califano. Jr., when he

served as Secretary of Health, Education

and Welfare during the Carter administra-

tion. to locate federal employees illegally

receiving government benefits. Within the

Reagan administration, this practice has

become more prevalent. With little

thought to the far-reaching consequences,

we have embraced this technological inno-

vation. The only limits, it seems, are the

bounds of good taste and the imagination

of the controlling bureaucracy.

Back to Basics

Ironically, the computer-matching

methods used to ferret out fraud and waste

are often themselves wasteful and ineffi-

cient. A 1982 New York Civil Liberties

Union report makes the case that New
York’s Wage Reporting System—the

largest state-level computer-matching pro-

gram— is "an extraordinarily clumsy and

wasteful operation" that “costs far more

and saves far less than its proponents

claim.
’

' The report suggests that less intru-

sive steps, such as simplifying the rules for

determining eligibility and calculating

benefits, could be more effective in com-

bating abuse in public assistance pro-

grams.

These concerns regarding computer-

matching, the subject of Senate hearings

in December of 1982, will be the focal

point of additional Congressional scrutiny

in the coming months. It is increasingly

apparent that the legal protections so care-

fully worked out in the Federal Privacy

Act of 1974 have been largely outmoded

by the new computer age. What is needed

is creative and bold legislation to strictly

limit the collection, maintenance, and dis-

semination of personal information.

Equally important is the need for public

officials with the courage to enforce it.

Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Bran-

deis described privacy as "the right to be

left alone—the most comprehensive of

rights and the right most valued by civi-

lized men." If we care about preserving

that right, we must act now.

Dorothy J. Samuels, an attorney, is a

former executive director of the New York

Civil Liberties Union.
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Thoughtware’s Management Diagnostic and

Training Series is an incredible new tool that can

help you to see and understand how to become a

better manager. And better management will

improve the operating results of your business.

The educational, economic and operational ben-

efits of Thoughtware's computer-based Learning

Programs are enormous.

Educationally, Thoughtware is self-paced and
continuously interactive. Real situations are simu-

lated. The animation and color graphics motivate

and hold your interest. Skills are practiced until

they're mastered. There’s consistent quality of

instruction and increased training effectiveness.

And even the capability to test yourself.

Economically, Thoughtware reduces training

time and cuts the cost of training dramatically.

And the more it is used by you and those who
work with you, the more cost-effective it becomes.

It also eliminates travel, living and instructor costs.

Operationally, training fits the schedule of the

student, not the trainer, thus facilitating increased

usage. There's minimal job interruption as training

can take place on or off site, during or after regular

hours.

But the real benefits of Thoughtware lie in

what Thoughtware can do for your business:

Improve productivity, decrease costs, reduce turn-

over, improve customer satisfaction and sharpen

your competitive edge.
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Management Diagnostic Series O
Assessing Personal Management Skills

Evaluating Organizational Effectiveness

Understanding Personal Interaction Styles

Management Training Series

Leading Effectively

Motivating To Achieve Results

Defining Goals And Objectives
Improving Employee Performance
Managing Time Effectively

Conducting Successful Meetings.

We’re Willing To Give You A $350
Program For $75.

To introduce you to Thoughtware, we'll send

you one of our Management Diagnostic programs.

Assessing Personal Management Skills (which

normally sells for $350), for only $75. Using this

program, you can pinpoint and understand your

own strengths and weaknesses as a manager.

To take advantage of this offer please call

1-800-THT-WARE or send a check or money
order for $75 and indicate brand name and

model of your personal computer.

* Thoughtware is a registered trademark of the Institute for Management Improvement

If you're interested in becoming an authorized

dealer or distributor, write to us.

Thoughtware Inc. Suite B
2699 So. Bayshore Dr., Coconut Grove, Fla. 33133
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It's a call from a customer in New York
who needs specifics on a business proposal.

You talk briefly and then transmit the data

to him in seconds from your IBM* PC with
PC Express.™

Later, an electronic mail message
arrives from your Houston office. New devel-

opments necessitate an immediate multi-city

business trip. Again, over your IBM PC you
make arrangements with your travel agent.

Then you contact an information network
for the latest weather in the cities you'll

be visiting.

All through your IBM PC. All made
possible by PC Express—a versatile, dynamic
and interactive communications package
on a single pc board. Complete with software

on diskettes and tutorials. With PC Express,

your IBM PC becomes far more than
a computer.

PC Express lets you exchange both
voice and data communications with other

IBM PCs, XTs, IBM-compatible computers
and mainframes. Including all the major in-

formation networks such as THE SOURCE.™
THE SOURCE provides up-to-the-minute

news, stock quotes, travel information, and
virtual encyclopedias of data. Membership is

included when you purchase PC Express."

With PC Express, you can both send and
receive electronic mail—even when you're

not at the computer. A full-screen text editor

makes composing your messages easy.

You'll also enjoy the versatile telephone

management system. Use it to create an
unlimited telephone directory from which
you can automatically call numbers according

to any parameters you set: area code, city,

state, etc. For people who deal with people

and information—bankers, lawyers, brokers,

managers, sales professionals— it will be a

valuable time and money saver.

In addition, PC Express lets your IBM PC
communicate with mainframes and perform
DEC™ VT100/52 emulation. PC Express is

also available with SNA, allowing your IBM
PC to emulate a 3274 cluster controller and
327X/3770 RJE terminals. So, for the first

time, you can use the problem solving powers
of botn micro and mainframe software.

Contact your nearest dealer for a free

demonstration. For the address, call 800-

523-8396. See how much further you can go

and how much faster you'll get there with
PC Express.

Intelligent Technologies International

Corp., 151 University Avenue, Palo Alto,

CA 94301, (415) 328-2411.

PC Express from
IntelllgentTechnologies







A conventional

portable computer
- isn't so portable.

A Hyperion portable

computer is portable

A Hyperion

keeps a

low profile.

Howwe designed the H)
forp<

Our first step was to remember how a

person is designed.

A person isn't designed to carry a

nearly 30 lb. object that bangs against the

hip and cramps the fingers. So the Hyperion

is a manageable 18 lbs. and travels in an

easy-to-carry tote bag.

A person isn't designed to work in the

shadow of a computer. So the Hyperion

keeps a low profile.

A person isn't designed to worry

about an expensive computer being dropped

by baggage handlers. So the Hyperion fits

under an airplane seat. Easily.

A person isn't designea with a phone
attached to his ear. So the Hyperion has a

telecommunications hook-up that finds num-
bers, dials, and makes a connection

sign'd trudenuir k oi Intel nationIBM is a tegis ml Business Mai hines Crop



A Hyperion

computer is also

a telecommuni-

cations link.

A conventional portable

isn't fit for airline travel.

A conventional

computer is

just a computer.

>erion personal computer
sons.
without a person ever picking up the receiver.

And no person, no matter what
design, wants to work harder than needed.

So the Hyperion has all the power needed,

and uses IBM’ compatible software — the

best and easiest to use software written.

But no matter what we say about the

Hyperion, the only way to see the difference

is to come in and pick one up. In person.

For the dealer nearest you call

1-800-323-1717 Ext. 246. In Illinois

1-800-942-8881, Ext. 246. In Canada
call 1-800-267-1002 orl-613-226-7255.

nypufiGTi
You'll never look at computers

the same way again.
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L ike Shakespeare’s works, Or-

well’s 1984 begs rereading. Like

the Bible, you can use it to sup-

port any number of arguments. 1 recently

reread my high school copy and discov-

ered both an old and a new perspective on

the novel.

Some time ago a group called the Fleet

Street Corporation issued a letter that read,

“Dear Reader: Remember George Or-

well’s jolting novel, 19841 His vision of

every home wired into a distant central

computer with its large information banks

seemed like a science fiction fantasy.

Well, look up. Orwell’s future is almost

here . .

Yet nowhere in 1984 are computers

mentioned. Novel "writing machines’’

—

yes, “Speakwrites”—yes. But comput-

ers—no.

Nonetheless, it is difficult to imagine

Orwell’s negative utopia functioning with-

out computerized help. How else could

the information about the large population

of Oceania have been monitored and cor-

related 24 hours a day?

How else could the ruling party have

produced and kept track of all of its infor-

mation? It takes lots of memory and time

to keep up the kind of system depicted in

1984. In the novel, a branch of the gov-

ernment, the Ministry of Truth, exists to

do nothing else. "Who controls the past

controls the future. Who controls the

present controls the past," Orwell ex-

plains.

Perhaps the use of computers to con-

struct a single “reality,” the only purpose

of which is to perpetuate the ruling party

would be the gravest computer crime

imaginable.

But Orwell believes there’s a greater

evil. To him, information control is sec-

ond to the massive assault on human dig-

nity that 1984 represents.

A 1984 Without Computers
Orwell is not only saying that we must

keep our information channels free from

abuse. He believes that the concept of

information control, if logically extended.

touches the soul of the human being. Thus

the ultimate goal of the totalitarian state is

the abolition of all humanity. He gives the

following explanation in the text.

“We are not content with negative obe-

dience, nor even with the most abject sub-

mission. When finally you surrender to us,

it must be of your own free will. We do

Nowhere in 1984

are computers

mentioned.

not destroy the heretic. ... We convert

him, we capture his inner mind. . . . Nev-

er again will you be capable of love or

friendship, orjoy of living, or laughter, or

curiosity, or courage or integrity. You will

be hollow. We shall squeeze you empty,

and then we shall fill you with our-

selves.”

This passage makes it obvious that

computers are not necessary to enslave a

population.

What is not so clear, however, is the

extent to which the use of computers can

erode our privacy and whether a sense of

lost humanity will result.

Examples of computer uses that threat-

en privacy are not hard to come by these

days. A company called National Incar-

ceration Monitor and Control Services in

Albuquerque, New Mexico, is selling

microprocessor-based ankle bracelets for

“correctional” use. A person in Lake

County, Illinois, or the Second Judicial

District of New Mexico may be sentenced

to stay at home and wear a bracelet rather

than take up space in a county jail. If the

individual strays from home, no signal

will reach his telephone, and the sheriff s

office is automatically notified that a pro-

bation violation has occurred.

In a move believed to be unrelated to

the impending return of Hong Kong to

greater Communist Chinese control, the

government of Hong Kong is experiment-

ing with a system of electronic surveil-

lance of automobiles as they pass check-

points along Hong Kong's major roads.

Every car on Hong Kong island would be

fitted with a device that would identify the

car electronically to the 300 checkpoints

set up to account for the use of Hong

Kong’s roads. A reporter for the Los

Angeles Times called the plan "Orwell-

ian,” but government authorities claimed

to be doing nothing more than applying

advanced technology to Hong Kong's traf-

fic problems.

The American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) continues to pursue litigation

against the Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment’s (LAPD) Public Disorder Intelli-

gence Division. Documents released so

far suggest that a private organization

called Western Goals has been distributing

raw intelligence obtained from LAPD
about a number of people whose activities

were far more easily classified as political

expression than attempts to overthrow the

government.

Though it is still unclear whether the

organization distributed any information

collected by the LAPD, it is known that

the LAPD kept files on Mayor Tom Brad-

ley of Los Angeles and a number of other

prominent figures.

New Energy
Computers are a new form of energy.

Those who take best advantage of them

will gain the most power in the years to

come. Though the economic and political

power of large institutions or the govern-

ment may help computer users to expand

their power, individual users have oppor-

tunities to become influential, too.

While rereading 1984, I was struck by

ways in which computers may help protect

us from totalitarianism.

In the novel the Party sets out to sever

each individual from all relationships that

might challenge its power. Orwell de-

scribes the individuals of this society like

this: “Cut off from contact with the outer

world by incessant wars and limited com-

munication facilities and with the past by

information control, the citizen ... is like

a man in interstellar space not knowing
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which direction is up and which is down.”

Unlike the 1 984 of the book, ours is

marked by a growing access to informa-

tion. Making “informational connec-

tions" with others throughout the world is

becoming increasingly simple.

The dispersion of computer power

among many users is a great safeguard to

freedom of thought. Within limits, the

idea that no power can completely control

the means of communication is comfort-

ing. It is not without a certain smugness

that I read about Rumania clamping down

on typewriter ownership or learn about

how difficult it is to get a computer system

in Poland.

Not only can we use computer exper-

tise to communicate with one another, but

we can network, form instantaneous

groups, meet, discuss, agree, and disap-

pear before any human monitoring or

intervention is possible.

Computer power is not only more dis-

persed, it is more accessible to all of us.

The dislocation resulting from the eco-

nomic importance of the computer and

communications industries are forcing

those with economic power to invest more

in new people, new products, and new

ideas. This year, 1 984, offers mobility for

the computer literate, and even more for

the computer wizard. Many computer

users are being forced to hire computer-

literate people, regardless of their politics

or their humanity. They may even hire

people like you and me. In short, it’s not

always easy to tell whether Big Brother is

winning or losing.

Look around you. Are the people in

your office loving or friendly? Do you

often feel joyous or courageous? Is the

sound of laughter seldom in your ears?

Contrary to Orwell's predictions, we have

not lost our humanity.

More devious and more threatening

than 1984 is a co-opted society, in which

we sacrifice our humanity to gain the

material benefits of life made easier by

machines. Under either scenario, the com-

puter can be a tool for more or less tree-

dom, depending on how we use it.

High Adventure on the High Seos
"True ro Life" GATO-Class Submarine Command

3-D Graphics wirh Sound
Requies 1 28K RAM one disk drive. Color graphics adopter.

IBM personal computer series. (Including PC Junior)

Deoler inquiries invited (003) 494-6207
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With the no-compromise
monitor, the Princeton HX- 1 2,

PGS set the industry standard

for price/performance in a high

resolution RGB color monitor.

Now, we've done it again

with the SR- 1 2: our new super-

resolution RGB monitor that

meets the most demanding ex-

pectations at a price that will

surprise you.

And PGS has set new
standards in monochrome
monitors, too, with the new
MAX- 1 2 amber monitor that's

as easy on the eyes as it is on
your budget.

All three PGS monitors are

engineered for no-compromise
performance, to provide you
with a cleaner, sharper image
than any other monitor in the

same price class. The HX-12 and
the SR- 1 2 both feature uncom-
promising color convergence
for crisp whites without color

bleed. The MAX- 1 2 offers

impressive clarity in a mono-
chrome monitor with easy-on-

the-eyes amber phosphor.

And all three monitors come
with a shielded cable that plugs

directly into the IBM PC or XT.



IThe new SR- 1 2 also features a

£3 1 mm dot pitch supporting 690
(Horizontal resolution. However,
[oy increasing the horizontal

aican rate to 3 1 .5 KHZ, the SR- 1

2

s:an support 480 vertical resolu-

tion in non-interlaced mode.
Vhis results in a very high

(quality, flickerless image with
rthe ability to generate text that

zs truly of monochrome quality,

rmaking it equally suitable for

jword processing and for color

(graphics. Suggested retail price,

a remarkable S799.

?ain.
IThe new MAX- 12 offers you
ien amber monitor with 720x350
resolution at a suggested retail

lorice |$249) that is actually

oower than the leading green-

ton-black competitor. And the

MAX- 1 2, unlike many other

lamber monitors, runs off the

8BM PC monochrome card-
mo special card is required.

Clarity of the MAX- 1 2 is

lenhanced by dynamic focusing

Irlrcultry which ensures sharp-

mess not only in the center but

lalso in the edges and corners.

Check the specifications

IThe HX- 1 2 has the highest

r esolution (690x240) and the

li’inest dot pitch (.3 1 mm) in its

Irlass. And yet it's suggested

r etail price is comparable to

rmany medium resolution moni-

tors. The HX- 1 2 brings no-

rrompromise color to the PC and
mow, with the PGS RGB-80
(ooard, to the Apple lie as well.

Tam.
A non-glare screen is standard

on all PGS monitors, color or

monochrome—a feature your
eyes will really appreciate in a

long work session.

Whatever your needs, from
word processing to super

resolution graphics, there's

now a no-compromise PGS
monitor that sets the standard.

Ask your dealer for a demon-
stration and let your eyes

decide. Or call for more infor-

mation and the name of your
nearest dealer.

You can look to PGS
for the Image
your eyes deserve.

800-221-1490

Princeton
Graphic Systems

1 101 -I State Road
Princeton New Jersey 08540
609 683-1660
TLX 6857009 PGS Prin
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT-THE
MASTERMIND. This advanced data-base

manager stores and retrieves multiple files

quickly, easily and reliably. What's more. It

shares all Information with the other programs,

so you never have to re-enter the same data

2
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET—NUMBER
CRUNCHING AND GOAL SEEKING. It helps

you produce forecasts, cost estimates and
“break-even” points—in seconds, Instead of

hours or days. Best of all. It allows “goal

seeking.” Ask, tor example, “What sales must I

have the rest ot the year to net SI million?,"

and OPEN ACCESS will figure H out!

3
3-D GRAPHICS-NOT JUST PRETTY
PICTURES. These graphics distill raw data

Into trends that can be instantly visualized,

helping you discern the Important facts from
a wealth of Information.



10240 Sorrento Valley Road

San Diego, CA 92121
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There's just one conclusion: At $595,

OPEN ACCESS can do more for you than

any other comparable business program

on the market. Bar none. But the only

way for you to be convinced is for you

to see OPEN ACCESS work its magic on

your work load. So call your local

software dealer today, or call us at SPI,

at 619-450-1526.

Because they do not have a dedicated

relational data-base manager that can

quickly direct massive amounts of data,

other programs simply can't do what

OPEN ACCESS can. Some don't have a

communications program, others no

dedicated word processor. None have a

time management program.

\ Word
pVoc<r»/*j

Communiuijioni

SOfTWAM IH00UCTS INTtRNATBNAL

5
WWORD PROCESSING-EDITOR
^EXTRAORDINAIRE! Superior word processors
rrrnake it easy to correct typos, change words,
lashuffle paragraphs and format documents.
ITThis is one of that breed. Use It to write

taefficlent memos, letters, proposals and
9Teports.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS—YOUR LINK WITH
THE WORLD. This program gives you access
to virtually any other computer system in the

world. Not only can you transmit and receive

reports from your colleagues, you can also

subscribe to special data banks that know
everything from GM's stock price to the

relative humidity In Genoa. Now that's power!

TIME MANAGEMENT-CONSERVING YOUR
MOST PRECIOUS RESOURCE. This module
helps you keep track of all your appointments,
hour by hour, day in and day out. It alerts you
to standing obligations, automatically

coordinates meeting times with other busy
professionals, and lists all your associates on

a Rolodei™-like file.



ii on vwiivi is y\j\j uccu
use the amazing PLATO
Homelink network, in a
crush-proof package
specially designed to fit

next to your IBM PC. Look

at what you get.

514" Flexible Disk lets you access the

PLATO Homelink network from your
IBM PC. Completely interactive. Just

follow the instructions the software

Regular price $50

gives you-and you're on!

How to use the network's

word processing capabil-

ities is all here, in TEXT
PROCESSING.

Horrtohnk Services

ELECTRONIC MAIL
tells how to use PLATO
Homelink's electronic

_ . ,. . mail easily and quickly.
Desian graphics from
simple to complex with

PLATO Homelink and the

GRAPHICS DESIGN guide.

ROAD MAP overview book-
let explains the features

that are available on
PLATO Homelink.

ACCESSING PLATO HOMELINK.
Detailed "how-to" booklet with

information on access, billing,

hours of operation, on-line

support.

Introductory offer expires March 31, 1984.



Now...network yourIBM PC
to world-famous PLATO

*

educational courseware-and more.
All for just $5 an hour.

For Ihi* special low price, IBM PC users can get

interactive education, authoring, electronic mail,

graphics and games on the PLATO Homelink™
network. This network service of Control Data brings a
world of capability right into your home in a specially-

reserved time-frame, 6 p.m. to 3 a.m., every day.

(7 a.m. to 3 a.m. on weekends and holidays.)*

PLATO BRINGS NEW EXCITEMENT TO LEARNING.

Act now to get outstanding PLATO educational

courseware home-delivered, for you and your family,

on your IBM PC. Choose from more than 250 titles from

business simulation to medicine, mathematics and social

sciences-even language and reading lessons.

THE GRAPHICS TO GROW WITH.

With the PLATO Homelink network you get one
of the most comprehensive graphics systems around.

The sophisticated graphics editor lets you draw lines,

boxes, circles, arcs, vectors. Generate advanced graphics,

display, print, store them away and use them over and
over again. Most lessons and games use these graphics

to give you spectacular displays.

UNIQUE INTERACTIVE GAMES.
Thirty advanced, interactive games so far, all

delivered on your IBM PC via the PLATO Homelink

network. You get "Roll 'em", "Maze War7' "Chess",

"Concentration" and dozens of others. Kbu get "Moria",

one of the most exciting adventure games a computer
network ever delivered. And you get "Empire"-a
galaxy-wide game played against other people on
the PLATO Homelink network. A game so popular, so

interactive, that PLATO networkers are playing it right

now, while you're reading this ad.

THE INCREDIBLE ELECTRONIC MAIL.

Bulletin boards are common. But PLATO gives you
something a little bit special-and easy to use. It keeps

a string of responses for each original note. You can
choose to look only at unread notes and responses.

SIGN UP NOW-PARTICIPATION IS UMITED.**

Send in the order card by March 31, 1984.

You'll get the Homelink disk and user guides-with a
regular price of $50-for the limited-time price of just

$15. Then network time costs you only $5 an hour.

(There is only a $10 annual registration fee and no
monthly minimum.)

So if you have an IBM PC with 64K RAM, disk

drive, 300 or 1200 baud modem, an asynchronous

communications adapter and a color/graphics monitor

adapter, you're just about there. You also need a mon-
itor that will operate with your color/graphics board.

Be the first to send in the order card. You'll get

what you need to link up-disk, complete instructions

- and your private code name and password.

Send in the order card today. Or get additional

information by calling toll-free 800/233-3784; in

California calf 800/233-3785; or write Control Data
Publishing Co., P.O. Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126.

CIRCLE 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Special message to THE SOURCE** subscribers:

See the new post category, PLATO,
for a special offer.

THE S^URCE^is o servicemark of Source Telecomputing Corporation,
a subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. THE SOURCE
services are offered in participation with Control Data Corporation.

*Oo»ing time may differ regionally. * ‘Participation is limited by the capacity of the network. Control Data Publishing Company. 4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego. CA 92121.

PLATO
Computer-Based Education
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MARKETPLACE/MARTIN PORTER

PC Piracy:

Growing By
Leaps And
Boundaries
The Orient threatens to become

a bargain bonanza of PC lookalikes.

Though countering the counterfeits

is a stupefying task, failure to

meet the challenge could leave IBM
with Egg Drop Soup on its face.

Cop;



How the Big Guys Ex:

When you are going to

expand a thousand PC's you
want to get it right. Fact is, if

your going to expand one PC
you want to get it right.

Selection of a supplier for an

expansion board is more than

guess work. Take a look at the

organizations that buy from
Qubie'. World leaders in

computers, energy, manufac-
turing, medicine, research and
education. Small business and
professionals like doctors,

lawyers and retailers. And of

course, the thousands of

individual computer owners
looking for maximum
expansion for a minimum of

wampum.

THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE
You can't gather an

impressive list of customers
without impressive products.

You just have to be impressed
with MegaPlus H™ and
SIxRakPlus" from AST
Research. MegaPlus IF“ is the

most flexible expansion
product available for the PC.
It's capabilities

include: .

clock/calendar,

printer port, two

serial ports, up to

512k of memory (or

384k with a 128k

*co<»

.,1*'

c*»n .
"

MROID CORPORA TION ^

“
- '

\

,od a*u Control' i *

MegaPak"*), and a game port.

It's new brother, SixPakRus'",

is the perfect match for the

new XT, and PC with 256k
internal capacity. It's features

include: clock/calendar, printer!

port, serial port, memory up
to 384k, and game port. And
i/o-pius ir is the answer for

those who need serial and
ports and automatic

‘He.

: rv
‘"



and their PC's & XT's
i me and date loading, but

ilready have their memory
9eeds satisfied. All three

include comprehensive
manuals which are clearly laid

nut so even the novice

computer owner can install his

vwn board. Also included is

ne AST SuperPak ” software

Ivhich includes electronic disk

rmulation and printer spooling

oftware. These programs
were picked by the readers

’ of PC WORLD as the best

available. It's no wonder
IaST has become the #1
uupplier of enhancements for

8M PC and XT.

WHAT IS SERVICE?
Lots of things. Like answering
your questions before and
after you buy. We don't have a

separate phone line for orders

and information. That's

because we feel that they both

go hand in hand. It's being

able to ship your order the day
after you call. It's repairing

your board if needed within 48
hours in our service

department — not just being a

relay point to the manufac-
turer. It's designing our own
bracket for the ribbon cables

which holds cables firmly

hurry, two day air service is

just $5 extra. And if you are

not completely satisfied with

the product after 30 days, you
can return it for a full refund.

We will even reimburse you
for the freight to return it.

Join our list of impressive

customers. You'll be glad you
did.

TO ORDER BY PHONE:
In California: (805) 987-9741

Outside California,

TOLL FREE (800) 821-4479

MegaPlus II'"

$229 includes:

1 Clock/calendar with battery

back-up

\ Asynchronous communications
port, (RS232C serial, COMl or 2)

A Memory sockets for up to 256k
3 SuperDrive & SuperSpooler

software

) One year Parts & Labor warranty

Options:

3 Each 64k of memory $55
2 Second async port $35
1 Printer port $35
) GamePak $40
4 MegaPak with 256k $299
\ MegaPak with 128k $199

4”

SlxPakPfus”

$229 includes:

j

Clock/calendar with battery

J

back-up

J

Asynchronous communications
port, (RS232C serial, COMl or 2) I

[

Memory sockets for up to 384k
I Parallel Printer Port (LPTl or 2)

I SuperDrive & SuperSpooler

1
software

1
One year Parts & Labor warranty

|

Options:

I Each 64k of memory $55 I!

| Game Option $35 J
l j

without robbing another slot.

And it's offering extra service

when you need it like our
PREFERRED CUSTOMER
PLAN. For $50 extra the plan

offers 24 hour repairs on
warranty work, and gives you
a second year of warranty
coverage.

DON'T FORGET THE
BOTTOM LINE

If. you do feel compelled to

skim through the magazine
and make a strict price

comparison remember our
price is the whole price. No
extra charges for shipping,

testing, insurance, credit cards

or COD fees. If you are in a

I/O-Plus ir
$119 includes:

Clock/calendar with battery

back-up

Asynchronous communications
port, (RS232C serial, COMl or 2)

SuperDrive & Superspooler

software

One year Parts & Labor warranty

Options:

Game Port $35
Printer Port $35
Second Async Port $35

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
Send a complete description of the

products you wish to order, and a

daytime phone number. Include

check or credit card with expiration

date. (Personal checks take 14 days to

clear). California residents add 6%
sales tax.

CORPORATIONS &
INSTITUTIONS

Call for details on terms and delivery

before mailing your purchase order.

If your organization needs large

quantities we have the prices and
quick delivery you need.

QUBIE'
4809 Calle Alto,

Carparillo, California 93010

Tempo House, 15 Falcon Road,
London SWll, United Kingdom

CIRCLE 384 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD
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PC PIRACY

A long Apliu Street, in Hong Kong,

otherwise known as Apple

Street, it is not uncommon to see

a variety of microcomputers sitting along-

side dried squid, mushrooms, and the lat-

est designer clothes.

This is knockoffheaven, where tourists

and smugglers share the bounty of low-

cost manufacturing. When visiting Hong

Kong, tourists are driven by the goal of

returning overseas with an "original”

—

from shoes to software— at a fraction of

name-brand prices.

For the past few years, the computer

mainstay of the street has been Apple

knockoffs, some manufactured in the

nearby district of Sham Shui Po. Often,

they look so much like the Jobs/Wozniak

original that it is difficult to tell the differ-

ence between them and the real McCoy,

even though they bear nameplates such as

Apolo, Golden II, Pineapple, and Orange.

Others look nothing like the Apple,

although a peek inside the CPU would

reveal the familiar silicon guts of the usual

6502 microprocessor machine. All sell for

about $300, or whatever you can wheel

and deal with the shopkeeper, whose skills

would put a black marketeer to shame.

However, things are changing fast on

Apple Street—so fast that the street's

favorite fake now imitates the fruit of a

different orchard. Judging by the number

of IBM Personal Computers lining the

vendors’ stalls, Apple Street should be

renamed PC Place.

Because of the international popularity

of the IBM PC, and serious legal crack-

downs by Apple on the counterfeiters in

Hong Kong, the Kowloon Peninsula, and

Taiwan, the newest favorite microcom-

puter ripoffthroughout this part of the Ori-

ent has become Baby Blue. Many PCs are

manufactured by companies that formerly

enhanced their bottom lines by knocking

off Apples. Others actually are Apple

Computers reconfigured inside the IBM
PC box. Still others are new dual-proces-

sor micros able to utilize the supply of

software (much of it counterfeit) that also

lines the stalls and gradually is sold via the

gray market in micro-markets throughout

the world.

In the case of the IBM knockoffs, the

situation—currently the subject of investi-

gation by the International Trade Commis-

sion and the Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations of the U.S. House of

Representatives—has become obscured

by the question of what, indeed, is an IBM
counterfeit? In other words, what is pro-

prietary in the IBM PC?

IBM: What, Me Worry?
The situation in Hong Kong is particu-

larly troublesome since IBM officially

denies any knowledge of any problem,

Such popular

software programs
as WordStar and

dBase II are readily

available in the

Hong Kong street

markets for only $4.

even though independent reports have

confirmed a proliferation of IBM PC
knockoffs throughout the area during the

last several months. When asked to com-

ment on these reports, Andy Russell, a

communications officer for the company’s

Far East Division, claimed: “They’ve

seen what they’ve seen. We haven’t seen

any fakes here or in Hong Kong.” When

asked for referral to someone else within

the corporation, Russell’s retort was

equally blunt: “I have just given you the

IBM answer.”

Testifying before the House subcom-

mittee in Washington in early August,

several witnesses reported an outburst of

IBM PC fakes and workalikes in Hong

Kong and Taiwan.

James E. Tunnell, a former employee

of the Osborne Computer Corporation,

told the subcommittee, “The most preva-

lent copies in order of availability are:

Apple-compatible computers, Osborne,

and, moving toward first place quickly,

IBM PC compatibles.”

Adding that such popular software pro-

grams as WordStar and dBase II (includ-

ing documentation) are readily available in

the Hong Kong street markets for only $4,

he said he had been quoted a price as low

as $600 for a copy of the IBM Personal

Computer, complete with corporate logo,

a 12-inch color monitor, two disk drives,

and a 256K memory card.

The domestic impact of this develop-

ment became apparent following testimo-

ny from a Silicon Valley private eye who

has been working undercover to investi-

gate the influx of pirated computers into

the United States—most of which trace

their roots to those same stalls in Hong

Kong or to the electronics factories in

Kowloon or Taiwan.

The investigator, Richard Camps, vice-

president of the Barrick Security Group,

San Mateo, California, described an inter-

national network of counterfeiters and

smugglers that was bringing bootlegged

micros into this country daily and distrib-

uting thousands of them worldwide.

Camps, who testified wearing a hood over

his head to retain anonymity, added that

several electronics firms in northern Cali-

fornia were fronts for counterfeiters in

Soviet bloc countries and in the People’s

Republic of China.

Camps made one comment that sent

shockwaves throughout the PC communi-

ty and put the issue of micro counterfeits

into Boca Raton’s backyard.

“Manufacturers in Taiwan are now
preparing to produce counterfeit IBM Per-

sonal Computers,” he testified. “We had

heard for months that this was coming, but

last week we saw the first counterfeit IBM
motherboard.”

The Chill of It All

The thought of fake IBM PCs being

sold on the gray market throughout the

United States could send a chill through

anyone who is seriously looking for a PC.

Could the machine that is being quoted at a
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bargain price actually be some Taiwanese

knockoff, manufactured or assembled

overseas by counterfeiters using fake IBM
logos and bootlegged boards, CPUs, key-

boards, and monitors?

Disturbingly, as of late summer IBM
hadn't taken the simplest steps to stop such

a potentially cataclysmic development in

Hundreds of dual-

processor machines,

which can run both

IBM and Apple

software, already

have been seen in

Hong Kong markets.

the marketplace. Calls made at that time to

representatives of the U.S. Customs Ser-

vice in Washington, D.C., and its Pacific

Region office, confirmed that IBM had

not registered any of its PC copyrights and

patents with the appropriate bureau. Such

registration would be used by customs

investigators and agents to stop counterfeit

boards and other components before they

made their way, through the gray market

distribution channels, into the country and

onto the street. The registration costs a

mere $190.

According to Jerome Hollander, a pub-

lic affairs officer with U.S. Customs,

“IBM hasn’t registered any copyrights

with our offices, and, as a result, we have

no basis for seizing any fake PCs. Even if

the machine looked exactly like the PC, at

this point, we wouldn't have a basis to

seize it.”

This information is especially troubling

given the speculation that a flood of for-

eign-made PC workalike and lookalike

machines will be entering the United

States during the coming months. Many of

these may be sold, legitimately, as PC
compatibles, but others, with the addition

of the appropriate nameplate, could be

passed off as True Blue itself.

What is the basis for this speculation?

For one thing, numerous IBM PC compat-

ibles were announced at an early June

computer trade show in Taiwan. Though

some of the compatibles are products of

companies with high-tech pedigrees, oth-

ers have dubious roots in the early days of

Apple and Atari game console ripoffs.

Apple’s experience in dealing with one

company. Multitech International, an au-

thorized IBM PC dealer in Taiwan, may

serve as an example of the type of legal

issues IBM could face. Multitech report-

edly has developed an IBM PC compatible

computer and is prepared to export it this

fall to established dealers in the United

States and throughout Europe. The com-

pany has developed original computer

designs, including several high-level Chi-

nese language computers. According to

Albert Eisenstat, vice-president and gen-

eral counsel of Apple Computer, Multi-

tech is the defendant in a civil suit Apple

has brought in Taiwan. Multitech is

accused of infringing Apple’s patent rights

on the Apple II in production of its own

home micro, called the MicroProfessor.

By court consent, Multitech has agreed to

change any questionable codes. Apple is

checking closely to see if these codes have

been changed, and for the time being the

company has effectively stopped Multi-

tech International from manufacturing the

MicroProfessor.

The Kopy Kat Kids

In his testimony before the House of

Representatives, James Tunnell remarked:

“It is generally acknowledged in the

Asian pirate computer industry that the

manufacturer who can control costs con-

trols the IBM PC compatible market. One

of Taiwan’s strengths has been low-cost

manufacturing because of an abbreviated

product-design phase.”

One working definition for “abbreviat-

ed” may come from a conversation Tun-

nell had with the manager of a Taiwanese

manufacturer, which were turning out

ersatz Apples before its products were

seized by order of the court. The manager,

Lin Hsiaochi, remarked: “When you are

starting out, you have to copy something.

That is the way you gain knowledge and

experience. Later, you can create, inno-

vate.”

Several Taiwanese “innovations” are

on their way to the U.S. market this fall,

including an IBM PC compatible, with the

8088 chip, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, 256K

RAM, high-resolution display, control

board, and both Winchester and floppy

disk drives. The product is expected to sell

for half of what a similar configuration

would cost if it were manufactured here.

Another product spotted by Tunnell is a

portable version of the IBM PC using 5 Vi-

inch floppy disk drives.

Barry Bergman, an associate of Rich-

ard Camps at Barrick Security Group,

reports he has seen a unit called the CAT
100, which works like an Apple but looks

like the IBM PC. He adds that hundreds of

dual-processor machines, which can run

both IBM and Apple software, already

have been seen in Hong Kong markets.

These products make their way to Ameri-

can shores camouflaged in shipments of

everything from canned goods to refriger-

ators, Bergman explained.

Since offering his testimony, Camps

has spotted yet another IBM motherboard

in the U.S. factory of a foreign manufac-

turer with a history of assembling Apple

fakes.

“I don’t know if they were exact dupli-

cates,” he said. “They told us they are

copies of IBM motherboards, though.

When we asked what they were going to

do with them, they replied, ‘We’re mak-

ing an IBM PC.’
”

What Is IBM’s?
When asked what was the most impor-

tant factor in keeping computer counter-

feits out of the U.S., Camps replied,

“Customs.” And when questioned why

IBM appears to have been so lax in its

registration procedures for the IBM PC, he

theorized: “Possibly there is nothing pro-

prietary they can register?”

Obviously, IBM’s logo can be pro-
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(ected, and this famed trademark has tra-

ditionally been defended by the company

with the vengeance of a Mafia hitman.

However, the question of what exactly is

proprietary in the IBM PC brings attention

to the fine line between an IBM PC
"fake” and a "compatible." Why should

some foreign manufacturers be deemed

ripoff artists while domestic companies

bask in the reputable aura of being com-

patible manufacturers?

According to spokesman Ken Price of

Compaq, "The only thing that is propri-

etary (in the PC) is the ROM. The code on

the ROM is what makes a machine com-

patible and not a counterfeit." However,

he added that it is difficult to prove some-

body has copied a ROM. “It is not some-

thing you can just look at and identify as a

copy. It is difficult to get into due to traps

and gates, and it would require somebody

extremely technical to read.”

IBMV answer to the question of what is

proprietary in the PC is assertive in tone,

but vague in content: "IBM has both

copyright and patent protection on numer-

ous parts of the machine, but for obvious

reasons we won’t be any more specific

than that.”

According to Apple’s Eisenstat,

"Their (the IBM) machine is just an

engine. The hardware has nothing propri-

etary in it. There certainly are no patents.

Therefore, you can’t counterfeit a ma-

chine that has nothing counterfeitable.”

He said his sources told him IBM has

developed a task force in Taiwan to deal

with PC piracy, although IBM wouldn’t

confirm the report beyond saying the com-

pany has agents at work all over the

world.

Eisenstat added that the majority of

Apple’s suits to date have involved man-

ufacturers who copied the Apple ma-

chines, while selling them under different

names. Apple nameplates are routinely

offered on the Hong Kong markets for $ 10

each. Will this be an upshot of PC piracy

as well?

Bergman remarked. "Nobody in their

right mind is going to voluntarily manu-

facture a PC compatible with the IBM
logo on it. Why should they take a chance

like that and suffer the wrath of the largest

computer company in the world? They

don’t have to. Once the machines are man-

ufactured and shipped to another country

with no labels at all, nothing is going to

stop somebody from pasting on the labels

later. If IBM says they haven’t seen any

IBM knockoffs, what they must mean is

they haven't seen any exact duplicates,

including the IBM logo.”

Shift into

Ultradrive

with Targa

by CMC

Targa is your answer for a quality,

hassle-free hard disk subsystem.

Targa interfaces with most popular

microcomputers and carries the finest

limited warranty in the industry.

At under $2000 (sug. ret. for

5MB), Targa is an exceptional buy
in terms of price/performance.

Available in 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30

MB models.

Seriously interested? Call us toll-

free at 1-800-CMC-INTL. In

Washington dial 1-206-885-1600.

CMC International
Bellevue, Washington 98005
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IBM SPCIF1C
BOOKS

Books by The Brady Co. were
written specifically for your IBM PC*
to help you make the most of this

magical machine, while demystifying
the process.

With great care, The Brady Co., a
division of Prentice-Hall, has assem-
bled the authors and the experts who
write what we publish to make the
most of the software for your IBM
hardware.

Whether you work with your IBM
PC* at home, or in the office, using it

as a toy, a tool, or a corporate aide, we
have the books to enhance the per-

sonal relationship you have formed
with your IBM PC. Since the tech-

nology changes quickly, you can ex-

pect The Brady Co. to add new titles

and update older editions, to keep
you current with the latest IBM PC
applications.

The Brady Co. already lists some
titles which have become classics,

some best sellers and some "hot off

the presses.” And, as with all Brady
Books, we guarantee you a good read
with good information. Be sure to

buy something substantial, sPCifically

for your IBM PC—books by The
Brady Co. We’re in business to

provide the personal library for your
personal computer.

BESTSELLERS
Peter Norton: Inside the IBM PC:
Access to Advanced Features and
Programming

Peter Norton: MS DOS and PC
DOS: User’s Guide

The authority, Peter Norton gives an intro-

duction and explanation of the Microsoft

Disk Operating System, precisely right

for the beginner. It provides examples
and instructions unavailable in any other

volume.
1983/250pp/paper/ISBN 0 89303-645 5/S15.95

Larry Joel Goldstein: Advanced
BASIC and Beyond for the IBM PC

A complete guide to the advanced skills

of BASIC programming, files, graphics,

event-trapping, machine language and
subroutines. This book by the master
teacher is an absolute must for the IBM
PC Programmer.
1983/400pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-324 3/S19.95
Book/Disketle Package ISBN 0-89303-325 1/S39.95

LeoJ. Scanlon: IBM PC/XT
Assembly Language: A Guide
for Programmers

An introduction to the fundamental prin-

ciples of microprocessors (specifically the

8088), numbering systems and assem-
blers. The book first outlines the steps

necessary to create and ran assembly
programs and then describes the entire

instruction set of the 8088 microprocessor.
1983/384pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-241 7/S19.95
Bouk/Diskette Package ISBN 0 89303 535-0/S49.95

A CLASSIC
LarryJoel Goldstein, Martin Goldstein:

IBM PC: An Introduction to the
Operating System, BASIC Pro-

gramming and Applications,

Revised and Enlarged.

A FIRST!
Kevin Bowyer, Sherryl Tomboulian:
Pascal for the IBM PC: IBM DOS
Pascal and UCSD P-System Pascal

This is the first written word on combining
the IBM PC and Pascal Programming.
Soon it will become the last word for any-

one who wants to break the limits of

BASIC programming with an emphasis on
graphics and sound applications.

1983/320pp/pa per/ISBN 0-89303 280-8/S17.95

Barbara Lee Chertok, Dov Rosenfeld,

James Stone: IBM PC & XT Owner’s
Manual: A Practical Guide to

Operations

This entry level book provides easy
instructions on the operations of the IBM
PC. After reading this new guide with

clear, concise examples, the user is up and
running on the IBM PC in a minimum
amount of time—without programming
classes.
1983/128pp/paper/lSBN 0-89303-531-9/S14.95

Larry E. Jordan, Bruce W. Churchill:

Communications and Networking
for the IBM PC

This book brings together data communi-
cations applications and the IBM PC. It

includes asynchronous and synchronous
communications and a complete study of

local area networking. A full chapter on
communication codes and controls is

included to demystify the language.

1983/225pp/paper/lSBN 0-89303-385-5/S18.95

The most widely-read author on the IBM
PC gives the reader a look inside the work-
ings of the computer and the advanced
features it can provide. This best seller

includes the fundamentals of the micro-
processor, the operating system and the
PC-DOS. In a very readable book, Peter
Norton takes you beyond the machine,
interprets its languages for you and intro-

duces you to ROM.
1983/320pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-556-4/S19.95
Book/Diskette Package ISBN 0-89303-561-0/S79.95

An updated and expanded version of what
has become the classic self-study book for

the IBM PC. New chapters on BASIC
emphasize the importance of structuring

and planning programs and important

new information on debugging. Games
and graphics are included and the section

on random access has been expanded.
1983/448pp/paper 'ISBN 0-89303-530-0/SI7.95
Book/DiskeUc Package ISBN 0-89303-527-0/S39.95

•IBM PC is a registered trademark of

International Business Machines Corporation.



IT’S BASIC
David Schneider: Handbook of

Basic for the IBM PC

This book for the layman presupposes no
knowledge of BASICand clearly translates

the BASIC reference manual supplied

with the IBM PC into completely compre-
hensible terms. Organized by BASIC
programming statements, it allows the

user to go directly to the desired informa-

tion without confusion or delay.
1983/350pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303 506-8/S19.95
Book/Diskette Package ISBN 0 89303 508-4 /S39.95

SCIENCE
Philip Wolfe, C. Patrick Koelling:

BASIC Engineering and Scientific

Programs for the IBM PC

A source of BASIC Programs written

exclusively for on-the-job use by engineers

and scientists to provide important com-
puter techniques for problem solving and
data manipulation .*

1983/320pp/papcr/ISBN 0-89303-330-8/S19.95
Rook/Diskette Package ISBN 0-89303-331-6/S39.95

BUSINESS

HOTOFF
THE PRESSES

MicroWorkshop: Wordstar for the
IBM PC

Now, the incredible Wordstar can be
mastered with this step-by-step journey

through its many features. From the

fundamentals to managing more compli-

cated commands, this book explains it all

in an easily understood style that won't

loose the beginner or bore the more
advanced user.

1984/224pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-956-X/S17.95

GRAPHICS
Dorothy Strickland, Dennis Rockwell,

and Kevin Bowyer:Games,Graphics,
and Sound For the IBM PC

This guide for the beginner teaches pro-

gramming in BASIC, Pascal and FOR-
TRAN to create graphics and sound for

the IBM PC. It illustrates in 70 working
examples how to integrate sound and
graphics into animation. And, it includes

an example of how to create a simple

videogame.
1983/288pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303 469-X/S18.95
Book/Diskette Package ISBN 0 89303 470-3/S64.95

NEW
Richard Startz: 8087 Applications

and Programming for the IBM PC
And Other PCs

New on the shelves and on the minds of

8087 microprocessor users, the pages

begin with a non technical introduction

and turn into very detailed technical

descriptions of the potential application.

It includes sections on Advanced Instruction

Set, Non-linear methods. Statistical

Analysis and Program Canning.
1983/250pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-420-7/SI9.95

Leon Wortman: Business Problem
Solving with the IBM PC & XT
Business professionals will make use of

the dozens of computer programs specifi-

cally designed for problem solving and
decision-making. Source codes are in-

cluded in BASIC, with many in PASCAL.
1983/350pp/paper/ISBN 0 893032B2-4/$19.95
Bnok/Diskelte Package ISBN 0-89303 342 1/S49.95

Steven Zimmerman, Leo Conrad:

Business Applications for the
IBM PC

First time users will find this guide to the

IBM-PC ideal. It offers step-by-step

instructions on the use and customization

of existing business software programs.

1983/350pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-243-3/$17.95
Book/Diskellc Package ISBN 0 89303 3510/$49.95



IBM SPCIFK
GAMES

The Brady Company, a division of

Prentice-Hail, believes that all work
and no play makes a dull PC. To
brighten those leisure hours for you
and your machine, we have created

toys and games that are IBM
sPCifically for fun.

The Brady Co. sends out scouts

who have the difficult assignment of

discovering and playing the new
games being created in basements
and in computer centers across the

country. These games originate with

computer whiz tads and senior

wizards and it’s the job of The
Brady Co. to discover and provide

the best games IBM sPCifically for

you and your IBM PC*

Cosmic Nightmare
Hi-Tech Gameware

You are on the earth's only atomic power
asteroid—everyone else has evacuated!

Suddenly, the earth’s core sends up
shattering explosions and your worst

nightmare is now reality. All the phantoms
of the universe are coming. Their awful

mission is to make the earth one vast

ghost town. Can you prevent this night-

mare from occurring?

ISBN 089-303-699-3 /S29.95

Nomination
ICCS

One to five players run against the actual

candidates for the 1984 Democratic nomi-

nation in 6 primaries. Take a stand on the

issues, toss your hat in the ring and make
your dream come true.

Run as a conservative, a liberal or sit on
the fence in five primaries. Grant inter-

views to the press and issue position

papers on such sensitive issues as wel-

fare, the nuclear freeze and passage of

the ERA. Strategy is the secret to win-

ning the coveted NOMINATION.
ISBN 089303-699-4 $29.95

Lasercyde
Cornerstone Computer Company

In your Lasercyde, you suddenly surge
forward into the center of the first Arena.

Walls of destructive energy confine you to

the radng circuit. A deadly attack sphere

blazes toward your cycle. To survive, you
must destroy it quickly, before it destroys

you!

Lasercyde requires rapid acceleration

and extraordinary steering in radng from
Arena to Arena. You must conserve your
energy reserves and absorb Power Pods
when you can. Your acceleration booster

has lightning speed and your cunning

maneuvers will save you for the next race

to survive!

ISBN 0-89303-619-6 $29.95

Darius IV
Diversion Games Division

A fast-paced, skill and action game where
reflexes and common sense are tested

every second of play. Darius IV offers all

the challenges of an arcade space game.
The player must avoid air mine fields,

cannons and the deadly “air snakes" while

locating one of 15 possible landing sites

on the planet of Darius IV. Treasure is the

goal and escape is the final achievement
until all 15 areas are conquered.

ISBN 0-89303-398-7/S29.95

The Brady Co. books and gpnes
listed above were created sPCifically

for yourIBM PC. These and many
others are now available at Computer-
lands, IBM Product Centers, Sears
Computer Centers, Entre Computer
Centers, B. Daltons, Waldens, Crown
Books and other fine bookstores and
computer retailers.

If you are unable to find the book or

game of your choice, call toll free for

information (800) 638-0220.

IBRADY
The PC Specific Library

The Brady G).

A Prentice-Hall Gmipany,

Bowie. MD. 20715
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PC-DRAW, The Original High Resolution Drawing System

for the IBM PC. Now with Color and Plotter Support!

Reduce costly and time consuming preparation/revision of charts, diagrams and other
Business Documentation. With PC-Draw’s user definable symbol menus, extensive

Graphic Functions, Multiple Text Fonts and Predefined Symbol Menus* you can Create,

Maintain and Print virtually any type or complexity of drawing.

PC-Draw will help you achieve im-

mediate productivity gains in the

following application areas:

• Flowcharting
• Organizational Charts
• Forms Design
• Office Layouts
• Warnier/Orr Charts
• Architectural Design
• Mechanical Design
• Electrical Design
• Yourdon Structural Analysis/Design
• And other Drawing Applications

*Three predefined symbol menus come with PC-
Draw. They are: Software Design. Electrical

Design and Alternate Text. Dealer Inquiries Welcomed

—MICROGRAFX
1701 N. Greenville
Suite 703
Richardson, TX 75081
(214)234-1769

Street

City

Visa M/C*

- _ PC-Draw(s) ® $295°°

Light Fen(s) @ $195°°

Plotter Support(s) @ $100°°
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PALANTIR WORD PROCESSING
WE DON’THAVE TO BEEF UP OUR GUARANTEE

WITHALOT OF BULL
Other software companies give

you disclaimers. Palantir gives you a

real guarantee: Palantir backs its soft-

ware with 90 days offree phone sup-

port via a toll-free number. When you
call, we won’t tell you to ask your

dealer or read your manual; we’ll

answer your question, free ofcharge.

Ifwe can’t solve your problem, we’ll

replace your Palantir Software with

any competitive software ofcompar-
able value.

Wle couldn’t make an offer like

this ifwe weren’t confident about

Palantir word processing. It’s easy to

learn, easy to use, easy to live with.

Palantir word-processing soft-

ware is designed for microcomputers.

Yet it gives you all the features of a

dedicated word processor. You
won’t find a better system on the

market today.

To find out more about Palantir

software, mark the reader-service card

in this issue or call, toll-free:

1-800-368-3797. In Texas, call

713-520-8221.

We’ll respond with detailed

information on Palantir software and
a free “No Bull”

button. A closer look

will convince you
that we’re not just

one ofthe herd.

And that’s no bull.

Palantir Software 3400 Montrose Blvd. Suite 718 Houston, Texas 77006

™ Palantir is a trademark of Palantir, Inc.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
To get as much from an IBM printer,

you d have to buy two.

Compare. Compare. Compare performance characteristics

between Okidata's outstanding ML 92 and 93 printers and
the IBM 5152 Model 2 printer, and you'll quickly find there is

no comparison. For a few dollars more, the Okidata ML 92
and 93 offer three high speed modes: 160 cps bidirectional

data processing (complete with short line seeking logic): 80
cps emphasized and enhanced printing for drafts; 40 cps for

high resolution correspondence quality printing and other
business communications. And complete graphics capabilities

that are over 50% faster than IBM.
The IBM 5152. on the other hand, offers 80 cps data proc-

essing and no correspondence quality whatsoever. Your
choice? An 80-column ML 92 or its 136-column partner, the

ML 93, for all your DP, graphics and correspondence needs.

Fast. Or. an IBM 5152 and something else (a daisywheel,

perhaps?). Without the speed you need.
Plug 'n Play Makes It Easy. Because we've created the

Okidata Plug n Play interface kit. your Okidata printer is

perfectly compatible with your IBM computer and software

without modifications. Here's how simple it is:

Two replacement PROMs adapt the ML 92 and 93 to all

IBM commands.
An optional cable links computer and printer to provide
instantly-responsive 160 cps bidirectional speed for DP. 80
cps for drafts, or 40 cps for correspondence quality.

That's that. In addition, you get Okidata's built-in printer

reliability in the form of our long-life, 9-pin print head war-
ranted for one full year, and a 4000 hour MTBF and 15

minute MTTR rating. Plus a 90-day warranty on parts and
labor. And a warranty claim rate that's a leader in the industry:

less than Vi%.

Liberate Your Computer. Don't limit the power of your
IBM PC with a printer that can't keep up. Ask for a demonstra-
tion of the ML 92/93 and Plug 'n Play winning combination.*

Phone 1-800-OKIDATA (in N|. 609-235-2600) for the Okidata
dealer nearest you.

U
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PROGRAMMING/JOHN SOCHA

For The
Handicapped:

A short BASIC program called

Handicap.COM gives handicapped users

greater access to the IBM PC keyboard.

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24. 1984

A t the beginning of August, I wan-

dered into ComputerLand in

Salzburg. Austria, to buy the lat-

est copy of PC. The June issue had just

arrived from the States. It included a letter

to the PC Tutor from Dal Vordahl. who is

a handicapped IBM PC user. He was look-

ing for a way to convert certain keys on the

PC’s keyboard into toggles that would

allow handicapped users who are unable

to press two keys at once to use the Shift,

Ctrl, and Alt keys.

It sounded possible, and the PC Tutor

even suggested two solutions. But the first

suggestion, to check the shift keys 18.2

times per second using the clock interrupt,

isn’t very reliable. And the second, to

rewrite the IBM PC’s keyboard input pro-

cedures, would take a fair amount of work

and the patch would be fairly long—cer-

tainly too long to publish.

I thought about other ways to change

the shift keys to toggle on and off, and one

night I suddenly hit upon a solution. But

by then I had run out of time in Salzburg.

The summer was dwindling and it was

time to pack my Compaq and my clothes

and head back to my normal, hectic life in

upstate New York. I left my summer

retreat in the Austrian Alps, with the book

199
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TOGGLING

you type will be shifted. The right shift

key will be released only when you push

and release the right-hand shift key.

The keyboard sends one code when

you push a key and another when you

release the same key. So the ROM BIOS

interrupt subroutine knows when you

actually push or release any key. When
you push the right-hand shift key after exe-

cuting the POKE instruction above, the

into memory whenever you reset (Ctrl-

Alt-Del), so you'll have to run Handi-

cap.COM after you do a reset; you can do

this by placing it in your Autoexec.BAT

Tile.

Handicap.COM changes the shift keys

so that they stay on for the next character

you type. So if you push the left-hand shift

key, the “a" key, and the “b” key, in that

order, you'll see "Ab"; Handicap.COM

10 CLS

20 DEFINT A-Z

30 DEF SE6 * 0

40 FLAGS * tHF AND PEEK ((.H417)

50 LOCATE 10,20

60 IF (FLA6S AND 8)00 THEN ALTFLA6=1 ELSE ALTFLA6=0
70 IF (FLAGS AND 4100 THEN CTRLFLAG‘1 ELSE CTRLFLAG=0
-80 IF IFLAGS AND 2)00 THEN LEFTFLAG'l ELSE LEFTFLA6=0
90 IF (FLA6S AND 1 1 00 THEN RIGHTFLA6=1 ELSE R1GHTFLA6=0
100 PRINT “Alts ALTFLA6; * Ctrl : “CTRLFLASt
110 PRINT • Left: "LEFTFLAGt ” Right:"! R I6HTFLAG
120 GOTO 40

Figure 1 : This BASIC program continually tests the four shift keys and displays a I for

each key pushed down.

I’d been working on nearly finished, and

began to earn a normal living again.

Back in the States, I finally found time

to write a BASIC program to build a DOS
patch to change the meaning of the four

shift keys. You don't need any knowledge

of machine language to use this program,

called Handicap.COM, to patch DOS.

Even if you're not looking for a keyboard

styled for the handicapped, you might he

intrigued by the subtle trickery possible

with machine language programs.

Inside the Keyboard
ROM chips contain programs we can

use but can't change, including the Basic

Input Output System (BIOS), a set of sub-

routines DOS uses to talk to the keyboard,

the display, the disk drives, and other

hardware. Each time you push or release a

key, the keyboard sends a signal to the

8088 microprocessor. This signal, known

as an interrupt, causes the 8088 to take a

“time-out" from your program to run one

of the subroutines stored in the ROM
BIOS. This subroutine converts the keys

you press into ASCII characters that

BASIC and other programs read. It also

stores other information in memory, such

as which shift keys are currently pushed

down.

The BASIC program in Figure 1 con-

tinually monitors 4 bits in the memory

location used by the ROM BIOS subrou-

tine to store information about the four

shift keys: Ctrl, Alt, and the left-hand and

right-hand shifts. This program displays a

1 for any key you’re holding down—or

that it thinks you’re holding down. What’s

that? Does that mean you can fool the key-

board interrupt subroutine into thinking

you have the right-hand shift key pressed

when your hand is nowhere near the key-

board?

It sure does. Adding the BASIC

instruction

5 DEF SEG-0 : POKE

&H417, (PEEK(&H417) OR 1)

to the program in Figure 1 turns on the

right-hand shift key, so that any characters

right shift bit is already turned on, so the

ROM BIOS subroutine leaves it on. Only

when you release the right shift key. send-

ing a key-release signal to the 8088, does

the ROM BIOS subroutine turn off the

right shift bit. Handicap.COM uses this

sort of information to change the meaning

of the four shift keys.

Building Handicap.COM
The BASIC program in Figure 2 builds

the machine language program Handi-

cap.COM on your disk using the DATA
statements. The source code for Handi-

cap.COM is shown in Figure 3. These

numbers are instructions to the 8088 and

are known as machine language because

they have meaning to the 8088 micropro-

cessor, but not to us.

When you run Handicap.COM. it atta-

ches itself to the end of DOS in memory

and intercepts all interrupts for the key-

board. Handicap.COM increases the size

of DOS by about 400 bytes, but this only

affects the copy of DOS in memory. A
fresh, unmodified copy of DOS is loaded

turned off the shift key after you typed

i “a." This scheme works well for most

keys, but there are two exceptions. The

|

first has to do with using several shift keys

in a row, as in Ctrl-Alt-Del. Handi-

cap.COM watches to see if you have

)

pushed another shift key. and it doesn’t

|

turn off any of the shifts until you hit some

|

other key, not a shift key. If you hit the

j

same shift key twice, though. Handi-

cap.COM turns it off the second time.

The second case occurs when you use

the Alt key in conjunction with the numer-

ic keypad. The ROM BIOS subroutines

|

allow you to enter a number by holding

down the Alt key while you type the num-

ber of a character on the keypad, and this

character appears when you release the Alt

key. The Handicap.COM program recog-

nizes when you are using the Alt key with

the number keypad, and keeps the Alt key

turned on until you push and then release

the Alt key a second time. The character is

sent when you release the Alt key for the

second time.

Handicap.COM intercepts keyboard
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TOGGLING

10 DIM CHECK (14)

20 FOR 1=1 TO 14 : CHECK ( I ) = 0 ! NEXT i

30 PRINT "Checking”!
40 FOR 1=1 TO 14

50 FOR 0=1 TO 8

60 READ BYTE

70 CHECK ( 1 1 = CHECK < I ) XOR BYTE

-80 CHECK = CHECK
90 NEXT J

100 PRINT"."!
110 NEXT I

120 PRINT

130 LINECHECK * 0

140 FOR I = 1 TO 14

150 READ CHECK

XOR BYTE

160 LINECHECK = LINECHECK XOR CHECK

170 IF CHECK ( 1 ) <> CHECK THEN PRINT ''Data in L i n e ”
i
1000+10* l

I- 1 )

! “nay be bad."

180 NEXT 1

190 IF LINECHECK <> 117 THEN PRINT "Data bad in line 2010 or 2020.

"

200 OPEN "handicap. com" A5 #1 LEN = 1

210 FIELD #1.1 AS BYTE!

220 RESTORE : PRINT "

230 FOR 1=1 TO 108

Writing. .

.

I

240 READ BYTE : LSET BYTE* = CHR* (BYTE) : PUT *1

250 NEXT I

260 CLOSE

270 PRINT i PRINT "HANDICAP.COM created"

280 END

1000 DATA 235. 69, 144, 0. 0. 0. 0. 30

1010 DATA 83. 80. 184, 64, 0, 142, 216. 160

1020 DATA 23. 0. 138, 30, 25, 0
,

156 ,
46

1030 DATA 255, 30, j, 1 , 50, 6. 23. 0

1040 DATA 36, 15, 116, 19, 132, 6, 23, e

1050 DATA 117, 25. i0. 219, 117, 9, 10. 6

1060 DATA 23, 0. 162, 23. 0, 235, 12, 128

1070 DATA 62, 25, 0. 0, 117, 5, 128, 38

1080 DATA 23, 0. 240 , 88, 91, 31

,

207 , 30

1090 DATA 184, 0. 0, 142, 216, 250, 161 ,
36

1100 DATA 0, 46, 163, 3, 1 , 161 ,
38, 0

1110 DATA 46, 163, 5, 1 , 199, 6, 36, 0

1120 DATA 7, 1 , 140. 14, 38, 0
,

251 ,
186

1130 DATA 71,

2000
1. 205, 39, 0, 0

, 0, 0

2010 DATA 32, 13, 40, 192, 217, 205, 197, 241

2020 DATA 42, 145, 6, 108, 227, 172

Figure 2: The BASIC program GENHAND.BAS to build HANDICAP.COM

interrupts so that it is in control, rather after the ROM BIOS subroutine does its ROM BIOS subroutine issues a return,

than the ROM BIOS subroutine, whenev- job. This is the magic behind Handi- Ordinarily, Handicap.COM turns a

er you press or release any key. But to cap.COM— it watches the bits for the four shift key back on whenever you release a

avoid repeating much of the work done by shift keys to see if they change between shift key—that is, whenever the ROM
the ROM BIOS subroutine, Handi- the time Handicap.COM calls the ROM BIOS subroutine changes a shift bit from 1

cap.COM merely delays the call and does BIOS subroutine and the time it receives to 0. But when you push another key,

a small amount of work both before and control again, which occurs when the <continued>
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TOGGLING

VECTORS SEGMENT AT 0H
ORG 9H*4

KEYBOARD_INT_VECTOR LABEL DWORD
ORG 16H*4

VECTORS ENDS

; The keyboard flag contains the status of the various keys. The lower

; four bits contain the shift flags:

I

. —3— —2— —1— —0—
; Alt key Ctrl key Left shift Right shift

ROM BI0S_DATA
ORG

KB_FLAG
KB_FLAG_1
ALT_INPUT
ROM_BIOS_DATA

SEGMENT AT 40H
17H
DB ?

DB ?

DB ?

ENDS

CODE_SEG
ASSUME
ORG

BEGIN: JMP

SEGMENT
CS:CODE_SEG
100H

INIT VECTORS {Initialize vectors and attach to DOS

ROM_KEYBOARD_INT DD {Address for ROM routine

{ This procedures intercepts the keyboard interrupt and moves any new {

; characters to the internal, 80 character, buffer. {

i ,

INTERCEPT_KEYBOARD_INT PROC NEAR
ASSUME DS:NOTHING
PUSH DS
PUSH BX

PUSH AX

ASSUME DS : R0M_B I0S_DAT

A

{Read BIOS keyboard flags
MOV AX, RQM_B10S DATA
MOV DS, AX
MOV AL, KB FLAG {Get flag before interrupt routine
MOV BL, ALT INPUT {Keep track of old ALT_INPUT state

PUSHF
CALL R0M_KEYB0ARD_I NT {Read scan code with BIOS routines

Figure 3: The assembly language program, GENHAND.ASM. The output of this program can be used in GENHAND.BAS for those who

do not have an assembler.
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XOR
AND
JE

AL, KB_FLAG
AL, 0FH
NO_CHANGE_IN_FLAGS

TEST AL, KB_FLAG
JNZ RETURN_FROM_INT

FLAG_TURNED_ON

:

OR BL, BL

JNZ NO_CHANGE_IN_FLAGS

OR AL, KB_FLAG
MOV KB_FLAG, AL
JMP SHORT RETURN_FROM_INT

NO_CHANGE_IN_FLAGS

!

CMP ALT_INPUT, 0
JNZ RETURN_FROM_INT
AND KB_FLAG, 0F0H

RETURN_FROM_INT

:

POP AX
POP BX
POP DS

I RET
INTERCEPT_KEYBOARD_INT ENDP

;Did anything change?
; Remove the upper four bits
{Flags didn’t change
{Flags did change, see if turned off

{Flag turned on, no action needed
{Flag was turned off

{Were Me in the ALT_INPUT state?
;Yes, then turn off all flags
{No, then still in ALT_INPUT
{Turn flag back on until another key

; pushed.

{Continue on Hith program

{Another key pushed, clear flags

5 unless in ALT- INPUT state
;Is in ALT-INPUT state, return
{Isn’t, so reset shift flags

i

; This procedure initializes the interupt vectors.

INIT VECTORS PROC NEAR
ASSUME DS: VECTORS
PUSH DS {Save old Data Segment

MOV AX, VECTORS {Set up the data segment for vectors
MOV DS, AX

CLI {Don’t alloH interrupts
MOV AX, KEYBOARD INT VECTOR {Save addresses of BIOS routines
MOV ROM KEYBOARD INT, AX

MOV AX, KEYBOARD INT VECTOR C23

MOV R0M_KEYB0ARD_I NT [23 ,
AX

{Set up neM KEYBOARD INT vector
MOV KEYBOARD INT VECTOR, OFFSET INTERCEPT KEYBOARD INT

MOV KEYBOARD INT VECTOR [23, CS
STI {All om interrupts again

MOV DX, OFFSET INIT VECTORS {End of resident portion
INT 27H {Terminate but stay resident

INIT..VECTORS ENDP

CODE._SEG ENDS

END BEGIN
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BancLoan
DECISION SUPPORT SOFTWARE

FOR THE BANKING COMMUNITY
• Features loan computation / document preparation

• Computes commercial and monthly installment

loan payments, pick-up,

balloon, interest only...

• Computes complete
disclosure statement

• Prints amortization

schedules

• Automatically calculates

fees, insurance

• Includes bank forms
generator

• Electronic tutorial

available
FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER, 128k 2 DRIVES

BancSoft

Developed by MCS Software

P.O. Box 17850
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117

For More Information Call

Toll Free
800-554-8293

v
#
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Handicap.COM turns off all the shift keys

after the ROM BIOS subroutine has

placed a shifted character into the charac-

ter buffer read by DOS . The shift key stays

on for only one character.

in the case of consecutive shift key use,

pushing and releasing the first shift key

causes Handicap.COM to turn this shift

key on again . When you push another shift

key, Handicap.COM notices that it was a

shift key, not a normal key, so it doesn't

Handicap.COM can

go a long way
toward helping

handicapped PC
users get the most

out of their

Protect and Organize
YOUR FLOPPY DISKS
WITH MINI-EASEL
BINDERS AND PAGES...
and save 23%!
Scratched or damaged floppies

can erase hours— even days—
of carefully stored documents.
Now there's no need to worry . .

.

you can protect all your disks in

clear vinyl pages and organize them
for fingertip access! This compact
binder comes with 20 protective pages
to hold 5W disks. Each page has
an extra pocket with a file card for disk

identification. The binder opens to

become a self-standing easel to hold disks and
3-hole punched 5Vi”x8Vfe" sheets at an easy-to-view angle
Closed, it stores compactly on a shelf or in a drawer.

SAVE 23%! Mini-easel binder with

20 pages and cards. Color: Black

Stock #SFDRM. . . A $20.25 value

2lhmrpushes me
CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-421*4662 Monday-Fnday. 6:00 a m -5 00 p m P S T

California residents, call (213) 731-0900 (Credit card orders only >

Supplying superior service

and products to businesses
lor over 30 years

YES! I want the convenience and safety of

the Mini-Easel Floppy Disk Binder!

Please send me (quantity) #SFDRM
Mini-Floppy Disk Kit(s) at $15.50 each. (Please

include applicable tax and $1.95 ea. postage and
handlings Total $ I

Check enclosed
Mail and make payable to:

Address—

City

20 tfinirrusnesin
3628 Crenshaw Blvd

P.O Box 30022
Los Angeles. CA 90030

CHARGE MY
I

I Visa

-M
MasterCard Oders cannot be processed without a signature

computers.

turn off the First shift. Handicap.COM

allows you to turn on all four shift keys at

the same time provided you don’t push

any shift key twice or any non-shift key. If

you do either, Handicap.COM will turn

off all four shifts.

In the other special case, which

involves using the Alt key and the numeric

keypad together, the ROM BIOS subrou-

tine uses an address in the lower part of

memory, 419 hex, to store the character as

it’s being built from the digits. If you type

Alt-3-5, memory location 419 contains 3

after you push the 3 key and 5 after you

push the 5 key. Then 419 becomes 0 as

soon as you release the Alt key. This

means the memory location 419 is a non-

zero number only when you are using the

Alt and numeric keys to input a character.

Handicap.COM watches this memory lo-

cation, and if it is not zero, it doesn’t

change the shift bits.

This is Handicap.COM’s complete bag

of tricks. It is a fairly short and reasonably

straightforward program, but it goes a

long way in helping handicapped PC users

get the most out of their computers.
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Effortless Communication

PC Modem Plus & IBM Personal Computer

Effortless Communication The PC Modem Plus™ is all you
need to link your personal computer to the world. Everything is

included: internal modem, software, telephone cable and in-

structions. The modem card fits right inside the PC and connects

it to the phone line. No more messy clutter in the work area.

The software makes communications a snap—a single key-

stroke connects you to any computer, anywhere.

The Best Modem The PC Modem Plus™ System provides

features and flexibility no one else offers. Like an additional se-

rial port for your printer and an extra telephone connector which

lets you switch between voice and data. The PC Modem Plus™
even connects to your PC’s speaker so you can hear the call

being made.

The modem is available in both 1200/300 and 300 baud speeds.

You can even upgrade the 300 baud version— it's as simple as

adding the PC Modem Speed Adapter™. And at both speeds,
the PC Modem Plus™ provides full duplex operation, auto-

answer/auto-dial, and tone or pulse dial.

The Best Software The PC Modem Plus™ System comes
complete with CROSSTALK-XVI™. This powerful communica-
tions software makes it easy for you to automatically dial a

number, store data directly onto disk, or exchange files with

minis, mainframes or other microcomputers.

Ven-Tel Inc. 2342 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051

(800) 538-5121 • (408)727-5721

PC Modem Plus and PC Modem Speed Adapter are trademarks of Ven-Tel Inc IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation Crosstalk is a trademark of Microstuf. Inc.
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WHEN YOU’RE READY
OUR PC PLUS KIT
WILL BE WAITING

lOmb Internal Upgrade

When you’re ready to boost your

storage capacity from 640K to lOmb
without boosting power and without

eating up desk-top space, our internal

PC PLUS will be just a phone

call away.

Waiting to give you all the capacity of

the *XT at a price that saves you

hundreds of dollars compared to the

cost of trading up.

The DSS PC PLUS kit uses a half-

height lOmb Winchester disk drive that

gives you all the benefits of Winchester

technology — increased data integrity,

faster access — without taxing the

power supply. It also includes a

Winchester disk controller that is

IBM formatted.

The DSS PC PLUS kit presents

the storage solution you need now.

What are your data storage needs? At
DSS, we do much more than sell

components. We create solutions.

The DSS PC PLUS kit includes:

— lOmb half-height disk drive

— DSS Controller

— Full height front bezel

— Mounting hardware
— Cables

Features and Benefits

— Increased capacity

— Increased access time

— Upgradeability

— No additional power requirements

— Enhanced cooling

— One board controller solution

— Operates with 1.25 MS-DOS
through 2.0 MS-DOS

— Internal upgrade

— 1 tomb halfheight Winchester =

31 floppy’s

— Increased data integrity

Retail price: $2250
from the dealer nearest you

2907 N. 55th St, No. 5 Boulder, Colorado 80301 303/449-7587 Toll Free: 800-851-PLUS
Data Storage Solutions, Inc.

*XT is a registered IBM trademark
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What IBM.won’ttell
you.

IBM and XT are trademarks of International Business Machines.

©Ashton-Tate 1983

ASHTON -TATE

When it comes to manuals. IBM
makes terrific computers.

But working your fingers

to the bone soon takes the

bloom off the rose.

So we've taken everything

that you might even think you
want to know about the IBM
PC and compatible products

and assembled it in one place.

The IBM PC
Reference Encyclopedia.

This Second Edition of our
Encyclopedia is two volumes jam-packed with

information that gives you the meanings behind

the manuals and keeps you current on compatible

software and hardware products.

Inside, you'll find several thousand quick

reference entries and over a hundred in-depth

"how-to" items.

We'll tell you everything you need to know
about DOS, (including 2.0). We cover the PC and
the XT ’“so thoroughly you won't need to buy the

Technical and Hardware
manuals.We detail topics

like disk organization,

printer control and more.

Review IBM and non-IBM
programs and add-ons
realistically so you don't

get trapped in the soft-

ware/hardware jungle.

And show you dozens of

other ways to get the most
out of your PC.

We've compiled tables and comparisons you
won't find anywhere else. Gathered hundreds of

practical tips and techniques from magazines,

newsletters and dozens of experienced users, so

you won't have to learn them the hard way.

It's easy to take.

We've made all this information easily acces-

sible, because the Encyclopedia is efficiently

indexed and thoroughly cross-referenced.

It's all explained in plain English with

enough depth for both novices and experts.

We update it twice a year, to keep you up to

speed on all the new developments.
And it's all yours for a suggested retail price

of just $69.95.

Including 1 year of free updates.

So pick up a copy of the Ashton-Tate IBM
PC Reference Encyclopedia (Second Edition) at

your nearest computer or software store.

And stamp out manual labor today.

Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson

Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.

(213) 204-5570.
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Time for your computer to make the telephone con-
nection - with an intelligent, full 212A 300/1200
baud modem - with a real time clock/calendar -
and with the capability to expand into a com-
plete telecommunications system. It’s time for

PRO-MODEM 1200. Much more than just a phone
modem.

When you’re on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM
telecommunication systems help you save. By
monitoring the duration and cost of your phone
calls. And by sending and receiving messages,
unattended, at preset times when the rates are

lower. . .with or without your computer.

Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1 200 with any other

modem on the market. For example, you'd have to

buy both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their

Chronograph for about $950 to get a modem with

time base.

PRO-MODEM 1 200 is easy to use. A convenient
“Help” command displays the Menu of operating

command choices for quick reference whenever
there’s a question about what to do next. Extensive
internal and remote self-diagnostics assure that the

system is operating properly. Some of the other

standard features include Auto Answer, Touch
Tone and Pulse Dialing, and Programmable Intelli-

gent Dialing.

PRO-MODEM does more. It lets you build a full tele-

communications system with features like Auto
Dialer, Incoming and Outgoing Message Buffering,

Business/Personal Phone Directory, Program-
mable Operating Instructions, a 12-Character

Alpha-Numeric Time and Message Display, and
versatile PRO-COM Software. PRO-MODEM com-
mands are Hayes compatible so you can use most
existing telecommunications software without

modification.

There’s much more to the PRO-MODEM story. See
your local dealer for complete details. He'll show
you how to save time. And money.

Prometheus Products, Inc., 45277 Fremont Blvd.,

Fremont CA 94538, (415) 490-2370

PMBTBH
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SOFTWARE/DIANE BURNS

An EndTb
Mailing List

Madness
One of the dullest office tasks for a secretary—typing lists

of names and addresses for mass mailings—becomes a breeze

with a PC and a mailing list program.

Have you ever had to type a list of

names and addresses? Have you

ever had to type the same list

twice? For little more than the cost of a

carton of the old triplicate mailing label

forms, you can invest in a simple mailing

list package and save a lot of time and

frustration. Invest a little more and you

can add database management functions

that go far beyond mailing list capabilities.

With the help of the computer, you can

sort your mailing list by name, zip code,

or city, and you can select addresses from

the list by almost any category.

Killing Clerical Doldrums
One of the most mundane office tasks

has to be the preparation of mass mailings.

Even a mailing to only 100 people repre-

sents a lot of work each time. And even

typists who are speed demons quickly get

bored.

Computers are well-suited to perform-

ing repetitive, mundane tasks. They never

get bored. So it makes sense that one of

the fust things any office or group should

computerize is its mailing list.

The three packages reviewed here rep-

resent the full range of currently available

mailing list programs. Peachtree’s Mail-

ing List Manager is sold by Peachtree and

by IBM as part of the IBM Professional

Computing Series. The program lists for

$250, but, if you wish, you can buy it as

part of the $395 PeachText 5000 System,

including PeachText Word Processor,

PeachCalc. the Random House Thesau-

rus, Peachtree Spelling Proofreader, and

of course, the Mailing List Manager.

Running a close second in performance

is Personal Mailer by Computer Age of

San Francisco. It packs in 90 percent of

Peachtree’s List Manager at one-third the

price. Finally, Name!Address Mailing by

McCullar Microcomputing is an inexpen-

sive package that may be just right for the

modest user.

Peachtree ’ s Mailing List Manager is by

far the slickest of the lot. The packaging is

typical IBM, well-organized and easy to

read. Almost half the manual is an eight-

chapter tutorial. I like tutorials; they avoid

a lot of theoretical chatter and let the user

dive in, one of the quickest ways to really

learn this computer stuff. The keystrokes

required are printed in green and stand out

from the text, so experienced users can
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Figure 2: Entering names in Mailing List Manager.

Mailing List Manager

Peachtree Software Incorporated

IBM PC Professional Series

3445 Peachtree Road, N.E./8th Floor

Atlanta, GA 30326

(800) 554-8900

List Price: $250

Requires: 128K RAM, PC-DOS, 80

column display.

CIRCLE 703 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Personal Mailer

Computer Age of San Francisco

1827 Haight Street/Suite 102

San Francisco, CA 941 17

(415) 921-7792

List Price: $79.95

Requires: 128K RAM, PC-DOS, 80

column display.
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Name!Address Mailing

McCullar Microcomputing

405 W. Collins

Denton, Texas 76201

(817) 455-2598

List Price: $49.

Requires: 64K RAM, PC-DOS, 80

column display.

CIRCLE 705 ON READER SERVICE CARD

enter the data, watch their screens, and

leant practically everything they need to

know without having to read the text

between the lines. It takes about 2 hours to

go through the tutorial, and it’s well worth

the time. It moves along at a steady clip

and provides a comfortable mastery of the

program. Finally, it is also fairly easy to

reference.

Entering names into Mailing List Man-

ager is easy. The opening menu will look

familiar to PeachText users; to select any

of the menu choices, you type in the two-

letter code that represents that choice (see

Figure 1). Mailing List Manager also

makes extensive use of preset values, so

you can respond to many prompts simply

by pressing the Enter key. You can use

either the function keys or the numeric

keypad for moving the cursor around.

Defining An Address File

The first step in setting up Mailing List

Manager is to define an address file. You

can define up to 14 different items of up to

76 characters each. After you define each

item by giving it a name and indicating its

length, you are asked to show which fields

you want your records to be indexed on.

Mailing List Manager creates separate

files for each index. Searching files with

these indexes is fast, as they are always

kept in indexed order and don’t have to be

sorted each time you process them. The

last step in defining an address file is

reserving disk space for it. The manual

suggests that you reserve the entire disk,

and indeed you should; who knows exact-

ly how many records are going to be in a

file? But once you have reserved the disk,

you can’t change your mind. Ifyou do, it’s

tough luck.

Once you’ve defined what your address

file is going to look like, you’re ready to

enter names (see Figure 2). (I found it hard

to adjust to pressing the down arrow or

F10 key after entering each item; I was

used to pressing the Enter key. Fortunate-

ly, if you do press the Enter key it’s just a

couple of keystrokes to get back to where
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you were.) You can set assumed values;

for example, enter the city name and it will

automatically insert it for you until you

Finding records

within a file is a

snap, and you don’t

have to be exact

about spelling.

change the assumed value for that field.

Finding records within a file is a snap,

and you don't have to be exact about spell-

ing. Mailing List Manager finds the clos-

est possible match and you can start scroll-

ing through the file from that point, though

you can only move one record forward or

backward at a time. You can search for

records with any of the three indexes.

So far, you say, so what? But there’s

more here than meets the eye. One of the

menu choices looks unassuming enough:

CA for “Combine Address Files." But

what you can do with this feature is truly

amazing—merge records from one file

into another file with a different format.

For example, you may have one mailing

list that contains name, address, and

phone number for each customer, and a

second file that contains a list of names

and phone numbers only. With this feature

you can easily add all the names and

phone numbers in the first file to the sec-

ond file.

It gets better. The most exciting menu

feature by far is “Define Label” (DL).

Under this option, you create and store

formats for the mailing you will be print-

ing out. First you define a label with a

verbal description, including the number

of lines and the width. If you have an IBM
or Epson printer, you can choose which

font you want to use from a set menu of

choices.

Now the fun part. A blank label is

drawn on the screen for you. and you can

position each item where you want it on

the label (see Figure 3). A “Test Print”

option allows you to send your mock-up to

the printer. If you don’t like the looks of it.

or if the addresses don’t print exactly

where the labels will be, it’s easy to repo-

sition items. The possibilities are limitless.

Not only can you print out traditional mail-

ing labels, you can also print lists ofnames

with phone numbers only, lists of products

with quantity and product numbers, lists

of zip codes with purchase catego-

ries. . . . Once you start using Mailing

List Manager, you’ll think of all sorts of

applications for it. You won’t be able to

avoid coming up with new ideas.

Finishing Touches

Once a label format has been defined,

the "Produce Mailing” option allows you

to print out your file ofnames in the format

you've designed (see Figure 4). You can

choose three different fields to have Mail-

ing List Manager sort on, in ascending or

descending order. You can choose to

“Reverse halves at comma” on an item:

You can enter a name with the last name

first for indexing purposes but print it out

first name first, without creating a separate

field for the first name.

The last step is to define the mailing

profile. The default profile will “Include

all records,” but you can direct the pro-

gram to print out only parts of your mail-

ing list. You build statements phrase by

phrase; for example, you can tell the pro-

gram to:

Include all records for which

Name equals or is greater than B
and Name is less than G
and Zip equals 60606.

Now you’re ready to print out labels. With

the variety of options available, it should

be a snap to make the snazziest labels

around.

While Mailing List Manager has some

flashy features. Personal Mailer is, in my
opinion, the best for the money. It does

just about everything the Peachtree pack-

age can do, except combine two different

files. And it does something that Peach-

tree's package cannot do: It converts the

data you've entered into comma-delimited

ASCII files that you can use with almost

any word processing package. You can

use Persona! Mailer to create and print out

mailing lists, and use WordStar with Mail-

Merge to write form letters. In my book,

this feature makes the package worth a

million by providing the kind of flexibility

that all software packages will eventually

need to have. Incompatibility among

packages is a chronic problem that con-

tributes significantly to computerphobia,

and I predict that smart software compa-

nies will begin to create products that can

MAILING LIST MANAGER
** Define Label Formats: Members & Contributors **

Format: STANDARD Line 6 Col 46

Name******* * * * *

Address**** *** *

Address/2*** « *«

City***** ***** *

L
State********** Zip**

Use Arrow or Function Keys
To Position Cursor

F2 or INS * Place Item
FO or DEL = Erase Item

ESC to end Item Positioning

1 Name
2 Address
Z Address/2
4 City
5 State
6 Zip
7 - F’hone

8 - Member number
9 - Contacted
10 - Interests

Figure 3: Mailing List Manager lets you position mailing label elements exactly where

you want them.
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be used with all kinds of packages, even

those manufactured by other sources.

Personal Mailer consists of two main

segments that are interactive. The Utility

segment allows you to set up your initial

file, change the length of the records, con-

vert your files to ASCII format, sort the

file, and write the sorted file to ASCII for-

mat (see Figure 5). The menu requires you

to press one of the function keys to choose

an option. Filename prompts appear; other

prompts require only a single keystroke.

Setting up a file is easy. You can define up

to 1 1 items, each up to 68 characters long.

You can choose the name and length for

each field or choose Personal Mailer’s

defaults by pressing the Enter key, use

some combination of the two.

Personal Mailer’s Features

The second segment, called “A Data-

base System," is where the rest of the

work gets done (see Figure 6). As in the

utility segment, menu items are selected

by pressing one of the function keys.

Entering names in the file you've just cre-

ated is easy, and full edit capabilities are

available. What’s more, the edit keys and

their functions appear in a line across the

bottom of the screen. At first I found this

line hard to read, but once I had looked up

what each item meant, it served as a good

reminder. This built-in reminder line

shows real consideration for the user and is

one reason why the hard-to-read docu-

mentation doesn’t detract from the overall

usefulness of the package.

Searching for records is easy and can

be performed on any data field. If, for

example, you can't remember the name of

a record you want to see, but you know the

address was in Akron, Ohio, you can tell

Personal Mailer to search the field you’ve

designated as "city.” You’re then asked

for the name you want to search for. You

can enter “A" or "Akr" or "Akron,”

and the program will show the record for

the first occurrence of whatever field

you’re selected. You can then browse

through the records until you find the one

you want. There are a few different types

MAILING LIST MANAGER
•* Produce Mailing; Members I> Contributors e*

Mailing; TEST

Use label format: [standard]
Sort records by item number; 1

(opt) then by; 0
(opt) then by; O

Ascending or Descending (A/D); A
Send output to
(P-printer ,D-disk file,C-Crt>: P

(if disk) File name:
Continuous forms (Y/N) : Y

Compress blank lines (Y/N)i Y
Compress blank spaces (Y/N); N

Reverse halves at comma for
item number (O if not used); 1

Number of copies per record: 1

Label format not defined'

Use F10 or to advance to next field
Press ’ENTER' when all entries are complete.

Figure 4: The “Produce Mailing” menu from Mailing List Manager.

rz

CREATE Data File

DATA File to ASCII Format

FS ASCII to DATA File Format

F7 SEARCH to ASCII Format

F9 REBUILD ley File

FlO EXIT Program ;V"

COPYRIGHT (c) 1983, Computer Age. Version 2.1 ' 01/01/80 00:04:07

Figure 5: Personal Mailer's Utility Program menu.

PERSONAL MAILER A Database System

FI Add Records

F3 List Records

F5 Printer Setup

F7 Change File

F9 Utilities

F2 Search Records

F4 Prjnt Records

F6 Records Deleted

FB Display Files At

FlO Exit Program

Current Tile Dimytest.DAT Total Records 4

COPYRIGHT (c) 1983, Computer Age. Version 2.1 - 01/01/80 00t00i42

Figure 6: Personal Mailer’^ main menu.
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of searches possible, including "search

for everything except this word" or

“search across every field of every record

for this word," The latter option could be

especially useful for bibliographic

searches.

Personal Mailer lets you define your

mailing format, and while the screen is not

as attractive as Mailing List Manager's,

the program has the same degree of flexi-

bility. You can place any item anywhere

you want, and positioning is done visual-

ly. You can select any of the items from

your records and print the combination

you desire.

You cannot choose from a predeter-

mined menu of printer fonts, but you can

send your own control codes to the printer

prior to printing. I personally prefer this

option because it's possible to choose

from the entire range of available fonts.

You may choose to print out either entire

records or a partial range. Labels may be

printed 1, 2, or 3 across. You define

everything about your records and what

they’ll look like at printout time.

Low Budget Lists

If your needs are simple and your bud-

get modest. Name!Address Mailing may

be the package for you. It does not have

the flexibility in data field definition or

label-format design that make other pack-

ages mini-data base managers, but it

produces mailing labels easily and offers

limited sorting capabilities.

Documentation is a la IBM in format

and size, but it’s all done on a dot matrix

printer. As a big dot matrix fan. 1 appre-

ciate the care that’s gone into this produc-

tion. No tutorial is provided, but the

beginner will have no trouble getting it up

and tunning in minutes.

Entering names is easy. The items are

named for you and not only include all

pertinent address information, but provide

for additional coding as well. Records can

only be searched by customer number, but

a sort can be done by name and zip so that

you can print out alphabetical lists from

which to find customer numbers.

The printout is standard label format

with a choice of printing I or 2 across.

Blank entries, like an unused second

address line, produce blank lines on the

label, a feature I don’t fancy.

The program, written in BASIC, might

be fun to play with. If your mailing list

needs are simple, this one's for you.

PROOFWRITER™
For the IBM PC and PCjr

Word Processor, Program Editor, and Spelling Checker
PROOFWRITER"* is a comprehensive, easy-to-learn. menu-driven Word
Processing and Program Editing package designed for Scientific, Multil-

ingual and Business Applications as well as everyday use.

The Main Features of ProofWriter™ are:

• Full Screen Menu-Driven Editor

• Over 60 Single Keystroke commands
• Word Processing in Color ^ °^Oa/
• On-Screen Tutorial Introduction ^ThOn-Screen Tutorial Introduction SrF>a r .

Spelling Checker 0fl/ O/^
Mail Merge Capabilities

Help" commands Ur
Ot/,.

Easy "cut and paste" capabilities ® $s-0n ^
Spelling Errors Displayed in Reverse Video
Foreign Language and Scientific Symbols inserted with single

keystroke

Underlining, emphasized text, superscripts and subscripts

displayed during editing

Equation mode for easy entry of Scientific Equations
Constructs and prints any Foreign Language or Scientific

Symbol on any matrix printer

m do a
o oo

(ft)
l ftt

A ( r < ft )

o
2tt£ G(a )

• Any symbol not included in the IBM PC character set can be
displayed with optional character PROM $125

• Tabs, Margins, and Text reformatted on the screen
• Inserts phrases or blocks of text with single keystroke
• Columns of data can be moved
• Many unique printing options: underlining on any printer,

superscripts, subscripts, software generated shadow and bold

type, right/left justification, centering, italics: enhanced,
enlarged or condensed print; automatic numbering of

footnotes, endnotes; headers, footers, and numerous page
numbering options

• Will work with any printer: matrix, thimble or daisy wheel
• Text completely DOS compatible
• Compatible with program compilers

For IBM PC $250 - For PCjr $99 - PROOFjr $29 (Spelling checker)
Visa or MC accepted Order Direct or thru your Computer Dealer

IBM PC/2 Drives. 192KB IBM PCjr/1 Drive. 128KB

Image Processing Systems 608/233-5033
6409 Appalachian Way • P O. Box 5016 • Madison. Wl 53705
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A PC In

The Type Shop:
Better Than
Dedicated
A modest typesetting operation, nestled

in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, is using PCs as typesetting

input devices to produce manuals

for software publishers.



TYPE SHOP

A bout an hour and a half north of

Sacramento, at the foothills of

the Sierra Nevada mountains,

lies Nevada City, California, a picturesque

town with a population of 3,000 and gin-

gerbread-style houses left over from its

settlement during the California Gold

Rush in 1848. Nevada City relies on its

charm and history to lure tourists, who
provide its bread and butter.

On one side of the town, however, is a

low-key computer typesetting business,

housed in a rickety four-story building. It

is Dwan Typography, a business that

relies on IBM PCs, not tourists, for capi-

tal. Operated by Rebecca and Kevin

Dwan, the company designs and typesets

the documentary manuals that accompany

computer programs, as well as books.

Attracted by the Sierra foothills, the

pine trees, and the quiet, the Dwans set up

shop in Nevada City in 1976, combining

Rebecca's expertise in printing and four-

color process work and Kevin’s in editing

and writing.

When they started their business, the

Dwans purchased a dedicated typesetting

system, the Mergenthaler MPV. The sys-

tem, which cost $18,000, ran under Mer-

genthaler software and read only Mergen-

thaler disks. As customers submitted

manuscripts, they were keyed into the sys-

tem, using its one entry station. The disks

were then processed by the machine into

typeset galleys.

Initially the Dwans produced business

forms, advertising, and other small-sized

printing tasks. Later, they moved into

book publishing, typesetting scholarly

texts and contemporary works of literature

for the University of California Press.

Dedicated Alternatives

Although the dedicated system func-

tioned adequately, the Dwans began to

find it limiting. Their $18,000 had bought

them only one entry station, and. as their

business picked up, this was no longer suf-

ficient. Adding another station would be

too expensive for their modest operation:

furthermore, the added terminal would

function only in tandem with the whole

system, so if a crash occurred on that ter-

minal, the entire system would crash.

“The dedicated machine was loo dedicat-

The Dwans’

goal was to produce

well-designed,

professionally

typeset manuals

unlike the Xerox-

quality, hurriedly

produced ones most

of us are so familiar

with.—
ed,” says Kevin. "It simply didn't offer

enough flexibility."

In 1979, looking for alternatives, the

Dwans bought their first microcomputer,

the Altos 8000-5, a Z-80 machine running

under CP/M and MP-M. This decision

changed their business in two ways: it led

them to abandon the dedicated typesetting

system entirely, and it introduced them to

a brand-new market—producing manuals

for computer programs.

With the arrival of their first microcom-

puter, the Dwans began using computer

manuals, including the manual by Digital

Research for the CP/M-86 operating sys-

tem. “It struck us that there was a lively

market for professionally typeset manu-

als,” says Kevin. "We made what sales

people call a cold call— I don’t know you,

and you don’t know me—on Digital

Research in Pacific Grove, California, and

told them that we could work with their

data on disk. We described our history

with publishers, which apparently im-

pressed them. Our first major project for

DR was the manual for C/PM-86 for the

IBM PC. They began working with us

then, and have been with us ever

since."

The Dwans’ goal was to produce well-

designed, professionally typeset manuals

unlike the Xerox-quality, hurriedly pro-

duced ones most of us are so familiar with.

Says Kevin, "Software publishers consid-

er professionally prepared manuals an

afterthought. They find themselves only 2

weeks away from a deadline, they have

hassled with their programmers and edi-

tors for 6 months, and they want an instant

book."

The PC’s Appearance
Dwan typography had a new mission:

its primary focus now was to produce

manuals for software publishers. The pro-

duction process could no longer withstand

the limitations of the dedicated typesetter,

so they sold the Mergenthaler system and

bought two IBM PCs. They chose the PC
because of IBM’s reputation and because

of the ergonomics of its screen and key-

board. But the most significant factor was

that many utility programs were available

for the PC. With such programs, the PC
can read disks from Kaypro, Osborne,

Televideo, and many other manufactur-

ers, in addition to its own. The Altos

8000-5 didn’t offer these capabilities.

Dwan Typography now had three data

entry terminals, so three operators could

work independently and simultaneously,

each backing up his own data. Further-

more. the company was no longer limited

to the inflexible dedicated software, which

allowed for little variation in text format-
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“WHY PAY MORE”
COMPARE THESE PRICES
MC-P APPLICATIONS
BRINGS SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

SOFTWARE
ASHTON TATE LIST OUR
dBase II S700 $379
Financial Planner 700 452
Friday 295 199

ALPHA SOFTWARE
Data Base Manager II 295 199

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
Versaform 389 269

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant 150 105
Property Management 495 327

FOX & GELLER Quick Code 295 174
FUNK SOFTWARE Sideways 60 45
HOWARDSOFT

Real Estate Analyzer II 250 165
Tax Preparer 250 165

HUMAN SOFT DB Plus 89
LIFEBOAT SYSTEMS

Lattice C‘ Compiler 285
LIFETREE Volkswriter 195 119

Volkswriter deluxe 179
LOTUS 1-2-3 495 316
MICROPRO Spell Star 250 162

Mail Merge 250 162
Super Sort 250 149
Calc Star 145 86
Info Star 495 320
Report Star 350 221

MICROSTUFF Crosstalk 195 129
MICROSOFT

Flight Simulator 50 35
Multitool Word W/Mouse 475 339
Multitool Financial 100 69
Multitool Budget 150 99
Pascal Compiler 350 245
C Compiler 500 345

PETER NORTON
Peter Norton Utility 80 57

PBL CORPORATION
Personal Investor 145 98

PEACHTREE Peach Pack 595 239
Peach Text 5000 395 245

ROSESOFT Prokey 75 57
SOFTWARE ARTS T K Solver 299 219
SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS
Accounting Plus

GL. AR. AP. PR. INV 495 295
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

PfsFile 140 79
Pfs: Report 125 79

SORCIM SuperCalc II 295 175
SuperCalc III 395 275
Super Writer 295 205

SYNPSE File Manager 150 97
VISICORP Visicalc IV 250 175

Visifile 300 195
VisiTrend/Plot 300 195

VisiSchedule 300 195
VisiWord w/free VisiSpell 375 285

HARDWARELOTUS 1-2-3
$31

6

00

dBASE - II

S37900

WORD STAR
s27500

EDIX/WORDIX
$129°°

MULTIPLAN
$16800

TANDON TM 100-2

$21

9

00

OKIDATA 92

$479°°

AMDEK COLOR II

Hi Res RGB

$435°°

AST MEGA PLUS 64K
$275 °°

NOVATION J-CAT
$10500

CALL FOR OTHER SOFTWARE & HARDWARE PRICES
“International Dealer Enquiries Welcomed'
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LIST OUR
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS
Stack Chrono (RS-232) S249 $185
Stack Smart Mod 300 289 199
Smart Mod 1200 B (IBM) 599 429
Smart Mod 1200 699 495

MICROSOFT
64-K Ram Card (IBM) S350 249
256-K Ram Card (IBM) 875 620

MOUSE SYSTEMS
P C Mouse w Software 295 219

NOVATION
J-Cat 149 105
Smart-Cat 103 212 595 445
Smart-Cat 103 249 187

KRAFT & TG JOYSTICKS 70 49

ELECTRONIC PROTECTION DEVICES
Orange 140 99
Peach 98 69

AST RESEARCH
Megaplus 64K 395 275
Six Pac Plus 64K 395 275

QUADRAM
Ouadboard 64K 395 285
Quad 512 • 64K 325 245
Quadlink 680 525

TANDON
TM 100-2 Drive 395 219

PEGASUS
Hard Disk 10 Mgb 1439

PRINTERS
Daisywriter 2000 1395 1185
Epson FX 100 735
IBM Parallel Printer Cable 50 37
Mennesman Tally MT 160L 798 669
Mennesman Tally MT 180L1098 925
NEC 7730 RO Parallel 2595 2295
Okidata 92 699 479
Qume 1 140 plus 1685 1525

MONITORS
Amdek MAI Board 599 495
Amdek 12'' 310A 230 185
Amdek Color II RGB Hi-Res 529 435
Hercules Graphics Card 499 369
Koala Touch Pad 125 95
Princeton RGB Hi-Res 795 495
Quadchrome 17" 695 525
USI PI3 249 165

MC-P APPLICATIONS
111 W. St. John St, Suite 307
San Jose, CA 95113 Phone (408) 293-3360

Telex: 294207 MCPA UR
HOURS: 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - Mon. • Sat.

TERMS: All prices subject to change. Cashier's check /MO/
Bank Transfer. Allow time for company or personal checks to

clear. Prices reflect cash prepaid discount. VISA /MASTER
CARD/COO /PO's 3%. California residents add sales tax.

SHIPPING: $4 per Item for UPS surface ($8 for Blue Label);

Monitors $20, Printers $25, within continental USA.



OPEN UPAN ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT FOR $395.00

To order Desktop Accountant

nr reauest further information.

tfS 1-800-832-2244
(In California call 1-800-732-2311)

or send orders to:

DESKTOP ACCOUNTANT
1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 121

1

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

GENERAL LEDGER integrated postings from
A/R, AIP and Payroll. Prints 13 detailed
reports • Company or departmental Income
Statements • Comparative financial state-
ments with current. YTD. budget, and last year
(month and YTD) • Presents everything you.
your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to

know • G/L reconciles all accounts and main-
tains extensive, detailed audit trails • Trial

Balance includes all transactions • Flexible
Chart of Accounts • True double-entry book-
keeping • Master File capacity: 400
accounts • Monthly Transaction capacity: 1 .000
with 200K diskette: 3.500 with 500K diskette:

7.000 per Megabyte with a hard disk.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-

line customer account information (both current
and aged), complete invoicing (open-item or
balance forward) and statement capabilities on
optional preprinted forms give your company a

professional image • Quickly identify overdue
accounts, speed collections, help control cash
flow • Detailed and summary customer activity

and aging reports • Produces 8 reports • Auto-
matic periodic customer/client billing option
• Itemized monthly transactions • Master File

capacity: 400 Customers • Monthly Transac-
tions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette: 3.500 with

500K diskette: 7.000 per Megabyte with a hard
disk.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete ven-

dor/voucher history and includes check-writing
capabilities • Current and aged payable
reports • Cash flow/cash requirements report
• Prints checks with comprehensive check stubs
• Produces 1 1 reports and documents • Auto-
matic pay selection program allows payment by
due date or by discount date • Manual and auto-
matic checkwriting • Check register • Master
File capacity: 400 Vendors • Monthly Transac-
tions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette; 3.500 with
500K diskette: 7.000 per Megabyte with a hard
disk.

PAYROLL— Be the office hero each week when
the checks come out on time! • Calculates
payroll for every type of employee (hourly,

salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll
checks (with popular, comprehensive check
stubs) with an absolute minimum of input

• Maintains monthly, quarterly, and yearly totals

for reporting in multiple states • User-
maintainable Federal, State, and local tax

tables • W-2 printing • 941 Reporting • Pro-

duces 10 reports • Master File capacity: 400
employees.

Why staff up? With the Desktop Account-
ant™, all the accounting help your office needs
can be at your fingertips!

Open up a wide new range of possibilities

for your microcomputer! No matter what type of

business you’re in, Desktop Accountant will let

you manage the financial end of it more profes-

sionally than ever before.
A Complete System with Support. Desktop

Accountant includes accounts receivable,
accounts payable, payroll and general ledger pro-

grams. along with comprehensive user manuals
and training aids. We’ve even prepared an audio
cassette tape to make learning the system fast

and fun. And our telephone "hotline" means per-

sonalized support whenever you need it.

Produces 42 Reports. "Keeping the books"
has never been so easy! Desktop Accountant
prepares every bookkeeping and accounting
report your growing business requires: from
invoicing to statements to aged A/R listings; from
cash distribution to A/P checks to vendor activ-

ity reports; from complete payroll checks and
stubs to W-2 forms; from the chart of accounts
to balance sheet and income statement, as well

as many others so vital to efficient management.
Desktop Accountant is available for nearly

every portable, personal and desktop computer.
The system requires either CP/M® or MS-DOS™
(PC-DOS). Microsoft BASIC™. 64K RAM. two
disk drives or hard disk, and a 132-column printer

(or an 8'/2 " x 1 1 " printer with compressed print

mode).
You won't find better quality software at such

a low price—a price we can offer now because
development costs were recovered years ago.
Just $395.00 for most CP/M® formats
($495.00 for IBM® and some CP/M formats)
complete. Call for auailable formats.

Order Desktop Accountant today! You’ll

soon see why we call it INTELLIGENT SOFT-
WARE FOR INTELLIGENT PEOPLE.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Desktop Accountant's fully inte-

grated accounting system is a

complete package of soft-

ware, training aids, manuals
and user’s newsletter.

• California residents add 6‘/a% Sales Tax • Payment by

VISA/MasterCard/COD/MO/Cashier’s Check • All Brand

Names are manufacturers’ registered Trade Marks • No
sales to Dealers • Foreign orders please call or

write before ordering • 1 983 Rocky
Mountain Software Systems.
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BUSMESS LETTERS
TOGO.

*0R.HOW TOWRITE
EFFECTIVE BUSINESS LETTERS
WITHOUT REALLYWRITING.

Often, when it comes to business letter writing,

it's difficult to find the time. Or even the right

words.

Add the routine business letters you should write

during each busy day, and writing becomes an

endless chore.

Even if you use a personal computer.

So you end up not writing all the letters you

should. Or working overtime just to catch up.

Now there’s help.

BUSINESS LETTERS

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
With The Business Letter Library, you get

hundreds of concise, unique business letters, on

disk. Superbly written by a leading business

communications expert.

They’re ready to go. And ready to use with your

personal computer and almost any popular word

processing software.

All you have to do is select the letter you need:

customize, print, and mail. To clients, customers,

business associates, vendors; anyone you do business

with.

You get letters to start a business deal. Set up a

meeting. Make a point. Close a sale. And more.

BUSINESS LETTERS

WHEN YUU NEED THEM. FAST.

The LetterSearcHT feature of The Business Letter

Library helps you quickly locate the type of

business letter you need.

For routine correspondence, you can make quick

changes to any letter from The Business Letter

Library.

Or use the on-screen KeyStylS mode to write a

custom, highly personalized version of each letter.

Either way, The Business Letter Library can help

you write effective business letters to fit almost any

business situation.

YOU’RE DONE!
By the time you’ve read this ad, you could've

written a great business letter. It’s really that easy.

And it’s really that good: Whether you need to

write many routine letters, or that single, very

important one, you'll get results.

So turn business letter writing into a quick, easy,

productive part of your day with The Business Letter

Library.

For a full demonstration of The Business Letter

Library, see your Dealer. Or call us at

(714 ) 642 - 1827 .

TheBusiness
LetterLibrary
The Business Letter Library can be used with the IBM ftrsonal Computer.

Apple II or He. DEC Rainbow. Commodore 64 and many other microcomputers.

Compatible with most popular word processing software packages

Delta Point®
711 West 17th Street, Unit BIO, Costa Mesa. CA 92627

(714) 642-1827

Look for future products in the letter Library Series to meet your business, professional, and your social letter-writing needs.

LetterSearch. KeyStyle. The Business Letter Library and The Letter Library Series are trademarks of the Delta Point Corporation. ”• Apple Computer. Inc

© 1983. Delta F\>int Corp. All Rights Reserved.
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ITS AN APPOINTMENT BOOK!
SEE-A-WEEK CALENDAR
A full week ... at a glance! Time

planning becomes easy when your
appointments, meetings, luncheon

and dinner engagements and special

activities are in front of you.

HALF-HOUR TIME SCHEDULING
Convenient scheduling . . . seven

days a week.

Vo matterhow organized and successful

you are today, our Planner will make
you even better in the future . . . oryour
money back!

1984
Business Activity

Planner
Imagine! A complete Appointment
Book, Financial Record Keeping
System, Travel Information
Guide, Health and Fitness Aid
and Directory... All in one book!

Substitution Chart for Better

Health

First Aid Tips

TRAVEL INFORMATION
Average Temperatures for Most

Major Cities

Rank and Population of the Top
100 U.S. Cities

Traveling Distances

Toll-Free Telephone Numbers for

Major Airlines, Auto Rentals, Hotels,

Motels and much more!

MISCELLANEOUS
This section is filled with valu-

able information including Principal

Holidays, French and California

Wine Vintage Charts and more.

DIRECTORY

person! Available with Business

Activity Planner, Chairman of the

Board Activity Planner, Executive

Woman Activity Planner, or Execu-

tive Activity Planner.

IT’S MUCH MORE!
Each Section is Index-Tabbed for

Instant Retrieval of Information.

FINANCIAL RECORD KEEPER
12 Income and Expense Reports

1984 Business Tax Calendar
Executive Compensation Checklist

Personal Investment Portfolio

THINGS TO DO TODAY
Keep track of important follow-ups.

telephone calls and correspondence.

HEALTH AND FITNESS AID
Fat - Cholesterol - Calorie Charts
Value of Various Exercises

Places all emergency and impor-

tant telephone numbers at your
fingertips.

SEVEN SNAP-LOCK RINGS
The seven ring format insures that

your pages won’t pull out . . . unless

you want them to!

BEAUTIFUL, SOFT,
LEATHER-LIKE BINDER
Padded front and back, your 9‘/i x

11 '/4 Planner is comfortable to carry.

You can take it with you wherever
you go. The sturdy, permanent
bookmark always keeps you in the

right week and the two inside

pockets enable you to keep all your
important papers in your 1984
Activity Planner.

YOUR CHOICE OF IMPRINTS
Order the 1984 Business Activity

Planner for everyone in your office

. . . and select the cover imprint for

|T,
I PIp

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
(on total number ol Planners)

ZIFF-DAVIS ACTIVITY PLANNER RO. Box 16-2354, Miami. FL 33116

Please send me the following 1984 Activity Planners at $38.95* each plus $5 per copy
postage and handling. Outside U.S.A. add $10 per copy postage and handling.

Specify quantity for each cover imprint ordered:

Business Activity Planners)

Chairman of the Board Activity Planners)

Executive Woman Activity Planners)

Executive Activity Planners)

Payment enclosed. American Express Visa MasterCard Purchase Order enclosed

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Name

6-20

21-50

51 -or more

10% off

15% off

20% off

($4 P&H each)

($3 B&H each)

($2 P&H each)

Company

Address

City/State/Zip _

(please print)

'Florida residents add 5% sales tax.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or return

PCI within 10 days for a prompt refund 1

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
800-327-1969

On Fla. and Canada call (305) 595-8744.)

j

PCI within lOdays for a prompt refund! On Fla. and Canada call (305) 595-8744.)

j
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TYPE SHOP

ting. For PC-compatible software, the

Dwans contacted a programmer by the

name of Jeremy Griffith, who had written

typesetting programs for dedicated ma-

chines. He agreed with the Dwans that

such programs were not the best solution

to the basic tasks a typesetter faces from

day to day. They chose a text editor called

Omni, written by Griffith himself. He then

custom designed a series of programs writ-

ten in assembly language for the PC's

8088 processor under CP/M-86. Concur-

rent CP/M-86. and PC-DOS. In addition,

the Dwans used a number of on-the-shelf

software packages.

Producing (he Manuals
Dwan Typography takes painstaking

care in designing and producing its manu-

als, a fact that distinguishes its products

from those produced by software compa-

nies. The process begins when a customer

submits a manuscript on a 5'A- or 8-inch

disk. If the customer desires, the Dwans

will design the manual, typeset it. and do

page makeup, but some customers require

only typeset galleys as a final product,

while others who own printing equipment

want only a formatted disk.

Once the customer’s requirements have

been established, the next step is to revise

the standard software programs to replace

the existing print formatting, dot com-

mands. or special patterns in the custom-

er's disk with the appropriate typesetting

commands. Some of the conversions are

quite complex, but all are within the PC’s

capabilities. The Dwans are now able to

offer their customers a greater number of

design alternatives, because making the

necessary conversions is simple with the

PC. "Dedicated front-end typesetting sys-

tems, because they are not flexible com-

puting tools, frequently have difficulty in

making the complex conversions neces-

sary,” Kevin says.

Many typesetters using the traditional

equipment ask customers to enter pseudo-

code to indicate changes in type styles and

sizes. This system is designed to allow for

easy and efficient substitution of typeset-

ting code, but the Dwans don't use it.

'

'The pseudocode approach does not save

the customer a significant amount of mon-

ey, and if the customer makes even minor

A
complex

search-and-replace

operation on a PC
is beyond the

capability of

dedicated

typesetting

equipment costing

ten times as much.

mistakes in entering the code, the results

can be disastrously expensive,’* explains

Kevin. The PC performs this task more

efficiently using a complex scarch-and-

replace operation. “The ability to do a

complex search-and-replace operation on

a $4,000 PC is beyond the capability of

dedicated typesetting equipment costing

ten times as much,” Kevin adds.

Although, technically, editing and ,

proofreading have been done before the

Dwans receive the manuscript on disk,

they are quick to spot and correct typos. If

they encounter a significant problem dur-

ing any stage of production, they pick up

the phone and call the customer. Their

goal is to produce a perfect product.

The formatted disks are then processed

through typesetting output devices. Cur-

rently, this operation is not taking place

in-house, although the Dwans plan to

move in this direction. The final step, if

the customer has requested it, is page

makeup. The entire process takes about a

week, but frequently the company accom-

modates customers needing overnight

jobs, without compromising the quality of

the job.

Rebecca sums up the company’s suc-

cessful conversion to microcomputers:

“Up until now, micro applications as art

have been rather crude. We finally made

that marriage. The output that we do is

state-of-the-art typesetting. Control of de-

sign elements such as kerning (adjustment

of space between characters) and hyphen-

ation is enhanced, not sacrificed, by using

the PC. We can do as much of that artsy

stuff as people want; ours is a tailored

automatic process.”

Using the PC as a typesetting input

device has brought a speed and flexibility

to Dwan Typography that never would

have been possible with the dedicated

equipment. The operation, for the most

part, runs smoothly, though Kevin does

have one complaint. "We use many dif-

ferent applications packages, which run

under various operating systems. Occa-

sionally, when we switch operating sys-

tems to run a different program, the func-

tion keys are rendered useless. You have

to boot again and wait about 20 seconds

—

a minor annoyance, not a major bug.”

Currently in the works at Dwan Typog-

raphy is a manual for Digital Research’s

new computer language for young high-

school students. Dr. LOGO. Digital

Research apparently is pleased with the

high-quality manuals produced by this

modest typesetting outfit with its PC oper-

ation. If all software publishers could turn

to Dwan Typography, computer program

documentation might begin to gain a better

reputation.
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Itpromised to take the work out ofwork.

T
1
he personal computer courted

you uith endlesspromises. Itiwuld

do yourjob faster, make life easier,

sendyou home happier. It would do

the heavy lifting, you would do the

heavy thinking.

Alas, reality fell short ofthe

dream.

The computer refused to do

things the way you like to do them.

Refused to juggle lots ofjobs at once.

Refused to move swiftlyfrom project

to project. Refused, even, to under-

stand simple English.

And then. Each software pro-

gram took days, weeks (sometimes

classes) to learn. There was no way

for individual programs to talk to

each other. No way to take datafrom
here and transfer it to there.

The machine that promised to

beyour partner in a new era of
productiiity has behaved like a rene-

gade two year old.



opens and presents the most probable answer.

There. Your computer has become a

sweetheart; as cooperative, as productive as it

promised it could be.

Freeing you to think about lunch.

V'isi On works on the IBM* Personal

Computer, and indeed, most computers.

Including the one you now own and aren’t

speaking to.

And since it's open-ended, you're free to

add applications such as our new communi-

cations system, which will allow you to transfer

information between other personal com-

puters, local networks, outside databases, and

your company's mainframe computer.

IS umored, reviewed, tested, heralded, and

vk. much anticipated, Visi On is now here.

See your Authorized VisiCorp Dealer or sales

rep for a demonstration and information on our

comprehensive support program. And note

one more way we ensure that your investment

is never at risk: Receive your original

purchase price (minus a new materials charge)

for anyVisiCorp software you now have, in

trade for its Visi On equivalent.

You see, you're buying Visi On from

VisiCorp, the leading maker of business soft-

ware. No one makes more useful, more

powerful software, either (just ask over a mil-

lion people now using VisiCalc*). And no

one supports it better.

Finally, your

computer will be

everything you always

wanted it to be.

Visi On will never let it be

anything less.

Ma On. On Uc. VM (in M. V* Un Qnph. Vta 01Wn ml VWQkn n*iaa«i of VWUip
wyiURii rrtnxH mlrmin Wminna IW*» VlK-tam 'ay C 1*1
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Enter Visi Ox “ Suddenly and without warning,

yourpersonal computer becomes everythingyou
actually bought it to be.

V'isi On is a completely new genera-

tion of business software that does

what no computer or program has ever done.

It makes the personal computer work harder,

work easier, and work more sensibly

How? By managing the computer. By

making it work the way port are accustomed

to working.

Think of Visi On as a "boss" who

instructs the computer on how to deal with the

specific applications you want to work with;

Visi On Calc!" Visi On Word™ Visi On Graph!”

and Visi On Query?” Since all these applica-

tions work for the same boss, they all work the

same way Learn to use one, and you've

essentially learned to use them all.

Visi On makes each application the best

you ever worked with, no matter which

you're using. Never have individual applica-

tions performed more efficiently, more

easily, or more powerfully

Moreover, the strength ofeach application

is actually boosted when you combine them.

Indeed, Visi On demonstrates its true

genius whenever you want to do a number of

things at once. Before now; going from a

database to a spreadsheet to business graphics

on a computer required rifling through a

stack of different program disks and a book-

case full of instruction books.

Now with Visi On, each application can

talk to the other. You’re free to transfer

words, numbers, formulas, even entire charts,

from one place to another. Noodle, fix,

fritz. No fumbling floppy disks. No forgetting

instructions. Just analyze, experiment,

refine, decide, and move forward.

Applications appear on the screen as

i windows, representing workspaces.

To open a window, you point a hand-held

pointer called a '‘mouse.'' TWo buttons

on the mouse control your options.

It’s simple to learn, and even

easier to use. There are only a few

basic commands, and they remain

in sight at all times.

Should you see a problem, point

your mouse at it and press a button.

Having anticipated the question you

were going to ask, the Help window
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. . an integrated set of easy-to-use, micro-

omputer programs that can transform

'our desktop computer into a total infor-

nation center. Ten programs, each sepa-

ately available, make ITSoftware* the

nost comprehensive and flexible software

iystem available for personal computers.

The core program is KeepIT, a menu-

Iriven. relational data base management

iystem. Not only does KeepIT integrate

:he entire ITSoftware series, but also all

,our other popular micro-based software.

Get all the benefits of individual pro-

grams, plus the convenience of shared data

among programs. Use our programs or

yours!

i

KeepIT manages data with the flexi-

bility of a fully relational data manage-

ment program and the ease of use associ-

ated with prompts and menus. It provides

'inputs to other ITSoftware programs or to

your own word processor, spread sheet or

graphics programs.

CalcIT is a powerful 3-D spread sheet

program with advanced arithmetic and

graphing features.

LinkIT is a menu-driven, asynchro-

nous communications package that links

your PC to mainframes.

PaSSlT provides file transfer capability

for your 3270 emulation boards.

SortIT is the fastest sort/merge utility

available for your PC with flexible file

formats, up to nine sort fields and unlim-

ited file sizes.

EditIT is a full-screen color program

editor with easy-to-use windows and

mouse management.

StatIT is the leader

in micro-based statis-

tical software. Its

features include cross-

tab, transformation,

correlation, ANOVA,
and regression.

As examples. KeepIT provides input to programs for.

Word Processing Spread Sheets Graphics Statistics Communications

MultiMate

Wordstar

WordPerfect

WordPlus-PC

1-2-3

MultiPlan

VisiCalc

SupeiCalc

1-2-3

BPS Graphics

FastGraphs

Graphwriter

MicroStat All Others

These products are registered trademarks.

ShowIT is a state-of-the-art business

graphics and drawing program with direct

data transfer from CalcIT and KeepIT.

SendIT allows you to prepare slide

shows with ShowIT and simultaneously

send them to multiple locations.

WritIT provides the latest in word pro-

cessing features and easy integration with

mail lists and tables provided by KeepIT.

Use IT
Powerful, flexible and easy to use, ITSoft-

ware can meet your information manage-

ment needs with ten fully integrated pro-

grams. And there are more on the way.

Martin Marietta Data Systems is continu-

ally expanding to keep pace with today’s

dynamic micro marketplace.

Buy IT
ITSoftware ... ask for IT by name. For

more information call (800) 222-0592. In

New Jersey: (609) 799-2600. Or write

ITSoftware, Marketing Services, P.O. Box

2392, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. We’ll

send you a free brochure.

*from the company that brings you RAMIS* II

mainframe software.

Please send me more information on how I can turn

my desktop computer into a total information center.

Name

Company

Tide

Address

City State Zip

( )

Phone No.

ITSoftware

RO. Box 2392
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

AT/IW7'/rV M/lFT!ETTA
Martin Marietta Data Systems
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Introduce yourself

to the IBM/PC with
"HELLO CHARLIE"

Would you like to see what your new
IBM /PC can do without spending hun-
dreds of dollars on software? "HELLO
CHARLIE" gives you a smorgasbord of

some of the most popular types of pro-

grams available for the PC. Entertain-

ment, graphics, spreadsheet, typing

tutor, it's all there. Some of the programs
include:

A Graphics Tool— Turn your PC into

a drawing board with "HELLO
CHARLIE'S" graphics program. Create,

scale, transfer and rotate pictures on your
display. Then print hard copies with

screen print routines for most of the

popular dot matrix printers.

A Typing Tutor—Highly interactive,

self paced tutor that teaches you how to

type correctly and increase your typing

speed.

VisiCdlc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.

SuperCalc is a registered trademark of Sorcim.

Hello Charlie is a trademark of Orion Software, Inc.

Calc-86 is a trademark of ABS. Inc.

IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark of

International Business Machine Corp.

A Financial Tool
—"HELLO

CHARLIE" includes Calc-86™, a power-
ful spreadsheet program that's function-

ally comparable to VisiCalc® and Super-

Calc® . With its many powerful functions

and commands, Calc-86™ is the only
spreadsheet you'll ever need for your
personal and business planning needs.

An Entertainment Package—Six
exciting games, ranging from mind-
benders Tike Othello and Life to action

games like Millibug and Chomper.

"HELLO CHARLIE" turns your PC into

the focal point for education and amuse-
ment. So say hello to your IBM/PC—go
to your local IBM dealer and say

"HELLO CHARLIE" today.

$99.95
Orion Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 2488

Auburn, AL 36831

To order direct call:

800-821-8088

(mEMm
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r/ ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION TO PC FOR:

26 issues (one year) for 52 issues for only 78 issues for only

only $29.97—SAVE 14% S52.97-SAVE 24% $69.97-SAVE 33%
Savinss based on full one-year subscription price of $34.97.

Payment enclosed Bill me later

Charse my : American Express Visa MasterCard

Exp. Date

CHECK ONE:

Card No..

UtP x oC iF'jI

Mr./Mrs. /Ms..

Company
(print name in full) 4S127

Address.

City _State_ -Zip-

Add $44 a year in Canada and all other foreign. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.

CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed Bill me later

Charse my: Q] American Express Visa MasterCard

Card No Exp. Date-

Add $44 a year in Canada and all other foreign. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.
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Tfta ScupiJtar Ewh CSIuCi®
“The Only Book Club for IBM PC9 Users!”

POWERFUL PROGRAMS
INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE!

(Order No. 5053)

100 ready-to-run
PROGRAMS U

;UBROUTINES FOR THE

IBM PC

A $52.90 VALUE FOR ONLY $2.95!

• Includes ready-to-run
software disk containing all

programs featured In this

outstanding IBM PC guide.

100 Ready-to-Run Programs
& Subroutines for the IBC PC®

plus Companion Software Disk

$o^
ONLY ^
when you join

Here’s an exceptional programming aid packed with a

wide range of applications to take full advantage of your
IBM PC's unique sound, graphics, and programming
capabilities!

You'll learn, for instance, how to use one of the PC's

most significant features—the ability to use long variable

names—to make your programs virtually self documenting

and immensely readable!

Programs cover an impressive range of subjects:

educational programs, graphics techniques, mathematics,

modem communications, small business programs, and
games! More than 50 pages of programming aids, sub-

routines, and utilities contain a treasure trove of useful,

time-saving information.

PLUS you’ll get a companion ready-to-run software

disk containing all the programs documented and de-

scribed in 100 Ready-to-Run Programs and Subroutines

for the IBM PC*. Designed to save typing time and elimi-

nate typing errors, this disk is your special bonus for joining

The Computer Book Club now!

7 very good reasons to join

The Computer Book Club
P.O. Box 80 Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

* Big Savings. Save 20% to 70% on books sure to increase

your know-how
* No Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation at Club expense
* Club News Bulletins. All about current selections— mains,
alternates, extras—plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
with hundreds of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
* "Automatic Order.” Do nothing, and the Main selection will

be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an Alternate

selection—or no books at all—we ll follow the instruction you
give on the reply form with every News Bulletin

* Bonus Books. Immediately get Dividend Certificates with

every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% to

80%
* Bonus Specials. Take advantage of sales, special events,

and added-value promotions.
* Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's edi-

tions selected by our Editorial Board, filled with useful, up-to-

the-minute information

i iSa Sciipjtei EctfjkS*"
I P.O. Box 80 Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

I Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club and send my

| copy of 100 Ready-to-Run Programs and Subroutines for the IMC PC •

with companion disk. (No. 5053), billing me at $2.95 plus shipping and
I handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return the book and disk within

I ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. I agree to

purchase 3 or more books at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/

handling) during the next 1 2 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

I Name Phone

| Address ^

I City

! State Zip

Vald for new members only. Foreign and Canada add 20%. Orders outside U.S. or Canada must
be prepaid with international money orders in U.S. dollars

I This order subject to acceptance by The Computer Book Club*
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PRESENTING
THE NO-RISK DISK.

Play it again. And again. And again.

No matter how many times you play it, the

TDK No-Risk Disk
SM

won’t drop a letter. A word.
Not even a bit.

We guarantee it.

And not for 1 year. Or 5 years. But with a lifetime

replacement warranty for as long as you own the

disk.

Our confidence is the result of almost 50 years’

research and development ofTDK magnetic
components and recording products.

From that,we’ve been able to produce special

surfaces and coatings that cut the effects of wear
on a disk.

Which means you can store all your valuable

documents, time-honored information and one-of-

a-kind thoughts on aTDK disk.

And know it will not fail you.

So the next time you want
to store important information,

put it on TDK.
You’ve got nothing to lose.

&TDK
CIRCLE 410 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TDK offers a complete line of the most popular disks in 5V«- and 8-inch formats.



COMPUSAVE
COMPUTERS
IBM PC $2599

64K. 2-320K Drives,

Color Graphics Card.

Parallel Printer Port.

Controller Card. Monitor.

COLUMBIA MPC $2499
1600-1 with Super 3000

Software, etc.

EAGLE COMPUTER (all models). .SCALL
NEC COMPUTER (all models) .... SCALL

MONITORS

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12 $469
Hi Rez RGB Color Monitor

AMDEK COLOR II $429
AMDEK 300 (green or amber) $ 149

AMDEK 310 (green or amber) $ 179

TAXAN RGB VISION III $ 499
Hi Rez RGB Color Monitor

TAXAN MONOCHROME (green or

amber) SCALL
NEC JC-1203 $589

Hi Rez RGB Color Monitor

NEC JB-1201 $159
Hi Rez Monochrome

SONY KX-1211 HG PROFEEL $ 699
Hi Rez RGB/Composite
Video Color Monitor/TV

SONY PVM 1270 Q $879
Super Hi Rez RGB /

Composite Video

Color Monitor

SONY 19". 25", 46” $CALL
RGB/Composite Video

Color Monitors

SONY-IBM or -APPLE

INTERFACES SCALL

SPREADSHEETS
FINANCIAL - GRAPHS
LOTUS 1-2-3 $319
MULTIPLAN $ 177

VISICALC $ 169

ACCOUNTING PLUS $ 349

FINANCIAL PLANNER $409

DRIVES / HARD DISKS

TANDON 100-2 $229
CORVUS HARD DISK SCALL
DAVONG HARDDISK SCALL

COMPUSAVE

PRINTERS

EPSON FX-100
EPSON (RX-80, MX-80FT, FX-80,

. $749

MX-100) SCALL
GEMINI 10X .$289
GEMINI 15 SCALL
DIABLO 620 .$929
DIABLO 630 SCALL

OKIDATA 92 . $469
OKIDATA 82, 83, 84, 93 SCALL

NEC SPINWRITER 3550 . .

.

.$1769

NEC (all models) SCALL

MANNESMANN TALLY MT 160L .

MANNESMANN TALLY (all

. S 539

models) SCALL

MODEMS
HAYES 1200 . $469
HAYES 1200B .$449
HAYES 300 .$205

COLOR GRAPHICS CARDS
MULTI-FUNCTION
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS SCALL

USI MULTI-FUNCTION
Color Graphics. Monochrome.
Parallel Port. 32K.

AMDEK MAI

. . S 319

. SCALL
640x400 Color Graphics

Monochrome. Parallel

Port. etc.

TECMAR GRAPHICS MASTER...., SCALL
AST RESEARCH SIXPAK PLUS . .

.

AST RESEARCH MEGAPLUS,
. . S 269

COMBOPLUS, PC NET , SCALL

WORD PROCESSING
DATA BASE
WORDSTAR/SPELLSTAR/
MAILMERGE/STAR INDEX . $389

MULTIMATE ..$319
WORDSTAR . . $ 257

SPELLBINDER . . $ 249

INFOSTAR . . $ 269

dBASE II .$379
dGRAPH ..$189

QUICKCODE . . $ 179

WE CARRY ALL IBM PC SOFTWARE SCALL

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108

(415) 398-1004
Men .fltctln through jauntf 31. 1M4 CIRCLE 457 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IBM PC 256K
2X 320 KB DS/DD DISK DRIVES

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
COLOR CARD

ALL FOR $2599

IBM PC256K COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER
WITH PARALLEL PORT 3BOKB DS/DD DISK DRIVE. PRINTER. CABLE

DOS 2.0. 10MB HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM INCLUDES CABLE.
CONTROLLER. POWER SUPPLY. CABINET. SOFTWARE

DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
Double Sided/Double Density 320KB $225
HARD DISK FOR IBM PC
5MB $1399 10MB $1599 15MB $2199
MEMORY BOARDS
AST MULTIFUNCTION $299
AST I/O PLUS $199
QUADRAM 256K MULTIFUNCTION . . . $399
HERCULES CARD $499
QCS BIQ BLUE CARD $479
HAYES
SMARTMODEM 300 BAUD $239
SMARTMO'DEM 1200 BAUD $559
MONITORS
POS COLOR MONITOR HX-12 $499
AMDEK, NEC MONITORS AVAILABLE . CALL

PRINTERS
BROTHER HR-1 $750 HR-15.
OKIDATA 82A . $499 83A . .

84A . $999 93A . .

OEMINI 10 . . . $359 15 . . .

NEC 3510 .

.

$1499 3550 .

7710
EPSON RX80 . $379 FX80 .

MX80 . $449 MX100

. $499

. $699

. $959

. $529
$1899
$2075
. $599
. $649

HAYES SMARTMODEM 300 BAUD . . . $239
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 BAUD . . $559
VISICALC $199
LOTUS 1-2-3. . $359
SUPER CALC II $ 199
WORD PERFECT $349

MULTIPLAN .. $199
WORDSTAR . . $329
MAILMERQE . . $179
EASY WRITER $129

TAVA PC
APPLE lie STARTER SYSTEM $1599 Desk Top, IBM PC Compatible Computer, Runs
DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE II fit lie . . $219 DOS 1.1, 2.0, CP/M86 $1025

COMPUTER POST INC. DELIVERIES TWO TO FOUR WEEKS AVERAGE
22102 CLARENDON ST. STE. #1 ALL SHIPMENTS ARE CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.
WOODLAND HILLS. CA 91367 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHAGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
(213) 999-1041 SHIPPING AND HANDLING EXTRA
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800-451-2502
or 617-641-1241 in Mass.
617-641-1235 for

Technical
Support

SoftwareBanc
661 Massachusetts Avenue

Arlington, MA 02174

BancOn Us!
WHAT IS SOFTWAREBANC?
Over the last two years, SoftwareBanc has provided the nation’s most complete package of dBASE 11™ products

and services. Our dBASE 11™ User’s Golds and Seminars have introduced more than 60,000 people to dBASE IT*

Even expert dBASE II™ users can benefit from our Advanced User’s Guide and quality add-on products. When
it comes to dBASE II™, SoftwareBanc is the source you should banc on.

BOOKS
dBASE D™ User’s Guide by
Adam B. Green. Join the 55,000
people who have made this the

standard text on dBASE 11™.

$29.00 - FREE with dBASE II™

Advanced dBASE II™ User’s
Guide by Adam B. Green. This

collection of previously unpublished

tips and techniques is the perfect

companion to the dBASE II™

User’s Guide. $29.00

Report Writing in dBASE II™
by SoftwareBanc Technical Services.

Everything you always wanted to

know about dBASE Il’s™ Report

Writer. $11.95

VIDEO
dBASE II™ Fundamentals on
Video Tape
Written and Narrated by Adam B. Green.

This professionally produced, three hour video tape

will help any viewer to create and manage dBASE II™

data files. Now you can have a SoftwareBanc Seminar
in your home or office.

$295.00 (VHS or Betamax formats).

$50 savings with dBASE II™.

SEMINARS

SOFTWARE WITH
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Data Base
dBASE II™ with

free dBASE II™

Word Processing
WordStar $269
SpellStar $149

User’s Guide $439 MailMerge $149
ABSTAT $359 Starlndex $149
DBPlus $125 Volkswriter $129

Spreadsheets
1-2-3 with free

1-2-3 Trans $399

dBASE II™ and 1-2-3™

SoftwareBanc Seminars
Taught by Adam B. Green.

Over 5,000 people have attended SoftwareBanc

Seminars around the country. Our custom video pre-

sentation system will help you “Teach Your Computer
Who’s Boss.

”

•dBASE II™ Fundamentals sdBASE II™ Programming
sAdvanced dBASE II™ eProblem Solving With

Schedule
1-2-3 "

Washington, D.C. Orlando Chicago
Jan. 9, 10, 11. 13 Feb. 6, 7, 8, 10 Mar. 12, 13,

$ 175/Day $175/Day 14. 15

$200/Day

dGRAPH $199
dNAMES $109
FRIDAY! $199
Quickcode $199 Supercalc 2 $199

Multiplan $219
Our low software prices include unlimited, free technical

support by our staff of software experts. You can trust

us to be there for technical problems, tips or application

advice.

CLIP & MAIL

Return to:

SoftwareBanc
661 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02174

Send me a free catalogue.

Have a representative call me.

ORDERING
To order, please call (800) 451-2502 or (617) 641-

1241 in Mass. Hours are 9 AM - 8 PM E.S.T. Monday-
Friday and 9 AM - 5 PM E.S.T on Saturday.

Payment may be made by: MasterCard. VISA, check, C.O.D., money
order. Mass. Residents add 5% sales tax. Add $5 for S&H. Prices

subject to change without notice. TM-Manufacturer's Trademark Dealer

Inquiries Invited. Ask about our Discount Savings Plan.

I

I

I

Name

Company

Address _
City/State/Zip

Phone Number

Computer/Disk Format:
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Never again worry
about computer theft or damage
What could be better than

full replacement?

By now, you've probably heard or

read about SAFEWARESM Insur-

ance for microcomputers. But you

may still wonder just what it pro-

tects. or whether it's really worth the

investment. If you've never lost any

part of your computer system or

software, you probably don't yet

realize the limitations of most

standard insurance coverages. Or

the agonies you could face in trying

to recover even the simplest piece of

peripheral equipment.

What do you mean
it’s not covered?!

Operating your computer system

without SAFEWARE protection is

fine as long as you don't have to

worry about an accident or loss

But what if you came to

your office one morning

to find you’d been

robbed? Or your home
had been ransacked? Or that a

pipe had burst and caused water

damage? Or that your system,

too. had fallen victim to a leading

destroyer of micro-systems - a

power surge? All events beyond

your control. If something like

this should happen to you. you’re

likely to find out the hard way just

how limited your standard insur-

ance policy's protection really is.

And no matter how little or how
much you have invested in your

computer system, discovering that

it's not covered can be an expensive

lesson.

Now you can be sure

SAFEWARE was developed by an

insurance professional who was

shocked to learn that his very own

personal computer was at risk. Can
you imagine? What he discovered

was that his homeowners insurance

policy excluded coverage as soon as

he began operating his first business

program. Even his simplest spread-

sheet voided coverage. Because

most homeowners policies won't

cover any equipment usedfor busi-

ness. no matter how infrequently.

Out of this need was born

SAFEWARE. A simple, easy-to-

understand coverage you can count

on. Full replacement coverage of

hardware, software and media,

after a low $50 deductible.

With SAFEWARE there's no

need for you to schedule equipment

or software as you do with the

“rider" type of policies. So your

coverage can grow with your sys-

tem, providing protection for its full

value rather than for each individual

item. This will be especially impor-

tant to you if you're ever planning

to buy additional equipment or

software. Even just one peripheral.

What the editors are saying

Desktop Computing: . . ."Given the

amount of money that business

users spend on computer equip-

ment . . . it’s not too farfetched to

say that an insurance policy may be

the most important new accessory

that you could add to your desktop

computer system."

Computer Decisions: . . . “Your per-

sonal computer might not be safe at

home. If it is not insured, then

you're running the risk of losing the

thousands of dollars you've

invested . .

.”

Personal Computing: . . “Replacing

hardware may be more of a prob-

lem than you thought it would

be . . . That’s why (a computer con-

sultant) suggests that you get the

computer insured."

Wall Street Journal: . .

.

“[SAFEWARE] introduces cover-

age that insures home computers

regardless of use. The usual pre-

mium: about $75 a year."

An All-Risk, no risk offer

SAFEWARE is an All-Risk plan of

insurance, which means that it

covers all hardware, all purchased

software, and all media. Your com-

plete system is protected against

theft, fire, accidental damage, even

damage sustained while the com-

puter is being transported in your

car. SAFEWARE even covers dam-
age caused by power surges ... the

leading destroyer of microcomput-

ers. And. now. SAFEWARE is

available on a no risk basis. If you

are not completely satisfied with the

protection afforded by

SAFEWARE. you may return the

contract for a full refund within the

first 10 days after you've received it.

Thousands have said “yesT

Since it was first introduced in 1982.

thousands of computer owners, like

you, have said "yes” to the

SAFEWARE offer. Owners of sys-

tems from the smallest portable

micros to larger sophisticated busi-

ness systems are finding that

SAFEWARE offers the most af-

fordable and complete security.

And the simplest peace of mind
available to ensure carefree

computing.

The cost pennies a day
As you can see from the table, the

annual premium for a typical sys-

tem consisting of a $3,000 proces-

sor, a disk drive and printer worth

$1,100. and $900 in software, is just

$60. And you can save even more

since the cost of insurance for per-

sonal computers used for business

may be lax deductible. To deter-

mine your rate of coverage, just add

up your total system value. Then,

find the premium in the table.

Easy to order
Choose from three simple ways to

pay for your complete SAFEWARE
protection: Call the toll-free phone

number listed and we'll charge your

premium to your VISA or

MasterCard. Or. you can mail us

your order along with your check.

Or. send us the coupon and charge

to your credit card.

Total Hardware. Media & Annual
Software System Value Premium

£ Up to $2,000 $ 35

$ 2.001-$ 5.000 $ 60'
$ 5.001-$ 8.000 $ 75

$ 8.00l-$l 1.000 $ 90

$ll.00l-$l4.000 $105

Call toll-free for rates on higher coverages

Coverage differs in Texas

800-848-3469
(In Ohio call 614/262-0559)
Phones open 8 a m. to8p m..
Monday through Saturday

SAFEWARE. The Insurance

Agency Inc.

P.O. Box 0221

1

2929 N. High St.

Columbus. OH 43202

With SAFEWAREyou get . .

.

• Full replacement coverage.

• Freedom from worries of fire, theft

or accident.

• Ultimate in power surge

protection.

• Costs as low as $35 a year.

Yes. my compuicr needs immediate
protection

Please issue my SAFEWARE Insurance

Contract

Name_

Street _

City

State —Zip -

System value S

Check Enclosed VISA

C MasterCard

Exp Date_

No risk You may return contract for full

refund within 10’days Coverages and
limits are subject to the terms, conditions

and exclusions in the contract.

Mail to SAFEWARE. P.O. Box 02211.

Columbus. OH 43202PCM
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* Tell u$ the advertiser and price for any IBM-PC
software package advertised in this issue and we'll

not only meet it, but beat It by $10. This offer does not

apply tothosepackageswhose advertised price is under $ 100
or where LOGICSOFTs price is already the lowest.

WORD PROCESSING
MULTIMATE $279

MICROSOFT WORD w/o MOUSE $239
MICROSOFT WORD w/MOUSE $299
WORD PERFECT (Inquire)

PEACHTEXT 5000 $219
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE $175
EDIX & WORDIX $255
EASYWRITER II $189
FINALWORD $195
SUPERWRITER $165
PERFECT WRITER $199
V1SIWORD $265

SPREADSHEETS/GRAPHICS/COMM.
1-2-3 $325
MULTIPLAN $159
SUPERCALO $159
SUPERCALO $259
VISICALC IV $159
VISION (Inquire)

TK! SOLVER $215
CHARTMAN II & IV $359
FAST GRAPHS $189
BPS GRAPHICS $289
DGRAPH $175
CROSSTALK XVI $109

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT/FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
dBASE II $385
QUICKCODE $175
KNOWLEDGEMAN $229
TIM IV $269
RBASE (MICRORIM) $399
CONDOR III $395
FRIDAY $189
VERSAFORM $245
DOW JONES MARKET MANAGER $229
DOW JONES MARKET ANALYZER $269
MARKET ANALYST (ANIDATA) $375
PROJECT SCHEDULER (SCITOR) $195

MBSI $575/module
OPEN SYSTEMS $560/module
IUS $329/module
IUS PACK (G/L, A/P, A/R) $869
PEACHPACK SERIES 4 $229
PEACHTREE SERIES 8 $379/module
STATE OF THE ART (Inquire)

SOLOMON SERIES III $479/module
GREAT PLAINS $399/module
JEWEL (HERITAGE) (Inquire)

CP AIDS (Inquire)

FINANCIER PERSONAL $119

AND 400 OTHER TITLES

All ot the above titles are registered trademarks



Purchase orders accepted by qualified Institutions.

No surcharge tor credit cards.

A Subsidiary of The Logic Group
300 Garden City Plaza, Garden City. N.Y. 11530

Continental U S.

1 -800-645-3491
NY State: 516-741-0043
Canada: 416-283-2354

Telex:

Infl: 230199 Swift UR LGS
Dorn: 960127 Swift NYK LGS
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In The
Beginning
There was the “Shoe-Box”
accounting system...

Jill

But Now There’s Mini-Ledger
While those dinosaur-size companies resort

to large, integrated computer accounting

packages, your modest-size company can

track key income and expense activities

through the use of Paradigm's single-entry

Mini-Ledger program. And you can do this

for only $150.00.

With Mini-Ledger, you can define up to 99
codes like your company car expenses,

entertainment, rent, payroll, cash flow... it's

up to you. And because Mini-Ledger is so

easy to use, you don’t need any accounting

experience to run it. Also, several printouts

are available to help you prepare clear and
accurate statements of your financial opera-

tion. That’s ideal for tax purposes.

To employ Mini-Ledger, you need either

CP/M, CP/M-86 or MS-DOS, at least one
disk drive, and a 132 column printer. A
demo version with user’s-manual is available

for $30.00.

With Mini-Ledger, those prehistoric days
of Shoe-Box accounting are over.

PARADIGM CONSULTANTS

39243 Liberty Street, Suite L • Fremont. CA 94538 • (415) 796-0543

CP'M is a regstered trademark of Digital Research Corporation
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LANGUAGES/DAVID WHITEHOUSE

Doing Business

With BASIC
Business BASIC may not be known as widely as Microsoft

BASIC, but this easy-to-program language is used to develop

commercial applications on the IBM PC.

Many of you may have heard the

story of how Microsoft’s BA-

SIC came into being. An inter-

preter was designed and the language was

implemented on an Altair, the granddaddy

of personal computers, over the course of

only a few weeks. Since then, this version

ofBASIC has become available on dozens

of computers and is now almost synony-

mous with the IBM PC.

BI-286

Control-C Software

6441 SW Canyon Court

Portland, OR 97221

(503) 297-7153

List Price: $500

Requires: 74K RAM, two disk drives.

CIRCLE 800 ON READER SERVICE CARD

What you may not know, however, is

that an earlier BASIC interpreter was

developed for the Altair, resulting in an

implementation called Business BASIC.

It was originally developed by a company

called BASIC Four for its series of mini-

computers and has since migrated to other

minicomputers such as the IBM Series/

1

and the DEC PDP- 1 1 . It first came to the

microcomputer world on multiuser sys-

tems based on the Motorola 68000 (for

example, Pixel and Wicat), Zilog Z8000

(Zilog) and the PC’s older cousin, the Intel

8086 (Rexon and Mercator). It is now

available on the IBM PC from a company

called Control-C Software, in Portland,

Oregon, under the name BI-286. This ver-

sion, designed for single use, deserves

serious attention from programmers inter-

ested in business applications.

Strictly Business

So just what is Business BASIC? Well,

fust and foremost it is the language

BASIC, a descendent of the original ver-

sion, which was developed at Dartmouth

College, in New Hampshire. However, it

is strictly business oriented and aims to

solve commercial problems in the simplest

way possible. It succeeds magnificently.

Originally Business BASIC was designed

for multiple-user systems, and features

such as file and record locking convey this

origin. Until Business BASIC was written

to run on MS-DOS and CP/M systems, all

implementations were written for systems

that accommodate more than one user.

(continued

)
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BUSINESS BASIC

Although some of its multiuser features

may be unnecessary in the PC version, this

capacity offers a significant benefit. If you

have PC software written in Business

BASIC, it can be moved onto multiuser

systems with a minimum of conversion.

And I do mean a minimum. One of the

oddities of Business BASIC is that ver-

sions from different manufacturers are tre-

mendously compatible. BASIC Four may

have developed it, but the companies that

have written their own versions have fol-

lowed the original closely. Most likely,

these companies had an interest in BASIC

Four’s customer base, but, whatever their

reasons, I find this compatibility remark-

able. Ifyou look at the implementations of

I’m

sure plenty of

Osborne users

would love this

transportability now.

BASIC from Microsoft, Atari, Texas

Instruments, and Digital Research, you

will be left wondering just what BASIC is,

because each of these versions is so differ-

ent. Business BASIC offers one of the

most programmer-friendly features of all:

You can easily transport your code to a

number of other machines. I’msure plenty

of Osborne users would love this trans-

portability now.

Easy Programming
Business BASIC offers a number of

features designed to make programming

easy. It uses Binary Coded Decimal

(BCD) arithmetic, which means you do

not have to wrestle with integer, single,

and double-precision numbers. (Nor do

you have to read on the front page of the

Wall Street Journal that your computer

has trouble with division.) BCD arith-

metic means that your computer does all

its work in base 10, as most people do.

This is particularly easy on the IBM PC,

since its 8088 processor has special

instructions for BCD arithmetic. Any

number can be up to 14 digits long and

include seven decimal places. In Business

BASIC you can specify at any time how

many decimal places you want to use.

Two is normal. You would issue the com-

mand PRECISION 2 to your computer,

which means that all calculations will be

automatically rounded to two decimal

places (for example, 2.23 * 1.5 =

3.35).

A far more important feature of Busi-

ness BASIC is keyed file support, which

allows you to use strings for keys. For

example, you can write out records using

names, addresses, and dates for keys.

Microsoft BASIC does not offer this sup-

port, nor do such languages as C and Pas-

cal. While it is true that you can write a set

of routines to support keyed fries, the real-

ity is that very few programmers are capa-

ble of or even interested in doing so.

Applications programmers want to devel-

op applications, not build their own tools.

They believe, quite rightfully, that the

people who develop language compilers

and interpreters should provide the means

to solve the problems encountered on a

day-to-day basis. In business applications

keyed files are particularly important.

Although some businesses might claim

that customers can be accessed by custom-

er numbers, this isn’t practical. You need

A Business BASIC Program.

Programming in Business BASIC is straightforward

and efficient. Here’s a short program for inputting

names and addresses.

T he program below will let you input a name and address, write it to a keyed disk

file, and then log it to a printer. The mnemonic ’FF' does a form feed on the

printer; @(40) tabs to column 40 on the printer. The ERRor trap on the input

statements will go to line 1000 if input longer than the LENgth specified is entered.

‘CS’ clears the screen, and ’CL’ will clear only the current line. INPUT * will ignore

the value entered and just wait fora RETURN. RETRY retries the statement in error.

WRITE . . . KEY=A$ writes to a keyed file using the name input. Note that you do

not need to LSET, RSET, or FIELD anything; you simply specify a list of variables

to be written out to our disk file.

10 REM "This Is o short Business Basic Program
20 PRINT 'CS'

30 OPEN ( 1 ) "OUTPUT" , (2) ‘LP*

35 PRINT (2) 'FF' , 'Name* ,5(40) , ‘Address' p
' LF

'

40 INPUT ( 0, ERR= 1000 )5( 10,10) , ’Name! ‘ ,A$! <LEN=20>
50 IF A*=‘‘ END
60 INPUT <0,ERR=1000)5<10, 11), ‘Address! • ,B$! (LEN=30>
70 PRINT (2) A*, 5(40), Bit

£10 WRITE ( 1 »KEY=A*)AJ,B$
99 GOTO 40

1000 PRINT 5(0, 23), 'CL', ‘Input is too long — reenter*
1010 INPUT *

1099 RETRY
9999 END
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names and addresses to get at information,

because most business customers don't

know what number you have assigned

them and won’t take the time to leam.

Some of the commercial applications

available on the PC don’t need keyed files

(word processors and spreadsheets, for

instance), while others rely heavily upon

your ability to use numbers for access.

Numbers are the only way to get into ran-

dom files, but Business BASIC’s keyed

files allow you to access data in ways that

people normally want to. They also pro-

vide more speed and flexibility, which is

increasingly important as sorting becomes

a thing of the past in most applications.

These powerful features, are essential

to all versions of Business BASIC. Ver-

sions that cover only these features are

usually called “BBU compatible,” in ref-

erence to BASIC Four’s level 2 version.

This rather simple implementation has

been largely replaced by the more power-

ful ‘BB1II compatible’ versions, which

include additional features.

One additional feature of Business

BASIC is the EXECUTE command. One

of the frustrations ofBASIC is its inability

to issue commands such as GOSUB X or

GOTO X. Business BASIC can’t do this

either, but its enormously powerful EXE-

CUTE command serves the same purpose.

It takes a string (for example, EXECUTE
X$), which, if numbered, is treated as a

line ofcode or, otherwise, as a direct com-

mand. For example, you can say EXE-

CUTE “GOTO”+X$, where X$ is a line

number. The EXECUTE command also

lets you build lines of code inside of a

program, which brings me to another use-

ful facet ofBusiness BASIC. It allows you

to add or delete lines of code and change

variables without having to start over

again. This is not only useful for debug-

ging or for continuing programming after

an error, it also lets the EXECUTE com-

mand build code for you inside your pro-

gram.

Another powerful feature of Business

BASIC is called public programming,

which lets you CALL other BASIC rou-

tines that are not part of your program.

These routines are written in BASIC, not

machine language, and can be stored in

the computer’s memory. This means that

common code, such as screen editors or

date checks, can be placed into a single

module and doesn't have to appear in

every program you write. So why not use

the CHAIN command to join the pro-

Business

BASIC does not

support graphics

commands such as

PAINT, CIRCLE, or

DRAW.

grams? Well, first of all you have to get

back to your original program. Provided

you know where you came from and how

to get back, this isn’t so bad. But if

you want to go back to the next line,

how do you do it? In Business BASIC
the CALL command will serve the same

purpose or you could EXECUTE
”GOTO"+STR(X+l), where X is the

last line you were on. Note that Business

BASIC does not require you to GOTO
lines that actually exist. For instance, if

you GOTO 1000 and 1000 is not an actual

line number, Business BASIC will find

the next line and continue from there. This

is very useful, especially if you delete

lines that are referenced elsewhere. Final-

ly, ifyou CALL a routine, its internal vari-

ables are local, and will not interfere with

those in your programs. This feature is

totally lacking in most versions of BASIC,

where all variables have a universal

nature.

Mixed Blessings

While Business BASIC has all of these

ease-of-programming features, it also

comes with a number of mixed blessings.

The fust is that variable names are limited

to one letter and one number (for example,

V, AOS, Q(2)). Although this may seem

terribly restrictive, it prevents you from

getting lost in a sea of similar names. If

you try to use mnemonic names, you ran

the danger of names that are truncated to

the same end result! Since Microsoft

BASIC limits you to 255 character lines

(Business BASIC is very forgiving in this

regard—you can have 64K characters in a

line or in a variable. For example, DIM
X$(50000) is OK!

The second mixed blessing is that Busi-

ness BASIC does not support string

arrays. If you enter DIM X$(100) you get

a string of 100 spaces called X$, which

may not be so bad. It means MID$,

LEFTS, and RIGHTS are unnecessary.

The string XS(I0,10) means the same as

MID$(X$, 10, 10) in Microsoft. This econ-

omy is a practical advantage, and, overall,

it outweighs the use of string arrays, which

can be easily mimicked. It is also possible

to use a string expression such as

X$(10,10)=“ABCDEFGHU”.
Business BASIC is also missing some

things. Some, such as natural logarithms

and hyperbolic cosines, are no great loss

for commercial users. In fact, they are use-

less clutter. Other omissions are more sig-

nificant, though. The language does not

support graphics commands such as

PAINT, CIRCLE, or DRAW. These fea-

tures were not widely available when

Business BASIC was created. Microsoft

does an excellent job with these graphics

commands, but, in any event, they are not

essential to business applications. On the

other hand, Business BASIC does provide

better control of the monochrome moni-

tor. It uses mnemonic codes for screen

control ’CS’ clears the screen and

@(X,Y) positions the cursor to column X
and row Y. (CLS and POSITION are the

corresponding Microsoft commands.)

Business BASIC uses the following addi-

tional codes: ‘LD’ deletes a line and rolls

the screen, ‘LI’ inserts a line, ‘SB’ goes

into low intensity, and ‘SF’ goes into high

intensity.

Since Business BASIC was intended to

be a complete system and since a multius-
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Diamond Software is the solution

for all of your IBM PC software needs Our tech-

nical advisors keep up to date on all the latest products and
applications They are available to consult and advise you before, during

and after your system purchase And Diamond can help select systems custom
made for your needs All this and low. low prices too Call Diamond today, you II be
glad you did

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-227-0545

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT (415) 893-7678

CT ~ Diamond Software Supply 484 Lake Park Ave Suite 123. Oakland. CA 94610

7 Software Specialists For The IBM PC
* IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
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er environment with memory manage-

ment means you have no idea where your

task is, this version of the language has no

PEEK and POKE command. I wish it did.

However, this omission is at most only an

irritant. Business programs should have

no need of peeks and pokes.

BI-286

BI-286, the PC version of Business

BASIC, is the only interpreter that was

available as I wrote this article, though

others are expected soon. It is available to

run under MS-DOS, C/PM-86, MP/M-

86, MP/M, C/PM, and Turbodos. As far

as I know, all versions are 100 percent

compatible. BI-286 is a solid product, and

it functions as documented. The manual is

quite clear and you could team Business

BASIC from it, which is fortunate since I

know of no book that is available on the

subject. I suggest, however, that you learn

something about BASIC first, ifyou aren’t

familiar with it already. Business BASIC
does share many features such as PRINT,

INPUT, LET, GOSUB, GOTO, FOR
. . . NEXT, and so forth with all versions

of BASIC, and it. too. uses line numbers

for control.

BI-286 supports keyed fdes without

any double. Up to 15 files, plus the key-

board, may be OPENed at once. This is

adequate for almost any application. It has

the standard BCD arithmetic and string

handling. It also supports the E key—

a

useful feature that can be used to do such

things as terminate a program or ask for

HELP whenever you want. Unfortunate-

ly, BI-286 is compatible only with BBII

and therefore does not support commands

such as EXECUTE and CALL. This is a

bit disappointing, especially since this

product has been around for awhile.

As I noted earlier, BI-286 is a single-

user version of Business BASIC. It does

not support a second terminal, although it

is compatible with versions designed for

multiple users.

BI-286 has several severe shortcom-

ings. Clearly it was ported over to MS-
DOS in a huny to hop on the IBM PC
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bandwagon, and the rush job shows. It

does not support any of the ten function

keys or the cursor control keys. Nor can it

access a serial port. Business BASIC usu-

ally allows you to OPEN serial ports for

I/O without any trouble (for example,

OPEN(l)“T2”). Business BASIC usual-

ly allows at least one task to be tun that

does not need to communicate with the

terminal screen, which is called a back-

ground task. If you have a background

task, you can swap it in or out with your

main task (similar to the capabilities of

Concurrent CP/M). BI-286 does not sup-

port this very useful feature. It also has no

color support (you get white on black) or

graphics. Overall, the PC version of Busi-

ness BASIC is a bit of a disappointment

and doesn’t take advantage of the PC’s

capabilities. Oh well, the original version

of WordStar for the PC wasn’t great,

either. Nonetheless, BI-286 does do what

it says it will and is a good introduction to

Business BASIC, until other versions

reach the marketplace.

Coming Soon
A company called Standard Software

announced a BBIII compatible interpreter

some time ago, but as of October 1 , it was

not available. This company has also

announced a compiled version, which, as

far as I know, will be the first version of

compiled Business BASIC.

Also upcoming for the PC is a version

from Science Management Corporation,

the leader in Business BASIC. SMC
BASIC will be BBIII compatible and will

also run on an IBM Series/I, the DEC
PDP-11 and numerous UNIX-based sys-

tems. If its PC version is as good as its

previous efforts, this product will be well

worth waiting for.

Business BASIC has only minor faults;

the main ones are graphics and color. You

will have to stick to good old Microsoft

BASIC for these, but if you want the finest

language ever developed for commercial

uses, one that allows you to develop appli-

cations as fast and as easily as possible.

Business BASIC is the winner.
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At Diamond Software we offer the

widest range of business application software for

your IBM PC and compatibles at the lowest possible prices Not
only that, we offer same day shipment on most items and we accept Visa.

Mastercard and also American Express We II even pay the shipping charges if you
send us a money order, cashiers, company or personal check Purchase orders are

gladly accepted from qualified organizations and we welcome dealer inquiries

A TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 1 -800 -227-0545

!fy Diamond Software Supply 484 Lake Park Ave. Suite 123. Oakland. CA 94610

\y For price quotes, information, or In California call 1-415-893-7676 We credit your order for

thecall Technical Department (415)893-7678 International Telex 3381 39 (attn 149)

Software Specialists For The IBM PC
Shipping/ Handling UPS surface S3 00 plus an additional S3 00 per item for UPS Blue
COD orders add $4 00 For personal check allow 2 weeks for delivery All items subject

to availability, prices subiect to change without notice Calif residents please add

6Vt% sales tax 'IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
CP- M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
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Apple
II

CP/M

SPECTRUM

Professional Software Products
MATHEMATICS SERIES

The Series includes These 4 Programs:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, deter-

mines the mean, standard deviation and plots the

frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot of

any function. Automatic scaling At your option,

the program will plot the function, plot the

INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the

ROOTS. MAXIMA. MINIMA and INTEGRAL VALUE

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of

any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of

SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS

3-D SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES

PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-

variable equations. Hidden line or transparent

plotting.

For APPLE II (48K) and IBM PC (64K) $50.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES

MICRO-LOGIC

An interactive graphics program for designing and

simulating digital logic systems Using the built-in

graphics module, the user creates a logic diagram

consisting of AND. OR. NAND. NOR. EX-OR. D. T. JK

FLIP FLOP and powerful 16 pin user-defined MACRO
functions. A typical page of a logic diagram looks

like this:

Both Programs $250.00

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry

accounting system employing screen-oriented

data input forms, extensive error-trapping, data

validation and special routines for high speed
operation The series includes these two modules

6ENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system

with these features:

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per

month.
• Interactive on-screen transaction journal

• Produces these reports:

Transactions Journal Balance Sheet

Account Ledgers Account Listings

Income Statement

For APPLE II and IBM PC $150 00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

A flexible system with these features

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per

diskette.

• Prints invoices, customer statements &
address labels.

• Interfaces to General Ledger
• Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet

• Produces these reports

Aged Receivables

Sales Analysis

Account Listings

Customer Balances

For APPLE II and IBM PC .... (2 DRIVES) .. $150 00

MICRO-CAP

Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program

Tired of trial & error circuit design? Analyze and
debug your designs before you build them. With

MICRO-CAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram

on the CRT screen and run an AC. DC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consist of RESISTORS.

CAPACITORS. INDUCTORS. DIODES. BATTERIES.
BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS. OPAMPS TRANS-
FORMERS. and SINSUSOIDAL or USER-DEFINED

TIME DEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES. MICRO-CAP

can analyze any such network containing up to 40

separate nodes Includes a user controlled MACRO
library for modelling complex components such as

OPAMPS and Transistors

Tne system provides on-screen editors for

NETWORKS/MACROS DATA CHANNELS. CLOCK
WAVEFORMS and GATES. GATE attributes include

DELAY. TRUTH TABLE. NAME and I/O clocking

The system is available for Apple II and IBM PC

computers. A non-graphics version is available for

CP/M 2.2 It uses the network editor to create

netlists and text printer plots to display simulation

results. All versions require 2- 5 1/4" disk drives

For APPLE II. IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (70K) $450.00

MANUAL & DEMO DISKETTE $50 00

PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER

The premier personal and small business financial

system. Covering all types of accounts including

check registers, savings, money market, loan,

credit card and other asset or liability accounts, the

system has these features:

Handles 25 Asset/Liability Accounts

Monthly Transaction Reports

Budgets Income & Expense
Reconciles to Bank Statements

Prints Checks & Mailing Labels

Automatic Year-End Rollover

Prepares a Net Worth Reports

Searches for Transactions

Handles Split Transactions

User-Friendly Data Entry Forms
Fast Machine Language Routines

Extensive Error Trapping

HI-RES Expense/Income Plots

For APPLE II and IBM PC $75 00

For APPLE II and IBM PC computers. A non-graphics
version using an on-screen editor to enter networks
and text printer plots to display simulation results

is available for CP/M (2.2- 5 1/4' SSSD) systems.
Requires 2 disk drives.

For APPLE II. IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (70K) $475.00

MANUAL and DEMO OISKETTE $50.00

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All programs are supplied

on disk and run on Apple II (64K) or IBM PC (128K)

with a single disk drive unless otherwise noted.

Detailed instructions included. Orders are shipped

within 5 days. Card users include card number. Add
$2 50 postage and handling with each order.

California residents add 6 1/2% sales tax. Foreign

orders add $5.00 postage and handling per product.

SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE
690 W. Fremont Ave., Suite F

Sunnyvale. CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS:

(408)738-4387

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.



Buy Hardware/Software at Wholesale,
And Save On Software Rentals,

As A PC NETWORK Member Onlyla
Save hundreds of dollars when you buy
DIRECT from America's Number 1 Computer
Buying Service at )ust 8% above DEALER
WHOLESALE PRICES, plus shipping.

Members receive PC NETWORK'S Giant Cata-

log featuring thousands of products and the

lowest prices on the widest selection of com-
puter software and hardware in the nation!

RENT BEFORE YOU BUY- Members are

eligible to join PC NETWORK’S Business and
Game Software Rental Libraries for a much
smaller fee than other software rental ser-

vices. And PC NETWORK'S rental charges are

far less— just 20%-25% of the Member
WHOLESALE PRICE.

More Memory for LESS!
Expand Your Memory Capacity!

Retail Wholesale
Price Price

64K DRAM
Memory Chips $11 each $5.10 each*

•PC NETWORK Members pay |ust 8% over the wholesale
pace, plus shipping

SAVE ON DISK DRIVES!

Retell Wholesale
Disk Drive Price Price

Two Tandon
TM 50-2 Half Height $574 $350
DS/DD a pair a pair*

320K each. IBM PC
compatible version

with mounting hardware
and power cable

•PC NETWORK Members pay just 8% over the wholesale
price, plus shipping

Diskettes—Warranted
for 7 Years!

To complement our

disk drive special!
Wholesale

Price

$5.20 each $2.50 each*Floppy Disks
(DS/DD)
Sold in boxes of 10

•PC NETWORK Members pay just 8% over the wholesale

price, plus shipping

CALL TOLL-FREE
1 -800-621 -S-A-V-E

In Illinois Call (312) 372-4488

- Low prices, fast home delivery and two -

software rental libraries are only the
beginning! PC NETWORK Is your source
for everything from memory chips to

mainframes—and It’s all just 8% above
wholesale, plus shipping.

HARDWARE
Monitors (color and monochrome)
Printers

Complete Systems
Disk Drives (full/half height, add-on/add-in)

Multi-Function Boards
Graphics Boards
Modems
Local Ares Networks
Memory Chips (all speeds available)

SOFTWARE (rent or buy!)

Business
Recreational

Compilers
Word Processors
Utilities

Scientific

Data Bases
Educational
Graphics

SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES
Blank Diskettes (all formats)

Paper Stock
Ribbons
Print Wheels
Cables

And More!

- Choose hardware and software -

from hundred* of manufacturers,
Including:

Amdek
• Apparat
• AST
• Ashton -Tate
• CDC
• Columbia
• Corona
• DEC
• Digital Research
• Eagle
• Epson
Hayes

• IBM
• IUS
• Lotus
• MicroPro
• Microsoft
• NEC
• Okidata
• Peach Tree
• Princeton

Quadram
• Sierra On-Line
Software Publishing

• Sottword
• Tandon
• Tecmar
- Vlslcorp

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR DETAILS ON YOUR
10 EXCLUSIVE, MONEY-SAVING BENEFITS!

PC NETWORK • MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
YESI Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK * ana rush my catalog featuring thou-

sands of computer products, all at just 8% above DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES I

will also periodically receive "THE PRINTOUT", a special up-date on merchandise at prices BELOW
even those in my wholesale catalog, and all the other exclusive, money-saving services available

to Members i 1

l am under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is guaranteed 888 I I

Please check (*^) all boxes that apply .

Basic Membership Special V.I.P. Membership

One-year membership for $8

Two-year membership for $15 (SAVE $1)

Business Software Rental Library for $30 add I

per year— members only

Games Software Rental Library for $10 add!
per year— members only

Bill my credit card: VISA MasterCard

One-year membership for $15

Two-year membership for $25 (SAVE $5)

BOTH Business and Game Software
Rental Libranes for $35 add!
per year—V I P members only

American Express

Accoun. Number.
| | | \ \ \ \ | | | | | | | | M DM

Check or money order enclosed for $

Address Apt No

City State Zip

Telephone ( )

My computer(s) is: IBM PC D Apple II TRS-80 Atari Commodore Other.

Signature

Copyright ©1983 PC NETWORK INC

(Signature required to validate membership)



America’s Number 1 Computer
Buying Service Brings You These 10
Exclusive, Money-Saving Benefits...

Join PC NETWORK (or as low as $8
for one year (or $15 for two years) and
receive all these exclusive, money-
saving benefits:

1
REAL BUYING CLOUT—You II find soft-

• ware and hardware for every application,

compatible with any system from all manufac-
turers. And it's all just 8% above the PC
NETWORK S cost, to cover administrative

expenses and allow for some profit.

2 CONVENIENT SHOP-AT-HOME
CATALOG— Members receive our cata-

log featuring thousands of computer software,

hardware and related products. Ordering is as
easy as picking up your phone or mailing in the

order form enclosed with each order. And
remember, any item in the catalog is yours for

just 8% above the dealer wholesale price, plus

shipping! You may also access the entire

catalog from your home system
,

providing

you have a modem and terminal program.

On credit card orders there is a 3% sen/ice

charge.

3
KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE
CONSULTANTS—Our qualified coun-

selors are ready to answer any questions you
may have regarding compatibility, memory,
language requirements, pricing, and other

important matters. You'll be certain that your
purchase is exactly what you need at the best

possible price.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1 -000-621 -S-A-V-E

In Illinois Call (312) 372-4488

Membership Validation Number: A888
You can validate your membership
number and. if you wish, place your
first money-saving order over the

phone by using your VISA, MASTER-
CARD or AMERICAN EXPRESS.
Our knowledgeable service consul-
tants are on duty Mon-Fri 8 AM to 7
PM. Sat 9 AM to 5 PM CST.

PC NETWORK
180 North Michigan avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Call now... Join the PC NETWORK
and start saving today!

5
OPTIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE
RENTAL LIBRARY—All members are

eligible to join our Business Software Rental
Library for just $30 per year in addition to the
basic membership fee. This entitles you to

rent business software at just 20%-25% of
PC NETWORK’S low prices for a 7-day
period (plus a 3-day grace period for return

shipping). This is an ideal way for you to

inexpensively test various programs and see
which best matches your needs. And should
you decide to buy, 100% of your rental fee

applies toward the purchase of the rented
merchandise.

4 FULLY INSURED FAST HOME
• DELIVERY— The PC NETWORK

assumes full responsibility for all shipments.

Most orders are processed and shipped within

24 hours. Your purchase will be at your

doorstep within several days of our receiving

your request In some cases we can even
deliver overnight. Please feel free to inquire

which items are serviceable in this way.

6 OPTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE RENTAL
• LIBRARY—All members are eligible to

join our Game Software Rental Library for $10
per year in addition to the basic membership
fee. All the same conditions apply as for the

Business Software Rental Library (benefit

five). See which game you like best before you
buy. or just play each until you've had enough
fun.

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No 14823 Chicago. III.

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED IN

UNITED STATES

Postage will be paid by AOORESSEE

PC NETWORK
180 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

SPECIAL V.I.P. MEMBERSHIP

A limited number of PC NETWORK V.I.P.

Memberships ere avellable at juat $15 for

one year or $25 for two years.

V.I.P. Members receive additional benefits:

1 . V.I.P. SAVINGS ON SOFTWARE RENTAL
LIBRARIES— All V.I.P Members are eligible

to join our Business AND Game Software
Rental Libraries lor just $35 per year in

addition to the basic V.I.P. membership tee.

All the same conditions apply to the V.I.P.

Libraries as the Basic Membership Libraries.

2. EXTENDED V.I.P. RENTAL PRIV-
ILEGES—We've invented the 10-day week
so V.I.P. Members can enjoy their rented
merchandise longer ... a lull 10 days (plus

a three-day grace period Idr return snipping)

instead of the seven days allowed with our
Basic Membership Libraries.

3. IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO “THE PRINT-
OUT' SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETIN—
V.I.P. Members can access our savings
newsletter from their system BEFORE it is

mailed to other members providing they have
a modem and terminal program. Special
savings merchandise is available in limited

quantity only and V.I.P. Members have first

preference. You may save the difference in

membership costs on your first order from a
special savings bulletin!

7 SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS
• MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR HOME—

Periodically you'll receive ''THE PRINTOUT," a
computer-generated newsletter featuring com-
puter software and hardware that PC NET-
WORK was able to purchase at tremendous
savings. As a Member, these savings on
select, limited-quantity merchandise are pas-
sed right along to you!

8 NEW: DISCOUNT COMPUTER BOOK
• LIBRARY—Now you can purchase com-

puter-related books at up to 50% savings from
our huge inventory ot informative ana enter-

taining titles— probably many more than you'd
find at your library, book or computer store

9
MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION

• GUARANTEE— If for any reason you are
not satisfied with our low prices, fast home
delivery and other exclusive services, notify us
within 30 days of your membership validation

to receive a 100% money-back refund. This
refund is yours regardless of whether or not

you made any purchases or received any
benefits as a PC NETWORK Member.

-4 fk PRODUCT SATISFACTION
I U •GUARANTEE— If tor any reason you
are not completely satisfied with any hardware
you purchase as a member, return it to us
within 15 days tor a 100% money-back re-

fund.

All items subject to availability, prices subject to

change without notice.

Copyright ©1983. PC NETWORK INC.



A portable computerneeds
a portable surge suppressor.

ThePC Saver line cord.

The beauty of your portable computer
is that it goes everywhere you go.

Unfortunately, it meets power
line problems all along the way.

In a recent PC Magazine cover

story, it is estimated that 70-90% of all

microcomputer malfunctions can be
traced to power line problems. Prob-

lems that are magnified with a port-

able, since you never know what
situation awaits you.

With the PC Saver, power line

problems are no problem.
No matter where you plug in your

portable computer, the PC Saver im-

mediately acts to suppress surges,

spikes and line noise. This prevents

damage and allows your computer to

function at its maximum efficiency.

The PC Saver clips surges and
spikes to a safe 133 Volts RMS/175
Volts DC level in less than 50 nano
seconds. An 'L' type filter attenuates

common and transverse mode noise

by a minimum of 20dB from 600 kHz
to 30 mHz with a maximum attenua-

tion of 50dB. All the circuitry con-

forms to standards established by the

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers) and UL (Underwri-

ters Laboratories).

The PC Saver is as portable as
your portable.
The PC Saver is so light and compact
it will fit right into your briefcase.

We’ve put all the protective circuitry

right into a power cord. Touse.simply

replace your factory supplied cord

with the PC Saver line cord.

Will PC Saver fit your computer?

The chances are it will. Almost
all portable computers, Compaq,™
Kaypro,™ Eagle,™ Corona,™ Hyperion,™

Columbia Data Systems,™ and others

use the standard style power cord.

Affordable
protection

$49.95 is a small

investment for keeping

your portable at top efficiency.

You’ll find the PC Saver line cord

at computer stores everywhere.
Or order direct from Kensington
Microware Ltd., 251 Park Avenue
South, New York, N.Y. 10010, Phone:

(212) 486-7707, Telex: 236200 KEN
UR. For phone or mail orders please

include $2.50 shipping and handling.

New York State residents add sales tax.

Visa and MasterCard accepted.

KENSINGTON'
MICROWARE

© 1983 Kensington Microware Ltd

CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD



DISCOUNT
PLUS FREE SHIPPING!
AST Multi-Function IBM PC Board

W/64K

(Each Additional 64K For >60)

(Optional Game Port *25) AST SixPakPlus
Upgradable To 384K Bytes
Clock Calendar
Parallel Port

Serial Port

One Year Warranty
Free Software
Super Disk

Super Spooler

Software

• Ashton-Tate
Friday $189
DBasall $399

• Softword
Multimate $329

• Micro Pro
Wordstar $269
Professional Pack
(WS. SS, MM) $489

• Lotus
1-2-3 $369

Hayes Modems
Hayes Smartmodem
1200B Board
Includes Smartcom II Software
Compatible With Bell 21 2A or

Bell 103 Type Modem.
Plugs Into One PC Slot 8469

Disk Drives Printers

Epson:
RX SO (100 CPS. PAR-10").

RX SOFT

FX 80 (160CPS, PAR-10") .

FX 100 (160 CPS. PAR-15")

Star-Micronlea:

Gemlnl-10X(120CPS. PAR-10")

.

•Call

•Call

•Call

•Call

Quine Drives
• Qum# 142A
Half Height, Double Sided
40TRK, 46TPI

Shugart Drives
• SA 455
Half Height, Double Sided
40TRK.48TPI

Tandon Drives
• TM 100-2
SVi" Double Sided
40TRK.46TPI

•229

•229

•235

GemlnUSX (120 CPS. PAR-10") .

.

Okidata:
MLS2A(120CPS. SERA PAR-10") .

ML92 (160 CPS. PAR-10")

MLS3A (1 20 CPS. SER & PAR-10") .

ML93 (160 CPS. PAR-15")

•299
•479

ML64P (200 CPS. PAR-15")

NEC:

•395
•479
•649
•829
•990

*1789
2o$o *989

Control Data Drives
> CDC9409
5V4" Double Sided
40TRK.48TPI •235

Monitors
Princeton Monitor
PGS HX-12

AmdekaiOA
Amdek sooa

Amdek 300G

•499
•Call

•159
•149

High Resolution Color
Colorplus
By Plantronlcs
High Resolution 4 Color

80 Character Color Medium
Resolution 16 Color 40
Character Color $449

Hayes Smartmodem:
300 Baud

1200 Baud.

»209
•499

How To Order Oder by calling CompuAd
to a MasterCard or VISA Account at no extra

handling on <

UR Multidisplay
Card
Monochromatic Output
Color Graphic
Output $429

Toll Free on 1-600-531-5475 (if outside of Texas) or 1-512-250-1489 (if in Texas). You can also order by mail. Orders may be charged

». or paid by Cashier's Check or Money Order. We do accept personal checks. Allow 10 days for check processing. We pay shipping and
delivered in continental U.S.A. Add 5% sales tax H Texas resident. All equipment carries a warranty.

CompuPdd Corp.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
(800 ) 531-5475 (If outside of Texas)

(512 )
250-1489 (In Texas)

13010 Research Blvd.. Suite 101. Austin. TX 78750

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SPECIAL EFFECTS

• COLOR •

MULTIPLE FONTS

f SPECIAL EFFECTS

• EMPHASIS •

SUPER/SUBSCRIPTSDYNAMIC
PAGINATION PROOFING

V

LIFETREE SOFTWARE
creators of

THE
lkswriter

33
0MnK

PULAR WORD PROCESSOR FOR THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

©1983 LIFETREE SOFTWARE, INC. • 411 Pacific, Suite 315 • Monterey, CA • 93940

NOW AT YOUR LOCAL STORE "CALL

g'oh'ttte

IBM/PC, DEC RAINBOW
I/PC, VICTOR 9000

with
dBASE II and 1-2-3

CIRCLE 385 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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APPLICATIONS
MARTIN PORTER AND CRISTINA D’ANGELES

Tour managers for rock and roll

bands use PCs and compatibles in the

office and on the road.

Rock:L JBbi

D igital audio might be transform-

ing the sound of contemporary

rock and roll both on stage and on

platter, but the real revolution in rock and

roll isn't in the music but in manage-

ment.

Rock and roll groups need tour/

accountant managers to make sure a band

makes its scheduled appearances and

makes money, too. New faces, namely the

IBM PC and the compatibles, are joining

the road crew of such world-renowned

groups as The Police, Supertramp, Toto,

and The Tubes.

Management is as much a part of rock

and roll as the electric guitar. For music

businessmen in need of instant cost break-

downs. location and scheduling informa-

tion, boilerplate contracts, mailing lists,

press contacts, and other statistics that are

part and parcel of modem touring groups,

the microcomputer has become an indis-

pensable tool.

Toto, The Tubes, and the PC
One tour manager. Chris Littleton, of

the Los Angeles artist management firm,

Fitzgerald Hartley Company, has worked

for the Grammy award-winning group,

Toto, and the art rock group. The Tubes.
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Because if you designed your software, it would include only the functions you need. It would include Computer
Aided Training for you and your staff, and would be backed by the most extensive software support network
available. Only Pyramid provides this to you in the NumberCruncher” series of software products. You decide
which functions you need, then choose your system.

NumberCruncher I AND NumbeiCiuncher 1^
FOR THE IBM PCjr

NumberCruncher I" provides you with full Text Editing integrated with a Spreadsheet System. You define your
Spreadsheet exactly as you want, inserting text and numerics wherever required. Columns and Rows may be dif-

ferent sizes and do not need to be aligned vertically. No longer are you confined to a cumbersome column and
row format. Finally, with one system you can create a report including a Spreadsheet or Projection that is suit-

able to present to anyone. No need to swap disks, re-type data, or cut and paste.

NumberCruncher H’“ and NumberCnmcher n£
FOR THE IBM PCjr

NumberCruncher II” starts where NumberCruncher I” stops. In addition to Spreadsheet and Text Editing,

NumberCruncher II” provides you with Information Management and Table Driven Forms Generation. Now you
can use your computer to fill in pre-printed forms, such as insurance forms, tax forms, loan documents, and
escrow documents without the need to thumb through clumsy rate schedules. NumberCruncher II” stores your

rate tables. You can also create complete computer printed forms, such as invoices and purchase orders. And
NumberCruncher II” will store information from the forms created so that you can create summary management
reports.

NumberClUIlCher m AND Ni

i

mhxarfn inrhPf TTT /

FOR THE IBM PCjr

The list of applications that NumberCruncher III” can be used for is endless. It combines full Relational Data

Base Management and Application Generation with all of the functions of NumberCruncher I” and II” in one

completely integrated system. Your capacities are only limited to your disk size. Now your entire business can

be operated around a single software “environment". You customize NumberCruncher III” to fit your business,

whether it be accounting, farm distribution, retail, or any other type of business. You know your business, and

yourcomputer should run like your business runs... not like someone else thinks it should. NumberCruncher III”

puts you in command of your computer and your business.

NuinberCrunchei Series:

Your business changes on a daily basis. The NumberCruncher” series gives you software that grows with your

business. As your needs change, you can upgrade to another NumberCruncher” system and receive a substan-

tial credit for the NumberCruncher” you have already purchased.

Now, you have the software you need . . .

ONLY FROM Mmilflll
PVR AM I n DATA ™

PYRAMID DATA, LTD. - P.O. BOX 10116- SANTA ANA, CA 9271 1 - (800) 521-2233 (In Calif. (71 4) 639-1 527)

COPYRIGHT* 1983 PYRAMID DATA. LTD . ORANGE. CA



PC ROCKS AND ROLLS

He has equipped his office with PC XT
and uses Lotus’ 1-2-3, dBase 11, and

WordStar, among others. “With my com-

puter I can do all projecting in 2 hours

instead of 3 weeks. Now I don’t have to

carry around reams of paper and file fold-

ers. It’s all sitting here on a few disks,” he

said.

In his office Littleton puts the PC

through its paces, demonstrating to Tubes’

lead singer Fee Waybill how the machine

can display a detailed printout of tour

costs, profits, and bookings. A “cost sec-

tion” breaks down the expenditures on

everything from sound to insurance. A
“profit section” shows the concert guar-

antees, estimated grosses, and production

support funds. And the “itinerary sec-

tion” indicates the names of all hotels, air-

line information, and showtimes through-

out the band’s nationwide swing.

While Littleton uses 1-2-3 to compare

projected and actual costs after each show,

his public relations assistant uses Word-

Star to generate press releases for the

regional press, record company reps and

local radio jocks.

Littleton discovered computers before

he began working in the music business.

“1 went to computer school in 1970,” he

explained, “But I left and began working

with Toto. I got into computers because I

wanted to make my job easier. I took the

PC home, sat down, and spent a month

with the DOS 2.0 manual. It was pretty

easy from there. I initially wrote a simple

line editing program out of the DOS man-

ual for itinerary formats and budget-

ing.”

Following advice from Entercom, a

computer consulting firm with offices in

both Redondo Beach and Nevada City,

California, Littleton upgraded his office

system to hard disk and explored software

applications the company recommended.

“Entercom, which specializes in the

entertainment business, is opening up the

computer to a lot of people in the music

industry who want to use a computer to

save time and money but don’t want to

leam to program," he explained.

Saving money hasn't always been the

concern of road-weary rock and rollers

who traditionally have spent their eve-

nings hanging out in motel rooms, not fid-

dling with computer keys. However,

some of today’s pop stars are as concerned

with tax shelters as they are with
’ ‘Gimme

The need for

portability has led

rock band tour

managers to take

computers other

than the IBM-

compatible

Compaqs on the

road.

Shelter.” Several of Littleton’s clients

have been smitten by the microbug. The

PC has become a permanent resident at

Toto band member Steve Porcaro’s house.

He is experimenting with musical notation

applications. And Tubes' member Mike

Cotten used an Atari 800 to design his

band’s costumes, set and prop projections,

and layouts. In fact, he used the computer

printout to convince David Bowie that the

band's elaborate stage show could be

accomplished on schedule without inter-

fering with the star’s appearance at center

stage. As a result, the Tubes was selected

as the opening act for Bowie’s worldwide

tour last summer.

On the Road
These applications may be ideal for

home and office, but rock and rollers need

micros on the road as well. Littleton is

currently gearing up for an extensive

spring road tour with Toto that begins in

March, so he has purchased a Compaq for

the mobile computing chores. He has even

had a customized traveling case made,

which holds the micro, a printer, a mod-

256

em, the software and a photocopy

machine—virtually his entire home office

is now on casters. And, if all goes well,

next time around the PC itself may hit the

rock and roll trail.

The need for portability has led rock

band tour managers to take computers oth-

er than the IBM-compatible Compaqs on

the road. Music business accountant Neil

Quateman of Beyond Management, in

North Hollywood, California, took his

Kaypro II on the road with The Who last

year and later upgraded to the Kaypro 10

(10-megabyte hard disk) when he accom-

panied the Stevie Nicks/Joe Walsh tour.

In both trips he evaluated the latest reports

on ticket sales, advertising, security, and

hall rental en route to the show. After the

performances he used the computer to

finalize settlements with the promoter's

representative and others involved in

putting on the concert. Quateman uses a

Gemini 15 wide-carriage, dot-matrix

printer; a Novation modem; and an elec-

tronic mail service to telecommunicate

with the home office.

“When a production manager is trying

to decide whether to use buses or planes to

transport the tour members, I can generate

cost comparisons more quickly. 1 use the

computer to provide itineries, letters, cost

comparisons, and pay schedules,” Quate-

men reported. "The musicians like seeing

me work at the computer. It gives them a

feeling of confidence. They know I’m

doing a good job,” he added.

Osbornes, Apples, and even Fortunes

are hitting the road with touring bands

these days. However, according to En-

tercom, the trend is toward IBM and com-

patible machines.

Entercom is currently recommending

IBM and Compaq systems for use by rock

bands in the office and on the road.

Entercom vice president Dan Cooper used

these computers last summer on the road

with The Police and more recently with

the rock band Black Sabbath in Europe.

Also, at Entercom's suggestion another

tour manager, Mike McGinley, recently

switched from a Kaypro to a Compaq for

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24, 1984
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his current worldwide travels with the

group Supertramp.

Portable Database

While on the road last year with The

Police, Cooper was hard at work develop-

ing a rock tour database, which appears to

be the application that the rock and roll

caravans require most often. It covers

everything from limousine rentals to hotel

addresses and rates, stage hands, and

venue statistics. In addition, the company

is currently developing a historical record

for concert promoters that will reveal how

well particular rock bands and genres (that

is, heavy metal, punk, rhythm and blues)

have sold in any particular site, thus cre-

ating the rock industry’s first survey of

regional concert preferences and tastes.

Cooper’s configuration includes the

Compaq, an Epson printer, PC Modem
Plus, and such software as dBase II, Mul-

tiplan, Multimale, and Lotus’ 1-2-3. “Us-

ing the computer resulted in better, more

efficient communication,” he reported.

“It eliminates the mundane tasks. Several

years from now all tours will be automat-

ed.” Then he added cautiously, “I’m so

involved in it that maybe I’m a little over-

confident.”

Maybe not. Jay Hagerman, an inde-

pendent tour/account manager who con-

tacted Entercom, has traveled with some

of the biggest names in the rock business

from Bob Dylan to Paul McCartney and

currently armed with a Compaq, he is con-

cert coordinator for the Supertramp world

tour.

“In terms ofoutdoor shows, there are a

tremendous number of expenses—much

more than in an indoor show. On many

occasions you’re given a certain figure for

an expense, let’s say for stage hands sud-

denly things change. With the computer, I

am able to revise figures instantly.

“In addition,” Hagerman continued,

“Entercom furnished me with an electron-

ic mailbox on The Source for The Who
tour. I had a Lex acoustic modem. At the

end of an evening, when I had completed

the settlement with the promoter, 1 used

the computer to transmit a copy of the set-

tlement into the agency’s electronic mail-

box. The following morning, it would

access The Source and take out a copy of

the settlement for their records and also

one for The Who's accountants.”

Why the move to the Compaq? “Be-

cause the Compaq has a built-in modem, I

can directly communicate with another

Most of the

computer action

on the road

is limited to

the big names in the

world of rock.

Compaq or any IBM PC,” explained

Hagerman.

Dave Furano, president of Entercom,

reported: “The word from the tour was

that the Compaq was dropped, abused,

used on international power supply, and

literally used all over the world in a very

rugged way. It still worked like a charm.”

He compared the selection of MS-DOS
format machines to the record business,

and added, “It’s like the decision to go to

a 33'/i-rpm or 78-rpm or 45-rpm record-

ing. An artist can write and format pro-

grams and have them reproduced in the

broadest possible sense."

Eastwind Computer
Eastwind Computer Systems of Marina

del Rey, California, is also gearing up for

the computerization of the rock business

with the idea of IBM compatibility in

mind. For road use, it recommends the

Compaq computer with a Hayes Super

Modem, dBase II, WordStar, VisiTrendl

VisiPlot, and a Microprism printer.

Why are the rock and rollers turning to

IBM? Eastwind’s president, Ian Moss,

who has toured with groups including the

Beach Boys and Ricky Nelson, replies:

“Probably the same reason the rest of the

business is going in that direction. It is our

belief that IBM will become the standard

within the entertainment industry ... as

well as at home.”

Eastwind is creating its own database

file on concert venue specifications,

details such as the height of the risers,

lighting setup, hall amperage, even the

size of the back door. These custom files

will be listed with The Source and, as a

result, will be accessible 24 hours a day.

Other applications software the company

is recommending are VisiCalc (to simplify

box office procedures), Microsoft’s Time

Manager (which serves as an electronic

schedule book for PR events, interviews,

etc.), WordStar, with SpellStar and Mail-

Merge, and dBase II. However, with 600

facilities soon to be listed on the compa-

ny’s database, Moss explained, “They’ll

only need a modem and the ability to go

onto The Source. They won’t need a data-

base program for long.”

While the database is being compiled,

Moss and his associates are still hard at

work with their office XT. Eastwind is

currently planning a road tour for disco

starTaco, whose rewrite of the Irving Ber-

lin hit “Puttin' On The Ritz" is riding

high on the Billboard dance charts.

According to Moss, they were using the

hard disk computer to design the entire

road tour—using everything from Visi-

Calc for spreadsheets on cost analysis to

The Source for airline information and

hotel and restaurant addresses in their tar-

get cities. The XT interfaces with an

Epson MX 80 printer and a NEC green

screen.

“We’re not married to any format,"

Moss added. “If we find that one of the

new generation of portables can do the job

better we’ll go with those instead."

While most of the computer action on

the road is limited to the superstar range,

rock stars of the future can also get a taste

of micros. A series of new “working

band” programs is being distributed by

Passport Designs, Inc., of Half Moon

Bay, California, a small town on the ocean

side of the San Francisco Peninsula. The
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THE TOWER OF BABEL
CONQUERED!

Direct Disk-to-Disk File Transfer with Xeno-Copy PIUS

In the Old Testament,

ambition and pride
resulted in the Tower of

Babel where no one
spoke the same lan-

guage. In Modern
Times, the microcom-
puter industry achiev-

ed the same result

without divine inter-

vention. But you can
conquer the Tower of

Babel with Xeno-Copy
PLUS. Your PC can read
and write 50 disk
formats. Suddenly, all

those different com-
puters can talk to your

PC. and to each other,

without modems,
serial links or addi-
tional hardware. All

you need is the disk.

No modem madness with Xeno-Copy PLUS! Just insert a “foreign" disk into your PC's

drive, view the directory, select the desired files and make the copies - fast ( 16K well

under 1 min.). Transfer program and data files between computers. For example,
import a TRS-DOS file to your PC disk. Then, export the file by writing it toa Kaypro II disk.

Imagine the flexibility!

Xeno-Copy PLUS supports most double-density CP/M (-80& -86) formats. TRSDOS. p-
SYSTEM, NECDOS. Turbodos and others. "ADVANCED" option adds 96 TPI and single-

density formats (with compatible hardware), plus the ability to handle extra formats
when you enter the individual disk parameters.

Xeno-Copy Read foreign disks to import files $ 99.50

Xeno-Copy PLUS Read AND write 50 foreign disk formats $149.50

Advanced Option 96TPI, single-den., enter disk parameters add $ 50.00

Xeno-Copy PLUS runs under DOS on the IBM PC/XT. Compaq, and most other

compatibles with 128KB memory. Also available for DEC Rainbcw, VT180 and other

selected computers. PCjr, available soon. Ask about new formats, features and hosts

TURN YOUR PC INTO A DISK
PRODUCTION MACHINE FOR $379.50
Are you a software developer, small publisher or responsible for different computers

in your organization? Do you need to produce different disk formats, but can't afford

solutions that cost $1,500, $5,000. $10,000 or even more? Forget the big bucks! For

$379.50. the Xeno-DISK Software Development System allows you to import and
export disk files plus intialize blank disks in foreign formats. Also includes fast foreign

disk duplicator and text/data filters. No . . . it won't replace one of those big expensive
machines . .

.
yet.

THE ORIGINAL KEYFIXER
No one else can imitate our unique “hole in the middle

design” which DOES NOT INCREASE KEY HEIGHT over other

keys. Precision molded to fit ENTER, both SHIR keys, TAB.

BACKSPACE and others Increase keyboard accuracy and
reduce fatigue while retaining that "IBM original
equipment" look. Thousands of others already have! A SET

OF FIVE is only $14.95.

Dept. M. 7950 W. Fourth St.

Los Angeles. CA 90046
(213) 936-0857

•rtex
fsystems

if unavailable locally send payment or vtSA/MC (cord * & exp date) Phene orders OK
Add $2.50 shp/hand CA residents odd sales tax

CIRCLE 475 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC ROCKS AND ROLLS

company, which is noted for its musical

synthesizer programs for the Apple II, is

developing business software for profes-

sional musicians. It has announced three

IBM-compatible programs: Pickers &
Pickers+ (for band scheduling, logging of

income/expenses, personal inventory, and

credits); Writers & Writers+ (for song

lyrics, royalty income, expenses, and

song classification), and Tour & Tour+

The band members
weren’t interested in

knowing anything

about a program

doing numbers . .

.

although their

manager certainly

was.

(for coverage of club and arena data/

income/expenses, promotional income/

expenses, contract information, fan mail-

ing lists, and equipment inventory).

Do the musicians appreciate the micro-

power that is keeping their tours on sched-

ule. balancing their books, and keeping

them from going belly-up? The answer is

yes, at least as much as they appreciate a

vintage Fender Stratocaster guitar.

On The Who tour, Hagerman intro-

duced the band to the microcomputer.

“They wanted to know, ‘What kind of

games can we play on this.' When I told

them, 'No games on this machine,' they

weren't interested in knowing anything

about a program doing numbers . . .

although their manager certainly was."

Fee Waybill of The Tubes—after wit-

nessing Chris Littleton's proud demo of

his office PC—said he liked the itinerary

section of the program best. "The other

guys in the band, though, they just throw

the itinerary away. They figure it’s always

out of date. They don't care where they're

going next," he shrugged.
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With TI.M. IV Your Micro is Bigger

Than You Thought.
Make no mistake about it. T.I.M.

IV is not just another update. It’s a

brand new version of the popular

data base for executives. In fact.

T.I.M. IV will make your micro-

computer more powerful and versa-

tile than you ever thought possible.

For openers. T.I.M. IV has rela-

tional capabilities. That means
saving time because now a single

entry allows the computer to work
with other files simultaneously. And
T.I.M. IV also has a special menu
by-pass routine. It’s perfect for the

sophisticated user who wants to get

down to business quickly.

In addition, the designers of

T.I.M. IV have made it easier than

ever to handle tasks like generating

mailing and customer lists, tracking

inventory and accumulating invoice

records. T.I.M. IV can even take on
basic accounting functions.

But with the changes, T.I.M. IV

still retains its plain English com-
mands and interface compatibility

with VisiCalc®, MultiPlan' ,

1-2-3™ and SuperCalc™ II sys-

tems. No wonder so many Fortune
1000 companies continue to select

T.I.M.

See all of T.I.M. IV’s new features

at your local computer dealer. You’ll

be pleasantly surprised at just how
big your computer really can be . .

.

Be sure to ask your dealer about

FAST GRAPHS, the full color

business graphics package and
FAST FACTS, the filing system for

both home and business executives.

Innovative Software’s products
are at Computerlands® , Computer
Marts, Entre Computer Centers

SM
.

Xerox Stores. Sears Business Centers

and other quality dealers. For
information call 1 -800 -255 -0470 .

CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERVICE CARD

developers of practical businessware

for the executive.

9300 W 110th St.. Suite 380
Overland Park. KS 66210 USA
913 383 1089 •Telex : 209542
800-255-0470
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APPLICATIONS/JAMES BRANN

ThePC
Analyzes

TheWind
Windmills, long considered obsolete,

have begun to reappear. The PC helps

determine a site’s wind farm potential.

Remember windmills? From the

1920s to the early 1950s, they

were a familiar sight in rural

America where they frequently were the

single source of electrical power. But by

the 1950s, power lines were finally spread

to remote farm areas, bringing cheap elec-

tricity. This hallmark of progress made

windmills obsolete.

It appeared to be the end of an era. but

now, with sophisticated wind technology

and a little help from the IBM PC. wind-

mills may be returning. Increased oil

prices and tax incentives have spurred the

investigation of wind power as an alterna-

tive energy source. Wind farms, huge col-

lections of wind turbines, are currently

operating in a number of locations around

the country. But this business is as capri-

cious as the wind itself, and wind power

has not yet established itself as a wide-

spread alternative source of power.

The main obstacle the wind power

developer encounters is locating a suitable

site for a farm, which requires constant

high-speed winds.
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PC WIND ANALYZERS

Second Wind, in Somerville, Massa-

chusetts, has developed a product called

the AL-2000 Wind Resource Data Log-

ger, which determines if sufficient wind

exists on a given site to warrant the con-

struction of an expensive wind turbine to

capture the wind and generate electricity.

Second Wind sells its customers this little

black box, filled with electronic gear that

registers various aspects of the wind and

records the data on a 1-inch chip. It then

analyzes the chip using an IBM PC and

provides the customer with a report.

Selecting a Wind Site

Before a potential wind developer

decides to buy the data logger, he must

select a site to be evaluated. Common
sense often dictates what to look for. Hills

are good; ridges are even better. Both will

lift your wind tower to greater heights,

but, remember, much of the wind flow

may pass around the sides of hills. Most of

it goes over the top of a ridge, especially if

the ridge is perpendicular to the major

wind direction.

Seacoasts and mountain gaps are excel-

lent sites; so are valleys that lay in the path

of prevailing winds. Nearby trees or build-

ings cause a turbulent wake that can inter-

fere with a turbine’s operation. Complex

formulas have been developed to inform

wind users how high to build their towers

over grass, trees, buildings, and other

obstacles to avoid the wakes. But the rule

of thumb is that the center of the turbine's

rotor must be at least 30 feet higher than

any obstacle within 300 feet of the tower.

A tower placed downwind from a building

should be at a distance 10 to 20 times the

height of that building.

Though these factors will help the wind

developer evaluate a site’s potential, they

can’t possibly accurately determine its eli-

gibility. According to Mike Sacamy, vice

president and engineer at Second Wind,

"Almost everyone overestimates the

amount of wind he gets. In most parts of

the world, you might get strong winds 3 or

4 months a year and not enough during the

other 8 months.”

Once the developer has assessed a

site’s potential, the next step is to purchase

the $1,600 microprocessor-based Data

Logger from Second Wind. The black

box, which measures 8 by 10 by 4 inches

and comes with an anemometer, is placed

on the site to be evaluated. The box has

read-out windows with 15 display panels

The Data Logger, manufactured by

Second Wind, sells for $f ,600.

with labels such as “velocity distrib" and

"wind rose.” (According to the product’s

instructions, wind rose is the amount of

time that the wind persists from each of the

eight directions of the compass.) The box

has a plastic cover to protect it from the

elements; if left uncovered, water may
damage it irreparably.

Some users read the data off the box’s

recording device every few weeks, but

most allow it to operate for a few months

or even a year before mailing the 1-inch

chip back to Second Wind to be analyzed

by the PC.

PC Analysis

Second Wind didn’t always use the

IBM PC for data chip analysis.
‘ ‘We used

to use a mainframe to analyze our data,”

notes Sacamy,
‘

‘but it was not here in our

office, so it was inconvenient. We need to

have our data here, stored on our diskettes,

so we can run them any time we want.

With the PC, we can do that. With the

mainframe, we often found other people

in our way. We couldn’t kick off other

users, so sometimes we couldn’t work

when we wanted to. Also, when the main-

frame went down, we were dead. If our

PC goes down, we can rent another one

immediately. And, with the PC, we can

experiment and get just exacdy the periph-

erals we want. That isn’t possible with a

mainframe.”

Sacamy himself feeds the data into the

PC using an Erasable Programmable

Read-Only Memory (EPROM) reader,

which interfaces with the PC RS232 port.

Using Pascal programs written by Sacar-

ny, the data for each site—wind direction,

power, velocity, peaks, and lulls—is pro-

cessed by the PC and printed on an Oki-

data printer. The process takes only a few

seconds. Second Wind will provide the

customer with bar and circle graphs illus-

trating wind patterns. These are produced

using an attached HP 7475 color plotter.

To begin the PC analysis process,

Sacamy pushes the 2K- or 4K-chip, fresh

from months in a mountain pasture, into

his EPROM reader (which was manufac-

tured by Bay Technical Associates and

modified by Sacamy to make it compati-

ble with the IBM PC). Sacamy has devel-

oped a software package called The

Archiving Utility that retrieves the data

from the chip and stores these numbers on

a diskette.

Sacamy has also developed two other

pieces of software to analyze wind num-

bers. One, the GETWIND, puts the wind

data for each site into an elaborate Pascal

record. The third piece of software. Data

Interchange Utility, is a program that puts

the wind site data into a DIF file. (For a

discussion of DIF files, see “What’s The

DIF?" in this issue.) His software has

been developed for the PC because he

owns one and so do some of his custom-

ers. Second Wind sells this software to its

users so they can analyze their own
chips.

After the PC retrieves the numbers

from the 1-inch chip and stores them on a

diskette, it produces a printout (see Figure

1) of columns of figures indicating how

hard the wind was blowing on a given site,

the direction the wind was coming from

each hour, lulls and their duration, peak

wind speeds, and the average wind

speed.

Some customers take the printouts and
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51 TING DATA FOR: Jim Brann

SITING LOCATION: Endless Mountains* Pa.

DATA FOR SFNSOR PAIR "A"

DATA FOR MONTH 5/1982
'flow DAY 6 AT 16:52 till the end of the month!

PEAK WIND SPEED OF 67.5 MPH ON DAY 17 AT 17:55

LONGEST ENERGY LULL OF 3 HOURS KNOING ON DAY 28 AT 11*55

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THIS MONTH! (HOURS)

WNGE: «PH) :W-06:06-06:0e-10:il-12:l2-14:!4-16:t6-!8: 18-20:20-22:22-24:24-26:26-28: 2B-T0:;»-32j!2-!4:J4-J&:36-38: >>38:

TDTBl:

ION D0/DT :

iCDUjr. D8/DT:

FUST M/DT:

23 : 12 :

23 : 32 : 44 : 57 :

67 : 7E : 86 : 75 : 61 : 47 : 31 :

67 : 78 : 86 I 75 : 61 : 47 * 31 : 18 :

8: I: 0: 0: • * 0: 0: 0:

WIND ROSE DATA: (HOURS)

RANGE : ' MPH ) : 06- 1 2 *

NORTH: : 18 :

NOREAST: : 20 :

EAST: : 20 :

SOUEAST: : 15 :

SOUTH: : 7 :

SOUWFST : : 6 :

WEST * : 8 :

NORWEST: : 7 :

DIURNAL DATA* (MPH>

255’ represents an overflow.

IB-26 : >>24 :

n«i (0: 0.000 * 00-C : 02-04 : 04-06 : 06-08 : 08-10 : :0-!2 s 12-14 t 14-16 * 16-18 : 18-20 : 20-22 * 22-24 :

A€«flG£: : 19.623: 18.30: 18.125: 16.730: 15.875: 14.625: 14.625: 16.625: 18.B75: 20.125: 20.000 : 28.100:

STMMB KVIRTIW: : 4.5 : 5.0 : 5.5 : 4.5 : 6.5 « 60 : 6.5 : 6.0 : 6.5 : 60 : 5.0 : 63 :

MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND SPEED* 17.81 MPH

Second Wind Inc.
7 Davis Sauare

i l le Massachusetts 02166
(617) 776-8520

|

Figure 1 : The PC ' 'reads' ' the data chip from the Wind Resource Data Logger and

generates velocity, wind rose, and diurnal data. This particular report is for a turbine

site in Endless Mountains, Pennsylvania.

examine the results themselves to deter-

mine whether the site could be an efficient

producer of electricity, while others ask

Second Wind to do the analysis. This anal-

ysis entails converting the wind speeds for

a given site into an estimate of the kilowatt

hours that would have been produced by a

wind turbine of a given size during the

data-gathering period. For example, a 2-

kilowatt machine operating for 6 months

in average winds of 20 mph will produce

4,550 kilowatt hours.

Kilowatt hours represent dollars the

wind farm developer could earn if he put

up a windmill of a given size on a partic-

ular location and sold electricity to the

Wind
machines in the

same area can

produce very

different results. You
have to find out

where the wind is.

power company. The price per kilowatt

hour paid by utilities to purchase electric-

ity varies across the nation.

At present, Sacamy performs these cal-

culations—converting columns of wind

velocity figures into kilowatt hours—with

a hand calculator. But he is designing a

software program that will enable his PC

to perform this task for him.

‘‘The purpose of the chip analysis is to

get the wind data in a form where you can

use it with applications programs," he

explains. “If you know the productivity of

the turbine, and you know at what times

you can produce power, then you already

have a good chunk of your economics

done for you.

“If you were able to look into one of

our chips, what you would see is rows and

rows of numbers. Our software programs

suck the numbers off the chip, puts them

into archive data, and then arranges the

archive data into a big Pascal record in a

usable form.

“Once the client can see how many
kilowatts could be produced at a given site

at each hour, he can determine whether or

not the economics justify the investment in

a windmill at that location.”

The wind developer then uses the

resulting printouts and graphics to con-

vince potential investors of the merits of

his proposed wind farm.

Sacamy also uses his PC with Word-

Star to produce technical manuals and

instructions for Second Wind's equip-

ment.

The PC Watches Windmills

In the summer of 1982, NFC Energy

Corporation, a power company in San

Francisco, mounted a dozen AL-2000

Data Loggers on trailers and moved them

about their leased 1 ,500 acres in the Alta-
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SAVE N*

THIS AD
IT IS YOUR

CATALOG

I Noowasunnv
*—
HARDWARE For TheAPPLE II+ /He

SI .295

$1,550

APPL£ 11 12BK UCOLUMN
APPLE It. STARTER SYS. BY APPLE (Sys. A)

&4Kand80aKxnn
Diskli w«h conlroiie'

AhWUcMP
APPLE It STARTER SYSTEM BY
CONROY-LA POPOE [SYSTEM B]

l28Kand80coMnr
1 Moo-So Dnve with controaer

Filer
.
Utility and Apple DOS 3 3 Diskette

Zenlh 12 Often Montot

RF Modulator (lor COW TV)

Game w color graphes and son!

LIMTED WARRANTY: *.100% Parts A labor tar 90 days by us

DISK DRIVES
• CENTRAL PT F*< maty 4 Apple DOS $ 20 S 15

||MJJ| A2 i43KtakDnve

UEmSJ A2 Controller Card

mtoKi WA40 l60K.0nve

*A70 286K. Dnve

A40 A70ComroAet

S 479 $ 230

S 100 S 79

S 449 S 299

S 599 S 299

S 100 S 79

SUPER 5

112 HIGH

ALPS, A40. Bel Drive, 163K

TEAC.T40.0tea0nre.l63K

TEAC.TB0.OtxKeSded.32EK

ConeoterCad

$ 299 S 199

S 349 S 239

S 449 S 329

S 110 S 59

Elite 1 163K 40TK

EMe2 326K 80 TK

EMe3 6S2K I60TX

EMeCortroter

S 379 S 249

S 649 S 399

S 849 $499
S 145 $ 84

VISTA DakPakVl200 6MBBackupSys S1549 $1049

OVERSTOCK SPECIALS
WHILE THEY LAST

Alton 320K RAM Disk System t
• ore)

CCS. Serial Interlace 7710A (SetBaud)

ComX 1 6K RAM Card 1Yr Wty tall-

Microsoft l6KRAMCardlorll •

Silicon Valey Word Hander

Lsi Hander

Vider Videoterm . SO column card lor II
•

$1000 $550

S 150 $ 99

$179 $ 39

5 100 $ 69

$ 250 $ 39

S 90 $35
S 345 $229

RAM EXPANSION
ComX lorlle 80 col 64K Adder Cad
ComX RAMCad. 1 Yr Wty III •

) 16K

ALS AOORamill )
16K

w Microsoft RAMCardlH •
) 16K

Saturn Systems RAM Cad I II -
1 32K

RAM Cad i II I 64K

RAM Cad l II |128K

Alton RAM Dnk System (
ore|320K

S 295

S 179

S 100

S 100

S 249

S 425

S 599
51000

VIDEO CARDS
ALS.Smanermlll - ore)

ComX 80 ca 64K Adder Hiei

Videi VxteotermBOcol ( - ore)

IXIraTerml • ore)

Sort VOeo Switch (It •

)

Enhancer II III • i

Funcfeon Strip (II •

)

We Have Full Vide* Une

Vtota. Vtson 80

S 179

5 295

S 345

S 379

$ 35

S 149

$279

$ 25

$ 99

$ 59

Cal Up<o35°ko0

S 289 $199

MISCELLANEOUS
ALS The CP M Cad V30( • ore)

Z-Cardl • ore)

CdorHi - ore)

ASTAR RF Modulator louse TV
CCS Serial Interlace 7710A

Eastside Wild Card (coper. • ore)

Wild Card Plus

Kensington System Saver

Key Tronic KB200 keyboard (H •
I

Koala GraphicsPad

Kraft Joystick (Ap IIII-)

PaddelApli II-

)

MAR Sup Riant - ore)

Microsoft ZBOSoticardi • or el

ZBOSoUcardPtost • Orel

Sohcard Prerra/n Pack in *

)

Sohcard Premun Pack ( lie)

Micro Tek Dumpknq64. Butler

Orange Micro GrapptorPmsleor •)

1 6K Butter Board lor G' applet -

Buhercd Grapptor • 16K

Paymir . LowerCase Chp (It •

)

PCP1 Appii-Card, 1 4 leatures 6 Mhz

128K Memory ExpandBoard
RH Electronics Super Fan II

Saturn Syetome Aaetontor II

Transcend, SSM AJOll. Sena) P»a I

F

TC Products Game Paddtos (II • |

Joystick (li •

)

S 150

S 140

S 190

5 MB
S 175

S 175

S 245

S 50

S 375

S 225

S 40

S 60

SAVE THISAD IT IS YOUR CATALOGANDCHANGES MONTHLY.

SOFTWARE for APPLE II+/IIe
BUSINESS i BUSINESS

Applied Sofl Tech. VersaForm $ 389
Aitsd.MagcWndowll NEW' S 150

Mag* Combo (Weid.Mmi 4 Wonts) 5 22S

AsMon-Tate dBasell(ReqCPMBO) S 700
Financial Planner (ReqCPM 80) S 700

Fnday (RequeesCP M 80) $ 295
BPISyttoms GL AR.AP. PRorlNV.each S 395

Brodeitund Bank Street Wnter S 70

Continental GLAR AP or PRea S 250

Home Accountant S 75

FCM $ tOO

OowJones Market Anatyrer S 350
Market Manager S 300
Market Microscope S 700

FoitGdsr OuKAcoode (tordBase II l $295
dGraph (lordBase H) S 295
dUbtity (lordBase II

I S 99
Hayden Pe Wnter (Spealy80 col board) S 150

Honan! Soft. Real Estate Anatyrer n $ 195

Tax Preparer

Micro Craft (requires Z80CP1
Verdict or BHkeeper $ 995

Micro Left Tax Manager S 180

MicroPro ( allrequwZBCFCPM Card)

WordStar wAppkcard 4 CP M SPECIAL $ 495

WordStar • Traexng Manual SPECIAL S 495

MaWerge ' SPECIAL $ 250

SpeHStar ' SPECIAL S 250

WordStar Proiessionai 4 Pak SPECIAL $ f

Franca lAJtootXlCPM or DOS) $ 100

ftjdgei. IAM001 (CPMor DOSi S 150

Osborne C.P. Sod (Disk Md Book) (Sial. Bos &l

SomeCommon Base Progams (75 eadi
) S 100

Practical Basic Programs (40 each) S 100

Peachtree Requires CPM 4 MBase. 40 columns

Senes40GL4AR4AP,ai3 S 595

Senes9Te*l4SpeS4MartaH3 $ 595

Psriect Pedeci Wnter $ 495

Perfect Spekei S 295
Pedect Writer Speaer 2 Pak $695
Pedect Filer S 595

Quark. Word Juggler (lie) $ 239
Lexicheck lie (usew Juggler) $ 149

Sensible Sens Speler.specityBOCol Brd S 125

SierreOn-Line Screenwriter Professional S 200

Screenwriter II $ 130

TheOckonary NEW' $ 100

General Manage) II NEW' $ 230
SXcon Valley Word Handier $ 250

L«! Hander $ 90
Software Pubkshing PFS Fee $ 125

ispealy • ore) PFS Repod S 125

PFS Graph $ 125

t.DB Master Version 40 S 350

D6 Utility I or II S 99

et Ptui, Gl, AP, 6 AR. 3 Pak

Appiewnter II preboot dnk

ViscatcSOaX proboot dak

V.srCorpPersonal Software

S 995 $ 555

S 20 t IS

S 50 $ 39

Viscaic33

Viscalc Enhanced (lie)

VisiFiieorVisOexeach

$ 250 $ 169

NEW $ 250 $ 179

$ 250 S 179

UTILITY & SYSTEM
Beagle Apple Mechanc

Double-Take

Type!aces(Req Ap Mechanc)

DOSS Boss or Utility City each

TpDakfl
Pronto DOSS
Alpha Plot

Central Point Fver. DOS 3 3 and Uteey

Copy II Plus (bH coper)

EmtWn. Compeer, lor Appiesolt BASIC

Epson, Graphics Dump
Hayes Terminal Program

Insoft GraFORTHby Paul Lulus

Microsoft. ALDS
CobPSO
Fortran 80

COMPLETE UNE IN STOCK
Omega. Locksmen (Mcopen S tOO $ 75
Penguin Comp Grphcs Sys NEWS 70 $ S3

Graphes Marcum NEW S 60 S 41

Phoenix . Zoom Grab S 40 $ 34

OuaMy BagofTncks NEW $ 40 $ 29

S 20 $ 15

S 30 S 20

$ 40 $ 27

$ 20 $ 15

$ 40 $ 30

S 129 $ K
$ 15 $ 9

$ 100 $ 65

$ 75 $ 59

$ 125 $ 75

$ 750 $ 559

$ 195 $ 149

Beagle Bros. Beagte Bag

Broderbund.Chopeiier

Arcade Macfxne

Lode Runner

Apple Pane

BudgeCo. PinballCons* Set

Continental Home Accountant

Oatoeott Aztec or Zaxxon each

Edo-Ware. 1 Large Inventory!

S 30 I

$ 35 $ 26

$ 60 $ 40

$ 35 $ 25

S 30 $ 21

S 40 $ 27

S 75 $ 49

$ 40

in. Memory Tn
1. Saigon 11(0

Cal Cal

ill (Chess)

_ . I. ll.orHI.or Starcross.eacti

Koele Fun Ine* stock. CALL
Leerntng Co. (Large Inventory!

$ 90 $ 70

UghMm Masledype

MtoroLab Mrar2049er

Cal

Call

b. Mxier 2049er

SierraOn-Line. Obma II

Sir-Tech. Wizardy

Spnnaker Kndercomp

Sub Logic. FkgM SenuMkon or Prbel. ea
Terrapin Logo

$ 40 t 27

$ 40 $ 27

5 60 $ 40

$ 50 S 39

S X $ 20

S 35 t 25

S iso S 99

OTHER BRANDS ANO PROGRAMS M STOCK. CALL

8" CP/M-80 SOFTWARE
I STOCK

ASHTONTATE Of

Financial Panrxng Lang

BLUE CHIP. Mftonaro

DIGITALRES. CBAS'C

CBASIC Compeer 1C88O)

COBOL^OCompTOrSPECIAL

PLOTTERS
BAUSCMALOMB. HOUSTON

0MP-29.8pen

MM)
LMOEKOXY-IOO.IOxU-.Para

Ampioti.i<r*i4"«~*~

HP^
. HPllC 5 w
4'CCatuator S 195

4lCVCaeutotofw2 2KMefti S 275

S 749 $599
$1299 $999

fli 99
_

A tor theA
RAMA 1000

KOALA Gra

MMMMMMM
tor ttw ATARI

DISKETTES

coc
lOOeach SS SO 35T 1 Apple Atan| S 450 $ 100

10eechSS.SO35T(Appia.Aian) S 45 $ 10

100 each. SS. 00.48T (Apple BM) S 550 $ 179

lOeoch SS DO. 48T (Apple BMi S 55 $ 19

lOOeach OS. 00. 48T. (IBM. HP) S 750 $ 295

l0each DS DO.48T|BM.HP) S 75 $ 35

DVSAM. lOeach SS SO (Apple ale) S 89 S 39

!0eachDSDO48T(8M HP.etc) S 89 i 49

MAXELL lOeach. MD-1.SS DO S 55 $ 29

i0eech.MO2-O.DSDO S 75 $ 39

S 45 $ 23

S 60 $ 36

S 49 S 25

S 84 $ 45

lOeach SS DO TypeAiApple Alan)

lOeach DS DO TypaBlBM HP)
VERBATM lOeach. MOS2541.SS SO

lOeach. M034 DS00

GENERIK ' DISKETTES - AS LOW AS $1
100each SS S0 35 Track i Appie Atan) S 415 1 130

1000each SS. SO. 35 Track i Apple Alan) S4150 $906
lOOeach OS DO.40TtackiBM HP) S 626 $ 170

lOOOeachOS OO 40 Track(BM HP) 36260 $1400

} abets topauakty 90daymiedwanantybyus

GENERIK™
DISKETTES

MODEMS M&ssorcs
LIST

HAVES. BM-PC Smartmodem1200B

Stack Chronograph (RS-2321

Stock Srewncdem300 (RS-232)

Smartmodem 1200(RS-232)

Micromodem lOO(S-lOObus)

Ltoomodem II (tor the Apple II)

Apple Termnal Program

BM-PC toModemCable

MO)linBW,OI>lliaMMiWI

PRICE PRICE
$ 90 $ 7$

$ 399 $209
$ 598 $ 431

$119 $09
$ 249 $109
$ 289 S22S
$ 899 $ SIS

S3B9 $27$
S 379 $27$
$ 100 S 00

$ 30 S 20

ApptocatlModim.300BAUO
212 AppleCaL 1200BAUD
POCWaMiCroasto*
CM
D-CW
JOB
21 2 Auto Cal

Smart Cal 103212

SSM. Tiaracend 1 torAppleI Dtoa Comm
ModemCard tor the Apple II

*
1 1200(1 10300 1200)

*PL£ OR BM imUTY I

$ 389 t 200

S72S $560
$ 585 $410
$189 $130
$190 S1S0
S 148 $ Ml
$ 695 $579
$ 505 $415
S 80 $ n
$ 299 $ 251* — ||—

MONITORS
AMOEK. ir Green. 4300G $ 200

12-Amber. 4300A $ 210

ir Amber. 310A lorBM-PC $ 230
13 Color l.Compostie $ 379

13' Color II
.
RGB. Hi Res S 529

DVM. Color II or III to Apple II IF S 199

NEC. 17" Green, Model JB1201M 5 249
17 Cotor. Composite. X1215M $ 400

irCblor.RGaBMModelX 1203 $699
PRMCETON.RGBHiRes.HX-12 $ 795

OUAOMM. Ouadchrome 12* RGB Color $796
Ouadnoeen 17-066x512 $1006

SANYO. 12* Green. Model 0MB112CX $260
2EMTH 12- Groan. Model ZVM123 NEW t 200

PRINTERS
UST OUR
PWCE PRICE

EPSON, MX80FT. 80 CPS. wGraflraxt $ 746 $ 406
FX80.CPS CM
MX100F/T,aOCPS,erGntai 6 006 SOB
fxioo.cps on

OODATA.82A.80coL.120cpe.Pero $ 649 t 440

03A.132eoL.120cn.Piro $ 896 $ MO
92. 160CPS.60 Col . Para S 899 $ 560
93.160CPSl36Col.Paro $1249 IN

i $2895 l

i SB l_
ORANGE MCRO. Grappler • .tarAnto $186 $11
PRACTKALMatMVkvUieOftCm $ 340 $ 2!

MatbMMnMSM t 340 S Z
STAR MCRO.. Gem*. HrX.120cpa.23R tin $21

Gemn15-X.120cpe.2J3K CM CM
BM-PC to Epsonw StarLOcronce Cable $ 60 $ I

AppleIfndCMXe torEpson orQemn $ 95
* '

LETTER QUALITY-DMBY1R
JUKI. 6100. l7ms.80Col.Paralei t 700 1 1
9ftVORm>^(P550P, 18cpa.3p*h $895 IV

TTX.13cn,Pnt8ar.Pln6F
SUPPLIES: Tractor Feed Paper, R

coRvcis la ^ is
20 Meg $3750 M
~MMK« $ 300 t2nI8M-PC Interface MenualSWJ Caber

IBM-PC Omni Transporter Pack o( 4 $1895 $14K
Apple Ireertaoe. Manual SWtCMMKit $ 300 $»

ft. CALL

MEANS A BEST BUY
AD #986

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS: Al xem uxuatyvi slock CasTvera Oecfcs Mone^rOrdery Fortune 1000ChecksendGovemmenl Chetta.

w

nwkileri honor Personal or oftier

Company Checks mo* 20 deyi to dear No COD PncasieneclaJNcashdacouiesoADOTMomovepnceskir VtSAorMC ForUS Mmtond. add 3\kjnhw»ig. insurance and herOriglSIAH) by UPSmm $5
mrwnumloj SUM UPSpnxxxIts UanOsrd soeOO JNmore kx UPSBkie wimS'D mrnmumlo! SIAM Add '2NKM kuStoHkjr US Postal. APOorFPOwahtiS nwemum tor SIAM Fa Havas. Masks and Canada UPS
is »i some areas arty others ire Postal so cal avee a ftnedy Poalal ForognodersexcaptCanadalo>SlAHaddie'ba$25niewiwnlaSiaHe>cec« ,o'monilorsadd3dV.a$50mnnunk)rSliH Pnces jutyecl

o change and typo errors eo cal lo verity AS goods mi new. mckjde rsarraey and are auerimeed io vork DueB our lo» pnces ALL SALES ARE FINAL Cxi betore relumsig goods la rapes a lepBcemem Orders

incened ssSi msulkoere S.I&H charges Mi be refolded ORDER DESK HOURS 6 A M B6PM PST Mondly Sirougn Fnday and 10 B 4 Saturday 6AM here B 9AM si New York

OUR REFERENCES: Wk have been si computers mleteceoncsme 1956 e compuwr deeterxmce197S aid rcompuBr mail ordaseice i960 Banks istMarslale Bank. 15031643-4678 We belongB
Be ChanBeiol Commerce (5031 644-0123. Bener Busewss Bureau end Deed Mtrkeeng Aseocabon a cal Dam and Bradstreet it you area subeenber Fasaak* andGener*' are trademarks ol ComX Corporaaon

are trademarks ol MiooPto

CASH & CARRY OUTLETS:
Over-*»«xieer sales only Open Monday trough Saturday

1000 urM 500
PORTLAND, OREGON. 11507-0 SW Paohc Hey. Terrace

Shoppng Cantor. Tnvtl Oi 99W between 217 and FS CeA

245-1020

SEATTLE. WASH, 3540 12B»i Am SE, Be4evue. WA 96006.

Tele 641 -4736. at Loehmam s Ptau new Faoona Squaro SE
olH»»y.4O5A90»idMSE3B>iARichinle.



LOWPRICES TOPROFESSIONALS WHOKNOW WHAT THEY WANTANDKNOWHOW TO USE IT!

THE IBM-PC SUPPLY CENTER

IBM 6 a trademark of BM Corporation

256K

IBM-PC
System Includes

Two 320K Disk Drives by CDC
90 Day Warranty By Us

Call For Details And

Configurations

UST OUR
PRICE PRICE

MEMORY CHIP KITS
motherboard. 100% tested. WMh 90 day warranty

64KKit.200NS.9chax.4164

16KK4.200NS 9chax,4116

(tarPC-1 motwrboard)

AMDEK 4-IN-1 Mutepte Board. Color

Graphics Mono. 128K

CcntoPkx.64KSPC
ComboPtus.2S6K.SPC

MegaPtusll 64K.2-SPC
MegaPkis 1, 256K. 2-SPG
2S6K MegaPkx II Expander

SuPakPtus. 64K. SPG
SuPakPkx.2S6K.SPC
SuPakPlus.364K.SPC
IOPkxl.2SP.ee
PCnet'LANKrt

1150 * 45

5 599 S 519

$ 395 1 271

$ 695 5 475

5 495 5 345

5 795 5 495

5 395 $ 295

5 395 5 296

S 695 $ 495

S 895 $ 595

5 315 5 195

$'490 $1290

/V*C SuperVson. mi

tl/d Z Plus 64. fasti

fnmY 2S6K RAM Card wWiFaskak'

RAMrts*m,Mnr and

CURTIS PC Pedestal
'-

tor Display $ 80 $

HERCULES.MonochromeBoard $ 499 $ 379

KeyTlX)niC KB5i50 Sk1 keyboard $ 269 S 199

Knala Koala Pad* $ 150 » 109
I lUdld Programmer’s Gude $ 15 I 12

MAYNARD i6i

J

5d
t

MFc $ » $_ n

UST OUR
PRICE PRICE

UPDACnCT RAMCard2S6K $ 560 S 395
IVWV-/nSA,^r 1

SystemCard2S6K $ 395 $ 275

SystemCard64K $ 625 $ 435

Mouse $195 $ 145

MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse* software $ 295 $ 195

ADTUin PCnet”.LOCALAREA NET $1490 $1190

UnOnlU Monxhrone&affesCad $ 499 $ 379

PLANTRONICS
CotorPlus, 16 color brd w'Para Pori $ 475 $379

QUADRAM
Ouadknk. Apple II Emulator

Ouadboard.no RAM exportable to 2S6K

Ouadboard 64K expandable to 256K

A Ouadboard 2S6K. 6 lunctaon

Ouadboard It. no RAM. expand lo256K

Ouadboard H 64K. expandable to 2S6K

Ouadboard II. 256K. 6 functor

Quad 51 2 * , 64K pkx senal port

Ouad512«.2S6K plus serial port

Quad 51 2* .
51 2K pkx senal port

Quadcoior I. board. 16 colors

Quadcoior II board, use with Quadcoior I

Quadchrome. 17 RGB Monrlor

Ouadscreen 1T . 966 x 51 2 Monitor

Mlcrofazer. wCopy, PP.8K, #MP8w P S
Mrcrotazer.wCopy,PP,64K.4MP64wPS $
Merofazer wCopy.PP. 128K

«MPl28w P S $ 465 $ 295

Moofazer Snapon 6K P P

Epson, #ME8.wPS $179 $145
MootazerSrapon.64K.PP

Epson. #ME64.wPS $319 $235
Al Wcrobzers are expandable, (woopy to 512K) (Snapon B64K)

$ 389 $ 295

1st MATE, 2S6K $ 569 $431
GrapNcs Master

S 680 $ 465

$ 295 $ 215

$ 395 $ 279

$ 595 $ 395

Cal Call

$ 395 $ 279

$ 595 $ 395

S 325 $ 265

$ 550 $420
S 895 $ 625

$ 295 $ 225

S 275 $ 209

$ 795 $ 499

$1995 $1595

$ 129

$ 219

I p/^rncir 1stMATE
.
64K

lCk.lllal
t st MATE, 256k

TG PRODUCTS joysw.
1MC0.IBM PC Mouse

$40 Ten or more

64K CHIP KIT
9 Each 4164. 200 ns MEMORY EXPANSION

90 Day Warranty by us

$256 $239 Two or more.

256K RAM BOARD
FuOy Compatible 2 Year Limned Warranty by ComX

With Fastrak RAMOsk Emulator and Spooler Software

Works on DOS 1.1 or 20

Means a BEST buy.

AD #986

DRIVES

CONTRpC
DATA OR landon

320K 360KDSDD DISK DRIVES

With Detailed installation instructions

60 Day Warranty by Factory Authorized OsMxitor

MMty6M $229 $239 For One

$199
HALF HEIGHT

MAYNARD
lei Port S 275 $ 205

i,25 MegHard Dak System

QUADI8K. 6 Meg. Removable $2295 $1796

CALL ON 6 Meg. Fixed $1995 $1595

AVALABUTY 12Meg. Fated $2250 S17S0

20 Meg. Fated $2650 $2060

27 Meg. Fixed $2695 $2216

72 Meg. Fixed $6500 $4160

VISTA IBM-PC XT 6MB B*»LC
lor Herd Dak. VI200 $1549 $1640

SOFTWARE for the IBM-PC or XT

ASHTONTATE
dBasell recM'esPC-OOS6t28K
dBase II UsersGurte
Everyman s DB Pnrner iBook i

The Fmanoai Planner

Fnday

APPUEOSOFT TECH Versatorm

CONTINENTAL Home Accountant

FCM (F*no Cataloging M»mgi
Property Management

DATAMOST Wnte-OnfWordPtocessor) !

DOW JONES Make! Analyzer !

MarketManager !

Market Microscope 1

EAGLE SOFTWARE Money Decisions !

EINSTEIN Wider NEW' !

Memory Traner NEW" !

Spelter NEW' !

Maser NEW 1

Letter Soanes NEW 1

!

FOX4GELLER OucteodelMSOOSi

oGrachlMSOOSi !

dUhlorBMPCOOS !

HAYDEN IBM Pie Writer

P» Spew !

HOWARDSOFT Real Estate Anayzer II

INFOR UNUMITEO fasyWnteill(WP) !

EasySpeHer It !

EasyFiletiaDBMSi !

Inventory Contrc !

INSOFT Data Desqnieasy louse DBMS 1

Data Base Made Easy (Booki !

UFETREE Volkswnter !

LOTUS 1 2

3

MICROCRAFT venklorBiUteeper each 1

MICRO LAB Miner 2049

MCROPRO WordStar

Marl Merge*

WordStar Pmtessionai 4 Pak ;

Starlnctex
‘

WoSlar*

Report Star • !

S 389 S 265

S 150 $ 89

S 125 $ 89

MICROSOFT Muftplan

Word

Word w«i Mouse
Fmanoai Statement

Budget

UST
PRICE

MONOGRAM. Dollars 6 Sense S 166

NORTH AMERICAN BUS. The Answer $250
OSBORNE COMX (Book & Busmess

Statrsfcs 4 Math Programs on OSOO Disks)

SomeCommon Base Prog f70eeeh) $ 100

Practical Baste Programs (40 each) $ 100

PBL CORPORATION Personal Investor $145
PEACHTREE Peach Pak3 (GL. AR4 AP) $ 595

Peach Text 5000 $ 395

PEARLSOFT. Personal Pearl ItGMS&MSi $ 295

PERFECT, Petted Wnter* $389
Petted Spelter* or Parted Calc '.each $295
Wntar • Spe«er.2Pak

Petted F«r'
SOFTWARE ARTS TK' Solver

SOFTWARE PUBUSHING PFSFite

PFS Report

PfS Write

PFSGraph
SORCHI StperCaic II

St*erWnter

SSISATELLITE WordPerfect

Personal WordPerfect

STCSOFTECThe Creator

STONEWARE. D B Master laDBUSl

SYNAPSE Fite Manager

SYNERGISTIC Data Reports!

T MAKER T Maker III

VtSICORPYoxCXc.256KorVBidex.each $250
VxftteorVsiSchedute S 300

Desktop Plant 5 300

V®WordwdhV®Spel(128K) $375

S 595

$ 299

$ 140

$ 125

NEW' $ 140

NEW $ 140

$ 295

S 295

S t»5

$ 300

$ 596

$ 100

$ 250

$ 275

OUR
PRKE
$ 110

$ 169

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:
Copy II PC by Central Point Softwares s» the best software

buyot 1963 and 1984 It w« copymom copy protected software

ano taster than any other backuo system Unlike other copiers

ii makes an exact duplicate of yourongnai and it does 100%

verification of copy Doctknentatonxexcetent'

CENTRALPOfNT Copy II PC Backup S 40 S 35

COMX Fasti ak V RAM Disk emulator and pooler

spooer program. Works on any PC DOS verson O' RAM
Card Menu Driven NEW S '00 $ 59

UTILITY & SYSTEM

OIGtTAL RESEARCH
ConcurantCPM-86

CBASIC86
‘

CPM-86
’

Pascal MT - (CP MIC
Pascal MT- [MSDOSi
Pi llMSOOSi

Access Manager iMSOOSj
DisplayManage (MSOOSi

Speed P-oq Ag ICPM66I
CISCOBa«6
DR lOGO-86
CBASfC Compin' 186 or MSDOS each!

HAYES Smancom il
|Data Conn

MICROCOM M-.'otetminai (DataCmm
MICROSTUF Oossta* XVI (Hayes 4 IBM)

MICROSOFT n .Math mu$<nr

Business BASC Compeer

PascalCompdei

C Compeer

BASICCompeer

Fortran Compiler

COBOL Compeer

BA$C Interpreter

NORTON Norton UW-e# 14 programs

PRICE PRICE

S 350 $ 225

5 200 $ 135

S 60 $ 40

S 400 $ 169

$ 600 S 399

S 750 $ 499

S 400 $ 179

5 500 S 339

S 200 $ 135

S 850 $525
S 150 $ 90

S 600 $ 365

S 119 $ 89

i S 100 $ 65

$195 $ 129

5 300 $ 225

$ 600 $ 450

S 350 S 255

$ 350 S 225

5 395 $ 285

S 350 $ 255

S 750 $ 559

$ 350 $ 255

S 80 $ 65

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
EPYX Auto Sim TenoeolApshai

OnBarons

ARMONK Execute* Suite

BLUE CHIP Millionaire or Tycoon, each

BP1 SYSTEMS Personal Accounkng

BROOERBUNO ApptePanciCouri

COMPREHENSIVE PGTutcxlDOS I '!

CONTINENTAL Home Accountant

DATAMOST Po Pen or SpaceSMe.M
DAVIDSON The Speed Reader ii

INFOCOM OeadUr*

ZorklorZorkllorZceklu ea

INSOFT WordTm or Ouolra.each NEW
MICRO LAB Miner 2049

MICROSOFT FkghtSmutetor

MONOGRAM KAars4Ser.se

PfllCORP Personal investor

SPINNAKER Snooper Troops I tor 2)

Story Marfxne or Face Maker

STRATEGIC •%: Warp Factor

SUBLOGIC MghtM?-90n Petal 1

$ 40 $ 27

5 60 $ 39

S 195 $ 139

S 30 $ 19

S 60 $ 40

S 150 $ 89

S 30 $ 22

S 75 $ 49

$ 3S I

S 40 I

S 40 I

THE WORLD S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

CONROY-LA POINTE TM

SHOWROOMS AT: PORTLAND. OR. Of

SEATTLE. WA. BOTH OPEN M-SAT 10-5

ALL MAIL: P.O. BOX 23068. Portland. Or. 97223

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rormeny

Computer Exchange

(800 )
547-1289

Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST
Oregon TOLL FREE

[800)451-5151

Portland 2454200

Hot Line For Information

On Your Order

1503)245-1030



The Datacom 1200 modem
Hayes plug-compatability

and a savings of $300.

Datacom 1200 HS CD OH SD/RD MR TR ON OFF

mm KENSINGTON
MKTIOWARE

• • • • • • 1

Why spend $700 on a Hayes Smart -

modem 1200'“ when the Datacom 1200

modem performs like a Hayes for $399.

HOW WE MADE A
“HAYES PLUG-COMPATIF ”

AFFORDABLE.
The use of highly advanced c. • jch-

nology enabled us to incorporate all the

Datacom's functionsontoone board, com-
pared to the two boards in the Hayes.

The Datacom 1200 The Hayes
modem Smartmodem 1200

The heart of a 1200 baud modem is

the decoding and filtering circuitry. The
Datacom 1200 uses a filter chip con-

trolled by a CMOS microprocessor for

modulation and demodulation. This
one chip deftly performs th' sks that

require many chips in othi odems.
In addition, VLSI (Very Lai cale In-

tegrated) technology allow! to com-
bine our modem's microproc ssor,ROM
and RAM onto one control chip.

By reducing the Datacom's chip

count, we dramatically reduce its cost.

Another benefit of CMOS technol-

ogy is increased reliability. CMOS
chips require less power and give off

much less heat than TTL components.
CMOS also makes the Datacom less

susceptible than other modems to Ra-

dio Frequency Interference.

THE TRUE TEST
OF PLUG COMPATIBILITY

IS SOFTWARE.
The Datacom 1200 is compatible with

communications software written to

recognize the Hayes Smartmodem
1200 "; Crosstalk,’" Data Capture,’"

even Smartcom II/" Hayes' own soft-

ware program. In fact, you can replace a

Hayes modem with a Datacom modem
and your software will never know the

difference.

COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE INCLUDED

To provide a complete communica-
tions system for IBM PC and Apple He
owners, the Data Capture software is in-

cluded with the Datacom 1200.

IT TOOK EXPERTS TO
CREATE THE DATACOM 1200.

The Datacom 1200 is manufactured by

one of the world's major sources ofOEM
modems. Last year alone, they built

over 120,000 modems for major com-
puter and communications companies.

Now, Kensington Microware, a

leading supplier of personal computer
products, brings this state-of-the-art

modem to you.

The Datacom 1200 is FCC regis-

tered and comes complete with a two-

year limited warranty.

If you're looking for the best buy on
a modem, order a Datacom 1200. It's the

modem you've always wanted, at a

price you can finally afford.

RISK FREE OFFER
The $399 Datacom 1200 modem is

available at your local dealer or direct

from Kensington Microware Ltd. with

a 30 day money back guarantee.

Order by phone (212) 486-7707 or

complete the coupon below and send
your check, money order, Visa or Master-

Card No. to Kensington Microware Ltd.,

251 Park Avenue South, N.Y.C. 10010.

Please send (indicate quantity):

DATACOM 1200(S), S399 each. Total S

Include S5.00 for shipping and handling.
New York State residents add sales tax.

Check enclosed Visai MasterCard

Card No. Expires

Name on Card

Name

Address (IJPS delivery

)

City

State Zip Phone

IBjflS KENSINGTON
I ifiH MICROWARE

|
251 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010

| 212 486-7707 Tlx.: 236200 KEN HR
I

l l

© 1983 Kensington Microware Lid.

Datacom 1200 is a trademark of Kensington Mlcroware Ltd.

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 and Smartcom II are trademarks
of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PC WIND ANALYZERS

mont Pass, 30 miles east ofSan Francisco,

leaving them on each site for several

weeks. It was a search for high-quality

wind.

At each location, the data logger mea-

sured wind direction, velocity, and endur-

ance and stored this information on its

chip. Most of the chips were mailed back

to Second Wind for retrieval and analysis,

but some were analyzed in San Francisco

by NFC meteorologist Ron Nierenbirg.

Throughout the summer and fall, Nier-

enbirg was frequently on the phone with

the folks at Second Wind discussing data

from the PC runs. On the basis of wind

data gathered from these hundreds of

potential sites and then analyzed by Sec-

ond Wind's PC, NFC determined precise-

ly where to put up 60 huge 75-kilowatt

turbines. They are currently under con-

struction and will be operating in the Alta-

mont Pass by spring, producing electricity

that will be sold to Pacific Gas & Electric

(PG&E). Another 100 turbines will be

installed on the NFC wind farms by the

end of 1984. The sites for these, too, will

be determined by Second Wind's analysis

of the Data Logger chips.

"Second Wind's Data Loggers are rag-

ged," says Kenneth Cohn, director of

technical services at NFC. "And their

analysis of chips was invaluable to us.

Using the trailers with the anemometers

and the data loggers saved us a lot of time

and tower building. It's an ideal way to

check out a lot of sites for efficiency. You

do have to be careful in this business.

Wind machines in the same area can

produce very different results. You have

to find out where the wind is.

'

‘Our goal is to produce energy that has

the same characteristics as that from any

other type of generating station,” says

Cohn. “To do that, we need to know the

wind characteristics throughout our prop-

erty and what times of day we can expect

peaks and lulls.

“It's an engineering process. This is a

business of extracting energy from the

wind.”

Cohn uses the information from the PC
analysis of his sites not only as a guide to

placement of windmills, but also as a

means ofconvincing prospective investors

of the profitability of proposed wind farm

locations.

He has just purchased an IBM PC for

the NFC office in San Francisco and the

company will do some of its own chip

archiving and analysis there, using the

software packages designed by Sacamy.

But the major reason NFC purchased a

PC is that Cohn intends to have it watch

over the windmills. He plans to have the

PC continuously monitor, via phone lines,

the performance of more than 200 NFC
wind turbines and generators located 30

miles away in Altamont Pass. The PC will

record the performance of each of these

turbines on the NFC wind farm, comput-

ing precisely how much electricity they

generate for PG&E each hour.

NFC expects to have the interconnec-

tions made, the PC software designed, and

the windmills up and tunning by late

spring.

“It should work well around the clock

and save a lot of manpower expense,”

says Cohn.

Wind’s Future

The future of the wind business is

uncertain. It is only in the past few years

that the giant wind farms have been con-

The Altamont Pass wind farm, near San Francisco.
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31,268 flavors

isn’tjust a dieterfc

nightmare.
If you want the world's

best microcomputer data-

base management system to

handle the most complicated
inventory control problems,

here's the scoop:

dBASE II® the relational

database management system
(DBMS) from Ashton-Tate.

If you have a microcomputer
and you'd like to put all your business
information management problems on ice W forever, apjcr
you won't find a faster, better, more powerful solution

than dBASE II. And it's just $700 (suggested retail price). M
\

For the name of your nearest dealer, drop us a

line. Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City,

CA 90230.(213)204-5570^1^0^
|

«' Ashton-Tale 1W1
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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REAL ESTATE
Think about it. The program that answers your questions is here!

‘ Decide on the BEST investment from up to 30 investment choices.
* Discover the optimal financing package from up to 5 alternatives, each with up to 3 mortgages.
* Compere residential and commercial investments on the same scale, even if they're on opposite coasts.
* Analyze the contribution to Total return from:

We use graDhics to enhance interpretation

Introducing the REIIM...(Real Estate Investment Index Method, pronounced: “RIME”)

The REIIM is a breakthrough in analytical technique that makes the complicated "bundle of returns"

from an investment in Real Estate as easy to interpret as the interest rate on a savings account.

Priced Well Below Market Value at

$169.00
AZ res. add sales tax.

For Orders, Information or

COMPLIMENTARY DEMO disk

please call:

Investment Index Programs

(602) 863 0273

11026 North 28th Drive #78

Phoenix, Arizona 85029

in an IBM — type hinder coming soon on APPLE

IBM PC it a irademam ol m»#rnano»v»i Business Machines Corp • APPLE is a tieOemar* ol Apple Computer incorporated

REIIM it a Irademan ol Investment Indea Programs. Inc • ’(Indexed Rale ol Return)
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visa

mastercard

Dealer inquiries invited

PC WIND ANALYZERS

structed. Second Wind believes that a lot

of wind turbines will be built in isolated

rural areas. The technology of the turbines

has become efficient enough now that it is

economically productive to put one up if

you have a farm or a home far from the

power grid. But, you must have sufficient

wind, a factor you can’t control. The big

wind farms will make money in areas

The future

of the wind business

is uncertain.

where steady winds exist. But starting up

the farms requires a substantial invest-

ment. and if the government were to cut

back on tax breaks, starting new wind

farms would become extremely difficult to

finance.

The wind farms have not been operat-

ing for a sufficient length of time to deter-

mine if they will indeed produce mega-

watts of profit. But it appears that some of

them will produce substantial power

—

enough to sell to electrical utilities.

Whether sales to these utilities will

produce sufficient profits remains to be

determined. It does appear, however, that

the future of first-rate wind measurement

will be tied to Second Wind’s PC analy-

sis.

Site analysis and conversion of wind

power into potential kilowatt bucks will be

done in some firms with Sacamy’s PC

software.

If NFC’s plan to have iLs PC continu-

ously monitor the performance and kilo-

watt output of hundreds of windmills suc-

ceeds. it is likely that other wind farm

companies will lay off the crews that now
perform this task and replace them with

IBM PCs.

Articles byJames Brann have appeared in

The New Republic, The Nation. Saturday

Review, Science Digest. The Washington

Post, and many other publications. He is a

professor ofjournalism at Boston Univer-

sity’s School of Public Communications.
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WOULDYOU SHELL OUT
$1000 TO MATCH WITS
WITH THIS?
Meet your match. Meet Infocom games:

perhaps the best reason in software

for owning a personal computer.

In fact, people have been known to

purchase computers and disk drives

solely for the purpose of playing our

games. And they haven’t been disap-

pointed. Because Infocom ’s prose stim-

ulates your imagination to a degree

nothing else in software approaches.

Instead of putting funny little creatures

on your screen, we put you inside our

stories. And we confront you with start-

lingly realistic environments alive with

situations, personalities, and logical

puzzles the like of which you won’t find

elsewhere. The secret? We’ve found the

way to plug our prose right into your
imagination, and catapult you into a

whole new dimension.

If you think such an extraordinary

experience is worth having, you’re

not alone. Everything we’ve ever

written—ZORK' I, II, and III,

deadline: starcross;’’

SUSPENDED: The wit-
ness; planetfall;

ENCHANTER;" and INFIDEL—
has become an instant best-

seller. For the simple reason that Infocom

offers you something as rare and valu-

able as anything in software—real
entertainment.

At last, you can fritter away your eve-

nings playing a computer game without

feeling like you’re frittering away your

computer investment.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
pictures. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

(For more information on Infocom
games contact: Infocom, Inc., P.O.

Box 855, Garden City, NY 11530.)

inFOCom
The next dimension.

For your Apple II. Alan. Commodore fvl. CP/M 8."DEC Rainbow. DEC RT 11.

IBM. MS-DOS 3.11. NEC APC. NEC PC 8000. Osborne. Tl Professional.

Tl SW-IA. TRS-80 Model I. TRS SO Model III
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Share and share alike.

I860 Hartog Dr., San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 287-4640 /Telex: 176309 SCS SNJ
PCne« it a registered trademark ofOrchid Technology
Pascal Bubble is a registered trademark of DATALLX

The extras you'll like
You'll appreciate the specialized network

utilities available with PCnet. Like print

spooling, multi-tasking, and file-lock-

ing. Plus the ability to communicate
with IBM PC look-alikes. In addition,

the Pascal Bubble™ is supported under

MS DOS.

Full customer support
Only Santa Clara Systems offers you
worldwide support with PCnet. A full

90-day warranty. Anda complete line of

hard-disk storage products tailor madefor use

with the PCnet, featuring up to a Vi giga-

byte of storage per PC and removable

Winchester cartridges for backup.

See the difference sharing can make in

your business. Our starter kit has every-

thing you need to network two PCs right

away—two PCnet boards, cable, and
documentation. For more information,

call or write us today!

Santa
Clara
Systems, Inc.

Share and grow with PCnet from Santa

Clara Systems . . . the true local area net-

work for the IBM Personal Computer
(PC) and its MS-DOS operating System.

PCnet allows the sharing of hard disks,

floppy disks, letter-quality printers,

modems, and internal memory by all

networked PCs. So you can add new
dimensions of capability to your system

while reducing your per station costs!

True network news
With its proprietary, on-board intelli-

gence, PCnet permits direct communi-
Service for thousands
You have plenty of room to grow. And,

as you add more users, your peripheral

resource power and memory capacity

increase linearly. For all that it offers,

PCnet is surprisingly easy to install. Just

plug a PCnet board into an I/O slot of

each IBM PC you want to include in your

network. Then tap into the standard

coaxial cable—offered in lengths of

more than one mile with PCnet!

With
a true,low-cost

network for IBM
Personal Computers.

cation between all PCs in your network.

Ifone goes down, the others don't.

Unlike other network products, a dedi-

cated disk server is not necessary, saving

you money. In fact, no extra hardware is

required to add more stations; just one

PCnet board for each and you’re set.

Plus, PCnet is transparent to all IBM
and compatible software.
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SOFTWARE/ROBERT S. LEE

Adding ItUp
With StatPac

Now movies and veteran number crunchers alike have a

versatile and convenient program to do statistical analogs

based on a popuar mainframe social science package.

T he statistical analysis package

StatPac, produced for the IBM
PC, is especially designed for sur-

vey data sets such as those developed for

public opinion or marketing research. The

program is modeled after the comprehen-

sive and highly popular mainframe analy-

sis package SPSS (Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences).

StatPac

Walonick Associates, Inc.

5624 Girard Avenue South

Minneapolis, MN 55419

(612) 866,9022

List Price: $400

Requires: 128K RAM two disk drives.

CIRCLE 715 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SPSS was developed in the mid-sixties

by a group of political scientists frustrated

with the undocumented single-purpose

programs they had been using to analyze

public opinion surveys. Working at the

nonprofit National Opinion Research Cen-

ter (NORC) at the University of Chicago,

they set about developing an integrated

program package. With several scholars

contributing to its development, SSPS’s

capabilities grew rapidly. The finished

program covered virtually every important

statistical technique and data analytic pro-

cedure used in the social sciences.

By the mid-seventies, SPSS was

installed on hundreds of mainframes

throughout the world, not only in univer-

sities, but also in private corporations.

government agencies, and data tabulation

service bureaus. The success of SPSS was

so great that it threatened the nonprofit sta-

tus of NORC, which was forced to sever

the relationship. SPSS, Inc. , was then cre-

ated as a private corporation.

SPSS came to be used as a general-

purpose tool for doing all kinds of data

analyses on all kinds of data sets. In addi-

tion to opinion, attitude, or marketing sur-

veys, computerized analyses can be done

on personnel records, economic time

series data, medical histories, results of

laboratory experiments on mice, archeolo-

gical data, voting records ofcongressmen,

student test scores, and customer, mem-

bership, and subscriber lists—in other

words, analysis can be done on any data
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set containing numeric or attribute data.

Filling a Need
Anyone familiar with SPSS will imme-

diately feel at home with StatPac,

although the enormous range of programs

and options provided by the large main-

frame package will most certainly be

missed. Nonetheless, by successfully

bringing an SPSS-like capability to the

PC, StatPac is filling an important niche.

This package will be very much welcomed

by the survey research community and by

social scientists, statisticians, and others

who want to use the PC to perform basic

tabulations and statistical analyses.

StatPac is a batch system that can han-

dle 5,000 cases and 255 columns of vari-

ables in either a fixed or free format,

which means that the number of columns

occupied by each variable can either be set

by the operator or left “free" for the pro-

gram to establish. A recently added fea-

ture that allows users to merge multiple

files and codebooks makes it possible for a

data analysis program to handle an infinite

number of variables.

StatPac offers a wide range of such

programs and also various data manipula-

tion utilities, which enable users to sort

files, write subfiles, select a subcategory

of cases, recode variables, and compute

composite scores and indices.

The package, which consists of a three-

ring binder manual and three single-sided

disks, requires 128K RAM, two disk

drives, a line printer, and either a color

monochrome monitor. It may be config-

ured to run with a RAM disk or a hard

disk.

Clear and well written, the StatPac

manual is exceptionally considerate of the

novice user and is sensitive to what the

reader needs to know each step of the way.

The manual needs no index—the table of

contents alone is quite adequate to quickly

guide you to the proper section for just

about any inquiry you may have.

Although a well-written background re-

view of each statistical procedure is

included in an appendix, the proper use of

272

the more advanced techniques does

require the appropriate technical back-

ground and training. StatPac will help you

do statistics; it does not attempt to teach

the subject. It does not, moreover, spell

out everything you might wish to know

—

how to obtain a correlation matrix, for

instance. Nevertheless, the basic data

analysis tasks are straightforward and easy

to implement.

Ease of editing and the use of menus

throughout make the system easy to oper-

ate. There are many considerate touches

such as noncryptic screen prompting, the

option to move the SHIFT key to its nor-

mal typewriter position and periodic auto-

matic saves during codebook develop-

ment.

All screen-directed operations are fast

and thoughtfully designed. Tabular re-

sults, however, are not available for

screen viewing—all analytic output is sent

to the printer. This means that you can set

things up conveniently, develop a control

program to specify a lengthy sequence of

analytic tasks, press the ENTER key, and

then go to lunch. Execution times arc quite

slow with StatPac and tables are produced

on the printer only every few minutes.

You needn't worry, however, if you leave

the PC during the analysis phase. (It might

be wise, however, to stay within earshot

of your printer, unless it is exceptionally

reliable). If the system cannot perform a

particular task because of a format error or

an insufficient number of cases, it will not

hang up. Instead, it will simply go on to

the next item in the control file. You will

need to check the tables later, however, to

identify any skipped tasks since error mes-

sages appear on the screen but not in the

printed output.

Codebook and Data Management
StatPac has three major components;

procedures for the creation of a codebook,

for data entry, and for development of

control files that manage the batched data

analyses.

The first step in using StatPac is to

develop a codebook that describes the data

file format, customized headings, and the

labels to be used for all variables and value

categories. These headings and labels will

appear on the various statistical printouts.

StatPac will help you

to do statistics; it

does not attempt to

teach the subject.

The codebook program also offers options

for the handling of missing data, provides

for automatic column control during data

entry , and has extensive error trapping and

editing features. You can edit or add vari-

ables to an existing codebook and make a

hard copy of the codebook for use in plan-

ning data analysis runs.

For the data file format that appears in

Figure 1, a sample population was sur-

veyed for 1 1 variables—age, sex, ethnic

origin, and so forth. These variables are

listed in the codebook. Each is identified

as either alpha or numeric. The permissi-

ble responses for alpha variables are listed

(for example, M and F for sex), and the

number of columns that the value of each

variable can occupy is fixed. The starting

column for each variable is also indicated.

These parameters then govern the data

entry procedure—the order in which vari-

ables appear on the screen, the screen

prompts, and so forth.

The data file management programs

allow you to enter data directly from the

PC keyboard by using StatPac's second

major component—its well-prompted

data entry procedure. The prompts draw

directly on the information you placed in

the codebook, flashing the case number

and the names of each variable on the

screen in turn as you key in the data for

each case. The program automatically

screens the type and number ofcolumns of

keyboarded data. It will not accept a

numeric value when the variable is an

alpha symbol, and vice versa. If the vari-

able requires a two-column value, the

screen will not record the third item of a
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three-column entry, nor will it advance to

the next variable if only a one-column

entry is made. For some reason, the peri-

odic automatic save feature is not provided

for data entry, although it is for codebook

development. You can save manually at

any time, however, with just one key-

stroke. It is also possible with StalPac to

import data files developed by other pro-

grams including dBase II and VisiCalc or

to have a datafile downloaded from a

mainframe. StatPac has a variety of useful

record search and editing features and can

edit files larger than memory size. You

can. if you wish, get a complete listing or

data dump of the entire file or obtain a

listing—but not a cross-tabulation—of

only selected variables and/or selected

cases.

The third major component of StatPac

is a set of programs to create the task con-

trol file that describes the analyses to be

performed and the tables to be printed. A
single task control file can specify hun-

dreds of tasks and can be constructed

quickly and easily using several conve-

nient features. For example, users can

indicate a range of variables for a given

task which means that if you are a manu-

facturer and want to see how many con-

sumers described your product on 25 attri-

butes included in a customer survey, you

can request a set of frequency distributions

for variables 1 through 25 with only a sin-

gle keyboarded command sequence. Con-

trol files can easily be edited and can, of

course, be saved for future use.

Data Analysis Programs
Although StatPac's data analytic task

programs are only a small subset of those

available in SPSS, they do cover the fun-

damental bread-and-butter needs of the

survey data analyst. First there are the

basic frequency distribution reports that

you will probably run for all variables in

the study. These reports are fully labeled,

give both frequencies and percentages,

and indicate the number of cases missing

data. Figure 2, for instance, displays the

frequency distribution of females and

males in a sample of 2,055: 720 and

1,335, respectively. The sample was 35

percent female, 65 percent male, and no

respondent failed to indicate his or her

gender. Responses were obtained from

100 percent of the sample.

Another StatPac task program, de-

scriptive statistics, gives you a wide vari-

ety of summary statistics for any of the

following variables: the mean; the median;

the mode, the standard deviation, the max-

imum, minimum and standard error of the

mean; and the confidence limits around

the mean.

Cross-tab analysis, which provides a

table showing the relationship between

two variables such as product usage and

income, is one of the mainstays of survey

work. As in SPSS, StatPac gives the num-

(continued)

Codebook listing - BOOK

Variable ¥ 1 Age of respondent
Start column = 1 Number of columns = 2 Type = Numeric

Variable ¥ 2 _ Sex
Start column = 3 Number of columns = 1 Type * A1 pha

M=hale
F=Femal

e

Variable # 3 _ Ethnic origin
Start column = 4 Number of columns = 1 Type = Alpha

A=B\ ack
B=White
C=C.ther

Variable * 4 - Annual Income in Thousands of Dol 1 ars
Start coiuMli ' 5 Number of columns = 3 Type = Numeric

Variable 0 5 _ Pretest Score
Start column * 8 Number of columns = 3 Type » Numeric

Variable # 6 _ Posttest score
Start column 11 Number of columns = 3 Type = Numer i

c

Variable * 7 - Reading Comprehension Score
Start column 14 Number of columns * 3 Type = Numeric

Variable ¥ 8 _ Math Skills Score
Start column 17 Number of columns = 3 Type = Numer i c

Variable ¥ 9 _ Verbal Ability Score
Start column ‘ 20 Number of columns * 3 Type = Numer i

c

Variable ¥ 10 IQ Score
Start column 23 Number of columns * 3 Type « Numer i

c

Variable ¥ 11 Do you regularly read Newsweek?
Start column = 26 Number of columns s 1 Type *= Alpha

Y=Yes
N=No

Figure 1 : Sample page from a StatPac codebook.
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ber of cases for each cell in the cross-tab

table and also three percentages based on

the column total, the row total, and the

grand total. Unfortunately, you cannot

suppress any of these if you want a simpler

and less cluttered printout. Chi-square and

its associated probability are computed, as

well as the contingency coefficient and

Cramer's V. (For the meaning of these and

related terms, see sidebar, "A Glossary of

Statistical Terms.” accompanying this

article.)

In Figure 3. the same sample used in

Figure 2 is broken down by gender and

ethnic origin, and the two variables are

cross-tabulated. Reading across the first

row. we learn, for example, that of the 720

females in the sample, 285 are black, 330

A Glossary of Statistical Terms
Here’s a simple word guide to help you master the

statistical lingo.

Analysis ofvariance (ANOVA): A way

of assessing the average scores of two or

more subgroups to see if the variation

between the groups is greater than would

be expected on the basis of chance sam-

pling fluctuations.

Chi-square: A statistic often computed

for a cross-tabulation to assess how like-

ly it is that the observed relationships

shown in the cross-tab table could have

occurred merely by random sampling

error.

Contingency coefficient: Similar to

Cramer’s V but less useful since the lim-

iting value is not always + 1 but varies

depending on the number of rows and

columns in the crosstab table (see Cram-

er’s V).

Correlation coefficient: A descriptive

statistic that measures the degree of rela-

tionship between two variables. The

closer the coefficient is to + 1 , the more

closely related are the two variables.

Cramer’s V: A measure of the strength

of association between two variables in a

cross-tab table. Cramer’s V can vary

from 0 (no relationship) to + 1 (perfect

relationship). For Cramer’s V, the limit-

ing value is always + 1 , regardless of the

number of rows and columns in the

table.

Cross-tab: A table that displays the joint

distribution of cases on two variables.

Discriminant function analysis: A
technique to distinguish different groups

based on their patterns of scores on a set

of independent variables. In market

research, this method is useful to com-

pare users of different brands in terms of

their needs, attitudes, perceptions, prod-

uct usage habits, and so on.

Factor analysis: A data reduction tech-

nique to see if a small number of general

characteristics or factors can account for

the relationships among a larger group of

variables. It can be used, for example, to

identify basic underlying attitudes, per-

ceptions, or personality traits.

Frequency distribution: A listing of the

number of cases that fall into each cate-

gory or value of a variable.

Mean: The measure of central tendency

commonly called the “average.”

Median: The numerical value of the

middle case, once all cases have been

rank ordered from highest to lowest.

Unlike the mean (or average), the medi-

an is not strongly affected by the exis-

tence of atypical extreme cases at either

the high or low end of the distribution.

Mode: The value of the variable that

occurs most often. It is possible, though

not usual, for a frequency distribution to

have more than one mode.

Multiple correlation coefficient (mul-

tiple R): A measure of the degree of

association between a variable of interest

and a predicted score for that variable

based on a set of other variables (see

multiple regression).

Multiple regression: A technique for

predicting scores on the variable that the

analyst is primarily interested in based

on the pattern of scores on a set of two or

more other variables. The variable to be

predicted is called the dependent vari-

able. The various predictor measures are

called the independent variables. Multi-

ple regression can be used quite power-

fully for causal analysis as well as for

prediction.

One-tailed significance test: Used to

test the researcher’s explicit prediction

that, on some variable, a specified group

will be reliably higher than another

group. It is legitimately used when test-

ing a rigorously derived prediction or in

go/no-go situations such as pharmaceu-

tical or engineering tests designed to see

if a proposed new product is superior to

an existing product. The test is invalid

for the vast majority of survey research

situations, which do not involve commit-

ted prediction.

Scatter diagram (or scattergram): A
graphics plot showing the relationship

between two variables.

Standard error of the mean: The esti-

mated standard deviation of the mean

scores of an infinite number of samples

of the size and character of the sample

used in the study in question. Used to

assess the extent to which the observed

mean of the sample might deviate from

the usually unknown true population

mean.

Standard deviation: A statistic to

describe amount of variation in a given

population on a particular variable,

t-test: A test to assess whether an

observed percentage or average-score

difference between two groups is greater

than what could be expected on the basis

of random sampling error.
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The Next Generation
Operating System
QNX. Literally the finest, fastest, most
comprehensive PC operating system avail-

able. A true real time, multi-user, multi-

tasking operating system that gives the

user hierarchical files and 16 level task

priorities. In addition to the standard set of

over 60 utilities (including word
processing, communications, “C” compiler
and 8086 assembler ... all for only
$650 U.S.) the following products are

also available.

QDOC. A sophisticated document processor.

Capabilities: automatic table-of-contents, indexes,

footnotes, mailing lists, forms, etc.

QSPELL. A very last multi-user spelling checker
that has the unique ability to check spelling in real

time as you enter or print text anywhere in QNX.
QMENU.A menu interface to QNX and your
applications allows you to create your own menus
as a front end to any application.

QBASIC. A basic compiler which supports
structured IF THEN ELSE's, multi-line functions

and separately compiled modules.
QDOS. A PC-DOS emulator which allows you to

run many of your DOS applications as a task under
QNX.
QMAIL. A multi-user messaging system. Features

include registered mail, mail forwarding, sending to

groups of users, etc.

QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD.
P.O. Box 5318, Station “F"
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2C 3H5
Tel. (613)820-8460

QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INC.
6940 Santa Teresa Blvd., Ste. 6

San Jose, California 951 19
Tel. (408) 281-1586
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StatPac Demonstration

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: GENDER

Sex Number Percent

F = Female 720 35.0 7.

M = Male 1335 65.0 X

Total 2055 100.0 X

Missing cases * 0
Response percent - 100.0 X

StatPac Demonstration

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: ETHNIC ORIGIN

Ethnic origin Number Percent

A - Black 660
*

32.1 X
B = White 1140 55.5 X
C « Other 255 12.4 X

Total 2055 100.0 X

Missing cases = 0
Response percent 100.0 X

Figure 2: Frequency distribution tables for two demographic variables.

are white, and 105 are "other." From the

first column, we learn that 39.6 percent of

all the females are black; 43.2 percent of

all the blacks are female: and black

females constitute 13.9 percent of the total

sample. Similar interpretations can be

made for the other table values by column

and row.

If you want a close look at the relation-

ship between two measures. SlatPac's

correlation program will print out an

attractive and fully annotated scatter dia-

gram plus a set of statistics.

Figure 4 is an example of a scatter dia-

gram that plots reading comprehension

scores against annual income. The inter-

polated line of best fit, which depicts the

relationship of the two variables visually,

is indicated by the pattern of three horizon-

tal dots sloping positively from left to

right. The two variables are related posi-

tively, as the slope of the line suggests: As

annual income rises, reading comprehen-

sion scores increase. Cases appear as

asterisks, with each asterick representing
]

more than one case.

Unfortunately, SlalPac falls into the

same trap as SPSS when producing corre-

lations. The default condition in SPSS
prints out only one-tailed significance lev-

els, which are, of course, grossly inappro-

priate except under the most rare research

circumstancs. Over the past decade, it is

likely that thousands of SPSS users have

been unaware of the actual default setting

and have been misled by this error ofjudg-

ment within SPSS. SlalPac does not even

offer a choice, but gives one-tailed signif-

icance levels only and without any warn-

ing to the user. (It should be noted that this

problem docs not occur in the t-test proce-

dure, where both one- and two-tailed

results are given.)

To obtain a correlation matrix in Stat-

Pac rather than a single coefficient, you

must use the roundabout procedure of

invoking the multiple regression program

while suppressing all options except that

for the single coirelation matrix. This

extremely useful capability is quite easy to

do and works very well, but it is not

brought to the reader’s attention in the

manual.

The multiple regression program is

exceptionally useful and can handle up to

30 independent variables. A full set of out-

put options is offered, including multiple

R and its F-ratio; both B and beta coeffi-

cients with their significance levels; the

standard error of the estimate; means and

standard deviations for all variables; the

simple, partial, and inverse correlation

matrices; and a listing or partial listing of

observed, expected, and residual scores.

The stepwise regression procedure is not

provided.

Other analytic programs in SlalPac

include the t-test for both independent or

correlated data, one-way analysis of vari-

ance, and multiple variable response for

convenient one-page summary output

The multiple

regression program

can handle up to 30
independent

variables.

when a number of variables all have the

same response categories.

Execution Time
To find out how long it takes to execute

the various analytic programs in StalPac, 1

made use of the data set for Figures 1

through 4, which consists of 2,055 survey
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STATPAC

StatPac Demonstration

CROSSTABULATION: GENDER BY ETHNIC ORIGIN

Ethnic origin - (X Axis)
Y

Sex - <Y Axis)

Number I Black
Row X 1

Col umn X I

Total X I A

I White I Other

Column
Totals

285
39.6
43.2
13.9

375
28. 1

56.8
18.2

660
32. 1

I I

I I

I B I

I 1-

I 330 I

I 45.8 I

I 28.9 1

I 16.1 I

•I 1-
I 810 I

I 60.7 I

I 71.1 I

I 39.4 I

105
14.6
41.2
5.1

ISO
11.2
58.8
7.3

I 1140 I

I 55.5 I

255
12.4

I

I Row
I Totals

I

I 720
I 35.0
I

X

I

I

X

I

I

1335
65.0

2055
100.0

Chi -square
Degrees oT 'freedom
Probability of chance
Cramer’s V
Contingency coeff.

42.03 Valid cases ® 2055
2 Hissing cases = 0
0.000 Response rate 100.0 X
0. 143
0. 142

Figure 3: Cross-tabulation table showing the breakdown of males and females for three

ethnic categories in the demonstration survey sample.

respondents, a fairly typical sample size
|

for nationwide survey studies. Figure 5
|

shows that ordinarily, apart from multiple

regression, a StatPac task will usually take

about 3 to 5 minutes to run. including both

execution time and the printing out of the

table on an IBM printer. Descriptive sta-

tistics takes somewhat longer because the

data must be sorted to determine the medi-

an. As shown in Figure 5, most of these

tasks can be speeded-up with the use of a

RAM disk. The 10 minutes required to

produce a table for the multiple regression

task without a RAM disk was reduced by

40 percent by the use of a RAM drive for

the data storage disk. These times can be

improved even further by putting both the

system execution disk and the data disk on

RAM drives and by making use of a print

spooler. According to Walonick Asso-

ciates, there should be no appreciable dif-

ference in execution time for multiple

regression problems with a larger number

of independent variables, since computa-

tions are performed as the data are being

read.

Even though the StatPac execution

times are slow compared to those of a

mainframe, overall turnaround time may

be better. In a large organization, your

work may have a low priority compared to

Even though the

StatPac execution

times are slow

compared to those

of a mainframe,

overall turnaround

time may be better.

that of the corporate payroll or product-

forecasting departments, for instance, and

may well be delayed a number of hours

before it’s printed out. Then ifyou discov-

er that you made a mistake and ordered the

wrong tables in the first place, you queue

up for another long wait. The situation is

often much worse when dealing with an

outside service bureau where you might

have to wait for 2 or 3 days before finding

out that the service rep misunderstood

your request for tabulations during a hur-

ried telephone conversation.

Improving the Product

Promised for the next version of Stat-

Pac is a breakdown program to produce

various subgroup means; an aggregate

program to permit operations on summary

data; two-way ANOVA, nonparametric

statistics; and a new data entry system that

will feature full-screen editing and data

entry validity checking against permissi-

ble values specified by the codebook. The

next version will also allow you to end

output to disk so StatPac tables can be edi-

ted and formatted by a word processor.

Based on my personal experience, all

signs indicate that Walonick Associates

has an unusually responsible attitude

toward its customers. During the few

,
months that I have had this package, cus-

{

tomers received a number of bug reports

|

and were able to obtain upgrades on a disk

exchange basis. Beginning January 1,

however, the company began charging a

nominal free for upgrades (less than

$30).

Any user of StatPac, who has worked

extensively with SPSS or similar main-

frame systems is likely to have a rather

lengthy wish list. Factor analysis, discrim-

inant function analysis, and the capability

to do graphics beyondjust a scatterplot are

my own particular priorities. Data entry

verification and the ability to weight cases

!
to adjust for known demographic biases in

the sample would also be welcome fea-

tures. On the whole, however, StatPac is a

flexible and a well-designed tool. It is pro-

!

fessionally crafted, comfortable to use,

does all the basic survey analytic tasks,

and does them well.
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STATPAC

StatPac Oemonstrat ion

CORRELATION BETWEEN INCOME AND READING COMPREHENSION SCORE

I

81.0+ >

I 1 <

I *

I *

R I * * *

e 73. 5+ • 1 1 • «. . •

a I * •

d I «... I

i I 1 It * * . . * *

. t. •

g i * *

66.0* ( «. .

C I • . •

o I 1 < • . .9 t t

m I > ... S

P I • ( .

.

•

r I * •

e 58.5+ ** II ... 1 *

h I * ... » »

e I ... *

n I . *. ( • t t t

s I * . . *( * •

l I «... *

a 51.0+ •

n I *

t 1

S I * • * « • •

c I * •

o I •

r 43.5+ • 1 1 •

I

I

1 >

36.0+
I

»

15.0 25.2 35.3 45.5 55.7 65.8 76.0

Annual Incoae in Thousands of Dollars

Mean of X - 42.43 Correlation coefficient = 0.62 Valid cases = 1410
S.D. of X * 14. B4 Degrees of freedom = 1408 Missing cases - 645
Mean of Y = 60.29 Slope of regression line = 0.44 Response X = 68.6
S.D. of Y = 10.63 Y intercept = 41.50

Regression equation : Y ' “ 0.44 X 41.50
Standard error of estimate for regression - 8.359
Standard error of correlation coefficient - 0.027
Significance of correlation coefficient - 0.000

Figure 4: Correlation scattergram showing that reading comprehension

income. The line of best fit is also plotted.

score is related to

Analysis Task Without With

RAM Disk RAM Disk

Frequency distribution 2.8 1.9

Descriptive statistics 6.6 5.5

Crosstabs and chi-square 4.0 2.8

Correlation and scattergram 5.1 3.3

T-test for independent observations 4.3 2.6

T-test for paired observations 4.6 2.8

Multiple linear regression using three independent vari

ables (basic statistics and simple correlation matrix)

10.0 6.1

Figure 5: Time in minutes to execute and print various StatPac analysis tasks.

CONVERT
A $25
a i

INTO THE 17 ,-====-
MOST IsaEsgg
SOPHISTICATED

~~

TELEPHONE SYSTEM
AVAILABLE WITH THE
IBM PC WITHOUT
AFFECTING
ITS OPERATION

TELEPHONE FEATURES
• Call Hold • Last Number

Redial • Automatic Redial on
Busy • Speed Dialing • Auto Call

Back • Call Waiting & Forwarding
• Message Waiting Signal • Call Restriction

ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY
(TELEFILE)
• Accessed using Touch
Tone from both Inside &
Outside system • Personal

Phone Directory. Limit set by user.

VOICE SYNTHESIS
The system can talk to the
user providing help or

information from the Electronic
Directory.

ATHENA WORD
A sophisticated Word

Processor integrated with

the telephone operation.

PROGRAMMABLE
BY THEUSER

Extension Number and All

Features can be User Configurable.
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You've got the best computer...

Discover the

one-place

clearinghouse

for the finest

IBM PC and

PCjr (and

Compatible PCs)

Software, Books

and Peripherals

...at a discount!

ICC HOU

II L TO TIM

lour conPUTERS
«

nruQ!-L

To start..

Take any 1

of these

essential

references

for onlv

$1

Now you can save time, money
and the hassles of seeking out what

you need for your IBM* system in

store after store.

The Personal Computer Book/Soft/

Ware Club brings the store into your

home with a monthly selection of prac-

tical books, helpful software and use-

ful peripherals.

You’ll leam what’s new, what’s

best-and you’ll save as much as 20%
off suggested retail prices.

The Personal Computer Book/Soft/

Ware Club is exclusively for users of

the IBM PC and PCjr (as well as IBM-
compatible computers). The Club

covers the full range of applications-

education. business, home manage-

ment and games. In fact, it serves as a

clearing house for new uses for your

IBM system.

Each month, you’ll receive afree

Bulletin describing our Board's selec-

tions of the best new books, software

(including demo discs where available)

and peripherals.

A Club that's far easier than BASIC
. . . and pressure-free besides

Start your membership in the Personal

Computer Book/Soft/Ware Club by

selecting any one of the 7 basic refer-

IBMK+I600K/S0FT/WARE] CLUB
®IBM is a registered trademark ofInternational Business Machines. Inc.



nowget the best out of it!

To continue...
Each month you'11 be able

to choose from a wide

selection of books

and software.

ence volumes featured on this page

and pay only $1 plus shipping and han-

dling. Take 10 days to decide whether

to keep your book or return it and

cancel your membership. PLUS, you’ll

receive a valuable $17.95 bonus, A
Dictionary of Minicomputing and
Microcomputing, yours FREE just

for joining the club. Once you become
a member, you never have to accept

anything you don’t want. Make your

selections from a wide range of top

quality books, software and peripheral

hardware. You need take only 4 items

over the entire life of your membership,

after which you can cancel at any time.

=2 TOTALVALUE

How the club works
As a member, you’ll receive a free

subscription to the PC Bulletin (13

issues a year, over 20 pages in each).

The Bulletin will describe the Main

Book Selection chosen from newly

released titles worthy of your con-

sideration. To receive the Main Book
Selection, do nothing, we’ll ship it to

you automatically. In addition, over 50

other books, software packages and

peripherals will be featured in each

Bulletin, all at discounts of up to 20%.

plus a nominal shipping charge. To

order any of these products, or to

receive nothing at all, simply indicate

your instructions on the reply form and

return it by the date specified. You’ll

always have 10 days to decide. Every

item you buy also earns bonus credits

good for even greater discounts off the

suggested retail prices.

Payment is easy, too. The Main

Selection is shipped with an invoice.

All other items can be charged to any

major credit card.

Start your membership now
Select any one of the featured 7 basic

reference volumes and pay only $1

plus shipping and handling. Remem-
ber, you'll also receive a valuable

$17.95 bonus, A Dictionary of
Minicomputing and Microcom-
puting, yours FREE just for joining

the club.
CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOR IBM USERS:

The Personal Computer Book/Soft/Ware Club
nc kunicnu ai/cui ic aicuj vrvov uv innic136 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK. NY 10016

DC***"

,r ! '

Valuable SI7.95

bonus, yours

FREE jusi for

joining the club

Please accept my application for membership in The Personal

Computer Book/Soft/Ware Club and send me the book I’ve

checked below. Also send my free Dictionary of Minicomputing

and Microcomputing which is mine to keep whether or not I

remain a member. Bill me only $1, plus shipping and handling.

described in this ad and understand

I need buy only 4 more books, software

or peripheral items at special low Club
prices whenever 1 want them.

Check here

for your $1 book

Inside the IBM PC 111.95

Name (Please print)
Using 1-2-3 $14.95

Eleclronic Lite *13.95

Address
Learning IBM Basic

For The Personal Computer $19.95

IBM's Personal Computer 1 $15.95

City Basic Exercises lor

The IBM Personal Computer $13.95

State Zip
The Book of IBM
Software 1984 $19.95

Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. B
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IBM EYE/JAMES LANGDELL

InsideTheIBM
Museum
Big Blue’s new office in New York City includes the

IBM Gallery of Science and Art, showcasing works of art and

scientific exhibits from computer history.

E ver since works of art purchased

by Thomas Watson, Sr. were

exhibited at the New York

World’s Fair in 1939, IBM has been

involved with the arts. Over the years this

corporation has funded many exhibits that

have appeared in American museums.

In October, IBM inaugurated its new

Manhattan office building. Within it is a

bamboo-filled oasis in midtown Manhat-

tan, called the IBM Garden Plaza, and a

new museum, the IBM Gallery of Science

and Art. This gallery will present science

exhibits created by IBM and art exhibi-

tions that would not otherwise have come

to New York. Admission to the gallery is

free to the public. It is open Tuesday

through Friday from 11 a m. to 6 p.m.,

and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"Innovation in IBM Computer Tech-

nology.” the first exhibition in the IBM
Gallery of Science and Art, displayed

computer devices from the past five

decades. Many of these examples have not

been shown to the general public

before.

The next exhibits to appear in the IBM

Gallery will be "Paintings and Drawings

Visitors are shaded by bamboo trees in the glass-enclosed IBM Garden Plaza.

from the Phillips Collection" (including

Renoir’s "The Boating Party") and “Re-

flections of Faith,” an exhibit organized

by New York's Museum of Folk Art.

These will be on display through January

21, 1984.

IBM has assembled one of the world’s

finest collections of historical calculating

machines and related artifacts. A special

gallery in IBM's Manhattan office now

presents an exhibit from this collection,

called "A Calculator Chronicle: 300

Years of Counting and Reckoning

Tools.” I. Bernard Cohen of Harvard

University was IBM’s consultant for cre-

ating the exhibit. Visitors must arrange

appointments to see this exhibit by calling

(212) 407-6212. (coHlinuedt
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IBM MUSEUM

Professor I. Bernard Cohen of

Harvard (left) tells managing editor

Barry Owen about the Schuetz Difference

Engine, the first printing calculator, made
in Sweden in 1853.

0 A Holorlth Tabulating Machine built in

1890 to tabulate the results of that

year's national census.

a The IBM 2314 disk storage system

used with the IBM 360, the major

system of the 1960s. This unit has four

disk packs, each with 25 million characters

of storage. The pile of paper behind this

hardware is a printout—not quite

complete—of the 360’s operating system.

0 The IBM Kanjl keyboard, developed In

1979, has 254 keys, each with at least

12 characters. This is a standard device

used to input Japanese texts to be printed

or displayed.

E The large machine is a Thomas Piano

Arithmometer, constructed for the

Paris Exposition of 1855. This elegant

device was the first calculator to be

produced commercially.

0 Part of the IBM 3850 mass storage

system, which was introduced in

1976. Each hole in the honeycomb panel

contains a cartridge with a reel of

magnetic tape that holds 50 million

characters of Information. The moving

picker arm can access any cartridge and

transfer its data to a disk for on-line use.

0 A memory array for the IBM 705,

produced in the late fifties. This

device provided 280,000 bits of storage in

tiny magnetic cores, which IBM
manufactured with adapted pill-making

machinery.

0 The IBM 3340, produced In 1973, was
the first device to use Winchester

disk technology. These disks could store

over 1.7 million bits per square inch, twice

the density of previous disks.
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PICKUPWHERE
IBM LEAVES OFF.

Portable or desktop,

you're way ahead when
you pick up a corona PC

™

Because we give you
everything you've ever

wanted in an IBM‘-com-

patible PC and more.

For a great deal less.

COMPATIBLE AND MORE.
Our systems run all

software that conforms

to IBM PC programming standards. And the

most popular software does.

We deliver twice the memory, with room
for eight times as much.

We deliver a fast-access 320K floppy

drive, a communication port and an improved

IBM PC keyboard with indicator lights.

Our systems include high-resolution

monitors (12 "desktop, 9 "portable) for

crisper, cleaner displays, and both have built-in

high-resolution graphics (640 x 325).

You get a complete system, ready

to go to work.

MORE VERSATILITY
With all the necessary features built into

the main unit, the four expansion slots can be
used for your special needs. For example, color

or our optional 10MB hard disk.

MORE SPEED.

Our RAM-disk
software gives you tem-

porary disk-type storage

that works many times

faster than disks.

PLUS SOFTWARE.
Our systems come

with the operating

system: MS-DOS.2 A pro-

gramming language:

GW BASIC.2 A training course: PC Tutor. 3A
professional word processor: MuItiMate.4 Plus

DOS utilities and demonstration programs.

Or you can get the p-System5 from N.C.I. and
write or run portable Pascal packages.

ALL FORA GREAT DEAL LESS.

Even with all the extra features and
performance, our systems still cost signifi-

cantly less than the equivalent IBM PC.

Drop by your nearest corona PC

dealer for a very convincing

demonstration. Or contact

us at 31324 Via Colinas,

Westlake Village, CA 91361.

(213) 991-1144 or (800)

621-6746 toll-free. Telex

658212 WSLK, in Europe

76066 CDS NL.

W © Corona Data Systems 1983. 1. TM International

Business Machines. 2. TM Microsoft. 3. TM
Comprehensive Software Support. 4. TM Softword

Systems. 5. TM University of California.

• corona
data systems, inc.
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BOOK EXCERPT/ROGER E. CLARK

AVisiCalc
Start-Up

Planner
Business executives can prepare for the start-up of new
branches, departments, and markets, and monitor sales staff,

with the aid of this versatile spreadsheet program.

T he following material is reprinted from Chapter 1 3 of Executive VisiCalcfor the

IBM Persona! Computer by Roger E. Clark, published by Addison-Wesley

Publishing Company. The book explores VisiCalc and suggests a myriad of

unique business applications for this program. This chapter puts VisiCalc to use in

planning business start-ups.

The author, Roger E. Clark, describes himself as a
“
VisiCalc maven.” He has

worked as a dealer in one of the earliest computer stores and as a partner in a man-

agement/marketing consulting firm. He cofounded Intercalc, a VisiCalc users group.

Planning ahead occupies a lot of exec-

utive time in companies large and small.

Often this outlooking to the future is

dependent on interrelated events. In this

chapter, we are going to develop a useful

function: that of being able to change the

start date of an event with one keystroke.

Executive VisiCalc for the IBM
Personal Computer

Roger E. Clark

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company

138 pages; $12.95

ISBN 0-201-10243-9

CIRCLE 701 ON READER SERVICE CARD

and immediately seeing the result of the

change on other, related activities. The

principle is fairly simple, and while our

example is going to be equally simple, you

should be able to see many extensions of

the function for your business.

In Figure 1 you will see two layouts,

apparently of the same information. How-

ever, the top one, . . . from rows 12 to 24,

deals only with evaluating the months and

the start dates, while the bottom half is the

actual report that would be printed out,

which contains the implications of the start

dates and their manipulations.

Our hypothesis here is the planning for

the opening up of some eastern markets by

a company, let's say for a test market.

Since the hiring of new people is such a

chancy thing, we want to be able to exam-

ine the contribution in revenue depending

on the order in which the new salespeople

are found, trained, and go to work. It is

assumed that the sales department has giv-

en us the forecast for each market, the

going rate of sales that can be expected

when the market is up to speed. We want

to factor in a somewhat slower rate of sales

for the first few months, when the sales-

person is also getting set, and then we

want to be able to adjust the start dates

according to the way the hiring is

going.

The first column contains the dynamic

figures, the ones you play with; they rep-

resent the start month, January being 1 and

so on. We will go through a cycle, just to

see what happens, and the formulae that

give the result. As you can see it is work-

ing okay, as in our illustration we have
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START-UP PLANNER

projected each of the eight markets being

hired one after the other a month apart.

You can observe that New York, planned

to open in month 1 , has that indication in

January; similarly, Buffalo, planned for

August, has its 1 under that month.

The second column contains the sales

department figure for the going rate of

sales expected from the markets when up

and running. Note one other thing: above

the month label is a value entry, the month

number. This is required for the formula

that does this little task of carrying out the

start date. The first formula that does this,

taken from location D17, is:

@IF(D14=A17,D14,0)

Narrative: If D14, the month number

above, is equal to the start month selected

in A 17, then cany over the start month,

otherwise insert zero. As you can see, the

effect on Albany will be the latter.

In E17, the formula is . . . different:

@IF(EI4=A17,1.
@IF(D17<1,0. D17+1 )

)

Narrative: If the month number from

above equals the selected start month,

label it as 1 ,
otherwise evaluate the @IF

statement. This looks at the preceding

month for an indication that the city has

already started, and the value is greater

than 1. If “no" it inserts zero, but if

“yes" it just adds one to the preceding

figure.

So this part of the model is doing the

job of identifying the start month for each

city, and labelling the succeeding months

A different rate of

sales is to be
expected while the

new salesperson is

"ramping up” the

territory.

once it has done so. In the report part of

the model, the formulae examine the cor-

responding locations in the top, and act

upon them. It is here that we handle the

different rate of sales to be expected while

the new salesperson is “ramping up” the

territory. In Figure 2 there is a LOOKUP
table, and we have entered it so that we

could, if we wished, assign not only the

percent of going rate for start-up months,

but also any other variations in rate of

sale—perhaps a seasonal variation, for

instance.

The first two columns are simply

“bring downs” of the values from above,

so that they get printed out in the report.

The formula in D33 is:

@IF(D17<=5,B33»
(©LOOKUP ( D17 , R14 . . . R26 ) , B33

)

Narrative: If the value assigned to this

month in the top matrix is less than or

equal to 5 (indicating that it is indeed one

of the first four months), multiply the

going rate of sales found in B33 by the

result of looking up the start month in the

table. The fifth month, the first "going”

month, will find a multiplier of one, and

therefore will in effect bring over the

going rate. IfD17 is greater than five, then

the going rate is similarly brought over.

And that's it. You can change the start

months in the first matrix and watch the

effect on the total regions that result from

one city’s slipping or accelerating its activ-

ities. We have divided the two functions

into two separate parts for illustration pur-

1

*
1

*
1

C
1

°
1

E I

'

F 1 G
|

H 1 I 1 J 1 K 1

'

L 1 M 1 N 1 0 1

12Start month evaluator
' ' ’ ' ' ' ' '

14 HIRE Going CITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

15 MONTH sales JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

17 1 lldddd NW YORK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

18 2 46080 ALBANY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

19 3 82000 BOSTON 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20 4 58000 FHILA 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9

21 5 76000 NEWARK 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

22 6 41000 HARTFORD 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23 7 38000 STAMFORD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
24 8

25

26TEKR I TORY
27

53000 BUFFALO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5

EXPANSION ANALYSIS

28

29Scheduled Going
3d HIRE Monthly CITY TOTAL
31 MONTH SALES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC CONTR.

33 1 110000 NEW YORK 16500 27500 60500 93500 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 1078000
34 2 46000 ALBANY 0 6900 11500 25300 39100 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 404800
35 3 82000 BOSTON 0 0 12300 20500 45100 69700 82000 82000 82000 82000 82000 82000 639600
36 4 58000 WILA 0 0 0 8700 14500 31900 49300 58000 58000 58000 58000 58000 394400
37 5 76000 NEWARK 0 0 0 0 11400 19000 41800 64600 78000 76000 76000 76000 440800
38 6 41000 HARTFORD 0 0 0 0 0 6150 10250 22550 41000 41000 41000 41000 202950
39 7 38000 STAMFORD 0 0 0 0 0 0 5700 9500 38000 38000 38000 38000 167200
4d 8

41

42

53000 BUFFALO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7950 53000 53000 45050 53000 212000

MONTHLY TOTAL 16500 34400 84300 148000 220100 262750 345050 400600 504000 504000 496050 504000 3539750

Flgure 1: A start-up planner for a business that is opening up some new eastern markets.
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START-UP PLANNER

poses. It would be possible, of course, to

enter a more complex formula and have

both the identification of the stait month

and the calculation of revenue done at the

same time.

Using this methodology, you can man-

age the start-up of new machines, new

branches, the addition of new people to a

department, the effect on expenses ofbuy-

ing new vehicles—anything that you want

to examine in the light of slippage or

acceleration of the start date. Naturally, it

can also be adapted to a daily schedule as

well as a monthly one, as we have

done.

Now let’s look at some extra utilities

—

we will demonstrate them on the above

model and leave it to you to figure out how

you can adapt them to your purposes—all

of them are useful and functional.

VisiCalc as a Display Tool

In one company for whom we have

done consulting, the market research

department regularly gets together to

review results of studies, in order to get

group input to the eventual recommenda-

tion they are going to make. Their analysts

all have IBM PCs, and they do much of

their statistical work using the VisiCalc

program. When they get together, the con-

ference room has one PC for the presenter,

and multiple screens so that the others can

see the output (for management presenta-

tions, they have a projection TV setup).

Some of the following suggestions are

most suitable for this purpose, as they

enable one to manage the presentation of

material quickly and effectively. Our first

suggestion allows you to examine the

combinations of several different variables

in a model without having to change them

separately, a couple of keystrokes does

it.

Multiple Variables

Let's say that we know four specific

ways in which the hiring may get imple-

mented among the eight cities in our mod-

el, four different patterns of hiring. Look

at Figure 3. As you can see it occupies the

0 0

l 0.15
2 0.25
3 0.55
4 0.85
5 i

6 1

7 1

8 1

9 1

10 1

11 1

12 1

Figure 2: A @LOOKUP table for the going

rate for starting months.

very top of the model (did you wonder

why we started the previous examples at

row 12?) You can see our cities, and five

columns representing options. At the bot-

tom is a line called SELECT— , and you

can see an asterisk sitting beneath

OPTION 1. You will remember that if a

location is formatted to/F* , each unit of an

integer value is represented by an asterisk;

therefore, this asterisk indicates that there

is a “1” sitting there. The formula in the

column called TRANSFER is:

@IF(D10=1,D2,
@IF(E10=1,E2,
@IF(F10= 1.F2,
@IF(G10 — 1,G2,

@IFH10 = 1,H2,0) ) ) )

This is a super example of a nested @IF
statement—seems to go on forever! The

narrative is really very simple, since all it

is doing is stepping through the SELECT
locations looking for a 1 , and when it finds

one carrying over the value in the column

above it. Just read it again and you will see

how it does it. Narrative: If DIO is one,

bring over D2, if not look at E10. IfElOis

one, bring over E2, and so on.

So you load up the option columns with

your pre-selected combination of opening

dates, and by just blanking or making zero

any asterisks that are already there and

substituting another, you can move the

selected column over to TRANSFER. The

first column in the Start Month Evaluator

section now brings down the correspond-

ing entry from TRANSFER. Once again,

all of this could have been accomplished

in A17, but the formula would have been

complicated— if you have the space, do it

our way.

If your model is set to/GOC (re-calcu-

late by column), you will need an extra

! Recalc to initiate the change. The Visi-

Calc program will not have done the

TRANSFER column when it does column

A, so it will need to “take a second look”

with a recalc to transfer the value down.

Of course, if the /GO makes no difference

in your particular application, by all

means set it to ROWS and avoid this (you

will see later why we had to have ours set

at columns).

You will find lots of applications for

this idea. When there are a group of vari-

ables in a model, and they do not fall neat-

ly in one location, it can be most annoying

to prepare reports and find (at the presen-

tation naturally!) that one or other of the

variables did not get changed. Also, when

developing material and you want to swap

back and forth examining different vari-

able environments, this method makes it

easy.

Finally, in a presentation you can also

Figure 3: The variable options for the eight cities in the model.
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dynamically review the implications of

change for the audience—and that is the

reason for the column of zeros up there in

the options columns. It turns the whole

model to zeros!

In a presentation it is always annoying

when you have distributed handouts to the

audience to find that some of them have

got ahead of you in the material; and when

using overhead projectors you need some

dexterity in smoothly moving the masking

sheet of paper down a chart so that you can

review it one line at a time. We have a way

of doing this with the VisiCalc program

that is very smooth and orderly. Look at

The Switch-on Display in Figure 4. What

we have done is to completely duplicate

the format outline of our model beneath

the original. This is the area we will be

using to present our material. Note the col-

umn at left called SELECT, and the aster-

isks. Each location in this column is a

“switch.” If there is a one there, the row

is switched on for review, while the

1

*"
|

A

|

e
1

c

1

°

1

^

1

'

1

" 1 1

1

J

1

“
1

L
1

M
1

N
1

0
1

P
1

1 1

TMe Switcn-on Display
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' ' '

SELECT
MONTH SALES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC CONTR.

* 1 110000 NfcW YORK 16500 27500 60500 93500 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 110000 1078000
* 2 46000 ALBANY 0 6900 usaj 25 300 19100 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 46000 404800
* 62000 HJSTON 0 0 12100 . 20500 4 ‘.100 69 700 62000 02000 62000 02000 82000 82000 619600

»»»» »»»» PH I LA >»>»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »>»»> »»>»> »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »>>>»>
»»»» »»»» NtXARK »»»» »»»» »>»»> »»»» »»>»> »»»» »»>»> »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»»
»»»» »»»» HARTFORD »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»>»> >»>»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »>»»>
»»»» »»»» STAMFORD »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »>»»> »>>»» »»»>> »»»» »>»»> »»»» »»>»>
»>;»» »»»» BUFFALO »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» >»»>» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»» »»»»

MONTHLY TOTAL »»»» »»»» »»»» »>»»> »»»» »»»» »»»» »>»»> »»»» »>»»> »»»» »»»» »»»»

Figure 4: This model helps facilitate smooth and orderly presentation of the material to an audience.

Tektronix 40XX
Terminal Emulation

EMU-TEK™ IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR
IBM PC, XT, AND MOST COMPATIBLES
• Access powerful mainframe graphics using:

—PLOT 10 (trademark of TEKTRONIX, Inc.)

— DISPLA (registered trademark of ISSCO)
—SAS/GRAPH (trademark of SAS INSTITUTE, Inc.)

—DARC (available from QUESTEL, Inc.)

— and most similar packages and services.

• Upgrade from dim storage tubes to bright raster scan

technology, with complete software compatibility.

• Increase versatility with options such as:

—High resolution board support (HERCULES, CSI,

AMDEK, TECMAR, etc.)

— Local pen-plotter support (HP, AMDEK, etc.)

— Hard copy on EPSON or IBM matrix printer

—LIGHT PEN for graphic input

— Advanced communications program features

—Other terminal emulations, including:

— VT100 (trademark Digital Equipment Corp.)

—ADM3 (trademark Lear Seigler, Inc.)

— RETRO-GRAPHICS (trademark Digital

Engineering, Inc.)

• 30 DAY NO-RISK TRIAL PRIVILEGE.
Call or write us, or see your participating dealer.

C\ FTC3") 10801 Dale St/P.O. Box 615

{UtP\ HoArA SYSTEMS TShSftSffi,oy
FTG will soon become PC INNOVATIONS

THE
LIGHT PEH :

FOR YOUR PC
IS NOW
EVEN BETTER!

• New photo-optical push-tip

switch for super reliability.

• 30 DAY NO-RISK TRIAL PRIVILEGE, and TWO year

limited warranty.

• Ideal keyboard alternative for INTERACTIVE
GRAPHICS, MENU SELECTION, EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS, and just plain fun.

• Compatible with a growing library of software:

— PC-DRAW (trademark of MICROGRAFX)
—MICRO-CAD (trademark of COMPUTER AIDED

DESIGN)
— PIXEL PICKER (trademark of FTG DATA SYSTEMS)
— and much much more. (Complete list on request).

• Very high performance and reliability for just $159.95.

(Optional three diskette software package is just $39.95)

• Ultra-deluxe version soon available ($295.00).

• Got another pen?? Ask about our trade-in special.

10801 Dale St/P.O. Box 615
Stanton. CA 90680

(714) 995-3900

FTG will soon become PC INNOVATIONS

FTG)
/0'J

) ( DATA SYSTEMS—
CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Divine inspiration for people
who usethe IBM PC and XT.

Introducing SAVVY PC7 Now you can create custom databases in less time, with less

effort and for less money.

SAVVY PC is unique. It integrates a database management system with a truly “natural” command
language and a self-documentation capability. There has never been a faster or easier database building tool

than SAVVY PC.
SAVVY PC speaks English. You wont have to master the rigid syntax and complex symbols of typical

computer programming languages to develop a wide range of business and personal applications.

Because SAVVY PC is a fully integrated database, your applications can directly access all master files,

speeding and simplifying operations. And because SAVVY* can recognize your personal word patterns,

you can misspell, mistype, abbreviate or rephrase and still command your computer.

The speed, flexibility and economy of computing with SAVVY PC is truly

inspired.

For more information and the name of the SAVVY dealer in your area,

or to arrange for a SAVVY PC demonstration call 1-800-551-5199. (In New Mexico

call 505-242-3333.)

SAVVY PC is a product of ExcaliburTechnologies

Corporation, 800 Rio Grande Boulevard N.W.,

Mercado 21, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104.

Dealer Inquiries

Invited SAVVY
CIRCLE 356 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A product of Excalibur
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

SAVVY is a registered trademark of

Excalibur Technologies Corporation.

SAVVY PC is a trademark of Excalibur

Technologies Corp. IBM is a registered

trademark of International Business

Machines Corporation.



MgVlue
Multifunction/Multiprocessing

Communications

The INTELLIGENTChoice

Packed with ALL the popular features:

• Up to a 256 Kilobyte Memory Expansion,
optional in 64K blocks.

• Clock/Calendar with long-life battery

backup (choose replaceable or

optional rechargeable battery).

• Parallel Port for use with IBM/Epson
and most other parallel printers

(addressable as LPT1 : or LPT2:)

• Two (2) Serial Ports addressable as

COM1: and COM2:, OR use our unique
extended port addressing to configure

for serial devices other than COMl: and
COM2: (i.e. pointing devices, graphics ?

tablets, etc.)

• Baby Blue II is fully compatible with the
PC, the PC/XT and other compatibles, incfi

ing the Texas Instruments Professional.
™

Computer.

Not just another DUMB multifunction'

With all that hardware to manage, we think a board
should have a brain. You won’t find this feature on other

1

boards-they may look pretty, but they can be pretty \1
uaUyJrboring once you get them home

second computer inside your

speed Z-80B microprocessor.

Baby Blue II is actually a
second computer inside your PC, built around the high- \

• Background Processing:
Compile, assemble, sort, calculate,

communicate or print-all in the

background, while you and your PC
continue to work on other tasks in the

foreground Because it is a separ-

ate computer, Baby Blue II performs
these functions without slowing down
your PC, helping you to do more work
in less time.

• Autostart at Preset Time:
Baby Blue II can begin any task, even
a background operation, at a specific

time by consulting the onboard real-

time clock.

• CP/M Capability:

Baby Blue II offers instant access to

the vast CP/M-80 library of mature,
professional software for every con-
ceivable application.

• Dual Ported Memory and I/O:

You can use Baby Blue ll’s memory,
ports and clock as ordinary enhance-
ments to your PC. Or, you can let our
Z-80 microprocessor control the board
directly, for truly independent back-

ground operation.

All this and SOFTWARI

System utilities

PDQ RAMdisk Software: create a FAST
pseudo-disk drive of any size in available

system RAM. The DOS 2.0 version lets

you change the size of your RAMdisk
from the keyboard.

Print Buffer/Spooler: a TRUE print

spooler: the Z-80 buffers and manages
printing independent of your PC. Unlike
other so-called "spoolers”, this one
won’t stop your printer or slow you down
when you start another job.

Clock Software: sets Baby Blue M’s clock
and initializes the system clock at boot
time-never type the time and date again!

Smart Terminal Emulator Package (STEP):
talk to other microcomputers or connect
to larger host computers, as an asyn-
chronous terminal through Baby Blue M’s

serial ports. Unlike other "smart termi-

nal” programs, STEP offers full emula-
tion of popular video display terminals
(the standard package includes Tele-

video 950 and Hazeltine 1500.

IBM 3101 ,
DEC VT100 and many others

are optionally available). You can send
or receive text files, and with STEP’S
unique Sessions Menu, changing your
configuration is a keystroke away.

BSTAM File Transfer Utility: Transmit and
Receive text, HEX, and binary files (in-

cluding .COM files) without errors and
without fuss. BSTAM is easy to use, with
all configuration parameters handled
transparently under STEP.



Baby Blue]E(64K installed) $ 695.

CP/M-80 compatibility QUALITY you can count on . . .

Baby Blue Conversion Software:

Microlog’s famous CP/M Emulator turns

CP/M-80 programs into PC-DOS pro-

grams for fast, efficient execution on
Baby Blue II. Completely transparent
operation using standard PC-DOS com-
mands -freely mix PC-DOS with CP/M
programs and text/data files on the same
PC-DOS disks.

Convert: supports bidirectional file

transfer between PC-DOS and popular

CP/M disk formats.

Keyfix: automates your keyboard with 54
programmable function keys for CP/M
programs, eliminating tedious typing

chores (max. 80 characters per key).

Microlog is in the business of producing high quality, intelligent

computer peripherals. Extensive factory testing gives our
products one of the highest reliability rates in the

industry. The finest components, connectors, and
multi-layer PC board design, ensure years of

trouble-free operation. We back all our

products with a 90 day warranty and full

technical support.

For more information on Baby Blue II and
other fine Microlog products, see your

microcomputer dealer or contact us:

MMia-waaltm .
TM

A Til INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

Microlog, Inc.

222 Route 59 circle 516 on reader service card

Suffern, N.Y. 10901

(914)368-0353 eill3 , lnt

Baby Blue II is a trademark of Microfog. Inc
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
BSTAM is a trademark of Byrom Software. Inc

IBM is a trademark of you know who©1983 Microlog, Inc.



Perfect Mates

ProWorks & Lotus 1-2-3

the winning strategy

ProWorks" means new solutions to old problems.

ProWorks and Lotus’ 1-2-3" combine for the winning

strategy—a strategy that marries the raw power of 1-2-3

with the consistency, speed, and flexibility of ProWorks.

They’re the perfect mates, saving you valuable time that

can be focused on analyses and solutions—today, not

next week. Instead of spending time setting up and

building models, use the strategy that wins—ProWorks,

business and personal applications for today’s

professional.

ProWorks software series includes:

Executive Assistant, Key Business Measures,

and Business Forecasting.

Reston Computer Group

Reston Publishing Company, Inc.

A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 22090

For more information call us at:

(800) 336-0338

ProWorks is a trademark of Reston Publishing Company.

1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.

©Reston Publishing Company. Inc. CIRCLE 806 ON READER SERVICE CARD



START-UP PLANNER

remainder of the model is concealed with

lopsided chevrons. We are. of course,

using the feature of the VisiCalc program

that inserts this row of “greater than”

symbols to indicate that the location has

It is useful when you

have long columns
of figures to be able

to identify the

largest.

overflowed with a value too large to be

displayed.

The simple formula in every location

is

@IF( Switch=l, value, 1000000

000 )

Narrative: @IF(asterisk is there, insert

value from the original matrix, otherwise

insert one billion!).

Now, with absolute cool, one can

switch on the first line, review it for the

audience, add the next line, and so on.

There is one problem with this method

—

any vertical@SUMS are not going to

“switch on” until all the components have

come on. The presence of even one billion

in the column above them won’t let them.

This can be solved, however, with an @IF
statement. Can you figure it out?

Identifying the Biggest

It is very useful when you have long

columns of figures to be able to identify

the largest, or the top four, or even add a

ranking according to size. This is especial-

ly useful in an application like our illustra-

tion model when the "winner” can

change with every change in the start

month sequence. In a presentation, to have

the top numbers highlighted makes it eas-

ier to explain them or see the effect a

change has had.

In Figure 5 you can see a section of the

model that would be placed to the right of

the area that produces the figures to be

ranked. The process is one of eliminating

in successive columns the top value in the

preceding column, until you are left with

none. For this we use the @MAX func-

tion in the VisiCalc program.

The formula in the first location in the

FIND 1 column is

@IF(P33 =@MAX(P33 . . . P4

0). 0 , P33

)

Narrative: If the value in the preceding

column is the largest ((a'MAXimum) then

insert zero, otherwise just move the value

forward. As you can see in FIND 1 , the

largest value in the preceding column (the

original TOTAL CONTR.) has disap-

peared and has been replaced with zero.

Each FIND column performs the same

function on the preceding column (don’t

try and /Replicate the first column if, like

us, it is some distance away from the

Ranking Area because your “Relatives”

won’t work in the succeeding columns.

You can of course /Replicate the second

column, FIND 2, when you have struc-

tured it).

The formula in the RANK column is

(@SUM(S33 . . .Y33)/P33)+l

Narrative: Add the row across, divide by

the original value (which will tell us how
many columns it appeared in) and then add

one. This last addition is necessary

because we found the largest right away,

in FIND 1 , and therefore there is a row of

zeros for it.

Just to demonstrate a practical use for

the function you can see in Figure 6, we
have added a couple of columns to our

original model, called RANK and PRIZE

FUND. We carried over the rank from the

Ranking Processor, and displayed the top

four by using one asterisk for the top, two

for the second, and so on. This was done

with the following formula, which needs

no narrative:

@IF( Rank< =5,0, Rank

)

The prize fund is an amount intended to

pay the four winning territories. (I know

it’s not fair on late starters, but I just

wanted to illustrate a use to which a rank-

ing could be put, and also use

@CHOOSE, which we have neglected a

bit. You can figure out a sensible way to

use it when you add it to a model in your

own PC!)

What we have done is decide that the

winning salesperson will get a bonus of

2% of territory sales, the second 1.5%,

third 1 .0% and fourth half a percent. The

formula is:

@IF( Rank> . 99 , P58*@CH00SE
(Rank, .02, .015, .01, .005) ,0)

Narrative: If the Rank is greater than .99

(which will eliminate all those unranked),

multiply the territory sales by the value

@CHOOSEd using the rank as an index.

In the case of 1 , we will multiply by .02, 2

by .015 and so on.

These last utilities were all developed

Kankiri)

Processor

l rijqu l res
llte-calc)

404HO0
639600
394400
440600

167200
2 i 2000

404600 4O4600

394400
440600
202950
1672)40

212000

394400 394400

202950
167200

212O0O

202950
167200

212000

202950
167200

212000

Figure 5: This section of the model produces the figures to be ranked.
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by VisiCalc program users in the course of

their daily work. They were “discovered”

by the user having a need for an end result,

and making the program do it. We some-

times feel that there is nothing the VisiCalc

program cannot do, as we tackle new and

different requirements. An exaggeration

of course, but there is much that the pro-

gram can do that at fust glance seems

impossible. The secret lies in being com-

pletely comfortable (dare we say expert?)

in all the VisiCalc functions, to the point

that you can review each of them in your

mind when seeking an end result.

Excerptedfrom Executive VisiCalc for the

IBM Personal Computer by Roger E.

Clark copyright ©1983, by permission of

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. All

rights reserved.

! Recalc required
for Rank & Prize

DEC
TOTAL

CONTR. RANK
PRIZE
FUND

110000 1078000 * 21560
46000 404800 **** 2024
82000 639600 ** 9594
58000 394400 0

76000 440800 *** 4408
41000 202950 0

38000 167200 0

53000 212000 0

504000 3539750 0

Figure 6: A practical use: salespeople are ranked and the four winning territories receive

prizes.

MatchPoint/86 was created especially to enable IBM-PC users to take advantage of the many
business application software programs that are available in the popular CP/M-86 format.

INTERACTIVE FILE COMINGUNG. One of the main features of MatchPoint/86 is

"FileComingling™". It allows you to call for information stored in CP/M-86 format and use it while

operating in PC/DOS.

ONLY $99°°

Call your local Dealer or Order Direct:

(800) 235-7049 (800) 235-2394 [CA]

Also Available on Victor and other

MS-DOS Machines

American ^
GompuSoft
23113 Plaza Pointe Dr

Laguna Hills, CA 92653

714-472-8186

Match Point/86™
Lets You Run
CP/M-86™
Programs On Data
Files On Your
IBM-PC Without
CP/M-86 Software
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SOFTWARE/RICHARD H. ZANDER

Fancy Printing

With FancyFont
SoftCraft has produced a software package that will

allow you to transform your inexpensive Epson printer into an

advanced dot matrix machine.

T he new advanced dot matrix print-

ers provide near letter-quality

print, which (if you don't look too

hard) is practically indistinguishable from

that of the daisy wheel typefaces. These

machines also produce draft-quality dot

matrix type, which though less readable,

is generated at a much higher speed. How-

ever, dual-purpose high-density matrix

printers cost up to $2,000 or more, and

Fancy Font

SoftCraft

8726 Sepulveda, #1641

Los Angeles, CA 90045

(213) 821-8476

List Price: $180

Requires: 128K RAM, two disk drives,

Epson or IBM dot matrix printer.

CIRCLE 799 ON READER SERVICE CARD

many users may not want to make the

investment. Those of you who own inex-

pensive printers now have an alterna-

tive—a program from SoftCraft called

Fancy Font. Written in C language, this

software system is a "personal typesetter”

that transforms an Epson printer into an

advanced dot matrix machine with re-

markable flexibility and sophistication. It

takes advantage of the ability of the Epson

printer to space vertically at lAis-of-an-

inch intervals and passes the printhead

across each line about six times to achieve

the "letter-quality” look. The price you

pay is speed. It takes about 8 minutes to

produce a 40-line page using Fancy Font

with an Epson MX. But the result is letter-

quality print that is as good as or better

than that of the $1,000 advanced dot-

matrix machines.

Fancy Font also has the ability to print

in many different fonts and to generate

special characters. (A font is a set of alpha-

numeric characters of a particular typeface

and size.) You can add foreign characters

to each of the already-prepared type sets,

called font files, that are included in the

software or create your own fonts from

scratch . Fancy Font also has powerful for-

matting abilities.

The program comes on four single-side

diskettes, which provide 19 different files

of 95-character ASCII fonts, which you

can use as they are or modify in any way

you choose. Nine additional partial fonts

(upper and lowercase alphabetics), a huge

(97,922-byte) database of miscellaneous

characters, and three programs, Pfont,

Efont, and Cfont, which print, edit, and

create fonts, respectively, are included.
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FANCY FONT

3'tvnccj S'tyni/tahc Sans Serif

rftyrifU Slanted Sans Ser/f The quick brown fox: Roman
The quick brown fox: Roman Bold

Ileishey Greek: The quick brown foz Italic

'Hie quick brown fox Sans Serif

Hershey Cyrillic:aOBTfleXCSM The quick brown fox Slanted Sans Serif

0916 (English

10 graphics 5?©<?^

3b*/ f^ui/ob (yrou^rv cforijil

lllljf quirk broum fox: (!Mbr English

Figure 1 : Examples of typefaces and graphics available from the Fancy Font Hershey

character database.

Mix and Match Fonts

To use Fancy Font for printing, you

write text with any word processor and

embed single characters with a backslash

(\), which will control formatting. You

can select up to ten different fonts per print

run. The embedded format instructions

include those for underlining, line center-

ing, flushing a line to right, setting line

justification on and off, moving to top of

next page, moving down a given distance

from current position, moving to a given

vertical position from top of page, moving

to next tab, spacing to the right horizon-

tally by '/tar of an inch, spacing right a

certain distance from the current position,

inserting in the text up to ten different

strings or current page number or current

filename, and few other indicators. Using

the word processor, you format the text to

the number of characters you want in a

printed line. Then save the text to a file

and print it with Pfont. This program's

interactive mode will prompt you with

questions, or you can give the program a

command line in DOS, such as

[A> Pfont B: TEXT. TXT +F0
R0MNB18 R0MN12 0LDE11 +NF
+ TB.5 +LM.75 +LW7.5 + SP .2

+HL "\F2Zander\c\s#\r\uFancy

Font\u"+RD L]

This example tells the printing program to

print B file TEXT.TXT using 18-point

Roman bold where indicators for font

number 0 are embedded in the text, 12-

point Roman as font 1, 11 -point Olde

English as font 2. It also tells it not to put a

header line on the first page, to tab .5 inch,

to create a left margin of .75 inches and a

line width of 7.5 inches, to space .2 inches

between each line, to use a header line

printed in font 2 with my name on the left,

to center the page number and to flush

right the underlined words Fancy Font,

and finally, to print the program in the

second fastest rough draft mode. Com-

mand lines can get very long and typing

them accurately is tedious if you wish to

specify a large number of the 26 possible

formatting parameters as something other

than their default values. The command

lines themselves can be saved as files to be

invoked again, and you can add or delete

parameters as you perfect your print job in

the draft mode. The command line then

would be given simply as a reference to

the command file:

A> Pfont <B: TEXT . FFI

.

Additional command parameters include

those for footing line strings, (strings of

words that can be substituted in text by

inserting the letter s after the backlash indi-

cator) and controlling top and bottom mar-

gins, heading and footing margins be-

tween top of page and string, total page

length, pause between pages for insertion

of paper. They also control the use of

Epson fonts (you can embed indicators for

any of the nine), and formfeeds, and allow

you to indicate initial page number and

first page to begin printing, as well as to

concatenate files without page break.

Efont

You can put almost any foreign charac-

ters and mathematical symbols into the

prepared fonts by using the Efont editing

program. You transfer specifications for

particular characters to separate word pro-

cessing files and modify them with your

word processor. The character is dis-

played on screen with asterisks represent-

ing the dots of the matrix, and you just

add, move, or delete asterisks to form a

new character. A print feature lets you test

what you have made. Values that reflect a

character's size are given in the upper left-

hand comer of the screen, and, when you

change a character's size using Efont, you

must change the value to reflect the new

size. For instance, if you add an umlaut

( )• the size of that character will

change. This detail is easy to overlook and

can cause strange character placements.

Every font has a fixed length, so to strobe

your newly created character, you must

insert it in place of another character that

you are not using. Characters such as the

at sign (@), the ampersand (&), and the

carat (") are good choices. Efont provides

a command that allows you to do this.

Presto! You have created yourown special

language or math font.

Inventing Special Fonts

The Cfont program lets you create an

entirely new font using Fancy Font's ver-

sion of the 1 ,594-character Hershey (Na-

tional Bureau of Standards) database (see

Figure 1), which includes, among other

things, the Greek and Cyrillic alphabets,

graphic and musical notation symbols.

You match up the index numbers of the

Hershey characters with those of the

ASCII code your keyboard recognizes,

and Cfont will generate a complete font

file for you. In order that your new font

will match other fonts in size, a special

command allows you to change the

dimensions of the characters, 1 managed to

work up a complete Greek font this way,

but my new font forced wider spacing
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1000

vs.
THE BANK.

Savings you can take to die bank: 200
MB only $2,195. CORVUS is proud to

introduce the BANK.
It's the most dramatic breakthrough

in lowcost, high capacity mass memory
systems since CORVUS introduced the

Winchester disk for microcomputers
in 1979.

The BANK'S removable tape car-

tridges hold up to 200 megabytes of_

information.That's equal to 1000 double'

density floppies or 10 times the

capacity of the largest hard

t Urti

16 A «

disks commonly available for micro-
computers. You can use the BANK to

complement a Winchester disk. It has

19 times the capacity.

And the BANK'S cartridges are re-

movable for unlimited capacity and
storage.

On-line archival back-up you can
bank on.You can use the BANK as a

random access archival device.

Ifyour Winchester disk fails, you
can restore selected volumes

without having to restore the entire

contents of the hard disk.

The BANK Is the perfect solution

to your back-up storage problems as a

shared storage device on OMNINET"—
the leading Local Area Network for

microcomputers.
Call CORVUS for the name of the

dealer nearest you. We're sure you'll

smile. ..all the way to the bank.

For more information contact:

CORVUS SYSTEMS, 2100 Corvus Drive,

San lose, CA 95124, 1-800-4-CORVUS.
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Gorvus
THE NETWORKING COMPANY

The BANK connects to various brands of computers using OMNINET Local Area NetworkTRANSPORTER™ Interface cards The BANK Is currently available for theCORVUS CONCEPT and the IBM PC.

CORVUS.THE NETWORKING COMPANY, the BANK. OMNINET, CORVUS CONCEPT and TRANSPORTER are trademarks ofCORVUS SYSTEMS. INC IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of

International Business Machines.



TECMAR’S SUPER PRICES!

MEMORY
PARALLEL PORT

CLOCK/CALENDAR

SERIAL PORT

PARALLEL PRINTER CONNECTORCAPTAIN
TECMAR’S TOP OF THE LINE MULTI FUNCTION BOARD
Provides maximum memory expansion to 640K for the PC .

Performs eight (8) key functions in one (1) expansion slot.

•0 to 384K MEMORY • fully socketed for easy
user upgrade in 64K blocks.

• CLOCK/CALENOAR - battery-powered to main-
tain date and time while computer is on or off.

• SERIAL PORT • to connect to modem or printer

with full IBM PC compatibility.
• PARALLEL PORT • fully compatible for stan-

dard IBM Parallel Printer or compatible
printers. Cable and connector included.

• RAMSPOOLER SOFTWARE (included) • enables
printing to become a background task, freeing

your PC for other functions.

•SPEED DISK SOFTWARE (included) - simulates
high speed disk drive in RAM, from 5K to 512K
in IK increments. 50% faster than a Winchester.

•AUTOTIME SOFTWARE (included)-

automatically enters correct date and time
each time the user powers up the computer.

• OPTION • inexpensive PAL chip enables user
to restrict availability of information on a ‘need
to know’ basis or to limit access to proprietary

software.

$349 Unpopulated
Memory

$424f64K
$499/1 28K
S574/192K
S649/256K
S724/320K
S795/384K

WAVE & BOSUN" for your IBM PC/XT
WAVE”
S299/64K $449/1 92K
S379/128K S499/256K
WAVE (Its Into a short slot In the IBM PC/XT.

BOSUN (Its Into a short slot In the IBM PC/XT.
The following features are the same as Captain
described above: • RAMSpooler Software
• Clock/Calendar • Autotime™ Software
• Serial Port • PAL Option
• Parallel Port • Cable and Connector

Tecmar boards have:
•COMPATIBILITY WITH IBM PC AND OTHER
LOOK ALIKES.

• Full one year warranty
• GUARANTEED 72 Hour repair turn-around

THESE TECMAR PRODUCTS ARE DELIVERABLE
NOW!

BOSUN
$1 95 00

Tecmar, Inc.

6225 Cochran Road
Solon (Cleveland), Ohio
Phone: (216)349-0600 Telex: 466692

TEGU/4R1

SERIAL PORT

PARALLEL PRINTER CONNECTOR

CIRCLE 502 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• 64K to 256K MEMORY • fully socketed for easy
field upgrade in 64K blocks.

The following additional features are the same as
Captain described above:
• RAMSpooler tm Software
SpeedDisk™ Software

BOSUN™



TECMAR’S GRAPHICS MASTER:
It adds graphics to your IBM Monochrome
Display or 16 high-resolution colors

to your color monitor!

Text or high-resolution graphics
on the IBM Monochrome
Display

Amazing new resolutions on
standard color monitors

Complete emulation of IBM’s

display adapters

On standard low-scan color

monitors:
• 640 horizontal x 400 vertical in

16 colors
• 720 horizontal x 480 vertical

graphics in 4 colors.

On the IBM Monochrome Display:

• 720 horizontal x 700 vertical

• 25/50 lines of 80 characters

Graphics Master can do much
more. In all, over 30 different

display modes can be used on
standard monitors, and over 25
on the IBM Monochrome Display.

With certain
monitors, you can
achieve super-
high resolutions

like 512 horizon-

tal x 420 vertical

in up to 16 colors

without interlace.

Graphics Master is equipped
with a full 128K of on-board
display buffer memory. In low-

resolution modes, extra memory
isn't wasted. You can divide it up
into alternate display screens or

use it for general data storage.

Graphics Master retains com-
plete compatibility with the IBM
Monochrome and Color/

Graphics Adapters. Use it to ac-
company or replace one or both
of the IBM cards.

Graphics Master
will run with all

IBM software for

the Personal

Computer, in-

cluding BASIC’s

graphics
commands.

With Tecmar's Video Cassette

Recorder Controller, you can
overlay Graphics Master images
on videotaped material with an
external mixer.

Call or write tor further informa-

tion. Our new address is:

TEGkMR
6225 Cochran Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
Phone 216-349-0600/Telex 466692
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FANCY FONT

between lines than 1 wanted there to be.

I called SoftCraft for help and spoke to

Bill Overman, who, with Robert Fenchel,

wrote Fancy Font. Overman explained

that changing the size of Hershey charac-

ters in Cfont does not automatically

change the top and bottom blank point val-

ues on your screen. These have to be

changed by a command function in the

Efont edit program. The current manual

doesn't explain this problem but future

versions will.

Future releases of Fancy Font are cur-

rently underway and will be made avail-

able to present owners for a nominal

update fee. The first, which will be out

shortly, is a special IBM PC version that

bypasses the high information-checking

overhead, which slows down the program

when running under DOS. 20. This ver-

sion is also compatible with the Gemini

The manual is set

entirely in Fancy
Font typefaces.

printer. A second revision, which will be

available later this year, will provide word

wrap, backspacing, and overprinting ca-

pabilities, and will allow for variable set-

tings of the left margin.

The manual is 100 typewriter sheet-

sized pages in length and is set entirely in

Fancy Font typefaces. It looks attractive

and reads well, explaining the details of

the program operation clearly. However,

it would have been useful if the manual

supplied detailed runthroughs of sample

operations. Fancy Font is complicated and

using it may be difficult if you don't read

the instructions carefully or if you are a

sloppy typist. Fortunately it is set up so

that most operational commands have

default values. The program recovers

from your blunders, so the trial-and-error

method is a fun way of exploring Fancy

Font's capabilities. In addition, help

screens are available at all points where

users could become easily confused.

A Professionally Typeset Job
What’s special about Fancy Font? For

a nominal investment you can turn your

clunky Epson into an advanced dot matrix

printer. The Roman fonts are clear, the

print quality is even and aesthetically

pleasing. The italic fonts are a bit fuzzy

and hard to read, but you can modify them

if you wish. The Roman bold, sans serif,

slanted sans serif, and Olde English faces

reproduce nicely. The super- and sub-

script font characters are well-propor-

CALL TOLL
1-800-528-1054FREE

GOmPUICT WAREHOUSE
QUADRAM
Quadlmk
Quadboard 64K

Quadboard 256K
Quadboard II 64K
Quadboard li 256 K
Microfazer(ME16) 16K

Microlazer (ME32) 32K
Microfazer (MSS16) 16K
Microfazer (MSS32J32K

F-io Parallel

8510 Parallel (Prowriter)

85 10SP(Prowriter SP)

Computer International
Daitywriter 2000 w/48K

Comrex
CR-2

Datasouth
DS180

Diablo
630 RO
630 ESC/IBM
P-11

DTC
380Z

Inforunner
Riteman

$ 449
$ 249
S 389
$ 249
$ 389
$ 129
$ 149
3 149
S 179

PRINTERS
IDS
Microprism 480
Prism 80
Prism 80 Color

Prism 132
Prism 132 Color

Juki
6100

Epson
All models

NEC
PC-8023A
PC-8025
3610
3550
7710
2010
2050

Okidata
82A
83A
84P

$ 480
9iieo
31348
31310
31SOO

Call

Call

S 383
3 369
31363
S1710
S1900
3 783
$ 910

S 395
S 550
S 973
S 420
S 700
32020
$2299

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
HAYES

Smartmodem 1 200B $430
PRINTERS
Olivetti
Praxis 41 (w/mterface)

2300 Ink Jet

Qumo
1140w/IBM interlace

Silver Reed
EXPS50P
EXP500

Star Micronics
Gemini 10X
Gem.ni 1 5X
Delta 10

Tally
MT 160L w tractors

MT 1 SOL w /tractors

Spirit 80

Toshiba
PI 350 Parallel

S 839
$ 319

3 379
S 389

Call
Call
Call

Cai!
Call

PRINTERS
Transtar
120P
130P
1315

DISKETTES
Maxell
MD-2(QTY 100)

SCOTCH
5X DS/DD(QTY 100)

COMPUTERS
Hyperion
Single Drive System
Dual Drive System

MODEMS
Hayes
Smartmodem 1 200B

S 449
$ 669
S 449

S 390

S 300

$2329
S2669

COmPUTER
WAREHOUSE

2222 E. Indian School Rd. • Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054

Order Processing & Other Information: 602-954-6109

Store Hours: Tue-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1 Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1

Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer s warranty Please add *8.00 per order for shipping Prices & availability subject to change
without notice Send cashier s check or money order all other checks will delay shipping two weeks.
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FANCY FONT

tioned and clear. The script fonts are

attractive, too, but 1 haven't found a use

for them myself. You maintain complete

control over all the Epson fonts. The for-

matting capabilities are superb. 1 edit a

newsletter for a local botanical society and

use Fancy Font to produce camera-ready

copy that looks like it’s been professional-

ly typeset.

There are some significant problems,

though. Since Fancy Font uses a graphics

mode, it must give the printer 1 byte for

every 120th of an inch, which translates

into about 90.000 bytes per page. It may

be nice to know you have one of the hard-

est working software programs on the

market, but this also means that you can't

use a spooler (unless you can spare 88K
for print buffer per page). And, a spooler

certainly would be useful here. Four char-

acters a second (eight with an Epson FX)

is about six times slower than letter-quality

speed for advanced dot matrix printers.

You get 8-, 10-. 1 1 -, 12-, 18-, 20- and

40-point sizes in the Roman typeface.

Since the fonts have proportional charac-

ters (for example, the letter i is much nar-

rower than the letter m), the 12-point size

doesn’t quite fill a line on a sheet that is

8'/2 inches wide. The people who prepared

the good-looking Fancy> Font manual used

a fancy word processor to put about 85

characters on each line, but most users will

have word processors with only 80 col-

umns. The problem isn’t so serious that

you can't live with it, and, fortunately,

SoftCraft promises both fixed-width fonts

and larger 14-point fonts in future versions

of its product.

Since the characters in each font are

usually different widths, it is impossible to

accurately gauge the printed length of a

line of characters on your monitor. As a

result, justification is a guessing game,

and you must expect to run a couple of

rough drafts to crop those lines that are too

long. The word wrap feature, available in

future versions, should take up some of

the slack. In any case, the problem doesn't

occur that often: maybe one line for every

two pages.

The print quality of Fancy Font is as

good as that of the best advanced dot

matrix printers. And for $180, instead of

the $2,000 you would pay for an advanced

dot matrix printer, it offers a lot of fancy

fonts.

Richard H. Zander is curator ofbotany at

the Buffalo Museum of Science. He uses

the IBM PC for word processing, data

management, and scientific research ap-

plications in his work.

Our new Optimizing
Compiler controls
Charlie-

Like a Puppet
on a String!
Take control ol Charlie with

our new Optimizing = C86™
C Compiler...now available

for the IBM PC-OOS and the

MS-DOS operating systems.

• Faster/tighter code
• Standard object module format

• Compile time switch for big machine addressing

• Compile lime switch to produce in-line 8087 code
• Increased performance for our I/O library

• MS-DOS version 2.00 I/O library

• Expanded manual with numerous examples
• Librarian for maintenance of MS-DOS libraries

• Optional assembly source output

The C86 Compiler Diskette and Manual are still

only $395. See your local dealer or call Computer
Innovations for information or to order.

= C86™ C

Computer Innovations

10 Mechanic Street

Suite J-505
Red Bank. N.J. 07701
(201) 530-0995

"They Say It All...

We Do It All!”

Visa and MasterCard accepted

C86 is a trademark ol Computer Innovations, Inc CPM 86 and MPM-86 are

trademarks of Digital Research MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft

PC DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines
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PC LOGO™ IS HERE!

The Logo language for the IBM®PC is here. PC LOGO is a

full implementation of Logo including word and list capability

as well as turtle graphics. Since PC LOGO incorporates much
of the syntax of Logos available on other computers, it is easy

to learn. Yet PC LOGO goes far beyond other versions of

Logo by taking advantage of the extra features of the IBM PC
including function and arrow keys and provides a greatly

enhanced editor.

A complete tutorial for beginning users and a full reference

manual have been written for PC LOGO by a consortium of

Boston-based Logo experts.

PC LOGO features include:

• Program and Utility Disks *Runs with IBM DOS
• Complete Tutorial and Reference Manuals

• Full peripheral communication capability

• 64K expandable to 128K • Function keys defined

$ 1 99.95 complete

(Dealer Inquiries Welcome)

To order PC LOGO, contact: Harvard Associates, Inc.

260 Beacon Street

Somerville, MA 02143

(617) 492-2999

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Coip.
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FilePlan.Orga
a spreadsheet organ

Here's the first electronic filing system that

lets you see the big picture. On the IBM PC
and most personal computers

Like a spreadsheet, File-

Plan"
1

puts data in rows and
columns. You can scroll over

your entire worksheet to see

everything.

Type in any information you need to

file and update—customer lists, expense
records, addresses, projects due, pen
sonnel records, purchase orders.

It's easy because FilePlan works
like you think. You don't have to set up a

program. Just plunk in the data, then decide

how you want to sort it, update it, retrieve

it, combine it, display it on the screen and
print it out. A menu of actions is always

available. Help is a keystroke away.

If you'd rather see one entry at a time, just flip

into “forms" mode. You can enter data either way.

The information is totally under your control.

Say you've made a file of customer orders with

amounts and dates. FilePlan will automatically re-sort the

list with every entry

Then, before your next trip to Cleveland, you can:

List everyone in Cleveland who ordered within

the last six months.

Exclude anyone whose order was under $500.

Rank the customers by their total orders.

Print out mailing labels. Formats are easy to set up
with MemoPlan” or any word processor.

Have FilePlan generate a personalized letter to

special customers so they know you're coming. It's far

easier than using a typical "mail merge" program.



nizes your files like
izes your numbers.

ET : 0RDERS83 LIST PRESS TAB KEY FOR HELP

PHONE

205-342-8900
313-256-7865
216-345-7296
212-333-6600
216-561-9428
216-974-4278
303-444-4400
32-48-654-81
316-985-6738
817-667-3475
716-589-5732
613-982-7454
209-865-7773
313-363-4951
681-826-6469

CITY/ST8TE
:cz= 4======

SELHA , AL

DETROIT, HI

CLEVELAND, OH

NEH YORK, NY

CLEVELAND, OH

CLEVELAND, OH

PUEBLO, CO
TOKYO, JAP

WICHITA, KS
FT WORTH, TX

ROCHESTER, NY

DAYTON, OH

TURLOCK, CA
DETROIT, HI

FT SNITH, AK

DATE t

rss$ssss :

04 / 01/83
04 / 02/83
04 / 19/83

04 / 22/83
04 / 22/83
04 / 24/83
04 / 24/83

04 / 26/83

04 / 30/83

05 / 04/83

05 / 09/83
05 / 14/83

05/ 14/83

05 / 19/83

05 / 26/83

That's just a start.

FilePlan eliminates most

mistakes—or helps you
correct them. If you for-

got to include a category

need more room for a field,

you can make changes any

time. For someone who's

inexperienced

at data entry,

just specify

for instance, nothing

Report

prompts and limit the kind of data allowed

except five numerals under "zip code"

FilePlan even transfers data through our Link Module to

MicroPlan,'Chang Labs' renowned financial planning spreadsheet.

You can pull sales figures from FilePlan, then do your pro

jedions with MicroPlan.

Just about anything you can imagine doing with infor-

mation, FilePlan will do for you. Easier than you imagined.

See for yourself. There's a dealer nearby who'll give

you a demonstration.

Chang Labs, 5300 Stevens Creek Boulevard,

San Jose, CA 95129. (408) 246-8020.

/- ajffi •

ChangLabs
The family of software solutions

'IS et s 7= ts

t:

1

1

£

t * i *

lL
-

Available only from qualified dealers

Call toll-free for the name of the

nearest Chang Labs dealer

(800) 972-8800
In California: (800) 831-8080

c 1983 Chang Labs
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Only one
program handles

all your funds

and investments

and trusts

and partnerships

and business ledgers.

One. Alone.

Only MoneyTrack lets you—or your secretary—keep your

books for all accounts, business and personal, with one
program. All funds, investments, trusts, and all your

business ledgers. Everything. Simultaneously.

Only *MONEY’TRACK> does it.

No other financial program for personal computers can

do it. You'd need two, three, maybe four; and you’d still

have to tease and trick them into doing the things

MoneyTrack is already programmed to do easily.

Even then you wouldn't enjoy MoneyTrack's great-

est benefits. Because having everything in one program

gives you unmatched flexibility.

For instance, only MoneyTrack lets you do a cross-

analysis of both business and personal income and
expense. You can track tax-sensitive accounts— like

interest income/expense and capital gain/loss—across

every one of your ventures.

This, and much more—only with MoneyTrack.

Is =MONEY=TRACK» for you?

/
For you, MoneyTrack is not only the best program,

it's the only one that makes sense.

What's more, you don't have to know anything about

bookkeeping, and the very minimum about computers.

MoneyTrack’s "big system" programming takes care

of you.

Find out— free.

MoneyTrack is under $350. And to know what it's worth,

you must see how much it does for you.

Nothing easier. You can get a free, no-strings,

interactive teaching demonstration of MoneyTrack at any
ComputerLand—and many other computer stores. Just

go and ask.

Or call us, and we'll arrange it for you.

Pacific Data Systems, Inc., 6090 Sepulveda Blvd.,

Culver City, CA 90230. (213) 559-8713.

It's specifically designed for those with multiple sources

of income, varied interests. The entrepreneur, investor,

business manager, general partner, developer; those with

a small business, farm, retail store, professional practice.

ASK FOR

MONEY=TRACKs

Runs on IBM PC • XT • Displaywriter

Digital Rainbow 100 • IBM PC compatibles
Others to be announced soon

I‘\(I1K
DataSystems,Inc.
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The Ultimate Adventure Game

©

^FINALLY!! . . . The ultimate space adventure has arrived and
Eawaits your challenge. Prepare yourself to overcome insur-

nmountable odds, as you and your trusted droid attempt to solve
lithe mysteries of this desolate planet. MAELSTROM-IX will

asatisfy the appetite of the most discriminating competitor. A
iXrue adventure game designed by adventure enthusiasts for you
sand your IBM PC. We will say no more.!!

j/uimmiT /oftiuprc. nine.
”.0 . BOX 886 • LEE'S SUMMIT, MISSOURI 64063

Please send Maelstrom-IX 0 @ $39.95 each.

Check or Money Order

Visa MasterCard

Card No. Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip

Mo. Residents add 5%% Sales Tax
Dealer Inquires Invited.
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FINANCE/LISA HARBATKIN

Financial

Services \bu
Can BankOn
You can transfer funds, check balances, and even dabble

in the stock market with your PC and two new
on-line systems from Irving Trust and E.F. Hutton.

F inancial planning can be conve-

nient and profitable for users of the

IBM PC, thanks to two new sys-

tems that apply the capabilities of the

microprocessor to the daily business of

money management. Huttonline, from

E.F. Hutton, and micro/CA$H-Register,

from Irving Trust Company, are two com-

puter-based money-handling services

available to PC owners nationwide.

Medium-sized and larger businesses

will be interested in the money handling

and account reporting capabilities of the

Irving Trust system. E.F. Hutton’s service,

Huttonline, allows clients to access the

firm’s computers for up-to-the-minute per-

sonal account and investment information.

An On-Line Cash Register

Irving Trust’s micro/CA$H-Register is

a money management system with a

growing range of capabilities. It’s the

intelligent terminal version of the bank's

dumb terminal system, simply called

CA$H-Register, and it was developed

specifically for use with the IBM PC.

Micro/CASH-Register is a boon to

multinationals and to any business, insti-

tution, or financial organization with over-

seas offices or business ties. It’s accessible

from anywhere in the world where there is

a local time-sharing network with satellite

or common carrier connections. Trans-

mission is at 1200 baud. Users pay for

micro/CA$H-Register on a per-instruc-

tion basis. There are no license charges or

monthly maintenance fees.

The system’s current capabilities in-

clude funds transfer, account reporting,

and transmission functions. If the morn-

ing’s opening balance report shows a $5-

million payment logged in overnight, the

money can be deposited immediately into

an interest-bearing account, for example.

And since all reporting is up-to-the-minute
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Unlock the Full Power
of Lotus 1-2-3'

1-2-3
The KEY!™ 1-2-3™ is a

set of 1-2-3 macro programs
that helps you process data-

bases in 1-2-3 worksheets

faster and easier than ever

before. Its simple and logical

menus put 1 -2-3 ’s powerful

analytical tools at your
command, while reducing

your keystrokes by up to

90 percent.

You define the results

you want with just a few

keystrokes. The KEYII 1-2-3

takes care of the details.

Also New From
Lighthouse Software

TUTOR IV™l-2-3™an
easy-to-understand tutorial

guide covering selected

1-2-3 features in depth.

Ask for the KEYII 1-2-3

andTUTOR IV at your
dealer.

Lighthouse
Software.

P.O. Box 15, Hilton Head Island, SC 29938

(803) 785-4949

KEYII, TUTOR IV and Unlock the Full Power
are trademarks of Lighthouse Software Corpora-
tion. KEYII 1-2-3 requires 256K, two disk
drives and Lotus Release 1A. TUTOR IV re-

quires 192K and Lotus Release 1 A. KEYII 1-2-3

and TUTOR IV operate on the IBM PC, XT and
all 100% IBM PC-compatible computers. Lotus
and 1-2-3 arc trademarks of Lotus Development
Corporation. IBM PC and XT are trademarks
of IBM Corporation. Price for KEYII 1-2-3 is

$ 189.00. Add $5.00 per order for shipping and
handling. South Carolina residents add 4% sales

tax. Dealer inquiries invited.
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A screen from Vlewtron, E.F. Hutton's electronic Information service.

at any time, virtually any place in the

world, whoever is at the office and author-

ized to enter the system can make a trans-

fer 24 hours a day.

The main menu is accessed by inserting

the master program diskette in drive A and

the transaction file in drive B and entering

your passwords. If you have a color mon-

itor, micro/CA$H-Register offers a dis-

play with prompts, menu items, entries,

and column/row headings in different col-

ors. The monochrome display uses differ-

ent shades and intensities. For example,

prompts and error notices show up in pink

in appropriate places on the color display;

they’re a lighter shade of green on the

monochrome version.

The various micro/CASH-Register

screens offer good, clear prompts, includ-

ing directions for the PC’s function keys.

Four of the keys are permanently

assigned, while the rest change from menu

to menu. F8, for example, is always

“yes,” and F9 is always “no.” This

assignment holds for all languages (for-

eign languages, not computer languages)

spoken by users around the world who will

be tying into the system.

The Main Attraction

The main menu is divided in half, with

most of its intelligent functions on the left

side and most of its “dumb terminal”

functions on the right. The left side fea-

tures a funds transfer package, which

allows off-line preparation prior to trans-

mission. You can also get balance report-

ing from start-of-day onward, including

the previous day’s account activity, as

well as close-of-day reports on electroni-

cally processed debits and credits, includ-

ing funds transfers, automated letters of

credit, and foreign exchange and loan

transactions.

Additional capabilities that will join the

funds transfer package on the left, or intel-

ligent mode, side of micro/CA$H-Regis-

ter's main menu are slated for early to

mid-1984. Foreign exchange/deposits,

collections, securities, documentary cred-

its, and treasury management already have

option selection numbers on the menu.

The right side of the menu is mainly for

housekeeping, maintenance, and several

dumb terminal functions. Administration,

which includes setting security and pass-

words, is first on the list, followed by the

dumb terminal system, CA$H-Register.

Dumb mode capabilities include balanc-

ing checks, accessing anything in CA$H-

Register, and accessing other banks’

dumb systems. Data transmission, an

intelligent function, is the third option on

the right. The user can also store repetitive

(regularly made) funds transfers through

an option on the right side of the menu.

Finally, there is start-of-day processing

and return to system.

The most useful and convenient of the

main menu options currently available is

the funds transfer package. Selecting

funds transfer from the main menu gives

you seven new options. You can enter a

nonrepetitive or repetitive transfer, verify

a specific transfer, batch-verify several

transfers, display a transfer, display a

transfer report, or list items by status.

This last option lets you call up a list of

all items you processed during the day so

far, showing item number, amount, sta-

tus, and reference number. Displaying a

transfer report will provide all the data on a

specific transfer, including addresses of

receiving and account parties, amount,

status, reference numbers, payment de-

tails, and bank information.

If you want a report at the end of the

day. micro/CASH-Register will get you

ready for tomorrow by summarizing clos-

ing book balance, closing balance avail-

able, and available balance for the next

business day for each account.

Once you’ve set up a transfer and have

gone on line to send it, it’s received, pro-

cessed, and confirmed within seconds. Its

completeness and off-line entry capabili-

ties make the funds transfer package what

Irving Trust senior vice president Samuel

Newman says it is, “the first of its

kind.”

Need Help?

If you run into trouble in setting up or

sending a transfer, you can talk ’til your

(continued)
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heart's content to the console operator at

Irving Trust's headquarters in New York,

and at no extra charge. In many cases you

can type your problems directly into the

system and get back an immediate answer

with the solution. If the operator happens

to be away from the console (it’s staffed

24 hours, but more lightly at night when at

least some of New York City sleeps) or if

you're using a language other than

English, you may have to leave a message

and wait for an answer. More staff will be

added as the service expands.

A useful feature of micro/CASH-Reg-

ister is that it lets you enter and verify both

repetitive and nonrepetitive transfers be-

fore transmission, and it provides immedi-

ate status reports on all items entered, ver-

ified, and sent. This off-line entry cuts

transmission costs; whether the small

amounts thus saved are of any great

importance to a company making million-

dollar transfers is debatable. Items not yet

verified appear on the screen with a note to

the effect that they're still awaiting

action.

Clearly, with all this money changing

hands, or, more accurately, changing

machines, good security is essential. The

Irving Trust system provides several levels

of increasing security, with the customer

deciding which company employees can

perform which operations. The system

then assigns identification numbers and

passwords accordingly. If a company

chooses, it can assign as many as three

passwords to each of its employees. Cus-

tomers can change ID numbers and pass-

words as often as they wish. If they don’t

change their numbers on their own within

a given period of time, the system will

refuse to admit them, in effect forcing

them to change. Text authentication of

customers' messages during transmission

provides an additional level of security.

Information about micro/CASH-Reg-

ister is available by contacting Kenneth J.

Soldwedel, vice president of the Irving

Trust Cash Management Department, at

(212) 487-6300.

Brokerage for Breakfast

If you like your cash balance with your

breakfast bacon, E.F. Hutton can serve it

up. The country’s second largest broker

has beaten the competition to the ticker

with the first commercially available

home brokerage package that's offered by

a brokerage house.

Huttonline is a videotex service that

allows Hutton clients 24-hour, seven-day-

a-week access to the firm's computers for

updates on their accounts, research infor-

TAX$ IMPLE™ ^
IT IS INTELLIGENT: It analyzes the client’s tax picture, suggests the forms you should fill out%\
IT IS A POWERFUL TOOL FOR PLANNING AND PROJECTING: With the TAX$IMPLE~ you

can make various assumptions and test various strategies like “What if I income average or

do not income average" in a matter of seconds. It has 1040 and sixteen other forma

IT DOES ALL THE CALCULATIONS FOR YOU: Change any entry and all the entries on the

form are immediately revised. It also transfers relevant information to other forms.

IT IS USER FRIENDLY:
• It is menu driven.

• It has full screen editing capability for entering tax information.

• It has scratch forms for storing raw tax information.

• It has split screen capability that will let you project, simultaneously, on the screen any
one of the forms and any one of the scratch pads.

IT IS A COMPLETE TAX RETURN PREPARING TOOL: Prepare your tax returns using either

overlay transparencies or multicopy perforated IRS forms or official IRS forms.

The cost of TAX$IMPLE" — 1983 $200

Call or write for details:

AJV COMPUTERIZED DATA MANAGEMENT, INC.
44 Center Grove Road, Q-7, Randolph, N.J. 07869 • (201) 989-8955

®AJV 1 983
We Accept VISA and MasterCard.
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TumYourPC IntoAn ibmXT

TheSIGMA DesignsHard Disk Kit

Makes It As Simple As...

Why pay $3000 more for the

XT? For much less, the Sigma
Hard Disk kit gives you a bet-

ter, faster drive, and comes
complete with mounting hard-

ware, user's manual, and BIOS
for DOS 2.0. Available in 10

MB and 15 MB.

MOUNT THE
HARD DISK

With a fast access time of

68 msec ,
our drives are

designed for trouble free

operation. Plated media,
dedicated shipping zone for

heads, and built-in shock
mounts, let you move, even
drop the disk without data

loss. The sound mechanical
design and built-in air

circulation system keep
the drive cool.

INSTALL THE

CONTROLLER CARD

Designed to support up to

two Winchester Drives, the

controller will handle 10 MB,
15 MB and larger. Provided

with bootable BIOS on EPROM
for PC 2 and with nonbootable
BIOS on diskette for PC 1.

SECURE AUXILIARY
POWER SUPPLY

The power supply connects
to the auxiliary outlet of your

PC. Plug your monitor into the

external power supply’s own
outlet. Power is still controlled

by the PC's on/off switch.

‘IBM is a registered trademark
of IBM Corp.

= SIGMA DESIGNS, INC. CIRCLE 401 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2990 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 496-0536 Telex 171240



InByNine
OutByFive

It's an executive's dream. From a lifeless heap programmed on-screen much as an artist

ot charts, tables, diagrams and data comes paints on canvas. And, tor the first time, auto-
a full color, comprehensive, three-dimensional matic reproduction of35mm slides is possible
slide presentation in one working day. with breathtaking accuracy
The most impactful, pertinent, and concise TheVX Series, functioning as a co-processor

analysis of your complex data — on-screen to virtually any host computer, delivers the first

computer-generated color graphics— is trans- truly affordable in-house color graphics pre-
lated lor presentation to35mm color slide film sentation capabilities to the business world,
and ready for processing the same day With on-board software, hardware line and
TheVX Series from Vectrix. seen here tailored arc generation, built-in command set and

specifically for the IBM PC* can create high character generation from a user-friendly for-

resolution superior quality presentation graph- mat — Vectrix can color every business pre-
ics for thousands and thousands of dollars sentation a success for less money than you
less than ever before possible. No other color ever imagined. For specifications and tech-
graphics machine near this price offers 512 nical data on the VX Series, and additional
colors per pixel from a palette of over 16 million. featuresand options, call toll free- 1-800-334-8181.

The VX Series from Vectrix has a versatile Vectrix Corporation 1416 Boston Road,
paint program, allowing color images to be Greensboro, North Carolina 27407
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mation, and investment briefs. They can

send messages to their account executives

as well. From nearly anywhere in the

United States, a local call will get you

your portfolio positions, cash and margin

balances, and open orders, as well as the

status of Asset Management Account and

Asset Reserve Account check-writing,

and other transactions. It's up to date at all

times, saving clients the wait for an end-

of-month statement.

Huttonline’s chief competition is

TradePlus, an independent service now

seeking affiliation with brokers (see

"TradePlus: Your PC's Seat On The

Stock Exchange," PC, Volume 2 Number

1). TradePlus does allow you to place

immediate orders, but the cost for this ser-

vice is much higher than the cost of Hut-

tonline, especially if you want up-to-the-

minute quotes.

A Funds Transfer printout from Irving

Trust’s micro/CASH-Reglster.

Huttonline charges $25 for sign-up and

$17 a month for unlimited use, in addition

to any fees charged by the videotex oper-

ators who will be providing network

access. In most of the country, this will be

CompuServe. South Florida users will dial

into Huttonline via the Viewtron system,

operated by Viewdata Corporation of

America, a Knight-Ridder subsidiary.

Viewtron customers will pay $12 for the

whole Viewtron service, while Compu-

Serve customers will get Hutton only.

Transmission is at either 300 or 1200

baud, depending on your equipment.

At present. Huttonline is primarily an

information service, with lots of room for

more capabilities—and mote are planned

for the future. The ability to place orders

with it is limited at best.

Hutton's research shows that what

(continued

)
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Make Your First Impression Your Best

Finally... Computer Paper

Products delivered to your doorstep

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

STOCK TAB $099*
O'* perthousand*

$25°6*

COMPUTER 9V4" xll" 18 lb. Bond Case of 3 thousand*

PAPER
(other sizes and weights
available - Call for prices) •Plus UPS

LOW PRICES ON:
• Letterheads
• Envelopes
• Business Forms
• Checks
• Labels

All custom designed

on continuous paper

Plus high quality

printer accessories!

CALL TOLL-FREE

1 -800-556-4455
SAME DAY SHIPPING /OTN

VISA'
IF ORDERED BY 2 PM (MasterCard)urn V3C/

PRESTIGE ENVELOPE &
PAPER CORP.

15445 Ventura Blvd. P.O. Box 5973-372
Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

"The finest name in paper and business forms
"

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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most of its customers want is an up-to-date

information retrieval system that provides

the latest data on their accounts. Custom-

ers still prefer to talk to their brokers

before placing orders; in any case, Hutton-

line is not intended to replace personal

contact with a broker.

can currently be accessed through Hutton-

line. Commodities are not yet on the sys-

tem, but they will be added. The service

provides your portfolio value and the sta-

tus of your investments as of the close of

the last trading day, plus transactions over

the last 30 days, cash and margin bal-

ances, open orders, and dividends and oth-

er incomes. The service is especially use-

ful if you’re writing checks on an Asset

Management or Asset Reserve account.

Both can fluctuate widely with market

changes, so it is important to know your

balance.

The other major Huttonline services are

briefs and summaries of Hutton research

and investment reports. If you want more

information on a topic than the screen pro-

vides, you can order the full brochure via a

message to Hutton and it will be delivered

within a few days.

You Talk, Hutton Listens

Aside from some minor differences in

the way the menus are set up, the only

major difference between Huttonline on

CompuServe and Huttonline on Viewtron

is in communications. On both services,

you send your messages to Hutton directly

on Huttonline. However, since Viewtron

has its own communications capability,

Hutton will write to you at your Viewtron

mailbox.

You can send messages to your broker

and to Huttonline operators. Hutton does

not encourage transactional messages and

expects that most electronic chitchat

between customer and account executive

will be along the traditional information-

seeking and advice lines. However, some

limited buy/sell orders can be given. You

can direct your account executive to “sell

at market," for example, but you can’t

direct him to “sell at 50,” because he may
or he may not be there at the time the stock

hits 50.

“It’s not for time-sensitive orders,”

said Lee R. Greenhouse, assistant vice

president for videotex and personal com-

puting services. “The research we’ve

done says that people want information.

All stock activity in all your accounts

The MICROWRITER
Daisy Wheel Printer.

Price $680
Features:

• Microwriter parallel interface mounted internally in the Olivetti Praxis machine • Built in self test

• Portable...comes with deluxe carry case • Low noise level • Slim modem styling • Print quality

is identical to the finest office typewriters on the market • Can tab • Rule single lines both vertically

and horizontally • Underline • Print at 10, 12, or 15 characters per inch (switch selectable) • Ten
character memory automatic error correction, with lift-off carbon film correction ribbon (for

typewriter use) • Automatic or programmable page formats • Handles letter, legal size sheet and
fanfold paper in widths up to 12 inches wide • 165 character/12 inch print width • Wide selection of

21 interchangeable daisy print wheels available • Ribbon cassettes just drop in • Switch selectable

European keyboard • Centronics compatible parallel cables are currently available from stock

With the Microwriter you will never again have to send an important letter or a simple correspondence

that doesn't look impressive. Why settle for just any printer when you can have a

MICROWRITER a fine letter quality typewriter for you and your computer. For more information,

see your local computer dealer or contact Ammicro directly.

<£DmmD®dL
122 East 42 Street, Suite 1700, New York, N.Y. 10168

(212) 254-3030
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They want to talk to their brokers before

deciding and ask them what they think.”

At some point most of the major brokerage

houses are going to be providing electron-

ic access, and decisions will have to be

made about whether these services will

allow direct placement of orders. For now,

though, Huttonline's main advantages are

the immediacy of its information and the

ability to use it at your convenience.

“We're getting away from the constraints

of market hours and the broker’s office

hours,” said Greenhouse.

Huttonline has a second communica-

tions channel that goes right to the people

operating the service. It lets you tell Hut-

ton how you feel about the various fea-

tures of the service and what other capa-

bilities you’d like to see it have. You can

also make suggestions for improvement.

Hutton also sends you, through menu

options, information on the service itself,

with user tips, news on what’s been added

to the system, and summaries of com-

mands and service descriptions. This ser-

vice can be accessed through the Compu-

Serve version's “Information Menu” or

the “User News” option on the Viewtron

main menu.

The Password Is . . .

You access Huttonline with a two-part

password. One part is an identification

number assigned by Hutton, and you

choose the second code; it can be alpha,

numeric, or both, and you can change it as

often as you wish. If you have more than

one account with Hutton, you can assign

different passwords to each. You must call

Hutton to change the password. The sys-

tem will cut off erroneous password

entries after a certain number of logon fail-

ures. As a further security precaution,

Hutton monitors the system constantly and

looks for unusual usage patterns.

Like the home banking systems now in

various stages of development, Huttonline

can be expanded in several directions.

Users can already write checks, and a for-

mal bill-paying system could easily be set

up. Other services could put Hutton in

competition with banks, which might well

take their own services in the direction of

brokerage.

A few years down the line, we may

well be doing all our financial tasks, from

budgeting to banking to investment, on

one comprehensive, electronic, financial

services system.

Computer Supplies

for the Small Business

In running a small

business, you just

'

don't have time to

run around for

supplies. Pryor Is

the easy way to

order top quality

computer and word
processing supplies,

no matter where you .

are. We offer a full line

1l
Full line computer supplies since 1050

of supplies, from ribbons

and forms and print-

wheels to furniture and
4. even personal computer

software . . . over 1600
* “ items in all. . and

£ everything's in stock.

'[You can expect instant

turnaround of all

orders, even overnight

express if you wish.

Over 67.000 customers rely on Pryor every day.

Call toll-free for your own catalog now.

1-800-558-6866
CIRCLE 262 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Infoscope ...

Its magic
happens
right before

your eyes

Infoscope is o Trodemorfo

of Useiview Corp

with demonstration "scripts"

and sample doto so you con

sit bock and watch it do its

stuff without doing o lot of

tedious doto entry.

Infoscope helps you create

"Scopes" to display doto — win-

dows on the screen that grow,

shrink, move around, and
overlap, while showing you just

the information you wont to see.

As you work with it, Infoscope

adopts to your level of expertise.

Its "choice-driven" approach

mokes it easy for o new user to

get up to speed, but it doesn’t

Thirty minutes with your new
computer ond Infoscope, ond
you con be showing off— en-

tering information, sorting it,

displaying it, putting it to work in

ways you never dreamed
possible.

Infoscope, a revolutionary new
program for dynamic information

management, opens up the

potential of the personol com-

puter. It's usable and useful

even for a beginner, but it'll

never get in the way in the

long run.

From the first minute you

use it, you’ll discover

some very interesting

applications. It comes

entangle an expert in a maze of

menus he doesn't want to see.

In short, Infoscope is os simple or

as complex os you want it to be,

ond it does virtually any infor-

mation management chore you
want it to do.

Dut you have to see it for yourself.

Infoscope is available for most
popular 1 6 bit microcomputer

systems. Ask for a demonstration

at your local computer store, or

write us for details.

Microstuf, Inc.

1845 The Exchange. Suite 140
Atlanta. Georgia 30339

(404) 952-0267
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/Sgg^OPEN
SYSTEMS
430 Oak Grove
(612) 870-3515

Minneapolis. MN 55403
TWX 910 576 1743

Anyone familiar with book-
keeping can get up and run-

ning with

The SOFTWARE
FITNESS PROGRAM.
We run on more than 50 of

the best known computers in

If your bottom line is your

top priority, today and to-

morrow. we've got solutions.

Ask for a demonstration
from your local computer
dealer.

Call toll-free

800/328-2276
for the name of a local

dealer.
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Looking for on-track

accounting solu-
tions to increase
your company prof-

its? Look to the soft-

ware champion . .

.

The SOFTWARE
FITNESS PROGRAM.

Our competition
can't come close.

Since 1974, we've
built a track record

as the pacesetting supplier

of comprehensive, interac-

tive accounting solutions for

more than 40,000 customers
worldwide in 200 different

types of businesses. Whole-
salers . . . distributors . . .

manufacturers ... job shops . .

.

retailers... accounting firms...

businesses like yours.

the industry. Our
products include
training disks and
owner manuals that’ll

put even a compu-
ter novice at ease.

And, whatever your
accounting needs,

we’ve got the most
advanced software
you can buy—one
that’s designed to

become more power-

ful as your business

grows.



“ADD UP TO 512K RAM, ASYNC AND
SYNC COMMUNICATIONS, ACLOCK
AND PRINTER SUPPORT-UPTO FOUR
I/O PORTS IN JUSTONE SLOT?”



“YOU CAN WITH PERSYST.”

The Persyst Time Spectrum.
It’s the most powerful and
expandable multi-function

PC board you can buy.

A Persyst Time Spectrum™
multi-function board can make
any personal computer work
better.

Whether you own an IBM PC or

XT. Or the IBM compatible
Compaq or Columbia.

There's even a Time Spectrum
board for the Texas Instruments

PC.
With Time Spectrum, you can

combine up to six powerful

functions— plus two advanced
software programs—on just one
board. And get performance and
features like nothing else.

For the IBM PC, Compaq and
Columbia, maximum capability
in minimum space.

For example, Time Spectrum is

the only multi-function board that

lets you expand your IBM PC from
64K up to 512K RAM. Add a
calendar clock. Add as many as
two RS-232 asynchronous
communications ports, or two
synchronous and one
asynchronous communications
port. Plus print spooling and as
much as 320K of RAM disk

memory.
Up to four I/O ports— in just

one slot.

How did we do it?

With the Cliffhanger™ A unique,

RFI-shielded connector system
that solves the problem of

tying two or more I/O ports to

peripheral equipment like a
printer or modem, without

consuming two or more slots.

And only Persyst has it.

The Time Spectrum Cliffhanger™

So ingenious, it's patented

What's more, expansion
functions can be plugged right

onto the Time Spectrum board.

Or added with Versapak™
piggyback modules. So you can
add exactly the capability you
need, when you need it.

Extra flexible expansion for the
IBM XT.

For the IBM XT, Time Spectrum
not only delivers exceptional one-
board expansion capability, but
extra flexibility, too.

First, we designed Time
Spectrum so you can add the

RAM you want without having to

fill the memory rows on the XT
mother board.

And with Time Spectrum plug-

in expandability, you can continue

to add functions as you add
requirements.

Start with basic memory and a
calendar clock. Then add another
asynchronous communications
port. Parallel printer port.

Additional memory. Or any
combination of functions.

With Persyst, the choice is

yours.

And now, one-slot capability for

your Texas Instruments PC.

Now there's even a Time
Spectrum multi-function board for

your Tl PC. With it, you can add
up to 512K RAM, two serial ports,

calendar clock and light pen
port— capability to handle even
the most complex and difficult

computing functions.

And still only consume one slot.

The Persyst Time Spectrum
board.

Maximum expandability now.

And quality and versatility so you
can keep on expanding later.

See your IBM or Tl PC dealer

and insist on Persyst.

Persyst Products, Personal

Systems Technology, Inc.,

15801 Rockfield Blvd., Suite A,

Irvine, CA 92714. Telephone:

(714) 859-8871. TWX: 467864.

Connect a modem
through a aerial

mmijntcabons port

and you can link your
PC to the world of

telecommunications

RAM and communications
expansion modules are

easily snapped onto the

Time e—

Calendar clock It comes
I/O with a live year,

with rechargeable battery

Optional features are Double-face wipe sockets
socketed on the board, for with beryllium copper
maximum flexibility in contacts hold component
expansion leads firmly m place

THE TIME SPECTRUM BY PERSYST
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THC Graphics

Card for IBM PC/

XT Vou've been
waiting for !!!

MR
Using a single expansion slot (tie MVlfX CHAIRMAN replaces

the IBM monochrome display/parallel printer adapter and

color/graphics adopter card. In addition, the MVLCX
CHAIRMAN is fully compatible with all PC/XT software for

monochrome, color graphics and alpha-numeric modes.

That's right no changes and no modification required to

your software to incorporate IBM standard graphic modes
on most monochrome monitors.

Move up 1

uiith these

Special enhanced I

Features: :

On card characterRAM I

THC MVLCX CHAIRMAN
CARD FCATURCS:
• Grcphics on IBM monochrome
monitor

• Shades of green on

monitors

• Graphics on color moni
• Parallel printer interface

• Can support non-IBM monitors

for custom definition of character set.

Graphic modes are supported on IBM monochrome or

color monitors.

Up to 16 shades of green on monochrome monitors.

320 x 200-16 color graphics mode.

640 x 200 - 4 color graphics mode.
640 x 400— B/UU graphics mode.

A MVLCX software library on
diskette supports enhanced
features and is included.

Full emulation ofIBM's display adopters,

without modification or additional software.

CORPORATION • 5217 N.UJ. 79th Avenue
33166 • 1-305-592-9669.

• Dealer inquiries invited.

IBM is o registered trademark of International Business Mochines Corp.
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When you can’t personally be there, only the

clearest typed correspondence should be your substi-

tute. With a PowerType Daisywheel printer your docu-

ments look highly professional And so do you!

PowerType. It's "typewriter friendly." Using a

simple drop-in ribbon cassette, it bi-directionally

types executive quality correspondence at 18 cps

with a print wheel that holds 96 flawless characters

Designed for personal or business applica-

tions. PowerType's carriage accepts paper that ranges

from letter to legal size, from fanfold to roll to cut

sheet. You can set right and left margins, vertical and

horizontal tabs.

Plus, of course. PowerType has both serial

and parallel interfaces to enable it to connect to just

about any personal or business computer

So the next time you’re going face to face

through the mail, rely on PowerType It will help you

make a professional impression. And that’s always

very becoming.

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
Computer Peripherals Division

PO Bo* 612186. Dallas. Ft. Worth Airport. TX 75261 (214> 456-0052
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MARKETPLACE/STEVEN ARMBRUST

Software With
Manual Appeal
A technical writer tells how some simple tactics can help

software producers upgrade the appearance of their

documentation to make their products the buyers choice.

Y ou're searching through the

shelves of a personal computer

store for just the right software

package, possibly a word processor or a

database manager. There are many prod-

ucts to choose from, so you don't want to

make your decision lightly, especially

with software prices that range up to $500.

You finally narrow down your choice to

two products that, according to the sales-

person, have roughly equivalent features.

How do you decide which one to buy?

The first thing you do is look at the

manuals. When you pick up the manual

for product A, you notice that it is similar

in size to the IBM PC manuals—small

and easy to carry. It has an attractive hard-

cover binder with stenciled lettering, and it

is boxed like the PC manuals for easy shelf

storage. You open the manual and discov-

er typeset text, multicolored printing, and

large, informative headings.

In contrast, the manual for product B

does not come in a binder. It consists of

8'/2-by-l 1-inch pages stapled together at

the side. When you open this manual, you

discover that the text was produced on a

dot-matrix printer and that the pages are

faded photocopies of the originals.

Without looking any further—without

reading the manuals and without trying the

software on the store's machine—which

product are you more likely to pur-

chase?

This example illustrates a tangible ben-

efit of good packaging. Given two similar

products, a customer will purchase the one

with the higher-quality appearance. And

since diskettes look pretty much alike,

customers often turn to manuals to evalu-

ate the quality of a software program.

How can manual writers put quality

—

or at least the look and feel of quality—

into the manuals they write? This article

describes some of the methods I have dis-

covered in my own line ofwork as a writer

of technical manuals.

Good-looking Is User-friendly

The documentation that accompanies

the IBM PC manual was widely praised

upon its release, and today, people contin-

ue to find it well-written, easy-to-use, and

accurate. Why?
If you examine the PC manuals closely

(don’t just read the Guide to Operations',

look at Appendix C of the DOS manual
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LIFELINE puts your personal computer in the executive suite

— the same tasteful surrounding you demand for yourself.

Designed for the IBM PC, XT, IBM Expansion Chassis and

the Dec Rainbow, the LIFELINE Tower will unclutter your

working area by housing your system unit beside your desk—
not on top of it

The LIFELINE Tower is available in solid walnut solid oak,

or a textured finish that matches your PC. Other types of hard

woods, finishes and side panels are available from our special

order shop.

To accompany the LIFELINE Tower, matching monitor and
printer stands have been designed. The printer stand fits over

the LIFELINE Tower, or can be placed on your desk. The
monitor stand tilts and swivels to whatever position you desire.

Monitor and keyboad extension cables are also available.

The LIFELINE Tower ... a personal computer's executive

suite.

Ask for the LIFELINE Tower at participating dealers, or order

directly from Lifeline Information Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 766
Sandy, Utah 84091 801 566-5340.

lb
LIFELINE
M=ORMAUON

IBM Trademark IBM Carp. SYSTEMSINC

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dec Rainbow Trademark Digital Equipment Carp.



MANUAL APPEAL

too), and compare them to similar kinds of

manuals, you'll find that there’s not too

much difference in the quality of the writ-

ing. The PC manuals contain their share of

passive voice and confusing half-sen-

tences. So why are people convinced that

the PC manuals are great? There are three

primary reasons.

First, viewed from the outside, the PC

manuals are attractive and professional.

They come in sturdy binders with match-

ing boxes that promote convenient shelf

storage. The binder and box colors are

subdued earth tones, which blend easily

into any setting.

The effect of the packaging is subtle,

but certain. The manuals look expensive,

authoritative, and friendly. The manuals

look so nice that you almost want to cud-

dle up before a cozy fire and pour over

them.

Second, upon opening the PC manuals,

you discover that the text is typeset and

that color distinguishes displays and

example commands from the remainder of

the text. These features provide the man-

ual with a professional and authoritative

look that reinforces the good impression

you formed earlier. Though the use of col-

or means little in terms of the manual’s

content, it provides a “finish” that can be

meaningful to a potential buyer. The main

purpose of color as it is used in the PC
manuals is to make the information easier

to follow. A reader may conclude from

this that the writers of the manual have

done other things—such as providing

clear, accurate instructions—to make the

documentation easy to use.

Third, when you read the IBM manu-

als, you notice that each page contains

small, digestible pieces of information

broken into small sections or numbered

steps. The typeface is large, and there is

liberal use of white space.

Limiting the amount of information on

a page reduces the confrontation factor a

reader experiences when turning to the

page. A page containing paragraph after

paragraph of closely typed text is intimi-

dating. But a page containing a lot of

white space looks easy to read, especially

if there are useful section headings to

break up the information into small,

understandable topics.

The writers of the PC manuals under-

stood that it’s easier to comprehend sever-

al small, simple things than one large,

complicated one. Therefore, they divided

procedures into small, simple steps. Each

step is easy to comprehend.

Learning from IBM
If you are in the business of producing

manuals, what can you leam from the PC
manuals? If you have significant financial

resources, you can invest in handsome

packaging as IBM did. Several compa-

nies, such as 1US with EasyWriter II and

Lotus with 1 -2 -3 , used boxed manuals

with packaging that is almost identical to

IBM’s.

But binders and boxes are expensive

—

more than $5 a manual. Typesetting can

cost several thousands of dollars, and col-

or adds to the already expensive costs of

printing. Often, small companies barely

have enough money to produce their prod-

ucts; expensive production costs for man-

uals are beyond their means.

But there are ways to keep the costs

down and still produce manuals that put

readers in a good frame of mind before

reading.

First, you can use pages that are the

same size as those in the PC manuals (S'A-

by-8'/2-inch) or a similar size (VisiCorp

uses 6-by-9-inch pages in its VisiCalc

manual). Small-sized pages cost less to

print than 8 ‘/i-by- 1 1-inch pages (although

you may have to print more of them), and

they give the reader a much better impres-

sion of your product. If you print your

manual on standard 8'/2-by- 1 1 -inch paper,

you give the reader the impression that

you ported the product from another sys-

tem and modified it to run on the PC. This

means, according to some, that your prod-

uct is inferior to those developed especial-

ly for the PC.

If you compromise on page size, users

might wonder what else in your product

Diskette
Drive
Alignment!

ReadiScope
ReadiScope is a comprehensive

diagnostic program that analyzes the

current status of a diskette drive.

A drive can be tested in seconds
without removal. Adjustments to head,

spindle hub alignment, and rotational

speed can be made in minutes without

special equipment.

Floppy drive testing and
alignment

No special equipment
needed

Drive can be tested while

installed:

-Under normal operating

conditions

-Saves removal time

Results presented graphically

Fast-1 minute for general

checkout

Works with single or double

sided drives

Ideal for use by:

-retail stores

-repair shops
-multi-PC user's

-PC clubs

-users with critical data

Includes special

diagnostic diskette

Requires 48K IBM PC with one op-

erating drive. Uses monochrome or

graphics display. $295 including

special diagnostic diskette.

Call about our other programs for the

PC:

• Read(Writer

Powerful text formatter that is

compatible with GML and SCRIPT

• List & Letters

Mailing list option for ReadiWriter

e ReadiTerm

Flexible communications program

Visa, Mastercard or MO. Add $3 for

shipping. In CT, add 7.5% tax

Call 203-431-3521 or send your order

now to:

ReadiWare Systems, Inc.

Box 680E, W. Redding, CT 06896
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dBASE dBASE
WINDOW He*‘ DOOR
PRODUCTS FOR THE FUTURE-

AVAILABLE NOW!
dBASE WINDOW Is a full-fledged dBASE II Application Generator.

Working from your design, dBASE WINDOW generates and runs record

keeping applications of all kinds, quickly and effectively. Just draw your

input screen and report formats and dBASE WINDOW will create your

application for you.

dBASE DOOR Is a new product for those who only require the report

generating capability of dBASE WINDOW. dBASE DOOR can be used
with existing dBASE II command files and databases, providing the

most powerful report generation available for dBASE II. If you own
QUICKCODE or AUTOCODE, you need dBASE DOOR!

dBASE WINDOW and dBASE DOOR have the unique capability to build

upon a relation between two independent databases. Here’s how:

Job Records

ADDRESS FIRST NAME LAST
NAME EMPLOYEE

NUMBER
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER

Personal Records

Any two databases can be linked by a common field. In this example,
the field ‘last name’ establishes a relationship between the personal

records file and the job records file. Using dBASE WINDOW or dBASE
DOOR, you may now print reports which contain data from both

databases!

Compare the features of dBASE WINDOW with any program generator:
• Any number of databases may be present in an application

• Up to five indexes per database
• Real time interactive queries
• Built-in powerful free form report generator,

also available separate'y as dBASE DOOR
• Uses two databases in one report

• Easy to add custom code when necessary to meet
special needs.

Requirements: CP/M® and dBASE II 2.3B; CP/M-86® or PC-DOS and
dBASE II 2.3D. Disk space required for dBASE WINDOW 400K or more.

dBASE WINDOW Is $249, dBASE DOOR is $149, either manual only $20
(manual price will be credited toward future purchase of program).

HjlCIE

Tylog Systems, Inc., 9805 S.W. 152 Terrace,

Dept pc, Miami, Florida 33157(305)253-5942
To Order: Call today or send check, full name and
address, telephone number and disk format.

Credit card buyers send card number and expira-

tion date. We accept COD, VISA, Mastercard and
prepaid mail orders. Add $5.00 shipping except

for prepaid mail order for program. Florida

residents add 5% sales tax.

dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton Tate. CP/M* and CP/M-86* are

registered trademarks of Digital Research, Inc. Quickcode and
Autocode are trademarks of Fox & Geller and Stemmos Ltd.

Dealer and Distributor inquiries invited.

MasterCard and Visa accepted.
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MANUAL APPEAL

you compromised. Also, use the best-

looking binding you can afford. If possi-

ble, supply loose-leaf pages with a three-

ring, hard-cover binder. If that’s too

expensive, try to find a less-expensive

three-ring binder. A manual with loose-

leaf pages is easier to update with change

notices (a subtle hint to your users that you

intend to support them with updates).

If supplying a three-ring binder is too

expensive, consider perfect binding,

which is less expensive than supplying a

separate binder, but still attractive. With

perfect binding, pages are glued to a spine.

Paperback books are perfect-bound, as

well as some large magazines (PC, for

instance). Although a perfect-bound man-

ual is hard to update, it gives the favorable

impression that your manual is a finished

product and not subject to revision.

Another alternative is saddle-stitching.

Saddle-stitching uses double-sized pages

that are folded in half. Staples at the line of

the fold keep the whole thing together.

Magazines such as Time and Newsweek

use saddle-stitching. Saddle-stitching is

usually cheaper than perfect binding, and

it looks almost as nice. However, there is a

limit to the number ofpages a saddle-stitch

manual can contain (usually 50 or 60

pages, depending on the thickness of the

paper). But saddle-stitched manuals also

are hard to update.

You should consider stapling your

pages together at the side (side-stitching)

only as a last resort.

Cover and Type Style

Regardless of the kind of binding you

choose, select a cover that is attractive and

appropriate for your product. Unless your

product is a game or a children’s product,

use subdued colots. Avoid using just black

and white.

Avoid using drawings of people or

familiar objects in your cover unless the

drawings are very stylized. Drawings of

familiar objects are seldom perfect repre-

sentations. Readers often notice this and

frequently form a negative impression of

the product.
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Encounter REVELATION
For $950, Revelation Software by

Cosmos will give your PC capabili-

ties that no microcoputer has ever

had before. Through a versatile,

high performance Relational Data
Base Management System
developed by Cosmos, Revelation

will give your microcomputer ail

the power and sophistication

of a minicomputer.

Revelation features a data base
with variable-length fields and
records, (up to 64K), and unlimited

files and accounts. Rle size is

P. 0. Box AH, Morton, WA 98356

limited only by disk size.

Also featured: A powerful,

hybrid programming language.

A fourth generation applica-

tions and program generator

Our programs write programs!

Communications functions

that give your PC the power to uti-

lize applications, programs, and
data from thousands of existing

mainframe and minicomputers.

8087 math chip support

Revelation coexists with

MS/DOS™ or PC/DOS™ 1.0,11,

COSMOS
CIRCLE 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2.0 versions, and is compatible

with the IBM PC? XT1? COMPAQ™
Corona™ Columbia Multi-

Personal® and the Eagle 1600™.

Its also compatible with mini-

computers utilizing the PICK

Operating System™ Minimum
configuration requires 320K
memory and 8087 math chip.

MS/DOS" of Microsoft
Corp IBM PC Registered
TM of International

Business Machines Corp
COMPAQ" of COMPAQ
Computer Corp PICK

Operating System* of

PICK SYSTEMS Eagle
1600" of Eagle
Computers Corona PC"
of Corona Data Systems
Columbia Multi-

Personal" of Columbia
Data Products Inc

Telephone 1-800-422-2511

Inside Washington 206-496-5974



Wouldn't it be great ifyou could

use your IBM®PC to tap into vast

resource libraries across the country?

To transfer files to your partner

upstate? Or from your broker, down
the street?

Its possible. All you need is a

modem, to connect your computer
to others. Down the hall. Or thou-

sands ofmiles away.

Hayes Smartmodem. Hunk of it as

your computer's telephone. Hayes
Smartmodem 300.™and the faster

Smartmodem 1200.™ allow you to com-
municate over ordinary phone lines.

But any modem will send and
receive data. Smartmodems also

dial, answer and disconnect calls.

Automatically. And without going

through the telephone receiver

making them far superior to acoustic

coupler modems.
Choose your speed; choose your

price. The lower-priced Smartmodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps and
communicates at 300 bps. For longer

distance and larger volumes. Smart-

modem 1200 operates at baud rates

of 300 or 1200. with a built-in selector

that automatically detects transmis-

sion speeds.

Both work with rotary dials,

Tbuch-Tone® and key-set

systems; connect to most time-

snaring systems; and feature

an audio speaker.

Smartmodem 1200B™is also avail-

able as a plug-in board. Developed
specifically for the PC. it

comes packaged with Hayes'

own communications soft-

ware, Smartcom II?
1

Smartcom II. We spent

a lot oftime developing it, so

you can spend less time using it.

Smartcom II prompts you in the

simple steps required to cri

send, receive, display, list, r

create,

send, receive, display, list, name and
re-name files. It even receives data

completely unattended—especially
helpful when you're sending work
from home to the office, or vice versa.

Ifyou need it. there's always "help:’

This feature explains prompts, mes-

sages, etc. to make communicating
extra easy.

With Smartcom II, it is. Case in

point: Before you communicate with
another system, you need to "set up”

your computer to match the way the

remote system transmits data. With
Smartcom II. you do this only once.

After that, parameters for 25 dif-

ferent remote systems are stored in

a directory on Smartcom II.

Calling or answering a system listed

in the directory requires just a few
quick keystrokes.

You can store

lengthy log-on

sequences the

same way. Press

one key. and Smartcom II automati-

cally connects you to a utility or infor-

mation service.

®Hayes



Smartmodem 300. 1200 and 1200Bare FCC approved in

the U.S. and DOC approved in Canada. All require an

IBM PC with minimum 96K bytes of memory: IBM DOS
1.10 or 1D0: one disk drive: and 80-column display.

Smartmodem 1200B. (Includes telephone cable. No
serial card or separate power source is needed .)

Smartcom II communications software.

NOTE: Smartmodem 1 200B may also be insulted in the

IBM Personal Computer XT or the Expansion Unit.

In those units, another board insulted in the slot to

the immediate right of the Smartmodem 1200B may not

clear the modem: also, the brackets may not fit properly.

If this occurs, the slot to the right of the modem should

be left empty.

And. in addition to the IBM PC.

Smartcom II is also available for

the DEC Rainbow™ 100. Xerox

820-IIT
M and Kaypro II™ personal

computers.

Backed by the experience and
reputation of Hayes. A solid

leader in the microcomputer in-

dustry. Hayes provides excellent

documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all

hardware. And full support from
us to your dealer.

So see him today. Break out of

isolation. Get a telephone for your
personal computer. From Hayes.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.

Inc.. 5923 Peachtree Industrial

Blvd., Norcross. CA 30092.

404/441-1617.
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Smartmodem 300. Smartmodem 1200. Smartmodem 1200B

and Smartcom II are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer
Products. Inc IBM is a registered trademark of Interna

Donal Business Machines. Corp Touch-Tone is a

registered service mark ofAmerican Telephone and
Telegraph Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation Xerox 820-11 is a trademark of Xerox

Corporation Kaypro II is a registered trademark of

Non Linear Systems. Inc

©1983 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc

MANUAL APPEAL

Your company logo is important, too.

A familiar-looking logo placed in a famil-

iar spot on your manual can build confi-

dence in your product.

If you can afford to typeset your man-

ual. do it! Typesetting is probably the best

thing you can do to build a reader's con-

fidence in your manual.

Typesetting costs vary depending on

the area of the country in which you live,

the number of complicated tables and fig-

ures in your manual, and the number of

pages in the manual. A 100-page manual

could cost two to three thousand dollars.

To keep your typesetting costs down,

look for vendors that accept word process-

ing diskettes as input to the typesetting

equipment. This saves you the cost of

rekeying your manual, and it also saves

you the trouble of proofreading the entire

book after the typesetter returns it to you.

Many typesetting vendors now have the

ability to read PC-formatted diskettes and

interpret WordStar files.

If you look at your production costs as a

whole, typesetting is not as expensive as it

seems. Typesetting gives you true propor-

tional spacing, and the clarity of typeset

characters allows you a smaller typeface

than dot matrix or letter-quality printers

provide. Therefore, you can get more

information on a typeset page without

making the page look crowded.

When you consider that a print shop

charges you by the page (let's suppose 2

cents per page for this example), you can

see that a 100-page manual that is reduced

to 70 pages by typesetting costs $1 .40 to

print (versus $2.00 for the nontypeset ver-

sion). If the typesetting costs $2,000. you

can defray all the cost by printing 3,334

manuals. If this seems like more manuals

than you will ever print, consider that by

printing 1 ,500 manuals, you defray almost

half the cost.

A Word about White Space

Whether or not you typeset your man-

ual, you can still make it more attractive to

your readers by effective use of white

space.

There are many tricks you can employ

to increase the white space, but three that

are easy to incorporate into manuals are

bullets, numbered steps, and breakouts.

Bulleted information is set off from the

remainder of the text with spaces, inden-

tation, and heavy black dots (usually low-

er-case o’s filled in with black ink).

Use bullets to list a series of items for

which order is not important. For exam-

ple. you can use bullets when listing the

important features of your product, the

required hardware, or the topics of an

upcoming section.

Numbered steps, like bullets, are used

when making lists of things. However,

you should use numbered steps when the

order of the elements in your list is impor-

tant. Numbered steps are used most often

for hardware assembly instructions, soft-

ware installation procedures, and sample

user sessions. In these kinds of documen-

tation. the numbers break up complicated

instructions into a number of short, simple

tasks. This format provides an easy step-

by-step guide that reassures readers they

haven’t missed steps or glossed over

something important.

Numbered steps are especially helpful

if the reader is entering the commands at

the keyboard while reading the

instructions. The use of space separating

the steps allows him to slide a piece of

paper down the page as he reads, thereby

keeping his place as he types out the

instruction on the keyboard.

Breakouts are words that are “broken

out” from the rest of the text; that is, they

appear on the left side of the page, while

the main body of text is shifted to the right.

Like bullets and numbered steps, break-

outs are used for lists. However, breakouts

work best when you want to list a series of

key words and their definitions, say, for

instance, in a glossary or when defining

parameters within a command.

The following is an example of how

breakouts can be used to describe com-

mand parameters.

The format of this command is:

PERMIT filelist access [USER=user]
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Ww9 TaskManager™

Jf has delivered . J
me from the

nightmare

of project-

fracking

ssrw

:

William T. Sand
Chief Engineer

Hathaway Corporation

Ifyou manage people and jobs,

coordinate due dates and juggle

wortdoods, TaskManager can help

you, too.This practical manage-
ment tool lets you spot conflicts

and overloads, balance schedules

and ultimdtely get more done in

less time.TaskManager produces

reports and Gantt charts on the

screen or on your printer. Hand
TaskManagerS concise charts

right over to your department man-
agers, project managers orassis-

tants They'll immediately know
what to accomplish, when.

So get better organized-get the

quick to learn, easy to use task

managing system -TaskManager
byQuala. For the IBM PC and com-
patible computers (PC-DOS 1 .0,

1.1 ond 2.0).

23026 Frisco Drive

Valencia, California 91355
(805) 255-2922

[DATA] (DIRECTORY] where:

filelist A list of files.

access An access character

which grants the corre-

sponding access to the

file list.

USER=user An optional parameter

which specifies a user

(other than the operator)

for whom the access

rights apply.

DATA An optional parameter

which allows you to

specify that only DATA
files are affected.

DIRECTORY An optional parameter

which allows you to

specify that only directo-

ry fdes are affected.

In the example, it is easy to tell where

the description of one parameter ends and

the description of the next begins. This is

helpful both to novice users and to expe-

rienced ones who already know how the

command works in general, but who need

specific information about one, or select-

ed, parameters. Instead of searching

through an entire paragraph of information

to find the description of a particular

parameter, the reader can simply scan the

breakouts on the left side of the page to

spot the ones of interest.

Conclusion

By examining different kinds of pack-

aging and choosing the best you can

afford, you will improve your product’s

appeal. And by using bullets, numbered

steps, and breakouts to increase white

space and make information easier to find,

you demonstrate that you are committed to

providing helpful, easy-to-follow instruc-

tion. These tactics can have a great impact

on sales, especially in a software market

where a customer’s decision to buy may

hinge on the quality of the manual.
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you ARE u

...RM/CHM ,

1 and CRT!
2

. The combination provides a uniquely powerful set of

business software tools.

RM/CRML IS THE MOST WIDELY-USED
MICROCOMPUTER COBOL...and for good
reason. Highly compatible across the

widest range of micro/mini/mainframe

computers, it is the language of choice for

serious business applications. With the

release of RM/CRML for the IBM main-

frame machines (370. 30xx. 43xx), it is now
possible to have compatibility over a truly

huge range of computing power...from

micros to mainframes.

<RT! from Cybernetics (COBOL
Reprogramming Tool!) is a source pro-

gram generator for KM/CMIL that can
automatically produce a wide range of

file maintenance, report printing, and
other types of RA/CMMI* source pro-

grams. Programs produced by CRT! pro-

vide a flexible alternative to many
"database" software packages, since

generated source programs may be
modified for special requirements if

desired. All source programs produced by

CRT! are, of course, the property of the user

of CRT!

In addition to the Cybernetics twins.

RM/CMMN. and CRT!, we offer source pro-

gram licenses for the most comprehensive
microcomputer business applica-
tions...the MBSI Realworld

3
software writ-

ten in RM/CINMH. Starting life as the

minicomputer-based MCBA9
business

applications, this software brings a new.

degree of professionalism to microcom-
puter applications.

Our software is available and supported

for a wide range of microcomputer
operating systems including CP/M.4

CP/M-86
4

.
MP/M4

. MP/M-86
4

.
PCDOS.

MSDOS5
.
OASIS6

.
TRSDOS7

,
UNIX®, and

RM/COS . Contact us for details.

CALL NOW.
(714)

848-1922

TroOomorlu of

1 ftyon-Mcforlond Corp 6 Pho»* On* Inc

2 Cyb*m*«c». me 7 Tandy Corp

J Micro Su*ln*u Sodwor*. Inc 6 toll T*l*phon* lot>ora*ori*i

4 0* grroi to**oreft Inc 0 Mini Compul** SoHn*** Application* Inc

5 Micro**. Inc

available for:

IBM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS NEC

TELEVIDEO HEWLETT-PACKARD DELTA

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION TOSHIBA

EPSON HEATH ONYX NORTHSTAR IMS

XEROX RADIO SHACK COMMOOORE SPERRY UNCVAC

SHARP SANTO OUVSTTI APPLE CORVVIS

ONTll CALIFORNIA COUPUTIR SYSTEMS COMPAQ COMPAC

8041 Newman Avenue
Suite 208

Huntington Beach, CA 92647

(714) 848-1922

c Copyright 1983 by Cybernetics. Inc. all rights reserved.
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Bye-Bye
Qwerty
The obfuscating, finger-tangling

Qwerty keyboard may be losing ground
to the user-friendly Dvorak.

E very job has its hazards. A base-

ball player might pull a hamstring

rounding third base. A carpenter,

while aiming for a nail , might hammer his

finger instead. And anyone who works

with a keyboard is almost sure to develop

aching wrists, arms, and shoulders.

Though the computer is certainly a

modem contrivance and in most respects

reflects the latest developments from

today's technological geniuses, its key-

board letter arrangement is an anachro-

nism that has successfully resisted change

for 1 10 years. This archaic keyboard lay-

out, nicknamed Qwerty for the first six

letters on the second row, has succeeded

J

in tangling fingers, shortening tempers,

and generally fatiguing and frustrating

keyboard users since it was invented.

Thanks to a fellow named August Dvo-

rak, however, there is a simplified key-

board that streamlines typing and it is

available for the IBM PC as either hard-

ware or software.

The Dvorak keyboard is not new—it

was designed in 1 932. August Dvorak was

a professor of education at the University

of Washington and an admirer of Frank

and Lillian Gilbreth, the couple famed for

their early studies of ergonomics. As part

of time and motion experiments in which

they utilized a motion picture camera to

spot inefficient movement in a variety of

tasks, the Gilbreths made films of typists

in action. These films clearly showed the

inefficiency of the Qwerty keyboard. To
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QWERTY

The ubiquitous Qwerty keyboard, a standard since the mld-19th century.

reach the proper keys, fingers had to per-

form acrobatics.

Bothered by this wasted motion, Dvo-

rak decided to develop a better keyboard.

Backed with grants totalling $140,000

from the Carnegie Foundation, he began

his project.

He scrutinized the Gilbreths’ typing

films and classified the easiest and hardest

finger reaches. He then painstakingly

examined thousands of words to discover

the frequency of individual letters and let-

ter combinations.

Dvorak’s studies convinced him of the

uselessness of Qwerty. “It is possible to

make, at random, dozens of typewriter

keyboards that are as good or better than

[Qwerty],” he commented. Dvorak tore

Qwerty apart and designed a new key-

board layout, for which he obtained a

patent in 1932.

A Better Idea

There are nearly 4,000 words that can

be typed within Dvorak’s home row,

according to tests run by Larry Denen-

berg, a graduate student in the Computer

Sciences Department at Harvard Universi-

ty. His tests also show that only about 100

IBM PC Dvorak Keyboard

Key Tronic

P.O. Box 14687

Spokane, WA. 99214

(800) 262-6006

List Price: $269
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SureStroke

Seasoned Systems, Inc.

Box 3036

Chapel Hill, NC 27515

(800) 334-5531

List Price: $49.95, includes Translator,

Coach, (uses 64K), Learning Tape,

manual, and transfer letters.
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words are possible using that row in the

Qwerty system. Even the number of let-

ters within this row favors Dvorak—it

contains ten compared to Qwerty’s nine.

After determining the home row, Dvo-

rak placed the next most frequently used

letters up a row. His studies of typists’

finger movements revealed that it was eas-

ier to reach up than down. The least com-

mon letters, q, j, k, x, b, m, w, v, r, were

positioned on the bottom row.

With this layout, the keyboard vastly

reduces what are known as typing “hur-

dles.
'

' A hurdle is a pair of adjacent letters

that are typed by the same finger, one key-

stroke in the top row and one in the bottom

row, obviously a clumsy and fatiguing

maneuver. Hurdles are particularly unde-

sirable when they are consecutive. The

word piece is an example. There are near-

ly 1,200 words with multiple hurdles in

Qwerty, according to Denenberg. Utiliz-

ing Dvorak, there are none.

There are three major advantages to the

Dvorak keyboard—reduced fatigue, re-

duced errors, and greater productivity.

The key to the simplicity and effective-

ness of Dvorak is its home row . It contains

all the vowels and the most frequently

used consonants: d, h, t, n, s. These ten

letters, located directly under or to the side

of the index fingers in home position,

allow 70 percent of all keyboarding to be

performed without lifting fingers up or

down a row. By contrast. Qwerty, with

just one vowel and the infrequently used

consonants j, k, I in this row, permits just

32 percent home-row keyboarding, forc-

ing repeated row shifts.

The Dvorak system also cuts down the
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The Dvorak ergonomically designed keyboard layout.

number of words that must be typed with

one hand. Based on Denenberg's tests,

only 104 such words exist on Dvorak, but

over 2,000 on Qwerty. The newer key-

board enhances rhythmic, balanced typing

from one hand to the other, which consid-

erably lessens fatigue. Dvorak further

increases productivity for the predomi-

nantly right-handed public. Due to letter

sequencing, 56 percent of the work is done

by the right hand and 44 percent with the

left. Denenberg was able to show that

Qwerty reverses this ratio—57 percent is

performed with the weaker left hand and

43 percent with the right.

Far less finger reaching, less awkward

movements, better rhythm and more

appropriate hand distribution naturally

result in reduced errors. Thurman Clark,

of Oregon’s Public Employees Retirement

System, estimates that using Dvorak has

cut his workers’ errors in half.

Productivity is, of course, the bottom

line. The increase in production, using

Dvorak, has been estimated at 10 to 40

percent. The savings realized by the Pub-

lic Employees Retirement System falls in

the upper portion of that range. “We have

saved money,” cites Clark, “and have

benefited in other tangible ways. Because

our people aren’t as fatigued at the end of

the day, they are happier with their jobs.

This results in fewer sick days taken and

minimal employee turnover. Training new

employees is relatively rare."

Certainly another advantage of Dvo-

August Dvorak developed hia simplified

keyboard while a professor of education

at the University of Wa8hlngton In 1932.

rak, though it’s played down by advo-

cates, is an increase in typing speed. It is a

benefit that is not particularly stressed,

says Virginia Russell of the Dvorak Inter-

national Federation in Brandon, Vermont.

“But ergonomics, the harmonizing of

workers with machines, certainly is,” she

says. “It’s an issue that’s become increas-

ingly important for workers, and Dvorak

fits right in. Increased comfort and greater

productivity are the factors we emphasize

about Dvorak."

A Dvorak Convert

Those who have been exposed to Dvo-

rak are enthusiastic converts. “I am a little

bit of a crusader on the subject,” admits

Tom Root, a computer programmer for

Apple Computer and a Dvorak disciple.

“I’ve been using Dvorak for a couple of

years and would never go back to Qwerty.

Why use Qwerty, a keyboard designed to

be difficult, instead of Dvorak, a keyboard

designed to be simple?” He admits,

though, that he was skeptical when a

friend first convinced him to try Dvorak.

Bad memories of learning Qwerty haunted

him. “It took me 3 to 4 months of study, 2

hours a day, to leam Qwerty. I didn’t want
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3270 COMMUNICATIONS CO-PROCESSOR FOR THE IBM PC
ABM's PS-3270 Subsystem uses our intelligent

Communications co-processor (ICP) board
featunng a Z80B Processor with 64K memory,

4 serial ports, a parallel printer port and pow-
erful multi-tasking emulation software It uniquely

provides concurrent co-processing, expand-
ability to a cluster of PC's, flexibility to support

multiple protocols and substantial cost savings

CONCURRENT CO-PROCESSING

With ABM's PS-3270 emulation subsystem
your PC can maintain host communications
while performing local processing. This allows

continuous access to mainframe data bases
for integrated PC/Mainframe decision support

applications you don't have to worry about
dropping your mainframe link each time you

use your PC in a local mode
You can use a parallel printer connected

to the ABM board to perform independent host

generated printing in the background while

doing other applications on your PC

EXPANDABILITY TO CLUSTERS OF UP TO 13 PCS

ABMS PS-3270 provides low cost emulation of

3276/3274 duster controllers with downline

PC's operating as IBM 3278 terminals The IBM

PC functioning as a cluster controller remains

fully capable of local processing at all times

FLEXIBILITY TO PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

abms ICP with its own multi-tasking software

can support multiple emulations such as
3270 BSC, 3270 SNA/SDLC, 3780 RJE, 5251

and asynchronous terminal protocols on the

same hardware

COST SAVINGS

Multifunction IBM PC work stations with ABMS
intelligent emulation software and hardware

cost up to 70% less than conventional single-

function 3270 configurations without personal

computing capability

abms incremental cost per workstation

for 3270 emulation in a level 3 configuration is

over 75% less than the incremental cost of

coax interfaces that connect PCS to existing IBM

3274 cluster controllers

So call us today and we'll usher you into

the talkies.

Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome'

abm Computer Systems, 3 Whatney,

A Irvine, California 92714

Ammm mm. (714)859-6531JIHHI TWX 292427 ABM UR
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QWERTY

to go through anything similar to learn

another system, no matter what the claims

of its ultimate benefits." he says.

With a Dvorak layout before him. he

performed typing exercises for an hour.

After that, he went about his work in his

normal manner. "Within a week or so,

my speed was up to its Qwerty level, an

admittedly not spectacular 35 words per

minute," he remembers. "The most

immediate benefit was lessened fatigue."

Root uses a software program that con-

verts his computer keyboard to Dvorak.

"During that first week I just kept in mind

the home row, the vowels, and the essen-

tial consonants. My fears of learning a

new system quickly evaporated. The intel-

ligent layout of the keys and the large

amount of work that can be done just with-

in the home row make it easy."

Because Qwerty is such an established

keyboard, however bad, it has gotten in

the way of wide-scale Dvorak acceptance.

Root claims. "We often get negative reac-

tions to new ideas. People habituated to

doing things one way are reluctant to try

something different.”

Root feels computers will spur Dvorak

acceptance, something that probably

wouldn’t happen if only typewriters were

involved. "There has always been a stig-

ma attached to typing on a typewriter, but

not to working with a computer. In fact,

having and working with a computer is

considered a status symbol.

“Many professional managers today

never learned to type. But they are being

required to operate a computer. They have

to type, of course, to enter data. Anyone

who cannot operate a computer keyboard

is at a real disadvantage and is considered

almost illiterate. Corporate power, in

many ways, depends on the ability to write

and that writing is increasingly being done

on a computer.

“The Dvorak keyboard, since it is so

easy to learn and use, should be a real

benefit to these people. Through it, they

will have a competitive business edge they

might not have had if forced to rely on

Qwerty."

Qwerty’s Ignoble Birth

Intentionally misdesigned to slow down typists,

Qwerty was born to frustrate all keyboard users.

T he name "Qwerty” sounds faintly

contemptible, as well it might. It

was hatched over 100 years ago in an

environment of shady dealings and dirty

pool. The participants were a bunch of

pretty fair tinkerers—the inventors who

came up with the first commercially

practical typewriter. Led by one C.

Latham Sholes, this Milwaukee contin-

gent put together a working typewriter

model in 1868. Within 5 years, manu-

facturing was turned over to E. Reming-

ton & Sons, gun makers, of llion. New
York.

Much to the horror of Sholes and his

band, though, their original typewriters

were no match for even the earliest typ-

ists. Every time the typists began clack-

ing away, the typewriters jammed.

Troubled, the inventors scurried back

to their drawing boards. Their typewriter

was in trouble, and they knew it. After

much head scratching, pondering, and

diagramming, they concluded the prob-

lem wasn't with their typewriter at all.

but rather the typists. They were going

much too fast. They had to find a way to

slow them down.

Drastic measures were necessary if

their machine was going to be anything

more than a passing curiosity. And dras-

tic measures, they determined, necessi-

tated devious means. Someone (name

unknown—such distinctions are better

left unclaimed) suggested "fixing" the

keyboard layoul in order to get the typists

to slow down. A member of the Milwau-

kee team consulted his son-in-law, a

chap who was a Pennsylvania school

superintendent. Unsuspecting, he didn’t

blink an eye when asked to supply

"Dad" with the most frequently used

letters in the English language.

Armed with this information, a new

keyboard was designed that placed these

letters in separate quadrants. By chance,

this arrangement spelled out Qwerty on

the top row of letters. Because frequently

used letters were now all over the key-

board, a typist was forced to do a lot of

reaching to locate desired characters.

This reaching reduced speed and elimi-

nated jammed typewriters.

Qwerty devilishly tangled a typist’s

fingers, bringing fatigue and frustration

in its wake. But for a small group of

Milwaukee inventors, the keyboard

brought much rejoicing. —G.K.
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THE UNDERRATED
VIRTUES
OF

PLAIN VANILLA
Our Lemon has hogged the limelight, our

Lime has made it to the White House, and
our Orange and Peach have shared in the

glory too. But there's a band of unsung heroes

in the shadows with all of the surge protecting,

noise filtering capabilities of their colorful cousins,

with the same insured lifetime guarantee, and the

same expert technology of EPD.

The only difference is color. (Or lack of it).

The Electro-Clamp™ line from EPD is made to do the

same job, but blend into more sedate surroundings with

its quiet, neutral exterior. The four Electro-Clamps share the

same specifications as The Lemon™, The Lime,™ The Peach™
and The Orange™, so if your needs for surge protection lean

toward the conservative, choose Electro-Clamp™ I, II, IV or V

Remember, technology is more than skin deep.



QWERTY

Key Tronic’s Dvorak for the PC
In response to customer demand to

maintain its position as industry leader.

Key Tronic of Spokane, Washington, is

marketing an IBM PC Dvorak keyboard.

“Our company’s whole purpose is to

produce highly efficient keyboards,” says

marketing manager Mark Tiddens.
'

‘Dvo-

rak certainly fits that mold.”

Though Tiddens is convinced of Dvo-

rak’s superiority, he feels that people are

going to put up quite a fight to keep their

Qwerty keyboards. “It’s going to be dif-

ficult to break the habits of all those people

used to one system,” he says. Keeping

this fundamental resistance to change in

mind, the IBM PC Dvorak is being

projected, at least initially, as a limited

seller for Key Tronic. In essence, the com-

pany is offering it as a service item, much

like its keyboards for the handicapped and

for foreign languages. “It’s entirely possi-

ble,” Tiddens continues, “that in time, a

healthy demand could develop for Dvo-

rak.” For the present though, the key-

board will not be shipped to distributors. It

will be available only through Key Tronic

headquarters.

A possible boost to the company's new

product was IBM’s announcement last

July that it would sell its PC without the

keyboard. That could spur sales of com-

patible replacements, which include Key

Tronic’s Dvorak. But it’s too early to

determine Dvorak sales, Tiddens states.

“To really make Dvorak happen,”

explains Tiddens, “it’s going to take

somebody like IBM using all its muscle.

The sponsor has to bring it into the schools

and introduce it to students just learning

how to type. That’s where keyboard alle-

giance begins and where Dvorak must be

established.” At present, however, IBM
is sitting on the sidelines waiting to see if

Dvorak interest translates into new Dvo-

rak sales. “For the last three decades, we

have offered a Dvorak keyboard on our

typewriters and rarely sold one,” explains

a company spokesperson. “The selection

of a keyboard is entirely a user’s choice,

and our customers just haven’t wanted

Dvorak.” Until customers start demand-

ing Dvorak, IBM will be content to con-

tinue providing machines with Qwerty

keyboards.

Dvorak Software

Another way to achieve the Dvorak

keyboard for the IBM PC is through soft-

ware. Banking on public acceptance of

Dvorak is Seasoned Systems, Inc. ofCha-

pel Hill, North Carolina. In August, the

company released SureStroke.

TAX RELIEF
FROM TAXbyte, Inc.
Makers of the famous “Commissioner”

Professional Tax Software

Do you call in a specialist each year to perform emergency
surgery on your tax return? And then feel like you're the one
who needs to recover when you get the bill?

This year, get just what the doctor ordered. Without paying
the price.

Announcing the “Tax Surgeon", affordable tax software for the
IBM Personal Computer. For only S4995

,
It can provide you

with the intensive care you need to automatically calculate

and print your own tax return. The “Tax Surgeon" is fast,

flexible and easy to use. . and that's not a lot of quackery! It

features simple “fill in the blanks" entry and full screen
display for easy input.

The “TAX SURGEON"

$4995
Tax Deductible

On screen •'Help” messages guide

you effortlessly through the

income tax maze.

REQUIRES IBM PC DOS 2.0. 128K
AND 2 DISK DRIVES

The "Tax Surgeon" automatically

computes and prints the following

schedules and forms:

1040 PG 1 SCH G 3903
1040 PG 2 SCH R/RP 4136
WAGES SCH SE 4255
SCH A SCH W 4562
SCH B 2106 4797
SCH C 2119 4635
SCH D 2210 5695
SCH E 2440 6251

SCH ES 2441 6252
SCH F 3468 OATA/INSTR

This year, before you need relief, get relief,

without paying the price with the “Tax Surgeon"
by TAXbyte. Inc. Send your order today.

TAXbyte, lnc„ 3803 28th Street. Moline. IL 61265.

Please send one “TAX SURGEON” to.

City State ZIP

$49.95 includes shipment and handling.

Check Enclosed

.

.

Expires

Expires

TAXbyte, inc.
3803 28th St. Moline, IL 61265
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QWERTY

The SureStroke translator intercepts

and translates key strokes. It remains res-

ident in memory along with DOS. If the

letter s on Qwerty is pressed, for instance,

SureStroke translates it to Dvorak and

delivers the letter o. You can exclude from

translation keystrokes preceded by the Ctrl

or Alt keys. This option is valuable with a

program such as WordStar that demands

the Ctrl key to define commands.

Since most people are not fluent with

Dvorak, Seasoned Systems provides a

training program called Coach. “For

someone who has never typed," says Sea-

soned Systems
-

spokewoman Jane Hel-

wig, “15 to 18 hours with Coach will

net a 40-words-per-minute typing speed.
' ’

The package also includes a SureStroke

Learning Tape. It’s a cassette that is

designed to put the Dvorak beginner in the

proper frame of mind. “It is really a form

of self-hypnosis, but we try not to use that

term,” Helwig relates. “We know it

scares people.”

Helwig is convinced that the Sure-

Stroke training program is essential to the

product's success. “We thought of com-

ing out with just the software but decided

against it because it wouldn't be any good

for people who don't know Dvorak. It's

still a brand new system for most people,

and they need guidance."

SureStroke comes complete with trans-

fer letters to convert Qwerty keys into

Dvorak. Directions also are given for pop-

ping off the IBM PC keycaps and rear-

ranging them.

“Spoking” Interest

Interest in the Dvorak keyboard as a

viable business tool is increasing. “Get-

ting it into businesses used to be a pipe

dream,” admits Dvorak Federation’s Vir-

ginia Russell, “but not any longer.”

Dvorak is reaching beyond the smatter-

ing of individual users such as Tom Root

and small organizations such as Oregon’s

Public Employees Retirement System.

Large companies are taking a serious look

at Dvorak. Within the last few months,

Russell has huddled with American Air-

lines, Exxon, Equitable Life Assurance,

and Fireman's Fund. “Lots of companies

are on the brink of switching to Dvorak,”

Russell says, “In 4 to 6 months, there

should be implementation.

“At present, I feel as if I am sitting in

the center of a bicycle wheel with interest

in the keyboard spoking out all ovcr."B

Gary Kaplan is a San Francisco-based

free-lance writer specializing in micro-

computer topics.

TRAINING

Software at Affordable Prices!
IBM PC/XT Business Software

SPREADSHEETS

Levus
Multiplan

$349

ACCOUNTING
Home Acct. Plus $ 89
Accounting Plus
GL/AR/AP/Payroll $349 ea

GRKAT PiA INS'
GL/AR/AP Payroll S349 ea

Inventory (w/P.O. Sale) S399

Aardvark
Pro Tax Plan $259
Estate Tax Plan $549

software

$259
The Tax Strategist ©a-

The Investment Strategist

GRAPHICS
Chartman II

Chart- Master

dBASE II $389 I
DwJWEi Software'

Bottom Line Strategist $279
Friday $249
Financial Planner $449

MARKET ANALYZER $269
MARKET MANAGER $229

I
SPECIAL

MICRO-TAX IND
MICROTAX PROF.
PART./CORP.
MICROTAX STATE
PRO. TAX PLAN $259
THE TAX STRATIGEST $259

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-821-4983
INFORMATION (313) 644-8921

FOR FAST DELIVERY Send cerlilied check or money order Specify hardware manufacturer, operating system

disk sue and format Personal or company checks require one to three weeks lo clear Outside continental U S add S ' 0

plua an parcel post Add S3 SO poatage and handling per each item Blue label S3 00 additional per item Michigan

residents edd 4% seies lei Mastercharge Visa add 3% and include eipiration date Prices subtect to change without

nonce All items subtect to availability • Mfgra Trademark.
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WORD
PROCESSING

Wordstar Pro.

All the Above

HARDWARE

Super Rio Card
One Parallel/One Game
& Two Serial Ports/Clock
Calendar/Spooler/Emulator

64K RAM $349
256 K RAM $529

, GRAPHICS
I CARD $389
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Bob Wilson is waiting for

the reports he needs

. . . and waiting, and
waiting, and
waiting . .

.

He could be rescued
b,ResCi

ResQ is quite simply the easiest-to-use, fastest and most
comprehensive information management system ever developed

for the IBM Personal Computer. It was designed from the ground

up to provide you with the exact information you need . . . only

the information you need ... in the exact form you need it

. . . now!

Best of all, you don’t have to know a thing about computers to

take full advantage of ResQ almost immediately!

Like many other Data Base Managers, ResQ organizes, files,

locates, controls and interrelates just about any kind of

information. It prepares reports and mailing labels, is a general

filing and reference system, handles customer records and

inventories, tracks sales leads and follow-ups, and does the

required calculating for any ofthese functions automatically. But

that’s where the similarity to other systems stops!

ResQ is the only system that allows you or a secretary to design

yourown forms and reports, create them right on the screen, then

have them continuously available at the touch of a key! ResQ
offers password protection to keep confidential information

confidential, and does it on a number of

different levels. ResQ reads, searches and
sorts data faster than the fastest

competitor we’ve tested.

ResQ’s larger fields hold more
information, and field sizes can be easily

changed to increase your number of

salesmen, products, files or reports. It

allows for calculations on up to 8 levels of

totals at report time, and interfaces with

most popular word processing programs.

The ResQ “How-To” Manual is written in plain, simple

English—not like a scientific textbook in a foreign language! It

was created for immediate use by clerical help who had never

touched a computer before. It’s been tested . . . and it works! As
an added feature, “help screens” are always immediately

available to answer questions for the user, without having to turn

to the Manual.

We believe you’ll be absolutely thrilled with ResQ and the way it

prepares reports, manages information and solves your business

problems. We’re so certain that we offer ResQ with a 30-day

money-back guarantee of satisfaction. You can try ResQ in your

own business environment and prove its value for yourself. .

.

completely without risk!

That’s a very remarkable offer . .

.

but ResQ is a very remarkable

system!

Order ResQ through your local

computer store, mail the

coupon below or call . .

.

(312) 298-3610

KeySoftware Inc. 2350 E. Devon Ave.. Suite 138, Des Plaines. Illinois 60018

Please send ResQ Software System(s) including diskettes and comprehensive, plain English

Manuals at $395.00 each including postage and handling. I understand I may return these materials within

30 days of receipt for a full refund if not completely satisfied.

[Z] Check or Money Order enclosed CH Corporate Purchase Order enclosed.

rrm-rTm-rTm-nm
Exp. Date 1 Bank No

(MasterCard only)

KEYSoftwane Inc.
2350 E. Devon Ave., Suite 138

Des Plaines. Illinois 60018 • (312) 298-3610

Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip.

Signature

Requires IBM PC. with 128 K RAM or IBM XT. 2 disk drives, DOS 1 . 1 or 2.0. Update policy: Return your diskette at any
time and Key Software. Inc. will replace it with the latest version for a S20.00 fee.
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COST-EFFECTIVE ENHANCEMENTS FOR PCnet

your PCnet system while

still leaving plenty of room to grow.

PCnetPLUS is a series of PCnet

enhancements that dramatically increase

the capabilities of your IBM PC and PC-

compatible local area network. The PCnet-

PLUS family includes both software and

board-level products that integrate Orchids

PCnet with additional built-in functions.

Best of all, these products free up addi-

tional PC slots and are priced below what

you'd pay for the separate components.

Here are some examples:

PCnetPLUS Multifunction.

To PCnet we've added 64K of additional

RAM expandable to 256K, and an EPROM
socket for Orchid supplied or user-designed

have a network, you can use this board to

increase your PC's capability now, and per-

mit immediate connection to a PCnet net-

work later. An optional daughterboard

adds an async port and clock / calendar.

IHBH PCnetPLUS Diskless. This card

combined with on-board software allows

PCnet to operate without any floppy disk

at the user PCs; thus significantly reducing

your system costs and increasing your PC's

reliability.

PCnetPLUS Floppy Controller.

We've integrated an IBM-compatible floppy

controller and PCnet hardware on one

board. All at a cost less than you would

normally pay for the separate components.

As the creators of PCnet and

Orchid
Creates
PCnet"

ORCHID
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive

Fremont, CA 94539

(415) 490-8586 Telex: 709289

PCnetPLUS, we're committed to protecting

your investment in microcomputer hard-

ware by providing cost-effective, state-of-

the-art networking capabilities. For more

information on PCnet and PCnetPLUS, call

Orchid Technology today at (415) 490-8586.
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Good reasonswhy you should
Isubscribe to Creative Computing.

It’s the Number One magazine
of computer applications and software!
There's one place you can always be sure of

learning more about microcomputer software
and applications: Creative Computing.

Every month Creative Computing provides
you with a continuing education on everything
related to microcomputers and computer
equipment Useful articles, “how to" tutorials,

exciting new applications, games and “no
holds barred" reviews of the latest software
and equipment make up a major part of

Creative Computing's editorial content.

We give you probing features on program-
ming breakthroughs and important news. Plus
in-depth articles on elementary, intermediate

and advanced software and applications
topics—to help you develop your knowledge
and skills, save hundreds (perhaps thousands)
of dollars in unneeded software, discover uses
for your personal computer that you might
never have considered. Articles that increase
your overall “computer consciousness." Here's
how:

Creative Computing

gives you things to

actually do with a

computer.

Just owning a computer isn't enough.
You’ve got to know what to do with it.

That's why applications are our primary
focus. Text editing, animation, graphics,
business simulations, data base and file

systems, music synthesis, control of

household devices, communications,
games—some of the applications and soft-

ware you'll learn about in Creative
Computing.

Creative Computing

discusses business

applications in simple,

nontechnical language.

If you're a business person who needs to

know about the latest developments in

word processing and office applications,

turn to Creative Computing. We clarify

such business applications as investment

analysis, futures evaluations, data base
management, mailing list programs, text

editing, word processing and simulations.

And all the software available for business

people.

Creative Computing

helps you decide which
computer equipment
is best for you.

Our tough, no-nonsense equipment pro-

files arm you with the facts before you walk
into a computer store. You'll know the right

questions to ask and how to cut through
the jargon and sales hype. We give you
authoritative guidance in deciding what
you need, what you don't need—and
what's right for you and your pocketbook.

Creative Computing

|| cavers computer
education in depth.

We started out as a computer education

publication, and we're still committed to the

educational community. We regularly carry

articles on designing educational software,

evaluating educational software, teaching

concepts and terminology in computer
education, text editing applications for lit-

erature and computer simulations in the

classroom—plus a great deal more.

Our price is right.

By subscribing to Creative
Computing now. you can save
as much as 33% off the full

subscription price. To learn

elsewhere what you'll learn from Creative
Computing, you might spend hundreds of

dollars in course fees and books. Then
you'd have to winnow out what you could
use from all that you'd learned. But Cre-

ative Computing does that for you. so you’ll

have time to enjoy your own computing
interests. And that saving of time makes
this offer very inexpensive indeed.

Join over 150.000

Creative Computing readers

by subscribing today!

Just use the coupon
at right

Creative Computing

brings you hours of

mind-expanding game
entertainment.

We've got a soft spot for the computer
game addict—and computer game soft-

ware. We know you want to understand

more about the new computer games
flooding the market: which ones are easi-

est to learn? Require the most skill? Offer

the most surprises? Give you the best

graphics? Provide the most challenge?

Contain a new twist? Creative Computing
brings you the answers.

Creative Computing

features the state of

the art

Columns on the most popular personal
computers, a "software legal forum." let-

ters to the editor. Reviews of books,
games, organizations, dealers and events

Fascinating interviews with leading inno-

vators. equipment designers, program de-
velopers and game inventors—men and
women who'll give you a real glimpse of the

future!

I
SAVE UP TO 33%!

Creative Computing - P.O. Box 5214 - Boulder, Colorado 80322

YES! Send me Creative Computing for:

One year (12 issues) for $19.97—1 save 20%!

Two years (24 issues) for $36.97—1 save 26%!

Three years (36 Issues) for $49.97—1 save 33%!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97.

Check one: Payment enclosed. Bill me later.

8H682

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms..

Address

(please print full name)

_Apt._

City_

State Zip

|

Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue,
j



Business
Decision
Let’s be honest.

Despite the “personal computer

resolution” in todays office,

a lot of business decisions get made
in some pretty arbitrary ways.

That’s because most of the software for

personal computers isn’t up to the job of

helping you draw conclusions from the mass

of information in your business.

THE GREAT PERSONAL COMPUTER

"UN-REVOLUTION.”

Up to now, to use a personal computer
effectively in the real world, you needed to

use five different types of software packages:

Electronic spreadsheet, information manage-

ment, graphics, word processing, and tele-

communications.

You had to learn how to use these five different,

unmatched software packages before you could

make the computer do what you wanted it to do.

And information stored in one of these packages

would rarely fit into another without a lot of trouble.

This means you had to spend your valuable time

pushing buttons and learning to become a computer

expert.

Instead of using the personal computer as a tool for

business decisions.

Not exactly a shining moment in the personal

computer resolution.

THE CONTEXT MBA:"

A SIMPLE IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME.

The Context MBA is software for the IBM PC, PC-

XT, and Hewlett-Packard Scries 200 personal com-
puters that combines all the functions you’ll ever need
- spreadsheet, information management, report writ-

ing, graphics, and communications - into a single,

easy-to-use package.

The result is a software package that’s literally “greater

than the sum of its parts.”

FIVE SCREENS - NO WAITING.

With the MBA vou can connect your personal

computer to vour company’s main computer and

retriev e all kinds of business data. Like sales, product,

or customer figures.

Sort, search, update, and store this information in

vour personal computer. Analyze it. prepare sales

forecasts or studv new business opportunities in

minutes, instead of
hours.

While you’re using the spreadsheet, use the

MBA’s graphics function to make spreadsheet figures

come alive on your screen in charts or graphs. So you

can visualize the effect of possible changes to your

business.

This year, or five years from now. Instantly.

When you’ve made sense out of the possibilities, use

the MBA’s full-function executive report writer to put

these words, numbers, and graphs into a finished,

printed report.

At last, you can use a personal computer as a decision

tool to turn more profit from the mountain of

information that crosses your desk every day.

So now even “non-computer people” can make hcads-

or-tails out of the personal computer revolution.

A GOOD RUSINESS DECISION.

Make a good, well-informed business decision right

now:
Call us at 1-800-437-1513 (in California, call

1-800-592-2527), and get the name of your nearest

computer store for a live demonstration of the

Context MBA. We’ll also send you a copy of our tcll-

it-likc-it-is brochure, Software Explained.

If you have an IBM Personal Computer, ask for our

free Context MBA Sampler Disk for a live demo of

the MBA on vour own PC.

Context
CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
23868 1 1aw thome Blvd.

Torrance. CA 90505
(213) 378-8277 MBA

Personal Computer Software for Business Decisions.
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WORD PROCESSING/DIANE BURNS AND S. VENIT

The
HiddenTalents
OfMailMerge
Though well-known as a mailing list handler, WordStar's

sidekick has some little-known features that also let it play an

important part in word processing and printing.

A n old regular in MicroPro's star-

studded lineup, MailMerge has

long been known as a crackerjack

mailing list handler. But MailMerge also

provides print enhancement features to

WordStar that no serious user should do

without.

MailMerge is an optional file that is

MailMerge

MicroPro

33 San Pablo Ave.

San Rafael, CA 94903

(800) 443-0100

(415) 499-1200

List Price: $250

Requires: 64K RAM. two disk drives,

WordStar.

CIRCLE 696 ON READER SERVICE CARD

available with WordStar and SpellStar in

MicroPro's “Professional" package. It

can also be purchased as a separate pro-

gram. It is not a database manager: you

cannot sort with it: it will not help you

maintain your mailing lists. MailMerge

allows you to generate mailing list labels

and create almost any form letter you can

imagine with great ease and flexibility.

You provide the basic list. You can use a

database manager, or use WordStar in the

nondocument mode. You'll need some

program, such as MicroPro's DataStar, to

sort and update your list (see “An End To

Mailing List Madness" in this issue for

more ideas). MailMerge takes your mail-

ing list and merges each name or record

into any document or format you create.

But a little-known fact is that Mail-

Merge is essential to all serious document

production. It performs many important

functions, such as printing multiple copies

of a document (you can't do it with Word-

Star alone), chain printing files (such as

chapters of a book), and inserting vari-

ables into a document (such as today’s

date). The power of MailMerge gives

WordStar added features that make it one

of the most complete word processing

packages available.

Mailing Lists and Form Letters

In its best-known role, as a mailing list

and form letter generator, MailMerge

actually lets WordStar become a form let-

ter generator, which alone it is not. Mail-

Merge allows you to take a list of names or

data and merge it with a form or letter that
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THE NEWEST FEATURE ON
THE3000 FAMIYOF PRINTERS

ISOUR NEW NAME.

Our 3000 family of printers has an
impressive list of features. But the most prominent
new change on our printers is our new name.

Formerly the Data Communication Products De-
partment of General Electric, we re now independently

owned. ..and our new name is Genicom.
So the GE 3000 family is now the Genicom 3000

family. But while the name has changed, the product

retains its established superiority.

The Genicom 3000 series of output printers still

features speeds from 40 to over 400 cps. Single or

dual mode printing. Type quality from EDP to NLQ.
Multi-color printing. Graphics. Selectable type fonts,

American craftsmanship and more.

Genicom 3000 printers will be as popular as ever
with end users as well as OEM's, distributors, retailers

and dealers. ..thanks to our list of outstanding features,

plus the unique commonality advantages of several

models all based on a single design.

And Genicom will also offer other products in-

cluding our 2000 teleprinters and the soon to be in-

troduced 4000 shuttle matrix printers. You'll find we
have the same complete product line we had with GE.

Genicom. We have proven products, experienced
personnel, established manufacturing facilities, a na-

tionwide service network, plus a new commitment to

excellence that stands behind our new name.
Genicom Corporation, One General Electric

Drive, Dept. M311, Waynesboro,VA 22980. In Virginia,

call 1-703-949-1170. GENICOM
For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
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MAILMERGE

you’ve created in WordStar. MailMerge

relies almost exclusively on dot com-

mands to instruct it. A dot command

begins with a period in column one, fol-

lowed by a two-character code. When you

use dot commands that are exclusive to

MailMerge, the flag “M” appears in the

rightmost column of your WordStar

screen. You can tell MailMerge. through

dot commands, what data file to go to ( .df

filename) and how to read the variables

(,rv) of each record. The command .tv

tells MailMerge what to call each variable

or field in your data records. Then you

simply plant the names you’ve given each

variable into your document, preceding

and ending them with ampersands

(&name&).

You can create labels or letters in any

format as long as the read variable names

(on the .rv line) are the same as the labels

you put in your document (see Figure 1).

Print the document using the M option

from WordStar's main menu, and Mail-

Merge will place the variable data into

each place you’ve indicated.

Not only will it fill in the data you've

supplied, but MailMerge will then reform

your paragraphs (like WordStar's "B com-

mand) to compensate for variable lengths

of the data from one form to the next.

MailMerge can use any kind of data file in

which the data is separated by commas, as

long as there are the same number of fields

in each record. This feature ofMailMerge

allows you to produce large, highly per-

sonalized volume mailings.

MailMerge's ability to insert variable

data makes it a valuable tool . Not only can

it insert long lists of variables from a mail-

ing list, personal touches included, but it

can also insert single variables. And the

really nice touch is that it can ask you to

supply the variables (.av). Once you’ve

typed in your answer, MailMerge inserts it

into your text where indicated.

The implications are far-reaching, and

the possible applications are many. One of

the handiest uses I’ve found for this fea-

ture is to insert the current date in my page

header or footer. I’ve always had difficul-

ty remembering to do this on my own.

Aid For The Absent-Minded
When I’m creating the first draft of a

document, as in Figure 2, 1 enter the line

. av 1
‘ Please don ' t forget to

enter the date !
11 .date.

My footer line tells MailMerge where to

insert the date. As with multiple variables,

the ampersands mark the spot (&date&).

This is extremely useful for successive

drafts of the same document, as I can

always be sure that I am working on the

most current one.

When if s time to print the file, I always

use the M option. WordStar then asks

“Name of file to MailMerge?”. After I

type in the filename and hit the Esc key,

MailMerge will ask for the date before

printing out the file. Once I’ve entered the

date and pressed return, my document is

printed out with the date neatly inserted in

each footer. If I don’t want to take the time

to answer, I can just press return. Mail-

Merge will insert a blank space where I

called for the date to be printed.

You can use this technique for a variety

of purposes. One use I make of it is to

insert the name of the WordStar file. Espe-

cially on in-house documents, this can

save tedious searches through your disks

u:figi rune i linl v lul an

.letter to Bigwigs

. d * b:Cl lent*.. OTA

. rv name, address, ci t state. z i p. product

&address£>
&city&. Estate®- ‘-zipV

Dear troamer-

Congratul ati on* 1 You are the proud new owner oT a fcproductt-. the
world'* greatest gadget.

1HELP 2INDENT 7SET LH 4SET RM SUNDLIN feBLDFf.E 7BEGBL 9ENDBI RBEOFIL I wENDF 1

L

Figure 1 : Setting up a form letter in WordStar, with dot commands and ampersands to

instruct MailMerge.

B:FIG2 PAGE 1 LINE 1 COL

•av “Flense don’t Tor get
•he A Great Article
. to L>. Borns t- b. Venit

*er the date 1 ".date
F age 4

t'date& PC Magazine

1HELP 2 INDENT 3SE f LM 45ET RM 3UNDL IN 6BLDF 1 E /BkGBLF BfcNOBl I 9BEGF1L 10ENDF II

Figure 2: MailMerge reminds the absent-minded writer to insert the date into the header

or footer.
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MAILMERGE

and this list contains the names and addresses of all the

really important people in the world:

Joe Small 123 Main Street Santa Ave Maria, CA 99999

Figure 3: Turning offprint-time formatting allows you to extend text past the document

margins.

and this list contains the names and addresses of all the

really important people in the world:

Joe Small 123 Main Street Santa Ave Maria,

CA 99999

Figure 4: With the print-time formatting on. WordStar will wrap inserted text.

for the file that matches the printout. This

handy MailMerge feature can also be used

to create personalized postscripts, operator

identification, or almost anything you can

dream up.

MailMerge also lets you create mes-

sages that will appear on the screen before

the file is printed out. Insert the command

.dm, and all the text in that line will appear

on the screen when you print under the M
option. You can leave notes for other users

to read, instructing them to respond to

questions about to follow (which you set

up with .av). Even reminders can be dis-

played: “Remember to erase this file after

you print it out.” The message can be as

long as you like, but each line must begin

with .dm. This is ideal in situations in

which users at different levels are using

the same system.

As I mentioned earlier, MailMerge

reformats each paragraph in which a vari-

able occurs, conforming to the margin and

justification settings of the main docu-

ment. This feature is called print-time for-

matting. There are times, however, when

you might not want the variable data

you're putting in the main document to be

reformatted according to the same mar-

gins, such as when inserting addresses. In

these cases, turn off print-time formatting

by inserting the command .pf off, and the

inserted text will extend past the document

margins, as in Figure 3. If you don’t turn

off print-time formatting, your text will

conform to the document margins and

WordStar will
‘

‘word wrap’ ’ your inserted

text, as in Figure 4.

(continued)

RTCS/UDI- UNIVERSAL

DEVELOPMENT INTERFACE

• Runs Intel Series III software on

a PC. XT or any MS-DOS
computer.

• PC /Series III file transfer

software included.

• 100% software compatible with

Series III.

• PCSBC - Upload, download &

debug target system (Option).

• UDEBUG - Onboard debugging

tool (Option).

• Over 800 licensed RTCS/UDIs
in use.

PRICE S500

PC/iRMX - REAL-TIME

MULTIUSER MULTITASKING

OPERATING SYSTEM FOR IBM

F0RC0N • BRING DOWN MAIN

FRAME FORTRAN PROGRAMS
TO RUN ON THE PC

• Pascal. PL/M, Fortran 77/66

and C compatible compilers.

• Superior object code optimiza-

tion and in-line 8087 code

• Support large arrays (over 64K)

• Overlay loading.

• Object modules run on IBM PC

and XT.

• Special large program utilities

option

• Available for COMPAQ, Tl

Professional and DEC Rainbow

PRICE $4,850

SOFT SCOPE -HIGH LEVEL

SOFTWARE DEBUGGER

• Source code interlace

• High level Trace. Single Step

and Breakpoints

• Access to Symbols and Line

Numbers.
• Machine disassembly and

Floating Point support

• Goes beyond Intel's Pscope

PRICE S995

• More versatile than Intel's

System 86/330.

• Intel Utilities. Edit, Link, Locate.

Librarian & ASM included

• Intel Pascal 86, Fortran 86. PL/M

86 and C 86 Languages optional

• Ethernet. GPIB and Hard Disk

options

• Available for COMPAQ, Tl

Professional and DEC Rainbow

PRICE S2.250

All RTCS Software products support the

8087 Numeric Data Processor

Soft-Scope is a trademark of Concurrent

Sciences, Inc

MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp
iRMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation

RTCS ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE I

TOOLS CAN TAKE YOUR PC TO THE LIMITS OF YOUR

Distributed in Jap.ui by SYSCDN CORP Tokyo

REAL-TIME COMPUTER SCIENCE CORP.
P 0 BOX 3000 886. CAMARILLO. CALIFORNIA 93011 • PHONE NO (805
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Figure 5: You can create a command file before you print, instead of entering the

commands as you work.

Not only does MailMerge let you turn

off print-time formatting, but it lets you

then imbed your own commands for print-

ing out. This little-known feature creates

tremendous possibilities. For one thing, it

means that you can finally work on a doc-

ument in one format and then print it out in

an entirely different format without chang-

ing your edit file! The manual for version

3.3 does mention this, but some of the dot

commands you can use to control your

output were omitted from it. The old man-

ual goes into much more detail, but it is

harder to read.

This means it’s possible to work on a

document with justification off and print it

out justified. Simply enter the dot com-

mand .pf on followed by .oj on. Print out

under the M option and you’ve got your-

self instantly justified text without having

to go through and reformat. It's a good

habit to work with justification off. For

one thing, if you are searching for a two-

word string (*QA in WordStar), WordStar

will not be able to find the string if the

justification process has inserted two

spaces between the words. For another, if

STOP!
From the people who have brought tax help to Micromatic Programming Co.

micro owners for years — now for the Cedar Comers Station

IBM® PC— PROFESSIONALTAX/FORECASTER ™. P.O. Box 16735

The tax planner that can save you money! Stamford, CT 06905
Only $99.95 — and it’s tax deductible! Tel: 203-968-0933

©1983 *IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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You really CAN use your VISICALC files on
the IBM and compatibles. In fact your

Visicalc files once transferred with our

package can be used on the IBM under
VISICALC. MULTIPLAN or 1-2-3! You can
also transfer programs and data to the

IBM.

• No more retyping or wasted time

• Fast transfers - 110-9600 baud

• Send files of any length

• Transfer ASCII files, random files, text files,

data files, binary files, high level language

programs (Basic. Pascal. Fortran. Cobol.

etc. ). electronic spread sheet data, word pro-

cessor files, etc ; it all gets transferred'

MODELS SUPPORTED:

TRS Model I. II. III. 4. 12. 16. 100 (or

compatible machine) APPLE II. IK lie. III

(or compatible machine) IBM PC. XT. PC
Jr. ( or compatible machine) PCDOS 1.10,

2.00. 2.10) Machines running CP/M
ALSO:

LNW. FRANKLIN. BASIS. CORONA COLUMBIA
EAGLE. COMPAQ - call for others

The File Transfer Program comes
complete with all instructions,

hardware and software.

FILE TRANSFER PROGRAM
$ 129.95

Plus $2 shipping & handling

CA residents add 6.5% sales tax

State computer models when ordering

MC/VtSA/COD/CHECK OK

Phone orders call

(406) 986-0164

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

PRODUCTS
1400 Coleman Avenue. Suite C-18.

Santa Clara. California 95050
IBM. PCDOS. APPiE il. II He. Ill Visicalc, are respectively

registered trodemortcs ot international Business Machines
Corp Apple Computer Inc VisiCorp CP/M Multiplan. 1 -2-

3. are respectively trademarks ot Digital Research. Inc

Microsoft Corp . Lotus Dev Corp
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It’s possible to work

on a document with

justification off and
print it out justified.

you will be having your printout typeset,

the typesetter will not want all the extra

spaces that justification creates.

I was ecstatic when I discovered that

MailMerge can print double-spaced copy

easily. The 3.3 manual does not mention

that you can turn print-time formatting on

(.pf on) and then set the line spacing for

your printouts (. Is 2). Editors and writers.

rejoice! No writer likes to work with dou-

ble spacing; it takes up precious screen

display and makes editing more difficult.

And no editor likes to work with single-

spaced hard copy; it’s hard to mark on.

MailMerge makes everyone happy. Sim-

ply insert these commands at the begin-

ning of your document;

.pf on

,1s 2

and when you print out it will give you the

same results as using "OS 2 in WordStar.

MailMerge will reform paragraphs con-

taining soft carriage returns, but it will not

double-space lines ending in a hard car-

riage return (indicated by the flag “<” in

the rightmost column of your WordStar

Changing The Dot Command Dot
The useful dot command can be inhibiting, especially

if you like to use ellipses. Here’s how to get around it.

B oth MailMerge and WordStar make

extensive use of dot commands,

which consist of a period in column 1 of

the WordStar screen, followed by a two-

letter code. These little dot commands

are powerful, and they can greatly alter

the appearance of your document.

When WordStar finds a dot in column

1 . it does not print out that line or send a

line feed to the printer. It looks for the

two-letter command to tell it what to do

next. This means that you can never have

a period in column 1 and expect that line

to print. No ellipses are allowed at the

beginning of the line, and if you want to

write about dot commands themselves, it

gets tricky.

It’s easy to change the symbol that

WordStar considers the beginning of a

dot command from a period to some oth-

er, less frequently used symbol. Word-

Star can easily be patched to read a sym-

bol like the exclamation point (!) as the

start of a dot command.

Fust, make a copy of your current

WordStar disk, including the file De-

bug.COM from your DOS disk. Type:

DEBUG WS.C0M <Return>
F 395 LI 21 <Return>
W <Return>

The screen says “Writing 5380 Bytes”

(or 5000, if on DOS 1 . 1 with WordStar

3.0) When you get the Debug prompt

”, enter:

Q <Return>

What just happened? In the line above

begining with F, you told Debug to Fill

location 395 in the WordStar program

with a byte value with a Length of 1 . The

value to be put in is 21 , the hexadecimal

value of the exclamation point. So

you’re telling WordStar and MailMerge

to look for !’s to signal the beginning of

dot commands. The ! still has to be en-

tered in column 1 when you’re editing.

You can choose any symbol you like,

but you should have a hexadecimal table

handy to be sure you’re entering the hex

value of the symbol, not the symbol

itself. —D.B. and S.V.
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All Products are Factory FresK anS Uuaranteia!

Hardware RETAIL MICRO Software Continued RETAIL MICRO

& Peripherals PRICE FLASH PRICE FLASH

AST Research MegaPlus 64K .$ 395 00 $ 279.95 Financier Personal Series $ 195.00 $ 158.95

SixPack Plus 64K . 395 00 279.95 Fox & Geller QUICKCODE 295.00 189.95

AST-5251 . 89500 774.95 Information Unlimited Software

64K Ramchip Sets "$1 per K” . 100 00 64.00 Easy Business System GL. AR, & AP 1495.00 998.95

CDC 9409 DS/DD Disk Drive . 52500 249.95 MicroPro WordStar 495.00 248.95

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 . 699 00 489.95 WordStar Professional 695.00 389.95

Hayes Smartmodem 1200B . 59900 448.95 Microrim Inc. R:base 4000 495.00 371.95

Hercules Graphics Card . 49900 398.95 Microsoft®

Microsoft® 64K SystemCard™ . 39500 268.95 Multi-Tool"
1 Word 395.00 278.95

Plantronics COLORPLUS . 49500 379.95 Multi-Tool Word"1 w/ Mouse 495.00 348.95

Panasonic ’/? Height 320K Drive . 395.00 239.95 Multiplan™ MS-DOS Vers. 1.1 250.00 158.95

Printers— Epson, Brother. TTX, NEC. Basic Interpreter 350.00 244.95

Diablo. DTC. Oki. Toshiba, others.

.

$CALL$ Basic Compiler 395.00 276.95

Princeton Graphics HX-1 2 Monitor . .

.

. 680.00 528.95 Business Basic Compiler 600.00 418.95

Quadram Quadlink . 680.00 498.95 C-Compiler 500.00 349.95

Seattle RAM +3 Card . 29500 229.95 Pascal Compiler 350.00 244.95

Sigma Expansion Chassis w/ 5MB .

.

.. 2095.00 1884.95 Cobol Compiler 750.00 524.95

with 10MB Hard Disk .. 2295.00 2065.95 Fortran Compiler 350.00 244.95

Diskettes — 3M. Dysan, others $CALL$ Microstuf Crosstalk 195.00 124.95

Oasis The Word Plus 150.00 128.95
Software RoseSoft ProKey 75.00 64.95

Alpha Data Base Manager II .$ 295.00 $ 189.95 Scitor Project Scheduler 285.00 228.95

Ashton Tate dBase II . 70000 398.95 Sorcim SuperCalc 3 395.00 316.95

Bottom Line Strategist . 400.00 298.95 Software Arts TK! SOLVER 299.00 229.95

BPI Systems Inc Software Publishing PFS: File 140.00 104.95

G/L, A/R, A/P, Payroll (ea mod) . . 595.00 414.95 PFS: Report 125.00 89.95

Continental UltraFile . 195.00 124.95 PFS: Graph 140.00 99.95

Home Accountant Plus . 150.00 84.95 PFS: Write 140.00 99.95

Digital Research CP/M 86 . 65.00 44.95 SoftWord Systems MultiMate 495.00 326.95

Concurrent CP/M 86 . 350.00 278.95 SSI Word Perfect 495.00 389.95

To Order Call:

800 /458-2433
(Outside California)

For price quotes, information, technical

support, and California orders call:

415 /680-1157

Low Prices . Lightning Service!

MICRO FLASH is working to provide you with

updated information about what is going on in

this ever-changing, ever-improving market.

We re working to provide you with low discount

prices and excellent service. We re working to

keep track of your order so you'll get it on time.

WE RE WORKING BECAUSEYOU ARE WORTH
WORKING FOR!! 1 YOU have helped us to build

our reputation. YOU know that Micro Flash

Computer Systems has provided excellent

customer service, fast delivery of your orders,

and knowledgeable consultation and technical

support when you needed it. Don't you think it's

time that others knew?

To order from Micro Flash, simply call one of our

order lines and charge it to your MasterCard or

VISA with no credit card surcharge. (We will also

accept purchase orders from qualified institu-

tions. Call our credit manager.) You pay $6.00

per order for UPS shipping, handling and insur-

ance. with the exception of printers and monitors.

UPS 2nd Day Air Service is just $3.00 more.

Local customers can will-call their orders at our

Concord offices. We welcome mail orders

accompanied by certified or cashier's checks.

Micro Flash Computer Systems has made it

simple for YOU to do business with us!
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Announcing...
4-5-6 Spreadsheet

Templates

129.95
Used with 1-2-3™ Replaces the costly

e of the past.
4-5-6 Spreadsheet 'templates . .

.

maximize the full power of 1-2-3 without the
drudgery of learning commands you’ll only
use once.

4-5-6 Spreadsheet templates...
save you time by making the IBM PC™, with
your 1-2-3 programs, ready to run...NOW!
4-5-6 Spreadsheet templates. ..

are so easy to use that all you do is fill in the
blanks. 4-5-6 does the rest.

4-5-6 Spreadsheet templates. .

.

are professionally designed for small businesses
and personal finance and are comparable to

BASIC programs costing 10 or 20 times more.

What are Spreadsheet Templates?
Interactive programmed models stored on diskettes that when loaded into 1-2-3,

replace software programs written in BASIC. The templates are menu driven with

automated functions for ease ofoperation.

|

Send Check. Money Order, or Credit Card " to
Software That Counts, i—*»-

528 N. Milpas St. Suite 456, Santa Barbara, CA 93103
L'U

4 5-6 PROGRAMS Order * Price
Quantity
Ordered

Extended
Price

4-5-6 Personal Organizer 123456 -

1

829.95

4-5-6 Personal Bookkeeping 123456 - 2 829.95

4-5-6 Payroll* 123456 - 3 829.95

4-5-6 Accounts Receivable 123456 - 4 829.95

4-5-6 Sales Order Entry* 123456 - 5 829.95

4-5-6 Inventory Control* 123456 - 6 829.95

4-5-6 Accounts Payable* 123456 - 7 829.95

4-5-6 General Ledger* 123456 - 8 829.95

4-5-6 Mailing List 123456 - 9 829.95

Card "

Exp. Date

Signature _

Check One: Charge my:

American Express MasterCard Visa

Please send me a FREE 4-5-6 Catalog immediately.

Name

Amount for Programs

California Add 6%
Add Shipping

Payment Enclosed

JLQQ

Street

City State Zip
•All 4-5-6 Accounting Templates Comply with Standard Accounting Principles.

IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corp. 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Inc.

4-5-6 is a trademark of Software That Counts Inc.

^ ^"^^-2-3 -1A _ ^ fj
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screen). Most BASIC programs, for

example, will not be double-spaced since

most of the lines end in hard carnage

returns.

There's yet another feature that makes

No writer likes to

work with double

spacing and no

editor likes to work

with single-spaced

hard copy.

MailMerge an inseparable WordStar ex-

tension. When I'm working on a docu-

ment of any length. I like to make each

chapter or section a separate file. Word-

Star's no speed demon, and I find ten

pages or so about all I have the patience to

work on at one time, especially since

markers can't be saved. How then, do 1

print out all these separate files? It’s sim-

ple if you use MailMerge. The command
.fi tells MailMerge to insert a file. By end-

ing each chapter with a page break (.pa)

and following it with a command to print

out the next chapter (.fi chapter 2) I can

have my text printed out in order, with the

pages numbered sequentially. No more

page numbering (.pn) commands. Mail-

Merge does all the work. Instead of enter-

ing these commands at the end of each

chapter as I go, I can create a command

file at the end to do all my printing, “ask

variables,” and line spacing. My com-

mand file would lo,'. like Figure 5.

Dot commands make MailMerge an

uncomplaining workhorse. Use it to

manipulate your mailing lists. Send out

form letters by the thousands with it. But

also use it to get your money’s worth out

of WordStar.

Diane Burns and S. Venit are the authors

ofThe SupeiCalc Primer and are working

on two more books. They teach classes in

WordStarfor ComputerLand stores in the

San Francisco Bay area.
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ALL YOU REALLY NEED . . . Practical UCSD Pascal from NCI
Now, for a veiy friendly price, you can write floppy disks. You also get a full screen editor, For all you need to program in UCSD fiscal or

your own UCSD Pascal software on the IBM a file manager, graphics capability. RAMdisk for dealership information call or write:

PC. NCI's Practical Pascal Package makes it support and a guide which explains in clear.

simple to program in UCSD fiscal, the natural down-to-earth language how to use the

choice of professional software developers p-System.

worldwide, even in the most remote locations, e
This is a system you can grow with All the

The Practical ftiscal Package combines tools to meet your new programming
a superior ftiscal compiler with the easiest, requirements are available hum NCI.

fastest and most reliable p-System on the In addition to the IBM PC, the NCI Practical

market for the IBM PC and compatibles. This Pascal Package is compatible with Corona,
package lets you compile without changing Columbia, Eagle. Compaq and Hyperion.

• UCSD Pascal is a trade mark of the Regents of the | University of California. p-System is a trade mark of SofTech Microsystems. Inc. and is used pursuant to a license

granted by Softech Microsystems. Inc. IBM PC is a trade mark of International Business Machines Corp

Network Consulting Inc.

Discoveiy Park, Suite 110, 3700 Gilmore Way.

Burnaby. B.C. Canada V5G 4M1
16041 430-3466



MOST ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE TURNS
WORK STATIONS INTO BATTLE STATIONS.

When you have Champion Accounting Software,

your personnel can leave the combat zone.

Because Champion' gives you the performance

you need, without a fight.

Champion is written in dBASE II
:

:

on one
convenient disk. And its features make
conventional accounting software obsolete.

YOU CAN SEE.

Other software dealers will tell you what they

think their product will do. Only Champion
dealers will show you how the software

performs:

• Help function provides users with clear,

concise, on-line answers to questions about

Chamoion.

» Unparalleled recovery program automatically

puts the user's books back in balance in the

event of a crash.

• Real time updating. Allfilesare simultaneously

updated when data is entered.

PRAISED BY EXPERTS.
"It performs extremely well . . . If you are

looking lor a good, competitively priced,

lully integrated accounting package...

take a close look at this one .

"

Amanda Hixson
INFOWORLD. 9 83

"... users will find this to be a very com-
prehensive software package with several

attractive features that make it superior

to its competition."

Carl Heim. CPA
INTERFACE AGE. 8 83

For more about Champion performance, see

the Champion dealer nearest you. And get the

accounting software system that lets you work
in peace.

Champion is a registered trademark ol Champion Software Corporation

dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate

Champion Software Corporation

Formerly:

Data Base Research Corporation

66 South Van Gordon. Suite 155

Lakewood. CO 80228. (303) 987-2588

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
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SOFTWARE/FRANK J. DERFLER, JR.

Software Family
Dynamics

What happens when you marry into a software family?

A look at the capabilities of several integrated programs shows
there are both advantages and drawbacks to consider.

T he microcomputer industry has

never been static. Technical de-

velopments and software trends

constantly chase each other in an upward

spiral that grows tighter as competition

increases. Larger memory has created a

competitive push to integrate individual

pfs.-software

Software Publishing Corporation

1901 Landings Dr.

Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 962-8910

List Price: pfs:write. $140; pfs:file, $140;

pfs:report, $125; pfs:graph. $140

Requires: 128K, one disk drive (two

disk drives preferred). DOS 1 . 1 and

2.0 are supported. For pfs:write and

pfs:graph —color monitor and color/

graphics board recommended.
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software programs into families sharing

common commands, special function

keys, and file structures. These integrated

families may appear to be one program

with many functions, several programs

called from a common menu, or separate

programs with shared attributes. No mat-

ter what their specific structure, software

families are intended to reduce training

time and improve the effectiveness of the

individual users.

History of Families

If you apply a broad definition, Word-

Star was one of the earliest family pack-

ages for microcomputers. It integrated

editing, formatting, and printing modules

that some word processors still treat as

separate pieces. WordStar allows you to

call these functions from a menu and to do

simultaneous printing and editing.

T/Maker II was a second early family

system. This 8-bit CP/M program brought

together word processing, spreadsheet

analysis, and database functions into one

well-integrated package. Its successor, TV

Maker III, adds some graphics generation

to the list of family talents.

T/Maker III is specially designed to

provide excellent file-integration capabili-

ties. You can create lengthy documents

with the word processor and include large

tables computed with the spreadsheet as

well as various lists and reports generated

by the database management system

(DBMS). This integration is automatic,

and the work appears on the screen and in

print as one continuous document. 77

Maker III has been criticized because it is

a command-driven package that doesn't

provide much help for the user; you have

to know the commands or you won't get
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Powerbase
forthe powerhouse

At last: a completely new relational

data base management system that

fully utilizes and enhances the powerof

the best micro on the market today.

And makes it available to those whose
expertise is business, not computers.

We call it POWERBASE.™ Software

clever enough to meet your informa-

tion needs, easy enough to be
mastered in half an hour. No fancy
programming. No unnecessary com-
puter jargon, You simply paint your

screens and define the information you
need. PowerBase does the rest.

Pleasurably.

POWERBASE and DATAZOOM ore trademarks of G M S Systems. Inc.

PowerBase introduces DATAZOOM™
and the exclusive Zoom Key which, at

the touch of your fingertip, explodes
data to deeper and deeper levels of

revealing detail. Other features include

ultra-fast b-tree access, multiple files,

powerful editing and table look-up

functions, flexible report writer, the ability

to search, sort, and scan other files. .

.

and many more.

Master data without having to master
computers. The power of the micro

is now fully yours with PowerBase, the

new breed of software that makes
data management basically simple.
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Call or write for

our free informative

brochure.

(K>
gm»@27gft®!Miiginc.

12 W, 37th Street N.Y., N.Y. 10018

(212) 947-3590

Dealer inquiries invited.



FAMILY DYNAMICS

anything done. But the integration of func-

tions and files in this program is excellent.

(TIMaker 111 was reviewed in the article

“T/Maker III Brews Up Text and

Tables," PC Magazine, Volume 2 Num-
ber 2.)

The software integration movement

really got rolling in the fall of 1982 when

Lotus Development Corporation demon-

strated 1-2-3, and VisiCorp previewed

VisiON at the COMDEX show in Las

Vegas. The rest of the software industry

took note of the crowds at these booths and

decided that integration of some type was

what the public wanted.

Context Management Systems had

been in the market with MBA. but this

integrated family didn’t meet with the

same success as 1-2-3. It requires more

memory, works more slowly, and has

developed a reputation for being more dif-

ficult to use. The latest version of MBA
adds teletommunications to the spread-

sheet, graphics, and DBMS functions, so

this family may take the prize for having

the most capabilities under one family

name.

VisiON is offered as an integrating

scheme that will tie together the VisiCorp

family including VisiCalc, VisiWord, Vi-

siPlol, VisiTrend, and other packages.

The software makes extensive use of

graphic displays to call and apply the func-

tions from the individual programs (a tech-

nique called "window management”). It

puts a thick layer of buffering and inter-

pretation between the user and the appli-

cation packages.

Clearly, family integration on some

level is an important factor in modem soft-

ware development. Let's look at one fam-

ily tree, pfs.software, to see if there is

room where the branches attach to the

trunk for desirable special applications

software to perch.

The pfs.software family consists of

four major packages: write, file, report,

and graph. One strength of the family

comes from the fact that the software cur-

rently runs not only on the IBM PC, Com-

paq, and other PC work-alikes, but also

that it runs on Apple and Texas Instru-

ments personal computers. This means

that a business or professional organiza-

tion can have several different types of

machines and that workers can move

between them without having to re-leam

commands, special keystrokes, or other

operating procedures.

The software

integration

movement really got

rolling in the fall of

1982 .

The write, file, and graph members of

the pfs.software family can function inde-

pendently. Report is designed to be used

with the file program. Since the family

shares a common command structure,

let’s first see how you put the programs to

work.

Family Traits

You always can tell pfs users from peo-

ple trained on other software. A pfs user

thinks the Enter (Return) key is just like

any other without any special command

properties. The important key in pfs soft-

ware, the key that commands all of the

functions, is F10. That special function

key under your left little finger gets heavy

use in pfs. If you aren't familiar with pfs

software, you can spend a lot of time pun-

ching Return and waiting for something to

happen. If you know the software, you

wonder why anyone would ever use any

other key to make things happen.

These programs are all menu-driven. In

some cases (particularly with pfs.graph)

you have to work through several menus

before you can finally see the finished

product. The pfs command menus are as

similar as the different program functions

will allow. You move through the menus

with the tab key and push FIO to go when

you have made your choice. The arrow

keys and paging keys work as they should

and the backspace key is destructive. The

Delete key causes the cursor to delete the

character above it, not the one to the left as

is the case with some programs. Repeated

use of the delete function will pull charac-

ters in from the right and cause the cursor

to gobble them up. You can pull charac-

ters from following lines and move them

up with the delete function.

Each program package has a similar

setup utility that configures it for the print-

er and video system in use. The installa-

tion utilities are not identical, and each

package must be initially installed for each

individual machine.

All pfs software is copy-protected, but

the programs come with a special utility

allowing them to be copied to a hard disk

five times. The utility checks to see that

the receiving disk has at least 2 megabytes

of storage room before doing its job. This

seems like a reasonable way to meet the

manufacturer’s perceived need for copy-

protection and the hard disk users’ real

need to move the software over to a large

mass-storage device.

The software runs fine under either

DOS 1.1 or 2.0, but there isn’t enough

room on the disks to write the large DOS
2.0 COMMAND.COM file. This means

you either have to install the software on a

hard disk or boot DOS from a second disk

if you want to use Version 2.0 with the pfs

family.

Pfs software is remarkably resistant to

crashes. 1 tried writing to full disks, leav-

ing disk drive doors open, and telling the

programs to do all sorts of impossible

tasks. They always responded with polite

and clear error messages and never

crashed or hung up.

File Format
The files created by pfs.software are

stored in a unique format. The format is

common to the pfs. software programs and

is credited by the manuals with providing

fast access to the data. The programs can

read standard ASCII files and files created

by WordStar. VisiCalc, and other soft-

ware, but the reverse is not true. WordStar
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becomes very puzzled if it tries to read an

original pfs.write text file. Spelling check-

ers go berserk. Similarly, most data

communications programs either will quit

early or go on forever if you try to send a

file created by pfs.software. This is one of

the main drawbacks to joining this kind of

family group. The family is always ready

to read mail coming in. but they want to

keep family matters to themselves.

The method of obtaining a standard

ASCII version of a pfs.software file for

data transmission or editing by other soft-

ware is simple, but it requires a few

moments of time and some extra steps.

The pfs.software print modules ask you if

you would like to direct the output to a

printer or to a disk file. If you select the

disk file option, you get a formatted

ASCII file ready for transmission or

access. This works well if the ASCII file is

Numbers—even

numbers presented

in neat rows—have

limitations.

a finished product, but translation to

ASCII can be a cumbersome way to link

pfs.software and non-pfs.software pro-

grams that are interactive.

Reading the Tree Rings

Each member of the pfs.software fam-

ily has documentation that is very similar

in form and style. The manuals are printed

on glossy paper, have many illustrations,

include “Getting Started” and "What is

. . .?” sections, and use clear functional

descriptions. Each has a complete table of

contents, index, and glossary. The manu-

als also include a list oferror messages and

their possible causes. The documentation

is first-rate, and the high quality is main-

tained across the family.

Now that we have seen some of the

general family traits, let's see how indi-

vidual members of the family measure up.

Pfstwrite

Pfs. write is a good word processor that

can meet most needs. I would rank it with

VolksWriter in ease of use. It has all of the

standard functions, including block move-

ments and editing, search and replace,

insertion, and centering. The special func-

tion keys are well integrated and give you

fast movements to the start or end of a line,

word and line deletion, underlining, bold-

face print, and block functions. No control

keys are used. The FI key will call graph-

ically designed Help screens that describe

(continued)

DataMate 2.0
A truly all-purpose DATABASE
MANAGER
Exceptionally easy to use manual

Menu driven commands (Add-Delete

Edit- List-Print-Sort-Search-Help)

“User Defined Option" to customize

your application

Total package includes manual, a

master diskette and sample data disk

Send for a DataMate 2.0 demo diskette to see for

yourself the many applications and benefits. Once
you've seen the program, you'll be convinced that

you get more performance and flexibility with

DataMate 2.0

PLUS, you'll be receiving DataMate 2.0 demo on a

quality DSDD diskette, one you can count on day
after day.

Available on IBM-PC, Columbia, DEC Rainbow, Tl Professional.

Epson and other 16-bit computers.

$10.00 demo diskette

DataMate 2.0 $129.95
Compu-haus (10.00 credit with proof of purchase

507 NW Cherokee from demo diskette)

Kansas City, MO 64150 Add 2 50 Shipping and Handling

816-587 0660 Check - M-°- Vi*> and Master

Charge
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Announcing
a solution to themost
common computer

problem.
(Where to put the equipment.)

Monitor Mover. You won't have to buy
any expensive new furniture. You won’t lose

any desk space. Monitor Mover adjusts in four

ways to each individual user while keeping the

monitor (and system, if necessary) completely

off your existing work space. Available for most

popular brands of computer monitors.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

PO. Box 8056. Grand Rapids, Ml 49508 (616) 241-4040
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Call 1-800/828- BOOK

Business Decision

Making For Higher

Profits IBM PC

Business User's

Guide

160 pgs.

approx SI 5.50

by Osgood and

Molloy

Learn VisiCalc and

make your PC a

decision-making tool

Otddr #00-X
Van NOstrand

PCjr.: Shelling the

Peanut

192 pgs

approx S12.95

Everything tor the new
or potential PCjr

owner: guide to

software, hardware.

BASIC, etc

if #22117-1

Howard W. Sams

Database: A Primer

265 pgs. $1 2.95

by C.J. Date

Here is a clear,

understandable

primer on database

access, maintenance,

design and control

Order #11356-9

Addison Wesley

A Critic's Guide to

Software For the IBM

PC and PC

2UHI IKS
by Phillip Good

A complete and

critical evaluation of

the most popular

software packages lor

the PC

Order #7413-5

k Co.

SuperCalc For the

IBM PC

162 pgs. S17.95

by Desautels, Laric

and Stiff

Get the most out of

SuperCalc with this

complete and excellent

manual.

Ordbr #99930-

X

Wm. C. Brown

Publishers

A Guide to

Programming the

IBM PC

304 pgs. $17.50

by Bruce Presley

THE comprehensive

guide to programming

your PC Many

examples and

exercises.

Order #26915-4

Van Nostrand

PASCAL For the IBM

PC

406 pgs. $15.95

by Ted Lewis

A thorough guide to

unleashing the power

of PASCAL with the

power-packed IBM PC.

IIP
The IBM PC User's

Guide

130 pgs. approx $5.95

by Bane and Andrews

The perfect book to help

you set up and get the

most out of your IBM

PC

Order #096716-1

More Than 32 BASIC

Programs For the

IBM PC

326 pgs. $19.95

by Rugg and Feldman

The book includes

fully tested and ready

to run games,

programs, graphics,

mathematics and

various miscellaneous

programs

Order #076-9

dilithium Press

How to Get Started With

MS-DOS
126 pgs. S13.95

by Carl Townsend

Get the most out of the

PC's operating system

with this comprehensive

manual

Order #086 X

Addison Wesley

Interfacing fo the IBM

PC

246 pgs. $15.95

by Lewis Eggebrecht

Learn to effectively

interface your own

devices and

expenments with this

essential volume

Order #22077-X

Howard W. Sams

Programming: the IBM

PC

235 pgs. $15.95

by Widen and Krantz

Master assembly

language programming

and the PC's 8086

microprocessor

Howard W. Sams

PC: Fortran 77

240 pgs. $17.50 I

by Rouse and Bugmtz

Learn to program m
Fortran, me

programming language

ol science and

.
engineering

eKggtgj

u
Holt Reinhart and

Winston

With Diskette: $35.45

Order #968979-4

Using 1-2-3

421 pgs. $14.95

by LeBlond and Cobb

Take full advantage ol

the power and ol 1-2-3

with this

comprehensive

manual

Word Processing on

the IBM PC

450 pgs.

approx $19.95

by Danny Goodman

Here is an in-depth,

comptehensive guide

to selecting software

and printers for word

processing on the

IBM PC

Order #22991-4

Howard W. Sams

SOFTWARE! Preparing lor SAT:

IBM PC. w

/

48K $79.95

Use the 470 page text.

2 double sided

diskettes and 50 page

user's manual to

maximize your SAT

preparation time

Animation. Games,

and Sound For the

IBM PC

190 pgs. $16.95

by Tony Fabbrl

Learn programming

while you create

animated images and

arcade games with

sound on your PC. 172

programs

Order #937999-2

e Hall

IBM PC Expansion and

560 pgs. $16.95

by Due Corporation

The definitive guide to

software that every PC

owner needs

Order #027-9 One

CP/M For the IBM:

Using CP/M-86

262 pgs. $14.95

by Fernandez and Ashley

This sell-instructional

guide introduces you to

the CP/M-86 operating

system available for the

IBM PC.

Order #99719-1

Address _

City

ill to Computer Bookshelf

1434 N. Wells SI. Chicago IL 60610

Illinois residents

add 7% sales tax

Shipping and handling

Total enclosed

Or can 1-800/828-B00K

In Illinois call collect: 1 -312 /642-5045

2.00

IBM. PC. PCX VinCalc. SuperCalc 1-2-3. CPM and CPM-86 are leistered trademark ol lernatonal Business Machines VtsCorp. Strom Corp Lotus Development Corp and Digital Research respectively Prices and avadatunty subiect to cnange
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the functions in use and menu alterna-

tives.

The limitations of the program are few,

but they might impact on its use for some

professional and office applications.

Pfs. write cannot display anything but sin-

gle-spaced text, so what you see on the

screen is not what you will see on paper if

you are preparing manuscripts or other

double-spaced material. It will not allow

you to prepare a document with a right

margin beyond 80 columns. It will insert a

“slug line" or header at the top of each

page and put a footer at the bottom, but

you get these additions on every page,

including page one! The program provides

no hyphenation capability, but whole

words are wrapped to the next line and the

text is automatically adjusted. Right justi-

fication is not provided. Finally, the pack-

age is RAM limited. It can handle only

about 13 pages of single-spaced text. You

can use a Join command to bring files

together during printing, but this still

leaves the editing of the entire document a

cumbersome chore.

The program can make good use of a

color/graphics board and color monitor

display. The screen display includes a rul-

er line and two status lines that show the

line and page number (correct only if you

are single spacing), status of the insert

mode, the amount ofRAM used, and oth-

er factors. On a color monitor, the text

comes up with white characters on a blue

background. The colors cannot be

changed, but underlined and boldface

print are shown in reverse color combina-

tions.

By itself, pfs.-write is an excellent let-

ter-writing tool. and. as we shall see, it has

good capabilities for preparing mass mail-

ings. But it would be limited in some

applications where specialized and “non-

letter” text is being prepared.

Pfstfile

Think of pfs:file as an automated filing

cabinet. You can use the program to create

a form and then file as many copies of that

form in the cabinet as your disk file will

hold. An otherwise empty DOS 1.1 disk

will hold about 2,200 forms. The one lim-

itation is that each drawer of the filing cab-

inet (each disk file) must have only one

type of form in it. A form can have several

parts and you don't have to fill in all of the

blanks on any one form, but you can use

only one type of form per file.

At any time after you have designed the

form and made the first few entries, you

can retrieve selected completed forms

(continued)

BASIC+SOFTPLOT = GRAPHICS
fast and easy.
Great graphics on your PC is easier than you J

think, if you have the right software tools to use.

SOFTPLOT/BGL gives you the capabilities to do
graphics for fun, for scientific applications, and to

develop graphics application programs.
It provides a unique library of powerful graphics

subroutines that shortcut the process of program
development. High-level commands make quick
work of creating programs capable of 2D and 3D im-

aging, windowing. 3D rotation and other graphics
features.

SOFTPLOT/BGL is easy to learn. It’s written in

BASIC and can be used within your BASIC program.
It can run in interpreted mode or compiled. It is

specially designed to occupy little memory space
providing programmers with comfortable free

memory to build their programs.
SOFTPLOT is device-independent and comes with

drivers for screens and many printers and plotters.

You don't even have to learn how your plotter

works. SOFTPLOT/BGL does it for you. It even has
an EMUPLOT program that

prims graphics pictures

on printers in the absence
of graphics screens. SOFT-
PLOT/BGL is your answer
for graphics.

SOFTPLOT/BGL runs
under CP/M and MS-DOS,
it supports 1BM-PC, Z-100, _
TI professional and other Ik Jk
popular microcomputers. Miim. jTl&XML

SOFTWARE INC
Expand your horizons in graphics with SOFTPLOT. 1372 Massachusetts Avb. CembncJge. MA 02140 1817] 491-2434
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Instant one-button color printing

COPY

Press here.

It's just that easy! Any time you want to print what's on your

Apple's screen just hit the copy button on your Transtar 315
color printer with our PICS card installed, and it's done! No
special programming, no lengthy code sequences, no need to

exit your program! Just press the button and it prints!

By adding the optional PICS card to your $599 Transtar 315
color printer, you've opened up a whole new world of easy color

printing. For the first time ever, our PICS parallel interface card

enables you to screendump virtually any program -- graphics,

charts, games - even copy-protected software! Specially design-

ed only for the Apple II, II+, lie, and Franklin computers, the

Transtar 315 PICS card does the work of a parallel card and a

lot more and costs only $1 19.95.

At the push of a button. Transtar's innovative new 4-color dia-

gonal ribbon will print up to 7 colors and more than 30 shades

in a single pass.

The 315 is precision-built to exacting standards by Seikosha,

the most experienced company of the famous Seiko group-

recognized worldwide for quality and dependability. In fact,

one of the nicest things about Transtar's 6-month warranty

on parts and labor is that you'll probably never use it!

Innovative, inexpensive, dependable, easy: the Transtar 315.

Color printing has never looked so good!

Only $599.

‘PICS caids are currently available for Apples and Franklins

PICS cards for other computers will lx- available in the future

Transtar
A Vivitar. Computer Product
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NOW YOU CAN WORK
IN C WITH ONLY

BASIC KNOWLEDGE

Eqjoy the Best of Both Worlds
with BASIC-C™!

Until now, IBM BASIC and UNIX C were about as far apart as

apples and oranges— and ifyou wanted to move from BASIC to

C, you had to go back to square one. Not anymore!

Ton already know what C can do for you: structured pro-

gramming, tight code, very portable software. But why should

you have to give up BASIC's friendly set of powerful functions?

With BASICjC, you don't!

BASIC-C la a software development system: it has a full

screen editor, a C compiler, and a library of functions that works
like the BASIC that comes with every IBM PC.

YoaH soon be feeling right at home: since you can still use

most of your knowledge of BASIC, you'll be writing useful pro-

grams in C very quickly. Your new C programs will even read and
write standard BASIC files. Imagine. ..No data conversion hassles!

Learning a new language is never painless but BASIC_C's

documentation assumes familiarity with BASIC, not C. It walks

you through a point-by-point comparison of the languages. The

better you know BASIC, the easier it will be.

For more information about the attractively priced BASIC-C
software development package, please call our toll-free number.

OR MAIL IN COUPON
FOR MORE INFORMATION

YES. Please send more information on the

BASIC_C'“ software development system.

NAME

CITY

STATE ZIP

1-800-821-7700
Ext. 303

Lines Open 24 Hours A Day

OURCE
12801 Frost Road
Kansas Chy. MO 64138

L - - - I

from the file. Selective sorts can be made

based on one or several data items in the

forms and on logical arguments, such as

more than, less than, or equal to. The

selected forms can be viewed, updated or

printed.

The most common example for the use

of this kind of program is a set of person-

nel data files. Each form in this file could

hold such data as the name, social security

number, employee number, birthdate,

employment date, department number,

and monthly salary for each employee.

The blank form could be designed so that

the program checks the data as it is entered

for logic. This means, for instance, that

the name section would allow only the

entry of alphabetic characters and the sal-

ary block would not allow the entry of

numbers exceeding a specific range. This

kind of editing can eliminate gross errors

from getting into the database; it repre-

sents one of the advantages of an automat-

ed system.

Other advantages of automated filing

include the ability to withdraw forms

quickly, and. most significantly, when

forms are "withdrawn" for use, they

aren’t really gone! Office workers don't

have to chase pieces of paper from desk to

desk when they have been removed from

the cabinet. The forms can be retrieved by

different workers as they are needed.

Retrieval is as simple as entry. A blank

form is called to the screen and the desired

data entered into the necessary blocks.

The program then searches through the file

to find all of the existing forms with data

elements matching those on the key form.

If you want to find all employees in

Department 5 1 making more than $ 1 ,000

a month, you simply would select the

search function, call a blank form, enter

Si in the department block, and enter

> 1000 in the salary block. The program

would then search for and retrieve all

forms meeting those conditions. You can

page through the forms and change or

print individual forms very quickly.

The ease of use and performance of

(continued)
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ror x our at:
How Available: Only

* 19.95
$32.95 FOR 2 ON 1

DOUBLE SIDED
WITH A 15-DAY Ml
GUARANTEE

'

I WORDSTAR
'

I VISICALC
•

112-3”
I EASYWRITER - II

I SUPERCALC -

I dBASE II
-

I SUPERCALC 1 "

I PIE WRITER®

lOesigned by Training Specialists to
jnelp put your program to work, right
arwayi

• Complete commands required to
learn and operate your program

1 Alphabetized commands to find

irir-ssi.-

* y

- gi

I

1

k
4

sa

r-i-—“3L*-- IUI

> cSr^I

what you need quickly and easily

Organized with key-by-key
examples tor simplicity

This Time Saving Aid is Ideal for Training,
invaluable tor Beginners, and a welcome
Donvemence lor the Comprehensive User Made
l>t sturdy, non-scratchable. non-glare, color
matching plastic

The right commands the right price!

Also Available:

can Ton Free
1-800-231-5413

Calilomia 1-800-528-5441

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
>*or Your:

COMPAQ™
APPLE® II+, lie

XAYPRO®
OSBORNE®

Commands
1 - 2 - 3

WORDSTAR
VISICALC -

dBASE II-

MULTIPLAN

SUPERCALC 7 “

SUPERCALC
EASYWRITER -II

APPLEWRITER II

QUICK FILE™

PIE WRITER’ 1

For:

WORDSTAR - /SUPERCALC -

WOROSTAR- /VISICALC

EASYWRITER /VISICALC

APPLEWRITER -ll/OUICK FILE™

APPLEWRITER -ll/VISICALC-

WOROSTAR -/VISICALC

PERFECT WRITER “/FILER

PERFECT CALC™
M BASIC

PERSONAL PEARL™

00 IT YOURSELF BLANKS

CREAjiyE
Or Solid Ordor Toi

I
COMPUTER P-O. Box 85152-MB 134

PRODUCTS “ San Diego, CA 92138
We accept VISA. MC, AMEX or checks
$1.95 Shipping Fee.

'mr i

Appie/Quickfile-Apple Computer. Inc IBM-International Business Machines Osborne-Osborne Computer Corp

Kaypro-Non Linear Systems Wordstar/ Mailmerge-MicroPro International Visrcalc-Visicorp Supercalc-Sorcim

Easywriter ll-lntor mation Unlimited Software dBase ll-Ashton-Tate Multiplan-Microsott 1 -2-3-Lotus Development

Corp Perfect Writer /Perfect Filer/Perfect Calc -Perfect Software Personal Pearl-Pearlsoft PieWriter-Hayden

Software Co Compaq-Compaq Computer Corp * CREATIVE COMPUTERS PRODUCTS 1983
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dBASE II makes it possible.

dPROGRAMMER. makes
it easy.

dPROGRAMMER is

an accounting package

and application generator

that takes the

“programming” out of

using dBASE II.

The advent of dBASE II was a quantum step In computer

information management. But to fully appreciate its power
can take months of study. Now dPROGRAMMER takes the

"programming" out of creating your own application and

turns your computer into the management tool you hoped it

would be when you bought it.

dPROGRAM your accounting.

dPROGRAMMER comes with a complete accounting package

written in dBASE II. Now you can quickly and easily manage
your General Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts

Payable. Included are the standard reports of balance sheet

and income statement, a detailed general ledger, customer

and vendor ledgers, and 5 journal registers, as well as many
other helpful internal reports. dPROGRAMMER lets you

handle sophisticated double entry accounting with

simplicity and flexibility unmatched in the industry.

dPROGRAM your business application.

dPROGRAMMER adapts dBASE II toyour way of doing

business. It’s quick and easy to use because you organize the

access to information by setting up your own menus,

programs and files. It's all in plain English with

enough depth for both novice and expert.

Anyone in your office will be able to organize

information so it can be ordered, changed,

retrieved and printed to suit every

circumstance. dPROGRAMMER does many
complex dBASE II functions automatically

for you. From mailing lists through

complex reports, dPROGRAMMER will

manage your data so you're free to manage
your business.

Source code provided.

Whether you have extensive dBASE II programming
experience or are just learning this exciting language, you’ll

appreciate having the dPROGRAMMER source code. Not

only does this make customization a very real possibility, but

also provides examples of extremely well-written dBASE II

programs.

dPROGRAMMER is the dBASE II bargain of the year.

dPROGRAMMER is the only dBASE II add-on product you
will ever have to buy. It's a comprehensive business tool for

dBASE II users that comes with everything you need to get

the most out ofyour computer. Right away. What’s all that

worth? dPROGRAMMER costs just $295, much less than

you'd expect to pay for the accounting source code alone!

dPROGRAMMER is the sensible solution for all your
information management needs.

dPROGRAMMER runs on any computer that will support

dBASE II (8 or 16 bit). For more information, contact

Sensible Designs at 5244 Edgepark Way,

San Diego, CA 92124.

Better yet, call

(619) 268-0123 today.

CIRCLE 823 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SENSIBLE DESIGNS®
© Sensible Designs 1983

dPROGRAMMER is a registered trademark of

Sensible Designs.

dBASE 11 is a registered trademark ofAshton- Tate.“A great team”
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pfs.file are both impressive. Form design

is the most critical portion of the program,

but the screen display makes the process

simple if all of the data is available. The

form design can be modified, but this pro-

cess takes careful planning. You can eas-

ily add new categories where no data pres-

ently exists, but if you eliminate a catego-

ry or truncate the space for an entry, the

program will issue an error statement and

refuse to accept the new form. Data entry

and retrieval both are simple functions that

can be performed by persons with very

little training.

The ease of use and
performance of

pfs:file are both

impressive.

The pfs.file program is a valuable

record-keeping tool. It functions quickly

and efficiently. But, like a filing cabinet,

you can retrieve only the same forms you

put in. The computer will not rearrange

the data to give you summaries or different

presentations of the data it contains. Those

functions are performed by two other pro-

grams: pfsreport and pfs:graph.

Pfs: report

The pfsreport program is designed to

be used only with pfs.file. It makes use of

the form designed lorpfsfile and uses that

form to retrieve information. When it

retrieves the information, it can present it

or print it out by category instead of by

form. Summaries of categories can be

developed, and mathematical functions

can be performed on the summaries.

In our example of personnel files, we

could use pfsreport to prepare a listing of

the names and salaries of all persons in

Department 5 1 earning more than $ 1 .000

a month. We could instruct the program to

sum the salaries and then to divide the sum

by the number of employees selected to

determine a numeric average. This report

would be printed in a format we design

TOTAL CONTROL:
PC/FORTH™

Complies with the New 83-Standard

GRAPHICS. GAMES. COMMUNICATIONS. ROBOTICS
DATA ACQUISITION . PROCESS CONTROL

. rC/FORTH": interactive and conversa-
tional, but 20 times faster than BASIC.

. PC/FCKTH” programs: highly structured,

modular, easy to maintain.

. PC FOimP: direct control over all inter-

rupts, memory locations, and i/o ports.

. PC/H)ltTH”:full access to DOS files and
functions.

. PC/HUnr application programs can
be compiled into turnkey COM files

and distributed with no license fee.

• PC/FOItTir Cross Compilers available

for ROM'ed or disk based applications

on most microprocessors.

. PC/HUmP: compatible with PC/XT,
Eagle, COMPAQ, and all hard disks.

• PC/FOITH': for PC-DOS 1.1 and 2.0,

CP/M-86®, Concurrent CP/M.

Trademarks: IBM. International Business Machines
Corp.; CP/M, Digital Research Inc.; PC/Forth+and
PC/GEN. Laboratory Microsystems ln&

PC/FORTH” $100.00
Includes interpreter/compiler with virtual memory
and background multi-tasking, full screen editor

Assembler, utilities, 200-page technical manual.
and '‘Starting FORTH" Tutorial

Upgrade to PC/F0RTH+ available.

PC/FORTH+' $250.00
Allows creation of FORTH programs up to 1

megabyte in size.

DEMO DISK $5.00
Requires graphics card.

Extension Packages
Forth Cross Compiler $300.00
Advanced Color Graphics $100.00
Intel 8087 Support $1 00.00
Software Floating Point $100.00
Interactive Symbolic Debugger $100.00
PC/GEN’ Custom Character Sets $ 50 00
PC/TERM for Smartmodem $ 6000
QTF+ Editor/Text Formatter $100.00
Curry FORTH Programming Aids .

.
$150.00

Cross Reference Utility $ 25.00
Hierarchical File Manager $ 50.00

B+Tree Index Manager $125.00
B+ Tree File and Index Manager $20000
Intel 8087 Processor $250.00
"Starting FORTH" Tutorial $ 1 6 00m Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

4147 Beethoven Street. Los Angeles. CA 90066

Phone credit card orders to (213) 306-7412
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COMPLETE SET STILL ONLY S18.95
U. S. orders add S2.00. International addS3.50. for Postage/Handling

|AZ Residents add 5% sales tax)
,BM Greyq charcoal

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

CHECK MONEY ORDER G VISA Li MASTERCHARGE

CARD * EXR DATE

HOOLEON COMPANY
Dept. PC

RO- BOX 201

Cornville, A Z. 86325
(602)634-4503

Dealer inquiries welcome

Visa & M/C Call
: (602) 634-4507 or 634-4503.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED'
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THE8087 iS fN STOCK!
MicroWare is the world’s leading

retailer of 8087s. We also have
the most accurate statistics on
chip reliability. They are: .01%
infant mortality, .00% adult mortal-

ity and .02% 8088 incompatibil-

ity. As for ease of installation, we
have never had a customer return

a chip because of bent pins We
are so confident that you will be
able to successfully install and
use the chip that we offer a 1 80-

day warranty with every chip we

selL That’s 90 days more than

anyone else! To support the 8087
we stock the largest selection of

8087 software anywhere. This

includes: three FORTRANS, three

PASCALS, APL, Intel’s ASM86
(the assembler used by IBM to

design the PC), PL/M-86, several

Cs, 87 BASIC, 87MACRO and
MATRIXPAK for very large

matrices If you have a real time or

multi-user application, then you
ought to consider RTOS” It is

our implementation of Inters Real

Time, Multi-tasking Executive

(iRMX). If you have a question

about which language, compiler,

operating system or application

package is best suited to your
problem, we can answer it Just

call:

Information and Orders—
61 7-746-7341

University, Corporate and
Government Buyers—

61 7-746-7364

8087Supportfrom

Micro
lAlare

87FORTRAN/RTOS" is a MicroWare
adaptation of the Intel Fortran-86 compiler, a
full ANSI-77 subset with 8087 extensions and
overlays It generates in line 8087 code
allowing use of all 8087 data types including

80 bit reals and 64 bit integers The complete
subset I/O is supported including Internal and
External Files and List Directed I/O
87FORTRAN/RTOS uses the Intel large
memory model, allowing data/code structures
which utilize the full megabyte. The compiler
provides direct access to 8088 ports and
supports logical operations on 8 and 1 6 bit

operands normally treated in assembly
language. It is ideal for large applications which
are number intensive or control hardware

87PASCAL/RTOS" is Inters ISO-
Standard Pascal with 8087-8088 exceptions
These make it possible to use all the 8087 data
types directly, while generating modules in one
of the three Intel Memory Models

87FORTRAN/RTOS and

87PASCAL/RTOS include RTOS and
support for one year each $1 350

PC TECH JOURNAL REVIEW:
“The MicroWare package is preferable

... it executes the basic operations
more rapidly and MicroWare provides
a free update service”

87BASIC’ includes patches to the IBM
Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for

USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087
support Provides super fast performance for all

numeric operations including trigonometries
transcendental addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division $1 50

87MACR0 ’
- our complete 8087 software

development package It contains a “Pre-
processor which converts 8087 instructions

into 8088 escape codes source code for a set
of 8087 macros and an object library of 8087
functions which include transcendentals
trigonometries hyperbolics encoding
decoding and conversions $150

PLM-86 with RTOS $1100

RTOS’ — Real Time Multi-Tasking Operating System
RTOS is a MicroWare configured version of iRMX-86. Intel's legendary operating system. It in-

cludes the Intel Assembler. ASM-86, which supports the 8086. 8087, 8088 and 80186 All mod-
ules produced by the compilers or ASM-86 are combined, loaded and managed with the Utilities

LINK-86, LOC-86 and LIB-86 These products make it possible to load modules anywhere in RAM.
and resolve external references between runtime modules Overlays with a single root |ob are
supported by the linker RTOS/ASM-86/LINK-86/LOC-86/LIB-86 $600

MicroWare not only provides quality products but the support to make
them work! Our users receive newsletters, free software updates, and
have access to a HOTLINE for 8087 related advice. MicroWare is your
complete CLEARING HOUSE for 8087 related products We sell the

chips compilers and programs you need at affordable prices

MICROWARE BEST SELLERS!
8087-3 CHIP in stock with 180
day warranty and 8088 exchange

. $ i 99
FASTPAK* +8087 includes one runtime
library (87BASIC or 87MACRO), the 8087 chip,

the 87/88GUIDE. and installation

instructions $375

MATRIXPAK’ manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large

matrices at very fast speeds Includes matrix

inversion and the solution of simultaneous
linear equations Callable from MS Fortran

3.13. MS Pascal 3.13. SSS Fortran and
MicroWare 87MACRO. 87BASIC, and RTOS
compilers each $1 50

87/8BGUIDE - an excellent tutorial on
writing 8087 code and interfacing it with

compilers Full of code that runs' $30

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.13
MICROSOFT PASCAL 3.1 3 These
new IEEE compatible compilers support both
double precision and the 8087 each $289

MICROSOFT C COMPILER
includes Lattice C and the MS Librarian. $399

64K RAM Upgrade $59
SuperSoft Fortran 340
SSS 8087 Support 50
SuperSoft Voice Drive 895
87BASIC + 75
TRACE86 Utility 125
Microsoft Business Basic Compiler 495
Computer Innovations C86 345
STSC APL*PLUS/PC 545
64K QUADRAM 319
Sandstar WS2 Hard Disk System 1 355
Novation 212 SmartCat 495
HALO Graphics call
Energraphics call

Micro
Ware

P.O. Box 79
Kingston, MA
02364
(617) 746-7341

YouCan
TalkToUs!

!rMX
F

86, LINK%6. FORTRAN-86. ASM-86’
a registered trademark of IBM Cora. 8087.

1. LOC-86,
PL/M-86 and LIB-86 are trademarks of Intel Corpi
87FORTRAN/RTOS. 87 PASCAL/RTOS. 87 BASIC.
87MACRO. FASTPAK. MATRIXPAK. 87/88GUIDE,
RTOS and 87BASIC+ are trademarks of MicroWare.
Inc
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FAMILY DYNAMICS

with specific headings, columns, and

rows. The format can be saved and the

report can be regenerated as frequently as

needed.

Pfs:report is slightly more complex to

use than pfsfile because of the format

design process. The data-retrieval process

is simple. But you have (o design the out-

put format to fit both the size of the data

elements and the screen or printer you use

as an output device. You also have to

develop and enter any formulas you want

to use to manipulate the data. However,

this has to be done only once for each

report.

When you add pfsreport to pfs:file, the

combined program has most of the attri-

butes of a complete relational database

management system. The combined sys-

tem lacks some of the built-in math func-

tions found in other programs, but it does

include strong built-in formatting func-

tions, such as decimal-point alignment of

numbers, counting entries in a column,

giving subtotals, and accounting for page

breaks when printing reports.

However, numbers—even numbers

presented in neat rows—have limitations.

Often a chart or graph can demonstrate a

relationship between the numbers that

isn’t clear in a printed report. If you are a

member of the pfs family and you want to

see a graphic illustration of some num-

bers, you call pfs.graph.

Pfsigraph

The pfs.graph program can be used in

the standalone mode. As is typical of the

family, it can read files, such as DIF files

prepared by VisiCalc and other spread-

sheet and DBMS programs. It also can

accept data inputs from the keyboard.

Pfs.graph can produce line, bar. and

pie charts. The bar charts can be of the

stacked variety thqt illustrate a great deal

of data. The charts can be displayed in

color if the PC is equipped with a color/

graphics adapter. A good selection of

printers can be used, including the IBM
graphics printer. Epson MX-70, MX-80
and MX- 100 with Graftrax. IDS Prism

(not color), and the Okidata 80 series with

the graphic ROM. It will plot charts with

the Houston Instrument HiPlot, Hewlett-

Packard 7470A, 7220, and 7225, Strobe

100, and Sweet-P plotters.

An extensive menu is used to design

each chart. The menu allows you to enter

the titles and labels you want on each

graph, select the X and Y axes, and use

other features, such as color and grid divi-

sions. It is relatively simple to switch

between the configuration menu and the

chart to see what effect your changes make

on the final drawing.

If you use pfs.graph to draw informa-

tion from a data file created by pfs:file,

you are again greeted by the form used to

store the data. Pfs.graph can perform

some analysis of the data it retrieves

through the use of the forms. It can select

very specific items from a data field, such

as reading only the days from the date

field. It also can sum data contained in a

specific field on many charts and display

the totals graphically. You might, for

example, want to see the sales figures for

the first half of the month compared to the

figures for the second half. The program

could read the dates and sum the appropri-

ate item for each date in the correct cate-

gory. In this way ,pfs:plot duplicates some

of the capabilities of pfsreport.

If your need for data manipulation

exceeds the power of pfs.graph. you will

have to use pfsreport and either enter the

data manually or create a new form in a

new file containing the derived data.

This member of the pfs.software family

is a good program; it is relatively easy to

use and it has interfaces for a number of

different output devices. But the program

lacks some features found in other modem
graphics software. It does not allow for

different fonts to be used in the labels or

titles of charts. It does not allow you to

select the color or shading patterns used on

the charts. These limitations are not criti-

cal, but again they might be a problem to a

professional office desiring the ability to

turn out really sharp charts using specific

(continued)
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FREE 1k

“THE POWER OF
LOTUS 1-2-3”

(STEP-BY-S/EF TRAINING MANUAL)

WITH ANY HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
ORDER

NETWORK/PROTOCOL CONVERSION
AST-PCnet CALL
PCnet-ORCHID CALL
DISK DRIVES FLOPPY/WINCHESTER
TAND0N TM 100-2 S229
TALLGRASS 10MB/22MB CALL
DAV0NG 5/1 0/1 5MB $1375
DAV0NG TAPE BACKUP $1475
PC/XT 10MB INT KIT $995
MULTIFUNCTION/GRAPHICS BOARD
AST SIX PACK $275

C0MB0PLUS $275
MEGAPLUS $275
1/0 PLUS $119

QUADRAM QUADB0ARD $225
QUAOUNK $465

MONTE CARLO CARO CALL
PC EXPRESS CALL
PRINTERS
EPSON ALL MODELS CALL
BROTHER HR-15P $469

HR-25P $759
MONITORS
AMDEK 300G $139

310A/G $175
COLOR II $429

PGS HI-RES $479
QUADCHR0ME HI-RES CALL
MODEMS
HAYES SMART 300 $319

1200 $489
SOFTWARE/COMPILER
1-2-3 LOTUS $349
DBASE II $419
FRIDAY $179
MULTIPUN $179
MULTIMATE $299
SUPERCALC II $179
EASYWRITER II $199
V0LKSWRITER CALL
BLUE LYNX CALL
IRMALINE/IRMALETTE $1025

CONTROL DATA $235
CORONA 5/1 0MB CALL
C0RV0US 5/1 0MB CALL
COLUMBIA 5/1 0/1 5MB CALL
XEBEC 5/10/20MB $1295

AMDEK MAI $449
PUNTR0NICS COLOR + $389
USI GRAPHICS CALL
DISK C0NTR0LLER-MAYNARD CALL
TALL TREE $650

OKIDATA ML 82A $379
ML 83A $579
ML 92P $459
ML 93P $719
ML84P $969

NEC 3530/3550 CALL
MANNESMAN TALLY ALL CALL

USI GREEN CALL
ZENITH GREEN $119
G0RILU GREEN $89
NEC 1260 GREEN $115
TAXAN HI-RES CALL

NOVATION 1200B + SOFT $449
HAYES SMART 1200B $439

WORDSTAR 3 3 CALL
WORDSTAR/MAILMERGE CALL
PFS ALL CALL
CROSSTALK XVI $119
COPY II PC $29
COMPILER COBOL 86 $499

FORTRAN CALL
C UNGUAGE $239
PASCAL $259
CP/M 86 $49
PL/1 86 $469

•FOR ORDERS MORE THAN S300
WE CARRY ALL SOFTWARE. HARDWARE FOR SCIENTIFIC,

ENGINEERING. MEDICAL. LAB AUTOMATION, A'D-D'A. CAD'

|

CAM AND SPEECH SYNTHESIZERS

CALL OR WRITE

ABEX SYSTEMS
P.0. BOX 6935,

PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854

(201) 968-5046
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FOR TRS-80 MODELS 1 , 3 & 4

IBM PC, XT, AND COMPAQ
\

The MMSFORTH
System.

Compare.

• The speed, compactness and
extensibility of the

MMSFORTH total software

environment, optimized for

the popular IBM PC and
TRS-80 Models 1,3 and 4.

• An integrated system of

sophisticated application

programs: word processing,

database management,
communications, general

ledger and more, all with

powerful capabilities, sur-

prising speed and ease of use.

• With source code, for custom
modifications by you or MMS.

• The famous MMS support,

including detailed manuals
and examples, telephone tips,

additional programs and
inexpensive program updates,

User Groups worldwide, the

MMSFORTH Newsletter,

Forth-related books, work-

shops and professional

consulting.

MlFORTH
A World of

Difference!

• Personal licensing for TRS-80:

$129.95 for MMSFORTH, or

"3+4TH” User System with

FORTHWRITE, DATA-
HANDLER and FORTHCOM
for $399.95.

• Personal licensing for IBM
PC: $249.95 for MMSFORTH,
or enhanced "3+4TH" User
System with FORTHWRITE,
DATAHANDLER-PLUS and
FORTHCOM for $549.95.

• Corporate Site License Exten-

sions from $1,000.

If you recognize the difference

and want to profit from it, ask us

or your dealer about the world
Of MMSFORTH.

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760

(617)6536136

FAMILY DYNAMICS

colors, shading, and print styles for

emphasis.

The Family Plays Together

The front-end benefits of using a soft-

ware family (common training, documen-

tation, keystrokes, and other operating

features) don’t represent all of the things

that family life should bring. There should

be some real synergism between the fam-

ily members that increases their total val-

ue. The pfs.software family benefits from

being able to call on each other in the mid-

dle of an active program. This means that

as pfs.write is printing a document, it can

call in names and addresses from pfs:file.

The pfs.graph program can save a “pic-

ture” of a graph it creates in a file that can

be read by pfs:write. This picture is a dot

image of the final graph that is saved in the

same format used by IBM BASIC’s

BSAVE command. The files generated by

pfs:report can be called in, and a report

can be used as a part of the printed text.

These abilities mean that pfs. write has

the potential to produce complete docu-

ments that include graphics and some vari-

able material drawn from a sequence of

records. It has the ability to generate per-

sonalized form letters that might even

include a different chart or graphic image

for addressees who share some specific

demographic feature, such as zip code or

age group. It can be used to produce illus-

trated reports with data tables and charts

that change according to specific charac-

teristics described in the forms used by

pfsfile and compiled with pfs:report.

The only slight drawback to this mixing

of programs is the mechanical problem of

leaving enough room on a page of text to

bring in a graph, report, or form. Since

pfs.write does not display the data it bor-

rows from its family members, you have

to plan ahead to allow for 1 8 blank lines in

the document for a graph and the needed

space for addresses or reports. If you want

to include several borrowed entries in one

long document the planning can be

tedious. Some small line adjustments in

the beginning of the document may

change the position of entries in the last

pages.

In a Family Way
Another advantage to family life comes

from mutual support. A company that

takes the time to put out a family of soft-

ware would seem to be more likely to sup-

port it than a company that markets one

program and then leaves it an orphan.

Software Publishing Corporation has or-

ganized a pfs Users’ Group, and it pub-

lishes a quarterly multi-page newsletter

describing different applications. One

small example of the support Software

Publishing provides: I called with a tech-

nical question on the language used to

write the original software (Pascal). The

technical department was busy at the time,

but they called me back (California to Vir-

ginia) and answered my question within

10 minutes. 1 had not identified myself

and the company didn't know I was doing

a pfs review.

Locked In?

Finally, we come to the question of the

transportability of data between family

and nonfamily software packages. The

pfs.software family seems to be able to use

data prepared by other programs. It can

read and use ASCII files, DIF file, and

BSAVE picture files. But outside software

may have problems reading the files cre-

ated by a pfs program . This can raise prob-

lems if you want to link the output to other

software on a regular basis. As an exam-

ple, I might wish to use the output of

pfs-.report as the input to a tax-preparation

program. If I want to do this once a year, it

is no problem to
’

’print’ ' the report to disk

as an ASCII file and run the tax program

against it. But if I wanted to look at the tax

position of various clients on a regular

basis, I would want to find a different

DBMS to prepare my reports.

Joining a family has advantages and

drawbacks. You gain mutual support and

familiarity; you lose some ability to pick

and choose your friends. Will you go it

alone or choose the family life?

i
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Add Color Printing
To Your IBM-PC.

$599!

AXIOM CORPORATION
1014 Griswold Avenue, San Fernando, CA 91340

(213) 365-9521 • TWX 910-496-1746

C
harlie usually expresses himself in black and white,

but now he agrees that life is much more fun in living color.

You too can lead a more colorful existence with Axiom's

GP-700PC, the first color printer to be designed specifically for

the IBM-PC.

Compatibility — The Axiom GP-700PC comes with a cable

that plugs right into your PC printer port. It's equipped with a VDI
(Virtual Device Interface) driver, making it compatible with all new
IBM and VisiCorp software — including VisiOn.

Speed — Other color printers are S L O W. Our GP-700PC

uses data compression to speed data transfer from your PC. It also

has a separate print head for each color. All this adds up to the

fastest full-color screen dump.

One Printer Does It All — The GP-700PC is a full-fledged dot

matrix impact printer with cartridge ribbon, friction and tractors,

rear and bottom feed and multiple copy capability. You can use it

as a high quality dot matrix printer when you don't need color.

Charlie's sold on color. At $599 for our GP-700PC,

you'll be too!

GP-Series Printers Built for Lasting Quality by SEIKOSHA.
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Nqw the excitement of original

arcade graphics and sound effects
comes home to your computer

Introducing ATARISOFT™ A new
source for computer software.

If you own a Commodore VIC 20
or 64, a Texas Instruments 99/4A, an
IBM or an Apple II, you can play the
original arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG by Nintendo,
CENTIPEDE™ RAC-MAN, DEFENDER,
ROBOTRON: 2084, STARGATE and
DIG DUG. (On the Tl 99/4A you can
also play Protector II, Shamus, Picnic

Paranoia and Super Storm.]
So, start playing the original hits

on your computer
Only from ATARISOFT
Some oames also available on

ColecoVision and Intellivision .

AT* JtlSOFT
Now your computer fits

the arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG, Mano and NINTENDO are trademarks and O
Nintendo 1981, 1983 RAC-MAN and characters are trademarks
of Bally Midway Mfg Co subbcensed toAtan. Inc by Namco-
Amenca, Inc. 0EFENOER is a trademark of Williams Electronics.
Inc

,
manufactured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc

ROBOTRON 2084 is a trademark and O of Williams 1982, manu-
factured under license from Williams Electronics Inc STARGATE
is a trademark and C of Williams 1981, manufactured under license
from Williams Electronics. Inc DIG DUG is created and designed
by Namco Ltd manufactured under license by Atari. Inc Trade-
marks and O Namco 1982 PROTECTOR II .s a trademark of Syn-
apse Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atari.
Inc SHAMUS is a trademark of Synapse Software Corporation,
manufactured under license by Atan Inc PICNIC RARANOIA is a
trademark of Synapse Software Corporation, manufactured by
Atan. Inc. SUPER STORM is engineered and designed by Synapse
Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atan. Inc
ATARISOFT™ products are manufactured by Atari. Inc for use on
the above referenced machines and are not made, licensed or
approved by the manufacturers of these machines COMMODORE
64. VIC 20. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4A. IBM. APPLE COLE-
COVISION and INTELLIVISION are respectively trademarks of
Commodore Electronics Limited. Texas Instruments, International
Business Machines Coro Apple Computer Inc Coleco Industries.
Inc and Mattel Inc AOWarner Communications Company
0 1983 Atan. Inc All rights reserved

Complete this coupon and we ll keep you
up to date on the newest hits from
ATARISOFT™

City

Telephone

PRODUCT OWNED (Check one)

5 1 | Commodore
Vic 20

1 TI-99/4A

2 IBM PC 6Q Intellivision

3 1 I Commodore 64 7 1 I Apple II

4Q ColecoVision 8Q
Mail to:

Atari, Inc., PO. Box 2943,
So. San Francisco, CA 94080.
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•IBM » a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation
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SANDLER’S SCREEN/COREY SANDLER

Making Peace With 1984
For 35 years, we’ve lived within its shadow. Now the time of

truth has arrived, bringing Orwellian overtones and one
unavoidable question: Is Big Brother watching?

Welcome to 1984. If that sentiment

doesn’t give you a little chill,

you’re showing your youth. For many of

us who grew up in the fifties and sixties,

this New Year’s Eve had an unsettling

edge. For despite the parties and frivolity,

in the back of our collective consciousness

was an uneasy remembrance of George

Orwell’s dark, threatening novel of a uto-

pia gone wrong. 1984.

Orwell wrote, in 1949, of a fictional

time when information was power, and

power was everything. Big Brother

watched all; Big Brother knew all; Big

Brother’s telescreens recorded all.

“The Patty said that Oceania had never

been in alliance with Eurasia. He, Win-

ston Smith, knew that Oceania had been in

alliance with Eurasia as short a time as

four years ago. But where did that knowl-

edge exist? Only in his own conscious-

ness, which in any case must soon be anni-

hilated. And if all others accepted the lie

which the Party imposed— if all records

told the same tale—then the lie passed

into history and became truth. ’Who con-

trols the past,’ ran the Party slogan, ‘con-

trols the future; who controls the present

controls the past.’
”

All through my high school and college

years, "1984” was perceived as a threat.

We demanded free speech to keep Big

Brother away; petitioned to ban the bomb

to forestall the Ministry of Peace’s “War

Corey Sandler

is Peace” campaign; and extolled the uni-

versities as ivory towers to give the lie to

“Ignorance is Strength."

And there were times—no matter

which side of the political fence you came

down on—when it seemed as though the

Cold War of the fifties, or the Cuban Mis-

sile Crisis of the early sixties, or the assas-

sinations, war, protest, and turmoil of the

late sixties were leading us right to the

door of the Ministry of Love (whose pur-

pose was hateful).

Nevertheless, 1 never really thought of

our actual arrival in the year 1984. We
could leap, with Arthur C. Clarke, to 2001

and a wonderful time of rebirth and renew-

al . We couldjourney to distant yet familiar

galaxies with the starship Enterprise, or

frolic through funny phantasmagoric uto-

pias created by Woody Allen. Somehow,

we would avoid landing in that year

between 1983 and 1985.

Well, folks, I guess we have arrived.

But where are we?

Back to the Book
Like many others, I reread Orwell’s

1 984 just recently, looking for the answer.

I wanted to know if Big Brother had

slipped into our midst, or if somehow—he

had been repelled at the borders.

I mixed the book in among my other

reading one week, picking it up and

putting it down between passes at work in

my electronic office, where I write books

and articles on a telescreen that is linked

into a common communications network,

in a house where the climate, security,

telephones, and cooking facilities are all

removed from our concern by hidden

microprocessors, and in an age that

includes its share of Newspeak and Dou-

blethink (our president calls a destmctive

new missile the "Peacekeeper"; the Sovi-

et premier justifies the shooting down of a

civilian airplane— it's not his fault and no

big deal anyway; the newspapers report of

“START" talks to end missile madness,

based on a process of construction/reduc-

tion called "build-down").

Also in my mix ofbooks that week was

a recent best-seller, a superb piece of
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Price and Technical Support Makes the Difference

Join the Team that has Both!

COMPUTERS:
Columbia MPC Computer includes

128K, Keyboard, 2 DS/DD, 320K
disk drives, video card, MS-DOS,
and the Super 3000 Software Rack.

. . CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS

Columbia Portable Computer in-

cludes 256K, Keyboard, 2 DS/DD
disk drives, 9" monitor, and the Su-

per 3000 Software Pack.

CALL FOR SPECIAL SALE
PRICES

PRINTERS
Daisywriter 2000 $995 00
Delta 10 $489 00
Epson FX-80 $525.00
Epson FX-100 $679 00
Epson RX-80 $295.00
Gemini 10X $275.00
Gemini 15X $ call

NEC 8023 $365.00
Okidata 82A $399.00
Okidata 92 $445.00

Okidata 93 $749.95
Prowriter 1 $349.00

Toshiba 1350 $ call

MONITORS
Amdek 300 Green $129.00

Amdek Color | $275.00
Amdek Color II RGB $439.00
Princeton HX-12 $479.p0
US1 12" Amber $139 00

DISKETTES
Verbatim Datalife SS/DD $22.95
Elephant SS/SD $17.95
Verbatim Qatalife DS/DD $34.95

MODEMS

Hayes 300 $195.00

Hayes 1200 $469.00

National Ord

1-800-34’
Call or Write lor Free Catalog ^ g

TEAM COMPUTER PRODUCTS
109 Church Street • Suite 303 New Haven CT 06510

et Desk

-men N Y. Residents Call
-lSbU 1-800-942-1935

Ext. 88
CT Residents and Technical Support Call

(203) 777-2284
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By Niklaus Wirth’s standards,

SBB Pascal is the best Pascal compiler

for the IBM' Personal Computer.

In benchmarks using a suite of nine test programs written by Niklaus Wirth to
objectively assess the capabilities of Pascal compilers. SBB Pascal
outperformed its competitors in both speed and compactness of code.

The results of the Eratosthenes' sieve benchmark give just a hint of SBB
Pascal's efficiency:

Execution time
(in seconds)

SBB Pascal
11.10

MS-Pascal™
11.70

Pascal/MT
14.70

Code size

(in bytes)

203 229 294

EXE file size 4608 27136 10752
(in bytes)

Overall, our competitors' execution times averaged 1.58 times SBBs'. their

code sizes averaged 1.21 times SBBs', and their EXE file sizes averaged 3.31

times SBBs'.

Full benchmark results can be found in our new brochure, which also includes

information on the features of the compiler and the accompanying editor and
debugger.

Soft wore
Building

3 Blocks™

607/272-2807

Software Building Blocks. Inc.

Post Office Box 119

fthoca. New York 14851-0119

SBB Pascal is a trademark of Software Building Blocks. Inc IBM is a registered trademark of International

Business Machines Corp MS-Pascal is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation Pascal/MT *86 is a trademark of

Digital Research. Inc

SANDLER’S SCREEN

reporting called The Puzzle Palace by

James Bamford. The book is an unautho-

rized snoop at the National Security Agen-

cy, this country's huge, and almost totally

unseen, secret intelligence organization.

Under the guise of national security con-

siderations. the NSA has taken full advan-

tage ofour world of electronic telecommu-

nications to automatically and impercepti-

bly look into all of our affairs. Bamford

writes. He continues:

"Thus, by having four strategically

placed satellite antenna fields located near

the COMSAT earth terminals and several

average microwave receiving horns stuck

on a rooftop or hanging on the side of an

obscure tower near the various cable

heads, the NSA should be able to monitor

continuously nearly every international

telephone conversation or message to or

from anyone in the United States. Such a

power could have been fantasized only by

Orwell.”

Orwellian Questions

I found myself thinking about our

world in 1 984. Have you ever driven up a

suburban street on a summer's evening

and seen the flickering glow of television

through every open parlor window? Have

you noted how quickly a single phrase

(“Excuuuuuuse me!”) can leap into our

national consciousness overnight? Have

you considered how our political candi-

dates are now being chosen on the basis of

their packaging and not their content? And

the most Orwellian question of them all:

What has the computer done to our priva-

cy when there now exists the possibility

(and occasional reality) of a computer net-

work that links the desks of every bureau-

crat, banker, policeman, journalist, spy,

tax collector. . . .

And what about the War Games syn-

drome—the growing legion of computer

hackers whose play from their homes or

businesses involves searching for ways to

break into government and corporate com-

puter systems for fun and profit?

One of the ironies I noted while reread-

ing 1984 was the absence of computers, at

382
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F
ulfill all of your expectations for your IBM

personal computer with PCjr, the applica-

tions masazine written for you and yodr house-

hold! Whether you're completing your banking

from home, cataloging your book, record or

recipe collections, teaching your pre-schooler

math or the alphabet, preparing your taxes or

term papers, or just playing games, PCjr will

enable you to get the most out of all IBM PC's or

compatible computers!

PCjr is written for all members of your house-

hold as a tool to utilize your computer to its

fullest extent.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND SAVE UP TO 35%!

For IBM Personal Computers in

Education, Home and Business Use

8Him
PO BOX 245Q Boulder, Colorado 80322

YES, please enroll me as an Introductory Subscriber to PCJR, for:

One year <12 issues) Two years IH Three years

$14.97 and SAVE 25% $2797 and SAVE 30% $3897 and SAVE 35%

Mr/Mrs/A

Address

AS
please print name m full

CHECK ONE:
ChargeMy

Payment enclosed D Bill me later

American Express Visa [ MasterCard

Card No
Savings based on full one -year subscription price of ST997

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue



Everything
You EverWanted From
Personal Computing

Faster Easier

SOLVING PROBLEMS vs READING MANUALS
The real benefits of personal computing come from putting the hardware and software to work solving your business

problems and not spending hours reading through boring and tedious operating manuals.

PERSONAL COMPUTER BECOMES PERSONAL TUTOR
With Cdex Training programs you simply insert a Cdex diskette in your computer disk drive, turn on your

TRAINING
comPuter' ancl ln an 'nstant y°ur personal computer becomes your personal tutor.

FOR PERSONAL COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAMS
COMPUTERS: Each Cdex program contains at least three disks and many contain four disks. That's because

Cdex Training programs are graphical, interactive, and comprehensive. They not only tell you
how hardware and software work, but they allow you to operate it through simulations

and hands-on exercises with the actual hardware and software.

How to use your
IBM®personal computer
with PC DOS - PC or XT
How to use your IBM®
personal computer with CPM86 REFERENCE GUIDE INCLUDED
or Concurrent CPM86 — In addition, each Cdex program comes with a Reference Guide that contains

PC orXT keyboard and/or command references for the pertinent hardware or software

IBM® PC communications using the so that you can use it later to refresh your memory.
IBM® PC Asynchronous
Communications Program
IBM® PC DOS 2.0

How to use your Apple® lie personal

computer

COMPETITIVELY PRICED

TRAINING FOR PERSONAL
COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
• Advanced Training for the Lotus

1
'

I -2-3 Program
The Lotus™ 1-2-3 Program
The MULTIPLAN™ Program
The VisiWord™ Program
The VisiTrend™ and VisiPlot™ Program
The TK I Solver Program *
The MultiMate™ Program
The VisiCalc® Program
The WordStar™ Program
The SuperCalc™ and SuperCalc2™ Program
The EasyWriter™ II Program
The dBase II® Program
The DB Master™ Program — Version 4

TRAINING FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE:
• The BPI® General Accounting Program
• The State of the Art® General Ledger System
• The Peachtree General Ledger System

TRAINING FOR BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY USING PERSONAL
COMPUTER SOFTWARE:
• "Managing Your Business Using Electronic Spreadsheets"
• "Making Business Decisions Using Electronic Spreadsheets"

These programs are for users of the Lotus™ I -2-3 Program.

MULTIPLAN™ Program, VisiCalc®, VisiCalc IV® or VisiCalc® Advanced
Version Programs, or SuperCalc™ or SuperCalc2™ Programs.

Surprisingly, given the above comprehen-
siveness of design and content. Cdex
Training Programs are priced compet-

itively with other computer-based
training products that claim to pro-

vide training but only provide an in-

troduction to training.

USABLE TODAY AND
TOMORROW
With Cdex Training Programs you

can use them today to train yourself

on those features you need today and use
them tomorrow to train yourself on the ad-

vanced features you need to implement sophis-

ticated applications.

You get everything you ever wanted from per-

sonal computing. Faster and easier.

Cdex Training Programs are available for the
IBM® PC or XT and IBM compatible personal

computers, and the Apple II® Plus, Apple lie and
Apple III personal computers. See how effective

a Cdex Training Program can be. Ask your com-
puter dealer for a demonstration or call

(
800

)
982-1213

In California call (415) 964-7600.

cdex-

Cdex Corporation

5050 El Camino Real. Los Altos. CA 94022
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WANG

SANDLER’S SCREEN

least as we know them today in George

Orwell’s writing. In the world of 1984. the

Party members were the machines, per-

forming machinelike tasks in the process

of “correcting” history to make it consis-

tent with the present. (There was a serio-

comic passage about that ultimate word

processor that we writers always dream of:

"He did not know her name, but he knew

that she worked in the Fiction Department.

Presumably—since he had sometimes

seen her with oily hands and carrying a

spanner—she had some mechanical job

With the computer’s

gift to writers of

speed and
efficiency comes the

loss of an archive.

on one of the novel-writing machines.")

Orwell’s computer analogies, though,

were apt. The heart of Big Brother's con-

trol over the society was his ownership of

the collective Random Access Memory

(“He who controls the past controls the

future”).

Losing Literary History

What are computers doing to literature?

In 1984 the Party machine was busily

engaged in rewriting all of the classics to

conform with orthodox thought and to

remove any inappropriate doubleplusun-

good crimethoughl (
‘

'Under the spreading

chestnut tree, I sold you and you sold

me”). Now, though, we writers hail the

coming of the word processor as the great-

est boon to productivity since we put down

our hammers and chisels and picked up the

paint brush. But Pulitzer Prize-winning

playwright Marsha Norman, in her inter-

view with PC last summer (“Marsha Nor-

man: A Broadway Playwright Collabo-

rates With The PC,” PC, Volume 2 Num-
ber 3) pointed out that with the computer’s

gift to writers of speed and efficiency

comes the loss of an archive. Historians

today still pore over the remaining hand-

written drafts of plays by Shakespeare or

novels by James Joyce or stories by Mark

Twain to chart the development of a mas-

terwork.

With a word processor, the end product

may be produced quicker and may even be

better, but all of the rewrites and block

moves and searched-and-replaced charac-

ter names will be lost in an electronic ether

and therefore will never haw existed.

And what about civil liberties? If all of

the educational, financial, and personal

data on our lives are to be maintained

inside the volatile memory of a computer

database, what tangible proof do we have

of our passage? Could not my very exis-

tence be wiped out by some ERASE
SANDLER.* command? I would be-

come, in Orwell’s term, an unperson.
“

’Does the past exist concretely, in

space? Is there somewhere or other a

place, a world of solid objects, where the

past is still happening?’

‘No.’

‘Then where does the past exist, if at

all?’

‘In records. It is written down.’

‘In records. And —?’

‘In the mind. In human memories.’

‘In memory. Very well, then. We, the

Party, control all records, and we control

all memories. Then we control the past, do

we not?’
”

But I am at heart a cautious optimist. I

believe that if we keep our eyes and ears

and minds open, we can fight off the

assaults of Big Brother and Big Govern-

ment and Big Business. Computer hackers

and computer users can, if they choose,

use their powerful tools as guardians of

their privacy. We can use our computers

as windows to the world instead of allow-

ing them to be used as spies in our

midst.

We can, ifwe try, make Orwell's 1984

a footnote in literature. But never let it be

said that George Orwell’s novel was off

the mark: 1984 may fail as prophecy if it

succeeds as warning.

^nppta TRS~80 im

Some
of the

World's Largest
computer
companies

Call Us
for

medical systems
on their
machines.

Why don't you...

The reason is simple.

We do a better job
and have more features

than our competitors.

Below are just a handful

of our special features.

• AMA Claim Form
• Multiple Providers
• Dally Journal
• Productivity Report
• Superbill

• Referral Letters

• RVS/ICDA Codes
• Patient Recall

• Financial Histories

• Hotline Service

• Word Processing
• Appointment Reminder
• Collection Report
• Private A/R Aged
• Manual & Training

System Available
• 100,000 Patients

• 22,000 Patient

Appointment System

Call your dealer for a
FREE demonstration or call

CMA about our low cost

"See it in Your office"

training units.

MICRO COMPUTER DIVISION
§5722 Sana F« Trail

Yucca Vallay, CA 9228*
(»19| MS-9718
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AMERICA’S HIGH TECH
i

SOFTWARE MODEMS

Ashton-Tate

D Base N
Financial Planner

Friday

Art SCI
Magic Calc

Mage Mailer

Magic Memory
Magic Window
Mage Window II (40 70 60)

Mage Words
Mage Pack Combo
(Window Mailer Words)

BPI

Accounis Payable

Accounis Receivable

General Accounling

Inventory Control

Job Costing

Payroll

Broderbund
Bank Street Writer

lode Runner
Choplifter

Sea Fox
Sky Blazer

Continental

The Home Accountant

Property Management

Dow Jones
Invest Evaluation

EPYX
Curse ol Ra
Star Warrior

Temple ol Apshai

Hayden Software

How to Program m Applesoft B

MicroMath tor Kids

Pie Writer

Speller

Infocom
Deadline

Enchanter

Pianel Fall

Starcross

Suspended
Witness

Zork I

Zork II

ZOrk III

$419 00
$459 00

$209 00

$419.00
$41900
$41900

$ 14.00

S 2100
S 28 00

$ 35 00

S 35 00

S 35 00
S 29 00

S 35 00
S 35 00
S 29 00

S 29 00

S 29 00

$105 95
S 49 95
$117 95

S 70 95
$105 95
S 49 95
$158.95

$278 00
$278 00
$278 00
$278 00
$41900
$278 00

$140 95

$ 49 95

S 24 95

S 24 95

$ 21.95

$ 22 95

$ 14.00

S 21 00

$ 28 00

S 35 95

$ 2100
$105 95

S 35.00

S 35 00
S 35 00
S 29 00

S 35 00

S 35 00
S 29 00
S 29 00

$ 29 00

ROCKY MTN.
MICRO IS

NOW CENTENNIAL
>COMPUTER PRODUCTS WEST

NOTE: This is only a selected

sample of our software

Inventory. If we have not listed

your particular need, call and
we will get it for you at our

fantastic prices.

We carry all software for

Commodore, Atari

& Tl-Pro.

Intelligent Systems
Professional Blackiack

Lotus
lotus 1 -2-3

MicroPro International

Mail Merge
Spell Star

WordStar Mall Merge
Wordstar Speiistar

WordStar

Microsoft
Multipian

Applesoft Compiler

Flight Simulator

Muse
Castle Woffenslem

Peachtree Software

$175 95
$175 95
$453 95
$489 95

$348 95

$125 95
$125 95
$351 95
$383 95
$254 95

$193 95
$123 00

$ •

Peachtext 5000 $255 00 S -

Peachiexi (80 Col Card) S $161 00
Peachpack (GL AR AP) $255 95 $255 95

Accounts Payable Accounts

Receivable

General Ledger Inventory

Control

(each module) $484 00 s •

Perfect Software
Perfect Caic $11500 $11500-
Perfecl Filer $233 00 $233 00‘

Pedeci Speiie' $115 00 $11500-
Perfect Writer $194 00 $194 00'

Perfect Writer Speller $272 00 $27200'
Perfect Filer Cak: $293 00 $293 00'

'Requires 80 Col Card. 2-80 Card & CP M
Sierra On-Line Systems

Frogger $ 24 95 $ 24 95
Ultima II $ - $ 42 95

Sir-Tech Software

Wizardry $ 42 95 $ 35 95
Galactic Attack S $ 20 95
Knight ol Diamonds s • $ 24 95

Legacy of liyigamyn s $ 27 95
Police Artist $ $ 24 95
Star Maze $ • S 24 95

Software Publishing

pfs File $ 98 95 S 87 95
pis Graph $ 98 95 $ 87 95
pfs Report $ 87 95 $ 87 95
pfs Write $ 98 95 $ -

Spinnaker
Snooper Troops-Case 1 & 2 $ 31 95 $ 31 95
Alphabet 200 $ 21.00 $ 21 00

Visicorp

Visicak: $189 00 $189 00
Visidex $189 00 $189 00
Visdiies $229 00 $189 00
Visilink $189 00 $189 00
Visiplot t • $152 00
Visischeduie $229 00 $229 00
Visiterm $ $ 76 00
Visitrend Plot $229 00 $229-00

Visicatc w c-Dex $189 00 $ -

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS FOR ALL COMPUTERS
EPD Lemon $ 49.00 EPO Peach $ 79 00
EPO Lime $ 74 00 EPO Hawk $15900
EPO Orange $115.00

U.S. Robotics-Phone Link $159
U.S. Robollca-Micfo Link 300 $199

U.S Robotics-Auto Link 300 $229
U.S. Robotics-Micro Link 1200 $379
U.S. Robotics-Auto Link 1200 $419
U.S. Robotics-Auto Link 21 2A $459
U.S. Robotics-Auto Dial 21 2A $499

U.S. Robotics-Password $379

U.S. Robotics-Courier $435
U.S. Robotics- T ulpac $ 69

Signalman-Mark I RS232 $ 79
Signalman-Mark II Alan 850 $ 79
Signalman-Mark III T1994 A $105
Signalman-Mark IV Comm PETCBM $126
Signalman-Mark V Osborne $ 97

Signalman-Mark VI IBM PC $209
Signalman-Mark VII RS 232 (Auto-Dial) $119
Signalman-Mark XII 1200 Baud $279

Novation-Apple Cat II $289
Novation-Cat $135

Novatlon-D-Cat $155
Novation-J -C.it $109
Novation-!’ 1 2 Auto Cat $495
Novatlon-Smancal 103 $179
Novation-Smarlcat 103212 $425
Novatlon-Applecat 212 $545

Hayes-Smarlmodem 300 $219
Hayes-Smanmodem 1200 $495
Hayee-Smarlmodem 12006 $439

Hayes-Micromodom HE w Smartcom II $239
Hayea-Smartcom II $ 85

‘Refunds on modems only H 0.0. A. Be aura you know
what modem you need before you buy.

Mile High Saver
Star-Micronics ^

* GEMINI 10X *
2 $289.00 2

120 CPS Friction Tractor Feed
,

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix

Star Mlcronlcs

GeminMOX (120CPS) $ 299
Oemlnl-15X (120CPS-
Wide Carnage) $ 449
Deit»-t0 (160CPS) $ 479

OkkJala

Okldeta-82A $ 389
$ 609

$ 459
$ 700
$1049
$ SO
$30.59

$43S3
$81.18

CENTENNIAL
Computer Products ,

Inc.

Okklata-92PAR
Okldate-93PAR
Okldate-84PAR
Tractor Feed (82 * 92)

Play-N-Plug (82 83)
Piay-N-Piug (92 * 93)

Play-N-Plug (84)

Mannesmann Tally-1601
Mannesmann Tally- 1 801
Mannesmann Tatty-Spini

C. ITHO
Prowriler l-PAR
Prownler ll-PAR

Gorilla Banana

TERMS ANO CONDITIONS e NO CREDIT CARD FEE e Personal checks (allow 10 days to clear) Visa. Masler Card, wire transters, include telephone number e COO ^
orders accepted — 5300 maximum V0 rc-re'j-cjbie surcharge e AH products factory sealed with manufacturers warranty e POs accepted from qualified customers
e Approval needed on a" returns e 10'A restocking charge unlejs detective plus shipping e Shipping Handling & Insurance S5 00 minimum 4“. UPS ground UPS Blue

Label rate quoted at Mm • :es sub|ect to change withoul notice e Telephone Order Desk Hours 0 AM to 6PM Monday through Friday '0 AM lo 4 PM
Saturday Appropriate taxes vmli be completed at time of sale

SFfe - £ : 'r



WAREHOUSE

The enhanced IBM Alternative

TRULY IBM COMPATIBLE
IBM Hardware & Software compatibility in a Multi-

User 16 8K computer. 128K two serial ports, one
parallel port and 8 expansion slots.

Plus free software. Macro-Assembler. Diagnostics.

Basic w colorgraphics PLUS Perfect Writer. Speller.

Calc and Flies. Fast Graphs. Space Commanders
‘

and Home Accountant

CALL FOR FANTASTIC PRICE

• COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE CALL
• NEC APC CALL • NEC 8201 A 699.00

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR IBM PC XT AND COLUMBIA

OUADRAM CORP
Quadboard Multifunction Board
Foil Expandability From 64K to £S6K
Par Printer Port. Sor Port C/C

Ram Disk Dnve
Ouadlink-Apple On A Card

Microfarer Pnnter SpoolOr

Print Buttering From 8K to 512K
Why Wait For Your Pnnter

AST
6-Pack Plus 64K-364K
One Ser . One Par

. c.c

I O Plus

Clock Cal. 1 Ser Port

STB
"Super-Rio' Card 64K-2S6K.
Two Serial One Par Port Clock Cal.

Ram Osk. Cables Included

TECMAR
1st Male
Graphics Master

2nd Mate

USI
MultKksptay Card
IBM Mono And Colorgraphics And
Par Port

PLANTRONICS
Color Plus

KEYTRONICS
Enhanced Word Processing Keyboard
Model KBS 150

KRAFT

TAG
Joystick

Paddles

KOALA

CALL FOR FANTASTIC PRICES ON ALL PRODUCTS FOR YOUR IBM.

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR APPLE/FRANKLIN COMPUTER
ORANGE MICRO

Grappter +
Buttered Gmppier

MICROTEK
RV-61 1C Par Interface

SV-622C Ser Interface

Apple Dumpling 16K
BAM 16K Ram Expandable

MICROSOFT
16K Ram Expandable
Softcard

Sohcard Premium Pak

VIOEX
Ultraterm

V-deoteim 80 Cot Card
PSI O Card

KENSINGTON
System Saver

S 75.00

S 228 00
S 459.00

KRAFT
Joystick

Game Paddles

TAG
Joystick

Game Paddies

Seiect-A-Port

Trak-Bali

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Micro-Bofler II 16K

INTERACTIVE STRUCTURES
Pkaso Pnnter Interface

KOALA

$ 43.00

S 28.50

S 43.00

S 4700

Minuteman Madness

* Wabash Diskettes

* 5'4 " SS DD SI 8.95

* 5V« " DS DD S25.95

^ 6 Year Guarantee - 100% error free

*'
MONITORS

Princeton Graphic# HX- 12 RGB S 499 00

NEC
J8-1201 12 Green-Hi Res S 165 00
JB- 1260 12' Green S 119 00
JC-1203 RGB S 519 00
J8-

1

205 1? Amber S 169 00
JC-121S 12- Composite Color $ 329 00

AMDEK
30OG 12- Green $ 139.00
300A 12* Amber ( 149 00
3 10A IBM Compatible $ 175 00
Color I Composite S 299 00
Color I Plus $ 339 00
Color II RGB (IBM Compatible

I S 449.00

BMC
12“ Green | 69.00
13-

Color Composite I 249 00

FLOPPY DISK
DRIVES

Amdek-Amd sk I 3 (Apple) $ 259 00
Amdefc-Amdisk III ( 475.00
Amdek-Amdisk V 5V. Half Height ( 249 00

Vista-Vi200 6MB Disk Pack System
(Apple) (1298 00

COC-5’ OS 00 320K ( 249 00

Tandon-TM 100-2 5% OSTJO 320K ( 235.00
Tandon-TM 55-2 5% " DSOO Half Height $ 235 00

Oume-i4? 6MS 5' * Half Height ( 199 00

Rana-EMe I $ 289 00
Rana-Ente II ( 449 00
Rana-EMe III $ 589 00
Rana-Elite Controller $ 99 00
Rana-t000 (Aiani ( 349.00

Micro SC1-A2 $219 00
Micro SCI-Coniroller $ 75 00

Fourth DImenalon-Dnve $219 00
Fourth Dlmenston-Ccr'ironer $ 50 00

HARD DISK DRIVES

( 251.00

$ 185 00
( 152.00

Library c
Disk Bank. 5’'*

Fl<> n File 50

STORAGE
interlock & swivel

$ 2 50

$ 5.50

$21.95

NO CREDIT CARD FEE

«

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

&
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
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NATIONAL ORDER DESKS

WEST 1-800-862-7819 ORDERS ONLY

EAST 1 -800-672-7277 ORDERS ONLY

Memorei
DISKETTES
lOperbok 5’. SS DD $25 95

Elephant
10 per bok y . DSOO
10 per bo« S' . SS-DD

$35 95
$19 95

Verbatim
10 per box 6% OS DD
10 per box 5' .

‘ SSOO
$26 95
$25 95

Wabash
10 per box 5‘ *

‘ DSOO
tOper box SS DD

$36 95

$19 95

10 per box DS OO $26 95

Discount
on Disk

Case Lots
(Buy

with a

group)

IN COLORADO CALL (303) 371 -2430 VISIT OUR OPEN
10890 E. 47th Ave. (Near 1-70 & HAVANA) WAREHOUSE 9am-6pmM-F
DENVER, COLORADO 80239 SHOWROOMS 10 am -4 pm SAT.

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE CALL (603) 623-1010
) E. INDUSTRIAL DRIVE (Near MALL OF NEW HAMP.)

MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03103



Dirt, dust, and smoke can
effect the successful operation
of your IBM PC,* even shorten its

useful life.

Now you can protect your PC
from these damaging airborne
particles with our custom
designed disk and keyboard
dust covers.

CompuCable Corporation, a

leader in the manufacture and
distribution of computer prod-
ucts and accessories, has pro-

duced these handsome dust
covers with you the PC owner
in mind.

We know that you value your
PC, so we’ve made both covers
of high quality, smoke colored
plastic that will protect your PC
for years to come, we’ve also

engineered them to enhance
the natural beauty of the
IBM PC.

Best of all, this durable dust
cover set can be yours at a sur-

prisingly affordable price.

You depend on your PC to ful-

fill your information processing
needs. Protect it!

For information on where to
get the IBM PC dust cover set,

call us at 800/222-2332. in

California call 800/821-0684,
in Alaska and Hawaii call 714/
635-7330. Dealer inquiries are
welcomed.

COMPUCABLE
VS« CORPORATION

Developing, manufacturing, and distributing

quality computer products and accessories.

© 1983, COMPUCABLE CORPORATION•Dust covers are manufactured

by CompuCable Corporation
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PC ARCADE/STEPHEN MANES

It’s Not Easy Being Green
Finally there’s a game package created especially for

monochrome snobs. But unless you’re a maze maniac, it may
send you back to the frogs.

PC-Land is inhabited by two types of

people: we sobersided, industrious

owners of monochrome monitors—hard-

working souls who keep the economy

moving—and you frivolous, irresponsible

users of color/graphics cards, frittering

away your time on unproductive recre-

ational pursuits. But sometimes even a

monochromer needs a break.

Well, nyaah. nyaah. nyaah, all you

graphics card owners! We monochrome

types, dullards though you may consider

us. finally have a game of our own. Not.

mind you, another pale chartreuse version

of what you multichromers view in vibrant

shades of puce, Vermillion, and ochre.

No, this is the genuine article, a game pro-

gram solely for us intellectual giants who

look upon childish things with haughty

disdain. See that notice right up there at

the head of this article? "Requires IBM
monochrome monitor." Neither the am-

ber avant-garde nor you card-carrying col-

orists need apply.

One Hundred And One Monochrome
Mazes

IBM Corporation

P.O. Box 1328-C

Boca Raton, FL 33432

List Price: $35

Requires: 64K RAM. one disk drive,

IBM monochrome display.
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The first level of mazes is fairly simple

and straightforward. This is Maze 7.

This program doesn’t come in any

Ziploc bag. It arrives in a flannel-gray

IBM plastic binder. And look at the bril-

liantly imaginative logo they’ve come up

with: “Amazing fun for the whole fami-

ly.” Clearly some bright monochromer at

IBM has a way with words. All mono-

chromers, of course, are gifted.

Masterpiece Theatre
And what a classy introduction. "For

millenia,’’ the manual begins, “man has

made mazes." High-tone stuff like that

doesn’t come with putative amusements

about amphibians getting knocked off by

tractor-trailers.

The manual claims that you have to

start up the program with the machine off

or perform a three-key system reset.

That's a polite fib so that you’ll get to see

the clever programming trick planted in

the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. When you

invoke the program, you get the message
“

’Abandon hope, all ye who enter

here.’—Dante.” The trick, of course, is

that everything past the ’abandon is

ignored by DOS. The file that’s then

invoked is named ’abandon.exe. Being a

monochromer, you are smart enough u
realize that you can type the filename in

right from the DOS prompt.

You cannot avoid the classic IBM logo

as the program begins, but why on earth

would you want to miss the symbol that

proves you bought The Right Stuff? Then

the program plays a musical fanfare, and

One Hundred and One Monochrome

Mazes' own logo appears.

You then select a series of options:

number of players (1-8), marker speed for

each player (1-9), type of scoring (count-

ing points, keeping time, or, for the most

timid or sporting, no scoring at all), full

sound effects or not . and the number of the

maze you want. The mazes come in ten

graded difficulty levels, plus number 101,

the toughest. If anyone has played for

points at the level of the maze you've

selected, the “HallofFame” for that level

is displayed—the top three point scores

and the initials of the scorers. Pressing the

spacebar then gets you the message,

"Hold tight! You are being transported to

Maze X”.

The mazes consist of light and dark
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PC ARCADE

green shaded blocks, and black spaces that

are “pools”— fall into one and the game

is over. The dark green areas make up the

path, and as long as you manage to stay on

it you’re safe. The light green areas are the

walls of the maze. If you bump into them,

you’ll bounce right off, and if you're not

careful, an unexpected bounce can land

you right in a pool. You, incidentally, ate

a light green square. Don’t take it person-

ally.

At level one (the first ten mazes) pools

and walls ate the only problems you have

to contend with. After that things get trick-

ier. You think you’re going down the right

path when an "invisible wall" suddenly

pops up in front of you. These have an

uncanny way of bouncing you into a pool.

They always come up in the same place,

though, so you can memorize their posi-

tions and either avoid them or prepare a

course of action.

Even more fearsome are the trap doors

that can suddenly open up behind you.

These look and behave exactly like

pools— fall in and you die. They can be

especially tricky if you bounce off a wall

and then discover a trap door behind you.

There are also gates that slam shut behind

you, blocking your retreat. The gates are

less dangerous than the pools and trap

doors, but they can bounce you into either

one. Like the invisible walls, the gates and

trap doors always pop up in the same

place. Memorizing them is mandatory at

the game’s higher levels.

One final thorn: the paths through

many higher-level mazes aren’t always

obvious. They may be broken up by pools

one block wide.

You may study a maze for as long as

you want before you begin. Once you

start, you can change direction with the

four arrow keys. Your marker has

The paths

through higher-level

mazes may be
broken up by pools

one block wide.

momentum of its own, depending on the

speed you picked at the outset. You’ll con-

tinue blithely the way you’re going until

you command a change in direction from

the keyboard or until you bump into a

wall, which causes you to reverse direc-

tion.

If you hit the arrow key that points the

same way you’re heading, you’ll jump the

next square. This is the basic technique for

leaping across pools one square wide.

That’s easy enough to do when you’re

moving slowly, but mistime the jump and

you land in the drink. To go around a bend

and jump a pool, you need a running start

of two squares on the side of the pool after

you turn.

And that’s all there is to it, except per-

haps in maze 101 . The manual implies that

that maze adheres to different rules, and

gives hints about jumping over untripped

trap doors and gates.

The more advanced mazes are often beautiful and complex, reminiscent of Greek
labyrinths and Victorian topiary mazes. These are Maze 81 (left) and Maze 92, two of

the more challenging mazes In the package.
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Flip the pages You see PC modem cards with

fewer features advertised for as much as

$599. Up until now that’s how much it cost to

make a modem capable of transmitting at 1 20
characters per second (1 200 baud). It doesn't

take a computer to figure out the savings in

phone line charges when you communicate
four times faster than the 30 character per

second modems (300 baud). Now you can have

the solution to your communication needs at

an affordable price.

SEE HOW THEY WORK
You can image how precise the components
have to be to convert tones over a phone line

into 120 characters every second. Precision

equates to cost. With the advent of the mass
market in personal computers the economies
of scale drove the costs of manufacture down,
but did not effect the precision required. The
technology used is called "analog filtering". It

is the process of sending (modulating) and
receiving (demodulating) tones with perfect

pitch. A lot of adjusting, noise suppression,

and a little magic is required. Real expensive.

Some use lots of chips and filters (known as

discrete components). The latest rage is LSI

(Large Scale Integration) technology. Which is

the same old analog stuff condensed onto

fewer chips.

ADVANTAGE #1
Digital Signal processing

A NEW IDEA
We took a different approach. Through the use

of four microprocessors the tones are chopped
up digitally and measured millions of times per

second, eliminating the need for analog cir-

cuity. Two microprocessors do the modulating,

two the demodulating. The chips are pro-

grammed to emulate the 103 (30 characters

per second) or 2 1 2 ( 1 20 characters per second)

standards and determine the correct speed
automatically. It's a proven technology that

provides outstanding performance. Best of all,

it's inexpensive and reliable.



PC 212A/1200:

A GENUINE BREAKTHROUGH
NO CORNERS CUT

We included every feature you would want in a

modem card. It's FCC registered for direct

connection to your modular phone jack with

the cord which is included. There is a separate

modular jack for your telephone or you can
listen through the onboard speaker. The auto-

dialer works on rotary lines, tone lines, or a

combination of both, and will pause for use
with Sprint or MCI. It will work in originate

or auto-answer modes. A separate micropro-

cessor, a Z8, controls all the functions.

ADVANTAGE #2
Optional external serial port connector

« IF R

ADVANTAGE #3
Just one slot in PC or XT

AN ASYCHRONOUS ADVANTAGE
The modem board is addressed in the

software as COM1 or COM2 and we
have a handy little option you ought to

consider. If you would like to use the

asynchronous communications port when
your modem is not in use, we will add a

connector and the necessary circuitry for

just $20. This saves you the hundred

bucks or so you would spend for another

async card and saves a valuable slot. It

can be configured as C0M1 or COM2
and works just like IBM's does.

THIN IS IN

It plugs into your IBM PC or XT and occupies
any one slot since it is just 1/2 of an inch

thick. This is made possible by using a special

speaker which is just 1/8" tall. Competing
brands either, use a convential cone type

speaker, or they just skip the speaker alto-

gether. Some modems also have large trans-

formers which allow rob valuable space.

LET'S TALK SOFTWARE
Our modem is 100% compatible with the

Hayes software commands so you can use any
of the popular communications packages like

IBM’s Asynchronous Communications Sup-
port, CrossTalk, Transend, or PC Modem. We
go one better than the competition. We include

PC-TALK III. PC WORLD magazine referred to

it as "the benchmark that other PC communi-
cations packages are measured against." It

stores phone numbers, handles setting the

modems characteristics, saves to disk files,

transmits from disk files, even binary files. You
can program up to forty keys to have thing? like

passwords and log-on information be entered

when you hit them. And to make sure data is

sent and received accurately, the XMODEM
protocol detects errors caused by poor line

quality and automatically retransmits the data.

WHY BUY FROM US

Because besides having the best product on
the market, we stand behind it and you. You
get factory direct technical support after the

sale. If an any time during the one year war-
ranty period your modem should require ser-

vice, we will fix or replace it within 48 hours.
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Notice also there are no hidden charges in our
price. Nothing extra for credit cards or COD
charges. We even pay UPS shipping. If you still

are not convinced, and are ready to buy another
brand of modem, ask them if they will take our
acid test.

THE ACID TEST

Qubie gives you a 30 day satisfaction guaran-
tee on your modem. If you are not completely

satisfied we will refund the entire amount of

your purchase including the postage to return

it. If you can. get anyone selling one of our

competitor's products to give you the same
guarantee. Buy any modem you like and return

the one you don't like. We know which one you
will keep.

ORDER TODAY
It's easy to order by mail or by phone.

BY PHONE: Call us and one of our

sales staff can answer any questions

you have and take your order. Have your
Visa or Mastercard number handy when
you call.

(805 ) 987-9741
BY MAIL: We need your name and
street address, daytime phone number,
how many modems you want, and
whether your computer has single or

double sided drives.

VISA & MASTERCARD
$299 includes: PC 212A/1200 auto-

dial modem card, PC-TALK III software,

cord to connect to modular phone jack,

and manual. 1 year limited warranty.

Optional: Connector and circuitry to use
serial port for another serial device $20.

SHIPMENT
We pay UPS surface charges. UPS 2 day
air service add $5 extra. Credit card or

bank check orders shipped next day.

(Personal checks take 18 days to clear)

QUBIE'
4809 Calle Alto

Camarillo, CA 93010
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I’ll say Maze 101 is different! For no

reason I could determine, it repeatedly

gave me ego-gratifying scores of 715,643

and 68 1 ,660 for performances that did not

strike me as terribly impressive. I'll take

’em, though. At the same speed (3) on

maze 98, the best I could manage was

51,759 points, and at level 1, all I could

muster was a meager 9,350. According to

the manual, your score goes up with the

number of the maze and your marker

speed, and down the longer you take to

complete the maze. You don’t have to fin-

ish to get a high score, however, as 1 found

repeatedly with Maze 101.

The scoring is weird. You may end up

with more points by timidly crawling to a

particular spot than by blithely hopping

along with the arrow keys. Loitering

doesn't gain you points, but it doesn't lose

you any, either.

The dreaded Maze 101. The manual hlnta

that It haa rules all its own, but It Is

easier to run up a high score.

Switching

from one maze to

another is fairly

quick.

If you’ve been playing for points and

come up with one of the three highest

scores for the current level, you’re asked

to enter your initials in the maze archives.

You can also race against the clock, which

has the virtue of being absolute, but you

don’t get a time unless you finish. The

Hall of Fame doesn’t keep track of time

scores.

As you make your way around the

maze you hear an occasional beep whether

you’ve chosen sound or not. It seems to

have something to do with hitting the

walls. If you’ve picked the sound option,

you get a little victory tune as a reward for

finishing a maze , and a downward glissan-

do-cum-razzberry when you fall into a

pond. The program’s response to an

invalid menu entry is a three-note error

tune that sounds suspiciously like the

(continued)

In the yean 2525 man’s influence

has stnetched to the fanthest

Reaches of the galaxy. Colonies

have Been estaelisheO on
uninhaBiteO planets to aOvance

civilization to all pants of the

galaxy. All has gone well until one

day sevenal small colonies ane at-

tacked and destnoyed By unknown

assailants. Join zohn in his seanch

to find the assailants and stop

them destnuction of the colonies.

$ 39.95

FlexWare
507 N.W. Cherokee
Kansas City, Missouri 64150
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Drowning
a seaof
solutions?

Help's within
reach...

Applications backlog. Technology blur. Mounting user

pressures. Staying abreast of changing prices. A tidal wave of

problems!

Even if some answers are available, you have to go to too

many sources and sift through so much information, there's not

enough time to locate the solutions to your immediate and most
important problems.

Well, help IS within easy reach—in the form ofan informa-

tion system that displays all your current software, hardware and
communications options for instant reference.

That system is DATA SOURCES, and you're invited to make
it work for you Simply fill in the coupon and we'U send you DATA
SOURCES' 4 quarterly editions at 50% offtheir regular cover price.

What DATA SOURCES does is organize your options. It

guarantees that you've considered all relevant products by guid-

ing you to those with the best possibility of success.

DATA SOURCES is a conveniently sized, extremely well-

organized and skillfully indexed 2-volume reference...maintained

on a data-base, constantly updated and published quarterly

YOU GET...

HARDWARE—Over 16,000 products from Micros to Mainframes
including peripherals—terminals, printers, memory devices, etc.

...organized by systems compatibility

SOFTWARE—The largest available inventory of 17,000 business

packages for micros, minis, and mainframes including operating

systems, utilities, and application packages.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT—From modems and multi-

plexors to local networks, carriers and services, plus all diagnos-

tic and test equipment.

SERVICES, SUPPLIER, SUPPORT—Most complete organized list-

ing of suppliers from installation design to maintenance and data

center operations.

NEW FEATURES...
t-" Quick-reference product comparison charts.

v* Market-tracking trends ofnew DP products.
i>" Before-you-buy selection criteria and checkli
K* Product Hotline—the very latest information <

products announced between issues of

Data Sources.

ORDERNOW AND SAVE 50%
"WL— _|

Rush me the latest two-volume edition of DATA SOURC1
Ico! and enter my subscription at $60.00 for 4 quarterly editions

save a full 50% off the regular cover price.

Name

Title

Company

Address

City Stale Zip

Telephone

Nature of Company^ Business

Please check appropriate box: END USER VAR/OEM

DISTRIBUTOR DP MFG OTHER

An information product of Ziff-Davis Publishing Company Satisfacti

guaranteed.

Return coupon to:

SAVE TIME...CALL DIREC
1-800-227-1617 Ext. 251

(In Ca., 1-800-772-3545 Ext. 2

RO. Box 5845, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034.

Residents ofCa
.
Co. Ct , DC, FI, II. Ma. Mt Mo . N.J. N.Y. Vt

,
please add applicable state taxe
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SAVE MORE
THAN EVER ON

3M Scotch®M DISKETTES

•/ AND OTHER
COMPUTER NEEDS!

3M Scotch® Diskettes

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
are boxed in

10's with la-

bels, envelopes and reinforced hubs on
5 Vi' diskettes.

$195
| Qty. 20

ea. 5 Vi* SSDD
(744)

5 Vi' DSDD
(745)
$2Z0

Qty. 20

5Vt~ SSQD-96TPI (746) $2.89 ea.
514" DSQD-96TPI (747) $3.95 ea.

8’SSSD (740) $2.07 ea
8' SSDD (741) $2.54 ea.
8' DSDD (743) $3.30 ea.

SYNCOM Diskettes

LIFETIME WARRANTY!are a great bar-

gain. Packed in

polybags of 10 with envelopes, labels and
reinforced hubs.

%
5W SSDD $1.39 ea.

5V DSDD $1.85 ea.

Disk Caddies
. . .the original flip-up disk holder for 10

diskettes. Beige or grey only.

5***165 ea

8*2*>ea

FLIP ’N FILE
—Redesigned for better appearance and

greater ease of use. FLIP N FILE 25
holds 25 5%' diskettes; FLIP N FILE 50

holds 50 5 Vi' diskettes.

FLIP N FILE 25
Retail $29.95
...DW Price

$1750
+ $4 00 Shpng

FLIP N FILE 50
Retail $39.95
...DW Price

$2350
+ $5 00 Shpng

Minimum Order: $35.00

j: Diskettes Only: $3.00 per 200 diskettes or
fraction. Other Items: As shown in addition to diskette
shipping charaes. Payment: VISA. MASTERCARD,
check or C.O.O. (C O D. customers please add $1.65.)
Taxes: Illinois customers add 7%.

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE!

Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827
Illinois: 1-312-944-2788

DISK WORLD!
Suite 4806 • 30 East Huron Street • Chicago. Illinois 60611

Authorized Distributor *MMi
Information Processing Products tiJPlVI
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DOUBLE
THE OPTION CAP;

OF YOUR IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER

PC-XTRA
• DIRECT EXTENSION OF TC BUS

• NO SOFTWARE CHANGES
• NO HANONARE MODIFICATION

• STYLING CONSISTENT WITH IBM

Add all those special options you’ve been wanting

without worrying about lining ptug-ln and
back panel space.

DEAL IES INVITED.
00**549 F.O.B. SANTA ANA

•CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADO 6% SALES TAX

P C HORIZONS, INC.
200 N. TUSTIN AVE.

SANTA ANA, CA 92680

(714) 953-5396
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Most Orders Shipped
Within 24 Hours.

MOST HARDWARE SOLO BY US IS COVERED
BY OUR SEVEN DAY RETURN POLICY ANY
HARDWARE PRODUCT MAY BE RETURNED
FOR A COMPLETE REFUND EXCEPT SHIP-
PING CHARGES. WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT
ALL PARTS AND DOCUMENTATION MUST BE
RETURNED IN RESALEABLE CONDITION A
RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER MUST
BE OBTAINED FROM OUR TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE DEPT BEFORE RETURNING
ANY PRODUCT

CALL FOR MONTHLY SPECIALS
AND CURRENT PRICES.

HARDWARE FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE,
IBM PC, and OTHERS
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE,
and IBM PC
GAMES—WORDPROCESSORS
BUSINESS—UTILITIES

WE SUPPORT WHAT WE SELL!
FREE SHIPPING -Payment w/order

U.S. ONLY over $100.00

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
ATLANTIC COMPUTER
ACCESSORIES, INC.
1
-800-327-8020 OUTSIDE FLORIDA

1-305-972-5399 E“
c

N

f

° TECH

6951 N.W. 15th Avenue Se Hablas

Fort Lauderdale. FL 33309 Espanoi
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opening of the old Gillette Blue Blades

“Look Sharp” theme.

After each game, there’s a short wait

while the program restores the maze and

brings you back to the starting point. After

each full round with more than one player,

you get a summary of the scores for that

round. The program does not keep cumu-

lative scores or times.

To change any of the game parameters,

you hit Esc while the marker is on the

starting block. Switching from one maze

to another is fairly quick, but to change

After

a while, Greek,

Roman, Victorian, or

Venusian, the mazes
all start to look the

same.

anything else, including your marker

speed, you must wait for the full menu. If

you decide you’ve had enough, press the

appropriate key (the screen prompts you)

and the message ’’Goodbye” will appear.

The manual warns you, and it’s abso-

lutely imperative, to adjust the contrast so

that it’s easy to see which of the three

brightness levels is which. You, fellow

monochromer, guessed that already.

Amphibians On My Mind
There’s just one problem, friends.

True, there are 101 different mazes, and

they do vary greatly in their difficulty, and

the speed options do make things even

more interesting. But after a while, Greek,

Roman, Victorian, or Venusian, the

mazes all start to look the same. After

awhile you get kind of numbed out.

Come to think of it, amphibians aren't

so bad. Aristophanes even wrote a play

about them. That’s certainly classical

enough for anybody. And who among us

would dare attack a cultural institution like

Kermit? Besides, when you look at it

rationally, this screen’s really just the right

color .... Send in the frogs!
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gamea
I available

you' IBM

N\
•& Your Guarantee of SatisfactionYour Guarantee

We guarantee every item in this advertisement tor 30 days if lor any

reason whatever, you are not satisfied with any merchandise pur

"^2* chased from us. we want you to return It to us at our expense We will

exchange it for exactly what you want, or will refund your money and

include any shipping charges you have paid Sorry, software must be

—rlj excluded from our policy due to copyright laws

NATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS

y))\\ 1

I
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’s Here!

J ON READER SERVICE
* Personal ctiecus 1 »ee*» loexai Price*

National Computers Winter 1983 collection of State-

of-the-art computer merchandise is available now
You'll find dozens of products, including computers,

printers, video monitors, modems and accessories

for IBM PC. APPLE lie and many other computer

systems, all at the great prices you expect from us. It

includes dozens of illustrations and informative

descriptions. And best of all, it's free!

2S «>n discount TOLL FREE
•fl oarrarnao by Ihe manufacturer ORDERING 800 -854-6654

VISA' NATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS ^
8338 Center Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041-3791 *DWC,2M k- J\ ~

Information on products, and order inquiries call (619) 460-6502 Calif. Alaska. & Hawaii call (619) 698-8086



DoYou Run Your Business

or Does It RunYou?
The biggest headache you may be facing

these days is getting better control of

your business. TVacking unpaid bills,

sending out second billings, monitoring

which salesman sold how much and to

whom, keeping track of inventories,

and on and on.

There’s a remedy. It’s

called VersaForm ... the

business database.

VersaForm is a powerful

database designed

specifically for busi-

ness, but based on the

simplicity and

convenience of your

familiar business

forms.

Ifyon can fill oat
a business form,
yon can create
a database.

VersaForm starts with

your existing forms

and procedures. As

you copy your forms

onto the screen, Versa-

Form automatically

creates a database for you. It records and

saves information from Purchase Orders,

Invoices, Job Estimates, Disbursement

Ledgers. . . maybe even a few things

you’re not recording that you should be.

VersaForm is an electronic file cabinet

that will store all this information, yet

have it at your fingertips when you need

it! It's designed with a non-technical

user in mind, so you can concentrate on

streamlining your business with none

of the usual database headaches.

Adapts to yonr business . . .your way.

With VersaForm you don’t have to

completely re-orient your staff. It fits

right into the way you’re doing business

now. Only now your operations will be

completed more efficiently and with

electronic speed.

• A doctor in Moulton. Texas, posts

his patient billing and completes his

medical insurance forms with

VersaForm.

• A small college in Wheaton. Mary-

land, uses VersaForm to create tuition

inifoices, class lists, accounts

receivable, and accounts payable.
• A computer supplies company in

Mountain View California, writes

payables checks and does expense
distribution with

VersaForm. p—

• A roofing company in Green Bay,

Wisconsin, computesjob estimates,

contracts, invoicing, and tracks actual

costs with VersaForm.

• A manufacturer in Beaver Falls.

Pennsylvania, uses VersaForm to build

his company 's parts records, and
generates “where-used"lists.

VersaForm has the power to do these

jobs and more because it’s designed

especially for business. It can also

calculate taxes and prices, and can

look up discounts, so you don’t

have to. VersaForm will even

print on your own pre-printed

forms.

Pull information
together fast.

Pulling information

together from paper

files can be time-

consuming and

frustrating. Why make
it tough? VersaForm

puts vital reports like

sales analyses, over-

due payables, open

purchase orders, and

alphabetical employee

lists at your finger-

tips. Minimum effort

maximum results.

All in one
easy-to-use,

integrated package.

VersaForm provides a screen

formatter, a data entry program, a data-

base, a report generator and a forms

printer. And you can purchase prede-

signed Templates for standard jobs like

Purchasing. Invoicing, and Expense

Journals. VersaForm is the all-in-one

business productivity tool. Ask for a

demonstration at your computer dealer.

Or contact us directly.

If you want to know more, send in this

coupon. We’ve got a lot to tell you about.

Name

Company-

Address

City Zip

T\pe of Business

Mail to: Applied Software Technology

170 Knowles Drive

Los Catos. California 95030

(408)370-2662 i42-E

For ate with the Apple II, lie and III, and the IBM PC and compatibles.
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BOOK REVIEW/A. SCOTT EARLE AND LISA ELLEN

Living And Communicating
A collection of philosophical essays and an information-

packed handbook on communications sources both include

useful material for PC users at every level of experience.

ALFRED C.LOSS8RFNNER
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THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF

PERSONAL
COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO GO ONLINE WITH THE WORLD
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B ooks aimed at microcomputer users

are overflowing bookstore shelves

and dominating many displays. B. Dalton

Bookseller, for instance, ran a 20-page

color advertisement devoted solely to

books about computing in the September

issue of Scientific American. The number

of books being published on this subject is

growing exponentially.

Many of the titles that have appeared

on bookstore shelves are primers for nov-

ice users of the computer. They are written

to help the neophyte overcome the trauma

involved in mastering a new and compli-

cated piece ofequipment. Now there's yet

another new book aimed at the reader who

has just bought a new computer. If you're

an experienced hacker and think this is old

hat, don’t hit the DEL key yet—this book

is different. Michael Crichton's Electronic

Life: How To Think About Computers has

something for anyone with an interest in

computers or computer technology.

Two factors set Crichton’s Electronic

Life apart from other computer books.

First, Crichton is a well-known science

fiction writer—and he writes well. A

Electronic Life

Michael Crichton

(Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York,

1983)

209 pages; hardcover $12.95
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graduate of both Harvard College and

Harvard Medical School, he is the author

of such best-sellers as The Andromeda

Strain and Congo. He also directed such

movies as Westworld, Coma, and The

Great Train Robbery. Though the literary

merits of his novels have been debated, his

sci-fi treatment of biological subjects is

provocative and knowledgeable, thanks to

his medical background.

The second distinguishing factor is

Crichton’s common-sense approach to

new and often confusing technology. His

simple and practical approach to the sub-

ject matter is reassuring to the first-time

computer user, who often must overcome

a degree of technophobia before feeling

truly at home with the machinery. Crich-

ton never allows the reader to forget that it

is the user who controls the machine, and

not vice versa.

In the introduction, Crichton explains

that Electronic Life started as a series of

notes for friends who had just bought

home computers. These notes were

expanded into a series of mini-essays
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The first newspaper designed to give top

level management the latest IBM Personal

Computer news and analyses—up to

2 months faster than any monthly publication.

Finally, a newspaper that keeps up
with the rapidly-changing develop-

ments in the IBM Personal Com-
puter marketplace for today’s busy
executive. PC WEEK is the first

and only weekly newspaper to

offer the news of a tabloid and the

features and analyses of a monthly

publication. Which means you get

the news you need to make impor-

tant business decisions ... up to

2 months faster than any other

publication.

PC WEEK delivers the latest

breaking stories—as they develop.

Unlike monthly magazines, which
require almost 2 months lead time

to publish a story, PC WEEK fol-

lows and reports the news up to 48
hours before publication. So you
learn what's new when it’s new.

PC WEEK updates the research,

analyzes the strategies, reviews

the hardware and software re-

leases, offers insights on future

industry concerns, relates the

timely information you need to help

make you more productive.

Here are just some of the fea-

tures and departments you’ll get

each and every week in PC WEEK. .

.

• News: PC WEEK brings you
analytical reports on the major
topics of the day. fiends are

analyzed, product announce-
ments and company changes
put into perspective.

• Strategies: Eachweek, you get

an in-depth profile of a leading
user company and how it han-
dies the Personal Computer.
Case studies tell why an appli-

cation succeeded or failed.

• Software Review: What pack-
ages are right for you PC
WEEK compares and analyzes
important releases. . .tells you
how to use them effectively.

• Hardware Survey: A business -

oriented buyer’s guide and

a product directory detail

the features of product clas-

sification and give you the
technical and financial con-
siderations involved.

• DataComm Lines: How to com-
municate with other Personal

Computers . . . without the jar-

gon . . . without the confusion.

• Data Base Report: We'll exam-
ine outside data bases, such
as the Dow Jones News Re-
trieval Service, and tell you
how to access them to in-

crease your efficiency.

Now, you won't have to wait for

the news you need. You can get it

first . . . with PC WEEK.
All this and more is yours in

each issue of PC WEEK. Best of

all, your subscription is compli-

mentary, if you qualify. So take a
moment to complete and mail the

qualification form at the right.

IUHWEEK
Because you need fast-breaking news as it breaks.

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. 381 Elliot Street, Newton, MA 02164 617-965-8850



News relating to the use of

IBM Personal Computers in

DP MIS and other multiple

unit environments.

Complimentary Subscription Application

PC WEEK is a weekly newpaper covering the latest information o
IBM or equivalent Personal (Micro) Computers. It is mailed free o
charge to qualified individuals at business addresses

Pull company name and company address must appear in

spaces below for application to be processed. 1025
Name

Title

1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1

Company Name

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Division

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Telephone Number

1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1

Company Street Address

LL.LLL Ml 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1

Company Cit

1 1 1

State Zip Code

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

You must answer all questions to qualify.

7. Are you PLANNING to purchase Personal (Micro) Computers
within the next 12 months for this location?

Yes (If yes, please indicate total and provide

manufacturer's name and quantity below.)

No

Manufacturer Qty Manufacturer Qly

8. The Personal (Micro) Computers purchased for this location

would be:

For internal use DFor resale

Other
(Please specify)

1 Please accept my request for a complimentary

subscription to PC WEEK.
2. No. I do not want to receive PC WEEK.
3. The primary end product manufactured, or service performed

at this location is
(Please be specific)

4. Your title. (Check one appropriate box)
1 President/Owner/Director/

Chairman 'Partner

2 Vice-President/

General Manager
3 Comptroller/Treasurer

4 Vice-President Finance

5 Chief Accountant

6 Vice-President Operations

7 Director or Manager
of Purchasing

8 Director or Manager of

Office Systems
9 Vice-President Sales/

Sales Manager
10 Director or Manager Marketing

11 Director/Manager/Head/

Chief of EDP/MIS
12 Director or Manager

Programming

13 Director or Manager Systems

& Procedures

14 Director or Manager
Communications

15 Director or Manager EDP
MIS Operations

16 Director or Manager Information

Center

17 Business Microcomputer

Specialist

18 Systems Analyst

19 Data Base Administrator

20 Vice-President or Director R&D
21 Vice-President or Director

Engineering

22. Director or Manager Plant or

Production

23 Chief Engineer

24 Systems Engineer

25 Design/Production/

Research Engineer

26 Consultant

27 Educator

28 If your title is other than above,

what is your title?

(Please be specific)

5. Do you have mainframe computers and minicomputers on
site at this location?

Yes (If yes. please fill in below for the two largest.)

No

Manufacturer Model Qty

9 Please indicate below the communications capacity of the

aforementioned Personal {Micro) Computers.
A. Communicate with remote timesharing or database

B. Communicate with internal mainframe or minicomputer

C. Used in local area network.

D. Down load data from mainframe or remote service.

E. None of the Above.

10. Please indicate below the products and services that you hel

acquire, recommend, specify, or approve (Check all that

apply)
Computers

1 Mainframe

2 Minicomputer

3 Personal (Micro)

4 Stand Alone

5 Multiuser

6 None of the Above
Peripheral Equipment

7 Letter Quality Printer

8 Graphics Printer

9 High Speed Printer

10 Color Monitor

1 1 Monochrome Displays

12 Modems
13 Hard Disk

14 Tape Backup System
15 CPU Compatibility Card
16 Memory Board
1 7 Communications Port

18 Plotters 'Charting Devices

19 Local Area Networks

20 None of the Above
Software Packages
21 Communications

22 Accounting

23. Order Entry/Inventory

24 Payroll

25 Time Billing

26 Financial Planners'

Spreadsheet

27 Project Managers
28 Wbrd Processors

29 Compilers

30 Database Managers
31 Program Developers'

Generator Toots

32 Business Graphics

33 None of the Above
Outside Services

34 Maintenance

35 Education/Training

36 Software/Systems Design

37 Remote Computing

38 Database Services

39 Other

40 None of the Above
Expendables
41 Diskettes

42 Stock Paper

43. Forms & Other

Consumables
44 None of the Above

11. Are there any others at this location that would qualify for

complimentary subscription to PC WEEK?
6 Do you currently have Personal (Micro) Computers on site at

this location?

Yes (If yes, please indicate total and provide

manufacturer's name and quantity below )

No

Manufacturer Qty Manufacturer Qty

Name Title

Your Your
Signature Title Date

Please be sure to sign your name and list your actual title above.
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BOOK REVIEW

arranged in alphabetic order under topic

headings. Some of Crichton's entries are

only a few sentences long; others go on for

several pages.

The entries start with the topic heading

"Afraid of Computers.” and before

Crichton works his way through the alpha-

bet. he manages to cover a great deal of

computer-related material. Just about ev-

ery subject of interest to the first-time

computer user is covered—and not just

the nitty-gritty about the machine and its

workings. Philosophical considerations

about the relationship of man to his new

machine arc discussed as well. It may not

be classical philosophy, but readers inter-

ested enough in computers to read this

book will relate well to it.

Crichton's philosophical bent leads

him to some fairly off-beat topics. Here

are some samples:

• Computer calvinists. (Calvinists regu-

late things. So far. their Computer Age

counterparts haven't messed much with

computers, but Crichton feats the worst

and hopes “that for once in the twentieth

century, a new technology will stay free"

of "Calvinist" control.)

• Computer converts. (Says Crichton:

"As with the reformed hooker or ex-

smoker. beware the zeal of the computer

convert. The most vigorous opponent of

the machine becomes its most intemperate

advocate")

• Feeding the dog. (Crichton points out

that "at the moment there is no commer-

cially available Dog-Feeding Peripheral."

but there probably will be. His point is that

computers can do a lot of things. In fact,

they can do almost anything you want.)

In addition to the off-beat. Crichton

offers commentary on mainstream topics.

Among the subjects he covers are:

• Computer art. (Crichton considers com-

puter-generated writing, music, and pro-

gramming as computer art. Computer art

is really “human artworks possible only

with a computer." They "inevitably show

the traces of their human creator."

• Documentation. (Crichton gives a list

of criteria that should be committed to

memory by anyone attempting to write

instructions about anything that has to do

with computers.)

• Games. (Crichton thinks games are

fine. They help familiarize us with tech-

nology. And computers "are the most

compelling toy ever invented.”)

Each of Crichton’s meditations ham-

mers home the message that the computer

Calvinists so far

haven’t messed
much with

computers.

is a machine—different perhaps than any

other machine ever invented, but still a

machine.

At the back of the book there is an

appendix for the Apple II and one for the

IBM PC. These cohtain some start-up help

to assist new users. There are also several

elementary BASIC programs similar to

those found in every other how-to-do-it

computer book, and two whimsical longer

programs (Mystery Writer and / Citing)

that the author has written and that have

been adapted to the Apple and IBM
machines. —A.S.E.

The Complete Handbook of Personal

Computer Communications

Alfred Glossbrenner

(St. Martin’s Press, New York. 1983)

325 pages; $14.95
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Whether you use your PC a lot or just a

little, whether you’re a novice or an

expert. The Complete Handbook of Per-

sonal Computer Communications can help

you steer a course through the maze of

possibilities in the ever-expanding com-

munications universe.

The Handbook provides detailed de-

scriptions of the many services available

to turn you and your PC into communica-

tors. From information utilities like The

Source and CompuServe to encyclopedic

Asa professional,

time is your
stock in trade . With

Time Accountant* and your IBM PCf
you save time and expense records

as compact, protected data files

Then you save time as your PC
automatically calculates charges

and generates invoices

Time Accountant is a flexible tool that

allows you to track up to two dozen

professionals, maintain existing

codes, adjust rates or charges, bill

at any time and use your own forms

TIME
ACCOUNTANT
Timekeeping and billing

for professionals

Time Accountant
636 Waverley Street

Palo Alto, CA 94301

(415) 328-7877

System requirements: IBM PC. 1 28K RAM DOS
1 lor 2 0. two 320K drives, high -res monitor,

printer Supports Winchester disk drives

Price: Record keeping and invoicing module

available directly from Time Accountant for

$320 00 Includes 1 2 pocket calendar/time

sheet booklets and complete documenta

lion Thirty day money- back guarantee Free

upgrades for one year from dale ol sale

•Reg trademark ol Software Quality Assoc

fReg trademark of IBM Corporation
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Now you can teach your children how to use your PC without bogging
them down in the user manual . . .without spending hours demonstrating

the simplest functions ... and without fear that they'll break your PC
because they don't know how to use it properly.

You can do it with the PC edition of Computers for Kids- a BASIC
learning text whose Sinclair, Tipple, and Atari editions have already intro-

duced thousands of children and parents to computers.

Computers for Kids teaches children age 8 and older to write their

own programs in less than an hour-without the necessity for previous

knowledge of algebra, variables, or computers. And there's a special sec-

tion that keeps parents and teachers on the same successful command
path.

Starting off with an easy-to-understand explanation of how to use
the IBM PC, your kids will progress guickly to flow charts and simple

print programs ... to loops, graphics, and other programming concepts
that show the young user how to make the PC do exactly what he
wants- in non-technical language that makes life easier for both of you.

Take it from Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathematics at the Univer-

sity ofWisconsin (Parkside): "Computers for Kids is the best book avail-

able for introducing children to the IBM PC. And it's a perfect tool for

adults who are learning about computers and programming with their

children.”

So do your children a favor. Do yourself a favor. Order the PC
edition of Computers for Kids today!

Here are just a few of the useful

and exciting topics covered in

Computers for Kids:

• What is a computer?
• Flowcharting
• Running the IBM PC
• Getting Ready to Program
• PRINT and Variables
• GOTO, INPUT and RND
• IF-THEN and FOR-NEXT
• Graphics Programs
• Sample Programs
• Glossary of Statements and
Commands

• Notes for Teachers and Parents

Creative Computing Press
Dept. NB7B , 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Send me Computers for Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus $1.50 postage
and handling each. #12K

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ Residents ofCA, NJ andNYState

add applicable sales tax. Outside USA add $3.00 per order.

CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone order $10 minimum)
American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Mr./Mrs./Ms
(please print full name)

Address Apt

City/State/Zip

Sendme a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.

databases and free computer bulletin

boards. The Handbook tells you what's

included in each service, how to sign up,

how much it costs, and just about every-

thing else you should know. There are

chapters on teleconferencing, working at

home, and electronic shopping or bank-

ing. For those interested in the technical

aspects of data communications, there's a

nuts and bolts chapter. For beginners,

Glossbrenner explains how the PC works,

and there’s a glossary that covers every-

thing from bits and bytes to bauds and

modems.

But the book is probably best used as a

guide to help you decide which services to

buy. For example, if you play the stock

market. The Source and CompuServe pro-

vide commodity news, historical informa-

tion on stocks, market quotes, and news

from business publications. The Hand-

book points out. however, that a serious

investor should subscribe to Dow Jones

News/Retrieval Service (DJNS), which

includes estimates of corporate earnings

for 2,400 companies, information from

Securities and Exchange Commission

files, and statistics on 3,200 individual

companies, as well as economic analysis,

commentary, and forecasts. This wealth

of information is not only helpful, it can

also save you money,

Glossbrenner finds that the online

information and analysis is so extensive

that based on it, sophisticated investors

can make their own investment decisions

and have a discount brokerage firm handle

their trades. This saves investors money

on every transaction and eliminates the

need for an expensive, full-service broker-

age house. Glossbrenner advises potential

DJNS subscribers to make a small invest-

ment in a software package that accesses

DJNS to obtain the specific information

needed and automatically analyzes the

data. The Handbook includes a list of such

packages.

The Big Debate

If you want a service that provides

everything from electronic mail to an

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24, 1984



encyclopedic database, the Handbook

helps you decide between The Source and

CompuServe. There's a comparison of the

costs and features of the two utilities.

Glossbrenner admits to being a fan of

CompuServe, in spite of several obstacles

novices often face with it. He's quick to

point out how beginners can get around

the problems—for instance, how to get

out of MicroNet, the programming part of

CompuServe. Glossbrenner provides a list

of additional documentation that may be

helpful to users, and suggests that begin-

ners on CompuServe and The Source will

also find the online sessions, abbreviated

"how-to” manuals, extremely useful.

Experienced users can save time and

money with Glossbrenner's shortcuts, in-

cluding a ''secret” command (RCV) on

The Source that lets you upload double-

spaced text. This command saves you

time. and. as Glossbrenner points out,

when you’re online, time is money.

Selling Encyclopedias

Saving time can also increase your pro-

ductivity. Encyclopedic databases contain

a vast array of information. Scientists, stu-

dents, and business people should consid-

er subscribing to one of the three encyclo-

pedics Glossbrenner describes: DIALOG,

BRS. and ORBIT. A sampling of the data-

bases reveals various indexes, a career

placement registry, an electronic yellow

pages, and of course, encyclopedias.

Potential subscribers are reminded that

encyclopedic databases are best used to

get information on where to find informa-

tion. The services generally provide only

abstracts and not the full text of magazines

or newspapers.

If the ability to do a complete search

quickly isn't enough, and you need the full

text of certain publications, the Handbook

describes two alternatives, the New York

Times Information Service (NYTIS) and

NewsNet. NYTIS contains the complete

text of the New York Times from 1 980 to

the present, plus abstracts of many other

publications. For the inside scoop on your

business competition, NewsNet contains

the full text of 150 industry newsletters,

many of which include daily updates.

This is just the beginning. Glossbren-

ner shares much more about the commu-

nication potential of your PC. His book is

filled with intriguing, useful information

to keep you and your PC communicating

day and night. —L.E.
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DATABASE FACILITY
GDSS is suited to interface

to any existing or user-

developed databases for

effective aggregation,

organization and
manipulation of data. The
system has a large local

storage capability and can
accept files from either a

host computer or other
source. Once loaded into

GDSS's own internal

database, subschema or

views developed by
multiple users from a

common file can be
interrogated interactively

through the use of a

powerful query language,

which allows the user to

select or sort particular

items as well as perform
mathematical computations
on the results.

MENU STRUCTURE
GDSS offers easy-to-use

menu-driven software,

enabling the user to design

charts quickly. Customized
menus may also be
developed oy the user for

specific applications

providing the ultimate in

flexibility. In addition, the

command file structure can
store frequently used
formats for production
mode operations making
the system a high-speed
graphics report generator

whereby hardcopy is

completely automatic.

EASY TO USE CHART
BUILDING TOOLS
Digitizer Tablet
GDSS offers unlimited
format styles, including
bubbles, scattergrams,

3-dimensional bars, and
multiplex formats. Layouts,

overlays of equal or

different sized graphs,

rotations, split screen and
multiple graphs on the

same screen are also

possible. In addition, new
formats can be customized

through the use of the

graphic editor and optional

digitizer tablet. This
enables the user to edit and
modify the graph as well as

design elements of any
shape or size.

ARITHMETIC
OPERATIONS
GDSS provides immediate
support in the process of

analyzing large amounts of

data to extract trends, and,

in general, support the

complex decision making
processes. Numerous
arithmetic, statistical and
logical operations are

available for these analyses.

DEVICE
INDEPENDENCE
GDSS is totally

input/output device
independent — the system
can accept input from
many sources and produce
output on a variety of

graphics hardcopy devices

from single line printers to

high resolution film

recorders. GDSS currently
runs on the IBM PC,
Convergent Technologies,
Burroughs, NCR, Altos and
Victor hardware.

DEMO DISKETTE
OFFER
No other business graphics
package offers all the

features of GDSS. To
illustrate this, our demo
diskette and User Manual
are available for your
review at $35.00. This
amount will be applied to

your purchase of GDSS.
Please call or write for

further information:

Data Business Vision, Inc

3510 Dunhill Street, Suite B
San Diego, California 92121
619/450-1557
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9-TRACK MAG.
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

for the

IBM PC
For information inter-

change. backup and archi-

val storage, IBEX offers a

9-track. IBM format-com-

patible '/^'magnetic tape

subsystem for the IBM PC.

featuring:

42 M Bytes on a single

reel.

Automatic loading.

IBM format 1600 cpi.

Software lor PC-DOS.
MS-DOS or CPM-86.

Write, phone or TWX

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Manila St

Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 709-8100
TWX 910-493-2071

StatPac
Statistical Analysis Package
A complete data manager and statistical analysis package
similar to mainframe SPSS *

StatPac s features include:

batch processing, variable and value labels, select if.

recode, recode if, compute, compute if, sort cases, list

cases, write subfile, frequencies, descriptive statistics,

crosstabs & chi-square, correlation & linear regression,

t-test for matched pairs or independent groups, multiple

regression, anova for pregrouped or ungrouped data, two
kinds of multiple variable response.

StatPac can handle fixed or free format data files and
5000 cases with up to 255 columns of information per

case Statistic selections and printing options are
available on all analyses including paper saving ecology
feature.

Walonicb Associates

5624 Girard Av. S. 612-866-9022
Minneapolis, MN 55419

The Quality Analysis Package for
the Professional

'SPSS is a trademark ot SPSS. Inc
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INFO^OURCE
FOR THE IBM PC
AA Monthly Update Publication

Gathers information for you on:

Hardware • Books • Software • Magazines

FOR THE IBM PC

Up to date • Single source • Selective

Provides you with:

Product descriptions • Comparative product charts

System requirements • XT compatibility information

Vendors' addresses & telephone numbers • Complete index

In the fast changing world of the IBM PC. with new

products introduced daily, you need InfoSource. You can

quickly and conveniently read the description of a new

mouse, examine in a chart the differences between key

database programs or learn about a new book on the C
language. All this information, and more, is available in

a single binder. Subscribe today and you will receive the

complete, current issue. And each succeeding month you

will receive timely updates by first class mail.

InfoSource For the IBM PC
QUERY

P.O. Box 417 • Bogota. NJ 07603 • (201) 836-7389

Please send me:

Annual subcription

(includes current issue,

binders II updates):

Complete current issue

(includes binder): $2155

More information:

i Same rales apply for Canada & Mexico Higher rales lor other countries. I

$691)0

Name:

Co.:

Street:

City/St./Zip:

Dealer inquiries invited

.

InfoSource is an independent publication w hich neither accepts ads nor sells items

which it describes. IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business

Machines Corporation. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery .
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function pak 5

from Image technoiogy

$349

.... p, ACTION PAK 512 provides up to

M2K of RAM. Parallel Printer Adapter.

Asvnc Adapter and Clock
Calendar all on

a sinqle card. Ideally suited for the IBM PC

XT the FUNCTION PAK is the 512K

ADVANTAGE!

Call for location of local dealer.

List Price

64K
128K
192K
256K
320K
384K
448K
512K

$349.00
419.00

489 00
559.00

629 00
699 00
769 00
839.00

Includes ClocWCalendar, Electronic Disk

and Spooler Software

Please specify Printer 1 or Printer 2.

Async cable — $29.00

One Year Warranty
ASYNC PORT
RS-232C/Serial Port Available as

Comm 1 or Comm 2. Re^res

cable. Fully IBM compatible. An

MEMORY' .....

PnMdesM 512K Dynamic RAM

with Parity cheeking. ^
Witli 25t>K system boards can

map 12SK of the Function Paks

KAM into DOOOOl l EmW
|,„ use willi Electronic Disk and

SjxkJi’i soltwarv

COMM MODULE
/VUlS schimkI Asvnc I’ort

CabU* iiwUnkti.

( ,AMI CONTROl MODULE

1 1 illv IBM compatible

r.iblf incIwWti

CLOCK/CALENDAK
Maintains the lime anddatewhik

the computer is off. Operated by

,» 1 vcar lithium batkty parallel printer

l uUv IBM compatible Us**s stan

ilaui printer cable

IUtTchnology
s St Paul Wav

l ittk’ton. CO S01-1

i;*W) 7‘M 2tV7-l

Asvnc and Game Mcxlnles insl.illed
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WRITING/BRYAN PFAFFENBERGER

The Researcher’s Assistant
An integrated group of software programs from Pro/Tem
Software takes the fuss and bother out of documented research

for report writers, students, and professional scholars.

L ike it or not, documented reports are

facts of life. Scholars—students and

professionals—crank out many of them,

but they also figure in a variety of govern-

ment. nonprofit, and corporate enter-

prises. To write a good documented report

is to have read important material, reached

a reasoned judgment about it, communi-

cated your findings persuasively, and

demonstrated your sources so that others

can retrace your steps.

Pro/Tem Software of Stanford, Cali-

fornia, offers an integrated software pack-

age that report writers, current or lapsed,

should regard as manna from heaven.

When used with the word processing pro-

gram WordStar, the three programs. Note-

book, Bibliography, and Footnote, pro-

Notebook

Footnote

Bibliography

Pro/Tem Software

Distributed by Digital Marketing Corp.

2363 Boulevard Circle

Walnut Creek, CA 94595

(800) 826-2222

List Price: Notebook, $150; Footnote,

$125; Bibliography. $125.

Requires: 128K RAM (Notebook) or

64K RAM (Bibliography and

Footnote), PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0, two

disk drives.
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vide writers with a well-integrated writing

system for taking notes, writing papers,

formatting footnotes, and creating bibliog-

raphies.

Although you can use Notebook and

Bibliography with most word processors

and Footnote also works with Select, the

program's author clearly had WordStar in

mind. Notebook's built-in word processor,

for instance, emulates WordStar's com-

mand language, so that moving from one

program to the other does not require a

cumbersome transition to another set of

control codes.

Notebook: A Roomy Database

Notebook is a database management

program designed specifically for the stor-

age and analysis of written information.

Other database programs can store text,

but they often place severe restrictions on

the amount of text you can store and the

format in which you can store it. For

instance, dBase U permits you to store

only 1,000 characters per data record.

Notebook permits you to store up to

32,000 characters in a single data record

and up to 4.000 characters in a single data

field.

When used with the PC’s color adapter

card and a color monitor. Notebook

presents messages enhanced with distinc-

tive colors. Notebook also contains its own

formatting program; a menu-driven com-

mand module makes printing your data-

bases a snap. The program is easy to use, a

rare asset in the forbidding world of data-

base software. All functions are driven by

informative menus, and like WordStar,

Notebook displays a list of the most fre-

quently used commands while you’re

working.

Suppose your bibliography database

was sorted alphabetically by author, but

knowing that in your subject only the more

recent sources would be useful, you

wanted it sorted by date of publication.

Had you recorded your bibliographic

information not on three-by-five cards but

on data records using Notebook, you could

easily and rapidly (within about 30 sec-

onds) reshuffle your database to suit your

changing needs.

You can also use Notebook to set up a

bibliography database. But its real value in

the research process emerges when you

use it to store, sort, and select research

notes. Let’s suppose your corporation asks

you to research the investment climate in

Mexico. After a quick visit to the library

or a fast search using an on-line research

database, you return to your office with

photocopies of every relevant article pub-

lished during the past 2 years in six major

sources. You call up Notebook and

design, following the program’s easy

menu-driven suggestions, a data record

format containing fields for a topic title, a
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p.c.
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-800-544-4354

GA Residents
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404-691-3351
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4056 WETHERBURN WAY. SUITE 205. ATLANTA. GA 30092

PRINTERS
RITEMAN ABSOLUTELY BEST PRICE

C. ITOH 8510 Prowriter 399
151 5 Prowriter CALL
F10-40 CPS 1169

55 CPS SAVE
OKIDATA 83A SAVE

84 CALL
IDS CALL
NEC SPINWRITERS CALL
EPSON- MX. FX.RX CALL
TOSHIBA CALL
MICROFAZERS CALL

DISKS
TANDON TM100-2 240

10 MEG HARD 1395

QUADDISK 6 MEG REMOVABLE CALL
DAVONG CALL

BOARDS
QUADRAM 64K/256K
MONTE CARLO
IRMA
QUADLINK
TECMAR

MONITORS
TAXAN 1 05 AMBER OR 1 00 GREEN -1

2

IBM LOOK ALIKE
RBG-I MED. RES
RBG-III SUPER HI RES
COMPOSITE/RGB

AMOEK 300 AORG - 12“

310 AMBER -12”

QUADCHROME

MODEMS
NOVATION SMART-CAT 1200

1 200B W/CROSSTALK XVI

J-CAT 300
APPLE-CAT

HAYES SMART MODEM 1200

1200 B

300

SOFTWARE
FRIDAY CALL PEACHTEXT 5000. . .229

D-BASEII 420 WORDSTAR CALL
BOTTOM LINE...CALL EASYWRITER CALL
MULTIMATE.... CALL CHAMPION CALL
MULTIPLAN CALL SUPERCALC CALL
PEACHTREE ACCOUNTING SERIES . . BEST PRICE

ACCESSORIES
STANDBY POWER SYSTEMS..
SURGE PROTECTORS
CHIPS -64K

CALL
FROM 35

55

CASE 100 BOX 10

VERBATIM SS/DD (1 YEAR) 220 26
SS/DD (5 YEAR) 250 30

DS/DD 330 39

MAXELL SS/DD 230 27
DS/DD 330 39

BROWN DS/DD 250 30

APPROVED CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

SPECIAL USER GROUP PRICING
- CALL FOR DETAILS -

CASH PRICES ADVERTISED AND QUOTED. AVAILABILITY AND
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CALL
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WRITING

bibliographic reference, up to 4,000 char-

acters of notes, a note on the type of mate-

rial the record contains (for instance,

"quotation,” “definition,” or “key

point"), and the date of entry.

Once you've created the data record

format, you can start taking notes. Let's

say you begin with an article in the Mexico

City News reporting a speech presented by

a major Mexican government official on

the role of the state in the economy. Your

notes might look like Figure I

.

As you enter text. Notebook automati-

cally expands the data record to fit what

you’ve written. Notice, in Figure 1 , that

the reference field contains an abbreviated

reference. This reference refers to a bibli-

ography record you can create in another

Mxebook-constructed database.

A New View
Once you’ve finished reading, you can

use Notebook to study your notes for max-

imum understanding of the material.

Learning experts have long agreed that the

best way to study is to divide your notes,

sorting and restructuring them to produce

illuminating patterns. To get started, you

ask Notebook to select all records contain-

ing the phrase "key point" in the field

“record type. ” It does so and shows you a

new view of the database. You print it out,

study it, and a major pattern begins to

|

emerge: It seems clear that Mexico’s gov-

ernment sincerely wishes to invite foreign

investment, but its political position is

such that it cannot risk liberalizing invest-

ment legislation that makes investment in

Mexico a tricky process.

To get more insight into your material,

you select more views, asking to see, for

instance, all the records that mention

“government official” in the field

"notes" and “quotation” in the field

“record type." Notebook rapidly shows

you all records in which Mexican govern-

ment officials are quoted. With several

more such illuminating selections, you're

ready to get started with your writing. To

produce a writing guide, you ask Note-

book to sort and print all the records alpha-

betized by topic. You also have handy

several other printed sorts and selections,

including one listing all the government

officials' quotes that you’d like to use.

Footnote and Bibliography

As you write your report with Word-

Star, it’s not necessary to concern yourself

with the details of your references. Wher-

ever you want a note to appear, simply

enter an "at" sign (@) and insert the ref-

erence material in an abbreviated format

(for instance, "%Castellanos, 1983, p.

I ”). The@ symbol tells I tic Footnote pro-

gram, which you'll run on the file once

Topic

Reference

Notes

Record Type

Date Entered

:Role of the state in the Mexican economy

:Castellanos 1983, p. I

:In a speech to foreign investors in Mexico

:City, a key government official,

:Assistant Finance Secretary Francisco Suarez

:Davila said that Mexico needed foreign

:resources “provided they adhere to existing

legislation.” He said that “there is no

:room for argument on the role of the state

:in the fight for economic recovery,” and

:that “the state is in charge of conducting

:and orienting the development process.”

:key point, quotation

:1 1/21/83

Figure 1 : A completed Notebook data record with five fields designated and information

filled in.
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WANTED!
FOR LUCRATIVE MARKET

- OPPORTUNITIES—

—

YOUR NEW PRODUCTS.
HARDWARE DESIGNS, PROTOTYPES

REWARD;

WRITING

you’re finished writing, to insert a foot-

note at that spot and to number it automat-

ically. The percent symbol tells the Bibli-

ography program to look up that reference

in the bibliography database, to insert the

full text of the citation instead of the abbre-

viated reference, and to include the full

text of the citation in an alphabetized bib-

liography. You simply ran these programs

on your text file and within minutes

you've got a formatted paper with foot-

notes at the bottom of the pages and an

alphabetized bibliography at the end of the

text. If you've ever suffered through typ-

ing up a paper with footnotes, all this

probably sounds too good to be true.

To finish your paper, you first ran Bib-

liography. When it’s finished, your report

has been altered; in place of the abbrevi-

ated references (like "Castellanos, 1983,

p. 1”) you’ll find the full citation, which

Bibliography has cunningly extracted

from the Notebook bibliography database

you constructed. It has also created an

alphabetized bibliography of all the biblio-

graphic items you cited in your text. To
produce a finished paper, you need only

run Footnote, which automatically num-

bers your footnotes and places them at the

bottom of your report's pages. Ifyou need

to insert or delete text, you repeat the

whole process as necessary until your

paper is finished. Instead of 3 days and six

trips to the typist, this documentation pro-

cess takes about 10 minutes.

Of course, the programs are not flaw-

less. Notebook, for instance, runs slowly;

scrolling through a large database without

the aid of a hard disk is a slow and tedious

job. But if you’re already working with

WordStar, you will doubtless have con-

cluded that more RAM and the software to

transform it into a pseudo-disk are more

than luxuries. And Footnote cannot distin-

guish between first and second citations of

the same work, mandating some manual

rewriting of the notes.

These are small quibbles about some

fine software. All three programs are

remarkably free from obvious bugs. They

do what they claim to do.

Orange Micro has a history of

success in bringing new and inno-

vative products to market. If you've

developed an innovative computer
peripheral or circuit board, don’t let

it die; bring It to us. We have the

capital and marketing know-how
needed to make your innovation a

successful and profitable product.

We have an industry proven track
record. Consider our Grappler +
the world’s #1 selling Apple’ printer

interface.

The skills that have made the

Orange micro

Grappler+ the industry standard can
make a winner of your product too.

We are seeking hardware based
peripheral products that are into the

design stage and directed at the

Micro Computer Market. If you have
developed such a product and need
a team of experts to bring it to mar-
ket, we want to hear from you.

Royalties, license fees or outright

purchases are negotiable.

All replies are treated confiden-
tially and proprietary interests

respected.

Attn; George Reid

Orange Micro, Inc.

1400 North Lakeview Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 779-2772

V Orange Micro, Inc. 1983 Apple fa a registered trademark of Apple Computers. Ir
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NOW YOU CAN GIVE
YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
A VOICE OF ITS OWN.

plug this low-
synthesizer into

: board slot and
II provide complete
cn through an external

With SMC'sPC TALKER *

board, your IBM* personal

computer can actually talk to

you. Simpl

cost speed
any IBM-PC
it will

speed
speaker. What's more, you can create

an unlimited vocabulary through a BASIC pro-

gram. With PC TALKER, your computer continues

to provide useful information even when your eyes aren't on
the screen. It also lets you create and play video games that have
speech capability. SMC's PC TALKER ! You have to hear it to '

believe it. For more information, contact Standard Microsystems, ^
Corporation, 35 Marcus Boulevard, Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516)273-3100.

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS.
THE ONE TO WATCH.

IBM* is a trademark of the International Business Machine Corporation
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ENGINEERING/NICHOLAS BASTA

Engineering Software Exchange
A home-grown newsletter published by a husband-and-wife

team is designed to help engineers sort through software and
gain confidence in computers.

E ngineering professionals have a spe-

cial demand that they place on per-

sonal computer software: They need to

know that the bridge they design with it

won’t fall down. But, their first, more

immediate, demand is for PC software

with engineering applications.

That need is the rationale for a new

newsletter. Engineering Software Ex-

change (ESE), put out by Charles and Lid-

ia LoPinto, a young husband-and-wife

engineering team in Yonkers, New York.

The heart of each issue ofESE consists of

reviews of newly available software. The

LoPintos say that it is next to impossible

for them to include critical reviews of the

quality of programs and simultaneously to

publish the newsletter. For one thing , there

just isn't enough time. But the main rea-

son is that although both LoPinto’s are very

knowledgeable about their field, chemical

engineering, they don't have the expertise

to cover all engineering disciplines in great

depth. Their reviews therefore consist of a

paragraph- or column-long description of

a program, its documentation, and the

standard price, computer compatibility.

The Engineering Software Exchange

41 Travers Ave.

Yonkers, N.Y. 10705

(914) 963-3695

Price: $60 per year, or $10 per issue.
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Charles and Lidia LoPinto, the

entrepreneurial team behind the

Engineering Software Exchange.

and source-code criteria.

The newsletter thus serves as a clear-

inghouse rather than as a critical journal.

"We get submissions of everything from

checkbook-balancing programs to heavy-

duty structural analyses," says Lidia.

"We use our judgment in what we write

up. but it’s impossible for us to give an

in-depth analysis of each program.
”

Charles elaborates: "One of the prob-

lems holding up a lot of engineering soft-

ware development is the issue of reliabili-

ty. It's one thing to have a program that

puts up a spreadsheet, but it’s another

thing entirely to design a bridge based on a

program—how do you know the bridge

won't fall down? You can put all the bells

and whistles you like on a program to

warn the user about exceeding its limiLs,

but you still have a problem in certifying

its output.” The liability is obviously

enormous: the general word in the engi-

neering community is that one can trust

only the programs one has written one-

self—and maybe not even then. Even so,

as the experience curve rises with engi-

neering users of PCs, and as more tested

mainframe programs get downloaded onto

micros, engineers will begin to gain con-

fidence in computers. During the sixties

the same concerns were voiced about

mainframe programs applied to engineer-

ing problems, but those programs are the

industry standard now.

A sample of some of the programs

reviewed recently in ESE shows the diver-

sity of programs being developed: stress

analysis for static components like beams,

plates, flanges: process simulation of

chemical reactions; heat transfer analysis

in heating/cooling equipment: combustion

efficiency of boilers; sizing pipes and

valves for fluid flow; running process con-

trol systems; maintenance programs for

plotting machinery’s operating history and

for scheduling repair; and laboratory func-

tions such as spectrum analysis and pro-

cess control.

The newsletter was bom when Lidia, a

process engineer who had become in-
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PRINTER
STORESERVICE, COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

COMPATIBILITY, and LOW PRICE,
are among the many factors to consider when purchasing a

printer. At the PRINTER STORE we specialize in printers, so

our professional staff can help you choose the right printer for

your personal and business needs. Every Printer Purchase

includes:

1) Low Prices 3) Free Technical Support

2) Same Day Shipping 4) Full Service Option

/|

IDS 480
110 CPS, Bi-Directional, Logic

Seeking

24x9 Dot Matrix, 10, 12. 16.7 CPI,

Plus Proportional Spacing

Parallel and Serial Port

Standard

SCALL

BROTHER HR-15
• 13 CPS - Bi-directional - Super &
Subscript

• 10, 12, 15 and Proportional Spac-
ing Pitch

• Optional Tractor, Sheetfeed and
Keyboard

Parallel SCALL
Serial SCALL

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON SERIES
FX 80 SCALL
FX 100 SCALL

OKIDATA SERIES
82A SCALL
83A SCALL
92A $ CALL
93A SCALL
84 (parallel) SCALL

C. ITOH SERIES
8510 Prowriter $ 395
Prowriter II SCALL

IDS SERIES
Microprism 480 $ 395
Prism 80 SCALL
Prism 132 $ CALL

GEMINI SERIES
Gemini 10X SCALL
Gemini 15X SCALL
Delta 10 SCALL

Toshiba P 1350 $1750

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

BROTHER SERIES
HR-1 SCALL
HR-15 SCALL
HR-25 SCALL

COMREX SERIES
CR-1 $ 650
CR-2 $650
CR-25 SCALL

C. ITOH SERIES
F-10 40 CPS SCALL
F-10 55CPS SCALL

NEC SERIES
2010 SCALL
2030 SCALL
2050 $ CALL
3510 SCALL
3530 SCALL
3550 SCALL
7710 SCALL
7730 SCALL

NEC Accessories $ CALL

We carry a full line of Cables and Accessories

phone rebate: Ca" (714) 241-0701 and ask us about...
We are so confident of our LOW PRICES and SUPPORT that we are going to ask you to make the
inital investment by calling us. In return, when you buy your printer from us. we will rebate the cost
of your call and deduct it from your invoice.

HOWTO ORDER: Our phone lines are open from 8 a m to 6 p.m. PST. Monday - Friday We accept
VISA. MASTERCHARGE (at no extra charge), personal checks take two weeks to clear. COD'S
accepted. Same-day shipment on orders placed before 1 p.m. Manufacturer's warranty applicable

on all equipment. Prices subject to change.

ENGINEERING

volved with computers, left her job at a

chemical company. She planned to start

herown consulting firm for computer edu-

cations in engineering. "Between consult-

ing jobs 1 had a lot of free time, and I had

already been looking for some way to get

deeper into my specialty, computer appli-

cations for engineering. I wrote a number

of articles for the trade press and then

began to set up an exchange for software

for any system from a TRS-80 up." The

queries began flooding in, and she started

offering her list for a dollar. Before long,

the nature of the queries coming in and the

types of software being offered propelled

her into the personal computer field.

Our first self-printed

issues were pretty

awful, but our

readers were very

forgiving.

where she reviewed not only individually

written programs, but also programs from

new companies being set up specifically to

satisfy engineering needs. “Some news

still travels slowly in our presumed elec-

tronic society—I’m still getting requests

for that original $1 list!” she exclaims.

“I’ll send out a copy of our latest news-

letter, but the dollar doesn’t even cover the

mailing cost anymore."

As the newsletter grew, Charles began

pitching in. He’s a chemical engineer at an

oil company (both LoPinto’s have Masters

degrees in chemical engineering). "Fifty

percent of my time at work is spent in

computer applications for process de-

sign,” he says.

A milestone for the newsletter was the

purchase of a used, hand-operated offset

printing machine. Printing costs had

grown unmanageable, and having a print-

ing machine allows the LoPintos to

produce advertising circulars for ESE as

well as to publish the newsletter. “Our

first self-printed issues were pretty aw-
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A Stickler for
Profit.
MICROCENTRE™

The Workstation That Optimizes Your Computer Use

We’ve all seen how microcomputers
can increase personal productivity.

But computers are not used all the

time. MICROcentre™ lets depart-

ments share a common computer
system to reduce costs while im-

proving profit-center efficiency.

This secure, easily movable storage

system opens in seconds into a

The MICROcentre" is designed to

hold most personal computer sys-

tems-lBM PC, Apple 11+ and lie,

DEC, Hewlett Packard, etc.-and

provides storage space for your
manuals and software. Plus, the

stylish European locks protect your
components as well as your valu-

able data.

complete work station. Any place.

Any time. And MlCROcentre™ is

built to conform to the user’s natu-

ral movements for convenience and
comfort over extended periods of

time.

W
/

There are many other outstanding qualities that

separate MICROcentre from anything else on the

market. To find out more about them, call (213)

350-8371. We’ll send you one of our brochures and
tell you the best part. ..the price. It’s a lot less

money than a second computer.

^MICROcentre'
Ready to Work When You Are

CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING GROUP, INC EL MONTE. CA
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Your Consultant on a Diskette

• All Menu Driven • Continuous Upgrades • "Help" Screens •

Synchronizes Completely with Lotus 1-2-3 • Packaged in

Professional Modules • Easy to Modify • Easy-to-follow Manual

Guidance Software Title

Real Estate Guide

GS

sr0*'

m GS

ggllZ

S®*
•SS*

•sr- da
•55*

•ssr*

•sr- t "ssS“

I „ A 0. 1 .
'SEE-

I .am**? 1
I,.*

• %***+**-
t»i*»

• W4W-1 .am**"”

.«-r-
for*

•e-t"

Lg

Diskette and Manual

Oil Production Guide

Mechanical Contractor's Guide

1 983 Tax and Financial Guide

C.O.D.

1Keying in on the Financial

Aspects of Your Profession"

GUIDANCE SOFTWARE. INC.
Two Kingwood Place • 700 Rockmead Drive, Suite 163
Kingwood, Texas 77339 • (713) 358-7191

Telex 775-705
1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. All rights reserved.
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ENGINEERING

ful,” Lidia admits, “but our readers were

very forgiving.” Now, however, the

newsletter sports a polished, professional

look. Charles handles the printer and

writes some of the reviews, while Lidia

does the mailing and most of the writing.

A couple of part-time workers help out.

Though ESE was not much more than a

few sheets of mimeographed paper when

it began about a year ago, today the news-

letter is beginning to take over the LoPin-

tos’ home—they have two rooms of com-

puter equipment in the attic and a printing

press in the basement. As each new issue

goes to press, “paper starts covering the

house and furniture,” according to Lidia.

Each issue, which currently runs about 24

pages, is a homey mix of news of interest

to engineers, CAD/CAM developments,

reviews of newly available software pack-

ages, and a section reserved for individual

subscribers to list their own software

—

generally small packages that run from

$10 to $150. The newsletter is published

every other month; an annual subscription

costs $48.

To conclude their first full year of suc-

cessful operation, the LoPintos plan to

publish a directory of all the software they

have already publicized. “This directory

will probably have over 350 entries cover-

ing micro and mini software in chemical,

electrical, civil and mechanical engineer-

ing, laboratory applications, and more,”

says Charles.

Meeting a Need
In their compiling efforts, the LoPintos

seem to be satisfying a widely felt need in

the engineering community; a number of

engineering societies are already trying to

compile directories of available software.

But the LoPintos have moved much faster,

and they are seeking to build a base of

subscribers and software suppliers that

cuts across the divisions among the engi-

neering professions. "Although it some-

times seems that every engineer out there

is writing a program, there is a tremendous

shortage of useful software,” notes Lidia.

“The number of engineers writing soft-
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ware is not growing as fast as the number

of engineers buying PCs. Based on

requests from readers, we’ve also started

running a section of ‘software wanted'

items."

The IBM PC didn't create the LoPin-

tos' newsletter, but Big Blue seems to be

helping things along now. "Like every

other microcomputer application, engi-

neering programs are being sped along by

the standardization caused by the popular-

ity of the IBM PC," observes Charles.

“Standardization also makes our review

job easier.”

Adds Lidia: "More than once, we've

heard about a company considering a big

computer purchase, with the purchasing

manager saying. ‘You can study this situ-

ation as long as you want, but we’ll end up

buying IBM.'
”

The LoPintos have observed that some

of the latest industry trends are developing

because of the PC.
'

‘We’re seeing a lot of

programs being downloaded from main-

frame IBM's that are applicable to the

PC," says Charles. They also expect the

newest PC models— for example, the XT/

370—to open up new possibilities in net-

working stations. For design firms in

which a crew of engineers may work

together on one project, this is an impor-

tant capability.

Although it started in a small way, ESE

is now a going business for the LoPintos.

“We haven’t made any money on this

yet,” says Lidia. “Everything we've got

from subscribers is being poured back into

the business.
’

’ Advertising and direct mail

now represent the largest financial invest-

ment for the couple. And like traditional

newsletter developers, the LoPintos have

found that their biggest problem in pub-

lishing the newsletter is attracting the

potential subscribers they know are out

there. "In a formal marketing sense,

we're probably a little screwed up—we

have no idea what the ‘top’ is for this

newsletter—that is, how many potential

subscribers there are out there,” notes

Charles. “But the letters are still coming

in every day.”

WE COULDSHOW
THE OLDWOMAN
WHATTO DO

WITHTHE SHOE.

INVESTOR III™ makes rhyme and
reason out ofreal estate investing.

Now you can maximize your real estate profits

and avoid questionable ventures with the help of
Investor IH

T\
Investor III™ was conceived and developed by a

real estate company. So it's practical and com-
prehensive. Ready to meet the needs of the aver-

age investor or professional user with capabilities

like pro-forma, “what-if ' analysis, cash flow before

and after taxes, depredation and more.
Yet Investor III"

1

is as simple as Mother Goose—
you can learn to use it in less than one hour.

So whether you're looking at a multi-million-dol-

lar high rise or a cozy rent house with some unique
qualities, Investor III™ can help you determine the

wisdom— and profitability— of your choice.

Write or call for more details today.
Investor III™... for investments that fit. And that's

no fairy tale.

Good Software is proud to announce an easy-to-

use amortization package— the Amortizer III™.

(GOOD
50TTUJQne CORP

A Division of The Goodman Group. Inc.

12900 Preston Rd.. Dallas. Texas 75230 (214) 239-6085
Compatible with Radio Shack TRS-80 and IBM PC.

Investor HI™: $249.00 plus $5 shipping and handling.

Amortizer III™: $49.95 plus $5 shipping and handling.

American Express. MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Making dollars and sense
out of Information.
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COMPUTER MAIL ORDER

cyma software
General Business System SI 499.00
Dental Package $899.00
Medical Package $899.00
Chiropractic Package S899.00
Client Accounting $899.00
Small Business System $899.00
Inventory Package $899.00

spinnaker
Fraction Fever $29.00
Story Machine $29.00
KinderComp $24.00
Facemaker $29.00

isicorp
VisiCalc 4 $i 59.00
VisiWord/Spell $249.00
Visitrend/Plot $199.00
VisiFile $199.00
FisiSchedule $199.00
Desktop Plan $199.00
Business Forecast Model $75.00
StretchCalc $75.00
VisiTutor Calc $59.00
VisiTutor/Advanced Version $75.00
VisiTutor Word $59.00
Vision Calc $249.00
Vision Graph $i 29.00
Vision Word $249.00
Vision Mouse $159.00
Vision Host $319.00

data bases
EasyFiler $229.00
InfoStar $299.00
DataStar $179.00
Personal Data Base $99.00
InfoScope $149.00
PertectFiler $239.00
Quick Code $1 99.00

word processing

Volkeswriter $11 5.00
SuperWriter SI 55.00
Super Spell Guard SI 29.00
Final Word SI 92.00
Perfect Writer $199.00
Perfect Speller $119.00
Spell Binder $259.00
Peach Text 5000 $209.00
Spell Check $199.00
BenchMark $349.00
BenchMark Mail List $169.00
Memo Plan $129.00
Multi-Mate $279.00
pfs:write S89.00
Word Plus PC/The Boss $279.00
WordStar $299.00
MailMerge $1 59.00
WordStar/MailMerge $369.00
WordStar Pro Pack $449.00
SpellStar $159.00
EasyWriter II (Spell/Write/Mail) $249.00
EasyWriter S1 19.00

dUtil $69.00
dGraph $199.00
dBase II $399.00
TIM III $329.00
File Manager Plus $89.00
pfs:file $89.00

pfs:report $79.00
pfs:graph $89.00
Condor 20-111 $389.00

spreadsheets/financial/graphs

SuperCalc 1 S1 19.00
SuperCalc II $159.00
MultiPlan $159.00
Lotus 1-2-3 $319.00
Friday! $185.00
C-dex Training. ..each $49.00
Home Accountant Plus $88.00
1st Class Mail $79.00
Peachpack (GL/AP/AR) $219.00
Scratch Pad $199.00
Financial Palnner $419.00
EasyPlanner $ 1 59.00
CalcStar $99.00
PerfectCalc $ 1

1

9.00
Fast Graphs $1 89.00
Money Maestro $99.00
MicroPlan $299.00
Profit Plan SI 29.00
California Corp $79.00
The Practical Accountant $109.00
Business Policy Planner $79.00
Bottom Line Strategist $269.00
TK Solver $1 79.00

:WE5T= -CANADA- =EA5T =
300-648-35f1 800- 268 • ^559 800-233-8950

In Toronto call (416 828 0866 Dept 0117 In PA call (71 71327-9575. Oepl 0117
, In NV call (702)588 5654 Dept 0117 Order Status Number 828 0866 Order Status Number 327-9576

^ Order Status Number 588 5654 2505 Ounwm Drive Unit 1 8 Customer Service Number 327 1 450
HI P O Bo* 6689 Slateline NV 89449 Mississauga. Ontario.-Canada L5L1 T1 477 E Third St . Williamsport PA 1 7701

No risk no deposit on C 0 0 orders Pre paid orders receive tree shipping within the UPS continental United States with no waiting period tor certified checks or

money orders Add J'>« (minimum S5 00) shipping and handling on all C O 0 and credit card orders Larger shipments may require additional charges NV and PA
-esidents add sales ta* All items subject to availability and price change We stock manufacturer s and third party software tor most all computers on the market Cali

today tor our catalog



COMPUTER MAIL ORDER"

modems &
communication

Hayes 300 S209.00
Hayes 1200 $509.00
Hayes 1200B $459.00
Hayes Smart Com II $75.00
Hayes Chronograph $1 99.00
Novation PC-Cat $339.00
Novation J-Cat $119.00
Novation 103 $189.00
Novation 103/212 $439.00
Anchor Mark VI $1 69.00
Crosstalk. XVI $105.00
Remote $99.00
Transporter $1 99.00

disk drives
Tandon 5V«" 320K TM 100-2 $239.00
Amdisk I $219.00
Amdisk II $499.00

percom hard disks
5 Meg w/Controller $1399.00
10 Meg w/Controller $1699.00
15 Meg w/Controller $2095.00
20 Meg w/Controller $2399.00

diskettes
naaxell

MO-1 $29.00
MD-2 $39.00

verbatim
SS/DD $26.00
DS/DD $36.00

elephant
SS/SD $18.99
SS/DO $24.99
OS/DD $29.00

monitors
Amdek 310A $169.00

Amdek Color II $399.00

Amdek Color III $349.00

NEC JB 1201 Green $149.00

NEC JB 1 205 Amber $1 59.00

NEC JC 1216 RGB $429.00

USI Pi 3 $159.00

BMC 12" Green $85.00

Zenith ZVM 123G $89.00

Zenith ZVM 122A $99.00

Taxan 12G $129.00

Taxan 12A $139.00

Ouadchrome $499.00

quadram
Quadlink $549.00
Quadboard...as low as $289.00
Ouadboard I . . .as low as $289.00
Quadboard II. ..as low as $289.00
Quad 512 Plus.. .as low as $249.00
Quad Color $219.00
Parallel Interface Board $89.00
64K RAM Chips Kit $59.00
Microfazers...as low as $ 1 19.00
Efazer...as low as $109.00

eagle
PC Color Card $229.00

universal research
Multi-Display Card $379.00

tac
IRMA 3270 $1049.00

frederick
Plantromcs Color Plus $379.00

printers
NEC 3550 ....$1699.00

Okidata (82. 83. 84. 92. 93) . .

.

CALL
Epson CALL

(RX80.FX80.FX100 A MX100)

C.ltoh 851 OP $379.00

BMC 401 $699.00

Diablo 630 ....$1749.00

Amdek DXY-100 Plotter $599.00
Comriter II $549.00

Transtar CALL
Toshiba CALL

tablets
Koala Pad $95.00

cards
act

6 Pack Plus:

64K. C. S. P $279.00
64K. C. S. P. GP $309.00
Mega Plus II:

64K. C. S. P $309.00
64K. C. S. P. GP $249.00
64K. C. 2S. P. GP $399.00
Combo Plus II:

64K. C. S. P $279.00
I/O Plus II:

C. S. P $139.00
C. S. P. GP $169.00
3780 Emulator $669.00

=WE5T =
300°648-55f1

"CAN A D A

*

800-268-4559
In NV call (7021588 5654 Dept 0117
Order Status Numb#' 588 5654

P O Bos 6689 Statcl.n# NV 89449

AST-
In Toronto call (416 828 0866 Oept 0117

Oid#r Status Numb#i 828 0866
2505 Dunwm Drive Unit 1 B

Mississauga Ontario Canada L5L1T1

CANADIAN ORDERS All prices at# subiect to shipping tai and currency fluctuations Call tor exact pricing in Canada
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS All shipments outside the continental United States must be pre paid by ceriitied check only Include 3

handling EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS Additional discounts are available to qualified Educational Institutions

APO A FPO Add 3*o (minimum $5 00) shipping and handling

= E
800235*8950

i
in PA cell <7 1 7(327 9575 0#pt 0117

Order Status Numb#' 327 9576 lydi
Customer Service Number 327 1450

477 E Thud St Williamsport PA177C*

Hum S5 OOi snipping ana
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fMICRO MATCH
Hardware
(Jccessori

Software

<Zl*'oo

Catalog

Expansion Boards
AST RESEARCH

All AST RESEARCH boards include SuperDrlve

and SuperSpool software.

MEGAPLUS II — Expands to 512K with 256

MEGAPAK or to 384K with 128K MEGAPAK.
Includes CLOCK/CAL & 1 SERIAL PORT.

W/64K 265.00

W/256K 430.00

256K MEGAPAK 275.00

12BK MEGAPAK 199.00

OPTIONAL 2nd SERIAL PORT 40.00

OPTIONAL PARALLEL PORT 40.00

OPTIONAL GAME PORT 40.00

COMOOPLUS expands to 256K, includes CLOCK,

PARALLEL & SERIAL ports.

W/64K 265.00

W/256K 430.00

1/0 PLUS II — I/O only (no memory). Includes

CLOCK &1 SERIAL port.

I/O PLUS II 120.00

OPTIONAL 2nd SERIAL PORT 40.00

OPTIONAL PARALLEL PORT 40.00

OPTIONAL GAME PORT 40.00

SIX PACK PLUS — expands to 384K, includes

CLOCK, PARALLEL & 1 SERIAL port.

W/64K 265.00

W/384K 549.00

OPTIONAL GAME PORT 40.00

QUA0RAM
All QUADRAM boards include QUADMASTER
software.

QUA0B0ARD I — expands to 256K & includes 1

SERIAL port. 1 PARALLEL port &
CLOCK/CALENDAR.

QUAOBOARD I W/64K 275.00

QUADBOARD I W/256K 430.00

QUADB0ARD II — expands to 256K & includes 2

SERIAL ports & CLOCK/CAL
QUADBOARD II W/64K 275.00

QUADBOARD II W/256K 430.00

Disk Orii/es
Ail (loppy disk drives are double sided, double

density and include complete installation

instructions and all hardware. Floppy drives from

Micro Match include our exclusive 90 day

replacement warranty. Call for details.

COC 9409 259.00

TAHD0H TM 100-2 249 00

SHUGART (half-height, 1 year) 239.00

FL0PPT DISKETTES

QUADBOARD 512+ expands to 512K & includes 1

SERIAL port.

QUADBOARD 512+ W/64K 259.00

QUAOBOARD 512+ W/512K 675.00

SEATTLE COMPUTER
All SEATTLE COMPUTER RAM + boards include

FLASH DISK software.

RAM + memory & 1 serial port

RAM + W/64K 185.00

RAM + W/256K 325.00

RAM +3 memory, 1 serial port, 1 parallel port &
clock calendar

RAM +3 W/64K 255.00

RAM +3 W/256K 395.00

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
All TALL TREE SYSTEMS boards Include

JFORMAT & JETDRIVE.

JRAM — memory only, expands to 512K.

JRAM0K 249.00

JRAM512K 665.00

Displays
AMBER SCREEN DISPLAYS

AMDEK 300A for color card 155.00

AMDEK310A for mono card 170.00

COLOR DISPLAYS

AMDEK COLOR II hi res RGB 435.00

AMDEK COLOR IV hi res RGB 1125.00

ELECTR0H0ME 1302-2 hi res RGB 575.00

DISPLAY ADAPTER BOARDS

HERCULES high resolution monochrome graphics

adapter card 375.00

Printers
EPSON PRINTERS

FX 80 parallel 542.00

MX 100 parallel 610.00

FX 100 parallel 699.00

OKIOATA PRINTERS

ML 80 parallel 330.00

ML 92 parallel 515.00

ML 93 parallel 910.00

2350 serial 2170.00

2410 serial 2460.00

NEC PRINTERS

3510 Spinwriter 1470.00

3525 Spinwriter 2120.00

3550 Spinwriter 1880.00

Ram Chips
RAM CHIPS — All RAM chips from Micro Match

are the highest quality components available

anywhere. Every RAM chip comes with the Micro

Match 90 day exchange warranty. Call for

details.

64K, set of 9 (200 nsec) 59.00

Modems
HAYES MODEMS
SMARTMODEM 300 209.00

SMARTMOOEM 1 200 499.00

SMARTMODEM 1200B 450.00

300 PACKAGE — Modem. Cable & SmartCom II

software 299.00

1200 PACKAGE — Modem. Cable & SmartCom II

software 579.00

Software
ASHTONTATE
dBASEII $425.00

FINANCIAL PLANNER 455 00
BOTTOM LINE STRATEGIST 265.00
FRIDAY 179 00
CONDOR
20-3 DATA BASE MGR 415.00

FOX A GELLER

QUICK CODE 210.00

DGRAPH 21000

UFETREE

VOLKSWRITER 1.2 135.00

VOLKSWRITER INTERNATIONAL 169.00

LOTUS

123 (VERSION 1A) 335.00

HAYES

SMARTCOMII 85.00

PEACHTREE

PEACHPACK 4 GL/AR/AP 239.00

PEACHTEXT 5000 239.00

SORCIM

SUPER CALC II 182.00

SUPER WRITER 182.00

SUPER SPELLGUARD 125.00

800-345-4706
To Order by phone call (213) 352-3253. Send

Check or Money Order. Master Card/Visa

accepted (include expiration date & signature).

Add $3.50 for shipping, handling & insurance (2

day Airmail $8.00). All orders shipped UPS
unless otherwise specified (Continental US only).

Other shipping methods or destinations, call for

best way & price. California residents add 6V?%

sales tax. All items subject to availability. Prices

subject to change without notice.

DYSAN 2 sided, double density. Box of 10 43.Q

10049 Commerce Ave • Tujunga. CA 91042 • (213) 352-3253

I
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DESIGN/STEPHEN B. GRAY

Stepping Up To Draft-Aide
A family of products from United Networking Systems
will fill the drafting needs of beginning students, professionals,

large companies, and everyone who falls inbetween.

F or $95, you can ace your geometry

course or for $595 you can design a

skyscraper with Draft-Aide, a drafting

program for the PC from a company called

United Networking Systems, Inc., of

Houston, Texas.

The Starter 100 package is the $95 min-

imal version "for people who want to

learn something about drafting,” as the

promotional material puts it. The most

advanced version is the Pro 300. which is

geared for the most professional user. In

between are three more versions: Academ-

ic 100, Pro 100, and Pro 200. Only two,

the Pro 100 and Pro 300, are currently

available; the other versions are in various

stages of testing. When the complete fam-

ily of five is on the market, the programs

will address every level of drafting interest

and expertise.

Draft-Aide

United Networking Systems, Inc.

7007 Gulf Freeway, #108

Houston, TX 77087

(713) 644-2427

List Price; Starter 100, $95; Academic

100, $195; Pro 100, $595; Pro 200,

$7,500; Pro 300. $25,000 and up.

Requires: 256K RAM. one disk drive,

color interface, color monitor, dot

matrix printer or plotter.

CIRCLE 685 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The basic drafting system is fairly sim-

ple to use. To draw a line, first place the

cross hair cursor at the beginning point and

hit a key designated LINE on the Draft-

Aide chart. Then put the cursor where the

line is to end and hit the LINE key again.

A line, in one of three line widths, chosen

by the user, is drawn between the two

points.

To move the cursor you can use the

keyboard, a joystick, ora mouse. To draw

an arc, you can either specify three points

and ask for an arc to be drawn through all

three, or you can specify a center, radius,

and extent.

One feature of Draft-Aide can save you

a great deal of time and energy. Once

you’ve drawn an image, whether it is a

Bunsen burner or a voltmeter or whatever.

you can store it, later call it up. make it

larger or smaller, place it anywhere on the

screen, or repeat it as many times as you

wish. An image ofan intricate transistor or

an integrated circuit can be stored and then

called up dozens of times for different

drawings. The more advanced Draft-Aide

packages, starting with the Academic 100.

allow figures to be rotated and mirror-

imaged. When many figures are to be

stored for later call out. United Network-

ing Systems recommends using a PC-XT,

with its hard disk and much higher storage

capability, instead of the regular PC.

With Draft-Aide, the PC's screen can

display your entire drawing greatly

reduced in size, or it can zoom in to give

you a 1 : 1 size when you need to draw or

change the original. The maximum size

for a drawing is 36 by 42 inches.

Draft-Aide also provides a full set of

letters and numbers for labelling your

drawings. Although there’s only one font,

you can make the characters as big or as

small as you wish. When it’s time to print,

you can use a pen plotter or a dot matrix

printer. Of course, to print a full-size 36-

by-42-inch drawing you'd need a rather

larger plotter.

All in the Family

The Starter 100 is “an interest-genera-

tor. well-suited to high school students,"

according to Thomas F. Safford. whose
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DESIGN

Houston-based Safford Systems Inc. de-

veloped Draft-Aide. The firm later merged

with United Networking Systems Inc.

Draft-Aide could be used in a high

you need DBPlus.'" This program

runs outside of dBASE II,’" and

performs the following impor-

tant functions on dBASE II™

data files:

•Sort

• Compress/Decompress
• Transform

DBPlus™ is designed to free you

from the chore of typing, or

memorizing a new language. In

most cases all you have to do is

move the cursor to the next menu
item and press return!

SORT
DBPlus™can sort a data file up to

15 times faster than dBASE II™

on a single field; 32 fields may be

sorted in a single pass, and each

additional field requires 1% more
sorting time.

school setting by students in chemistry,

physics, drafting, or any course involving

drawing.

An IBM PC in the school library, along

COMPRESSIDECOMPRESS
A copy of any dBASE II

™ data file

can be produced which is only

30% to 40% of the original size.

The compressed file will save

you transmission time and phone

costs, when you send a data file

over a modem.
Making backup copies of large

data files can use up many floppy

disks. Compressed files will save

you space in archival storage.

TRANSFORM
You can now modify the structure

of any data file, by adding, delet-

ing, and modifying fields, without

any programming knowledge.

DBPlus™ can also create a new
file which is compatible with

WordStar/MailMerge.™

Now retailing for $125.

Manual and demo available.

Call for a dealer near you.

HumanSoft
661 Massachusetts Avenue

Arlington, Mass. 02174

(617) 641-1880

with a Starter 100 package, for instance,

would not only save drawing time, it could

also encourage more extensive use of

drafting. The package can serve as an

introduction to the commercial world of

computer-aided drafting and might even

by Draft-Aide. Other common uses for the

software would be to generate

architectural or electronic drawings.

encourage some students to explore tech-

nical careers they hadn't previously con-

sidered.

The next step up is the $195 Academic

100 package, designed for use by univer-

sities. colleges, and bade, technical, and

company-sponsored schools. It can be

used by novices as well as advanced stu-

dents. The University of Phoenix is con-

sidering installing this package for student

use and is negotiating with United Net-

working.

In the middle of the Draft-Aide line is

the $595 Pro 100, which “allows users

with limited drafting requirements to get

into computer-aided design quickly." The

Pro 100 might, for example, be used by

computer camps or architectural firms that

have small computers.

Customers for the Pro 100 have been

“both company and independent archi-

tects and design engineers, moderate-size

engineering and architectural firms, and

many levels of technical personnel at the

Dealerand distributor inquiries invited!
dBASE II is a registered trademark ofAshtonTate. Inc

.

WordStar MailMergc is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc.

DBPlus is a registered trademark of HumanSoft
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{

SORT, COMPRESS, and'TRANSFORM
dBASE II DATA FILES
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Managing Projects

for^EmCand Profit Using

»frh<nncO hj^UiAid.

Project Scheduler

Features include:

Critical Path is calculated and

a Gantt chart is displayed after

each add, change or delete.

Interactive "WHAT IF'

analysis.

Display your data/ plots using

the monochromatic or color

screen.

Schedule projects by days,

weeks, months or day
displayed by week.

labor & Other cost data can

be input to spreadsheet

packages.

Allocate tasks by

• Start & duration

• Early/ Late Start

Define standard company
Resources and Holidays.

• 24 Iaibor Grades
• 24 Other Direct Costs
• 30 Holidays (multi-year)

As a manager, you know the key to a successful project

is g<xxl planning. Whether you are involved with

Engineering, R & D, Manufacturing, Construction or

even Computers, you can’t afford to overlook critical costs

and deadlines.

Create detailed & summary
reports:

• Project Schedule
• labor & Cost
—by time period

—by individual job

Ability to "complete" jobs for

performance tracking.

Milestone annotation to

identify special events in the

project.

Runs On:
• IBM PC or XT.

Compatibles, TI, GRID,
TOSHIBA. Others

Requires:

• IBM DOS 1.0-2.0 or

MS IX)S
• 192K RAM
• 1 diskette drive

•Printer (Recommended)

PROJECT SCHEDULER™ is a project management
program designed to help management meet deadlines

and beat cost targets through fast and easy project

forecasting, scheduling, control and tracking of project

status. The menu prompts permit easy data entry for

modification or update to large, complex project plans.

The highly interactive design and visual display reduces

project planning time by providing sophisticated

"what if" analysis capabilities.

fSCITOR
O-IT/AD rnD D/TD ATSCITOR CORPORATION 256 Gibraltar Dr. • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)730-0400

Copyrighted material



DOSEASE
MENU INTERFACE

Fingertip Access To The Full Power Of DOS
instant DOS Expertise.

PC-DOS 2.0 is powerful and flexible, but time consuming to learn

and difficult to use. Even then, you remain dependent on the manual
as a constant reference for formating command variations and for

less frequently used commands. With DOSEASE there is no need to

memorize cryptic commands, you are released from dependence on
the manual and can now utilize DOS to its full potential.

DOSEASE is the friendly face between YOU and DOS
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Access the entire DOS system through the menu
list.

The menu Is organized Into logical subsets to speed

the selection process.

You simply enter your choice by typing in a two digit

command number and the system instantly displays

the appropriate command menu.

The menu describes the function of the command
and presents all the available options.

Specify the options you desire for DOSEASE to

verify.

Press the ‘ENTER’' key and the command is ex

ecuted. DOSEASE allows you to execute a variation

of the same command or return to the main menu.

DOSEASE is FAST adds COLOR pays DIVIDENDS

Interact with DOS with fewer keystrokes. Color and highlighting lets you forget the

drudgery of DOS. With $66 (shipping and handling included) get a substantial

increase in return on your personal computer investment.
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larger firms specializing in those disci-

plines,” according to United Networking

Systems.

The $7,500 Draft-Aide Pro 200 pack-

age is a full-power drafting software pack-

age aimed at large engineering compa-

nies.

At the top of the line is the Pro 300 for

sophisticated users or entrepreneurs who

want to operate their own drafting service

centers. This package is also aimed at

large industrial users such as aviation and

aerospace manufacturers. The basic ver-

sion of the Pro 300, priced at $25,000,

includes just the software. For a $75,000

investment, you can also get the comput-

er, a plotter, and a graphics terminal.

The larger versions of Draft-Aide use

1 10 subroutines in Fortran, combined with

four external files: two scratch files, one

symbol file, and a drawing file. The sym-

bol file can hold up to 500 active symbols

created by the user, and it may be accessed

by name.

Fancy Packaging

The Draft-Aide software is neatly pack-

aged in a container designed by the New
York advertising firm of Ogilvy and

Mather. The basic package includes a

floppy disk and operations guide, the larg-

er versions will also offer a glass Draft-

Aide drinking mug and a T-shirt showing a

T-square being passed from one hand to

another and bearing the legend "1 Get

Drafted Fast."

United Networking will spend $3 mil-

lion on marketing and manufacturing

Draft-Aide, and it plans to adapt it to other

personal computers.

The company plans to distribute the

smaller Draft-Aide systems through com-

puter stores and bookstores; they can also

be ordered by mail. Versions of Draft-

Aide that can operate on IBM PC systems

with less than 256K RAM may be avail-

able in the future.

Currently, optional symbol libraries are

available on floppy disk for architectural,

electrical, electronic, and piping draw-

ings. They cost $75 each. Symbol libraries

for other disciplines will be available in

the future. Special fonts for lettering draw-

ings are available on special order.

United Networking has a "900” cus-

tomer service number, (there is a 50 cent

charge for calls) and plans a newsletter to

keep Draft-Aide users abreast of all new

developments and new products.

Contemporary

Attire your IBM PC in style! ComputerWear is dust protection with

class. Design features include: select, woven fabric and em-
broidered rose emblem. Order now. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Yes, I wish to protect my PC. Send me:

Keyboard(s) $16 Monitor(s) $18 Check

Drive(s) $18 Printer(s) $18 Visa

IpcMon/Drive $36 MX/FX 100 $20 MC

Add $2 00 Shipping (CA Res add tax)

Print Name

Address

Total $_

City/State

Embroidered

Red Rose
- Exp _

Signature

Contemporary ComputerWear
1320-36th Avenue. San Francisco, CA 94122 • 415/564-0506

IBM PC is a trademark ot International Business Machines Inc. Dealer inquiries welcome

CIRCLE 1% ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DEC RAINBOW 100®
• limb INTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE — Installs in second Floppy Space

—with 64K RAM $2,495.00

—with 192K RAM 2.995.00

-With 320K RAM 3,495.00

—1 year warranty

Runs MS-DOS and CP/M 80-86. complete with archiving & RamDisk

• MEMORY BOARDS
— 64K expandable to 192K 295.00
— 192K Memory Board configuration 550.00

—448K Memory Board configuration 1.195.00

— 1 year warranty

Ramdisk Software shipped with Boards at no extra charge. >

IBM® PC/XT
• 10mb INTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE $1,795.00

—EXTERNAL version 1.995.00

—One year warranty, fully Software compatible

• 20mb INTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE 2.295.00

-EXTERNAL version 2.495.00

—One year warranty, fully Software compatible

» MEMORY BOARDS
— 256K complete
—512K complete
—One year warranty

499 00

899 00

VICTOR 9000/SIRIUS®
• limb EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE
• 20mb EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVE
1 year warranty. Runs MS-DOS and CP/M-86. Built in Clock/Calendar

• MEMORY BOARDS
— 128K non-expandable Memory Boards
— 128K expandable to 384K Memory Boards
— 256K expandable to 384K Memory Boards
— 384K non-expandable (complete) Memory Boards
—One year warranty, shipped with Ramdisk Software at no extra charge

• Clock/Calendar Board for • Real-Time" operation of on "Board Clock”

$2,495.00

3.495.00

250.00

595.00

895.00

1.095 00

195.00
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MEDICINE/KEVIN M. HEPLER, M.D.

The Doctor’s Experience
Keeping track of patient files can take many hours and still

leave gaps. One physician explains the value of computerizing

patient records in a database called an E-Book.

I
n the last week of our 3-year residency

in family practice, my partner told me
this tale of woe. "I just spent half a day

going through the records in the delivery

room and making a list of all the babies I

had delivered." I groaned because I knew

what those records looked like—page
i

after page of one-line descriptions of

deliveries, usually scrawled by doctors in

the middle of night after many long hours

of waiting. "Fortunately,” he said, "I

found all of mine— I think.”

I confess that I felt smug while I lis-

tened to his woes. Two years ago I had

acquired one of the first IBM PCs in Mis-

souri. Since then I have used it to docu-

ment every single experience I have had

with patients.

There are many reasons for physicians

to keep track of their experiences caring

for patients. One is to document your

experience is to prepare for outside

review. Requests to prove one's capabili-

ties are required for hospital privileges in

many localities, especially for such high-

risk procedures as obstetrics, surgery, and

invasive tests (for example, cardiac cathe-

terizations). Several speciality boards,

including family practice and emergency

medicine, require that doctors be recertif-

ied every few years. A review of cases is

part of the recertification process.

Systems arc available for recording this

information. Residencies may provide

special cards to their residents to use for

records. Doctors are probably familiar

with several methods of organizing this

information in a notebook. But with these

manual systems, there's the problem of

retrieving the information quickly in a use-

ful format.

Hospital and medical office computer

systems may collect this information, but

the design of these systems is biased

toward business uses, so the clinical infor-

mation is usually scanty and imprecise.

Furthermore, with an institutional system,

the physician has no control over informa-

tion for his own use. Hence, the personal

computer is a good tool for a doctor's

recordkeeping, since it can be adapted to

individual needs and can greatly speed and

simplify the task of keeping and using

accurate information.

The E-Book
What kind of information might a phy-

sician need to record? This would vary for

each specialty but would usually include

the patient's name, an identification num-

ber, age, sex, race, when he or she was

seen, and the resulting diagnoses and pro-

cedures. This set of information is collect-

ed in what is called an encounter log or an

“E-Book."

The E-Book is an example of a data-

base—a set of data organized in a useful

way—and there are many ways to imple-

ment it on a computer system . When I was

a resident, I wrote a BASIC program to

handle the information in the way that 1

wished. This was my first experience with

programming the PC.

However, writing such a program can

be time-consuming and requires a great

deal of attention to detail, so I don't rec-

ommend that all doctors do this. Starting

from scratch to solve a problem is a com-

mon, expensive mistake made by many

new computer users. There are now many

software packages available (such as

dBase //, EasyFiler, PC-File. and inte-

grated programs that combine spread-

sheets, word processors, and database

functions) that can take a lot of the drudg-
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MEDICINE

ery out of writing a database program.

Designing the Database

Before designing the format for a data-

base, think about how the information will

be retrieved and used. This will determine

what information should be saved and the

form in which it should be organized. You

want to get back lists and counts of the

procedures, diagnoses, types of patients

we have seen, and the places where they

were seen. You also want to be able to

define subsets of these lists—for example,

the diagnoses of patients seen at a certain

hospital during a certain time period.

Remember that the most difficult

aspect of using a database is entering the

information in the computer files. For effi-

ciency, you want to record only the data

necessary for the intended use. Further-

more, the infom ation must be entered in a

way that will insure accuracy. Using a

program that will screen entries to the

database is one means toward this end.

Another useful device is a coding sys-

tem that provides a shorthand way of iden-

tifying items in a given field. Common
examples are using "M” for male and

“F” for female in the field for sex, or

using the numbers 1 through 12 to stand

for the months of the year. These codes

save considerable amounts of space in the

computer records and allow for easy

retrieval.

I have already listed some of the fields

that would be included in the record of

each session with a patient, such as the

patient's name, the date, demographic

information, and the diagnoses. Now I'll

consider some of the field items in

detail.

In the fields used to identify the patient,

a problem arises because many people

have the same name. Therefore, it is a

good idea to provide another identification

field using some sort of ID number, called

a unit or patient number. This may be

assigned when the patient first visits an

institution for care, or it may simply be the

patient’s social security number. If the E-

Book database will be used to prepare case

histories for your certification, the patient

number can be used to list all your contacts

with that patient over time.

Recording a patient's birthdate is more

useful than recording the age, since the

birthdate helps to consistently identify an

individual patient; you can always calcu-

late age from the birthdate.

The next piece of information is when

the patient was seen. For a patient seen in a

clinic, one field for the date of the visit is

all that is needed, but for a hospital

patient, you should record the date of

admission and the date of discharge, as

well. By recording these dates, you can

later produce a list of all the patients seen

during a period of time or determine the

average length of stay for your hospital

patients.

You might also need to keep track of

PROGRAMMER’S
GUIDE TO

EDITED BY SOL LIBES

H
ere's an important collection of

CP/M insights that you'll never

find in any CP/M manual. CP/M
is the most popular microcomputer
DOS in use today, and this widespread
use has generated many innovative

techniques and enhancements of

CP/M. Programmer's Guide to CP/M
tells you what these enhancements are

and how to put them to use, how to get

around apparent limitations of a
CP/M system and why CP/M is far

more versatile than you might have
imagined. Every article in Program-
mer's Guide to CP/M originally ap-

peared in MICROSYSTEMS between

n

January 1980 and February 1982. Ex-

cept for this collection, these articles

are now unavailable! Programmer's
Guide to CP/M gives you an in-depth

look at CP/M from the viewpoint of

the programmer— the individual who
creates the software that interfaces di-

rectly with CP/M, or who is installing

CP/M on systems for which configura-

tions do not already exist.

Contents include "An Introduction

to CP/M," "The CP/M Connection,"

"CP/M Software Reviews," "CP/M Util-

ities & Enhancement," "CP/M 86" and
"CP/M Software Directories." 200
pages, $12.95.

Microsystems
MICROSYSTEMS PRESS
Dept. NF8H

_
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Send me .

postage and handling. # 14C
Outside USA add $3.00 per order.

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
sales tax.

CHARGE MY: American Express

Card No.

Signature

Print Name-

Address

City-

copies of Programmer's Guide to CP/M at $12.95 each, plus $2 for

CA, NJ and NY State residents add applicable

MasterCard Visa

Exp. Date

_Apt_

I

For faster service, CALL TOLL FREE; 800-631 -8112
(In NJ only, coll 201 -540-0445)
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uThe Physicians’ Office
Computer is clearly superi-

or. We've used it for years.

It is 20 times more efficient

than the manual method.
You receive first rate per-

formance and total support.”

Theodore D.Johnson, M.D.
Los Angeles Neurological
Center •

Los Angeles • California

u Practice management is

not the place to take

chances. The Physicians'

Office Computer software is

extremely easy to use. The
company is physician

owned, they've been
around for years and they’re

reliable. ”

W. Benton Boone, M.D.
Ophthalmology • Freeman
Medical Arts Center*
Inglewood • California

uThe Physicians’ Office
Computer is the best busi-

ness investment I’ve ever

made. The other systems
simply aren’t comparable. ”

Ed Williams, M.D.
Family Practice •

Lawndale • California

“The Physicians’ Office

Computer gives us

complete control and allows

us to manage the practice

better than other methods.
... I recommend it to any
physician who asks.”

Harmon E. Schwartz , M.D.
Kar, Nose A Throat
Specialist •

Pasadena • California

OUR CUSTOMERSARE
OUR BEST SALESPEOPLE.

SPECIALTY

Physicians'
OFFICE COMPUTER "

Professional Systems Corporation
3858 Carson Street • Suite 220
Torrance • California • 90503
Telephone (213) 316-5345

Please send me more information about the Physicians’ Office Computer.
(Dealer Inquiries Invited.)

TELEPHONE

Nobody knows medical office computer systems
like the doctors who depend on them every day.

That's why so many doctors recommend Physicians’

Office Computer™ software to their colleagues.

The Physicians’ Office Computer software in-

creases your efficiency and profitability. It quickly

and automatically gives you any patient financial

form and practice management report you’re ever

likely to need.
Our Physicians’ Office Computer has proved

itself for years in offices across the country as the

best medical software.

We think you’ll agree. Our customers cer-

tainly do. And they’re our best salespeople.

Call us today or return the coupon below for

more information.

“The Physicians’ Office Computer has no real compe-
tition. It is, without a doubt,
the medical office

computer of choice. ”

Marc L. Plait, M.D.
Cardiology • Torrance •

California
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GRAPHICS TO GO
Take Your CRT Graphics To Your Next Meeting.

Use DATACAM" For Instant Color Photos And Slides From CRT Monitors.

Getting your CRT graphics to a meeting shouldn't be
time consuming, expensive or difficult to accomplish.

DATACAM'"35 and DATACAM'" I meet the fast rising

demand for photographic records of images from CRT
monitors for reference and presentations. With a

DATACAM'“ color recording camera, your display informa-

tion can be communicated economically, in an instant.

A DATACAM'" is extremely easy to use. All you have to do
is place a DATACAM"' on any CRT monitor, press a button

to shoot and within minutes have
the finished print or slide.

DATACAM’” is portable, too.

A DATACAM’” is not hard-wired to a

fixed single video system and does not

require customizing for a particular

video display screen. Anyone can use

it from engineers, designers, medical

professionals, educators, to business

professionals.

CIRCLE 541 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DATACAM’" 35 comes in two monitor sizes—12'713”

and 19"/21" to fit almost every available screen size. It is

perfect for photographically recording CRT graphics in a

slide format. When you need an instant audiovisual pre-

sentation, your DATACAM'" 35, loaded with Polachrome

35mm film will produce color slides which can be
processed on an AutoProcessor and mounted within a

matter of minutes. Or, you can use conventional 35mm
color film and send it out for developing.

DATACAM’”! is also available in the

same sizes as DATACAM'" 35. It is ideal

for making instant hard copy 3x4
photographic prints for reference data,

notebook presentations or file informa-

tion. DATACAM'" I can be used with

Kodak Instant Color Film.

To place your order call toll free 800-962-7370.
In N.Y.S. call 800-828-3030.

770 Basket Road
RO. Box 338
Webster. NY 14580

DATACAM
Hard Copies Made Simple
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where each patient was seen. For exam-

ple, a private practitioner would want to

know whether the patient was seen in the

office, in one of the hospitals to which the

practitioner admits patients, in an emer-

gency room, or at the patient's home. A
resident in training who spends time work-

ing on several different services or special-

ties would want to record which specialty

was involved.

The lists of diagnoses and the proce-

dures that were performed while taking

care of the patient are the most important

information in the E-Book. The list of

diagnoses is most useful for you to review

your experiences. It does not need to be an

all-inclusive list of every problem each

patient has. Instead, the list can be more

selective, focusing on those cases that

were your significant patient care experi-

ences. A specialist would record only

those problems unique to the specialty and

the generalist would record only the prob-

lems actually dealt with during that visit

with the patient. In general, five fields in

the record for recording diagnoses should

be ample space for describing any patient

encounter.

A wide selection of standardized and

uniform coding systems for diagnoses

have been published and are available in

medical libraries. In the field of primary

care, the most commonly used systems are

the International Classification of Health

Problems in Primary Care (ICHPPC) and

the International Classification of Dis-

eases—Amended (ICDA). Most special-

ties have established lists with more pre-

cise diagnoses categories in their subject

area. You might find it best to develop

your own list and perhaps refer to one of

the standard systems as an outline.

Code numbers save time and space that

would be used to type out the entire text of

each diagnosis. They also result in stan-

dard names, which allow easy and com-

plete retrieval.

The procedures you perform can be

recorded in the same manner as the diag-

noses. A coding system is helpful here as

well. One standard coding system is called

the Common Procedural Terminology

(CPT), but a self-made list might be hand-

ier since this standard list is quite long.

Fields for three procedures in each record

should be sufficient.

Another field that you will probably

want is one for comments. There are

often, some interesting features about a

given case that aren't common enough to

have been included in the codes for diag-

noses and procedures. Since these remarks

can be succinct, this field would not have

to be longer than 40 or 50 characters.

A physician who keeps a list of his

patient care experiences on a microcom-

puter has a simple but potentially valuable

database. In a future issue of PC Maga-

zine. I will explain how you can use PC-

File, an inexpensive database program, to

implement a physician’s E-Book.

Get more than Wordlndex for less $!

StarMate
Users get high speed document finishing for

WordStar with STARMATE under PC-DOS,
CP/M-86, or CP/M 2,2.

Input
text

file

STARMATE edited output

Table of contents

MultiLevel Index

* List of Figures

* List of Tables

* Extracted Notes

- Extracted Bibliography

Writers! Researchers! Engineers! Cut document makeup time
from hours to minutes!

Multi-Level Table of Contents
Mulit-Level Index
Lists of Tables and Figures
Numbers Paragraphs (1.2. 1.3, etc)

Prepares Footnotes
Prepares Bibliography

Clear commands, Numerous formatting options

Reads documents with nested files

Specify When Ordering; Operating System, Computer Type and Disk
Format. Free brochure and nearly nee demo disk available

$145.00
STARMATE
(Special Introductory Price)
Demo All Disk (credits to purchase)

.

TECHNOLOGY, INC.

$12.95

"We Deliver Productivity"

1499 Palmetto Park Road
Suite 218

Boca Raton, FL 33432
305/368-6228

WfordStoi PC-DOS and CP/Mare trademarks oi
MicroPro, IBM and Digital Research respectively

Check or COD. Florida residents add 5% sales tax

Dealer and Distributor inquiries welcome
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ntroductory o

RITHElRUTAJRE!

Extended Pascal (or your IBM PC.
APPLE CP/M, MS DOS,CP/M 86 ,

CCP/M
86 or CP/M 80 computer features:

• Full screen interactive editor providing

a complete menu driven program
development environment.

• 11 significant digits in floating point

arithmetic.

• Built-in transcendental functions.

• Dynamic strings with full set of string

handling features.

• Program chaining with common
variables.

• Random access data files.

THIS IS THE PASCALTCOMPILER!
VERYBODY’S BEEH WAITING FOR...

EVERYBODY EXCEPT THE COMPETITION! ;

LEARN TO WRITE
A SPREADSHEET

Our Introductory offer

includes MICROCALC, a
spreadshWt written In

Turbo Paeeal. It yfiTbe on
your disk, and ready to

run. And we've Included
the source code to show
you exactly how a

spreadsheet is writtenl

(Introductory offer expires

March 1. 1984)

Turbo Pascal includes a

250 page bound manual
with extensive explana-
tions and many Illustrative

examples.

Turbo Pascal IBM Pascal Pascal MT+

xJfpRICE 49.95 300.00 595.00

'Compile 5 Link
speed

1 second ft! 97 seconds 90 seconds

Execution
speed

2.2 seconds 9 seconds 3 seconds

Disk Space 16 bit

6 bit

33K w editor!

28K w editor!

300K editor

Not Available
225K editor

168K editor

8 and 16 bit YES NO YES

built-in editor YES NO NO

Generate object
code

YES YES YES

One pass native

code compiler
YES NO NO

Locates RunTime
errors directly in

source code
YES NO NO

Benchmark data baaed on EightOueens In "Algorithm* Data Structure* • Programs' byN
Wlrth, run on an IBM PC
Turbo Pascal is a trademark o» Borland International MT» la a trademark ot MT
Microsystems IBM Is a trademark ot International Business Machines.

• Full support of operating system
facilities.

• And much more.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF TURBO
PASCAL TODAY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL.
For Visa and MasterCard orders call toll free

1-800-227-2400 X 968
IN CA: 1-800-772-2666 X 968
(lines open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week)

Dealer & Distributor Inquiries welcome.

Turbo Pascal $49.95 $5.00
shipping per copy.

Check Money Order

_

VISA Master Card

Card #:

Exp date: Shipped UPS

B BORIPDD
INTERNATIONAL

Borland International

4807 Scotts Valley Drive

Scotts Valley. California 95068

My system is: 8 bit 16 bit

Operating system: CP/M 80

CP/M 86 MS DOS PC DOS
Computer: Disk Format:

Please be sure model number and format are correct.

NAME:
ADDRESS: .

CITY/STATE/ZIP:
TELEPHONE:
California raaldanta add 6'4% aalaa tax Outaida North Amartca add
$15.00. Chacka muat be on a US bank, and in U.8. dollars. Sorry, no
C.O.D



BUSINESS/SAM PERKINS

Maxi-Value From A Mini-Ledger
An efficient accounting program rides to the rescue of small

businesses. It helps them in tracking and organizing expenses
and saves the cost of a general-ledger program.

F or owners of small businesses who

would like to do bookkeeping on their

microcomputers, there has traditionally

been only one option—buying a large

general-ledger program. But, for the small

business, this option can be expensive.

The large general-ledger programs often

require a great deal of expensive hard-

ware, particularly harddisks, which many

small offices may not have.

To the rescue comes a program called

Mini-Ledger (Version 1 .8) from Paradigm

Consultants. Inc., in Fremont. California.

Mini-Ledger, as emphasized in the pro-

gram manual, has no pretensions to being

a full general-ledger program. It’s de-

signed to do two things:

• Organize your records in a fomiat that

will expedite your accountant's job.

• Track your expenses and income on a

continuing basis to enable you to make

intelligent decisions about your busi-

ness.

Mini-Ledger initially presents you with

Mini-Ledger (version 1.8)

Paradigm Consultants, Inc.

39243 Liberty Street

Fremont, CA 94538

(415) 796-0543

List Price: SI 50

Requires: 64K RAM. 132-column

printer recommended.
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a menu of over 30 different monitors from
|

which to choose. If yours appears on the

menu, a single keystroke, in most cases,

will set up the program for your computer.

Printer setup is similar.

Once the program has been set up. it is

easy to use because it’s straightforward

and menu-oriented. The first step is to

enter expenses and income. After each

entry, the cursor moves automatically to 1

the next position. Editing entries is accom-

plished with either control characters or

the arrow keys.

Chart of Accounts
When you are finished with the dem-

onstration files and ready to begin setting

up your chart of accounts, you may do so

using a separate item on the program's
[

main menu, or you can build the chart of

accounts as you enter data.

You are allowed a total combination of

99 accounts and subaccounts. For exam-
j

pie. if the number 1234 is an office sup-
j

plies account, you can write subcodes
|

such as 01-1234 to indicate a particular
j

vendor with whom you do a lot of busi-

ness. Your accountant need only be con-

cerned that you have charged a certain

sum to account 1 234 because Mini-Ledger

will total up expenditures by account num-

ber upon request. However, you can get

data that will break out all information by

I
subcodes, as well as by accounts.

You will most likely want to create a

basic chart of accounts in consultation

with your accountant. Once you’ve done

so. adding such things as subcodes can

quickly be done from the main input rou-

tines. You are not obliged to exit to anoth-

er routine to add one item, which is one of

the most appealing aspects of this pro-

gram. Typically, the most tedious task

associated with computing is inputting

data. Mini-Ledger's input screen is so

thoughtful that working with the program

is a pleasure. The next step after indicating

that you wish to enter expense and income

information is to assign the first file name

for the system. You are allowed a total of

50 files in I year; for instance, you could

create four files in the month of January',

four in the month of February, and so on,

with two left over.

The next step is to key in the date,

which is automatically formatted for you,

and then indicate one of four transaction

types by pressing D(eposit). P(ayment),

V(oid), and C(redit). respectively.

Checking Your Checks
The cursor then automatically moves to

the check number column. If you are

working with sequentially numbered

checks, and you press the Return key. the

program will automatically increment the

check number by one. If you enter a check

number that is out of sequence with the
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one that immediately precedes it. the pro-

gram will bring this to your attention but

will not force you to back up—a clever

device to keep you from losing track.

The program calls for a description of

the transaction up to 20 characters long,

followed by the subcode and a main code.

When you enter the codes, the name of the

account appears at the top of the screen as

a verification of your entry. If you enter a

code-subcode combination that is not on

the chart of accounts, the program will ask

if you want to use the code anyway. If you

do. it then asks you if you wish to place it

in the chart of accounts. Normally, you

will answer yes. in which case the pro-

gram asks you for a 35-character descrip-

tion of the item for the chart. Once you've

taken care of this housekeeping, you make

your final entry, a dollar figure. Inciden-

tally, pressing the Tab key will duplicate

items entered on the line immediately

above, which saves typing of repeated

entries.

At any time you can move the cursor up

and down on the screen. The screen will

automatically reformat itself for you. You

can backtrack and insert an entry that you

might have overlooked, while the program

continuously updates your running bal-

ance. shown on the right edge of the

screen.

Output
Mini-Ledger provides data for both the

business executive and the accountant. It

offers a running report of the entries as

they were entered on the screen

—

unsorted and in the original order. It can

print from the first file in the system to the

last or pick any group of files in between.

Fiscal year users can go “backwards."

starting with October and ending in April.

In addition, an elegant sort-and-accumu-

late routine lets you pick any group of files

that you wish, sort them chronologically,

total all the codes and/or subcodes (if you

wish), and print them out as a report.

Incidentally, all the printouts that Mini-

Ledger generates can be transferred to a

disk file where they can be read by any

word processor capable of reading a sim-

ple ASCII file. This permits a user to read

the files and lift out information for letters

or financial reports he is composing.

In addition, the program will furnish an

alphabetized or numerically sorted chart of

accounts and will accumulate the totals for

the chart of accounts for any period of time

BJSINESS

SPOKEN HERE
We are Bristol Information Systems, and
since 1971 we have been writing

accounting software for large companies
using minicomputers. Recently, we
began putting these powerful systems
on the new microcomputers. The result

Is "BISINESS” — software packages
that MEAN BUSINESS.

With "BISINESS" software your
business can have all the data process-

ing power that major corporations have —
because you’re getting the SAME
software, not scaled-down versions.
Every "BISINESS" system Is compre-
hensive enough to offer all the features

any business could want. Yet with our
System Configurator, every

"BISINESS" system is flexible enough
to let YOU select which features you
want to use. So you can still do business
your way — only better!

Before you buy business software . .

.

find out what "BISINESS" has to offer.

You will be truly amazed.

Dealers — Ask about our
Dealer Support Program

!

ADVANTAGES OF “BISINESS"
SYSTEMS
• Lifetime Warranty
• Comprehensive Accounting Features
• Flexible Configuration Set-Up
• Menu-Driven with "HELP" Screens
• Telephone Hot Line
• Password Security
• Unlimited File Size
• Multi-File, Multi-User, Multi-Company
• Available for PC-DOS M

,
MS-DOS “

,

and CP/M
• Complete Integration with Other BIS
Systems

• Detailed Management Information
• Revision Service

•BISINESS” SYSTEMS FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
• General Ledger
• Payroll

• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable (Open Item and
Balance Forward)

• Inventory Management
• Fixed Asset and Equipment
Management

• Purchase Order
• Professional Time Accounting
• Mailing List/Letter Writer
• Wholesale Order Billing

• Construction Cost Accounting
• Property Management
• C.P.A. Client Write-Up and Office
Management

• Legal Office Management

bTeT)
CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BRISTOL INFORMATION SYSTEMS. INC.
84 North Main Street, Fall River. MA 02720
Telephone (617) 679-1051

PC-DOS, MS-DOS, and CP/M are the trademarks of IBM. Microsoft and Digital Research respectively.
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TakeYourComputer’sCommands
And PutlhemWherelheyBelong.

OnYourKeyboard.
PC-DocuMate” is a documentation template that fits the keyboard of your IBM PC.

So the information you want is where you need it. PC-DocuMate templates are profes-

sionally designed, logically organized and comprehensive. Each template is printed
on both sides on durable, non-glare polystyrene and is color-matched to your PC
keyboard.

PC-DocuMates now available for each of the following:
• DOS/BASIC 1.1 (as shown) • WORDSTAR™ • SuperCalc2™

• DOS/BASIC 2.0 • dBASE II™ • VisiCalc™
• CUSTOM "do-it-yourself' • 1-2-3™ • VOLKSWRITER™
template (with pen & eraser) • MultIMate™ • EASYWRITER II™

• MULTIPLAN™ 1.06 • MULTIPLAN™ 1.00

Available soon:
• PeachText 5000™
• CONTEXT MBA™
• KNOWLEDGE MAN™
• ELECTRIC PENCIL-PC™

Control key usage for

ESC. CTRL, TAB, SHIR
DEBUG commands & more
control key documentation

EDLIN commands
are documented

Complete Reference for

DOS commands and formats
Reference list of

BASIC commands

MM

p l I » t 1 1 \ 1 1 1 I \ m

PC -Docu/VIate

\ 7
Easy reference for Reverse side contains reference data on Control key usage BASIC keyword

function key use over 1 30 BASIC statements and functions for ALT & PitSc abbreviations

(Includes advanced BASIC)

EACH TEMPLATE IS ONLY $14.95 (includes shipping) E3
No-Risk, Moneyback Offer: If you are not completely satisfied, return your PC-Docu-
Mate template to us (undamaged) within 10 days for a full refund.

Please send personal check, money order, or credit card information. Foreign orders add $5.00

(except Canada). No COD's please. (NC residents add 4% sales tax.) For more information,

call 919/787-7703. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

0 FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE:0
1-800-SMA-RUSH

(1-800-762-7874) or in NC call 919-787-7703.

MMrMr
Systems Management Associates

3700 Computer Dr., Dept. B-4

P. O. Box 20025
Raleigh, N. C. 27619
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We have developed an 8" diskette system called

"THE FILE CONNECTION" that can be used to ex-

change source, data, and word processing files be-

tween the IBM PC and hundreds of other computer
systems. We use a modified IBM diskette controller

card to attach either 1 or 2 external 8" drives to

the IBM PC. Our utilities work with all IBM models
including the 3741 . 51 20. S/1 . S/34. S/38. S/370.
43XX. and Displaywriter. Other systems include

DEC. NCR. TRS80. Univac. Burroughs. Honeywell,

and CP/M.
Our programs provide automatic format identifi-

cation and accept diskettes with 1 or 2 sides, single

or double density, and 128. 256, 512. or 1024
bytes/sector. Source file reformatting and ASCII-
EBCDIC conversion is included. The diskette can also

be used as a 1.2 Mbyte or 320 Kbyte DOS drive.

The complete system price including TANDON
848-2, enclosure, cable, and basic utility programs
is $1 295 for one drive and $1 995 for two drives.

For users who want to use their own drives, the

basic utility programs and documentation are avail-

able for $695. Payment is by check or COD with

delivery within 1 0 days.
CIRCLE 244 ON READER SERVICE CARD

“THE FILE CONNECTION”
8" DISKETTE SYSTEM

FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING ieoa 774-3588

2820 WEST DARLEEN • FLAGSTAFF. AZ 86001

WORRIED?
Your data is in danger
without the powerful file recovery

routines in the Norton Utilities.

Protect your data
with the essential file recovery routines

* Recover erased files

* Recover from damaged diskettes

* Recover scrambled data

Dozens of extra functions
included in the Norton Utilities

* Disk labeling

* Screen control

* Sound, timing, file printing and more 1

SNOOPY? Y&
Explore your disks

and learn the mysteries of disk

data with the Norton Utilities.

Explore your disks
with the powerful and educational snooping tools

* map disk formats
* Browse through alt files

* Explore and patch alt disks

Works on ALL models of IBM
Works on ALL versions of DOS!

“Nothing short of superb!”
— P C Age

You can’t afford to be without them!

The Norton Utilities Power Tools for the IBM/ PC
Available from ComputerLand, other dealers, and directly from me for $80.00.

Peter Norton 221 0 Wilshire Blvd., #186D, Santa Monica, CA 90403
PHONE ORDERS -(213) 399-3948

CIRCLE 346 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DEALER INQUIRIES

INVITED

(312) 459-8881

or 1-800-323-2666

SEND FOR
FULL LINE
CATALOG
of peripherals In-

cluding Modems.
Muxes. Switches
and Breaker Boxes.

INCOMM
115 N. WOLF RD. WHEELING, IL 60090

SO COMPACT:
Only 1 Vi x 6 '

2

x 7 '

2

. 1.5 lbs

Fits in your coat pocket!

NOT ONLY ANOTHER TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH

OSCOM

450

BUT ALSO EASY TO USE AND TO INSTALL
Modems are the most important device
used to link two products together
through ordinary telephone lines at

miles apart The INCOMM STARCOM. a

300/1200 bps Auto Dial. Auto Answer.
Auto Log On modem was introduced td

link two high speed devices Together
with having absolutely NO knowledge
ol computers or communications in

general Anybody can install and
operate the STARCOM Family in a lew
minutes.

• STARCOM is a 300/1200 bps Auto Dial/Auto Log On/Auto Answer Modem.
• OSCOM is a 300/1200 bps Auto Dial/Auto Log On/Auto Answer with Osborne

(TM) Computer Software (included) modem.
• COMSOFT is a communication software package
• OEM MODEM BOARD is also available for custom installation.
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I BUSINESS

you specify. In other words, you can print

a quarterly report that will total all items

by chart-of-account numbers or by the

subcode numbers. This option is valuable

for the accountant, who may be using his

own computer at this point and may need

some control figures in order to make

comparisons with his office computer.

Mini-Ledger also generates a year-to-

date report in matrix form of all codes and

provides the dollar figures associated with

them.

Error Handling

Mini-Ledger has excellent error-catch-

ing capabilities. I was unable to make an

entry that fouled up the system. The pro-

gram rejects invalid dates such as 12/32/

84. If you try to give it a transaction code

other than the four it will accept, it gives

you an error message explaining what it

requires. If you have a habit of typing the

letter / instead of the number 1 , it will beep

at you.

After several warnings, the program

will let you put in an account number that

is not on the chart of accounts, but the

dollar amount will be assigned to UN-

CODED on the printouts at a later time.

The entry will be shown to you separately

on the printout and, in case it was a mis-

take, you can go back and correct it.

Mini-Ledger does not have the ability

to instruct the computer to write the

checks, but I didn't find this feature par-

ticularly useful. My experience as a con-

sultant has taught me that once the novelty

of having the computer write the checks

has worn off, most small businesses go

back to writing them by hand. If the busi-

ness is large enough to justify the compli-

cations ofcomputer-generated checks, it is

probably too large to use Mini-Ledger.

Another feature this program lacks is

the ability to generate true profit-and-loss

and financial statements. The printouts it

generates are adequate enough to give you

an excellent overview of your financial

operation. And, if you want more com-

plex statements, you will have to go to

your accountant anyway.

Nonetheless, Mini-Ledger is a fine pro-

gram. It is easy to use, and its input meth-

od makes it nearly impossible for the pro-

gram to choke on data. And giving the

user the option of adding new chart-of-

account codes on the fly is a particularly

practical feature. Mini-Ledger s authors

must have watched people work.

Because our new Mien) Cookbook makes it easier than ever for you to

hake, broil, roast and fry 'em.

Not only by giving you more than

150 recipes—which it does. But by
'
simplifying the whole art of cooking.

You see, Micro Cookbook eliminates

messy, confusing recipe files. Instead

you simply insert our program into your
computer and select any recipe your heart

,
or

stomach, desires. Ask for a recipe by name,
ingredients or category.

The recipe you select can be one of the mouth watering

dishes we include—or you can create a diskette of your own favorites. And
you can constantly modify your selections, adding new triumphs and remov
ing recij>es that, ah, bomb.
These, and Micro Cookbook’s other features, will make your life in the

kitchen a breeze.
With this in mind, is it any wonder Micro Cooklx>ok makes this guy

so nervous?

VIRTUAL
COMBINATICS

RO. Box 755, Rockporl., MA 01966
(617)546 6553

ir Apple II . lie (HI I ml land IBM II

(•UK. PC IMS) The cost $40 Advanced Function* Package
( requires Micro Cookhook ) for IHM PCII2HK. PC IMIS or MS
IMSland Apple II * lle(MK. Wlcoll The cost $: Ml Soups

&

Salads. Appel uers. or Hrwen options, $12 each Check your
dealer first MC VISA check, phone or mail order accepted
Please specify computer and add $2 handling

APPLE. IBM and MS I K IS an- registered trademarks of Apple
Computer. Inc

,
IBM Corpora!wn . and Microsoft, Inc

,
resjes lively

Why fish are terrified

ofour software.
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HRHR THE FIRST AND ONLY INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC
DEDICATED TO IBM* PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS

ninriR-nr-21i ii i
' mm

IN STORE WE DEMONSTRATE MOST PRODUCTS WE SELL- BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.
10:00 A. M. -4:00 P.M. E.S.T. SAT.

PC UNK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH ST. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018

EAGLE COMPUTERS (NO MAIL ORDERS PLEASE) CALL
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 5-10-20 MB.—TUms your PC into XT. DOS 2.0 Compatible. . . . CALL
UtINCtS SOFTWARE
ALPHA SOFTWARE

DATA BASE MANAGER II $205.00

EXECUTIVE PACKAGE 109.00

MAILING LIST 79.00

TYPE FACES 89.00

APPLIED SOFTWARE
VERSAFORM 275.00

ASHTON-TATE
dBASE II (PC DOS) 389.00

BOTTOM LINE STRATEGIST 299.00

FINANCIAL PLANNER 449.00

FRIDAY 199.00

CONTINENTAL
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS 89.00

FIRST CLASS MAIL 85.00

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 31 9.00

EAGLE SOFTWARE
MONEY DECISIONS I A II 249.00

FOX & GELLER
D. GRAPH CALL
DIUTIL CALL
QUICKCODE CALL

HAYES
SMARTCOM II 79.00

HOWARD SOFTWARE
REAL ESTATE ANALYZER 180.00

I U S
ACCOUNTING AR/AP/GL CALL
INVENTORY CONTROL CALL
ORDER ENTRY CALL
RAYROLL CALL
EASY WRITER II 210.00

EASY SPELLER 119.00

EASY FILER 240.00

EASY PLANNER 169.00

UNK SYSTEMS
DATAFAX 199.00

LIFETIME SOFTWARE INC.

VOLKSWRITER 1.3V CALL
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.

LOTUS 1 -2-3. (NO MAIL ORDERS) . . CALL
MICRO PRO
CALCSTAR CALL
INFOSTAR CALL
WORDSTAR CALL
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL CALL
SPELLSTAR CALL
MAILMERGE CALL

MICROSOFT
MULTIPLAN 179.00

NORTH AMERICAN BUSINESS
MEMORY SHIFT 69.00

NORTON COMPUTER
NORTON UTILITIES 55.00

SAWNEY SOFTWARE
TAX MODE CALL

SOFTWARE ARTS
TK SOLVER CALL
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CALL
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CALL

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INC.

MULTIMATE CALL

SORCIM
SUPERCALC II 159.00

SOURCE
SOURCE 70.00

T.M.Q.

FILE FAX 115.00

TEXASOFT
VERSATEXT 119.00

VISICORP
VISICALC 179.00

VISICALC ADVANCED 329.00

DESKTOP PLAN 219.00

VISIFILE 219.00

VISITREND/VISIPLOT 219.00

VISIWORD 249.00

DISK DRIVES
CORVUS HARD DISK 6. 1 1 . 20 MB CALL
TANDON TM 100-2 229.00

TANDON TM 50-2 225.00

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
PARADISE SYSTEMS

MULTIDISPLAY CARD CALL
64 RAM CHIPS CALL
AST CARDS CALL
QUADBOARD CARD CALL
AMDEK MAI CARD CALL
QUAD LINK CALL
PC MOUSE CALL
FTG LIGHTPEN CALL
QUADCOLOR CARD CALL
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS CARD CALL

ENTERTAINMENT A EDUCATION
APPLE PANIC $22.00

ATI TRAINING PACKAGES ea 65.00

BUG OFF 27.00
COMPUTER FACTS IN 5 22.00

CROSSFIRE 27.00

DEADLINE 37.00

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 35.00

FRIENDLY ARCADE 29.95

FRIENDLY PC INTRO SET 29.95

FROGGER 25.00

GORGON 29.00

HIDE & SINK 22.00

HI RES #4 27.00

LETTERMAN 26.00

MY LETTERS. NUMBERS & WORDS 32.00

PC TUTOR 49.00

PROFESSIONAL BLACK JACK 45.00

SERPENTINE 25.00

SPACE STRIKE 25.00

STAR CROSS 29.00

SPYDER 29.00

SUSPENDED 39.00

TACHYON 29.00

TYPING STRATEGIES 26.00

ZORKI. II, III ea 27.00

RJNTASTIC
BIG TOP 27.00

COSMIC CRUSADERS 27.00

MASTER MINER 27.00

SNACK ATTACK 27.00

(Cad us for more gimN not listed here)

ACCESSORIES
CURTIS PRODUCTS

DISPLAY PEDESTAL $55.00

MONO CABLE 40.00

KEYBOARD CABLE 30.00

SYSTEM STAND 19.00

DIABLO RIBBON 5.50

EPSON TWIN PAK RIBBONS 70/80 . . .. 15.00

FLIP N FILE 24.50

KRAFT JOYSTICK 45.00

DISKETTE CASES 2.95

DESKTOP PRINTER STANDS CALL
KEYBOARD DRAWER 75.00

CRT. D/DRIVE & KEYBRD COVERS . . CALL
HAYES MACH III JOYSTICKS 42.00

MONITORS
AMDEK 310A $189.00

COLOR II CALL
NEC JC1 203 RGB 649.00

PRINCETON GRAPHIC HX-12 509.00

ZENITH RGB MONITOR 525.00

MODEMS
HAYES SMART MODEM $205.00

HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 485.00

HAYES SMART MODEM 1200B 439.00

DISKETTES
DYSAN

5.5.

/D.D $33.00

D.S./D.D 39.00

MAXELL

5.5.

/S.D 25.00

D.S./D.D 38.00

VERBATIM (5 year warranty)

21144 HEAD/CLEAN KIT 10.50

5.5.

/D.D 26.00

D.S./D.D 37.00

PRINTERS
DIABLO P32 D-MATRIX CALL
DIABLO 630 CALL
DIABLO 630 TRACTOR FEED $249.00

C ITHO PROWRITER 10P 389.00

PROWRITER 15P 675.00

PRISM 132 COMPLETE 1499.00

OKIDATA 92P 465.00

93P 699.00

NEC 8023A 419.00

SANYO PR5500 DAISY PRINTER 609.00

SILVER REED EXP 500 439.00

SILVER REED EXP 550 639.00

TOSHIBA PI 350 CALL
PRINTER CABLE/PARALLEL 29.00

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER HARD DISK.
1. Is Fully Plug Compatible with IBM's XT.™

2. Upgrades a PC. Compaq." Corona." etc. to an

XT.™ 3. Insures Total Compatibility with DOS 2.0

and all future XT software releases, and networks

such as PC NET,™ Ether Series,™ and Omninet.™

4. Lower Power Consumption: 1.5 Amps Max
@ 5 Volts. 5. Easy to Install. CALL

All prices Hated In this ed are valid til Jan. 31st, 1984.

ALL BRANDS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. IBM IS

A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF IBM CORP.

CALL TOLL FREE 800-221-0343 CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED IN NEW YORK CALL1-212-730-8036
TERMS ANO CONDITIONS

We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer for repair, all goods
acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer must call for Rstum
Authorization Numbar before returning any goods. Prompt attention will be given to all

damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 10%
restocking charge, plus shipping charge. No returns for credit on any software Customer
must deal with the manufacturer directly if the customer finds any false claims made by the

manufacturer. All Advertised products are from our resent stock and subiect to availability.

All goods are shipped U.RS surface unless otherwise authorized by customer Add 2% of

pnce, or minimum of $3.00 for shipping. We do not ship C.O.D. Please allow one to two
weeks lor personal or corporate checks to clear. To expedite shipping send money order,

certified cashier's check, or charge to your VISA, MasterCard, Diners, Carte Blanche
WE DO NOT Add a Service Charge For Credit Card Uaaga. N YC add 8V*% sales tax.

N.Y.S. add appropriate sales tax. Tarma, conditions and prleaa dlffar In our store.

Prices subject to change without notice CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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EDITED BY DAVID 0BREG6N

New On The Market
HARDWARE

BabyTalk
A Z-80 microprocessor-

based multifunction board

capable of handling com-

plex communications and

data management tasks as

background operations, free-

ing the user's system for

concurrent use in other ap-

plications. Dual-ported, 64K
RAM on the board is acces-

sible to both the board's Z-

80 processor and the host

system’s 8088 processor.

The board's basic configura-

tion includes such features

as CP/M-80 software com-

patibility (permitting the

user to run CP/M-80 pro-

grams), print spooling, and

an on-board 300/600/1200

baud modem. The modem
has auto-dial/auto-answer

capabilities, and is compati-

ble with Bell 103, 202, and

CCITT V.21 and V.23 pro-

tocols. Software utilities in-

cluded with the basic board

include a battery-backed

clock/calendar, and Keyfix,

for redefining function keys.

Software options avail-

able permit the board to em-

ulate terminals from a range

of manufacturers, and to

support asynchronous and

bisynchronous communica-

tions via Bisync 3270, SNA
3270, 2780/3780, HASP,
and TTY protocols. Also

available as an option is a

smart modem emulator

package, and a package for

accessing Telex/TWX via

Western Union’s EASY-
LINK network.

(List Price: Basic Package

$895)

Microlog, Inc.

222 Rte. 59

Suffem, NY 10901

(914) 368-0353

CIRCLE 793 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

DVORAK Keyboard
A keyboard layed out in the

DVORAK arrangement, in-

stead of the standard

QWERTY layout. The

DVORAK arrangement is

claimed to have increased

speed, comfort, and reduced

error rate, as it places the

most frequently used keys

in the center of the board,

beneath a user's strongest

fingers. The home row keys

of the DVORAK layout can

configure up to 3,000 word

combinations, as opposed to

100 combinations for the

QWERTY home row.

The keyboard, designated

model KB-5150D, is direct-

ly plug-compatible with the

user's system, and offers

additional features such as

familiar placement of the

shift, escape, and control

keys, a convenient enter key

next to the numeric keypad,

and L.E.D. indicators on

the Caps Lock and Num

Lock keys.

(List Price: $269)

Key Tronic Corp.

P.O. Bax 14687

Spokane, WA 99214

(509) 928-8000

TWX: 510-773-1885

CIRCLE 792 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Hard Disk Drives
A line of S'/i-inch hard disk

drives available in either

master or slave drive config-

urations. The units are pro-

vided with all needed hard-

ware and software, includ-

ing a disk controller board

that plugs into a slot within

a user’s system, and soft-

ware allowing the user to

define the volumes that suit

a particular application

when formatting the drive

initially.

The hard disks are of-

fered with seven different

memory storage capacities,

ranging from six megabytes

to 140 megabytes. Also

available from the manufac-

turer is a '/4-inch streaming

tape backup drive that plugs

directly into the hard disk

drive, instead of into the

user's system.

(List Price: $2.395-$9,995,

depending upon storage ca-

pacity; Streaming Tape

Backup $2,395)

Pacific Datanet

1 Almaden Blvd., #300

San Jose, CA 95113

(408) 972-9163

CIRCLE 791 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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HARDWARE

Micro Plan II Image
Analysis System
An image analyzer/digital

planimeter, consisting of a

tablet with an 1 1 X 11 inch

active tracing area with a

separate menu area for con-

trolling tracing modes, mea-

surements, and printed re-

sults. The on-board micro-

processor can calculate

length, area, and other mor-

phometric measurements

from data which is traced

on the digitizing tablet. In-

dividual and summed sets of

measured values are printed

on the alphanumeric printer

included in the system,

along with statistical data

such as means and standard

deviations.

The image analysis sys-

tem has two serial RS-232

ports, allowing data to be

transferred to other comput-

ers, modems or other serial

devices for data storage and

later analysis. Results from

tracings are printed in milli-

meters or user-defined units

based on tablet resolution of

10 lines per millimeter.

Tracing modes and scaling

factors are entered using the

menu area on the tablet.

The Micro Plan U Image

Analysis System includes

the tablet with two RS-232

ports, a pen or five-button

cursor, an enclosed power

supply, and an 80-column

dot matrix printer.

(List Price: $4,500)

Laboratory Computer

Systems, Inc.

139 Main St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

(617) 547-4738

CIRCLE 790 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Compu-Music CMU-
800R
A multi-voice synthesizer

and software-based music

programming system. The

Compu-Music CMU-800R
hardware can create piano,

bass, and drum sounds. It

connects to the user’s sys-

tem via a plug-in interface

card that uses one slot. The

unit then connects to any

amplifier or stereo system

for audio performance. The

device consists of a six-

voice music synthesizer, a

seven-voice drum synthesiz-

er, a clock for controlling

tempo, a mixer for combin-

ing different sounds, eight

outputs for connecting exter-

nal synthesizers, and audio

outputs for monitoring

sound.

The software provided

with the unit allows the user

to enter, arrange, and play

music through the CMU-
800R, and to store and re-

trieve music on diskettes,

using keyboard commands.

(List Price: $495: Software

and interface card $70)

Roland DG
7200 Dominion Cir.

Los Angeles, CA 90040

(213) 685-5141

CIRCLE 788 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Bytewriter
A daisy wheel printer/type-

writer with parallel inter-

face. The unit is based upon

the Olivetti Praxis 30 type-

writer, and can produce let-

ter-quality printouts at 8-12

characters per second. The

Bytewriter also features

software-selectable pitches

of 10, 12, or IS characters

per inch. Disconnected from

a user’s system, the Byte-

writer becomes a stand-

alone typewriter.

The interface is available

in kit form, and can be used

with Praxis 35 and 40 type-

writers as well as the 30. It

fits entirely within the type-

writer, and provides a Cen-

tronics-type parallel port.

(List Price: Bytewriter

$495: Interface kit alone

$165)

Bytewriter

125 Northview Rd.

Ithaca, NY 14850

(607) 272-1132

CIRCLE 762 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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HARDWARE

PC PROBE
A hardware/software pack-

age providing programmers

with a debugging tool for

software development. The

device consists of a printed

circuit card that fits into a

slot in the user’s system; a

cable and probe that fits into

the 8088 IC socket; and de-

bugging software on disk-

ette. PC PROBE software,

including symbol and macro

command tables, is con-

tained on 64K of on-board

RAM that is protected

against alterations by soft-

ware under development.

The PROBE has 24

types of real-time break-

points that can implement

eight breakpoints at a time.

Once a breakpoint has been

reached, the device can exe-

cute a real-time trace of the

previous 1024 instructions,

eliminating slow step-and-

display sequences. In addi-

tion, the trace feature allows

up to eight channels of ex-

ternal information to be

traced as a typical logical

analyzer function.

Symbolic debugging ca-

pabilities allows a program-

mer to use symbols rather

than absolute values in all

program commands. To try

out program changes before

reediting and recompiling,

program patching can be in-

serted into software with

high-level language com-

mands, or on a line-assem-

bler level.

For system initialization

or repetitive sequences of

debugger commands, the

PROBE user can define a

unique set of macro com-

mands that can be saved to

disk. In the event a program

crashes to a level necessitat-

ing system reset, the device

allows crash recovery by

way of two external keys,

regardless of the state of the

system.

PC PROBE also contains

a serial interface, allowing

the use of an external dis-

play and keyboard without

disturbing the user's primary

display.

(List Price: $1,895)

Requires: PC-DOS 2.0.

Atron Corp.

20665 Fourth St.

Saratoga, CA 95070

(408) 741-5900

CIRCLE 787 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Info-Mate 212A
A Bell 212A-type modem
with the capability of stor-

ing 52 32-digit telephone

numbers within its memory.

The modem automatically

adapts to the user’s

communications parameters,

and incorporates features

such as auto-dial, auto-an-

swer, auto-speed select of

300 or 1200 baud, and auto-

parity select.

All commands are en-

tered from the user’s system

over the RS-232 interface,

using ASCII characters.

Commands are single level,

eliminating the need to se-

quence the device through

several command states or

menus to perform such

functions as automatic dial-

ing or disconnect.

The unit's auto-dialing

function can be commanded

to blind dial using pulse or

tone dialing or a combina-

tion of the two. It also elec-

tronically detects call

progress tones as dial, busy,

ring-back, modem answer

tone, and the human voice.

The built-in memory stores

up to 32 32-digit phone

numbers or messages for

database access. It also pro-

vides advanced dialing com-

mands—dial immediate,

dial last number, dial until

answered, dial alternative

number, and dial from

memory.

(List Price: $595)

Cermetek Electronics

1308 Borregos Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

(408) 734-8150

CIRCLE 722 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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It's Simple. CALL AND SAVE MONEY

1 -800-841-0860
CONVENIENT
ORDER ENTRY
GA. INFO. 912-377-7120

"Telemarketing Works For You"

EPSON
PRINTERS
RX-80
FX-80

RX-80 F/T

FX-100

$CALL

Q)Hayes'

SMART MODEMS
300 1200
IBM PC 1200B

|Nowafldnp^

$CALL

IBM COMPATIBLES
COLUMBIA

|
DATA PRODUCTS, INC 1

UP
TO

compirrer

AND OTHERS

%20 AND
MORE

DISCOUNT
* * ’CALL FOR PRICES***

DESKTOP AND
PORTABLE MODELS

MULTI-FUNCTION
BOARDS FOR IBM

QL1ADRAM
f CORPORATION

• QUADBOARD
• QUADLINK
• QUADCOLOR

PRODUCTS
• COMBO PLUS
• 6 PACK
• MEGA PLUS

PLANTRONICS
COLORPLUS BOARD

MONITORS
QUADRAM
PRINCETON
TAXAN

BMC & USI

’CALL

TRS-80 MODEL 100
SCALL

SMITH
CORONABBB

TP-I DAISY
WHEEL
PRINTER

FROM SCALL

GEMINI
10X & 15

PRINTERS

from’CALL

C. Itoh
PROWRITER
8510 ‘CALL

NEW!
8600 'CALL

OKIDAIA
PRINTERS
FROM SCALL
MICROLINE SERIES

•83A
•84P »92P »93P

PACEMARK 2350P

HOBBY
ROBOTS

FROM

*329

NEW
PRODUCTS

'CALL

NOTICE
All PRODUCTS Wl SELL ARE BRAND NEW
AND COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURERS
SPECIFIC WARRANTIES COPIES AVAILABLE

UPON REQUEST.

WE DO NOT SEU ANY USED. RECONDITION

ED. FOREIGN OR INFERIOR MODIFIED EQUIP-

MENT.

PRICES AND PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

TRANSTAR
PRINTER

$CALL
FREE

\ferbatim

DATALIFE
DISKETTES

’CALL

UPON REQUEST

•DISCOUNT PRICE LIST &
INFORMATION KIT

WRITE

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TELEMARKET DEPT. I 40

F
FRANKLIN

COMPUTERS

SCALL

Since 1978
PIONEER IN DIRECT TO
CONSUMER SALES OF MICRO
COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS

' NAME BRAND PRODUCTS
' LARGE INVENTORIES
' NEXT DAY SHIPMENT ON
MOST PRODUCTS

DISCOUNT
PRICES

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728
(912) 377-7120

BUY
DIRECT
TELEMARKET DEPT. 40
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HARDWARE

CONO-COLOR
Adapter
A graphics board equipped

with 128K of memory. The

board is compatible with the

IBM Color/Graphics adapter

in both text and graphics

mode, and can run all soft-

ware developed for the IBM
board without modification.

In addition to the text and

graphics mode, the CONO-
COLOR Adapter includes

alternate hi res modes, capa-

ble of resolutions of 640 x

400 and 512x512 pixels.

At any resolution, the

user may select a palette of

16 colors for simultaneous

display from a spectrum of

256 possible colors. A color

map lets the user modify the

palette for instantaneous col-

or changes and special ef-

fects, including motion.

The CONO-COLOR
Adapter also features a light

pen interface with resolution

of one pixel, multiple video

display pages, wraparound

panning, hardware scrolling,

dual character fonts, high

speed erase, and outputs to

digital and analog RGB and

composite video monitors.

BASIC graphics functions

are supported.

The board is packaged

with the Conographic Inputl

Output System (CIOS) soft-

ware, containing all of the

drivers for the adapter, and

a set of assembly language

graphics primltivei. CIOS

also includes a complement

of multi-color paint rou-

tines, with FILL TO, FILL

ONLY, and windowing op-

tions.

(List Price: $895)

Conographic Corp.

2268 Golden Cir.

Newport Beach, CA 92660

(714) 474-1180

CIRCLE 789 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

PM-300 Modem with

COMPAC Software
An internally mounted 300-

baud modem compatible

with Bell-103. The unit has

auto answer function with a

selectable number of rings

before pick-up, and dial-out

function with Touch-Tone

or pulse dialing. The unit

does not require an addition-

al RS-232 card or additional

connectors.

The modem is provided

with COMPAC software, a

videotext program to sup-

port asynchronous commu-

nications. It has auto logon,

file download and upload

capabilities under error cor-

recting protocol. Data re-

ceived may be entered into

a disk file or buffer, and

contents may be displayed,

printed or transmitted.

(List Price: $249; COMPAC
alone $69.95)

Requires: COMPAC Pro-

gram: 64K, one disk drive,

PC-DOS.

Avcom, Inc.

P.O. Box 29153

Columbus, OH 43229

(614) 882-8176

CIRCLE 770 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

BLACK BOX SAM +
Centronics
A break-out box, providing

direct access to all active

signal and ground leads of

the Centronics parallel inter-

face. The unit allows users

to reconfigure, patch, moni-

tor, and test all active inter-

face leads.

Permanently monitored

leads include: Data Strobe,

Bits 1 through 8, Acknowl-

edge, Busy, Paper Empty,

Select, OSCXT, Input

Prime, and Fault. Leads that

arc not permanently moni-

tored may be tested for

ground presence and pulse

by patching into four square

L.E.D.s. Negative and posi-

tive pulse detection circuits

are included for locating and

identifying intermittent

pulses. The unit is also

equipped with two inverters

that allows the user to invert

strobe or acknowledge lines.

(List Price: $225)

Black Box Catalog

Mayview Rd. at Park Dr.

P.O. Box 12800

Pittsburgh, PA 15241

(412) 746-2910

TWX: 510-697-3125

CIRCLE 771 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

SD900 SimPaLink
A Programmable Array

Logic (PAL) programmer,

allowing useis to develop

PAL design specifications

for AMD, Monolithic Mem-
ories, National, and T.l. 20-

pin PALs. The SimPaLink

includes PALASM, software

which accepts a Boolean

equation and compiles it

into an output to drive the

programmer.

The device uses an RS-

232 25-pin connector and

incorporates a 6802 micro-

processor. It can operate at

terminal rates from 300 to

9600 baud, and at printer

rates of 300 and 9600 baud.

The unit includes an AC
power line adapter.

(List Price: $500)

Structured Design Inc.

1700 Wyatt Dr., #7
Santa Clara, CA 95054

(408) 988-0725

CIRCLE 769 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

PC 300 Bar Code
Reader
A bar code reader

incorporating an integral mi-

croprocessor, eliminating

the need for external con-

trolling software. The PC
300 connects in series with

the keyboard cable, deriving

its operating power from the

user’s system without an ex-

ternal power supply. The

device does not affect key-

board operation. Bar code

data appears to a user's sys-

tem as keyboard input.

The PC 300 can read

CODABAR and Code 39

labels at scanning rates from

three inches to 30 inches

per second at standard code

densities, using its hand-

held infrared scanning

wand. The wand's scanning

aperature is .006-inch.

(List Price: $695)

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport St.

Palo Alto, CA 94303

(415) 856-6833

CIRCLE 768 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

PowerPad &
Leonardo’s Library
A 12 x 12 inch digitizing

tablet designed specifically

as an input device for chil-

dren. The PowerPad tablet

utilizes multiple point con-

tact technology which re-

sponds to direct hand con-

tact with the surface. A se-

ries of Mylar overlays,

when used with accompany-

ing software, provides the

device with a range of ap-

plications, including using

the tablet as an artist's can-

vas, a piano keyboard, a

game board, and a program-

ming aid.

Leonardo’s Library is a

series of specially designed

software packages for the

PowerPad, in six subject ar-

eas: music, mathematics, vi-

sual arts, science, language

arts, and social studies.

Available packages include:

Leo’s Leetrie Paint Brush,

an electronic sketch pad for

touch drawing in a variety

of colors; MicroMaestro, for

playing and learning music,

with notes, scales, and

chords reproduced on the

user’s display; and Power-

Pad Programming Kit, for

teaching simplified program-

ming in BASIC or assembly

language. The Library is

written in LOGO, using

teaching techniques devel-

oped by international educa-

tors.

(List Price: PowerPad

$99.95: Leonardo's Library

programs $24.95 to $49.95)

Chalk Board, Inc.

3772 Pleasantdale Rd.

Atlanta, GA 30340

(404) 496-0101

CIRCLE 786 ON READER
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SOFTWARE

PC/MOS
An operating system provid-

ing multi-user and multi-

tasking capabilities, de-

signed for use with The Re-

tailer point-of-sale/inventory

control/business accounting

program for retail busi-

nesses. PC/MOS (an acro-

nym for Personal Comput-

erIMulti-User Operating

System) can support up to

16 workstations when used

with an expansion board

providing the user with a

sufficient number of

communications ports. The

operating system’s file man-

agement routines support In-

dexed Sequential Access

Method (ISAM) flies, rela-

tive and sequential file

structures, and can automat-

ically handle record lockout

for ISAM and relative

record files. PC-MOS in-

cludes a BASIC compiler

and run-time module, a

First-In-First-Out print

spooler, and a text editor.

(List Price: $300)

Requires: 128K, Hard Disk

& one disk drive, asynch

serial port(s).

Retail Solutions, Inc.

1211 Alderwood Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 734-0653

CIRCLE 785 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Preventive

Maintenance
A menu-driven, 16-function

program allowing a user to

establish and maintain

equipment preventive main-

tenance schedules. The pro-

gram can be used to set up

equipment inventories with

descriptive and accounting

information. Printed reports

include weekly job and fu-

ture work schedules and in-

ventory lists. The program

also allows the creation of

historical data files on pre-

ventive maintenance per-

formed.

(List Price: $399)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor,

printer.

Joselli, Inc.

P.O. Box 460

Enka, NC 28728

(704) 252-9146

CIRCLE 724 ON READER
"
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SOFTWARE

APX CORE
EXECUTIVE
A multi-tasking/concurrent

processing program featur-

ing multiple interactive win-

dows and the capability for

integrating any sets of appli-

cations software. Other fea-

tures include automatic data

transcription between differ-

ent applications programs,

an ability to save keyboard

input and then re-execute it

upon command, automatic

control of peripheral de-

vices, and an auto-data-lock

system. The number of

tasks, amount of memory

assigned to each task, posi-

tion and dimension of task

windows, and other parame-

ters are definable by the

user.

(List Price: approx. $95)

Requires: I28K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS, monitor.

Application Executive Corp.

600 Broadway # 4C
New York. NY 10012

(212) 226-6347

CIRCLE 735 ON READER
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Dollars & Sense
A family financial manage-

ment program, featuring

ease of use and a tutorial

diskette. The program estab-

lishes and maintains a per-

sonalized financial database,

useful in maintaining family

budgets, keeping records of

income and expenses, and

in providing information

needed to prepare income

taxes. Dollars & Sense al-

lows a user to prepare

graphs and reports which

can be displayed or printed

in color with appropriate

hardware.

The program can be used

on an individual level to

reconcile checkbooks, man-

age investments such as real

property or stock portfolios,

or to analyze personal ex-

penses. Professionally, Dol-

lar <& Sense allows a user to

calculate net worth, manage

budgets for a small busi-

ness, or project business

profit or loss. In all, the

user can identify up to 12

accounts of five types: as-

sets, liabilities, expenses,

income, and checking.

The Dollars <S Sense

package includes a demon-

stration/tutorial diskette, the

program diskette, and a

user's manual

(List Price: S16S)

.

Requires: 64K one disk

drive, PC-DOS.
Tronix Publishing, Inc.

Monogram Div.

8295 S. La Cienega Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301

(213) 215-0529

CIRCLE 716 ON READER
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Securities Lending
System
A program to control securi-

ties lending operations for

brokers, option houses, arbi-

trageurs, corporations, and

similar organizations and in-

dividuals. The Securities

Lending System is written in

COBOL, and provides inter-

active control over lending

and borrowing of all classes

of securities, debt and

equity.

In addition to the basic

program, three optional

modules are available, for

government lending, extend-

ed exposure reporting, and

accounting interfacing.

An eight-page manage-

ment summary of the soft-

ware is available upon re-

quest from the producers of

the software.

(List Price: Perpetual Lease

Basis: $22,500 without

hardware; Monthly Rental

Basis: $1,100 without hard-

ware)

Requires: 256K, 10 MB
Hard Disk, PC-DOS 2.0,

monitor, 200 cps printer,

4800 baud bisynch

communications modem.

DML, Inc.

25 Broadway

New York. NY 10004

(212)785-0679

CIRCLE 732 ON READER
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SalesTaxFile
A file of sales tax rates for

over 230 U.S. locations.

Every state, and many

counties with sales taxes,

are included in the file.

Records can be added to in-

clude locations in which the

user requires sales tax rate

information. Periodic up-

dates of the file’s database

are available from the pro-

gram’s manufacturer.

(List Price: $125; manual

alone $15)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0,

printer.

RJL Systems

106 New Haven Ave.

Milford. CT 06460

(203)878-0376

CIRCLE 765 ON READER
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MailList
A mail-merge program spe-

cifically designed for The

FinalWord word processing

program. MailList includes

utility programs that provide

the capability to create and

maintain multiple name and

address files, and to use this

information to automatically

generate correctly formatted

control files for use by Fi-

nalWord in preparing form

letteis or addressing enve-

lopes.

Programs are also includ-

ed for listing name and ad-

dress data and preparing

mailing labels. MailList is

written in Microsoft BASIC
and is provided in source

code form to allow user

modification and enhance-

ment.

(List Price: $75)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS \.\, Final-

Word.

Mascot Systems

7022 Bridgeport Cir.

Stockton, CA 95207

(209) 952-4488
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SOFTWARE

Managing Partner
A law office management

program that can handle

timekeeping, expense and

receipt recording, statement

generation, casefile data up-

dating. docket control, and

calendaring. Managing

Partner is menu-driven, and

utilizes full screen data en-

try forms. Input is automati-

cally checked for errors and

is cross-referenced to other

data fries as needed. The

program makes use of mon-

itor attributes such as re-

verse video, half-intensity

and blinking characters.

Managing Partner is

written using a dBASE II re-

lational structure. Files are

created with multiple indi-

ces, speeding access to data,

and each ftle can contain up

to 65,535 records.

(List Price: $2,495)

Requires: 128K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS or

CP/M-86.

Royce-Edwards Systems

5101 N.W. Gateway Dr.

Kansas City. MO 64151

(800) 821-8637

(816) 587-0716

CIRCLE 719 ON READER
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Small Fortune Auto-
Ledger
A general ledger program

designed for small busi-

nesses, featuring a Reports

Module allowing a user to

generate up to 20 custom

reports. The program’s

Double-Account Entry Mod-

ule is self-balancing, and

the Single-Account Entry

Module allows transactions

to be split as many ways as

necessary. Data entry

screens feature immediate

account verification and cur-

rent balances.

The program also in-

cludes an Audit Module, al-

lowing past activities to be

viewed, selected in any or

all of 3 ways: past

transactions may be dis-

played which were entered

between certain dates; which

contain a certain string in

their descriptions; or which

pertain to a certain account.

The module can also print

or display all transactions

for a given month in the

general ledger format.

(List Price: Version 1.1

1

$200; Version 1 .1C $250)

Requires: 64K (Ver. 1.11)

or 96K (Ver. 1.1C), one

disk drive, PC-DOS.

Emerald Software, Inc.

2416 Warren Ave. N.

Seattle, WA 98109

(206)282-2100

CIRCLE 729 ON READER
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Small Fortune Auto-Ledger, Emerald Software
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'^jjlPt'UTER OUTlil

Computer Outlet
We offer the largest selection of software and hardware

for Apple, Atari, Commodore, IBM and haypro at

25 to 40% off retail

1095 East Twain, LasVegas, NV 89t09 • Mon.-fri. 8AM to 6PM, Sat 9AM to 5PM

Printers New Products Monitors

NEC
NEC 8023A
NEC 3530

NEC 7710

NEC 7730

NEC 3550

$ 449

. SI599

$2059

$2059

$1899

Diablo
Diablo 620R (25CPS) $ 969

Diablo 630R (40CPS) $1839

Diablo 630KSR (40CPS) $2599

Epson
FX80 $ 599

FX100FT $ 789

ML82A
ML83A
ML84P
ML84S
ML92P
ML93P

Okldata
$ 399

$615
$1049

$1149

$469
$ 789

IDS
Microprism $ 480

Prism 132 (w/Sheet food & Graphics) .$1429

Prism 132 (w/Shaattaed. Graphics

& Color) $1629
Prism to IBM Cabla $ 48

Cltoh
8510 Prowrltar $365
F10 Starwriter $1349
F10 Prlntmaster $1599

Mannosmann Tally
MT160L $629
MT 1802 (Parana!) $1689
MT 1806 (Serial) $1689

Gemini
Gemini 10 $315
Gemini 15 $ 439

Qume
Qume Sprint II

Tractor Feed
Printer Interface

$1429

$ 175

$ 89

CP/M 8"
Digital Research

CBasic $ 99
C Basic Compiler CB-80 $ 329
Pascal/MT + $299
Speed Programming
Package $129

CIS Cobol $ 559
Access Manager $199
Display Manager $ 263
Supersort $ 149

Spellstar $149
Calcstar $ 89
Infostar $ 299
Reportstar $ 209

Mlcropro International
WordStar $269
DataStar $179
MallMarga $139
WordStar (CP/M 86) $299

MallMarga (CP/M 86) $149
SpallStar (CP/M 86) $149

IBM System
$3,029.256K Installed w/Monitor

Monochrome controller card
w/parallel port $395

Colorplus color graphics card
w/parallel port $445

Quadram 64K Ram Chips $ 69
Quadboard (64K Ram installed)

one parallel port, one serial port,

clock calendar $269
Quadram 256K installed $409
Quad 512# installed $649
Quadlink (Apple/IBM interface) $499
Quadcolorl $215
Quadcolor II (hi-resolution) $199

Specials of the Month
Microsoft Mouse $134.00
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B w/Smartcom II

Complete Plug In System $429.00
Elephant Disks D/D $ 30.00

Verbatim Disks (S/D w/library case) $ 24.00
Maxell Disks (D/D) w/color coded markers) $ 40.00
Flip & File Diskette Box (Holds 50 Disks) $ 21.00
Flip & File Diskette Box w/lock (Holds 25) $ 18.50

Diskette Mailers (5 to pkg) $ 3.50

Diskette Holder Box (multi-color, holds 10) $ 2.50

Disk Savers (Protector Sleeves, Box of 12) $ 4.50

Orange Surge Protector $ 95.00

Perfect Data Head Cleaning Kit $ 19.00

Koala Touch Tablet $ 85.00

Lotus 1,2, 3 $329.00

Amdek
Amdek Color II $449

Color III $399
Amdek V310 Green $179

Amdek 310 Amber $169

NEC
NEC JB 1201M $189
NEC JB 1260 $109

Leading Edge
Gorilla Monitor (Hi-Res) Green $85
Gorilla Monitor (Hi-Res) Amber $89

usi
Amber Monitor 12" $159

Quadram
Quadchtvme

• Hi-Res RGB Monitor

• Non-Glare Screen

• 690 x 240 Resolution

$529

Peripherals
Kraft Joystick $ 45

TG Joystick $ 39

TG Trackball $39
Microsoft 64K Ramcard $239
Microsoft 2S6K Ramcard $589
Hayes Smartmodem 300 209

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 $499

Hayes Smartcom II Terminal Pk $ 72

Anchor Automation Mark VI Modem ..$179

Quadram Mlcrotazer w/Power
Supply 32K $165

Versawriter Graphics Tablet $239
Koala Touch Tablet $ 85

We cany the full line

ofAST Research

Megaplus II 64K. .$289
Comboplus 64K . . $289
Comboplus 256K . $525

Corona

Desktop Computer
IBM Compatible Includes Two drives.

128 K memory. Graphics, senal/parallel

ports, hi-resolution monitor. MS DOS.
GW BASIC. Multimate wordprocessing.

PC Tutor

$2595

Corona

Portable Computer
IBM Compatible two 320 drives. 128K
memory Graphics, serial/parallel ports,

hi-resolution monitor, MS DOS. Multimate
wordprocessing. PC Tutor. GW Basic

$2545



Business St Utilities
Advanced Operating Syatama

The Programmer $129

Applied Software
Veraaform $249

Eagle Software
Money Decisions (Vol. I) $129
Money Decisions (Vol. II) $149
Money Pac (Vol. 1 4 II) $249

Link Syatama
Datafax $199

Mlcrocom
Microterminal $ 62

Ashton Tate
dBase II (CP/M 06) $459

dBase II (MS DOS) $459

The Financial Planner $459
Friday $195

BPI Syatama
BPI Personal Accounting $139

Comprehensive Software
PC Tutor $39
PC Pal $27

Computer Software Technology
Word/PC $49

Continental Software
The Home Accountant Plus $ 95

FCM $ 79

Properly Managment $309

Ultra File $105

Datamost
Write On $85

Einstein Corp.
Einstein Writer $198

Einstein Speller $ 99

Einstein Mailer $ 53

Einstein letter series $198

Social A Civic $33
Writer, Letter, Spell, Social

4 Civic $263

Fox & Qeller
Quick Code (CP/M 86) $194

Quick Code (MS DOS) $194

Hayden Software
Pie Writer $129

Pie Speller $ 66

Hayes Microcomputer Products
Smarlcomll $ 72

Hayes Terminal Program $ 65

Howard Software
Real Estate Analyzer II $159

Creative Financing $159

Tax Preparer 1983 $159

Individual Software

Micro Lab
TheTax Manager $159

Micropro
3 Pak Word/Mall/Spell/Star

2 Pak Word/Mail

2 Pak Word/Spell

Wordstar

Mailmerge

Spellstar

Infostar

Reportstar
Starburst

Monogram
Dollars 4 $ense

Microsoft
Basic Compiler (MS DOS) $249

Business Basic Compiler (MS DOS) $379
MS Pascal Compiler (MS DOS) $329
Microsoft C Compiler $329

MuLisp/MuStar $169
MuMath/MuSimp $189
Multiplan (MS DOS) $179

Microstuf
Crosstalk $129

$419

$415

$429

$315

$159

$159

$299

$209
.$116

$109

Denver Software
Executive Acct'ng System (128K) . . $489

Digital Research
Concurrent CP/M 86 $229

C Basic 86 $129
Pascal/MT #86 $269

Speed Programming Pkg. 86 $129
CIS Cobol 86 $559
CP/M 86 $39

The Instructor $ 29

Innovative Software
TIM III $325
Fast Graphs $189

IUS
Easy Filer $239
Easy Writer II $229

Easy Planner $159

A/R, A/P. G/L Ea. $389

Easy Business System $979

Financial Management Series $899

North American
Business Systems
Answer $159

PBL Corporation
Personal Investor $129

Peachtree
General Ledger $239

Accounts Receivable $239

Accounts Payable $239

Peach Pak (GUAR/AP) $239

Peachtext 5000 $239

Perfect Software
Perfect Writer $179

Perfect Speller $105

Perfect Filer $215

Perfect Calc $105
Perfect Writer/Speller $249

Perfect Filer/Calc $279

Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities $ 55

Select
Select Word Processing System $269

Software Products International
LogiCalc $129
Pro Calc $229
Logi Quest II $165
Logi Quest III $369

Software Publishing

PFS Report $ 86
PFSFIIe $ 96

Softword Systems
Multimate $289

Sorcim/ISA
Supercalc 4 Supercalc II Ea. $179

Superwriter $239

SpeMguard $125

Southeastern
DataCapture $ 75

Synapse
File Manager + $65

Visicorp
Vtsicaic (256K) $165

Desktop Plan 1 $199
Visitrend/Plot $199
Visible $199

Visidex $165

Visischedule $199

Business Forecasting Model $ 69

Visiword $249
Visispell $149

Education

Acorn Software Products
Everest Explorer $ 15

Lost Colony $ 20

Armonk
Executive Suite $ 27

Avalon Hill Game Co.
B-1 Nuclear Bomber $ 15

Midway Campaign $15
Computer Stocks 4 Bonds $ 17

Andromeda Conquest $ 16

Galaxy $ 17

Dnieper River Une $ 23

Voyager $ 17

Draw Poker $ 15

Computer Football $ 15

Computer Facts and Five $ 17

Avant-Garde Creations
Air Traffic Controller $ 20

Blue Chip Software
Millionaire $ 39

Brodetbund Software
Apple Panic $ 20

Serpentine $ 23

Datamost
Pig Pen $ 20
Space Strike $ 20

Aztec $ 27

Entertainment
Tubeway $ 23

Swashbuckler $ 23

Infocom
Witness $ 34

Planetfall $34
Deadline $ 34

Zork I, II, III Ea $ 27

Starcross $ 27

Epyx/Automated Simulations
Crush, Crumble 4 Chomp $ 20

Jumpman $ 27

Temple of Apshai $ 27

Upper Reaches of Apshai $ 15

Curse of Ra $ 15

Omric Corporation
Space Guardian $ 20
BlingSplatz $23
Screen Machine $ 27

Sierra On-Line Systems
Frogger $23
Ultima II $44
Ulysses 4 The Golden Fleece $ 23
Crossfire $ 20
Mouseattack $ 23

Sentinent
Cyborg $ 23

Sirius Software
Call to Arms $20
Space Eggs $ 23

Fowl Play $ 27

Davidson & Associates
Speed Reader $ 49

Word Attack $ 34

Mathblaster $ 34

Designware
Spelllcopter $ 27

Edu-Ware
Algebra I $ 27

Epyx/Automated Simulations
Jabberlalky $ 20

Harcourl Brace
S.A.T $ 89

I net
Speed Read + $53

Lightning Software
Mastertype $ 34

Innovative Design Software
Pool 1.5 $23

Sir Tech Sirius Software
34 Type Attack $27

Intelligent Statements
Ken Uston's Professional Blackjack $ 45

Dunzhln $ 27

Micro Lab
Miner 2049er $ 29

Microsoft
Flight Simulator $ 34

Strategic Simulations Spinnaker Software
Epidemic 23 Snooper Troops #1 $ 30
Battle for Normandy 27 Snooper Troops #2 $ 30
Galactic Gladiator 27 Story Machine $ 23
The Warp Factor 27 Face Maker $ 23
Tigers in the Snow 27 Rhymes 4 Riddles $ 20

Kindercomp $ 20

Sublogic Communication Hey Diddle Diddle $ 20

"Night Mission" Pinball $ 27 In Search of the Most Amazing Thing $ 27

To Order Call Toll Free 1
-800-634-6766

Information fir Inquiries 1-702*369*5523 • We accept VISA and MasterCard
ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS: For Fast Delivery send cashier checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers. Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear

Charges for C.O.D. orders are S3.00 minimum or 1% for orders over $300. School purchase orders welcomed Prices reflect a cash discount only and are subiect to change without

notice. Please enclose your phone number with any orders SHIPPING: — Software: $3.00 minimum. SHIPPING — Hardware: IPlease call) SHIPPING — Foreign Orders: APO 4 FPO
orders: $10 minimum and IS% of all orders over $100. Nevada residents add 5 3/4% sales tax. All goods are new and include factory warranty Due to our low prices, all sales are final

All returns must be accompanied by a return authorization number Call 702-369-5523 to obtain one before returning goods tor replacement
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Menu!
A program that automatical-

ly sorts all diskette files and

programs into a single sys-

tem, making it possible to

manipulate files without typ-

ing a file name. Instead,

files or programs are select-

ed by number from a main

menu. The program copies,

erases, renames, types, re-

stores, compares, and pro-

tects files. In addition, it

can test diskettes and deter-

mine space available on a

diskette.

Menu! can also provide

the user with password pro-

tection to secure sensitive

data.

(List Price: $149)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS or

CP/M-86.

Computing!

2519 Greenwich

San Francisco, CA 94123

(415) 567-1634

CIRCLE 752 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Teleminder
A communications program

that allows a user to access

and retrieve data from the

Dow Jones News/Retrieval

Service automatically in

unattended operation. The

program will connect with

the commercial database, re-

trieve selected data, load it

onto a diskette, and discon-

nect from the service. In ad-

dition, it can print the news

and stock quotes.

With the optional Tele-

Pak 1 utility. Teleminder

can also transfer retrieved

data directly into such appli-

cations programs as the

Dow Jones Market Manag-

er, the Dow Jones Market

Analyzer, and to spreadsheet

programs such as VisiCalc,

1-2-3, and Multiplan. Tele-

Pak I can also transfer Dow
Jones Market Manager data

to Dow Jones Market Ana-

lyzer files, and vice versa.

This allows users with both

software packages to access

the News/ Retrieval service

only once to obtain identical

data in each program.

(List Price: Teleminder

$195: Tele-Pak 1 $30 addi-

tional)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, serial port, Hayes

Smartmodem (300 or 1200

bps), printer.

Teleware Inc.

P.O. Box 729

Pine Brook, NJ 07058

(800) 225-0076

(201) 882-0466

CIRCLE 751 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

SevenWare
A user familiarization and

programming aid for use

with the Intel 8087 math

processing chip. SevenWare

is composed of three files,

titled Test87, lntro87, and

MacLib87.

Test87 verifies the cor-

rect installation of the 8087

chip in the user’s system.

Optional advisory screens

provide an overview of the

chip’s instruction set during

testing.

lntro87 is an interactive

demonstration of the chip’s

capabilities. It illustrates the

improved precision and

range of the 8087’s intrinsic

floating-point format, and

provides comparison pro-

cessing versus the 8088 chip

in side-by-side calculations,

using user-supplied input.

MacLib87 is a macro li-

brary which extends the

IBM Macro Assembler to

support the 8087 instruction

set. Intel standard mnemon-

ics are employed, which are

fully supported by PC-DOS
2.0’s “Debug” utility.

(List Price: $79; $279 with

an 8087 chip)

SolveWare

P.O. Box 1246

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

CIRCLE 763 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

CADET
An instrument flight simula-

tor program. The user con-

figures the program by en-

tering FAA navigation facil-

ities for any location. Data

is saved on disk for future

use, and up to five such

files, each with individually

programmable variables

such as winds, can be saved

for different flights and in-

strument approaches.

CADET simulates instru-

ment flights, approaches,

and landings in real time.

Graphics feature an IFR in-

strument panel, an XY plot

of approaches, and a run-

way display. Panel indica-

tors include 9-channel

RNAV, dual VORS, DME,
ADF, ILS, Markers, and a

stack of keyboard-tuned

Nav receivers.

(List Price: Standard: $49;

Advanced: $69)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS.

AVELL, Inc.

693 Rosedale Rd.

Princeton, NJ 08540

(609) 924-8856

CIRCLE 753 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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5V«" DISKETTES 5V«" DISKETTES

Dysan $3.35; 3M2.11
[50) DYSAN S.S./D.O. $167.50 (50 x $3.35 M.)
50 DYSAN D.S./D.D. $197JO (50 x $3.95 M.]
10 DYSAN S.S./D.D. $36.00
10) DYSAN D.S./D.D. $41.00 !

50) 3M S.S./D.D. $105.50 (50 x $2.11 aa.]

50 3M D.S./D.D. $145.00 (50 x $2.90 M.[
10 3M S.S./D.D. $22.00

10) 3M D.S./D.D. $31.00

Only even case quantities of 50 diskettes (5 boxes of 10 diskettes ea.. SW)

COMPUTERS
CORONA
Dual Floppy Des

JSSsi
Top System
10 Mag System

'oruble System

$2499 00
3795 00
2595 00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
CORVUS
11 Megabyte $2395 00

20 Megabyte 3249 00

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS
C. 1T0H Prownter 10" (ParaNaf)

EPSON RX-80
EPSON RX-80/FT
EPSON FX-80

EPSON FX-100
PANASONIC KX-P1090

$269 00
389 50
549 00
699 00
379 00

TRANSTAR 315 Color (Parallel) 449 00
COMREX CR-2 449 00
NEC 3550 Spmwriter 1849 00
HP 7470 (Serial) 849 00

MODEM & BUFFERS

MANUALS, BOOKS &
TRAINING
ATI TRAINING POWER' (Diskettes & Guide)-

dBASE II—Vol 1 & 2
WordSttr-Vol 1 & 2
Multi-Plan

How to Use visicalc

$55 00

55 00
55 00
55 00
55 50
55 50

55 50

58 50

How to Use WordStar
MIS—(Books wU/oDi
Power ol VISICALC
Power ol V1SIP10T
Power of SUPERCALC
Power ol MULTIPLAN
Power ol LOTUS 1“

ACCESSORIES

1395
13 95
13 95
13 95
1395
13 95

95 00
65 95
22 50

SOFTWARE UTILITIES
The Norton Utilities $69 00
SAFECOPY (copy program) 45 00
DISK MECHANIC (copy program) 63 00

RESERVE POWER &
SURGE SYSTEMS
RH ELECTRONICS

2295 00
4995
119 95
69 95
89 95

$149 00
95 00
78 00
38 00

POWER ANGEL 800W
ED- Electronic Protection Devices -

"The Gnntv 500W
"Lemon" Suppressor
Orange Suppressor
Lime Suppressor
Peach Suppressor

COMPUTER ACCESSORY
P-12 (6) Channel Power Director

P-2 (5) Channel "Power Oirector

P-22 (4) Channel "Power Director

KENSINGTON MICROWARE- PC Save

DATA BACKUP &
SECURITY SYSTEMS
OAVONG XT Tape Backup $'

TERMS:
Shipping add $3 lor product via UPS surface,

unless specified In price kst above No CODs
Foreign Orders, add 15% (difference refunded)

Allow 14 working days tor money orders,

personal & company checks to clear Credit

card add 3% service charge, mu card amount
$1000 CA residents add 6% sales tax

(LA County 6 5%) Prices A Terms subiect to

change without notice

MICROCOMPUTER MAILORDER SINCE 1978

FUTRA COMPANY
WarehouselOthces

20695 S Western Ave
Suite # 124

Torrance. CA 9050

1

CIRCLE 363 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Order Placement

By Mail-

Futra Co
Dept PC 1283
P.O.Box 4380
Torrance. CA 90510

By Telephone

1213)328-1128
(213) 328-1054

How to teach your kids

about the IBM PC#
Now you can teach your children how to use your PC
without bogging them down in the user manual. . .without

spending hours demonstrating the simplest functions. . .and

without fear that they’ll break your PC because they don't

know how to use it properly.

You can do it with the PC edition of Computers for Kids

-a BASIC learning text whose Sinclair,

Apple, and Atari editions have already

introduced thousands of children

and parents to computers.

Computers for Kids teaches

children age 8 and older to write

their own programs in less than

an hour-without the necessity

Here are just a few of the useful
and exciting topics covered in

Computers for Kids:
• What is a computer?
• Flowcharting
• Running the IBM PC
• Getting Ready to Program
• PRINT and Variables

•GOTO, INPUT and RND
• IF-THEN and FOR-NEXT
• Graphics Programs
• Sample Programs
• Glossary of Statements and
Commands

• Notes for Teachers and Parents

for previous knowledge of algebra, variables, or computers.

And there's a special section that keeps parents and teachers

on the same successful command path.

Starting off with an easy-to-understand explanation of how
to use the IBM PC, your kids will progress quickly to flow

charts and simple print programs . . .to loops, graphics, and
other programming concepts that show the young user how to

make the PC do exactly what he wants- in non-technical lan-

guage that makes life easier for both of you.

Take it from Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathematics at

the University ofWisconsin (Parkside): "Computers for Kids is

the best book available for introducing children to the IBM PC.

And it's a perfect tool for adults who are learning about com-
puters and programming with their children."

So do your children a favor. Do yourself a favor. Order the

PC edition of Computers for Kids today!

Creative Computing Frost
Dept. NF9H , 39 East Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Send me Computers for Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus

$1.50 postage and handling each. #12K
PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_
cable sales tax. Outside USA add S3.00per order.

CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone order $10 minimum)
American Express MasterCard Visa

. Residents of CA, NJandNYState add appli-

Card No_ _Exp. Date-

Signature-

Mr/Mrs./Ms-
(please print full name)

—Apt—

City/State/Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.
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AutoCAD
A general purpose comput-

er-aided-drafting program.

AutoCAD can generate

drawings with up to 127

layers and colors, allowing

selective viewing or plotting

of any layer or combination.

The program can calculate

and display the distance be-

tween any two points in a

drawing, and can create

drawings of any size to any

scale. It can work at any

level of scale using bi-direc-

tional zooming, and can

copy, modify, erase, rotate,

and scale drawings vertical-

ly and horizontally.

AutoCAD can also gener-

ate repetitive patterns auto-

matically, and uses as draft-

ing components both previ-

ously created drawings and

basic elements such as lines

of any width, circles, arcs,

and fiUed-in areas. The pro-

gram can be used with a

light pen, a digitizing tablet,

commands from a keyboard,

or any combination of these

input methods.

Four versions of the pro-

gram are available, for sys-

tems with differing equip-

ment. The versions are for

systems with: a single color

monitor, both a color and a

monochrome monitor; color

monitor and Hercules graph-

ics card; and color monitor

with a Vertrex VX-384 dis-

play driver.

(List Price: All versions

$1,000 each: demonstration

disk $50)

Requires; Single Screen:

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24, 1984

192K, two disk drives, PC-

DOS, color monitor, color/

graphics adapter, asynch

communications board, plot-

ter; Dual Screen: 128K, two

disk drives, PC-DOS,

monochrome monitor, color

monitor, color/graphics

adapter, asynch board,

plotter.

Digital Control Systems,

Inc.

45 New York Ave.

Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 875-3555

CIRCLE 762 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Estimating-PC
A screen-oriented material

estimating program designed

for steel fabricators. The

program can accommodate

up to four separate esti-

mates, of over 3,000 sepa-

rate line items per estimate

simultaneously. Estimates

may be saved and restored

at any time using diskettes,

allowing an unlimited num-

ber of estimates, both old

and new, to be analyzed.

Labor factors can be en-

tered manually or calculated

automatically from internal

labor tables, or both. Mate-

rial is verified against a

Master Index of shapes,

with weights, areas in

square feet, and labor fac-

tors automatically extended.

Reports generated by the

program include Line Item,

Grouped Material, and Cap

Sheet.

(List Price: $2,500)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS, printer.

Digital Engineering, Inc.

325 John Knox Rd.

Tallahassee, FL 32303

(904)386-2601

CIRCLE 736 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

DBX
An applications develop-

ment assistance program for

programmers working in

Pascal. DBX stores keyed

data-strings passed to it

from a calling application

program. These variable

length key-strings are stored

on disk, using a modified

Indexed Sequential Access

Method. Keyed entries are

divided into pages, which

are then indexed. Each page

consists of an exact number

of disk blocks, in which en-

tries are kept sorted. Using

high-speed fixed-length I/O

routines, DBX can store and

retrieve entries while limit-

ing the average number of

disk accesses to one per op-

eration.

The program is designed

to be included in a user's

UCSD p-System library.

The user may write a pro-

gram to call it, or modify

the call program included

with DBX as an example, or

modify DBX itself. Calling

programs pass a simple

"callblock” containing in-

put keys, input data, and

operations; DBX returns out-

put keys, output data, the

output page, and a result

code for the success or fail-

ure of the operation.

The complete DBX pack-

age consists of the follow-

ing: DBX itself; MINIBASE,

an example call program;

DBTEST, a diagnostic rou-

tine; and a 50-page manual

describing the data struc-

tures, procedures, and prin-

cipal algorithms.

(List Price: $49.95)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, p-System, Pascal.

Pascal & Associates

135 E. Rosemary St.

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 942-1411

CIRCLE 749 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

VDISK
A menu-driven utility which

can read/write and format

diskettes for 25 different mi-

crocomputers, allowing us-

ers to run software designed

for differing types of equip-

ment using 5 '/i-inch disk-

ettes. The software includes

a modified version of CP/

M-86, and utilities for read-

ing and writing PC-DOS
diskettes.

(List Price: $1,150)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, Modified CP/M-86

(supplied).

CompuView Products, Inc.

1955 Pauline Blvd., #200

Ann Arbor, Ml 48103

(313) 996-1299

CIRCLE 764 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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Mom Knows
When it comes to efficient communications-

MOM can fix you up with the hard-

ware and software to turn your IBM

PCs,™ DEC Rainbows,™ Apple

Lisas,™ and otter micros— as well

as terminals— into full-function

work stations. Instantly

MOM, which stands for Marketing

of Micros to Mainframes, specializes

in distributing sophisticated, state-

of-the-art interface equipment. \bu

can depend on her to link your

micros to host computers quickly

Efficiently Problem-free.

MOM's old fashioned when it comes

to product reliability, service and

support. Her advice is sound Tfust 4

hen MOM suggests only those pro-

ducts that will provide you with the

solutions you need, 'foil her what

your needs are, MOM will tell you

the best way to increase productivity

as well as keeping costs down.

MOM knows the value of a

dollar.

Money doesn't grow on trees. So

solutions to today's business com-

munication problems need to be

compatible with the next genera-

tion of technology MOM stretches

your computer investment dollars by

adding processing capabilities to

microcomputers and terminals,

eliminating the need for additional

expensive hardware. Data control is

centralized in the mainframe.

Meet a few ofMOM’s fomily

MOM markets a growing number

of very impressive hardware and

software products. Each one is

compatible with a variety

of microcomputers.

Meet IRMA.™

IRMA goes with CHARLIE,the IBM PC

or XT.™ IRMA is a Decision Support

Interface™— a printed circuit bail'd

frame with a load phone call rather

than having to dial long distance.

So vou save monev!

that slips into the PC and pro-

vides a direct link to the IBM main-

frame computer IRMA provides foil

3278 emulation. She puts you on

line with the mainframe— via a

coax cable— giving you instant

access to the big computer, the

prime source of current data.

And then, ofcourse, there’s

sweet IRMAUNE.™
IRMA's sister, IRMAUNE, links per-

sonal computers— no matter how

remote— to IBM 3270 networks.

And like her sister, IRMAUNE is a

Decision Support Interface. She lets

you conduct 2-way phone com-

munication with your mainframe

via a 3270 terminal, from across

town or around die world. IRMAUNE

connects you direct to vour main-

Tfram IRMAUNE with IRMAU-iTE™
— another member of MOM's

family— to get the same data cap-

ture functions IRMA provides.

PC/COM.™ The perfect mate
for IRMA.

This software system works in con-

junction with IRMA to provide high

speed transfer of files between die

mainframe and the IBM IX', or XT

PC/COM’s universal file transfer

capability is compatible vvidi major

IBM operating systems and associ-

ated application files. Single

function keys provide users vvidi

easy-to-use menus to transfer text

files, source programs, data and

object files between die mainframe

and die personal computer

Users are subject to centralized

mainframe control, so security is

much tighter MOM believes in keep-

ing a tight lip.

AVATAR.™ MOM’s UNIVERSAL

TERMINAL CONVERTER.
AVATAR is MOM's self-contained

microprocessor system that converts

a terminal into a full-function, stand-

alone personal computer All it takes

is a simple able connection between
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Best
from micros to mainframe-MOM does it all.

the terminal and the host system.

No tenninal modification is required.

Vbu get PC power on the tenninal in

addition to your normal tenninal

capability

In addition, AAIAR is portable, so it’s

very easy and efficient to use. Buy

AVATAR, and MOM will give vou

CP/M,® MS-DOS,™ WordStar.™

CalcStar™ and CBAS1C™ software.

Absolutely free! Filetransfer software

is available as tut optional feature.

AVATAR PAIOOO: Another way
to talk to any computer.

The PAIOOO protocol converter

allows you to connect any asynchro-

nous terminal or PC into an IBM

3270 network and simultaneously

into any asynchronous host system.

Vxi can do it from either a local or

a remote location. The PAM) has

additional ports to which you c;ui

attach a printer

MOM even has a computer.

This small, professional computer

in a briefcase caught MOM’s eye.

The PC Traveler™ is a full-function

IBM-compatible, portable computer

A 28-pound wonder, it conies stan-

dard with a gas plasma display for

25 lines/80 characters, 128k RAM

memory and an IBM PC-type re-

movable keyboard. The dot matrix

impact printer is bi-directional,

132 char-compressed.

'Hie PC Traveler has graphics capa-

bility and communication options

(300/1200 BPS internal modem).

The 8 meg floppy disk is upgradable

to 16 megs. The computer uses 16

bit, dual 80186 processors and is 10

times faster than the IBM PC.

Available for delivery, Jan., 198a.

MOM and PATCHES.™

Anything worth preserving is worth

protecting, so MOM developed

PATCHES. A patented chip protection

system insures the integrity of her

software. This system allows users to

copy MOM s software for their inter-

nal use, while a companion chip

installed in the PC prevents un-

authorized use. PATCHES makes and

keeps software and communications

private and secure.

Call MOM. 1-800-241-1170.

MOM knows what's best when it

comes to micro-to-mainframe

access. She's made it her business to

know the market Just ask her about

products. Bring your problems to her

Trust her tor the best advice. MOM
knows how to improve your com-

munications network, and nobody

is res cost and quality conscious as

she.

Mom is Marketing of Micros to

Mainframes, 'iWo Northside 75,

Atlanta, Georgia 30318.

M<S>M
Specialists in Marketing ofMicros to Mainframes.

Adivision of NPM,lnc.Q
MOM, PC/COM and PATCHES are trademarks of National Product Marketing, Inc.
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SYSGEN
ANNOUNCES
TAPEBACKUP

FORTHE IBMPC
WITHOR

WITHOUTHARD DISK.

•All prices suggested retail Machines CP/M 86 is a trademark ot Digital Research, Inc.

Sysgen 11-10 Fast

streaming cassene backup
with 10 Mbytes of disk:

$2995.*

Sysgen 11-20 Fast

streaming cassene backup
with 20 Mbytes of disk:

$3795.

Sysgen Image u
Fast

streaming backup for IBM’s
XT: $995. (Right. Nine
hundred ninety-five dollars!)

Sysgen is delivering

complete low-cost Winchester

systems with high-speed tape
cassette backup.

Low cost means that

everyone can aftord to keep
their valuable data safe and
movable.

High-speed means you
can back up an entire Sysgen
II 20 Mbyte hard disk system
in four minutes max.

Our hard disk systems
operate under PC-DOS™ or

CP/M-86™.
Under PC-DOS, they look

like disk drives C: through L:

Under CP/M-86, you get

fourteen new "disk drives!'

And if you own an IBM XT,

which includes a hard disk,

you can get safe, fast backup
with our new Image streaming

tape cassette backup system
for only $995.

Look to Sysgen for fast,

inexpensive backup. With or

without hard disk.

For complete information,

see the smartest computer
store in your neck of the woods.
Sysgen, Inc., 47853 Warm
Springs Road, Fremont. CA
94539.800-538-8157 ext.970;

in Calif.. 800-672-3470 ext.970.

SYSGENINCORPORATED-
CIRCLE 474 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SOFTWARE

The Link Module
An optional software mod-

ule for the MicroPlan

spreadsheet program, de-

signed to be useful in ana-

lyzing data from outside

sources. Data files obtained

from mainframe systems,

commercial time-sharing

services, or other applica-

tions programs, can be ana-

lyzed and loaded into a Mi-

croPlan worksheet.

The Link Module features

posting and cross tabulation

commands. With these com-

mands, data can be posted

either to individual or multi-

ple rows or columns. In ad-

dition to reading files from

other applications, Micro-

Plan tables can be read by

applications such as data-

base and word processing

programs. The module also

allows MicroPlan to read

DIF files.

(List Price: $295)

Requires: 64K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS or CP/M-

86, MicroPlan.

Chang Labs

5300 Stevens Creek Blvd.

San Jose, CA 95129

(408) 246-8020

CIRCLE 718 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

DR LOGO
A simplified Logo interpret-

er that includes established

Logo features such as turtle

graphics, list processing,

workspace management,

and full-screen program

editing. In addition, help

tor explain Logo primitives

and gives examples of how

they are used. DR Logo of-

fers the user up to 10,000

memory workspace nodes.

A programming feature

allows “comments” with

programs, explaining indi-

vidual operations and state-

ments. Comments may be

deleted from completed and

debugged programs without

affecting recorded proce-

dures. The software also

permits multi-window dis-

plays, allowing commands

and editing procedures to

appear within a user-defined

area on-screen so that text

does not interfere with dis-

played graphics.

DR Logo is written in C,

and includes such program

debugging aids as procedure

tracing and statement moni-

toring. It supports double-

precision floating-point

mathematics, including a

full set of transcendental

functions, logarithms, and

their inverses. It can support

up to IS significant digits.

(List Price: $149.95)

Requires: 192K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, mono-

chrome or color monitor

with color/graphics adapter.

Digital Research

160 Central Ave.

Pacific Grove, CA 93950

(408) 649-3896

CIRCLE 731 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Lotus 1-2-3 Tutorial
A diskette-based tutorial on

the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet

program, simulating the pro-

gram's operations. The

training program contains

step-by-step interactive

instructions in the use of the

Lotus software.

(List Price: $75)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS.

American Training Interna-

tional, Inc.

3770 Highland Ave., #201
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

(213) 546-4725

CIRCLE 747 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Dental Office

Management
Program
A dental financial manage-

ment program for the PC-

XT, providing accounts re-

ceivable, billing, and record

keeping capabilities. The

M1CRO/SYS80 Dental pro-

gram is designed for use

with a hard disk. It can

produce reports such as

walk-out statements, recon-

ciliation reports, charge

slips, and appointment lists.

Third party billing on stan-

dard ADA forms or SU-

PERBILL format is provid-

ed, and financial data re-

ports that may be generated

include statements, accounts

receivable with aging, and

production analysis and col-

lection analysis for all pro-

ducing dentists within an or-

ganization.

The program is written in

RM COBOL, and is provid-

ed in a machine language

version. It can interface to

word processing programs,

and has the capability to

maintain a clinical and pay-

ment history for two years.

(List Price: $2,400: demo

version $30)

Requires: PC-XT; 128K,

Hard Disk, PC-DOS 2.0,

RM COBOL Run Time

Package.

M1CRO/SYS80

236 Waverty Rd.

Southhampton, PA 18966

(215) 355-5706

CIRCLE 728 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Mind Tools
A template program for

generating pre-set work-

sheets on spreadsheet pro-

grams. Versions of Mind

Tools are available for Lotus

1-2-3, Multiplan, VisiCalc,

and SuperCalc. Mind Tools

offers 18 calculating tem-

plates that automatically su-

perimpose formulas and col-

umn headings on each

worksheet.

(List Price: $69.95-$89.95.

depending upon version)

Requires: Lotus version:

I92K, two disk drives, PC-

DOS, Lotus 1-2-3. Visi-

Calc, SuperCalc, & Multi-

plan versions: 64K, two

disk drives, PC-DOS,

spreadsheet program.

Expert Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 9

Redmond, WA 98052

(206) 883-8086

CIRCLE 730 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

screens and a procedure edi-
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SOFTWARE

CP+ Version 2.0
A set of programs providing

three functions: a computer-

aided tutorial on the basic

operations of a personal

computer; an English lan-

guage user-interface to a

system’s operating system

and applications programs;

and a set of file manage-

ment utilities. The soft-

ware's first function pro-

vides the user with instruc-

tion on the most important

computer operations, on a

prompted experimental ba-

sis. Mistakes in keying

commands are pointed out

by the tutorial, allowing

fust-time users to walk-

through the operations of

their systems quickly.

The second function of

CP+, its command inter-

face, provides English me-

nus for performing opera-

tions such as program selec-

tion, file copying, viewing

disk directories, erasing, re-

naming, printing, reviewing,

disk formatting, system ftle

copying, and others. This

function allows a user to

perform operations without

the need to enter every file

name and coded instruction

in precise detail.

The third feature of CP+
Version 2.0 is a facility

called START+, which al-

lows a user to integrate ap-

plications programs through

a customized menu screen.

Applications can be loaded,

458

and CP+ control functions

called, from one menu

screen.

(List Price: $200)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor.

Taurus Software Corp.

3155 Kearney, #100

Fremont, CA 94538

(415) 490-3643

INTERACTIVE
A simulation language en-

abling the user to evaluate

such areas as manufacturing

systems, inventory policies,

and scheduling alternatives,

through the creation of sim-

ulations. The software does

not require programming

knowledge of the user. A
simulation is created by fill-

ing in forms provided by

INTERACTIVE’

s

forms edi-

tor. The software checks the

logic of simulations created

and produces run time inter-

active simulations through

status reports and facilities

for altering simulation val-

ues.

Included with INTERAC-

TIVE are eleven random

distribution functions.

(List Price: $2,500)

Requires: 128K, two disk

drives, PC-DOS.

Micro Simulation

50 Milk St., #1500

Boston. MA 02109

(617) 451-8448

SIGN-MASTER
A graphics program allow-

ing users to convert text

graphics screens into instant

photographic prints or slides

with a Polaroid Palette com-

puter image recorder. Using

the program with the Polar-

oid Palette permits users to

create 3Vi X 4'/« inch in-

stant color prints, conven-

tional 33mm color slides, or

Polaroid Polachrome rapid-

access slides from graphics

displays.

The program provides an

interactive menu which

prompts the user to choose

from a selection of 72 pos-

sible colors, to transform

monochrome graphics into

prints and transparencies,

and/or transfer or reassign

colors from a display's out-

put. Users may also change

exposure settings, designate

interlacing to eliminate ras-

ter lines, and prepare multi-

ple slides in a batch expo-

sure.

Following SIGN-

MASTER’

s

on-line

instructions, users are able

to control font type, charac-

ter sizes, colors, underlining

of text, italics, and margin

justification. Columnar ta-

bles of text or numbers can

be enclosed in user-selected

grid patterns, and up to 100

lines of text can be dis-

played on a page, de-

pending on font, type, and

size.

(List Price: $245)

Requires: 192K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, mono-

chrome monitor (with Her-

cules graphics card) or color

monitor (with color/graphics

adapter), Polaroid Palette re-

corder, pen plotter or dot

matrix printer.

Decision Resources, Inc.

25 Sylvan Rd. So.

Westport, CT 06880

(203) 222-1974

CIRCLE 759 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

Work & Time Billing

A time and/or materials

billing program. Text on

bills can be up to 120 char-

acters, and can be retrieved

from a file of descriptions

or entered manually. Billing

rates associated with text

records may be overridden,

either by a reference code

or by an authorized opera-

tor. Billing records are

stored in client order.

The program allows in-

voice processing selectable

by client, class of client, or

for all clients. Other fea-

tures include credit limit

control, sales and commis-

sions, and multiple tax rates

calculations.

(List Price: $245)

Requires: 64K, two 320K

drives, PC-DOS.

Data*Easy Software

877 Bounty Dr., #EE203

Foster City, CA 94404

(415) 571-8100

(415) 349-4001

CIRCLE 748 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE

AeeuTouch Keyboard Training, Keyboard Productivity Inc.

AccuTouch Keyboard
Training
Self-education programs for

learning either the standard

QWERTY or the new

DVORAK keyboards. The

AccuTouch training system

is contained on floppy dis-

kettes, and includes a train-

ing manual, keyboard

charts, and progress record-

ing forms.

The first section of the

programs provide instruction

in the basic essentials of

typing. This is followed by

sections giving instruction in

correct keying techniques

for alpha keys, top row nu-

merics, and right-hand clus-

ter numerics. Exercises

measure the learner's speed

and accuracy, and remedial

exercises can be called in to

help the user overcome re-

petitive errors.

(List Price: $269)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor.

Keyboard Productivity Inc.

Marina Towers

4676 Admiralty Way. #419
Marina del Rey. CA 90292

(213) 827-7616

CIRCLE 738 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

GRAFOX
A graphics program which

can draw information from

either IBM standard or Data

Interchange Format (DIF)

fries. The program features

menu-driven chart descrip-

tion procedures, and single

keystroke commands for

producing bar, pie, piebar,

and line charts. GRAFOX
can graph up to four data-

base ftelds at once, and can

plot up to three graphs si-

multaneously.

The initial release of

GRAFOX offers full color

screen capabilities, and col-

or printing through compati-

bility with the Hewlett-

Packard 7470A plotter and

many printers. The program

can screen out data contain-

ing errors, and can generate

a report of any inaccuracies

in the data entered.

(List Price: $295)

Requires: 128K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, color moni-

tor, color/graphics adapter.

Fox & Geller, Inc.

604 Market St.

Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

(201) 794-8883

Telex: 96 8948

CIRCLE 717 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

GEOGRAF
A graphics program allow-

ing a user to create graphics

using pen plotters. The pro-

gram consists of fourteen

subroutines written in BA-

SIC to create plots and

graphs. GEOGRAF can be

added to a user’s applica-

tions programs, adding 14

one-word commands to re-

place the symbol commands

required by most plotters.

With the graphics soft-

ware, the user can establish

communications with a plot-

ter, scale a plot, draw and

label axes, plot data points

with user-selected symbols,

connect data with a selec-

tion of line types, and draw

circles. The routines can

handle log scales. The pro-

gram package includes

source code.

(List Price: $250)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, serial port,

plotter.

Geocomp Corp.

342 Sudbury Rd.

Concord, MA 01742

(617) 369-8304

CIRCLE 734 ON READER
SERVICE CARD

/N (“Slash N”)
A utility program that re-

moves unused line numbers

from BASIC Compiler

source code files. This al-

lows larger programs to be

compiled, and compiled

code is smaller.

(List Price: $30)

Requires: 64K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS.

Sherbom Software Systems

226 Western Ave.

Sherbom, MA 01770

(617) 655-6543

CIRCLE 756 ON READER
SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE

Alpha Software

Database Manager II $69
ApTec (for color Prism Printers)

Rainbow Writer Color Text Formatter 119

Rainbow Writer Screen Grabber 69.

Ashton Tate

dBase II 387

Friday' 179.

Best Programs
PC/Personal Finance Program .65.

PC/Professional Finance Program II 169

PC/Fixed Asset System 279
Bible Research
THE WORD (KJV Bible - 7 disks) 145.

Continental

Home Accountant Plus 89
FCM (was First Class Mail) 79.

UltraFile (file/report/graph) 127

The Tax Advantage 39
Conceptual Instruments

The Desk Organizer (with 1 year of free

updates & 30 day return guarantee if not

satisfied) 197

Digital Research
CP/M-86 39
Dr LOGO 79.

Financier

Financier II (was Personal Series) 117.

Financier Tax Series 97.

IUS (XTand DOS 2.0 compatible)

EasyWriter II 194

EasySpeller II for EasyWriter II 129.

EasyMaiier II for EasyWriter II 97

Package Price for all three 309.

Accounts Receivable 319.

Accounts Payable 319.

General Ledger 319.

Inventory 319

Order Entry 319.

Package Price for any three above 859.

Lifetree

Volkswnter 119.

Volkswriter International 149

Volkswriter Deluxe (with TextMerge) 179.

Link Systems
Datafax 189

Lotus Development
1-2-3 (version 1A — the newest!) call

Presta Digital

Magic Table (powerful information

management) 109.

Micropro
WordStar 3 3 269
ProPak (WordStar/MailMerge/SpellStar

/

Starlndex) 379
Microsoft

Multiplan (Version 11) 159

Multi-Tool Fmancialf/or Multiplan) 69
Multi-Tool Budgetf/or Multiplan) 99
Microsoft Word 239
Microsoft Word (with mouse) see above special

Microstuf

Crosstalk XVI 109

Transporter (includes Crosstalk) 169
Infoscope 149

PC Connection
Software Special
through January 31 . 1984

MICROSOFT
Microsoft Word with Mouse
• The first word processor to display

boldface, italicized, and underlined

text on screen

• Displays up to 8 windows of text

• Full on-screen HELP
• Mouse and controller card come with

on-screen tutuorial and practice

applications $289.

PCsoftware
PCrayon (create m full color) $39
Executive Picture Show 139

CREATABASE 59

Peachtree
PeachPak Series 4 (G/L. A/R. A/P) 209
PeachText 5000 (now with ATI Training) 209
Business Graphics System 179
Peter Norton

Norton Utilities 55.

Rosesoft

ProKey 3.0 (new version/new features) 95
Software Arts

TK'Solver 209
Financial Management Pack 85
Mechanical Engineering Pack 85
Software Publishing

PFS/File .95.

PFS/Graph 95
PFS/Wnte 95
PFS/Report 79.

Softword Systems
Multimate (newest version 3 20) call

Sorcim
Supercalc II 159

Supercalc III call

System Software Services

PCModem 1 3 (for Smartmodem 300) 39
PCModem 1 4C (for Smartmodem 1200) 69
Techland Systems
Shoebox (tidy your life) 97
VisiCorp

VisiCalc IV (w/StretchCalc) 159
VisiFile 194

VisiSchedule 194

VisiTrend/Plot 194.

VisiWord Plus (with VisiSpell) 259
StretchCalc (for VisiCalc

)

75.

EDUCATIONAL
FriendlySoft

FriendlyWare/PC Introductory Set 39
Lightning Software
Master Type (the best typing tutor!) 35
Spinnaker/Dos 1.1 only)

Educational Games for Young
Computer Users (require graphics board)

Delta Drawing (ages 4 to adult) 34
Snooper Troops I (ages 10 to adult) 30

Snooper Troops II (ages 10 to adult) $30
Most Amazing Thing (ages 10 to adult) 27
Face Maker (ages 3 to 8) 23.

Story Machine (ages 5 to 9) 23.

Fraction Fever (ages 7 to adult) 23.

Kinder Comp (ages 3 to 8) 20.

Rhymes and Riddles (ages 5 to 9) 20.

Hey Diddle Diddle (ages 3 to 10) 20.

Alphabet Zoo (ages 3 to 8) 20.

Stone (requires graphics board)

My Letters, Numbers, and Words (great

graphics and sound — ages I to 5) 29.

GAMES
EPYX/Automated Simulations

Temple of Apshai 27.

Crush. Crumble, and Chomp 23.

FriendlySoft

FriendlyWare/PC Arcade 39.

Funtastic

Snack Attack II (a favorite) 27.

Cosmic Crusader (as good as above) 27
Big Top (climb to new levels) 29.

Master Miner (1 or 2 players) 29
Infocom High quality text games
Zork I 27

Zork II 27
Zork III 27.

Starcross 27.

Deadline 35.

Suspended 35.

Witness 35.

Planetfall 35.

Enchanter 35.

Infidel 35.

Microsoft

Flight Simulator (runs in black & white on
RGB monitor) 35.

ScreenPlay (mono or graphics board)

Asylum 23.

Dunzhin (with voice) 23.

Sierra/On-Line

Frogger 27.

Crossfire (keyboard or joystick) 23.

Ulysses and the Golden Fleece 27.

Sublogic
Night Mission Pinball 29
Zee Programming
Zuran Defender (highly addictive) 25

HARDWARE
AST Research (For IBM-PC or XT)

We are a full line AST Research Dealer

All AST Boards come with SuperDrive.

SuperSpool. and one year warranty.

SixPakPlus 64k upgradable to 384k. with

clock calendar, serial and parallel ports

(game port optional) 269
MegaPlus II 64k upgradable to 256k (or

more with MegaPak) with clock calendar

and serial port (parallel, game, or second

serial port optional) 269
MegaPak 1 28k (not upgradable) 187

MegaPak 256k 279.

I/O Plus II with dock calendar and serial

DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY DEFECTIVE HARDWARF REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION SOMf ITEMS HAVE WARRANTIES UP TO FIVE YEARS
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IBM compatible.
port (parallel, game, or second serial

port optnonal) $ 1 1 5.

Parallel, Game, or second Serial Port for

any AST board (specify board) 35.

Connectall connector bracket (PC only) 1 5.

Amdek
Video 300G Monitor (green) 149

Video 300A Monitor (amber) 159

MAI Board (color & monochrome) 469
CompuCable
Plastic Keyboard & Drive Covers (set) 19

Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer) 32,

Curtis

PC Pedestal (for IBM Mono or Color) 59
PGS or Quadchrome display adapter 8.

System Stand (holds PC vertically) 19

Extension Cables for IBM Mono Display 39

Keyboard E xtension Cable (3 to 9 feet) 32
Electronic Protection Devices
The Lemon 39.

The Lime 59
The Peach 64

The Orange 94

The Ground Hog (static eating mat) 69
Epson
FX-80 with GRAFTRAX PIus call

FX- 100 with GRAFTRAX Plus call

Epson to IBM Parallel Cable 32
Hayes
Smartmodem 300 (now wfThe Source) 209
Smartmodem 1 200 499
Smartmodem 1200B (w/Smartcom II) 439
Smartcom II (price increase by Hayes) 99
Smartmodem-to-IBM Cable (Compucable) 25
Hercules Computer
Hercules Graphics Card (parallel port) 359

IDS Prism 80 Printer (with all four options)

1397

Prism 132 Printer (with all four

options) 1597

Prism to IBM Parallel Cable 32
Koala
Koala Touch Tablet (with software

connects to game port) 97
Kraft

Joystick 45.

Maynard Electronics

Floppy Drive Controller 159

Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg) Controller

card, & ROM for PC mother board 995

Mouse Systems
PC Mouse (3 button optical mouse comes
with power supply, desk pad. and software

connects to serial port) 239
NEC
Spmwnter 3550 (IBM PC compatible) 1 799

Plantronics/Frederick

COLORPLUS 419

Princeton Graphics
PGS (RGB Monitor displays brown) call

Quadram
We are a full line Quadram Dealer

Quadboard 64k (upgradable to 256k.

with Quadmaster Software, clock calendar

PC Connection
Hardware Special
through January 31. 1984

FREE
Parallel Printer Cable
(our usual price $32)

with the purchase of any printer

from PC Connection

CONNECT WITH US
Not sure what you need7 Is the software you

want compatible with your system7 Do you
know that most professional software re-

quires at least 128k of memory? Do you

know what hardware you need for a given

application? Our trained salespeople will

gladly take the time to discuss your system

and your requirements Call us anytime

Monday through Saturday 9 00 to 9 00 at

603/4463383

OUR POLICY
• We do not charge your card until we

ship.

• No surcharge added on VISA and
MasterCard

• No sales tax

• We fully insure all shipments at no
additional charge

• Allow one week for personal and
company checks to dear

• COD maximum $500 Cash or certified

check
• 120 day guarantee

*

SHIPPING
Continental US:
• Monitors, printers, drives add 2% for UPS
surface

• All other items UPS surface add $2 per

order

• All other items UPS 2nd Day Air add $3 per

order

• UPS Next-Day-Air available to some areas

Outside Continental US:
• We add freight charges to credit card

purchases

• If you are prepaying, please call 603-446-

3383 for information on shipping and
freight charges

800/243-8088
PC Connection, Inc.

6 Mill St.. Marlow. NH 03456
603/446-3383
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For the IBM-PC Exclusively.

serial and parallel ports) $269.

Microfazer Printer Buffer (parallel) w/copy

MP 64 (64k) upgradable to 512k 197.

Quadcolor I 219.

Quadchrome (RGB Monitor

)

497
Quadlink (allows you to run most Apple II

programs directly on your IBM-PC or XT) call

Quadisk (10 — 72 meg) call

STB
RIOPIus 64k upgradable to 384k. with PC
accelerator, dock calendar, serial and
parallel ports. Also comes with
'
Connectall " type bracket — game cable

optional 259.

Game Cable (works with Apple /oysticks —
change pin for IBM pystick 19.

Silver Reed (letter quality)

Silver Reed EXP 550 Printer 132 column,

quiet, smooth, and solid 649

TG
Joystick 45.

Tandon (All drives are competely

pre-tested)

TM 55-2 (5 1/4") half-height drive (DS.DD)

TM 100-2 (5 1/4") full-height drive (DS.DD)

Specify Drive A or Drive B for your PC
Comes with complete step by step

installation instructions 239.

USI (monitors for graphics board)

Pi-2 Monitor (12" green, with cable) 149

Pi-3 Monitor (12" amber, with cable) 159.

Universal Research
MultiDisplay Cardfcobr & monochrome) call

MEMORY
64k Memory Upgrade Set for IBM-PC or

XT system board 59

64k Memory Upgrade Set for any memory
board specify make of board 59.

Install memory upgrades & run diagnostics

at time of board purchase only 10

DISKS
Verbatim (with 5 year guarantee)

Datalife Disks SS/DD plastic box of 10 29
Datahfe Disks DS/DD plastic box of 10 39
Flip Sort (holds 75 disks) 19.

INFORMATION SERVICES
CompuServe
CompuServe Information Service (includes

subscription, manual. 5 hours of connect

time, and monthly publications) 39
Executive Information Service

(new service) 79.

Vidtex Software 59.

Executive Information Service with

Vidtex 119

Source Telecomputing
The Source (subscription & manual) 69
The Source with Sourcelmk Software 109



SOFTWARE/ACCESSORIES

CO-MAIL
An electronic mail program

for formatting and transmit-

ting messages using the

U.S. Postal Service’s Elec-

tronic Computer Originated

Mail (E-Com) mail service.

CO-MAIL includes a text

formatting module which

supports all E-Com features,

and a communications mod-

ule for both auto-dial and

manual modems. A “pre-

view” feature of the pro-

gram permits the user to

print a copy of all messages

in final ECom format prior

to transmission.

The program presents all

available options to the user

on a single menu. CO-

MAIL can handle both sin-

gle letter and bulk mailings

of any size without requir-

ing intermediate files. It is

also compatible with text

editor programs and can ac-

cept input from existing

mailing lists maintained by

the user’s database or other

software.

CO-MAIL is certified by

the U.S. Postal Service for

E-Com transmission in all

three message modes

(SAM/COT/TIM).

(List Price: $375)

Requires: 128K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, serial port,

modem.

ICA Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 57165

Washington, DC 20037

(703) 620-5835
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Amortization Utility

A program that prepares and

lists amortization tables for

three types of transactions

—

compound interest, summa-

tion of an ordinary annuity,

and present value of an or-

dinary annuity. The tables

can begin in any interest pe-

riod and provide totals by

year.

The program calculates

one variable—present val-

ue, interest rate, interest pe-

riods for year, number of

periods, or future value—if

all other variables are

known.

(List Price: $29.95)

Requires: 32K, one disk

drive, PC-DOS, monitor.

Grovetown Software Co.

1335 Old Louisville Rd.

Grovetown, GA 30813

(404) 556-6325
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ACCESSORIES

Clean Room
Cleaning Products
A line of cleaning and de-

contamination products. The

Clean Room line includes

Anti-Static Spray, CRT
Screen Cleaners, Cleaning

Swabs, Platen Cleaners,

Plastic Gloves, and Lint-

Free Wipes for use with

head, disk, and screen

cleaners.

The product’s distributors

also cany a full line of

computer and word process-

ing supplies by other manu-

facturers, which can be or-

dered through their 96-page

catalog.

M1SCO Inc.

404 Timber Ln.

Marlboro, NJ 07746

(800) 631-2227

(201) 946-3500
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LINK-LABELS
A two-part diskette identifi-

cation system, consisting of

a serial numbered label for

the diskette with a corre-

spondingly numbered disk-

ette envelope. Space is pro-

vided on both the label and

the envelope for a diskette’s

assigned name, and the

printed format of the enve-

lope allows for indexing of

the diskette’s contents.

Available options include

custom numbered series, as

well as a personalized data

line in place of the serial

numbers. The LINK-LA-

BEL system is available in

five colors.

(List Price: Dozen $6.75-

$10.00, depending upon

style

)

Hexco, Inc.

P.O. Box 199-PL

Hunt, TX 78024
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Flexi Disk Envelopes
A line of 5 '/i-inch diskette

envelopes made from Ty-

vek, a Dupont material

nearly impossible to tear.

The bright white envelopes

provide ample space on

which to list the diskette’s

contents. The envelopes are

packaged in quantities of 25

envelopes, five packages per

box.

(List Price: $25 Box)

Micro Format

P.O. Box 221

Prospect Heights, IL 60070

(312) 537-2426
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CHEAT SHEETS
Command summary cards

for the WordStar word pro-

cessing program. The

CHEAT SHEETS are print-

ed on heavy gauge non-

glare vinyl. Commands are

arranged for quick access,

and are printed all on one

side of the sheet, permitting

it to be conveniently

mounted above or near a

user's system. Also attached

to the card are Cheat Feet,

cut-out tabs which allow the

card to stand on its own on

a work surface.

(List Price: $9.95)

Printed Peripherals

747 54th St.

Oakland, CA 94609

(415) 653-7412

CIRCLE 784 ON READER
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ACCESSORIES/PUBLICATIONS

Computer Software
Safe
A fire and theft-proof safe

specifically designed to

store 5'/4-inch and 8-inch

diskettes. The safe is tested

to withstand temperatures up

to 1 ,700 degrees Farenheit

without damage to diskettes

contained therein. Besides

diskettes, the safe can also

hold microfiche and elec-

tronic tapes.

Other features of the

Model 5750 Computer Soft-

ware Safe include: 4-inch

solid steel locking bolt; two

steel deadbolts; three-num-

ber combination lock; plus

additional space for software

documentation.

(List Price: $549)

Value-tique Inc.

Dept. EDP-109

P.O. Box “B"
Leonid, NJ 07605

(201) 461-6500
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The “Original” Roll-

Top Desk
A finely-finished roll-top

desk designed for computer

equipment. The desk fea-

tures locking drawers and

roll-down tambour top, and

built-in power circuitry pro-

viding four outlets with a

15-amp circuit breaker. The

power circuits have an auto-

matic shut-off connected to

the center drawer slide, and

cable routing slots cut into

the desk ensure ease of sys-

tem hook-up without wire

tangling. Each hardware

compartment is fully venti-

lated for heat dissipation.

The desk’s printer cradle

is designed to fit printers of

the size of the Epson MX
80/100, and is load-tested

to 100 pounds when fully

extended. In addition, the

cradle has an automatic feed

paper tray below it for con-

venience. The printer itself

is held at a 45-degree angle

for easy reading of printed

material.

The center drawer sec-

tion of the desk is designed

to hold the user's systems

unit and keyboard at a con-

venient height.

(List Price: $1.195-$!,634.

depending upon size ofdesk

area and woodfinish)

Highland Three, Inc.

P.O. Bax 795003

Dallas, TX 75379

(214) 867-4577
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TOUCHDOWNS
A set of eight enlarged key-

tops for the major control

keys of a user’s keyboard.

The keytops fit over the ex-

isting keys, and provide the

user with a larger striking

area for the following keys:

BACKSPACE; RETURN/
ENTER; SHIFT (2 keys);

TAB; O/INS; CTRL; ALT.

TOUCHDOWNS are avail-

able in either charcoal, pro-

viding contrast to the other

keys on the keyboards, and

IBM grey.

The keys are stamped

with the keys functions in

English, instead of the exist-

ing symbols.

(List Price: $18.95)

Hooleon Co.

P.O. Bax 1810

Cottonwood, AZ 86362

(602) 634-4503

(602) 634-4507
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PUBLICATIONS

Mail Order Reporter
(MORE)
A publication providing pro-

spective buyers of equip-

ment by mail with a listing

of dealers, products, and

prices. Two reports are

available, one each for soft-

ware and hardware.

MORE’s Software Report

includes word processors,

spreadsheets, databases,

communications, financial/

accounting programs, etc.

The Hardware Report lists

printers, monitors, hard

disks, modems, diskettes,

etc. Both reports provide

pricing tables, allowing the

user to compare prices from

several dealers simulta-

neously.

MORE also produces a

Guide to Trouble-Free Mail

Order Buying. This publica-

tion shows buyers how to

protect their money and

save trouble when ordering

by mail. The guide is pro-

vided free to purchasers of

either Report.

(List Price: $9.95 each Re-

port; $17.50for both)

Mail Order Reporter

P.O. Box 880953

San Francisco, CA 94188

(800) 227-3800, ext. 43
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That’s right. You can win a brand new Chevy S-10

Blazer. FREE. All you have to do is submit the

best name for our exciting new “ELECTRONIC”
DISK. A name that reflects its function and per-

formance as a floppy disk replacement.

WHAT IS AN “ELECTRONIC” DISK

“ELECTRONIC” DISK is the functional name
we’ve given to this first-of-a-kind product for the

IBM PC & XT. It’s an operation-ready module
offering to 368 KB for new or existing PCs.
There’s no software or sub-routines required.

Just plug one in and you get instant data access
... up to 50x faster than a conventional floppy

disk. And without inherent head and disk wear.

Or electro-mechanical failures and data loss.

The module also offers a U.P.S. (uninterruptible

power supply) to make sure you won't lose data

from power "glitches” or when power is tempo-
rarily removed.

Name Title <«i

Companyi*

Address

SUBMIT YOUR WINNING ENTRY TO THE
“NAME OUR PRODUCT” CONTEST
There is no obligation when you enter the

"Name our Product" contest. Simply pick up
an official entry blank from any participating

IBM PC dealer. While you're there, your

dealer can give you complete details on the

"ELECTRONIC" DISK. Or, you can request

an entry form and details directly from the

factory by writing to the address below.

Please include a stamped, self-addressed

business size envelope.

I WANT TO ENTER YOUR
“NAME OUR PRODUCT” CONTEST

Please send me an official entry blank
Please tell me the name of the nearest

participating IBM PC dealer

look-up records, sort

data and other disk bound
processes at high speed. All without

the start-stop aspect of typical operations

regardless of operating system used.

WHY YOU’LL WANT ONE
The "ELECTRONIC" DISK gives your computer
greater power for personal, multi-tasking or

multi-user applications. You’ll be able to con-

tinuously scroll documents, instantaneously
CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD

C-ty

DILOG

PC
PRODUCTS

Zip.

DILOG PC PRODUCTS
Distributed Logic Corporation

12800 Garden Grove Blvd.

Garden Grove, CA 92643
Phone: (714) 534-8950



PUBLICATIONS/SERVICES

The Kilobyte Kid’s

Book of Personal

Computers
An introduction to comput-

ers written especially for

children. It can also serve as

an easy-to-read presentation

for parents and other adults

interested in learning about

computers.

The book follows the

story of the Kilobyte Kid, a

character exploring the his-

tory and uses of personal

computers. As the Kid

learns so does the reader,

about such topics as basic

computer technology and

the concepts of program-

ming, hardware, and soft-

ware.

(125 pgs., paperbound,

$9.95)

Wadsworth Electronic

Publishing Co.

8 David Dr.

Belmont, CA 94002

(415) 594-1900
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Microcomputers on
the Farm
A hardware and software

buying guide for farm busi-

nesses. The book, by Jack

O. Beasley, describes how

personal computers can be

used in farm operations for

such activities as financial

analysis, accounting, record-

keeping, and structured de-

cision making. Also covered

are such areas as farm soft-

ware vendors and their

products, and dial-up com-

mercial database services.

Included appendices pro-

vide step-by-step tutorials in

a number of areas, includ-

ing a generalized crop prof-

it-analysis and land lease

comparisons.

(List Price: $14.95)

Howard W. Sams

it Co., Inc.

4300 W. 62nd St.

Indianapolis, IN 46268

(317) 298-5400
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Software Reports
An updated reference manu-

al that reviews educational

software for five brands of

personal computers. Pro-

grams are evaluated in 20

subject areas for students in

preschool through college.

Educational software for

adults, school administra-

tors, and special education

students is also reviewed.

Regular updates will re-

view approximately 100 ad-

ditional educational pro-

grams. Updates will fit into

the three-ring binder, allow-

ing information to be kept

current. Each software re-

view includes a summary of

the product’s features, a

brief description of the pro-

gram, and a graded evalua-

tion. Evaluations are based

upon a structured point

scale, with a letter grade

given to each program

based on ratings for educa-

tional usefulness, ease of

use, instructional tech-

niques, content, and docu-

mentation.

Each subject section of

Software Reports begins

with a reference chart that

summarizes data about each

program, allowing compari-

sons of programs. Materials

are indexed by subject, pro-

gram title, and brand of

computer. A glossary is also

included, explaining com-

puter terms used in the

book.

(List Price: $39.95)

Allenbach Industries, Inc.

2101 Las Palmas Dr.

Carlsbad. CA 92008

(800) 854-1515

(619) 438-2258
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SERVICES

Computer Slide

Express
A service providing a means

to convert screen graphics,

charts, and designs into col-

or slides, standard 35mm or

enlarged size, as well as

color or black and white

prints and overhead trans-

parencies. The user's infor-

mation can be transmitted to

Computer Slide Express

over phone lines via mod-

em, or mailed as a floppy

disk containing data for up

to 35 slides. All material is

returned through the mail

along with finished slides or

prints.

(List Price: $6.00 per slide)

Visual Horizons

180 Metro Pk.

Rochester, NY 14623

(716) 424-5300
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IBM PC-COMPLETE SYSTEM
VERY SPECIAL PRICE
64K, Two 320KB Disk Drives, Floppy Disk Controller,
Video Card and High Res Monitor $2590

TAVA PC
Desk Top IBM PC® Compatible Computer, I28K
RAM, Two 320KB Disk Drives, Floppy Disk Con-
troller, Video Adapter and Monitor One Parallel

Port, Two Serial Fbrts. System runs DOS 1.1, 2.0,

and CP/M86* $1995

CORONA
Desk Top Computer $2395

SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE FOR IBM PC
DS/DD 320KB By tava coup $190
DISK DRIVES FOR IBM PC
Tandon 100-2 $240

ADD-ON Disk Drive for IBM PCjr® ... CALL

MONITORS
AMBER
300A $190.00 /.

300G $160.00 11

310A $190.00 III

IV
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
Hi-Res Color

PRINTERS
DAISYWRITER 2000

OKIDATA
82A $440 84A
83A $690 92A
93

A

$340.00
$690.00
$390.00
$1190.00

$490

CALL

$975
$575
$970

NEC SPINWRITER
7710-1 $2050 3510 $1450
771S-1 $2200 3515 $1450
7720-1 $2500 3530 $1650
7725-1 $2500 3SS0 $1950
7730-1 $2050 PC8023A . . . $550

HARD DISKS TOR IBM PC®

10 MB Hard Disk Sub-System by TAVA CORP
includes Software, Cables, etc. Internal $1295

MEMORY BOARDS

AST
IO Plus. Five function Card $199

Combo Plus. 4 function card. Fully pop. 256K $450

Mega Plus. Fully pop. 512K $990

AST SIXPAK 384K CALL

QUADRAM
Quad Card. Fully pop. 2S6K $450
QUADLINK CALL
CONOGRAPHIC
High Res. Color Graphics Card $995

BIC BLUE $470

HERCULES Graphics Card $490

MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
FDCS 1/4 & 8’ $220
Multifunction Card $90
Memory Card $180

DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE
Slimline, or Standard $190

BROTHER
HR-1 $750
DX-1S $490

APPLE He
Computer System, Controller, Two Disk Drives,

Monitor $1590

631 E. Tint St., Tustin, CA 92680
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

(7141 838-9100
APPLE is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc.

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp.

CP/M86 is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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DIABLO’S
SOFT
SELL

FORIBM PC
LOVERS

Enhance your love affair

with your IBM PC.
From now until Valentine’s

Day, when you buy a

Diablo 630 ECS Series

printer (made specifically

for the IBM PC) you
rill receive a FREE word

processing package.

WordPlus PC from Professional

Software. WordPlus PC and ECS:
the perfect union to bring out the best in

IBM PC.

Diablo
For the authorized

Diablo distributor nearest you,

call Ext. 186 (800) 556-1234,

in CA (800) 441-2345.

DIABLO SYSTEMS
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EDITED BY PAUL SOMERSON

User-to-User
PC readers help one another by
passing along their questions,

comments, and complaints.

How Old’s That ROM?
Here’s something that belongs in the

“Interesting Things I Discovered

While Looking for Something Else”

file. If you ever need to know the ver-

sion date of your motherboard ROMs,
just use Debug:

A> DEBUG (hit the Enter key)

-D F000 : FFF0 FFFF

(hit the Enter key)

The date will be displayed in the

ASCII listing in the first line on the

right side of the screen.

Dennis Landrum

Bryan, Texas

True enough. Ifyou don't want to use

Debug, you can get the same results

with this small BASIC program:

10 DEF SEG=&HF000
20 FOR A=8cHFFF5 TO &HFFFC

30 PRINT CHRS ( PEEK (A) ) :

40 NEXT

EASY DOS Screen Color

I noticed that the programs CLS.COM
in the July PC. and SCREEN.COM in

the February PC. were practically

identical when disassembled, even

though they were presented very dif-

ferently (one created in BASIC, the

other in Debug). My program COL-

OR.COM (see Figure I) reads three

characters from the command line to

set the foreground, background, and

border color attributes. The program

looks at the four low-order bits only,

so the COLOR 123 is the same as

COLOR ABC and COLOR abc. Com-
binations that seem readable on my
monitor include COLOR FAH, COL-
OR CAH, COLOR KCC, COLOR
NDD, and COLOR DFF.

The easiest way to create the file is

to use Debug. (Type in everything you

see below, except the A) prompt, the

“File not found," the “0000" and

near the end. and the dashes at

the beginning of each line.)

A> DEBUG COLOR.COM

File not found

-E 100 B4 0F

-E 102 CD 10

-E 104 B4 03

-E 106 cd 10

-E 108 88 F5

-E 10A B7 00
-E 10C 8A IE 84 00
-E 110 B4 0B

-E 112 CD 10

-E 114 B8 00 06

-E 117 B1 00

-E 119 BA 50 20

-E 11C 8B IE 82 00

-E 120 D0 E3

Personal Computer

SMARTWARE™

Revelation™ Data Base

for IBM PC &XT $950

Large System Relational Database
now available for IBM PC
• Variable length records

Up to 65K in length

(That's right—65,000 characters)

• Dictionary driven files & reports

• 8087 compatible for superior number
crunching

• Report writer with many levels of sort

• Data compatible with Pick™ operating

system mini
• XT compatible - handles files as large as

the disk

• MS DOS compatible
• IBM PC, Columbia, Eagle, Compact,

Hyperion, etc. compatible
• Many more features

• 32 bit technology, not old fashioned 8 bit

technology
• More powerful than most mainframe data

bases

MergeCalc™ $125
• Consolidates VisiCalc®

spread sheets

• Compares two or more
VisiCalc® spread sheets

Applications MergeCalc merges VisiCalc®

fifes and extends the utility of VisiCalc®

One of the shortcomings of VisiCalc® is the

inability to consolidate, merge or manipulate
multiple VisiCalc® models automatically.

With MergeCalc
,
you can perform operations

between your models without changing the

models in any way. MergeCalc is ideally

suited to add segments ofa total business into

a consolidated model. This enables ail types

of complex analyses, such as variance

analysis, percentage change repons, time

change repons, share of market analysis, in-

cremental sales or investment analysis.

LoadCalc™ $95
• Converts textfiles to DIF™ files

Applications: LoadCalc creates DIF files

from textfiles. so you can move mainframe or

minicomputer data into VisiCalc®
,

Visi-

Trend/Plot, VisiWordor any program that

uses DIF. LoadCalc allows selective conver-

sion of the data, so you only get what you
want. No programming required. With
LoadCalc you can load “Actuals” from the

mainframe into your “Budget” spreadsheet

and compare the numbers.

Send me a catalog! pc m
CYPHER. 121 Second St.. San Francisco. CA 94105

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

800-SMARTWARE
Visa/MC accepted

In California 415-974-5297

VisiCalc* is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.
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BASH
YOUR

EPSON
Now you can have full menu-
based operation of all control

functions of all of the Epson
printers. And all on one disk.

Printer Basher (TM) software
lets you send all of the

complicated printer control

codes, in seconds, by making
menu selections with a few
simple keystrokes:

• Control the MX-80, MX-100,
FX-80, FX-100, RX-80 and
RX-100 Epson printers.

• Select pica, elite, condensed,
enlarged, emphasized,
compressed, doublestrike,

underline, italics, subscript or

superscript modes or combina-
tions of them.

• Set line spacing, margins, tabs
and skip-over-perforation.

• Control half-speed (quiet),

unidirectional and proportional

printing.

• Download lo your FX any of

three complete 255-character
IBM character sets including

block and line graphics, greek
symbols, etc. Now you can have
those "missing" IBM characters
for IBM programs and screen
dumps.

• Emulate the IBM-label printer

with your FX printer.

• Print graphics at the full FX
text-mode speed of 1 60 cps. as
much as 10 times the speed of

graphics mode.

• Select any of the 1 1 Epson FX
and RX internal character sets.

Printer Basher (TM) is available

for the IBM-PC, Epson QX-10
and Apple lie. Visa, MC, AmEx
or send check. $29.95. Free
info. Dealers welcome.

Connecticut
Software
30 Wilson Avenue
Rowayton, CT 06853
203-838-1844
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USER-TO-USER

122 D0 E3

124 D0 E3

126 D0 E3

128 D1 E3

12A D1 E3

12C D1 E3

12E D1 E3

130 CD 10

132 CD 20

-RCX

0000
:34

-W
-Q

The program first does a video call

to get the current page in BH. The

second call gets the cursor position in

DX. It then moves the row to CH, and

the third call sets the buffer color from

the third letter of the argument. The

shifts extract the correct bits for the

other colors, then the program clears

the screen and recolors it from the cur-

rent line down.

The above program will work in ei-

ther DOS 1 . 1 or 2.0. In 2.0, however,

you can configure your system to use

ANSI escape sequences to change col-

ors. In this case, the COLOR.COM
program above will change only the

border color, and the background and

cursor colors where you’re not typing.

To get colored text, you should use

138E
138E:
1 38E

:

1 3 BE
138E:
138E:
138E :

138E:
138E:
1 3 BE
138EI
1 3 BE '

138E :

1 3 BE '

138E:
J38E:
138E.
138E:
138E:
1 3 BE :

1 3 8E :

138E
1 3 8 E

uM&f

0100 B40F
0102 CD10
0104 B403
0106 CD10
0108 88F5
010A B700
010C 8A1E8400
0110 B40B
0112 CD10
0114 B60006
0117 B100
0119 BA 5020
011C 8B1E8200
0120 D0E3
0122 D0E3
0124 D0E3
0126 D0E3 SHL

SHL

•
• SHL

ligilm

0128 D1E3
012A D1E3
012C D1E3
012E DIES
0130 CD10
0132 CD20

SHL
I NT
I NT

AH, OF

AH, 03

CH.DH
BH, 00
BL, C 008 4 3

AH, 0B

AX, 0600
CL, 00
DX .2050
BX , C 0082 3

BL . 1

BL, 1

BL.l
BL, 1
m

BX.
BX Wm
^iv.:
BX’^gg

i-A'lrT.?'

OS',

10
20

Figure 1: The COLOR.COM program hv John M. Sullivan.

136E
138E
138E
138E
138E
138E
138E
133E

0100
0103
0105
0109
010E
0111
0113
0115

BB8000
'wpr
C64701 24
C60681001B
BAS 1 00
B409
CD21 INT
CD20 INT

MOV
ADD
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

BX, 0080
BL. CBX3
BYTE PTR
BYTE PTR
DX, 0081
AH, 09
21
20

C BX +

C 008
i.'VSH

013,24
13 , IB

m
Figure 2: The ESC.COM program by John M. Sullivan.
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Computer Products

CCESSORIES
for your IBMPC

SIX PAK PLUS—AST
Up to 384K RAM, clock calendar with battery back-up.
serial port, parallel printer port, optional game port. Super
drive and super spool software included FREE'

MEX -30064A 64K. C.S.P S269.95
MEX-30256A 256K. C.S.P *409.95
For Game Port Option Add $39.95

MEGA PLUS—AST
Up to 512K RAM. clock calendar with battery back-up.
2 serial ports, parallel printer port, game port. Super
drive and superspool software included FREE 1

MEX-51064A 64K. C.1 serial *269.95
MEX-51000S Second serial port option $39.95
MEX-51000P Printer port option $39.95
MEX-51000G Game port option $39.95
For Each Additional 64K RAM Add $49.95

COMBO PLUS II—AST
Up to 256K RAM. clock with battery back-up. serial port,

parallel port, superspool software included FREE'

MEX-25064A 64K.C.S.P *269.95
MEX-25256A 256K.C.S.P $419.95

I/O PLUS II—AST
Up to 2 serial ports, parallel printer port, game port, clock

calendar with battery back-up Super drive and superspool
software included FREE'

IOI-7500A Clock & 1 serial pod *129.95
IOI-7500P Printer pod option $39.95
IOI-7500S Second serial port option $39.95
IOI-7500G Game pod option $39.95

QUADBOARD I—QUADRAM
Up to 256K RAM. serial port, parallel printer port, clock
calendar. RAM disk, and printer spooler software

MEX-41000A Quadboard w/o RAM $214.95
MEX-41064A 64K Quadboard *275.00
MEX-41256A 256K Quadboard $399.95

QUADBOARD II—QUADRAM
Two serial ports, clock/calendar, memory expansion, and
Ouadmaster software

MEM-40064A Quadboard II. 64K $275.00
MEX-40256A Quadboard. 256

K

_ *399.00

QUADLINK—QUADRAM
Allows IBM PC to run Apple software, includes interlace

card and software to allow your IBM PC to run both Apple

DOS and PC DOS

CPX-50S00A Ouadlink $485.00

SYSTEM CARD—MICROSOFT
From the authors of MS-DOS—up to 256K RAM. serial

port, parallel printer port, clock calendar, plus RAM drive

disk emulation, print spooler, time utilities, and terminal

emulation software. DOS 1.1 or 20 compatible

MEX-16064A 64K system card *279.95

MEX-10256A 256K system card $429.95

HI-RES COLOR MONITORS
Only the best Quadchromeor Princeton HX-12. 690 x 480
resolution. 16 brilliant colors, special 31mm dot pitch

tube, includes FREE! cable

VDC-241301 Quadram Quadchrome *549.95

VDC-241401 Princeton Graphics HX-12 $529.95

AMDEK MONITORS
Full line of high quality monochrome and color video
monitors

VDM-901270 Video 310 Amber IIBM) $159.95
VDC-801320 Color II (RGB) $429.95
VDC-801330 Color III (RGB) $399.95
VDC-801340 Color IV (Analog RGB) $775.00

HERCULES GRAPHIC CARD
Two pages of ultra-high resolution text and graphics

720 x 348. compatible with Lotus 123. Visicalc. dBASE It.

etc Includes parallel printer port

IOV-S010A Hercules graphic card $359.95

PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS
Up to 16 colors. 80 characters, bi-planar technology,

includes parallel printer port

IOV-6010A Plantronics Color Plus $379.95

QUADCOLOR I & QUADCOLOR II

Ouadcolor I delivers standard IBM PC color and graphics

add Ouadcolor II and hi-resolution (640 x 200) color

graphics are possible

IOV-4010A Ouadcolor I basic board $234.95
IOV-4020A Ouadcolor II add on $229.95

HAYES SMARTMODEMS
300 and/or 1200 baud direct connect, auto answer-auto
dial, pulse or touch tone, auto baud rate selection

1200B is a plug-in board for IBM PC only and includes

Smartcom It FREE*

IOM-5550A 1200B with Smadcom II *399.95
IOM-5500A Smartmodem 1200 *475.00

IOM-5400A Smartmodem 300 $199.95
SFP-5500S50M Smartcom II *79.95

THE BEST SOFTWARE For IBM PC
We have taken the top rated programs and reduced
the price making them a super value

LOTUS 1 2 3 Best spreadsheet

S FP-24001 020M Lotus 123 <1A) $329.95

dBASE II Best Data base
SFP-11210100M Ashton Tate dBASE II $429.95

CROSSTALK Best communications package
SFP53770100M MicroStull Crosstalk $129.95

DISKETTES For IBM PC
High qualtiy double-sided, double-density diskettes,

certified to be absolutely error free Box often, warranteed
for one year

MMD-5220104 With FREE! plastic case $24.95

MMD-5220101 Verbatium Datable $34.95

JADE IS AN AUTHORIZED DEALER
FOR EPSON, OKIDATA, TOSHIBA,
MANNESMANN-TALLY, C.ITOH, ETC
CALL FOR BEST PRICE!

OKIDATA PRICES SLASHED!!
Okidata's new plug-n-play ROMS for Oki 92 or Oki 93
printers are fully IBM PC compatible' 412 ASCII
characters, full graphics, complete Epson emulation, and
near letter quality printing not available with Epson

PRM-43092 Okidata 92 160 cps _ *459.95
PRM-43093 Okidata 93 160 cps *799.95

PRA-43086 Plug-n-play lor 92 *49.95

PRA-43087 Plug-n-play (or 93 $49.95

WCA-2536A IBM PC to Oki or Epson cable $32.95

COMREX CR-II
Best buy in letter quality printers NEW 1 from Comrex!
full feature letter quality printer FREE' 5K buffer,

logic seeking bi-directional printing, boldface
proportional spacing, double-strike, backspace,
underline, true super script and sub script, drop in

daisy wheel cartridge

PRD-11101 CR-II parallel *495.00
PRD-11102 CR-II serial *589.95
PRA-11100 Tractor option $99.95
PRA-99700 Cut sheet (eeder $189.95
PRA-11115 Keyboard option *179.95

NEC 3550 LETTER QUALITY
Only full IBM PC compatible letter qulaity printer

available—why settle for less 1

PRD-35501 NEC 3550 printer $1799.95

64K RAM UPGRADE For IBM PC
High speed RAM upgrade kit with parity (error detection)

and one year warranty

MEX-64100K 64K kit lor IBM PC $49.95

320K DISK DRIVES
Tandon TM-100-2 double-sided, double-density 320K
disk drive Original equipment drive on IBM PC

MSM-551002 Full size Tandon *224.95

MSM-991004 Hall-height 320K drive _ *199.95

MSM-660551 Teac Halt-height . *239.95

HARD DISK For IBM PC
Hard disk with controller, software, and P/S

MSH-990205 5MB system $1395.00
MSH-990210 10MB system *1699.00
MSH-990215 15MB system $2199.00

KEYTRONICS KEYBOARD
Similar to the IBM PC keyboard, but with all the keys in

the right places!

KBE-45100 Keytromcs/IBM *199.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE!
Continental USA

(800) 421-5500
Inside California

(800) 262-1710
Los Angeles Area

(213)
973-7707

We accept cash, checks, credit cards, or purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions.

Prices quoted are for prepaid orders only and are subject to change without notice.

Minimum prepaid order $15.00 California residents add 6y2% tax. Export customers outside

the U.S. or Canada please add 10% to all prices. Shipping and handling charges via

UPS Ground 50C/lb UPS Air $ 1.00/lb minimum charge $3.00

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MULTI FUNCTION A RAM
EXPANSION

AST RESEARCH
SIX PAK PLUS - Clock/Calender. 1

Serial Port. 1 Parallel Port (Ex-
pandable to 384K Game Port) $229
MEGAPLUS II - Clock/Calender. 1

Serial Port. (Exandable to512K. 2nd
Serial Port, 1 Parallel. 1 Game Port)

Incl. Superdrive and Superspool $229

OPTIONS
64K Ram - set of 9 64K chips $55
Serial Port #2 $40
Parallel Port $40
Game Port $40
Expansion memory board for

Megaplus II CALL
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS

Sandstar” Series CALL
OUADRAM CORP.
OUADLINK - The IBM-APPLE Link

Incl. System Software and On-Board
Computer with 64K, Game Port. Dis-

play Generator. Disk Interface $558

PRINTERS

CONTROL
DATA

r—SPECIALS—
i

OF THE MONTH
USI P 1

3-12" Amber Monitor

UNIVERSAL
RESEARCHPius

Both for $549

Multidisplay Card

Whie Supply Lasts

DISKETTES
Guaranteed Error Free

1242-00 5Vi" Single-Sided.
Single/Double Density. Write
Protect Notch & Hub Ring
(Box of 10) $19.95
1244-00 5'/«" Double-Sided.
Single/Double Density. Write
Protect Notch & Hub Ring . . .

(Box of 10) $29.95

/p CONTRpL
VaC/ DATA

COLOR GRAPHICS &
GRAPHICS CARDS

HERCULES
UNIVERSAL
RESEARCH

Graphics Card .
. $395

DOT MATRIX
EPSON FX-80 (160cps) $589

FX-100 (160cps) $729
OKIDATA 92 (120cps) $525

93 (120cps) $849
NEC 8023 (lOOcps) $495

DAISYWHEEL
BROTHER HR-1 (16cps) $739
NEC3500 Spinwriter (33cps) . . . .$1,840
QUME Sprint II Plus (40cps)- $1,475

8" THINLINE FLEXIBLE DISK
SUBSYSTEM

(Shown Below) Fully Assembled &
Tested With Complete Documentation
with Cable & Software

1-8480 - Dual Drive. Double- Sided.
2 4MB $1,495

1-8481 - Single Drive, Double- Sided.
1.2MB -

Incl. Filler Panel -Second
Drive Can Be Added Later $995

SOFTWARE UTILITIES FOR IBM®
FROM TALL TREE SYSTEMS

J FORMAT-2, WINDRIVE, JETDRIVE,
JSPOOL 8 JSORT each $35

DISK CONTROLLER FOR IBM® PC~
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
FDC 5'/«"-Floppy Drive Controller $165
FDC/P8 8 '-Floppy Controller $195

DRIVES FOR THE IBM® PC
5%" FULL HEIGHT— Internal Mounting

Flexible Disk Drives
TANDON
TM 101-4 $275

Oume
A Subsidiary of ITT

EPSON

QUADRAM
CORPORATION

Multidisplay Card
Par Port $425

PLANTRONICS Colorplus Par Port

with the DRAFTS-
MAN Software . . . $425

MONITORS
AMDEK
VIDEO 300

12" Hi-Res Green $144

VIDEO 310A
12" Amber Monitor $175

COLOR I

13" Composite Color $299

COLOR II

Hi-Res RGB Monitor $475

PGS
HX-12

12" Hi-Res Color (RGB) $499

1400C
12" Color Monitor $325

MODEMS
~

HAYES
SMART MODEM 300 $230
SMART MODEM 1200 $549
SMART MODEM 1200B $499
SMARTCOM II SOFTWARE

. $80
CABLE $19

DRIVES FOR THE IBM® PC
OR PC JR’
5VT HALF HEIGHT - Internal Mounting
Flexible Disk Drives (Includes Strap
Kits to Mount in Full Height
Footprint) 6 MS Step Rate

TANDON
TM 55-2 $225
TM 55-4 $260

TEAC
FD 55-F $260

brother.

9409 $225
landon
TM 100-2

each

landon
TM 50-2

,

$200
QumeTrak

$212
TEAC
55-

$225

MICROXPRESS
305 S. State College Blvd. Suite 135

Anaheim. CA 92806

(714) 632-8512
a^

COMPETITIVE PRICES/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
All equipment is brand new We carry the full lines

of the manufacturers included above Call for prod-
ucts not listed Combination and quantity discounts
available on some products

CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD



USER-TO-USER

the second program below, ESC.COM
(see Figure 2), which allows any es-

cape sequence to be sent to

ANSI. SYS.

This program takes the argument(s)

given, adds an escape character before

it and a $ after, and then calls the

DOS write-to-screen system call. So:

ESC (36M will set the foreground col-

or to cyan, and ESC |41M the back-

ground color to red. You can use

ESC.COM in .BAT files to move the

cursor, erase lines, and the like—see

chapter 13 of the DOS 2.0 manual for

a list of the available escape codes.

Note that the order of the RGB Bits

for color numbers is reversed for these

sequences. I have COLOR 300 and

ESC [36M in my AUTOEXEC.BAT
file. Also note that when you go into

BASIC then exit to DOS, you destroy

any effect of COLOR.COM, but not

of ESC.COM.
One final caveat—to make

ESC.COM work properly, you have to

boot DOS 2.0 with a CONFIG.SYS
file on your disk that includes the line:

DEVICE=ANSI.SYS. The easiest

way to do this is to go into DOS and

type:

COPY CON: CONFING.SYS

( then hit Enter

)

DEVICE=ANSI .SYS

( then hit Enter)

(then hit Ctrl+Z)

You can also create such files with

your word processor. ANSI.SYS must

also be on your disk.

To create the ESC.COM file, type

in everything you see below except the

A> prompt, the “File not found,” the

”0000’’ and near the end, and the

dashes at the beginning of each line:

A>DEBUG ESC .COM

File not found

-E 100 BB 80 00

-E 103 02 IF

-E 105 C6 47 01 24

1
P3

»->
TSCD C6 06

-E 10E BA 81

-E 111 B4 09

-E 113 CD 21
Cd1 115 CD 20

—RCX

0000
: 17

-W
-Q

John M. Sullivan

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Both of these short programs can

come in very handy ifyou want to

change or set colors in DOS. You can

do some of the same things by going

from DOS into BASIC, setting the

colors, then exiting to DOS, but this

has several drawbacks; you need to

have BASIC on your disk, which

wastes space (the two programs above

are tiny), and switching from BASIC

to DOS often kills any of the colors

and gets you back to the boot-up 7,0,0

default.

Share Your Discoveries

Tell the world about your latest discov-

ery. You’ll encourage others to return

the favor, and we’ll pay you $25 for your

trouble. Please use double spacing when

writing for this department. Mail your

contributions to: User-to-User, PC Mag-

azine, One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016.

Note: In the interest of accuracy, we

will gladly accept, even encourage, sub-

missions containing program listings on

a disk. PC will return or replace a disk at

your request. If you send a disk, please

include a printout of your submission to

ensure against damage in transit.

Furthermore, all programs that create

.COM or BSAVE’d executable code

from decimal or hex data must be accom-

panied by the source code in assembly

language. This, too, will reduce errors

and will be instructive to readers of User-

to-User.

THOR
The Though! Organizer

New software from Fastware. Inc.

Coming February

200 Freeway Drive. East Orange. NJ 07016

(800) 372-2345. In NJ. (201) 676-7963

See us at Softcon. booth L5068.

Superdome. New Orleans 2/21-2/23. 1984
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™ SEE OUR CATALOG FOR 8 DISKETTES

SAVE UP TO 50%
5V4 DISKETTES

SPECIFY SOFT. 10 or 16 SECTORS

S/10 $750 S/100

SSOO (M13A411X) 2100 10250 199 00

DSOD (M14A411X) 2900 14250 27900

DSDD-96TPI (M16A411X) 4300 20900 41000

SSOO (COC1242-O0) 2200 10600 21000

0S00 (COC 1 244-00) 3050 14700 29000

SSOO <3M 744(H)) 2200 10900 21300

0S00 (3M 74W)) 3100 15000 29500

DSDD-96TP1 (3M-747-0) 4500 21200 39900

SSOO (M0525-011 2520 124 00 24500

OSDO (M0550-01

1

36 50 18000 35500

DS0D-96TPI (M0557-01I 4580 22600 44800

SSOO (MAX-M0-1M) 2650 13000 25500

DSOD IMAX-MD2-0M) 3800 18500 36000

0SDD-96TP1 (MD2-D0M) 4300 21000 41000

SSOO (DYS 104-10) 3500 17200 340 00

DSDD (DYS 104 -2D) 4100 200 00 39500

DSDD-96TP1 (DYS 204-20) 4850 240 00 47500

CALL TOLL FREE 800424-7888
(VISA MG. CO 0 ORDERS ONLY OPERATOR 006

7 DAYS A WEEK

• CHECKS MO. VISA MC 1741 SAMTDU AVL #21)1

-ADO $200 SHIP/OROER SAN JOSE. CA 95129

• CA RESIDENTS ADD (4081 252-4710

6% SALES TAX

• SURCHARGE ON ORDERS +* 100 10 5 00 n
SHIPPED OUTSIDE USA FM NEXT MY «ESfONSE

y

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITEDi

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ORYX
SYSTEMS

QUALITY DISCOUNTS

SOFTWARE
-

Accupipe Cotp.
Creotive Graphics $ 112

Alpha Software
Data Base Manager II . 195

Mailing List 72
Executive Package 105
Type Foces 87
Question 35
Apple - IBM Connection 130

Aspen Software
Grammatik $ 60
Proofreader 42

1st Ooss Moil 89
Property Management . 309

Decision Resources
Chortmoster S 310

Digital Research
Concurrent CP/M 86 . . . S 225
CP/M- 86 39
Cobol 86 499
Pascal MT+ 86 375
Pascal MT+ (PC DOS) . $ 385
SPP 86 130

SID 86 113

C Bosic 86 135

C languoge /compiler . . 260
DR Logo 109
Pl/l-86 499
Others $ Call

d-BASE II CORNER
Ashton -Tate
d Base II $ Call
Bottom Line Strategist 269
Fpl 425
Fr'doy 199

Human Soft
d-Bose Plus $ 95

Fox A Geller
Quick Code $ 199
D Util 69

Software Banc
d Base II User s Guide:
w/ d Base II Purchase $ 15
w/o d-Bose II Purchase 20

Anderson-Bell
Abstat $ 349

Tylog Systems
d Base Window $ 199

Bible Research
Systems Market Analyzer .5 245
Word Processor $ 145 Market Manager 219

BPI Eagle Software
Personal Accounting . . . S

Cdex
139 Money Decisions

Eco-Soft

S 129

Training Program for Visicalc,

Wordstar, SuperCalc 2,
Microstot S 230

EasyWriter II Series Emerging
Eoch S 52 Technologies

Managing Your Business With Edix (editor) S 139
Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan, 139
Visicalc, SuperCalc 2

Series, Eoch 52
Both (above) 269

d Base II Training Prog.

IBM PC DOS 2.0

Training

52 Graphic Software
Super Chartmon II $ 299

199

Central Point Both 350

Copy II PC S 34 Financier Inc.

Compuview Financier Personol

Vedit 8086 CP/M 86 ... S 160 Series .* 119

Vedit MS-DOS 130 Tax Senes 105

Continental Software Harvard Associates
The Home Accountont . S 95 PC Logo s 165

Hayes
Smartcom II S 89

Heritage
Smartkey It S 75

Hi Tech
Computer Services
Pascal Toolkit $ 129
Scientific Supp. Pak .... 77

Howard Software
Taxpreporer 84 $ Coll

Information Unlimited
Easywriter II $ Call

Easy Speller S Coll

Easy Filer $ Call

Accounting Module .... $ Coll

Innovative Software
T.I.M III $ 275
Fast Graphs 179

Fast Focts 175

Lexisoft
Spellbinder $ 239

Lifetree Software
Volkswriter Deluxe .... $ 199

Volkswriter Int'l 175

Lotus 123 S Call

Mark of the Unicom
Finol Word (WP) 225

Metasoft
BenchMark Word Pro . . S Call

BenchMork Moil list . . . S Call

MDBS
Knowledge Mon $ 299

Micro
Decision Systems
Merge Calc S 99
Lood Calc 85
Docucolc 85

Microfocus
Cobol Level II SI.250

Micro Pro
WordStar $ Coll

Infostor $ Coll

Pak (WS/MM/SS/Index) S Coll

Microsoft
Mulisp/MuStar $ 175
MuMoth/MuSimp 189
Business Basic

Compiler MS/DOS . . 389
MS/DOS Pascal

Compiler 259
C Compiler MS/DOS . . 329
Basic Compiler

MS/DOS 249
Multiplan MS/DOS .... 169

Microstuf
Cross Talk S 109

Multisoft Corp.
Stretchcolc 2.0 S 109

North American
Answer (Database Prog.) S 1 59
Memory Shift 79

Northwest Analytical Spell Guord 129

Sfat Pak S 365
Super Writer 179

Oaiii Star
The Word Plus

Pune & Style

s 120

99
Software Systems
legol Timekeeping,

Organic Software Billing & Accts S 787

Textwriler III s 101 Acct. Portner 299

Milestone (128K) 229 Superso ft
Datebool 229 C Compiler - 8086 ... $ 350

Pearisoft Star Edit 180
Disk Edit 75

(Gl. AP. AR. P. INV)

PC Software
s 650

Basic Compiler

Fortran IV PC/DOS
or 8086

225

299
PC Crayon s 36 8087 Support 40
Create-o-bose 60 Diagnostics II 89

fei
PEACHTREE corner

PeochText 5000 Personal Productivity System.

Includes: PeochText Word Processor. Random
House Electronic Thesaurus, Spelling Proofreader.

PeachColc Electronic Spreadsheet ond List Manager.
All of the above for only $ 237

PeochPok 4 (General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,

Accounts Payable) does not support hard disk . . . 237

General Ledger

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable Series 8
Soles Invoicing

Inventory Control (each) 399

Peachtree Graphic Languoge 259
Peochfree Business Graphics System 199

Peter Norton
Utilities S 55

PBL Corp.
The Personal Investor

(128K) S 99

Professional Software
WordPro PC w/ Boss . . $ Coll

Satellite Software
Personal Word Perfect S 149

P-Edil 75

SSI Fourth

(w/source code) 75

Softcraft
Fancy Fonts $ 150

Software Arts
TKI Solver $ 199

Software Publishing
PFS: Report $ 85
PFS: File 89

PFS: Graph 89
PFS: Write 89

Softword Systems Inc
Multimate (WP) S 325

Sorcim
Supercole II S 159

Personal Dota Base 99

Scratch Pod 219

Systems Plus
Landlord (prop mgmt) . $ 375
Runtime Basic

(req’d for above) .... 45

Visicorp
VisiColc S 169

VisiSchedule 199
Vis.Word 249
Business Fore-

casting Models 85

Warner Enterprises
Genieology (genealogy) S 299

Woolf
Software Systems
Move It (PC to CP/M

(and PC to PC) S 109

. . . and many more.



GAMES
Automated Stimulation,

Armonk, Avalon Hill,

Blue Chip, Broderbund,

Data Most. Infocom,

On Line, Spinnaker

Software, Sierra/On Line,

Sublogic, etc. . .

.

LNW
Busboord 64K S 289

Asynch Module 67

Parallel Module 42

Clock Module 58

Co-Processor Module . . 196

Floppy I/O Module 48

Auto-onswer, Autodial

300 bd Modem
Module 119

16 Channel

Analog Module 92

BOARDS
-

AST Research
ComboPlus 64K Clock/

Calendor, Seriol &
Parallel. I/F, Expand-

able to 256K S 279

Mego PI us 64K, Clock/

Calendar. Serial Port,

Expandable to 512K

w/Megopak 269

Extra ports available

for Megaplus and I/O
Plus II includes Game.
Parallel & Serial 40

Maynard Electronics

Floppy Drive Controller $ 155

Floppy Drive Controller

w/Parallel Port 209

w/Seriol Port 249

Sondstor Memory Card
- 3 modules cap. . . . 194

Sondstor Multifunction

Card - 6modules cap. 93

Sondstor Modules S Coll

Quadram
Quodboord 64K,

Clock/Calendar,

Seriol & Parollel

Ports, Software S 279

Microfazer Stack Printer

Buffer (exp. to 512K)

COMPLETE SYSTEM CORNER
(w/Full Support)

Includes: Star Micronics Gemini 10X Printer,

Hi-Res Green Monitor, Cables.

I/F, etc.

System A: Corona Desktop PC-2, (2) 320K-Drives,

128K Memory, Hi-Res Monitor, Graphics,

Serial/Parollel Interfaces, MS-DOS,

GW Basic, Word Processing and

PC Tutor Software S Call

System B: As above, but portable $ Coll

System C: As above, but with 10 MB hard disk

instead of second drive S Coll

tern D,E,F: Columbia similar to above

configuration, but includes Super

3000 Softwore Pak S Coll

Megapak 256K upgrode

for Megaplus

I/O Plus II Clock/

Calendar ond
Serial Port

S Call

Parol lel/Porollel 8K .

.

145

Porollel/Porollel 64K 188

Serial/Parollel 8K . . .

.

170

115 Seriol/Senol 8K 170

DISPLAY CARDS CORNER
Hercule* Grophics Board S 369

Orchid Monochrome Grophics Adopter 360

Plantronics Colorplus 410

USI Display Cord (color/monochrome) $ Call

Amdek MAI Cord $ Call

Tecmar Graphic Master S Coll

Quodram Quodcolor I S Call

Quodram Quodcolor II S Coll

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORNER
*** SPECIAL ***

Hayes Smortmodem 1200/Hcryes Smartcom II

Software, AST I/O Plus II Clock Calendar

and Serial Port S 689

Above w/Smartmodem 300 399

Hayes Smortmodem 1200 & Smortcom II Softwore . . . 575

Quodlink 64K Memory,

Game port allows

Apple Software to

run on IBM/PC S Coll

Tecmar Products ... $ Call

Xedex/Microlog
Baby Blue S 425

Tall Tree
512K JRAM Mem Board S 699

MONITORS
-

Amdek Video 300

A

Amber S 155

Amdek RGB Color II . . 425

NEC 12" Hi-Res Green . 187

Sanyo 17'

Hi-Res Green 199

USI Hi-Res 12“ Amber 169

NEC JB 1260 Green .. . 119

PGS RGB Color S Call

NEC JC-1203 RGB 560

Quodram
Quodchrome $ Call

Taxon 12” Amber
Monitor 149

Taxan 12" Green 136

Taxon 12" Med RGB . . 323

Taxan 12" High RGB . . 512

Taxon RGB Cable

for PC 17

Sony Profeel

12, 19. 25" S Call

MODEMS
- -/

Hayes Smortmodem
300 S 205

Hayes Smortmodem
1200 495

Hayes Chronograph . . 189

Novation
212 Auto-Cat 565

US Robotics Auto- Dial

(full auto 300/1200) . . 459

US Robotics Auto-Link

auto-onswer 300/1200 410

US Robotics Password . 395

DISK DRIVES

Taodon TM-55-2 S 275

Tandon TM-100-2 239

Davong DSI-501 Hard S Call

Davong DSI- 512 Hard S Coll

Davong DSI-519 Hard S Call

Corona 5 MB Hord ... 1 ,395

Corona 10 MB Hard . . 1,795

CDC 1800 270

Corvus S Call

Tall Grass S Call

PRINTERS
4

Anadex S Call

C. Itoh Starwriter $1,149

C. Itoh Prowriter 8510 . 379

C. Itoh Prownter 1550 . 689

NEC 3550 $ Call

NEC 8023A $ 475

Okidata
Microline 82A 389

Microline 83A 599

Microline 92 499

IDS Prism 80

(w/4 options) 1,399

IDS Prism 132

(w/4 options) 1,547

IDS MicroPrism 399

Slver Reed
Daisy Wheel $ Call

Star Micronics

Gemini 10X 325
Star Micronics

Gemini 15 449

GE Printers $ Call

Epson FX-80 599

Transtar T-130-P 725

Transtar T-315P Color . 519

Transtar T120P 499

Mannesmann Tally

MT 1601 475

MT 160L 585

Esprit S Coll

. . . and much more.

DISKETTES

3M 5" DS DD Box .... $ 40

BASF 5" DS DD Box . . 37

Maxell 5 DS DD
MD2 Box 40

Verbatim 5" DS DD
Box 35

Ultra Mognetic 5"

DS, DD, Bonus Box

(12 diskettes) 35

PLOTTERS

Amdek X Y Plotter .... $ 649

Enter P100 S*eet P . . . - 595

Panasonic Digital

Plotter $ Call

Strobe M100 Plotter

(RS 232) 499

MISC.
V.

Koala Technologies

Graphic Tablet

w/Softwore $ 99

Chalk Board
Powerpod 85

Chalk Board
Storter Kit 39

Symtec Light Pen 140

TG Joystick 49

Kraft Joystick 56

VersaWritor Tablet . . . 259

Keytronk
WP Keyboard 209

Mouse Systems

Mouse System/

PC Mouse 229

Microsoft - Multi -Tool

Mouse w/ Word 350

Flip W FBe 5'/.* 21

Alpho- Delta MACC
surge protector 69

Please:

Wisconsin residents add 5% for sales tax.

Add $3.50 for shipping per software and light

items. For multiple and other items, call.

Foreign — add 15% handling & shipping for

prepayment. (Int'l money order.)

Prices ore subject to change without notice.

All items subject to availability.

Store prices are strictly retail.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
425 First St. • P.O. Box 1961

Wausau, Wl 54401

CIRCLE 351 ON READER SERVICE CARD
For technical information and
in Wisconsin: 715-848-1374

We welcome:
^ COD (Add $2.00 per shipment. Cash or certified check required.)

Visa, MasterCharge & American Express. (Add 4%.)

Checks. (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing.)

Working Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-5:30 • Fri. 8:30-6:30

Sat. 10:00-2:00 • Central Time

62
SSssi

Int’l Telex: 260181
ORYX SYS WAU

i
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

Super Sale on New Disk Drives
Starting at $169 .00 !

Tandon — Siemens — Remex — MPI — Teac — Shugart — Tabor

40 or 80 Tracks — Single or Dual Head — New 7>Vi" Drivette™

Our Disk Drives Are Capable Of Single And Dual Density Operation

The NEWEST Technology Capable Of Operating On:

IBM P.C./J.R. — IBM Work-A-Like

Drive a Hard Bargain!!™ — 5 M.B.-20 M.B. Complete Systems > . . from $999.95

Since We Are Always Finding Ways To Save You Money,
Please CALL For Our Most Current Pricing.

TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERAL AND TECHNICAL
1-800-343-8841 1-617-872-9090

Model l/lll/IV Drives (01 2 3)

Color Computer Drive (012 3)

Apple/Franklin Compatible Add-On Drives with Case & Cables
Apple/Franklin Compatible Drives with Controller
Model l/lll/IV Memory Upgrade
Printers — Daisywheel/Dot Matrix
Diskettes in Library Cases
Cases and Power Supplies — (Single-Dual-1/2 Height)
Printer Buffers 8K to 512K
Percom Double Density Controller (Model I)

Holmes Model l/lll Speed-up Mod-VID/80
Color Computer Printer Interfaces

Cables — Printer/Disk Drive

DOSPLUS
Repair Services Now Offered — FAST Turn-a-Round

starting at $169.00
. $ Call Toll Free
$219.95
$259.95

Call Toll Free
$ Call Toll Free

$1jfctJ5 New Low Price

. starting at $44.95
starting at $143.95

$ Call Toll Free
. starting at $90.00
. starting at $29.95
. starting at $23.00
$ Special Prices

$ Call Toll Free

Warranty on Disk Drives — 6 Months — Extended Warranty $ Call Toll Free

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC.
One Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 872-9090

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 am lo 5:30 (E.S.T.) Sal. 10 am lo 4:30 pm

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

TERMS:
M.C./Visa/Amex and personal

checks accepted at no extra charge.

C.O.D., please add $3.00.

Shipping: Please call for amount.

Not responsible for typographical errors.

© Copyright 1983

CANADA
MICRO R.G.S. INC.

751, CARRE VICTORIA, SUITE 403
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, H2Y 2J3

Regular Tel. (514) 845-1534

Canadian Toll Free 800-361-5155

Service! Service!

AH in slock products are shipped within

24 hours of order. Repair/ Warranty

service is performed within 24 hours of
receipt unless otherwise noted. We
accept C.O.D., foreign and APO orders.

Schools and D&B corporate P.O.s

accepted.

S3AIH0 )JSia S3AIHQ MSIQ S3AldQ MSIQ S3AIHQ XSIQ S3AIU0 MSIQ S3AIHQ NSIQ S3AIHQ MSIQ S3AIUQ XSIQ
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CLUB NEWS/EDITED BY SUSAN HURLEY

PC User Groups
This list is a partial directory of PC user groups. The second
half of the directory will appear in the next issue of PC
Magazine. Use this list to locate other users.

ALABAMA
Birmingham IBM PC User Group

Fred Hilbers

P.O. Box 19248

Birmingham, AL 35219

(205) 879-3716

The Greater Gulf Coast Users Group

Jim McGinnis

124 Meadow Wood Loop

Daphne. AL 36526

(205) 626-9558

ALASKA.
The Anchorage IBM Personal

Computer and Compatible Computer

Users Group

Marie Bolzem

c/o General Computer Services

213 W. Sixth Ave., #11

Anchorage, AK 99501

CALIFORNIA
Stanford/Palo Alto User Group

Linda de Sosa

P.O. Box 3738

Stanford, CA 94305

(415) 856-6281

ARIZONA
Phoenix IBM-PC Users Group

P.O. Box 44218

Phoenix. AZ 85064

(602) 954-7519

San Diego Computer Society

: John Field

1384 Caliente Loop

Chula Vista, CA 92010

(619) 421-9686

Modesto-Turlock IBM PC User

Group

P.O. Box 5103

Modesto, CA 95352

(209) 577-3416

IBM Users Group of California

Neil Zachary

P.O. Box 4136

Los Angeles, CA 90028

(213)937-1314

North Orange County IBM Club

c/o Glenn A. Emigh

1 533 Sherwood Village Circle

Placentia, CA 92670

(714) 996-4464

Diablo Valley PC
Alfred Hunt

1415 Oakland Blvd., #101

Walnut Creek, CA 945%
(415) 687-8037

Cubic Computer Club

Pete Nelson

P.O. Box 80787

San Diego, CA 92138

(714) 453-4953

(continued

)

PC will publish a periodic listing of PC user groups and their activities. Drop a line to Club News, PC, One Park Ave.,

New York, NY 10016. New groups and address changes are shown in boldface.
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SUPPORT, SERVICE, & PRICE

ON QUALITY PERIPHERALS
FROM DIGITAL DIMENSIONS CLUB NEWS

JANUARY SPECIALS

STB SUPER RIO-64K

OKIOATA ML92P PRINTER

OKIDATA PERSONAL TOUCH SOFTWARE

IT’S ARRIVED!!!!!

OUR NEW 1984 CATALOG!

COMPUTERS H

EAGLE PC- 1

COLUMBIA PERSONAL COMPUTER

COLUMBIA PORTABLE

2895

2784

2436

PRINTERS

OKIOATA 82A 377

OKIOATA 83A 585

OKIOATA 84P 1038

OKIOATA 93P 743

GORILLA 203

OKI PACEMAAK 2350P 2203

OKI PACEMARK 2410P 2494

DIABLO 620 986

NEC 2000 SPINWRITER 641

NEC 3510 SPINWRITER 1491

TRANSTAR 120P 485

TRANSTAR 130P 725

TRANSTAR 140S 1288

CITOH PROW 8510 401

CITOH PROW 1550 696

CITOH STARWRITER 1160

CITOH PRINTMASTEA 1508

DATASOUTH

DAISYWRITER 2000

GEMINI 10X

GEMINI I5X

OUME 1140 *

OUME 1150

SHVERREED 550P 644

SILVERREED 500P 424

PRTR -ACCESSORIES-AVAIL

1276

1035

302

401

1300

1577

AMOEK COLOR 1

AMDEK COLOR 1 4

AMOEK COLOR 2

AMOEK COLOR 2 +

AMOEK COLOR 3

MONITORS «

315 GORILLA GREEN

315 TAXAN GREEN

440 TAXAN AMBER

447 TAXAN RGB III CLR

383 ZENITH ZZM-123G12

MODEMS ^

NOVATION D-CAT 169 HAYES 300 227

NOVATION J-CAT 111 HAYES 1200 545

NOVATION 212 AUTO 227 HAYES 12006 463

APPLE CAT II 267 SIGNALMAN MARK XII 278

<4$- MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS

STB SUPER RIO 256K 514 AST 6 PACK 64K 290

STR RIO t 2S6K 514 OUAOLINK 64K 498

STB SUPER lO-XT 173 QUADBOARD II NO RAM 227

SOFTWARE

Call lor: Business. Education. Graphics.

System and Utility. Recreation and

Word Processing for

IBM. APPLE. COMMODORE. ATARI

AND OTHERS

Suite 123
375 Hartford Tnpk.. Vernon. CT 06066

ORDERS ONLY: 1-800-243-5222

Orders Tech Assist: 203-872-8569

Free Shipping UPS Ground on
Prepaid. MasterCard Visa Orders

CT Residents Add 7V»% Sales Tax
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

Send $1.00 for CATALOG

CIRCLE 446 ON READER SERVICE CARD

San Francisco IBM PC User Group
Burt Alcanna

4411 Geary Blvd., #33
San Francisco, CA 94118

(415) 922-4018

Marin/Sonoma IBM-PC Users

do William O. Ward
21 Tamal Vista Blvd., #186
Corte Madera, CA 94925

(415) 927-1212

Kern IBM PC Users Group
Bill Peacock

do CMA Personnel Inc.

1400 Easton Dr., #107
Bakersfield, CA 93309

(805) 322-9298

SOURCE: CSI 076

UCSF IBM PC User Group
Mark Slichter

School of Nursing

N-319Y

U.C., San Francisco

San Francisco, CA 94143

(415) 666-2763

PC Club

Max Brioski

1880 California St., #12
San Francisco, CA 94109

(415) 775-8882

Pomona Valley IBM PC User Group
Roy Livingston

10282 Felipe St.

Montclair, CA 91763

(714) 624-9194

Bay Area User Group
Christian Du Lac

P.O. Box 155

San Francisco, CA 94101

(415) 668-4647

Silicon Valley Computer Society

Elvin H. Bollet

P.O. Box 60506

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

(408) 243-1154

San Fernando IBM PC Users Group
David Nussbaum

1 1558 Riverside Dr., #207

North Hollywood, CA 91602

Peninsular IBM PC Users Group

do Friendly Software Corp.

376 El Camino Real

San Carlos, CA 94070

Greater South Bay IBM PC Users

Group
Michael A. Immel

P.O. Box 1937

Redondo Beach, CA 90278-0937

Thousand Oaks Personal Computer

Club

(TOPCC)
c/o P. Larson

1264 El Monte Dr.

Thousand Oaks, CA 9 1 362

Rancho California Computer Club

P.O. Box 651

Temecula, CA 92390

IBM Personal Computer Club

P.O. Box 99130 #182

San Francisco, CA 94109

Fresno IBM-PC Users Club

R. Betancourt

6750 N. Woodrow Ave.

Fresno, CA 93710

Redding Area PC Society

Ken Daniels

2516 Park Marina Dr., #6
Redding. CA 96001

(916) 243-4411

COLORADO
Denver User Group
Steve Leibson

4040 Greenbriar Blvd.

Boulder, CO 80303

(303) 494-4062

(continued)
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What if. yout software gets too soft?
You need software insurance. Copyn PC
Diskettes are fragile, and when a protected program is

damaged, the results are expensive and inconvenient. If

you have a backup diskette, though, you can have your

Apple, IBM or compatible computer back on line within

minutes . .. affordably. That's software insurance.

Copy n Plus
This is the most widely used backup program for the

Apple. Rated as "one of the best software buys of the

year" by InCider magazine, its simple menu puts nearly

every disk command at your fingertips. The manual,

with more than 70 pages, describes protection

schemes, and our Backup Book 1-
lists simple

instructions for backing up over 300 popular programs.

The Backup Book is expanded bimonthly, and is always

available to Copy II Plus owners for only $1.00 (and a

self-addressed, stamped envelope). Best of all. Copy II

Plus is still only $39.95.

Wildcard 2 (formerly The Alaska Card)

Designed by us and produced by Eastside Software,

Wildcard 2 is the easiest-to-use, most reliable card

available. Making backups of your total load software is

as easy as pressing the button, inserting a blank disk

and hitting the return key twice. Wildcard 2 copies

48K, 64K and 128K software, and, unlike other cards,

is always ready to go. No preloading software into the

card or special, preformatted diskettes are required.

Your backups can be run with or without the card in

place and can be transferred to hard disks. $139.95.

complete.

Important Notice: Those products are provided for the purpose of enabling you to

make archival copies only. Under the Copyright Law. you. as the owner of a computer

program, are entitled to make a new copy for archival purposes only, and these

products will enable you to do so.

These products are supplied for no other purpose and you are not permitted to

utilize them for any other use. other than that specified.

This is the only disk backup program for the IBM PC,

PC/XT and PCjr that copies almost anything. Others

may make similar claims, but in reality, nothing out

performs Copy II PC .. .at any price. Copy II PC even

includes a disk speed check and is another "best buy"

at only $39.95.

We are the backup professionals. Instead of diluting

our efforts in creating a wide variety of programs, we
specialize in offering the very best in backup products.

So, protect your software investment, before things get

too hot.
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CENTRAL POINT
Software, Inc.

The Backup Professionals

To order, call 503/244-5782, 8:00-5:30 Mon.-Sat., or

send your order to: Central Point Software, 9700 SW
Capitol Hwy, Suite 100, Portland, OR 97219. Please

include $2.00 for shipping and handling.



101 Business Letters
Ready to Use-
On Disk...

. NO WRITING!

. NO TYPING!

. NO DICTATION!

. PRINT A PROFESSIONALLY
WRITTEN LETTER
IN SECONDS!

Phone in your order
call toll free

1 -800 -922-5555

$ 159 .°°

(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

Total technical »uppoft provided

tor Gold Letters. Checks money
orders COO'S accepted. Visa or

MasterCard In writing or by
phone. $5 tor shipping. CaMomla
residents add 6% tax Overseas
add $15.

Letter Listing

9 credit letters

4 marketing letters

13 customer relations letters

6 employee letters

12 contracting products letters

6 follow up letters

9 sales letters

4 media letters

7 collection letters

2 sympathy letters

9 services letters

4 procurement letters

21 other business letters!

Yes. tendme .

Enclosed Is $

— copies olGold Letters for $189each.

Nome

Company

Address

Clty/Stafe/Zlp

Telephone
Mall to:

(•ID 4*0 »8161111 i
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CLUB NEWS

Colorado Springs IBM PC User

Group

Cleveland Bell

P.O. Box 16256

Colorado Springs, CO 80935

Front Range PC User Group

Joan Brown

813 Engleman PI.

Loveland, CO 80537

(303) 667-6059

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut IBM Personal User’s

Group
Davis Foulger

P.O. Box 291

New Canaan, CT 06840

(203) 744-4002

IBM PC Club

Colette B. Squires

P.O. Box 545

Stores, CT 06268

Central Connecticut User Group

Rich Paterson

ComputerLand

131 S. Main St.

West Hartford, CT 061 10

(203) 561-1446

Yale Medical School IBM PC User

Group
c/o Philippe Jeanty

School of Medicine

333 Cedar St.

P.O. Box 3333

New Haven, CT 065 10

(203) 785-2173

DELAWARE
PC Professional Users Group

P.O. Box 2350

Wilmington, DE 19899

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
IBM PC Special Interest Group

4910 43rd St. N.W.

Washington, DC 20016

Financial Institutions Users Group of

the D.C. Metropolitan Area

Gary Eiserman

First American Bank, N.A.

740 15th St., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005

FLORIDA
IBM Personal Computer Users’

Group
Wyatt Bell

The College of Boca Raton

3601 N. Military Trail

Boca Raton, FL 33431

Northern Florida Amateur Computer

Club

Stephen D. LeBar

10921 Kuralei Dr.

Jacksonville, FL 32216

Miami PC User Group

Eddy Cue

6925 S.W. 16 St.

Miami, FL 33155

(305) 262-1891

(305) 940-1755

GEORGIA
Middle Georgia Computer Club

L. Keitt Dantzler

P.O. Box 5705

Macon, GA 31208

(912) 477-7009

HAWAII
Honolulu IBM PC Users Group

Doug Long

P.O. Box 22967

Honolulu, HI 96822

(continued

)

Atron
Announces
A State-of-
the-Art
Advance in

Debugging
Software on
the IBM PC

PC PROBE

REAL TIME HARDWARE
BREAKPOINT
REAL TIME TRACE
8 CHANNEL LOGIC
ANALYZER
SYMBOLIC
DEBUGGING
HIGH LEVEL
LANGUAGE SUPPORT
PROGRAM PATCHING
ENHANCED HUMAN
INTERFACE

' FULL SPEED
EXECUTION
PROGRAM CRASH
RECOVERY

PC PROSE IS AVAILABLE NOW.
SO WHY WASTE TIME. CALL US
TODAY. (408) 741-5900

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CLUB NEWS

KENTUCKY
Louisville Users Group

Clyde Jenkins

Capitol Holding Corporation

680 Fourth Ave.

Louisville. KY 40202

(502) 584-8157

Bluegrass IBM PC Users Group

Diane Skoll

Computing Center

Rm. 72 McVey Hall

University of Kentucky

Lexington, KY 40506-0045

(606) 257-2900

MARYLAND
I/O News

c/o Data Unlimited

9 Congressional Ct.

Baltimore, MD 21220

Lutherville User Group

Bob Roswell

1516 York Rd.

Lutherville, MD 21093

(301) 337-5555

Baltimore IBM PC Users Group

1910 Trout Farm Rd.

Jarrettsville, MD 21084

Capital User Group, Inc.

Jan Withro

P.O. Box 3189

Gaithersburg, MD 20878

(703) 978-1530

Annapolis PC Users Group

Bill Aheme
1409 Forest Dr.

Annapolis, MD 21403

(301) 268-8779

The IBM PC Business Users Group,

Inc.

40 W. Chesapeake Ave., #300

Towson, MD 21204

(continued)

THOR
The Thought Organizer

New software from Fastware. Ini

Coming February

200 Freeway Drive. East Orange. NJ 0701b

(800) 372 2345. In NJ (201) 676 7963

See us at Softcon. booth LS068.

Superdome. New Orleans 2 21 2; 23 198J
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Public
Domain
Software
Find out about the wealth of public

domain and "user supported" software writ-

ten for the IBM PC.

Word Processing, communications, data

base. BASIC utilities, games using color

graphics. Pascal and assembly language pro-

grams. FORTH language, graphics drawing

utilities, spreadsheet templates, RAM disks,

spoolers, and more ...

Directory $2.95 + $1 postage

Set of 10 Introductory disks $59

File system, modem communications,

spooler. RAM disk, BASIC utility. FORTH
language, games

Complete set of 75 disks $439

DOS 1. 1/2.0 compatible format.

(CA residents add 6.5% sales tax)

PC Software Interest Group
1556 Halford Ave. Suite #130C

Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408) 247-6303
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UNLOCK
dBASE

ADD FEATURES THAT
ASHTON-TATE COULD NOT
PROVIDE FOR THE IBM-PC!

d B KEY is a handy, easy to use set of rou-

tines that will enhance your dBASE II

application programs.

The capabilities of these amazing routines

will challenge your imagination, and yet

they are as simple to use as any dBASE II

commands. Think of what you could do

with these abilities:

Quit to: Execute commands upon exit-

ing from dBASE II.

Window: scroll windows up or down of

blank them out

Sound: Program different audio

prompts or any musical sequence that

you like

• Set the caps and num locks any way you

want them

• Determine capacity and free space of

any disk drive

• Verify system memory size and equip-

ment status

• Utilize both the time and date functions

in your program

• Print the screen as you see it

• Change the cursor size instantly

• And more

Yes. for just $49. dB KEY can add a real

touch of class. And clear, concise documen-

tation makes it all so easy. To order, call or

write:

(MW¥QHta
P.O. BOX 24230

NEW ORLEANS. LA 70184

For phone orders call (504) 488-2266

FOR MS-DOS TM ASHTON-TATE

CIRCLE 264 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TAKE vCONTROL” VfeiCa/e,^V^

OF THE MOST
POWERFUL TAX
PROGRAM IN
THE FIELD
SofTax is a complete tax analysis, simula-

tion and preparation package for users

of VisiCaic" software.

Designed for individuals, partnerships,

trusts, or corporations. SofTax allows

you to prepare all appropriate forms

and schedules for direct submission to

the IRS— automatically,

SofTax is comprehensive and econom-
ical. You can set up, modify, and finalize

a model before SofTax prepares the

final returns. And the model itself can be simulated

before you commit to permanent changes.

You can try this easy-to-learn, easy-to-use profes-

sional tax package with our special demonstration

package available now for only S25, SofTax runs on

IBM-PC & XT. Apple IK lie. & III.

Call 1-800-243-4358 (outside CT) for details.

SofTax Design Trends Ltd. • PO. Box G • Wilton. CT 06897 • 203-834-1560

*VtsC ale is a regained tiademarli ol VtsiCorp Apple a a register trademark ol Apple Computer IBM is a registered tiadtmarii ol InternalKHal Bttsiness Mattune

P
FROM
S199
TO
$850
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Surprise!

Now you can turn your ordinary IBM PC into

a DEC " or DASHER” CRT!

Thanks to our family of SMARTERM im/PC
software emulators, you really don't need to

buy new terminals anymore. Want Dasher
DIOO, D200 or D400 capabilities? How about

DEC VTIOO, VT102, VT52 or VT125?

SmarTerm/PC does it alli

For more information, call us today!

Available through your local computer dealer or directly from

= = Persoft

= = Inc.

2740 Ski Lane
Madison Wl 53713

(608) 273-6000

Software for Professionals . . .

by Professionals.

SMARTEHM is a trademark or Peraott Inc

Dasher is a trademark ol Data General Corporation

DEC ft VT are trademarks ol Digital Equipment Corporation

CLUB NEWS

MASSACHUSETTS
SIG/86

Joseph Boykin

47-4 Sheridan Dr.

Shrewsbury. MA 01545

(617) 845-1074

(617) 366-8911, ext.-3216

IBM PC Users Group

The Boston Computer Society

P.O. Box 307

Wellesley Hills. MA 02181

Massachusetts IBM PC Users Group

Robert L. Ward

P.O. Box 1014

Heritage Sq.

Belchertown, MA 01007

MICHIGAN
Southwestern Michigan IBM PC
Users Group

R. K. Schmitt

2320 Crosswind Dr.

Kalamazoo, Ml 49008

(616) 349-5381

Darrell Trappier

South Eastern Michigan Computer

Organization IBM S1G

P.O. Box 02426

Detroit, MI 48202

(313) 532-1390

Grosse Pointe IBM PC Users Group

Michael S. Skaff, Ph.D

585 Saddle Ln.

Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236

UNKNOWN PERSONAL
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
Dick Janson

8902 Bath Rd.

Laingsburg, MI 48848

(517) 675-7453

(continued

I
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ELIZA IS HERE!

CLUB NEWS

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis User Group

Peter LeNeau

100 N. 6th St.

Minneapolis MN 5540.1

(612) 339-3233

Twin Cities PC User Group
Jon Dokken

P.O. Box 3163

Minneapolis, MN 55403

(612) 588-2685

MISSOURI
Columbia PC Users Group

Jennifer DuPont

1560 Daniel Boone Blvd.

Columbia, MO 65201

(314) 449-7316

IBM PC Users Group of St. Louis

Dave Zumbro

P.O. Box 837

St. Louis. MO 63188

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Portsmouth PC Users Group

Cynthia W. Harriman

57 South St.

Portsmouth. NH 03801

(603) 436-1608

NEW JERSEY
Central Jersey IBM/PC
Information Exchange

Howard Dean

P.O. Box 8280

Red Bank, NY 07701

(202) 842-5800

Personna Computer Association, Inc.

The Int’l Association for Users

of the PC
Larry Collison

P.O. Box 759

Point Pleasant. NJ 08742

(201) 840-0300

AT LAST? A FULL IMPLEMENTATION ol Ihe origi

nal ELIZA program is now available to run on your

IBM Personal Computer 1

Created at MIT in 1966, ELIZA has become the

world's most celebrated artificial intelligence demon
Stratton program ELIZA turns your computer into a

non-directive psychotherapist with whom you can

converse much as you would with a live therapist

She analyzes each statement as you type it in and
then responds with her own comment or question

Response time is virtually instantaneous, and her

remarks are olten amazingly appropriate'

Designed to run on a large mamtrame, ELIZA has
never before been available to personal computer
users except in greatly stripped down versions lack-

ing the sophistication which made the original pro-

gram so fascinating.

Now. our new IBM PC version possessing the FULL
power and range of expression of the ongmal is being

offered at the introductory pnce of only $25 And if you
want to find out how she does it (or teach her to do
more), you can buy the complete IBM Disk BASIC
SOURCE PROGRAM for only $20 additional

Order your copy of ELIZA today and you'll never

again wonder how to respond when you hear some-
one say. Okay, let's see what this computer of yours

can actually do'

AVAILABLE ON DISK IN TWO VERSIONS
FOR THE PC

1 Protected Version $25
(Protected Version can be run but not listed

or modified)

2 Un protected IBM Disk BASIC Source
Version $45
(Source Version can be listed and modified

as well as run)

Both versions include a si* page user manual
Please add $2 00 shipping and handling lo the above

amounts
(Cahtorma residents please add 6°o sales tax)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
RESEARCH GROUP

921 North La Jolla Avenue. Dept. P
Los Angeles. CA 90046

(213) 656-7368 (213) 654-2214

MC, VISA and checks accepted

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THOR
The Thought Organizer

New software from Fastware in-

coming February

200 Freeway Drive. East Orange NJ O’fit-

(800)372 2345 In NJ (201)576 W.l
See us at Soflcon. booth l 5068

Superdome. New Orleans 2 212 23 i&h*

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Look Again.
Our family of SMARTERM’VPC software

emulators can turn your ordinary IBM PC into

a new DEC™ or DASHER™ CRT. And. you get

powerful ASCII and binary file transfer,

including an “error-free” mode as well.

Other SMARTERM/PC features include

full keyboard emulation, multiple setups,

“softkeys" 75 to 9600 baud operation

and full printer support

With each order you’ll get a complete user

manual, reference card and keytop chart.

Hard to believe? Try It!

If you're not satisfied return it within 30 days
for a full refund Call us NOW for

more information.

Available through your local computer dealer or diroclly from

“ ” Persoft

====== I

2740 Ski Lane
Madison . Wl 53713

HC (608) 273-6000

Software for Professional . . .

by Professionals.

‘On your monochrome monitor using the new
Supervision™ board! Ask about our special

board prices

SMARTERM is a trademark ol Persoft. Inc

D€C A VT are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp
Dasher ?s a trademark ol Data General Corp

Supervision ?s a trademark ol California Computer Systems. Inc

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24. 1984
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Accessories/

Furniture

CUSTOM PC COVERS & STANDS
Maximum protection for low price. Anti-static

dust covers of sturdy, clear vinyl Custom fitted

2-pc PC covers only $15.95. Elegant, clear plex •

>giass pnnter stands: Lg $3455. SM $29.95 Add

$5 for slot. Visa/MC or ck ok Add $1 per cover/

$3 per stand S/h. Printer covers also available

Free Catalog

SGW Enterprises. Inc

722-J Genevieve Street Dept. C312

Solana Beach. CA 92075

(619) 755-6324

DESK FURNITURE FOR IBM PC
A wood desk crafted only tor the IBM PC with a

shelf for the CPU and disk drive, a sliding key-

board tray that locks closed and a large storage

drawer Lots of working space. Highly functional

wood furniture tailor-made for your IBM PC. Se-

lect black walnut and oak solid and veneers

Catalogue free

CFC COMPUTER FURNITURE CORP

P.O.Box 2663

Chapel Hill. NC 27541

(919)967-8104

PC: BlueBook
Rates and Information

PC. BlueBook is a high-response, low-cost source for advertising in the

fastest growing computer market in the world. Advertisers choose be-

tween set categories and may include a logo. Display advertisers may
cross-reference to their current display ad.

Circulation: 150,000 Paid Circulation Rate Base

Readership: 300 000 Est.

AD STYLE: 1 line Heading (25 characters maximum)

7 lines Body Copy (45 characters per line)

4 lines for Company name address and telephone

RATES: Per Issue - $150

Additional Lines $15 per line

Logos: $300 (4 issues)

Minimum Order: 4 issues

Terms Prepayment is required. Check, money order,

American Express. Diners. VISA or MasterCard are

accepted.

DEADLINES: January 12th for the March 20th issue, on sale February

28th Send your ad and prepayment to:

PC BlueBook

Classified Advertising. 12th Floor

One Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

Accessories/

COMPUTER FORMS
Over 450 Computer forms including Checks.

Statements. Invoices. Tax forms, *No-perf let-

terheads, envelopes, mailing labels, etc Forms

designed for Accounting Plus. BPI. CYMA. Con-

tinental. Great Plains. MBSI. Peachtree, and State

of the Art 24 hour shipment on non-impnnted

stock, tree shipping on most forms

CHECKS TO-GO

8384 Hercules St.

La Mesa. CA 92041

NA (800) 854-2750

In CA (800) 552-8817

Local (619) 460-4975

COMPUTER COZIES?
Custom-made, quilted dust covers—anh-stabc.

machine washable Offered in 6 colors grey,

chocolate, cream, burgundy, navy or rust Any

cover can be made-to-order SYS/MON (1 or 2

pc) & Kybd $50 per set Nar pmt: $20 Wide print

$24 Ind unit prices available Please see display

ad this issue

COVERS A LOT

P.0. Box 369

LaHonda.CA 94020

(415)747-0352

Advertising sales: (212) 725-4215

Customer service: (212) 725-4312

TOUCHDOWNS'": 8 ENLARGED

KEYTOPS
1" FOR THE IBM PC/XT

BACKSPACE. RETURN/ENTER; SHIR (2); TAB.

0/INS; CTRL; ALT These nonglare KEYTOPS fit

over the tops of existing control keys, providing

easier reach and bigger targets Specify color

choice: IBM grey or charcoal. Order TOUCH-

DOWNS tor only $18.95 postpaid from:

H00LE0N CO.

PO. Box 1810

Cottonwood. AZ 86326

(602)634-4507

KEYBOARD EXTENSION CABLE
IBM PC 6-foot keyboard extension cable at up

to 50% below retail pricing Shielded, high qual-

ity molded construction available through direct

mail. Dd: Stock to 10 wks. Only $9 95 plus $3

ship/handle in U S. ($6 s/h others). Fla res add

5%. To order send check or mny order. Sorry,

no charges at this super low price

DATA ACQUISITION. INC

A STATE CERTIFIED ENGINEERING COMPANY

20326 Northeast 16 Place

N Miami Beach. FL 33179-2706

(305) 652-2623

SELECTRIC ELEMENTS
We repair elements—broken top-handte-spnng.

teeth or hub. $7.50 per element (or composer

font)—guaranteed like new New elements—

standard styles—$17 50 ea Dozens—$15 ea

Several beautiful new styles available—$27.50

ea Write or call for brochure. 5 day service on

repair—new elements shipped immediately

WELCH GRAPHICS

PO Box C-20667

Atlanta. GA 30320

(404) 763-8678

RIBBONS/Memorex Diskette

MX-80 cart/ribbon $4.50 each zip Box $3.00

each MX- 100 car/ribb. $8.50 each. Zip Box

$3 90 each Memorex 5V«* ss/sd $2.10 each ss/

dd $2.65 each Add 10% for less than 50 disk-

ettes Call or write for info, on all our data supplies

SuperStar Data Supplies. Ltd.

PO Box 2244

Mt Vernon. New York 10551

(914)668-4035

CONVERT FLOPPY TO FLIPPY
DOUBLE UR diskette capacity Backsides of

diskettes have same recordable media 5%*

FUPIT kit converts your SS diskettes so U can

access both sides quickly & easily, even m SS

disk drives No need to: measure, make align-

ment marks We provide the tools, U provide

diskettes, UR computer does formatting. It works

FLIP-fT $29.95 + $3.00. S&H. ORDER TODAY!

P.O.Box 201 (PC)

Newton Highlands. MA 02161

617-527-FLIP

ROLL PAPER
8Vi INCH WIDE x 4V? inch diameter

Bleached Newsprint $4.00/roll

White Bond - $6.00/roM

Shipping charges additional

WA residents include 70% sales tax.

VISA/MC ACCEPTED

CHEMIN DEFER INDUSTRIES

Post Office Box 96

Pakruse.WA 99161

Business

Opportunities

100 COMPUTER BUSINESSES
YOU HAVE A MAGNIFICENT llltle rone* ma-

chine! Your personal computer can literally start

printing money for you today Opportunities for

operating a computer business have never been

greater Send $1.00 for our unique 40 page de-

scnptive catalogue describing over 100 com-

puter businesses you can start anywhere.

COMPUTER BUSINESS INFORMATION

EXCHANGE

PO. Box 4759 Dept. PC

Santa Barbara. CA 93103

(805)963-9580

INVENTIONS WANTED
IDEAS. INVENTIONS, new products wanted by

one of America's leading invention marketing

firms to submit to industry and represent at na-

tional inventors exposition Call toll free 1 -(800)

528-6050 or in Arizona call 1 (800) 352-0458

ext. 831, or write for kit-PCM.

INVENTION MARKETING. INC

701 Smithfidd St.

Pittsburgh. PA 15222
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PROFIT FROM THE IBM PC
TURN TRIAL AND ERROR into a source o( reve-

nue. Marketable advice and software are al-

ready spewing from your workstotion. This new

book helps you recognize raw information, re-

fine and sell it Capitalize on the latest frontier in

computing—sell specialized user services.

Hardbound/200 pages $15.95.

EDGE PRESS

Computer Books Division

P.O.Box 150

Arcadia. CA 91006

(213)446-5000

DISK FILE CONVERSIONS
Fast, efficient comorsion service available tor

most data and program files. Various systems

include BM-PC. TVPC. Apple. Altos, TRS«*id
others. Supplied on high quafity diskettes. Dealer

Inquiries Welcomed. For estimates and full de-

tails write:

DATA SYSTEMS MECHANIZATION

P.O. Box 8878

New Haven. CT 06532.

ENERGY MGMT-GE TIME SHARE
Entrepreneurs needed to establish Dealers and

generate sales for incredible new Energy Con-

servation Analysis System. Includes hardware,

software, and royalties from access to massive

energy data base and programs on General

Electric's Nationwide Timesharing System. ITS

WORTH A CALI!

GENERAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

250 E. 17th St.. #G
Costa Mesa. CA 92627

Box 2062 Newport Beach. CA 92660

(714)645-7733

Compatibles

PC COMPKOBU SYSTEM
The IBM-PC compatible system, called the UNI-

SYSTEM-PC includes as standard an 8086 CPU.

256KBytes of internal memory. 2 floppy disk

drives of 360KBytes each keyboard, video mon-

itor. two Serial ports, one printer port, and 8

KBytes of EPROM. DOS 2.0. Price 12.705.00.

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS MARKETWG. WG
932 Hungertord Drive. Suite #6

Rockville. MD 20650

(301)279-5775

Computer Tn

Computer Services

ANTI-THEFT PC. REGISTRATION
The only service available to register (not insure)

your P.C.. components or other types of valuable

equipment against loss or theft. For further in-

formation and price quotes, contact:

THE FOOTPRWT. INC

1160 Via Mateo

San Jose, CA 95120

(408) COVERED

PC MAGAZINE • JANUARY 24, 1984

Consultants

REMOTE BACKUP A RESTORE
Via a 1200 baud modem this service provides

automatic or on demand backup of your data &
programs, restore if your information is lost or

damaged, and the necessary security of envi-

ronmentally controlled offsite storage. Daily,

weekly, or monthly backup schedules available.

For free information packet write or call.

GUARANTEED RESTORE

429 Pine Ave.

Albany. GA 31707
CALIFORNIA

SERVICE CONTRACTS
MicroGuard service plan. When you start se-

lecting penpherals lor your microcomputer don't

forget the MicroGuard ultimate peripheral. It’s the

only one that could pay for itself. It's designed to

offer you 3 yr. protection against service costs

fa your microcomputer system.

Valid nation wide.

MicroGuard

Box 112336

San Diego. CA 92111

(800)251-4254

PC PRODUCTIVITY TRAINING
Lotus 1-2-3-

d Base 11

Multimate

Hands-on training is now available on the IBM

PC-ki midtown manhattan. ‘FRET executive

briefing seminars. For information, course

schedules and outlines, call Joseph Sabrin.

Center fa Advanced Data Processing

450 Seventh Atre. (at 34th St). Suite 402

New Yak, NY 10123

(212)736-5067

DENNIS M.NAGEL.INC.
Consulting service available for custom hard-

ware and/a software design, product develop-

ment. manufacturing a application of the BM
PC a other microcomputers. Extensive ex-

perience in communications, industrial control,

data acquisition, custom electronics and

microcomputers.

Dennis M. Nagel, RE.

455 N.W. 35th SL.Ste.D

Boca Raton. FL 33431

(305)395-9515

MOST-YOUR HELPING HAND
WH assist you in al facets o< your microcom-

puter use: planning, enhancement, and ongoing

support We help you get the MOST for your

software $. User friendliness is #1. Customized

programming and most off-the-shelf packages

supported, e.g. word processors, spreadsheets,

data base, accounting, and more. Training

available.

MICRO ORIENTED SOFTWARE TECHNWUES
P.O.Box 1966

Casselberry, FL 32707-1966

(305)699-4173

SOFTWARE BY THE MIDNIGHT
SUN
Construction Management Consultants are de-

veloptng software for the construction industry.

Estimating and Job Costing are available along

with graphics & plotter support. Critical Path

Scheduling and inventory controls are being de-

veloped. Custom programming and assistance

is oily a phone caH away.

RAMBOW ENTERPRISES

6738 Holy Lane

Anchorage, Alaska 99502

(907) 243-6839

ELIMINATE UNCERTAINTIES
LOCAL area networking specialists with oqjer-

ttse in PC, XT, & IBM compatible system inte-

gration for professional businesses. Test software

in your office on our portable before you pur-

chase* Thenwe customize the software to meet

you needs. Free 10 hrs of on-site training, 90

days on-site maintenance. & installation. Con-

venient leasing terms available.

MICRO HORIZONS

5881 Sunset Drive

South Miami. FL 33143

(305)662-6609

ABACUS PROGRAMMING CORF
A large staff of PC experts: software & hardware

selection, installation, training, local nets, main-

frame interfaces, modify/develop custom soft-

ware. In business 16 years helping large & small

users; business & office systems, data base,

graphics, communications, manufacturing, en-

gineering tools, systems software.

14545 Victory Btvd.

Van Nuys.CA 91411

(213)785-8000

CUSTOM PROGRAMS/SUPPORT
Why have someone else's software when you can

have you own?We write programs to meet you
requionents and solve your problems. Getting

ready to purchase? Consulting services avail-

able. You can depend on our expertise to con-

figure a system/software to meet you needs.

Ova 15 years experience in data processing.

Let it work for you!

YOUR SOFTWARE CO.

2980 Queens Ct.

Norcross.GA 30071

(404)448-1274

MASSACHUSETTS

KRAKOW ON-SITE SEMINARS
Professionally developed seminars for the IBM

PC Overview. Lotus 1-2-3. TK1 Solver, and

dBASE I are ou specialties. Seminars can be

customized to you needs.

IRA H. KRAKOW AND ASSOCIATES, MC
12ClearviewRd.

Stoneham,MA 02180

(617) 438-6335

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABS
ru communications specialists, rtaes-

sional systems staff highly experienced with

software/hardware selection, training, installa-

tion and applications. Developer of PCTE, async

communications software tor IBM & non-IBM

systems. Custom software tor al PC/Host net-

works. Can a write for brochure.

HOWARD DEAN, SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

808 Shrewsbury Avenue

Tmton Falls. NJ 07724

(201)842-5800

.
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PC PRODUCTIVITY
Complete IBM PC consulting ... from system

configuration through organizational imple-

mentation and on-going support. Also, custom

system development. Call about special corpo-

rate services and fa detailed brochure:

Joseph Sabrin. Marketing

Center fa Advanced Data Processing

450 Seventh Ave. (at 34th St.). Suite 402

New York. NY 10123

(212)736-5867

LOCAL AREA NETWORKING
International consulting firm specializing in sys-

tem integration of microcomputers. Application

areas include terminal emulation, local area net-

working, and we are suppliers of many hard-

ware and software products fa the IBM PC.

PERSONAL COMPUTING DELTA INC.

2000 Post Oak Btvd ,
Suite 1930

Houston. TX 77056

(713)850-8445

Diskette Copy
Service

SOFTWARE PACKAGING
Original program duplication to retail ready as-

sembly. Professional service aganizatkm de-

signs and produces custom packaging fa nwity

developed programs. Each package is created

pa dent specs and integrated with marketing

and merchandising methods. Boxes, bags,

binders, slip boxes, shrink and rack pads.

I/O MANAGEMENT

298-A Ocean St

Hyanms.MA 02601

(617) 778-6522 a (800) 343-1292

EAST COAST COPY SERVICE
DUPLICATING AND FORMATTING of diskettes,

with 100% verification—track by track. Virtually

al formats. Serialization and/a encryption. Fast

delivery on 10 to 100K copies. Computer cas-

settes duplicated by professionals with 35 years

of experience in magnetic media. Printing, cus-

tom packaging, collating and fulfillment.

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABORATORIES

1100 State St.

Camden. NJ 08105

609-963-3000a 212-868-3115

EACH A PERFECT ORIGINAL
Duplication and formatting fa virtually all pop-

ular personal computers. Downtoadfog 8 inch

CP/M to most 5% inches CP/M. IBM EBCDIC to

CP/M conversions. We are experts in IBM 1S and

2S duplication. Copy protection fa IBM-PC.

Downloading CP/M 8 inch a CP/M 5% inches

to IBM-PC DOS a CP/M-86. Five days turn

around fa aders. 2 K quantity.

DISCOPYLABS

1600 Wyatt Drive. Suite 10

Santa Clara. CA 95054

(408)988-0438

ALLENBACH INDUSTRIES, INC.

AMenbach created the industry, and we've since

been imitated—but never duplicated. Copies

supplied on OEM quality AHenbach LIFETIME

GUARANTEE diskettes. Virtually al formats and

systems. Serialization, copy protection, and

packaging available. Rapid delivery on 100 to

100,000 copies.

ALLENBACH INDUSTRIES. INC.

2101 Las Palmas. Suite A

Carlsbad. CA 92008

(800)854-1515.(619)438-2258

COMPUTER MEDIA PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE DUPLICATION AND formatting on

OEM quality diskettes. Copy protection, seriali-

zation, custom packaging and private labeling

available. Conversion and downloading fa

CP/M and MS-DOS. Guaranteed fast delivery. A
deala that carries accessories and supplies.

Masta distributa fa Verbatim, Memorex, 3M

AC0C
COMPUTER MEDIA PROOUCTS

5482 Complex Street

San Diego. CA 92123

(619)565-7802

Employment/
Opportunities

COMPUTER-BOOK EDITOR
Aggressive, rapidly expanding pubiisfwr is look-

ing fa experienced computa-book edfta to edit

and develop growing line of how-to computa

books. Must have solid technical knowledge of

computers, programming and software. Dem-

onstrated ability to turn computa jargon into

precise, usa-friendy instructions. Ability to find

and manage computa authors. Excellent salary

and benefits. Join leading trade paperback pub-

lisha in sunny southwest. Resume to:

Personnel Dept.

HPBOOKS

Box 5367

Tucson. AZ 85703

Hardware/

Add-On Boards

QUAOBOARDS I QUADRAM
PRODUCTS
256K Quadboards $425.00 DELIVERED! CO-

DARAM.fC has altXiADRAM Products at mai

order prices. All products carry the Quadram

warranties. We try to beat all advertised prices.

Call a write fa a complete price 1st

COOARAM, INC.

P.O. Box 1054

Lilbum.GA 30247

(404)925-0640

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
MATRIGRAPH is a NEC 7220 based interactive

graphics system. 640 x 400 pixel resolution with

16 colors a 4 colors with prioritization are pro-

vided. Dual channel RS232C supports digitizer

tablets, plotters, printers, mice etc. Resistive in-

terlaces support joysticks, paddtes elc. Light pen

input is provided. 15 graphics routines callable

from high level languages are contained in ROM.

A demo disk with sample programs andGM cola

card emulation software is also provided. List

price: $1395.

MATRIVISiON, INC.

RO Box 377

Burlington. MA 01803

(617)272-7203

TIME SPECTRUM
Powerful multi-function board enables you to add

up to 512 KB RAM. calendar clock, paralel printa

support, and up to two additional serial com-

muncations ports—through just one PC slot.

Plug-in modular design makes expandability

easy. Board comes with RAM disk memory and

print spooling software to make any PC more

productive.

PERSYST Personal Systems Technology

15801 RockfiekJBlvd.. Suite A
Irvine. CA 92714

(714) 859-8871

DCP/88
Distributed Communications Processor func-

tions as a compatible companion processa.

Utilizes the Intel 8088 mtaoprocessa, the same

device used on the PC a XT itself. As a result,

you can run two completely independent pro-

grams on your PC—simultaneously. Combined

with PC/HASP software, lets you convert any PC

into an instant HASP/RJE workstation.

PERSYST Pasonal Systems Technology

15801 Rockfieid Btvd., Suite A

Irvine. CA 92714

(714) 859-8871

LOW PRICE MEMORY SET A BD
100% FULLY TESTED. HIGH QUALITY. LOW
PRICE. ONE YEAR WARRANTY. Saves $$$. Add

64K-256K to your IBM PC, XT a IBM compati-

bles. Easy installation w. parity check. Famem-
ay boards: $149 (w. 64K), $199 (w. 128K), $249

(w. 192K). $299 (w. 256K). Also nine 64K 200ns

chips $49. MC/Vsa, check, money orda, a
C.O.D. Call/write.

MICRO COMPUTER BOARDS

40701 Stockton Way

Fremont CA 94538

(415)656-1307

256K NO SLOT MEMORY
Let us Install up to 256K RAM on your EXISTING

SYSTEM BOARD using NO SLOTS. We improve

yourGM PC eon can adcfcess the 64K RAM chip.

128K—$192, 192K—$256, 256K-$320 (ex-

pandable and warranted). DO-IT-YOURSELF

KITS—PC-KNB—$39.95, PC-KPC-$69.95.

64K RAM chips—S5.59 each.

Add-MEM

22151 Redwood Rd.

Castro Valley. CA 94546

(415)886-5443

MEMORY KITS FOR THE PC
64K (9 chips) add-on memory kits fa the IBM

PC and PC compatibles. Kits fit memory expan-

sion boards a the IBM PC system board of PC

It's and PCXT\ 200ns, buned-in, tasted. $55.00

+ $2.00 UPS ground. $3.00 UPS Blue Label.

V1SA/MC. checka rrwney orda. Cala write.

PC SOFTWARE ANO CONSULTING

6527Gienray

Houston, TX 77084

(713)859-5639

AST. MAYNARD. QUADRAM BOARDS
AST Combo Plus (SPC.64K) $269. AST sixpak

(SPC.64K)$269.ASTMegtf1us(SC.64K)$269.

AST1/0 plus (SC) $114. Extra paraM or second

serial a game. $35 MAYNARD Disk ControHa

$162—with PP add $43, SP add $70. QUAD-

RAM Quadboard $269. Set of nine 64K. 200 re

chips $55.

VLM COMPUTER ELECTRONS
10 Park Place

Morristown, NJ 07960

(201)267-3268

64K MEMORY UPGRADE SET
Fa GM-PCa XT system board ... $51.a $5.50

pa 1C. cash discount prices. We also accept

Mastercard & Visa. Prices subject to change!

Shipping & insurance extra. CaH any hour (al-

most). We sel al kinds of memory ICs. We set

only factory new. prime quality. We pride our-

selves in prompt delivery.

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

24,000 South Peoria Ave.

Beggs. OK 74421

(918)267-4961
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EPROM AMP PROGRAMMER
PC compatible PR0M-2000 card can program

2716, 32. 32A, 64. 128, MCM 68764 EPROMS

and also 8748/49/51 processors. The software

(CP/M-06, MSOOS) can read, verity and pro-

gram eproms and uses fast programming al-

gorithm. The zero insertion socket is mounted

on an external box. The external box for BIPO-

LAR proms and PAL is also available.

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. WC
3501 University Drive

Coral Springs,a 33065

(305)755-2291

PC EXPANSION MODULE
Bus expansion module designed to provide ad-

ditional space for peripheral boards. Unit matches

the PC cabinet design and contains 6 expansion

slots and a 40 watt switching power supply with

cooling fan. System includes module with

shielded signal and power cables and plug-in

interface card. $645.00.

EXCAUBER TECHNOLOGIES

P.O. Box 41628

Tucson. AZ 85717

(602)882-1741

IBM 7 FUNCTION COMBO
Includes: serial port, parallel port, 64K memory

expandable to 256K, dock calendar, games port.

BSRX-10 AC line controller and real world inter-

face with schematics, manual. 2 cables and

software diskette-$375. (64K)-$335 no mem-
ory. (213) 986-6835 V1SA/MC accepted.

ADVANCED DATA TECHNOLOGY
13600 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks. CA 91423

(213)986-6835

LNW BUSBOARD
Add up to 8 functions of your choice and only

use one slot in your PC or XT. Busboard can hold

512K and either coprocessor or function mod-

ules. It comes complete with memory manage-

ment software allowing up to 812K with print

spooler and RAM drive.

INFLO, Inc.

(516) 924-9229 (voice line)

(516) 924-8115 (300/1200 baud 24 hr. modem

line)

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
GM PC with 128K and 2 disk drives-$2495. IBM

PCwith128K. 10MB hard disk (like XT>43795.

Quadram 64K clock, serial and paral-

W-$265.00. Tandon 360KB disk drive DS/

DD4224.00. Amdek Color II monitor-$409.00.

Hayes Smart Modem 300 baud-S85.00. Print-

ers. software, IBM Compatibles-add cost +5%.

DATA GURU INTERNATIONAL INC

75-23 Broadway

Elmhurst. NY 11373

(212)429-5178

ULTRA-RES GRAPHICS
HIGH RESOLUTION graphic systems for the IBM-

PC/XT. Display resolution programmable to

512x512 or 1024x1024. High speed vector/arc

drawing, hardware zoom, windowing, scrolling

and character writing. Multiple controllers may

be synchronized, software drivers included, di-

rect drive or analog output. Prices from $495.

CSC.. INC.

P.O.Box 253

Sudbury, MA 017760253

(617)443-2750

512KB MEMORY EXPANSION
Singleboard, fully socketed, in increments of

64KB up to 512KB. Parity checking. 64K dy-

namic RAM chips utHczed. One year warranty.

Fully tested. Field upgradeable.

PRICES:

64KB $199

256KB $349

512KB $499.

Write or call.

MICRO MASTERS. INC.

16Southsand

Irvine, CA

(714)786-3559

DT2801 SERIES ANALOG I/O

Plug-in data acquisition boards with 80I/16SE

analog inputs, high or low level programmable

gains. 2 analog outputs. 16 lines of digital 1/0,

DMA, on-board ckx*. and on-board micro-pro-

cessor. Optional software subroutines and screw

terminal panels.

DATA TRANSLATION INC.

100 Locke Drive

Marlboro, MA 01752

617-481-3700

Jtardware^/Cable^

GENDER CHANGER
INMAC introduces the gender changer—a self-

contained. compact unit that atows users to re-

configure office terminals by joining cables whose

genders conflict. This shirt-pocket size unit of-

fers an inexpensive alternative to replacing or

modifying ElA 232 cables. And it's only $30.00.

INMAC

2465 Augustine Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95051

408-727-1970

PRINTER/COMM CABLES
We re your cable connection for your PC. your

printer, and your modem. Custom cables made

to your specifications. Please send PIN config-

uration. $29.95 for printer. $24.00 for commu-

nications. Please add $2 for COO orders. Free

shipping with prepaid orders.

CA8LETR0NICS, INC.

P.0. Box 63-4696

Margate. FL 33063

(305)721-7759

Hardware/

Communications

INSTANT NETWORKING
Complexx Systems' new StationMate provides

low-cost, sophisticated networking for PC's,

minis & peripherals regardless of brand. Up to

64 StationMates can be attached w/twisted/

shielded wires to form a local area network. Each

StationMate also has a built-in modem for Unk-

ing remotes sales offices, etc. Price: $1495.

COMPLEXX SYSTEMS

4930 Research Drive. Dept PC

Huntsville, Al 35805 (205) 83M310

Hardware/Disk

Drives

DISK DRIVES FOR PC
Save on Tandon Disk Drives

TM55-2, DS, 40T: $239

TM100-1, SS, 40T: $189

TM100-2, DS, 40T: $239

TM100-4, DS, 80T: $339

Call for COC drives. VISA, MasterCard or Check

or COD. NJ residents add tax. Shipping extra.

VIM COMPUTER ELECTRONICS

10 Park Place

Morristown, NJ 07960

(201)267-3268

QUIET COMPATIBLE DRIVES
Control Data and TEAC 5%* DS/DO Disk Drives

are available now lor your IBM-PC. These drives

are completely compatible with the IBM Disk

Controller Card. TEAC drives are completely

compatible with the IBM Disk Controler Card.

TEAC drives have a full year warranty. We carry

a complete line of hardware/software products

for all your needs. See our ads this issue. Visa/

MC
APPLIED COMPUTER PROOUCTS

1916 Welsh Road #6

Philadelphia. PA 19115

(000)223-3860

THINUNE DRIVES FOR THE PC
With lotto's drive system the PC can hold up to

4 floppy drives or 2 floppy drives and a hard disk

inside your PC A 320K 40 track drive is $225.00.

INFLO INC.

244 Mill Rd.

Yaphank, NY

(516)924-9229

INFLO 8- DRIVE SYSTEM
Infto supplies a dual 8* DS drive system for the

IBM PC and XT, which holds 2.5 megabytes for-

matted storage. The system comes complete

(ready to plug in and run) with software, con-

troller, and cables. 8* toftosystem $1700.00 w

/

512K RAM $2250.00 w/512K and Printer & se-

rial ports and Clock $2450.00.

Infto, Inc.

(516) 924-9229 (voice line)

(516) 924-8115 (300/1200 baud 24 hr modem

line)

MEGABYTE FLOPPY DRIVES
Now you can increase your PC's storage capac-

ity with Mitsubishi's 5* or 8* high reliability floppy

disk drives, which hold 1200K or 811K per drive.

Prices start at $275.00, software included.

INFLO INC.

(516)924-9229

LARGEST MARKET IBM PC USERS
Consult PC. Blue Book every month for easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC: Blue Book for 3 months for only

$375. Ybu get 7 lines of copy PLUS a boldface

heading, PLUS 4 lines for your name, address,

and phone number Logo art $150 additional.

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and users TODAY. Call Lois Price collect.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

(212) 725-4215
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Hardware/Diskettes

DISKETTES—FROM CMD
SK Brand Diskettes lor the PC 100% guaran-

teed, 100% certified 5%* soft-sector double

sided-double density (2D). Box of 10 includes

write protect tabs, index labels and hub rings.

Price $19.95/box. Min. order 2 box. Attractive

plastic diskette library box $3.95/ea min/order

2 pieces. 30 day money back guarantee. Add $3

for handling, MC/VISA ok. N.Y. residents add

8.25% tax. No COO.

COMPUTER MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS

25 West 39th St.

New York New York 10018

(212)221-3016

WABASH DISKETTES
Top quality—six year warranty by Wabash.

SSDO with hub ring $20.50 (10). $190.00 (100)

DSOO with hub ring $29.95 (10), $260.00 (100)

Indrviduaky certified 100% error-free. Ship-

ping—$2.00 (90 or less) or $5.00 per case of

100 diskettes. IL residents add 6% tax. VISA,

Master Card. Money Order, Check. COO add $3.

DIGITAL IMAGES

1133 Tower Rd„

Schaumburg, IL 60195 (800) 222-1248, (312)

882-8315

3M DISKETTES/COLUMBIA MPC
•COLUMBIAVP (portable) $2995. Includes free

Hayes 300 smart Modem, 128K mem. dual 320K

disks, 9" mono monitor w/graphics, IBM com-

patible keybd, RS232 set port, cent par port.

8087 socket IBM exp slot + $3000 software free.

• 3M 5%' SS/DD $20.50 10 box min, $22.50/

box of 10 .

• 3M 5%* DS/DO $29.95 10 box min, $32.50/

box of10. + $3 for shipping. NY res+8%. Check/

Money order. Also cal for Monitors, Modems.

Printer & Software.

AMERICAN
COMPUTER
CONNECTION

Hardware^Mordtor^

SONY PROFEEL CONVERSION KIT
RG8 cola monitor conversion kit. Converts Sony

profeel for use with IBM PC or PC-XT, 16 colors,

8 ft cable, parts & complete instructions. $99.

Also: RGB Trinitron monitors. Perfect for those

with IBM micro or other Hi-Res & video re-

corders. Ready to plug into IBM PC or PC-XT.

12- $799, 19* $825, 25* $1,375. Can us for video

needs.

TELEMAX. INC.

P.O.Box 339

Warrington, RA 18976

(215)343-3000

PC MOUSE
Make your existing software easier to use. With

our PC mouse and software, you point to com-

mands in a pop-up menu. Instead of cursor keys,

you point to where you want to move. No hard-

ware or software changes. Fully user customiz-

able. Great with Lotus 1 -2-3. Uses RS-232 port.

$295 complete.

MOUSESYSTEMS
MOUSE SYSTEMS CORR

2336H Walsh Ave.

Santa Clara. CA 95051

Leading Edge9 TTL Monitor

Offers high resolution non-glare green or amber

screen with 90° deflection. Video band width of

16.257 MH7 wth a display format of 2,000

characters (80 columns x 25 lines). Fully sup-

ported with a one year warranty through Lead-

ing Edge.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800)343-6833.(617)828-8150

Hardware/

Peripherals

THE POWER DIRECTOR-
‘CONVENIENCE-POWER DIRECTOR has lighted

rocker switches for fingertip control of six pe-

ripherals. POWER DIRECTOR S sleek design fits

below IBM PC. Available in IBM beige.

•PROTECTION-POWER DIRECTOR stops volt-

age surges and EMI/RFI noise reducing data

disruption and damage to costly circuits.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

7696 Formula Place

San Diego, CA 92121

(619)695-3773

(400)988-0211

BAR CODE READER SUBSYSTEM
Consists of Bar Code wand. Decoder unit, cable

to connect to Async port on IBM PC/XT or other

compatibles, and interactive SW pack. & Doc.

Unit reads high, med., low density Bar Codes.

Code 39. UPC, EAN. 2 of 5, 12 of 5, Codabar,

Ames. Code 11. others. Various Baud rates. $895.

Dealer pricing available.

DATAFLOW TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

8422 Bellona La., Suite 303

Towson.MD 21204

(301)296-2632/666-2366

WRITE INTO YOUR PC
Personal PENPAD is a new, friendly way to use

your PC. Consisting of a ball point pen, tablet,

and PC expansion slotcard, personal PENPAD

converts your handprinted characters to com-

puter input as you write. Typing skills are no

longer required! Advanced features such as user-

defined function boxes and ‘mouse* mode al-

lows fast interaction with your existing software.

Cursor-driven applications such as Lotus 1-2-3

are a breeze when you can both point AND enter

data using a pen!

PENCEPT. INC.

39 Green St.

LEADING EDGE9 SHEETFEEDER
Waltham, MA 02154

AMERICAN COMPUTER CONNECTION

PO Box 1101

Grand Central Station. NY. NY 10163

(212) 225-7998, (212) 225-8600.

THIS FULLY mechanical sheetfeeder is an in-

credible value at suggested retail of $595. Ca-

pacity is 200 sheets and can handle forward and

reverse feeds fa super and subscripting. Will also

accommodate legal size papa. Weight: 10 lbs.

Supported by full year warranty through Lead-

ing Edge.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

(800) 343-6833. (617) 828-8150

OPTICAL CHARACTER AND BAR
CODE READER
Plug-in board fa IBM PC/XT. System includes

handheld wanda slot to read OCR fonts: OCRA,

OCRB, E138. PC scanna plug-in board fa bar

code reading tor IBM PC/XT. System includes bar

code light pen and decoda fa UPC and EAN,

codeof3of9, and interleaved 2 of 5 code.

CAERE CORPORATION

100 Cooper Court

Los Gatos. CA 95030

(408)395-7000

CONVERTA BUFFER"
The only complete printa buffer (amfly! Print and

compute at the same time. Buffers from 8K to

64K Bytes fa eitha parallel a serial printers.

Graphics models convert 1-2-3 and MBA
graphics output into high quality dot graphics

on letter quality printers. Units upgradeable to

larga buffers and graphics. Proprietary double-

buffering. Switch selectable hardware/software

protocol. Cables and power supply included.

Unique case mounts to side of PC without tools.

Priced from $229.

ComrertoBuffer'
VonLeivendyke Enterprises

Silvermine Avenue,

Norwalk. CT 06850 (203) 846-4973

HP DIGITAL WAND SYSTEM
Hewlett-Packard HEDS-3000 bar code wand,

interface via parallel printa connecta and soft-

ware to decode COOEABAR, UPC-A/E. and COOE

39. Print barcode labels on Epson printers; IBM-

PC, Lobo, Kaypro 11, a TRS-80. Software mod-

ules fa basic, Bascom compila and dBase-11.

Complete package price $249.95.

COMPUTONE

COMPUTONE DATA SYSTEMS

1532 abridge St.

Philadelphia, PA 19149.

(215)744-5582

GET INTO THE BLACK
110.000 IBM PC USERS
Consult PC: Blue Book every month fa easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be part of PC: Blue Book fa 3 months fa Only

$375. You get 7 lines of copy, PLUS a boldface

heading PLUS 4 lines fa your name, address,

and phone numba. Logo art $150 additional.

Reach out to 110,000 IBM PC owners and users

TODAY. Call collect.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 collect
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Hardware/Plotter

PLOTTER POINTS/SUPPLIES
Improve plot quality with spectalized plotter po»nts

and supplies for your HP747QA or other plotter.

Draw clean lines from .18-1.00mm on bond pa-

per, vellum, drafting fHm or transparency. Good

for Barcode. HP7470 Starter Kit $45ppd, or write

or call for specific applications or information.

WESTMORELAND TRADERS

215 Hawthorne

Houston, TX 77006

(713)522-6220

HIPLOTOMP SERIES
Digital plotters for creating charts, graphs and

drawings in up to 8 colors. Choice of plot size,

speed, intelligence and control configuration.

Internal self-test feature. RS-232-C with other

interlace protocols available. Ideal for novice or

experienced user. See our display ad.

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT

8500 Cameron Road

Austin. TX 78753

(512)835-0900

Hardware/Power

Protection

RAMLOK
Model 2506 provides 250W of reliable back up

power using RAMLOK’s patented over/under

voltage window fault protection. Filters spikes and

noise. Operation completely automatic. Sealed

battery/charger & meter provide long service &

rapid recharge. Separate frequency controlled

inverter for AC power. $575. 500/1000W avail.

UDCO DEVELOPMENT CO.

P.0. Box 464

Olean. NY 14760

716-372-0168

SPIKE SPIKER~-THE SOLUTION
Protects computers from voltage surges & EMI /

RF1 conducted line noise. Helps prevent soft-

ware 'glitches,' unexplained memory loss, and

equipment damage 120V, 15 AMPS. Deluxe

Power Console—$79.95, Quad II-S59.95, Quad

I—$49.95, Mini II—$44 95. Mini I—$34.95 Ask

for free literature. VISA, M/C, AMEX accepted.

KALGLO

6584 Ruch Road. Dept BB

Bethlehem, PA 18017

(800) 523-9685 or (215) 837-0700

A MAHER OF LIFE AND DEATH
Power Condition your PC with POWERUNC
Voltage spikes or current surges randomly dis-

rupt your PC memory and software causing er-

ratic file and data errors, intermittent glitches and

system failure. POWERUNC removes anxiety and

frustration with a protective, controlled power

system. Plug-in PC reliability with POWERUNC.
POWERUNC INC.

106 N.WilmotRd.. Suite 220

Deerfield. IL 60015

(312) 940-0100

Hardwaie/Printers

STARWRITER F-10
This 40 cps daisy wheel includes: low profile de-

sign, industry standard ribbons and print wheels,

standard centronics parallel or RS232C, and ex-

tensive built-in word processing functions. The

Starwriter F-10 printer is supported by a full year

warranty and National Authorized Leading Edge

Service Centers.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800) 343-6833, (617) 828-8150

PRINTERS SALE
CITOH 8510 prowriter $340, DYNAX DX15 $475.

JUKI $545, GEMINI 10X $280, SILVER REED

$575. BROTHER HRI $665, BANANA/GORILLA

$205, STX80 $175, monitors, drives and many

more. 24 hr. order line (619) 450-0750 Free

shipping COO add 2%.

MICRO EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL

7974 Caminito Dia #3

San Diego, CA 92122

(619) 450-0750

PRINTERS & PROMISES
WE KEEP BOTH! We stock most wanted printers

at BELOW MARKET PRICES. If we forsee a delay

in your shipment, we will contact you immedi-

ately for your instructions—CANCEL or WHAT-

EVER. Your cashier's check or credit card will only

be deposited at time of shipment. Allow us to

serve your printer needs

PRINTERS & PROMISES
1-800-824-3011

LEADING EDGE® 8510 BPI

THIS 120 cps dot matrix printer offers 100% IBM

graphics printer emulation. 80 columns, 132

compressed, high resolution graphics and fric-

tion and tractor features standard Supported by

full year warranty and national authorized Lead-

ing Edge Service Centers

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800) 343-6833, (617) 828-8150

LEADING EDGE® A-10 20
THIS 18 cps daisy wheel printer has full word

processing capabilities, is available in standard

centronics parallel or RS 232C, uses 100 char-

acter daisy wheels with one touch load/unload

feature. Uses industry standard ribbons, bi-

directional tractor option, single-bin sheet-eater

option. Supported by full year warranty and na-

tional Authorized Leading Edge Service Centers.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton. MA 02021

(800) 343-6833, (617) 828-8150

IBM MAILING LISTS
• Over 75,000 names of IBM personal computer

owners (counts increase daily) available tor rental

on labels or magnetic tape. Total 550,000 in-

cluding other brands.

IRV BRECHNER

TARGETED MARKETING, INC.

Box 453

Livingston, NJ 07039

(201)731-4382

Hardware/

Jitorag^Jevice^

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS

|

Tallgrass Technologies offers a family of Win-

chester HardFiles and streaming tape by file

backup for the IBM PC. With formatted capaci-

i

ties from 6.25MB to 70MB, Tallgrass has a

HardFile System to fit the most stringent of data

i processing applications. From $2995 including

integral tape backup.

STEVE VOLK/V.P. MARKETING

Tallgrass Technologies

11667 West 90th

Overland Park. KS 66214

(913)492-6002

9 TRACK TAPE CONTROLLER
Read and write Vi in. 9 track magnetic tape. Gain

access to the most widely used media for infor-

mation exchange in the work). Use with Pertec

compatible (Cipher, COC, Kenedy, etc.) format-

ted tape drives at speeds up to 125 ips. Com-

plete with interconnect cables and software. List

$770 + shipping.

OVERLAND DATA INC.

5644 Keary Mesa Rd..

Suite A. San Diego, CA 92111

(619) 571-5555 or if no answer (619) 748-0280

FIXED/REMOVABLE STORAGE
5 Mb fixed/5 Mb removable 5%* 'true' Win-

chester disk with industry std cartridge provid-

ing same access time, data rates and random

access as fixed drive Adds mass storage, se-

curity. data portability, and back up to DOS 2.0

USCD-P, CCP/M-86 system. PC adaptor com-

bines floppy. SASI and serial port into 1/0 slot.

MNC INTERNATIONAL

511 11th Ave. South. Suite 429

Minneapolis, MN 55415

(612) 333-4303

PROFILES OF STORES & USERS
Cl can provide names & addresses of: a) over

2,450 retail computer stores surveyed via the

telephone, b) new personal computer users (i.e.,

IBM, Apple, Osborne, etc.) Both can be tailored

& used for mailing lists, telemarketing or direct

sales. Cal (619) 450-1667.

COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE CORPORATION

3344 North Toney Pine Ct.

La Jolla, CA 92037

IBM PC MAILING LIST

A plethora* of sales leads ...al IBM PC-users

...on either Cheshire or pressure sensitive labels

or magnetic tape. $90/1000.

•plethora: more than 50,000.

FOOTHILL MARKETING

P.O.Box 595

Tujunga.CA 91402

(213)352-7543

Publications/

FREE DIRECTORY
32 pages on top-quality software at mass-pro-

duction prices. Integrated accounting system and

payroll, ultimate data base manager, advanced

inventory, mailing list, text formatter, and many

more. Send a legal-size, self-addressed, stamped

37-cent envelope to:

MICRO ARCHITECT INC.

6 Great Pines Ave.

Burlington, MA 01803

(617) 643-4713

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE
EXCHANGE
FOR COMPANIES AND ENGINEERS a bimonthly

newsletter service covering the latest civil, elec-

trical, mechanical, chemical, utility and CAD

software for microcomputers. Each 20 page is-

sue discusses over 100 programs and includes

a section for subscribers to list for free any pro-

grams for sale or exchange. Annual subscrip-

tion costs only $60.00.

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE EXCHANGE

41 Travers Ave.

Yonkers. NY 10705

(914)963-3695
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IBM PC SOFTWARE GUIDE
The largest and most comprehensive software

directory available for the IBM PC (1035 pages).

Over 2000 complete product descriptions in-

cluding hardware and memory requirements,

operating systems, and languages are cross

referenced in 35 major categories and 150 sub-

categories. Cal or mai in your order nowt S24.95

plus shipping & handing. Contact us to have

your product listed.

MfCfiO-fNFOPMATION PUBUSHHNG. INC.

15420 Eagle Creek Avenue

Prior Lake. MN 55372 (612)447-0959 or 1-800-

328-7847

dBASE II in ENGLISH I

Simple-Logicaf-Easy to understand. Perhaps the

finest computer book ever written. Wil teach any

novice to program in dBASE II. 234 pages full of

great examples. Written by a father & son team

who have decoded dBASE II. Order your copy

today. Dealer inquiry invited. Cal or send S29.95

or MC/VISA to:

ENGLISH 1 COMPUTER TUTORIALS

1617 North Troy St.. Suite A.

Chicago, IL 60647

(312)489-1588.

Retailers

CALIFORNIA

COMPUTERLAND OF VISALIA

We carry a full line of hardware and peripherals

in stock. Training and basic programming

courses available.

1750 S. Mooney Btvd.

Visalia, CA 93277

(209)739-1033

HAWAII

COMPUTERLAND OF HAWAII
IBM PC and a full line of peripherals, software,

and books. IBM authorized in-store and on-site

service. Maintenance contracts and classes

available. Call us for details.

Stadium Mall (808)487-0030

Kawaiahao Plaza (808) 521 -8002

46-208 Kahuhipa St. (808)247-8541

Kaahumanu Center (808) 871 -9566

MARYLAND

FREDERICK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 am to 9 pm. Fri.-Sat 9-JO am
to 5 pm. Full selection of hardware and soft-

ware. One day service. Many courses offered at

ourctr.

5726 Industry Lane

Frederick. MO 21701

(301)694-8884

THE COMPUTER CENTER
Columbia, IBM, Sanyo, etc., discounted prices

on-CPU, printers, monitors, peripherals, soft-

ware, etc. IBM-PC equipped classroom; classes

in Lotus, VtsiCalc. Wordstar, BASIC, etc. Large

on site repair center. We fuiy support al we sel.

COMPUTE DISCOUNTERS. LTD.

8639 Loch Raven Blvd.

Baltimore. MD 21204

(301)668-4600

PERSONALIZED ATTENTION...
especially for smal businesses & professionals.

After evaluating YOUR needs we'll assemble the

best system for YOU. We offer on-site training,

fast delivery & service, the latest in micro knowl-

edge & a complete fine of software (as we* as

customization). dBASE II data base manage-

ment a specialty. Appointment suggested.

ALPHA-TEXT LTD.

10905 Fort Washington Rd.

Fort Washington, MO 20744

(301) 248-1000 or (301) 292-7330

MICHIGAN

COMPUTERLAND
IBM PC hardware, peripherals, software and

books. IBM authorized service center. Leasing

available. Mon. 10-9, Tues.-Frl. 10r7, Sat. 10-4.

22000 Greater Mack Avenue

St Clair Shores. Ml 48080

(313)772-6540

35850 Van Dyke

Sterling Heights. Ml 48077

(313)268-4400

NEW JERSEY

COMPUTER ENCOUNTER
A Division of Advanced Computer

Systems, Inc.

Full sales, support, installation of IBM, DEC, &
Apple personal computers for business & in-

dustry. Mon-Thurs. 900 am-6:00 pm, Fri. 900

am-9:00 pm, Sat. 10:00 am-6:00 pm.

Princeton North Shopping Center

State Highway 206

Princeton. NJ 08540

(609)924-8757

Software/

Accounting

HAJ MICROWARE HAI-BAS
System provides a filekeeper and seven ac-

counting functions: general ledger, receivables,

payable, inventory, invoice, bill of material and

sales analysis. Many report formats determined

by user. Postings generate unique audit refer-

ence for control. HAI Microware comes with op-

erating system. HAI-BAS, a BASIC interpreter run-

time module, is required and must be pur-

chased separately. MS-DOS & XT compatible.

(List price: Each module $495. HAI-BAS S50.)

HOLLANO AUTOMATION USA INC.

340(H) W. McArthur Blvd.

Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714)641-2844

SOLOMON III

GENERAL LEDGER
Suitable for large and small businesses, banks

and accounting firms. Unsurpassed in flexibil-

ity, power and ease of use. Graphically dis-

played screens, user defined chart of accounts,

reports, journal types and budgets. Consolida-

tion of multi-divisions (companies), auto-re-

versing and recurring transactions, ratio analysis

plus a complete report generator. $595 com-

plete. Demo available. See ad this issue.

Solomon
Series
Software
By TLB

The Serious Accounting Software™

COMPUTECH GROUP INCORPORATED

Lee Blvd., Box 271

Frazer, PA 19355

(215) SOLOMON or 644-3344

CUSTOM PAYROLL
All systems support multiple pay categories,

calculation of all taxes, user-defined deduc-

tions. exceptional item handling, a variety of

necessary reports, paychecks and W-2 forms.

Written in PC Basic with full source included for

easy maintenance. Prices start at $400.00 for

basic system and manual.

DATASMfTH, INC.

Box 8036

Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

Phone: #(913) 381-9118

BONUS ACCOUNTING
Double entry accounting for managingmoney in

your business or personal affairs. System pro-

vides standard accounting reports plus budget

report. Compound transactions are futty sup-

ported. Reviewed in February issue of PC Mag-

azine. Menu driven software runs under PCOOS

1.0-2.0 with 64K & one disk drive. Only $150

complete. Documentation and demo (fiskette

$27.50.

THE PROGRAMMING SHOP

1164Umbarger Rd.

San Jose. CA 95121

(408)226-2157

AEMAS
A master accounting system designed spedfi-

caly for architecture, civil engineering, and other

professional firms where monitoring special

projects is required. Five modules available are:

Job Costing, Payroll. A/R, A/P, and General

Ledger. Interactive modules run stand alone or

in any combination. Contact Bill Fraedrich.

MTA-BASICS, INC.

11000 Cedar Rd., #110

Cleveland, OH 44106

(216)721-3400

ENTREPRENEUR’S ACCOUNTANT
Bookkeeping System. Ideal for smal emerging

businesses. By MBA, CPA. 13 programs. Fea-

turing security, disk space monitoring and sub-

stantial controls. Includes graphic displays,

tedble reporting, help module, excdent man-

ual. Price $275. Requires PCOOS, BASICA. 128K,

2 drives, PC Monochrome, PC printer equivalent

PERSONAL SOFTWARE CO.

PO. Box 776.

Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-0776.

(801)277-3174.

CLIENT WRITE-UP ACCTG.PKG.
Features flexible chart of accts for smal or very

large businesses. Complete after-the-fact pay-

roll reporting system, a 17 digit acctg. code, full

screen processing. System generates over 30

reports, Inc: job cost items & job variance re-

ports.f=eaturestajioredfinanciaistatements.Fuiy

integrated and menu-drton.

AUTOMATION MANAGEMENT
5718 Westheimer, #410

Houston, TX 77057

HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS
Easy to use, menu-driven business software.

Comprehensive, state-of-the-art design. Sim-

plify and streamline your accounting with GLXT

and APXT. Full documentation and user instruc-

tion included. G/L-A/P $300 each. Both lor $495

(integrated). Requires: 64K, 80 column display,

printer, DOS 2.0. Write or call:

COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

1615 Beech Street

Alexandria, LA 71301

(318)448-1154(318)640-3342
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SaltsTaxFIle

SatesTaxfle maintains sates tax intonation (tax

rates, etc.) and indudes a 235 location sales tax

file. Main feature! comprehensive file mainte-

nance to add, change and delete location! fie

printouts and displays in a variety of formats;

backup and recovery. List price; $125 ($145 with

option) Manual alone: $15.

RJL SYSTEMS
106 New Haven Avenue

Milford, CT 06460

(203) 878-0376

CHURCH ADMINISTRATION
COMPUCHURCH - A comprehensive church

administrative system for the IBM PC Includes

congregation, contribution, and financial man-

agement. Also includes word processing and

much more. COMPUCHURCH is already suc-

cessful in many churches. For information and

product guide write to:

MTS INCORPORATED

796 E. John SvnsPicwy., P.O.Box 596,

NiccvHle. FL 32578

(904)676-3328

WEEKLY PAYROLL PROGRAM
For small businesses with 100 employees or less.

52 weeks of payroll. 64K IBM PC. Automatic

federal and state tax, RCA. health insurance, etc

Handles wages, salaries, tips, and other com-

pensation; reports: check stubs, W2’s, W3's,

941 s, and year-to-date reports. Only 640.00.

Documentation $5.00.

LITTLE'S INCOME TAX & BOOKKEEPING

807 Upton Drive

Newport News, VA 23602

804-874-7877

ORGANIZATION MAP™
A POWERFUL MANAGEMENT tool for the IBM

PC that improves organizational productivity and

enhances the management of human re-

sources. Includes an organization analysis pro-

gram as well as a human resource information

system. Demonstration disk $35.

PACESETTER SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 5270, Dept. B

Princeton, NJ 08540

(609)737-8351

dBASE II ACCOUNTING
dPROGRAMMER is a dBASE H accounting

package consisting of GL and AR and AP ledg-

ers. It is also an application generator which al-

lows non-programmers to easily integrate their

own applications. Al dBASE H source code and

a professional manual with 200 pages of docu-

mentation is available for only $295.00.

SENSIBLE DESIGNS

5244 Edgepark Way

San Diego, CA 92124

(619)560-4583

W-2 PRINTOUTS
This year let Sunburst Software do id Annual W-

2 Wage Reports. Quarterly State Unemploy-

ment Reports. Up to 600 employees. Multi-state

& Multi-business capability. Prepared by a

professional accountant. Menu driven, requires

64K, 2 dec drive! $59.95. Florida residents add

$3.00 safes tax

Sunburst Software

1311 Executive Center Drive, Suite 111

Tallahassee,a 32301

(904)877-4139

^oftware^/Busmes^

TIME ACCOUNTING* BILUNG
TABS is designed tor use by professionals who

bi on the basis of time (attorneys, accountants,

etc.). User-friendly data entry and menu-driven

program selection makes TABS easy to under-

stand and operate. STI's MMeature software is

currently in use by over 600 firms nationwide.

Fa details contact

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY. INC

620 No. 48th. Suite 120

Lincoln. NE 68504

(402)466-1997

MYTEMYKE BUSINESS SYST
COMMERCIAL GRADE INTEGRATED PACK-

AGES INCLUOE

• BUSINESS RACK, o/e. p/o. a/r. s/a. a/p, g/l,

Mt

• MFG. CTRL bom, sched-fcst, mrp, sfc

• INSURANCE AGENCY, mgt. auto rating, mktg

• PROFESSIONAL time and billing.

Installation and ongoing support avariabfe. CP/

M. PC DOS, MS DOS, UNIX, & others avail.

MOS ASSOCIATES

RO. Box 108

Orchard Park, NY 14127

(716)662-6621

$ YOU CAN SAVE MONEYS
YES! Save money by using your IBM PC to do

your time cards. Calculation accuracy and effi-

ciency are the keys. You! get both with the TMAT

REPORTER. Plus you'll establish complete his-

torical attendance records tar each employee.

$249.95 Please write to find out what the TMAT
REPORTER can do for you!

>— PRODUCTS CORPORATIONS

FIRMWARE PRODUCTS CORF

4750 Central Ave,#12-C,

Phoenix. AZ 85012.

MANAGEMENT MODELS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MODELS was cre-

ated to HELP engineers, architects, CPA's and

other professionals billing by the hour MAKE
MORE MONEY. A planning and controlling sys-

tem of VISICALC templates to help determine

profitable billing rates, monitor billable time,

budget & control projects and much more. Re-

quires 64K, disk drive. VISICALC. $295.00.

PRO/RAC

14925A Memorial Drive, Suite 207

Houston, TX 77079

(713)496-1179

BAS 1C REPORT WRITER
If you use/develop BASIC applications, KON-

SCRIPT pays tar itself on 1st (toy of use! No more

tedious reports to code. End-user designs re-

ports in seconds by answering prompts. Han-

dles random/seq. files, any # of select criteria,

flexible mailing labels, sorting etc. Can stand

alone a append to program. 64K min. $195.

KONNOTE SYSTEMS

RO. BOX 17039

Los Angeles. CA 90017

(213)384-4644

SOFTWARE/CONSTRUCTION
Estimating system. Creates estimates by divi-

sion, subcfiviston, subcontract, cost item; al-

lows overrides; many special features. $1,295.

Job cost system. Tracks labor, material, sub-

contract costs; budget vs. actual by division;

generates 11 report! $795. Both systems $1,895.

IBM/PC MS/DOS; Applel Trials available.

SCRIPPS DATA SYSTEMS, INC

9580 Black Mountain Road

San Diego, CA 92126

(619)695-1540

POWERFUL BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Integrated Order Entry, Invoicing, Inventory

Control, Accounts Receivable, Sales Analysis Pkg

on most MS DOS Compatibles. Ind. history and

forecasting graphics, multi-selective Mailing list

module, Call Planning and Commission State-

ments. $695. Complete Demo package sample

data $50. Refundable a applicable toward

purchase.

Distributed

Computing
Systems

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEMS

Martha and Randolph Sts., P.O. Box 185

Lombard, IL 60148

(312) 495-0121

CONCURRENT TIMER PROGRAM
THE REMINDER HELPS you keep important ap-

pointments. The Reminder signals you with a

pleasant but insistant tone at the time that you

request, even if you are running another pro-

gram. The REMINOER does not interfere with the

operation of any of your software, req. no extra

hardware & may be run on IBM PC compatible

canputers-DOS 1.1 a 2.0. $49.95. Mention this

ad & send only $39.95 + $2 S & H. (MN res.

add 6%).

PRAIRE COMPUTING

3220 Garfield Ave. South. Suite 105

Minneapolis, MN 55408

DATA SECURITY—$34.95
SECURE SENSITIVE DATA files with FAST-

CRYPT. FAST-CRYPT is an efficient assembly

language implementation of the powerful DES

(Data Encryption Standard) algorithm. Encrypt

a decrypt any disk file at 120,000 bytes/minute

tar IBM-PC, XT, + compatibles, 64K, anyPC/MS-

DOS.

KIWI SOFTWARE CO.

P.O. Box 218E

Plainsboro.NJ 08536

COOK-WARE
COOK-WARE IS a system tor the institutional food

service environment. It provides the capability

to build, modify, print & update menus, perform

nutritional analysis of menus, re-cost menus &
recipes, recalculate recipe ingredients and

manage food inventory. HDWE: 128K, 2 Drives;

Demo $29.95; $1795 system.

COMPUTRAN SYSTEMS INC.

5150 SW Griffith Drive

Beaverton. Oregon 97005

(503)643-6730
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101 GOLD LETTERS
A great idea for any business ... large or small!

Professionally written, tested business letters

cowring 1 2 categories now avaiable on disk. Can

be easily accessed by almost all word process-

ing programs. Not only do you not have to write

the letters, you don't even have to type them! (Can

also be easily modified, by you. to suit special

needs.) They're all ready to go. Available In CP/

M. MS/DOS, PC/DOS. Automatically loaded to

your word processor. (List price-$159.00) To or-

der cal (800) 922-5555.

DATA BASE INDUSTRIES

330 W. Feliata Ave., Ste. D5

Escondido, CA 92025

(619) 480-9616

FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES
We specialize in the sale of IBM XT & PC type

software to Fortune 500 companies. We provide

competitive prices, and qualitative assistance in

acquiring popular as well as specialized soft-

ware. such as critical path, spreadsheet, and

PMS/RMS programs. UPS Blue Label and Fed-

eral Express as required.

CHAMBERS AND ASSOCIATES

4500 4th Street North

St Petersburg. FL 33702

(813)521-3114

AMWAY DISTRIBUTORS
The VIANSOFT" System handles PV bonuses.

Transfers. Returns, Back orders. Complete SA-

13 + personal inventory. Whouse order based

on your reorder levels. W'sale & Retail accounts.

Vouchers, SCO; Four sales tax areas: Easy ed-

iting. dearly written man* lal, more. FYice S495.00.

For information & sample output contact:

VIAN CORPORATION

R.D. 1 Box 36

Glen Gardner. NJ 06826

(201)537-4642

UNDER $50 SOFTWARE
• Time card & Job reporting $49

• Personnel System... $49

• Salesman Scheduling $35

• Home budget $35

• Advertising analysis $35

• Name/Address mailing $49

• Book/Magazine Reference $49

McCULLAR MICROCOMPUTING-Send for

information

405 W. Collins,

Denton. TX 76201

(817)455-2598

DESKTOP DEMOGRAPHICS
MICROMARKETS II is a demographic and retail

sales data base for market researchers and sales

managers. Designed for easy use with VisiCalc.

1-2-3 and other worksheet programs. Contains

key market variables for each state and the 200

largest metro areas. All for $99. Write or call for

our free brochure.

ORRINGTON ECONOMICS. INC.

P.O.BOX 3756

Arlington, Virginia 22203

(703)527-5990

CHRIS”
CHRIS" the complete human resource planning

and information system—gives personnel

managers access to the data they need. QucWy.

Thoroughly. Affordably. CHRIS" is user friendly,

menu-driven and is available in different ver-

sions (including PC/FOCUS) to fit your compa-

ny's needs. System prices start at $400.00 Demo

disks are available for $50.00

GAI Systems

Box 5832,

St. Louis, MO 63134

(314)831-6464

THE SALES MANAGER”
THE SALES MANAGER" is a professional man-

agement information tool for executives in sales,

marketing and general business. The system is

integrated and handles the tracking and report-

ing for Customers. Prospects. Sales Represen-

tatives. Quota. Commissions. Planning.

Forecasting Expenses, Sales Analysis and Per-

sonnel. THE SALES MANAGER" is designed to

increase sales revenue by allowing the execu-

tive control of vital sales information. THE SALES

MANAGER" is easy to use. well documented,

flexible, powerful and complete. Price: $450.

MARKET POWER. INC.

11780 Rough and Ready Road

Rough & Ready. CA 95975

(916)432-1200

MYTEMYKE BUSINESS SYST
COMMERCIAL GRADE INTEGRATED PKG:

• BUSINESS PACK, o/e. p/c, a/r, s/a, a/p. g/l,

INV

• MFG. CTRL; std cost, bom. oper rig, last-sched,

mpp. mrp, sfc, where used, inventory control,

production costing.

• PROTIME: time and billing

Installation and ongoing support available. CP/

M. PC DOS, MS DOS. UNIX. & others avail.

MDS ASSOCIATES

P.O.Box 108

Orchard Park. NY 14127

(716)662-6621

IBM PC ADD-ON
COMPLETE access to IBM hardware and soft-

ware. Plantronics, NEC 64K chips, Daisywriter,

AST. Epson. Princeton Graphics. Davong, Santa

Clara Systems, Software, etc.

MAIL ORDER PRICING

MicroVision

901 Kingston

Oakland, CA 94611. (415) 658-7161

FLEET ROUTING SOFTWARE
TRUCKSTOPS" optimizes truck loading, stop

sequencing, fleet size. Considers vehicle size and

type, stop locations, times and quantities, time

constraints, backhauls. Fa a small fleet to as

many as 500 and up to 2,000 stops. Runs on

IBM PC. S/34. S/38, Apple II. lie. Ill and TRS 80.

Demonstration disk available at $45.

MICRO ANALYTICS. INC

Dept.P

8409 Hunt Valley Drive

Vienna, VA 22180

THE AHA EXPERIENCE
PMS-II Project Management and Schedule

System. Fa managing any complex project—

R&D, construction, business planning, 2000+

events on critical path, bar charts. New version

produces many extensive reports. Team up with

RMS-H tor capacity planning and load leveling.

Also available is Solomon Accounting based on

MDBS, with job costing.

AHA INC.

109 S. River St.

P.O. Box 8405

Santa Cruz, CA 95061 -8405

(408)458-9119

EXSELL TELEMARKETING SYST.

Telemarketing and sales support program that

features optional auto-dialing capability, easy to

use tickler system, follow up report, data base

management, report and mailing list generation

as well as instant acess to customer data in-

cluding contact, order and quotation histories.

128K, 2 drives a XT $495.

EXCALIBUR SOURCES, INC.

P.O. Box 467220

Atlanta, GA 30346

(404) 395-0306

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
TELDIR is a directory program that stores em-

ployee names, phone numbers, department

names, and mail stops. TELDIR provides rapid

access to the data and is ideal fa operators, at-

tendants. receptionists, mailroom personnel,

personal uses, etc. Requires 128K memory and

DOS 2.0. $59.95.

AMERICAN COMPUTER COMMUNICATION

433 Airport Blvd, Suite 310

Burlingame, CA 94010

(415)348-1956

PC CASH REGISTER
TURN YOUR PC into a cash register with our easy

to use point of sale software.

FEATURES: inventory, sales analysis, credit

control, customers base, commissions, etc.

OPTIONS: cash drawer, purchase orders, mail

labels and product invoicing.

2 versions® $295 & $395. Call tor details.

DATA CONSULTING GROUP-
DATA-EASY Software

877 Bounty Dr. #EE203

Foster City. CA 94404

(415)571-8100

CHURCH SOFTWARE IN dBASE II

CHURCH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT sys-

tem. ADAM II is a modular software package

written in dBASE II by Melvin Shell, a nationally

known church consultant and forma IBM ex-

ecutive. ADAM II is the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use chuch software avatedie. It wi run

on virtually any microcomputa. Fa full infor-

mation. caH toll free or write. Deafer inquiries

welcome.

OMEGA INFORMATION SYSTEMS
P.O.Box 4501 25

Atlanta, GA 30345

1(800) 232-6222 toll-free

Software/Business

SOFTWARE AUTHORS
If you have a first rate program that runs on the

IBM PC we can help you find the right publisher.

We provide services similar to those of literary

agents, including assistance in fine tuning your

product locating a publisha and negotiating your

contract. CaH a write tor details.

DOUGLAS & SONS SOFTWARE AGENCY
10 Frederick Avenue

Neptune, NJ 07753

(201)922-9856
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WE WANT YOUR SOFTWARE!
SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY needs

products for its upcoming catalog. We need

business, home management, games, and ed-

ucational programs for the IBM PC and PC jr.

We pay competitive royalties and provide de-

sign. sales, and marketing support. Write for

details, or send brief proposal (in strict confi-

dence) to:

SOFTWARE EXPRESS

P.O. Box 3287

McLean. VA 22103

(703)352-0367

Software/Business

Project Management

PRIMAVERA PROJECT PLANNER'
Critical path analysis for managers and plan-

ners. Offers interactive control of project activi-

ties, schedules, costs and resources—up to

10,000 activities in any work breakdown struc-

ture. Tabular and graphic reporting consistent

with DOO standards; supports earned value

analysis. Call or write for brochure.

PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS. INC.

29 Bala Ave
.
Suite 224

Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

(215)667-8600

MlcroPERT*0
Project scheduling for IBM PC, XT and Compaq.

DOS 1.1 or 2.0 Time-scaled Network Diagrams

and Gantt charts to monochrome display, color

monitor or printer. Up to 220 activities per proj-

ect Flexible calendar. Extensive manual with

samples. Easy to use. New Version 2 has many

enhancements. Price: $200.004330.00

SHEPPARD SOFTWARE COMPANY

4750 Clough Creek Road

Redding. CA 96002

Phone:(916)222-1553

Software/

Communications

1-2-3 A VISICALC LOADER
LOADER converts text data downloaded from

mainframes directly into 1 -2-3 or VisiCalc. Han-

dles mixed text and values without special for-

matting or programming. Now you can move your

mainframe database into 1-2-3 or VisiCalc &
DBase-11 using just Loader and your terminal

program. $95.

MICRO DECISION SYSTEMS

Box 1392

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

(412)276-2387

IBM 2780/3780 EMULATION
MicroGate & MicroGate II are integrated hard-

ware/software products bringing BISYNC, batch

communications to the PC. MicroGate provides

easy-to-use, standalone 2780/3780 emulation.

MicroGate II works with user-written programs

allowing communicatioRS to be built into cus-

tom application software. Qty 1 prices: $895.00.

GATEWAY MICROSYSTEMS INCORPORATED

9501 Capitol of Texas Hwy., Suite 105

Austin. TX 78766

(512)345-7791

RELAY
Compare and try RELAY. We think you'll buy it.

HELP Key. Send/Receive files simultaneously,

send spreadsheets PC to PC with complete er-

ror checking. Full-screen Editor, Up and Down-

load, APL keyboard, Works to 9600 baud, saves

phone numbers, supports Hayes.

Don't underestimate RELAY because it's $149.

VM PERSONAL COMPUTING

60 East 42nd Street

New York, NY 10165

(212)697-4747

REMOTE ACCESS
Have complete use and control of an unat-

tended IBM-PC. Develop and run programs,

transfer binary or ASCII files, etc. Password pro-

tection and full simulation of the IBM keyboard.

Full screen support for most terminals. $89. Write

for info. VISA/MC.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 1005

Bedford. TX 76021

(817)282-7553

Software/Compiler

C86-“C” FOR PROFESSIONALS
*C brings great power, control and conciseness

to programming. C86 brings FULL UNIX syntax

(portability), source to a rich library (gives you

control), no royalties, PCDOS & CPM-86 sup-

port, and overlays. Ask a friend—we are ahead.

Hotline support is solid. $395. Call your dealer

orQ.

COMPUTER INNOVATIONS. INC.

10 Mechanic Street, Suite J-109

Red Bank. NJ 07701

(201)530-0995

DeSmet C-S109
Full K & R C Compiler, assembler, linker, librar-

ian, full-screen editor and example software. Both

8087 and floating point libraries. Rated 1sta 2nd

in 8/83 BYTE Benchmarks. Newsletter. No roy-

alties on generated code. Unlimited updates $20/

each. PC/MS DOS and CP/M-86. $109.

C-WARE

1607 New Brunswick Ave

Sunnyvale CA 94087

(408) 736-6905.

Software/Data

^lanagemen^

PC POWER AND FLEXIBILITY
Fas-File: An easy to use, Menu-driven file sys-

tem Features include fill-in-form input, auto-

matic disc formatting and custom forms, records

and reports. Powerful searches can be made

using up to 100 key words per recorda any other

record data Comes with full tutorial and refer-

ence guide. $145.00.

GRYPHON
SYSTEMS

INTERM
A line of high performance intelligent terminal

emulators that include VT52, VT 100. H19, Z19

and IBM 3101. Features include uploading,

downloading of files and manipulation of DOS

files. Synchronization for most hosts supported.

Fully programmable protocol and speeds 1 1D-

9600 baud operation. Requires 96k. Price $200.

OFFICE SOFTWARE AUTOMATION

4305 El Dorado Drive

Plano, TX 75075

(214)867-5307

GRYPHON SYSTEMS

922 Grange Hall Rd.

Cardiff by the Sea. CA 92007

(619)436-1455

FORM MANAGER
COMBINES data entry, data base forms pro-

cessing, and spreadsheets. Design forms on

screen. Use them for data entry retrieval & cal-

culations. Does data entry validation. Report

writer sorts any 3 fields. Prints labels, reports,

based on your own criteria. Handles up to 32.-

767 records. $195. Demo disk415.00.

BIT SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 619

Milpitas. CA 95035

(408)262-1054

T.I.M. Ill

A data base management system that gener-

ates and summarizes files, mailing lists, and

employee records. The data can be accessed and

searched in a number of ways. T.I.M. provides

help screens and function key legends as user

aids. Capacities include 32,767 records per file,

40 fields per record, 60 char/field. (List Price:

$500.)

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE. INC.

9300 W. 110th St. #380

Overland Park. KS 66210

(913)888-0154

RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEM
REVELATION turns your IBM PC into a data base

machine If you know about the PICK OS you

know all about REVELATION. Maximum record

size to 64K. Files can have n records. Address-

able storage to 2.4 billion bytes. English-like

query language User defined menus, screens,

reports. Interfaces to 1-2-3, Wordstar, Multimate.

CYPHER

121 Second St.

San Francisco. CA 94105

(415)974-5297

ResQ—THE ULTIMATE DBMS
The only system that lets you design and create

yourown forms and reports right on screen! ResQ

calculates, reads, searches, sorts faster than

other systems tested; interfaces w/word pro-

cessing programs. Plain English manual, help

screens, password protection. 32,767 records per

file, 60 fields per record, 80 char, per field,

$395.00

KEY SOFTWARE, INC.

2350 E. Devon Ave. Suite 138

Des Plaines, IL 60018

(312)298-3610

THE DATA FILER
The perfect list manager tor form letters, labels,

invoices, checks, client/prospect records, appt.

& calendar functions + much more. Full fexibil-

ity w/report & screen formats; math capability.

Very easy to use: menu driven. Many other ad-

vanced editing & file handling features. Inte-

grate w/manyWP programs. VISA/MC $195.

MBS Software

12729 N.E.Hassalo St.

Portland, OR 97230

(503)256-0130
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Software/

^Develogmennool^

PASCAL DECIMAL MATH
Fixed decimal math routines provide 15 diflit ac-

curacy making business programming possible

for the IBM PC. FISCAL V1.0. Functions pro-

vided are add, subtract, multiply, divide, com-

pare, absolute value, negate, round, to and from

string conversion, and integer to decimal con-

version. $39.95 includes full documentation.

PARAGON SOFTWARE CORPORATION

775 West Michigan Ave.

Jackson, Ml 49201

(517)782-4859

BASIC C~
BASIC PROGRAMMERS-USE YOUR BASIC

SKILLS IN C BASIC C~ is a software develop-

ment system specifically designed to help you

move from BASIC to C. It includes a C compiler,

full screen editor and the BASIC C~ library which

contains almost al the (unctions found in BASIC

Call anytime toll tree 1 (800) 821 -7700 ext. 303.

C-SOURCE

12801 Frost Road

Kansas City. MO 64138

1(800) 821-7700 ext 303

PrettyPrinter for BASIC

Are your BASIC programs over 100 lines long?

Then you need the PrettyPrinter for BASIC. It

prints BASIC programs so you can read and un-

derstand them; indented and block structured

SCREEN MANAGER/PASCAL
Friendly screen painting editor supports lull

screen & FK definition for high quality interac-

tive Pascal Applications. Your program uses

record level SM functions; SM manages kb in-

put, data mapping/conversion, help screens, 40/

80/color/mono independence. $89. Demo+Doc

$29. CA add 6.5%. CaR/write for info.

KT SYSTEMS
6550 Crystal Springs Or.

San Jose, CA 95120

(408)997-6138

ONE-KEY STEP-SCROLL
BASIC PROGRAMMERS: Tired of keying LIST

xxxx-xxxx? Routine wW step up, down or relist

with one key. Two 40-80 col windows, toggles

mono-color. Active after RUN, edit. No change

to DOS BASIC or user memory. Other displays

disks files, memory variables, and sorted direc-

tory. REMUM enhancement DISKETTE $20.

IRC ASSOCIATES Dept. M
125 Sherrftold Dr. X9

Saginaw. Michigan 48603

(517)792-2156

EXTERMINATE BASIC HASSLES
Put a contract out on BASIC problems w/THE

EXTERMINATOR. Replaces line numbers with

labels. Name subroutines. Write multiple line, IF-

THEN-ELSE code. Put source code in multiple

files. Format output for compiler a interpreter,

packed or unpacked. Req: 64K, 1 drre, MS DOS.

Send for flyer or order now. $49. Check/MC/VISA.

MICROMEDIA Department 63301

Box 33071

Northglenn, CO 80233

(303)452-5566

(like Pascal), keywords in lowercase, remarks

highlighted, cross reference. “On-line' introduc-

tion great user support. 64K required. Just $39

or write for details.

PCToois

P.0. Box 207-PC

Centreville.MD 21617

FORTRAN FILE EXTRACTION

TOOL PC-XTRACT"
Software utility for FORTRAN programmers that

scan a single (and potentially large) program

source code file and creates individual source

code files of the main program and each SUB-

ROLTHNE FUNCTION and BLOCKDATA—plus an

alphabetized batch file containing the name of

each routine that has been extracted. $49. in-

cluding documentation. CA residents add 6%
StratCom Systems, Inc.

1010 Turquoise St, Suite 242

San Diego, CA 92109 (619) 486-2262

BASIC RAM GRABBER II

A machine language subroutine pkg. that allows

PC-DOS interpreters & compiled basic pro-

grams to use from 14 to 608 KB more memory

for storing strings & variables. Routines allow

superlast transfer of data to & from extra RAM.

Works with chained a overlaid programs, any

RAM disk software, al versions PC-OOS Not copy

protected. Only $49.95 + $2 s/h. check, mo. me/

visa.

P&C Software

2021 B North Rd.

Los Alamos. NM 87544

(505)662-7258

PROGRAM ANALYZER (PXA)

PC/XT: Single board; Gather & display execut-

ing code/data, foreground & background, pas-

sively and in real time. Capture 512 events before,

512 after trigger. (2K/2K optional.) User may

trigger on MEM/10 address, data, read/write.

DMA/REG access. Analyze events using buffer

scroll, print & search. $750.

Micro Integrations Engineering Inc.

11 Clearbrook Rd.

Elmstord, NY 10523

(914)592-8989

PASCAL AND C TOOLS
TOOLS includes full string use. screen handling,

graphics, and a general BIOS gate. TOOLS2

supports all DOS 2.0 functions, including pro-

gram chaining. VIEW MANAGER screens are

painted with a Screen Painter and stored in the

Screen Database. Source code is provided.

TOOLS $125, TOOLS2 $100, VIEW MANAGER

$275.

BLAISE COMPUTING. INC.

1609 Acton Street

Berkeley. CA 94702

(415) 524-6603

Software/

Directories

LET US FIND IT FOR YOUSOFSEARCH** has 30,000 product listings—

world's largest software locator service. Be safe

& sure with current data; we do all searching to

provide custom, reliable reports to meet your

software needs on micro, mini & main-frames.

Single search $75 to annual subscriptions from

$180. Call Toll Free.

SOFSEARCH INTI, INC.

Box 5276

San Antonio. TX 78201

(800) 531 -5955 or (512) 340-8735

^^oftware^Edi^^

FULLSCREEN EDITOR
FSE/PC, the full screen editor for program de-

velopers that combines the best features of SPF,

FSE, ICCF and CMS. Runs exceptionally fast.

Max file size 32K recs! Minimum 128K, 80 col

monitor and 1 diskette drive. Full cursor control,

insert, delete, merge, etc. Introductory price $79

with 30 day money back guarantee if not satis-

fied. MC/V1SA welcome.

DATA PROCESSING DEVELOPMENT CORP.

909 North Mayfair Rd.

Milwaukee, W1 53226

(414)778-1175

Software/

Educational

SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATORS
"Gradebook-15 menu items alow user to store,

retrieve, print, and correct scores or grades. Up

to 5 grading areas, 200 students-$36.95

“TranscriptStar-menu driven, complete school

office transcript package, stores up to 100 pu-

pils per diskette-$195; sample diskette $10
*
'Brain CompuTeasers- $19.95. Write for info.

DEC Computing, Dept. 100

609 Oakleaf Drive

Garrett. Ind. 46738

TEST ANALYSIS PROGRAM
For use by educators in schoolsa industry who

must correct multiple choice tests. Input via

Mountain Computer Card Reader or SCAN-

TRON 1200 Data Terminal. Generates 5 reports:

individual responses by student; distribution

mean SD and so forth: number of responses per

choice per item; detailed item analysts and ob-

jective mastery report. Price $1 25.

BERTAMX

3647 Stone Way

North Seattle,WA 98103

(206)547-4056.

HAPPY ALLIGATOR
Four fun games to teach the alphabet on the IBM

PC. When the correct letter is entered, one of 26

cute pictures is drawn on a color or b/w TV seL

You need DOS and Color Graphics Adapter. One

month money back guarantee if not completely

happy. Send $29.95 check or Visa/MC number

and exp date.

HAPPY ALLIGATOR CO.

BoxP

274 Cabot Court

FishkiH, NY 12524

HEBREW SCRIBE
Type Hebrew with your IBM PC or XT. Makes

Hebrew school homework more fun. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed or your money back. Makes a

great gift! Requires: disk drive, color/graphics

adaptor. (For optional hard-copy, included

screendump requires Epson printer.) Cal. ask for

Gary Rosen, Ph D. To order send $29.95 to:

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS

817 10th Street. Suite 102

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213)451-9507
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SORTING SYSTEM
The sorting system part 1 explains and dem-

onstrates 10 important sorting algorithms using

color or monochrome graphics. Programs may

be run with your data. BASIC source code tor and

description of algorithms included. Requires disk

drive, 64k & either display card. Price $45. $2

shipping, IA sales tax. Available now.

GENERAL COMPUTING

145 Summit Drive

Cedar Falls. IA 50613

(319)277-7105

SCHOOL INFORMATION SYSTEM
A comprehensive system for public & private,

elementary or secondary schools. For the IBM-

PC or XT. Modules include scheduling, aca-

demic records, behavioral records, demograph-

ics, calendar, test analysis, admissions, outreach

& finance. Designed by administrator Devel-

oped by computer professionals. Over 200

reports.

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

3355 Lenox Rd. Suite 750

Atlanta. GA 30326

(404)233-1519

COMPUTER APTITUDE TEST
This test presents eight exercises that test your

ability to think logically. The thought process you

go through to solve these exercises is similar to

the process you would use to develop sections

of computer programs. Therefore, your ability to

solve these exercises would be a good indicator

of your ability to understand or even to write

complex computer programs. Requires 16K, 1

disk drive. DOS, $39.95. Send check or money

order to:

TRIDATA CORPORATION,

3057 College Heights Blvd.,

Allentown, RA 18104. (215) 820-9577

^^oftware^808^^
8087 MATH PACKAGE
Increase math performance (2x to 180x) and get

more accurate results (18 digit precision) with

our 8087 Math Package for the IBM-PC. In-

cluded are an easy to install 8087 Numeric Pro-

cessor chip with latest 8088 included too and

easy to use interface libraries (with source code)

fa the IBM PASCAL Compiler IBM Fortran Com-

piler and the IBM MACRO Assembler, $325.

HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS. INC.

358 Veterans Memorial Highway, Suite MSI

Commack, NY. 11725

(516) 360-6827

Software/

Engineering

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE
Largest selection of engineering software—CAD,

Heat & Mass Flow, structural. Statistical Anal-

ysis and much more. Microcomputer programs

fa Mechanical. Chemical, Civil, Electrical Engi-

neers. Architects, Scientists, Contractors. Send

fa detailed catalog—Include $2.00 tor postage

and handling.

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE INC.

3981 Lancaster Rd.. #101

Cleveland. OH 44121

COMPUTER-AIDED DRAFTING
AUTOCAD is 2D drafting and design enabling

anyone who draws to create, edit and plot draw-

ings. AUTOCAD is general-purpose and flexible,

useful tor architectural and engineering draw-

ings of all types wich previously required sys-

tems costing $100,000. Dealer support includes

training disk and manual fa only $50.

AUTOOESK, INC.

150 Shaeline Hwy. #B20

Mill Valley. CA 94941

(415)331-0356

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL
PACKAGE
• XBAR-R charts • P-Charts • C-Charts • U-

Charts • Cause and effect diagrams • Histo-

grams • Basic statistics • Frequency distribu-

tion • PARETO Charts • Menu-driven • Tutorial

• Complete documentation • Sample problems

• High resolution graphics and printer output •

Also available fa Apple • SQC-Pack.

CULVERIN CORPORATION

245 West Elmwood Dr.

Dayton. OH 45459

(513) 435-2335 a 1(800) 547-1565

TEPRO 4010
TEPRO 4010, a software package, permits the

IBM PC owner with graphics and communica-

tion capability to emulate the TEKTRONIX 4010

terminal. It offers alphanumeric, graphics, file

transfer, and hard copy when connected to a host

system. Price: $400. Also Consultants, CUS-
TOMIZED SOFTWARE. Fa further information

call:

TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS GROUP
3852 Foxtord Drive

Atlanta, GA 30340

(404)939-3526

PLOT 4 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
Linear, log, & log-tog medium res cotor graphs.

This new compiled version is very quick! Full

screen menus, easy data entry. 9 lines per graph.

5 line types, full cotor control, interpolation, plot

library on disk. Graftrax screen dump, requires

96K, graphics adapter, & PC DOS. Works great

in black & white too! $79.95.

CARNEGIE SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 1152

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Quick, versatile, interactive structural pro-

grams—beams. columns & frames of any ma-

terial efficiently analyzed & designed. Extremely

friendly input & output with optional COLOR

graphics. Specify PC configuration and send $25

fa demonsration disk to:

c2b2—software design

763 27th Arenue

San Francisco, CA 94212

(415)751-1337

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering programs fa the IBM-PC. Sin-

gle copy $37 per program. Require DOS & 128K.

Earthwork w/superelevation. Roadway Align-

ment. Coadinate Geometry w/traverse adjust-

ment. Water Distribution Analysis. Continuous

Beam Analysis w/variable X-sect: Pressure

Sewer Analysis. Surveying Package.

SYSTEK, INC.

P.O. Box 6234

Miss. State. MS 39762

(601) 323-6905

SURVEY AND ENGINEERING
Rd note data reduction, coadinate geometry,

topographic survey, parcel perimeter area chk,

pt-to-pt coadinate pttng. vertical curve dsgn,

isolated ftng design, pier & horizontal curve stkng.

stadia reduction, architectural spec writing, pole

embedment dsgn, grade beam on elastic foun-

dation analysis, more.

DISCO-TECH

PO. Box 1659

Santa Rosa. CA 95402

(707)523-1600

muMatlT-83
Infinite precision rational arithmetic plus auto-

matic formula manipulation. Includes exact in-

tegration, differentiation, limits, matrices, vector

calculus, infinite series. Laplace transforms and

the solution of algebraic a differential equa-

tions: $300. Also muUSP: $250

THE SOFT WAREHOUSE
RO. Box 11174

Honolulu, HI 96828-0174

PROCESS ENGINEERING
16 menu selected programs fa equipment se-

lection and evaluation, fluid flow, heat transfer.

Friendfy format includes single screen input/

output form, on-line help, unit conversion and

error trapping. Copy results to printer a disk.

Save/recall input. Complete documentation.

Send fa brochae.

Engineering Software. Inc.

2000 Washington St

Wilmington, DE 19802

(302)571-9575

ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
PSI is the faemost producer of serious engi-

neering applications fa the PC. RAKS available

handle chemical, mechanical, civil and power

design & analysis problems. Our catalog is

growing daily. Calla write tor you free copy. See

review PC Magazine, Nov 1983, page 567.

PSI/SYSTEMS

Research Park, P.O. Box 3100

Andover, MA 01810

(617)475-9030

Software/File

Management

CATilog" DISKETTE/LIBRARIAN
A NECESSARY organizational tool. EASY and

TIME SAVING. ADO, DELETE, EDIT, UPOATE,

LIST volumes on screen, printer, a disk file in

several formats. Supports user comments on

volumes and files. Maintains up to 150 volumes

on one 320kb disk. Will run from Hard Disk. Req:

all DOS 2.0. VISA, M/C, MO. CHECK. COD. Only

$34.95.

MultiPro

P.O. Box 342

Saline. Ml 48176

(313)429-2344
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BIBLIOGRAPHY SOFTWARE
THE PERSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM is a

specialized word processor and database sys-

tem for producing attractive, correctly formatted

bibliographies. Features ANSI Standard format;

variable length fields and records; Boolean re-

trieval bay ndex-terms; notes; abstracts. Fa-

mats books, journals, maps, letters, conf.

proceedings, music scores, films, computer

programs, etc. Companion program downloads

records directly from on line library catalogues.

IBM PC and Apple versions available. Price

$250.00, downloading program $200.00.

PERSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIC SOFTWARE. INC.

P.O. Box 4250

Ann Arba, Ml 48106

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

SYSTEM
Retriev-ALL" enables you to search your data

easily and efficiently. Any text data created with

all popular IBM PC/DOS a MS/DOS software

can be added, as is, on a unique dsk file. Enter

any word a sentence and all matched records

will be displayed a transferred to other soft-

ware. Price $350, demo $35.00.

ZARGAR-D

60 W. 75th St.

New York, NY 10023

(212)580-2609

Software/Financial

FINANCIER, INt
PERSONAL SERIES—A complete integrated

state-of-the-art data system fa bank account,

credit card, budget and tax recad keeping. Also

included, property inventory and check printing

with one data entry. TAX SERIES—Perform tax

analysis with pre-formatted spreadsheet and

graphics. Compute 1962, '83, '84 taxes. On

screen help. Fun use of function keys. Interfaces

with personal series.

FINANCIER, INC.

2400 Computer Dr
.
Box 670

Westboro.MA 01581

(617)366-0950

1-2-3/VC FORMULEA PRINT
DocuCalc is used by CPA’s and financial ana-

lysts to review complex models during devel-

opment. Grid arrangement shows equations in

correct position without truncation. All global

details, ranges, graphs etc. printed. Shows blank

cete which take space in model and @ERR cels.

$95.

MICRO DECISION SYSTEMS

Box 1392

Pittsburgh, PA 15219

(412)276-2387

ACCOUNT MANAGER-S34
Manage 10 individual accounts including elec-

tronic banking entries (telephone a automatic

payments & transfers). User defined codes to sort

by category fa budget plans & taxes. Reconcile

accounts, track expenses a search to verify

payments. PA residents add 6%. Inquire about

our Ml line of products.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

RD #2, Andrews Lane

Glenmae.RA 19343

(215)942-3156

PC/CALCULATOR
This program turns your PC into a powerful

multifunction CALCULATOR. Over 100 financial,

business, scientific, statistical and programmer

functions. 16 vistote memories display in fixed,

float and hex. Help screens, universal undo key,

paper trace print capabities, mouse input mode.

Specify DOS a QNX. $35.

MICRO BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

363 South Van Ness

San Francisco. CA 94103

(415)431-1276

BANCLOAN
Decision support software fa the banking com-

munity. Computes commercial and installment

loans, automatically calculates fees and insur-

ance. and prints all loan documents. Forms

generator allows using your own forms. Re-

quires IBM PC. 128K, 2 drives. $1,295.

BANCSOFT SOFTWARE

PO Box 17850

Salt Lake City. UT 84117

(801)486-8746

SOFTWARE TAX PACKAGES
1982 individual tax program fa extensions and

1983 interview sheets, $100. 1983 Federal tax

program, $500 ($100/each per state available).

1983 Federal and available State tax planner,

$200 .

PENCIL PUSHERS UNITED, INC.

Dept. PC, 25 South Greeley Avenue

Chappaqua, NY 10514

(914)238-9600

FORMULA-PACK
FORMULA-PACK. Versatile worksheet program

fa PC a XT. Accounting, engineering, financial

tables, statistical, actuarial work. Max-min,

square roots. CRT preview befae printing. 15

place fixed a 13 pike floating point versions.

64K required. Either $140. NY State add sales

tax. Free brochure gives details.

NEFF SOFTWARE

POBox29

Centerport, NY 11721

516-757-3696

INVESTWARE”
Gives Investment managers a comprehensive

method fa accumulating, preparing, & present-

ing portfolio information to clients and man-

agement in an organized i timely manner so he/

she is mae efficient & effective in completing

investment management tasks. User friendly.

Single User-S800; Investment Managers $1500-

$2000, both w/comm.

NEMS
345 Whitney Avenue

New Haven. CT 06511

(203)787-3452

COMMERCIAL CREDIT ANALYSIS
The corporate lending decision support model

is a tool used by credit analysts and loan offi-

cers to help improve the quality of analysis and

better quantify fencing risk. It is menu driven and

includes common-sized, ratios, funds flow, pro-

jections and graphs. Comprehensive documen-

tation includes tutorial.

BAKER HILL & CO.

P.0. Box 4065

Englewood, CO 80155

(303)628-9609

IRA
MONEY WIZARD—dynamic CAI tool is ready to

teach you. Unravel the mystery of money sup-

ply, interest rates and the business cycle. Build

a winning investment strategy fa your RA. Uses

cola monita, DOS, DS/DD. Money Wizard—

ONLY $19.95.

KNOWLEDGE REACH ASSOC.

P.0. Box 3407

New York, NY 10185

(212)942-4692

PORTFOLIO MANAGER
Recad mgmt. fa stock purchases, sales, splits.

Market value update, report gains/losses, av-

erage cost/shr. & portfolio value. Include annu-

ities, savings, numismatics. R.E. Holdings, etc.,

CONSOLIDATED NVEST. RECORD, Capital gains

report. NO MOOEM/OR SERV. REG. TAX DE-

DUCT, Min. 64K, Idd, PC-OOS 1.1, Baslca, 80

col. disp. Recomm. 132 chr. printer $129 (check

a money order-ind postage).

MICRO MANAGEMENT CORF
P.O.Box 561703

Miami, FL 33256

THE ORGANIZER
A list aganizer, provides a photographic busi-

ness memory of clients, prospects, mailing lists,

and associated office filing procedures. Fledble

visual inquiry and printed lists with a combina-

tion of 13 search and 8 sort parameters. No file

definition required. Requires IBM PC, 96K, 2

drives. $129.00.

BANSCOFT SOFTWARE

PO Box 17850

Salt Lake City, UT 84117

(801)486-8746

SIRIUS PAYROLL PROGRAM
Incredibly easy to use-calculates all taxes (1 yr.

free update), up to 10 user-defined deductions.

Prints checks, W2‘s, periodic and YTD sum-

maries by name. SSN, Zip a empi. No. Exten-

sive error-protection and foolproof data entry.

Auto backup-source code access code. Mina

customizing free. $300 complete.

DJ. BAILEY ASSOCIATES

3438 West 83rd Place

Chicago, IL 60652

(312)434-6658

CORPORATE CREDIT ANALYSIS
EURAMICRO software supports all the credit

analysis functions; Credit spreads, forecasts, &
comparison reports. Reports are generated eas-

ily & efficiently using one of 24 industry formats

fa both domestic & faeign entities. Access to

data bases of financial information available

through timesharing a on diskette.

EUROPEAN AMERICAN BANK

10 Hanover Square

NY. NY 10015

Mr. Jan D. SJee, (212) 437-4532 a 2414
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THE FINANCIAL COUNSELOR"
For the IBM PC. Provides a comprehensive

analyse of your personal financial condition and

develops an easily-accessed, up-to-date finan-

cial database and documentation for use in fi-

nancial planning strategies. Includes financial,

net worth and budget statements, planning

worksheets, accounting journals, infiormatton and

advice, glossary, bibliography & documentation

binder. For brochure & details contact:

FINANCIAL COUNSELING PROGRAMS INC.

1830 Arch Street

Berkeley, CA 94709

(415)644-0699

NET WORTH"
Free sample reports and descriptive brochure will

let you decide for yourself how this comprehen-

sive program will let you keep abreast of your

investments, assets and liabilities. Security

tracking and graphics capability are alsoamong

its many features. For the IBM PC. Runs on 64K

or 128K. $295.

BULLISH INVESTMENT SOFTWARE"

P.O.Box 853

Mansfield, TX 76063

(800)433-3605,(817)473-9249

Software/Games

STRATEGY GAMES
PHARAOHS Defeat the cruel Pharaoh Kefru by

finding his sacred obelisk before he captures

yours. PHARAOHS is a strategic boardgame with

varying levels of difficulty and numerous op-

tions for setup and play. Artificial intelligence

techniques provide a capable and unpredict-

able opponent. Requires 128kB, mono or color.

$39.95. RAM! Command a fleet of Greek tri-

remes in a real-time strategy game. Historical

scenarios pit you against the computer as you

seek to save Athens from invasion. RAM! re-

quires color card, 96kB, $39.95. WITH LEE IN

VIRGINIA recreates the campaigns of 1862.

Strategic and tactical movement and battles. Can

you change history? Requires 96kB, mono or

color card. $39.95. AIR SECTOR CONTROL puts

you in charge as an air traffic controller moni-

toring a sector of airspace. Fast action graphics

and 20 levels of difficulty. Requires 64kB, mono

or color card. $29.95.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

P0Box9

Redmond, WA 96052

MULTIPLAYER EMPIRE BUILDERS
INCUNABULA models the rise of civilization. Up

to seven players control tribes that are trying to

gain power and culture. A series of games al-

lows practise of easier versions of the game be-

fore playing the master game. If you can't get 7

people to play, our artificial intelligence routines

will test your abilities, providing 16 different op-

ponents to choose from. High quality, two-level

mapping system shows both a global picture and

detailed tactical inlormation. RequirBS 96kB, color

card. $49.95.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

POBox9
Redmond, WA 98052

YOUR OWN STARSHIP
Star date 2653.7—You lock course for Starbase

4, 12 injured, energy down to 547. Suddenly,

you're tractored to quadram 8/1. A Wingon

command ship appears, opening fire. SOS to

Starfleet. Is it in time? STARSHF CHALLENGE,

a game of strategy & tactics, uses Artificial In-

telligence response algorithms. $34.95VISA/MC

15 day full money back guarantee. DOS, 64K,

monochrome or color.

MICKLYN DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

3613 Andover Drive

Bedford, TX 76021

(817)571-5714

ZORK MAPS A HINT BOOKS
MASTER THEWORLDS of ZORK, INFIDEL, WIT-

NESS, DEADLINE, SUSPENDED, ENCHANTER.

STARCROSS, and PLANETFALL with our maps

and hint books. We won't spoil your fun. Each

book comes with multi-level hints and a game

map. All 3 ZORKS including ADVENTURE, for

$18, or send $7.50 for individual games.

BROKEN TIMBER PRESS

1625 W. 39th Avenue

Kansas City, KS 66103

(913)722-2464

SIEGE OF PLANET HOUSTON
FIGHT YOUR WAY back to planet Houston de-

feating & capturing perimeter forts beginning with

the farthest outpost at the Galactic rim. Success

depends on reaching the center of command

behind the last line of defense. But don't take

too long! Time works against your attack plan.

PCDOS, color/graphics adaptor, 64K, $25.25.

Please see our display ad.

BAINUM DUNBAR

6427 Hillcrost. Suite 133

Houston, TX 77081

(713)988-0887

DEDUX
SHARPEN REASONING SKILLS with this fun.

challenging, deductive reasoning game. Sharpen

programming skills as you study DEDUX’s

SOURCE CODE (yes, commented Basis, source

code is included!) $20.00 + $2 S & H. Three lev-

els of difficulty. Ages 10 to adult. Specify mon-

ochrome or color graphics.

REMROL COMPUTER SERVICES INC

215 Brighton Ave.

Boston, MA 02134

(617)787-0340

COMPUTER ART POSTERS
USE YOUR IBM PC to print striking ’computer

art’ posters up to 2 x 3 in size. Choose from

over 20 subjects including the Mona Lisa, Ve-

nus DeMilo, Einstein, pets, and more. Requires

DOS and any BM/EPSGN compatible printer. Fa

a complete package, which includes 3 dtek-

ettes, send $28 to:

BUDGE & Co.

7926WiBowcrestRd.

Salt Lake City. Utah 84121

BE CREATIVE!
• MULTIMAZE WRITE YOUR OWN GAMES!

MuttiMaze is an enhanced version of ’maze 'n

chase* games. It allows the user to: • create his

own maze using menus and function keys •

choose the number and speed of micromen and

ghosts • play a competitive two person game

with two micromen. Req.: 128K, Idd, graphics,

and opt. joystks. $39.95.

MICROMANIA INCORPORATED

P.O.Box 415

Acton, MA 01720

(617)263-9149

BRIDGE SOLITAIRE
Improve your bridge. Play rubber or duplicate

bridge,a simply watch the computer play. Hands

can be randomly generated, repeated or input.

Program gives insight into play on request

Scoring is automatic, Specify for IBM PC or VIC-

TOR 9000. Dealer calls welcome. U.S. inquiries.

Just mail $34.95 ($39.95 CON) to:

DEALERS CHOICE SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 332, Station C

Kitchener, Ontario N2G3Y9
(519)-884-1629

THE ETON GROUP
The entertainment set. This introductory set in-

cludes target and horseracing plus 3 other

games. The set includes complete instructions,

is menu-driven & very easy to use. Requires 64K,

1 disk and a printer. Price $29.95 & $2.50 s/h.

CA residence add6% tax. MC/VISA ok. Co. pur-

chases entertainment & business software!

THE ETON GROUP

160 Keller St. Petaluma, CA 94952

(800) 358-9092 in CA (800) 862-4982 ext. 121

GUNBOATS ADVENTURE
ENJOY HOURS ON end of fun and adventure as

you seek out and destroy theenemy fleet of ships.

But beware, for every missile that you send

whistling across the computer screen you get one

back. Wastes little time in sinking you once it

scores a hit. $18.50. 48K monochrome or color

display.

WINSLOW SOFTWARE

5465 Candle Wood Circle. Suite B

Anaheim, CA 92807

(714)779-2584

PROFESSIONAL 21 TUTOR
FRIENDLY 64K program deals 21. Beginners and

professional card counters get fast feedback on

play, results and mistakes. Gives tests, HELP &

tables. ALSO A READABLE (!) book with new tips

and ideas. Program $60. Book $20. Or send $2

for catalog with details on all BLACKJACK prod-

ucts and credentials. PC, Apple & TRS.

DAVID EMANUEL

4560 Fremont Lane

Plano, TX 75075

(214)867-5072

SFINKS PC CHESS PROGRAM
The number 1, USCF rated 1793, chess game

for the TRS-80 is now available for your IBM PC.

Featuring problem mode, audio, opening book,

takeback, save game, clock, printer, hints, su-

perior color/monochrome grahics, SFINKS PC

is unsurpassed! 64K disk, only $49.95 plus $2

S+H MC or VISA. FL residents + 5% tax.

William Fink

Suite 24-B, 1105 N. Main St.

Gainesville, FL 32601

(904)377-4847.
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Cheapware'
POKER up to 7 players can participate in 3 dif-

ferent games of DRAW POKER. Play for points

to beat yur highest scores; play against the dealer

for most wins; play against each other for fun or

money. Program comes on diskette in unpro-

tected BASIC. Requires DOS 1.1 & color adapter.

Price $17.75 MO res. add $1 tax.

Robert L. Nicolai

4038 N. Ninth St.

St. Louis. Missouri 63147.

Software/Games—

Educational

MASTERTYPE
Typing instruction game that dares to be fun. Zap

the enemy word by typing It correctlya the vwrd

zaps you. Eighteen progressive lessons gradu-

ated from home-letter recognition to Wetter

words, numbers and BASIC programming words.

Create your own lesson for specific needs.

$49.95. 64K disk.

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE. INC.

P.O. Box 11725

Palo Alto. CA 94306

(415)327-3280

DESIGNER GENES
Use recombinant DNA techniques to create new

lifeforms. Teaches the fundamentals of modem

biology in a series of three exciting action and

strategy games. No previous knowledge of bi-

ology required. Requires 96kB, color card. $49.95.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

POBox9
Redmond. WA 98052

THE ULTIMATE HANGMAN
Hangman for the Superintelligent entertains you

while challenging your knowledge of esoteric

vocabulary and famous sayings (from Sopho-

cles to Mae West). The computer provides brief

clues, but it's still your job to avoid the hang-

man! Over 1000 words and phrases. $15. PCOOS,

64K, 80-column display, 1 dd.

NORLAND SOFTWARE

1014A West Badger Road

Madison. Wl 53713

NAVSIM**A REALSIM TCA
Role-playing war gaming in a tactical and stra-

tegic simulation. You are the task force com-

mander whose mission is to seek out the enemy

and destroy him. Assume command of the USS

ESSEX and her escorts in the Western Pacific of

1944. 1 dd. 64k. ABASIC. and mono display. No

locks on code. $25 fiat (top).

TCAREALSIMS

1773 Wainwright Drive

Reston.VA 22090

(703)471-6325

Software/General

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Our users group library diskettes are now avail-

able to al PC users. They're loaded with useful

and interesting games, utilities, etc. Send $10

plus $2 shipping & handling for Volume 1 and

Directory listing of other volumes.

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA USERS GROUP

P.O. Box 8140

Santa Cruz, CA 95061

BAR CODE GENERATION SW
Create BAR COOE labels with OW 84, 92. 93, Ep-

son X. Trilog printers. Interactive pack. Prints 39.

93. 12 of 5. 2 of 5. Codabar & UPC-A symbolo-

gies on 1-3 up label stock. Inc./Dec. OCR inter-

pretation—meets LOGMARS reqmts. CPM-86,

PCDOS—for IBM PC/XT, COP MPC, other com-

patibles. $350. Dealer pricing available.

DATAFLOW TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

8422 BeilonaLa., Suite 303

Towson.MD 21204

(301)296-2632/666-2366

END PRINTER FRUSTRATION!
Get control of your IBM PC printer

SurePrinr for a perfect print

A simple program for complicated printers. •

Completely menu driven • Easy to use outputs

• Excellent documentation. SurePrinr provides

printer option control for any PC application, from

PC-DOS, BASIC, and directly online. Code dis-

plays included. IBM, Epson, OkkSata, IDS, Itoh.

NEC, Tl, Diabk). others. Only $35 with one printer

(specify make/model), $15 each additional

printer. (NY res. 7%%).

DICKINSON ASSOCIATES. INC

BOX 1358

Melville, NY 11747.

CALENDAR PLUS
A time management system that displays activ-

ities-in block calendar; prints calendar for se-

lected range of activities; times, personnel or

locations; prints calendar extracts in tabauiar

lists; merges separately maintained calendars.

Much more. PCDOS/MOS-OOS versions. 128K.

any printer. $300.

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

3355 Lenox Rd. Suite 750

Atlanta, GA 30326

(404)233-1519

DYNACOMP PC SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE for all applications: business, sci-

ence, engineering, statistics, education, per-

sonal finance, stocks/bonds, utilities, games,

adventoe. Largest selection available. Also, SS/

DD diskettes w/hub rings; $26.95/box of 10. In-

cludes FREE plastic storage box. Write for FREE

112 page catalog.

DYNACOMP

1427 Monroe Avenue

Rochester, NY 14618

(716)442-8960

VIDEO TAPE TRACKER
This ready-to-run program is just what you need

to manage your video library. It stores up to 1,500

titles/file, prints numbered labels, lists in tape or

title sequence, searches by tape/title/per-

former. and is very fast and easy to use. Needs

64K PC with one disk. Just $39.95. Check, MC.

VISA ok.

PROSOFT, Dept M
7248 Bellaire Ave

No. Hollywood. CA 91605

(213) 764-3131, (800) 824-7888, oper. 577

IFR FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Hkes graphics simulation. 64K IBM PC. Panel

with all IFR instruments, NAVs, ADF, Gs, MBs,

tach, Flaps. Fuel, Gear, Clocks, numerous in-

strument approaches. Large initialization map.

Post-flight review map with aircraft track.

Highspeed compiled code. Flight school devel-

oped for student pilots. $59.95

MC/VISA

Anderson Aviation Inc.

333MoorehouseRd.

Yorktown,VA 23690

(804)896-5699

RESERVATIONS SOFTWARE
FRONT DESK-A menu driven reservations sys-

tem for destination resorts. Features include; a

complete reservations display board (in color),

resections booking and control, occupancy and

management reports, unit file maintenance and

much more. Requires 128K, 2-320K drives. 80

column, DOS. Only $850. Demo disk with doc-

umentation $50. Write:

HANSEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC

P.O. Box 688

Kihei, Maui, HI 96753

(808)879-9943

Software/Graphics

COLOR MIT/HUNT SYSTEM
JOYPAINT: AN INTERACTIVE JOYSTICK BASED

MEDIUM-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS PROGRAM.

• 16 color palette • Select brush size/

shape • Use palette area to mix colors • Create

lOUO's of custom color patterns and tex-

tures* SAVE pictures to disk* Display from

BASIC • Split screen and Full screen mode tog-

gle • Spfx include MIRROR IMAGE. FUR RE-

DUCE ..Compied version on disk. Requires 64K,

color adaptor and game adaptor. $49.95.

PCOMPUTER PICTURES

53 Sherman Ave.

Rockville Centre. NY 11570

(516)536-3953

35mm SUDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SUDE EXPRESS converts graphic

files produced on the BM PC into brWant 35mm
color slides with cola resolution 400% better

than your monita. Leave your printouts behind.

Project yourself into the technology of toma-

row. Use high resolution cola slides at your next

presentation. COMPUTER SUDE EXPRESS $6/

slide. $30 minimum ader.

VISUAL HORIZONS

180 Metro Park

Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

VERSAWRITER
Complete drawing system fa IBM PC includes

digitizer drawing board and software—ready to

use. Use digitizer to trace drawings to the com-

puter screen. Features include draw & dot mode,

fifl & airbrush in 100 colors, add ted. save and

recall picture, dump graphics to printer, make

circles, boxes, pie charts & bar graphs, create

your own brush palette & more. $299.00.

VERSA COMPUTING, INC.

3541 Old Conejo Road. Suite 104

Newbury. CA 91320-2178

(805)496-1956
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GRAPHWRITER
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
Graphwrita" is specifically designed for your

presentation graphics requirements. Charts for-

mats include pie. bar. line. text, scatter, organi-

zation, GANTT, ‘bubble*, table and many other

special purpose chart formats. With Graphwri-

ter you get the chart you want, the way you want

it Starting at $395.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS. INC.

200 Fifth /We.

Waltham. MA 02254

(617)890-8778

HALO"
1

Graphics subroutines that run under MS/DOS

in PASCAL. C, ASSEMBLER. FORTRAN, BASIC,

and API+. Supports color & monochrome

graphics devices & can be graphics interface to

applications. Lines, arcs, circles, dithering, pat-

terns, etc. can be created. World coordinates,

fonts, image compression & animation features

Inc.

MEDIA CYBERNETICS. INC

36 Columbia Ave.

Takoma Park, MD 2091

2

(301)270-2272

PLOT-10 GRAPHICS EMULATOR
PC-PLOT is a complete emulation of the TEK-

TRONIX model 4010 graphics terminal. The basic

packages range from WO to $75 plus optional

plotter driver software. Write or can fa a tech-

nical brochure.

MICROPLOT SYSTEMS CO.

1897 Red Fern Drive

Columbus. OH 43229

(614)882-4786.

ADD CAD TO YOUR PC
...with Vector Sketch, a 2D graphics package that

runs on the IBM PC, included is an electromag-

netic digitizer (sizes from 11* x IV to 42* x 6(7)

fa fast, efficient data entry. Drawings are stored

on disc, can be recaded on a matrix printer, a
drawn by a pen plotter. Application: Space plan-

ning. flow charting, form, product, and graphic

(^"corporation
1055 First Street Dept. SA1

Rockville. MD 20850

(301)279-9550

QUICKDRAW
is a ted graphics painting that lets you create

colorful screens on you IBM. Finished screens

can be used directly in Basic. Pascal a C pro-

grams. a you can design your own slide shows

(no programming necessary). Designed for both

the casual user and professional programmer.

Requires 64kB, cotor card. $39.95.

EXPERT SYSTEMS. INC.

POBox9

Redmond. WA 98052

PC CAD
A complete computer-aided design program fa

the IBM PC/XT includes graphics dumps, all

coadinate geometry features, street design, and

interactive graphics. Options include digitizers

and HP plotters. Fa more information, contact

your local Computerianda authorized IBM dealer

for a demonstration. $1,450.

HOUSEMAN & ASSOCIATES

11711 Jones Rd.

Houston, TX 77070

(713)890-5160

FOR STAMP COLLECTORS
Put the Ben Franklin'" Stamp Collectors Series

to work fa you and never write your collection

inventory list again. Keeps an accurate, current

recad of your U S. postage, airmail, special de-

livery. and postage due singles. W9.95 ppd,

VISA/MC 10 day money back guarantee.

1 STEP SOFTWARE, INC.

Charlotte Plaza, Suite 1300

Charlotte. NC 28244

(704)554-7255

VIDEOGRAM
Create customized 16-cola graphics fa 35mm
slide presentations. INC: Picture commands, tu-

torial. 24 brushes, magnification, 8 fonts. 7

shapes, built in slide show capabity. Req: 128K,

PC/DOS, Tecmar bd. cola monita. Personal use

$150; business $300 (inc: FREE 1 yr. of updates

& support). See article 6-'83 PC.

SOFTEL. INC.

P.0. Box 257

Stoddard. NH 03464

BOARDROOM GRAPHICS-S85
Bar, pie, line, 3-D charts and regressions. Con-

nects to Visicalc, Lotus& Multiplan filesa input

manually. Works with many printers (IBM. Ep-

son) & plotters (HP747QA). Menu-driven. Plots

in seconds. Ties to FINANCIAL ANALYST, an ex-

pert modeling package. Ver. 2.0-$115, 128K, one

drive. Ver. 10 (fewer features)-$95. 64K.

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

10939 McCreeRd.

Dallas. TX 75238

(214)340-2564

EXECUTIVE GRAPHICS
Line, bar, pie graphs and text generation on HP-

plotters. Quickly prepares charts fa reports a
overhead foils for meetings. Reads VisiCalc,

MultiPtan a DOS files, a enter data directly.

Menu-driven. Field tested. Professional quality

software and suppport. $175 US One year up-

date service. MC. VISA, money ader. U.S.

Inquiries.

C.R. TOREN LTD.

Suite 1060,3700 Gilmore Way

Bumady.BCV5G4M1 CANADA

(604)437-3521

P-PLOT GRAPHICS ROUTINES
Graphics subroutines fa IBM Pascal & Fortran.

Ova 40 graphics, I/O. memory & screen utili-

ties. Beats Basic 2.0 graphics, includes Bar-

charts. Piecharts. Windows. Great tool fa

science, business, education, animation/sound

fa video games. High quality & competitive price.

$49.95 each. Specify compiter.

LIVERMORE ASSOCIATES

P.O.Box 2435

Livermae.CA 94550

(415)449-5438

COLOGRAPHY"
THIS COLOR GRAPHICS EDITOR fa IBM PC/XT

lets you create cola images on the screen with

ease. It can be used by anyone fa Business. Ed-

ucators, Programmers, Artists + Designers. Your

next SW update is FREE! Requires IBM PC/XT.

128K. IBM Cola Board. Floppy a Hard Disk,

Cokx Monita. PC-DOS 1.1 a 2.0. $99.95.

M'li'Hwurr
CACTUS SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

P.O.Box 880

Peaia.AZ 85345

(602)242-7953

^oftware^Hobbie^

ASTROLOGY SOFTWARE
We have everything from high-accuracy calcu-

lation packages for professional astrologers to

programs likeASTRO-SCOPE*, that print multi-

page, natal, faecast, relationship and numa-

ology interpretations fa everyone. F*rograms print

the chart and include a license to sell the copy-

righted text output.

AGS SOFTWARE

BOX 28. Dept. C
Orleans. MA 02653

(617) 255-0510

STAMP COLLECTORS
The Philatelic Management System" is superia

software fa every level of coHecta. This power-

ful, easy-to-use package was professionally de-

veloped with ova 40 programs specifically

designed fa philately. Fa IBM PC & Apple. Until

Jan. 1. 1984, $219-regularty $295. Demonstra-

tion Package $15.00. credited to final purchase.

SOFTSTYLE, INC.

7192 Kalanianade Hwy., Suite 200

Honolulu. HI 96825

(808)396-6368

Software/Insurance

THE AGENCY MANAGER-
Designed by insurance professionals fa inde-

pendent insurance agents, this integrated sys-

tem performs: Customa acctg., general ledga,

client data update and retrieval, ova 100 mar-

keting reports and sales tods, ACORD's. Easy

main menu and HELP featae. IVANS. IBM-PC,

CP/M, Turbodos.

APPLIED SYSTEMS
Pauling Rd.

Monee.IL 60449

(312)534-5575

PROPERTY/CASUALTY
INSURANCE
Insurance agency automation package. Com-
pletely interactive from invoicing to P&L state-

ments. Provides CR. DD. JE month end

summaries, daily transaction reports. Basic pkg-

$1500. Otha options available including on-line

customa policy retrieval pro file, customa on-

line daily transactions, producer reports, & more

PC-OOS & CP/M.

Dimensional Business Systems, Inc.

250 N.W. 4th Diagonal/199 Bay St. 4th FL

Boca Raton. FL 33432

(305)368-0270

Toronto. Ontario,

Canada M5J1L4

(416)367-9882
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Software^Inventor^

POINT OF SALf/CASH REC.

A program designed for auto parts, hardware,

equipment, and other part-number oriented in-

dustries. Prints invoices, statements, and man-

agement reports. Color- and menu-driven.

Program keeps track of monthly, quarterty, and

yearly unit sales. Floppy or hard disk. Both cash

or accounts receivable versions available.

INTELLIGENT BUSINESS SYSTEMS

10 S. Fourth Street

Clarksburg.WV 26301

(304)624-7488

MR. QUARTERMASTER
Main features are receipts and issues updating;

report generation including inventory
,
usage and

reorder listings; screen display of one. several or

alt stock items; price quotes; reader point seif-

adjustments and comprehensiw file mainte-

nance to add. change and delete stock items. List

Price; 120.00. Manual alone; 15.00.

RJL SYSTEMS
106 New Haven Avenue

Milford, CT 06460

(203)878-0376

MAINTENANCE + INVENTORY CTL
Fixed wing aircraft and/a helicopters. Gives

maintenance status of components and fae-

casts parts coming due tor service. Inventory al-

lows 20 character part numbers and supports

multiple locations. GL, AP and AR systems es-

pecially for the aviation industry are also

available.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.

4427 Dalhart Road NW
Calgary, Alberta, CANADA T3A 1B8

(403)286-8804

RETAIL CONTROLLER
The retail controller inventory system will pro-

vide an easy, fun-to-use method of controlling

your daily sales, orders, invoices, and over-all

inventory activity. OPEN TO BUY analysis is one

of many automatic features fa your future suc-

cessful business decisions. Fa IBM/PC a XT.

Price $395. Please write a ca#:

CATALINA'S COMPUTER

PO Box 2530, att. Gary Antrim

Avalon, CA 90704 (213) 510-1635.

Software/

^^^nguage^^^

Waterloo LOGO
AVAILABLE NOW! Full LOGO language, phis ...

Simple screen edita • Music • Painting • Dec-

imal floating-point arithmetic • Save and recall

pictures on disk• Explicit error messages• Tu-

torial and reference manual. Requires IBM PCa
XT with 128K RAM, diskette drive and cokx

monita. $180. Quantity discounts. VISA, M/C,

AmEx. U.S. Inquiries.

WATERLOO MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

175 Columbia St . W
Waterloo. Ontario Canada N2L5Z5

(519)884-3141

SSrFORTH
SSI*FORTH is a FIG compatible FORTH devel-

opment system fa the IBM PC. It includes as-

sembly language core modules fa selected 16-

bit micros and source code fa all FORTH wads.

A screen-to-text and a text-to-screen format

converter is also included. $95.00.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem, UT 84057

1-(800) 321-5906a (801)224-8554

Contact: Ann Cates

UNIFORTH
Our floating-point. PC-optimized FORTH is now

only $129 (U.S. postage paid). Included are; All

transcendental functions, video edita, macro

assembler, FORTH-79, complete DOS support.

64kb program/1M6 data space. Our 200-page

User's Manual is unequaled. Specify software a
8087 support. No credit cards.

UNIFIED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

P.O.Box 2644

New Carrollton, MD 20784

(301)552-9590

S40FORTH—IBMPC LOOK AUKE
A program development system fa the IBM/PC.

Compatible with DEC PDP-11 & Osborne CPM
versions. Screen edita with screen print & copy

routines, function key & key pad commands.

Decompiler displays components of FORTH

wads in dictionary. Extended-memory, disk

dumps, music & sound routines. BIOS ROM ac-

cess. DOS functions & files, floating-point op-

erators, random numbers & mail list program

with high level source demonstrates program-

ming tools. $40.

TRANSPORTABLE SOFTWARE

P.O.Box 26

Princeton Junction, NJ 08550

(800) 435-4444 (609) 799-6603

FORLIB-PLUS
3 supplemental, assembly coded. Fortran Li-

braries supporting graphics, communications

and file handling. DOS 2.0 compatible. Addi-

tional features include program and data chain-

ing and interrupt driven buffer communication.

Microsoft 3.1 Fortran and IBM Fortran compat-

ible. $69.96. CA res. add 6%.

ALPHA COMPUTER SERVICE

P.O.Box 2517

Cypress. CA 90630

(714)894-6808

REAL ESTATE CLOSING PKG.
Prepares all documents required fa real estate

closings: Buyer/Seller closing stmts, RESPA,

promissory notes, mortgages, deeds, affidavits,

amort sch, etc. Also ESTATE TAX 706, a pro-

gram to prepare estate tax returns and FIDU-

CIARY TAX 1041, a program to prepare estate

and trust income tax returns.

MARINER SOFTWARE, INC.

P.O.Box 2564

Port Charlotte, a 33949-2564

(813)639-3945

muLISP™—83
An integrated environment fa A1 software de-

velopment. Includes a high performance, pseu-

docode USP compiler; a resident, screen-

oriented edita and debugging system; interac-

tive USP programming lessons; and a detailed

reference manual. $250. Also the muMath Sym-

bolic Math System. $300.

THE SOFT WAREHOUSE

P.O.Box 1174

Honolulu, HI 96828 0174

HYPER FORTH 11

AN INTEGRATED FORTH software development

environment for your IBM PC. Full file manage-

ment without leaving PC DOS One low price of

$100. Includes these utilities and much mae:

interactive FORTH debugger, program cross re-

ferences textfile edita. text formatter, program

retocater and perfamance analyzer,

WSM GROUP

1161 Nath El Dorado Place, Suite 241

Tucson. AZ 85715

(602)298-7910

^Software^ga^

ssi-legal
SSFLEGAL is a comprehensive legal time and

billing system fa the IBM PC. Supporting up to

99 lawyers, 99 billing formulas, 98 job types,

9,999 clients. 9.999 cases per client and 100,000

current charges via a built in data base.

SSTLegal is a powerful and easy to operate

system. $495.00.

SATELUTE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem. UT 84057

1 -(800) 321 -5906 a (801) 224-8554

Contact: Ann Cates

Software/Mailing

HARDCOPY E-MAIL
Interface to U.S. Postal Service's E-COM net-

work. Transmit your letters directly to a Post Of-

ice; they print and deliver as first class mail. Our

P-COM software handies all E-COM formats,

includes a special word processa, mailing list

program, formatting programs and communi-

cations program.

FOGLE COMPUTING CORP.

P.O.Box 5166

Spartanburg. SC 29304

(800)845-7594

POWERIZE
Powerize your Easy Writer 1.1 /Volkswriter letter

writing with these MBS software tools: Mage 'n

Print tor automaticaly repeating customized form

letters (keyboard and file insertions, etc.)—$79,

MBS label program with fast, 6-way sorting—

$95; and data filer fa other follow up and client

data $195.

V1SA/MC

MBS Software

12729 N.E. HassaloSt.

Portland, OR 97230

503-256-0130

Personal Mailer

Prints mailing labels, form letters, telephone di-

rectories. masta listings of file data, and any

special label that you can create. The program

is menu driven, has full edit and retrieve func-

tions. It requires 128K. one drive, an 80 column

screen, parallel printa, and DOS 1.1 a 2.0. You

will not believe the power you get fa $60. Fa

info call a write:

Innervision Microsystems. Inc.

PO Box 3247

Silva Spring. MD 20901-0427

(301)445-2493
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Software/

Manufacturing

MYTE MYKE- MANUFACTURING
CONTROL SYSTEM integrates with BUSINESS

SYST & features mainframe capabilities. STD
|

COST ... bill of matl and operations routing

provide where used, same as except. & projec-

tion capabilities. FORECAST/SCHEDING, MRP,

SHOP FLOOR CTRL & PRODUCTION RPTG. are

included. Install & support avail. CP/M, PCOOS,

MSDOS, UNIX & more.

MDS ASSOCIATES

P.0.BOX108

Orchard Park, NY 14127

(716)662-6621

Software/Medical

POS/I" Version 4.0

Medical billing and accounts receivable system.

Produces statements and insurance forms. A/R

aging and revenue analysis with Bar Graphs.

Multiple doctors, practices, insurances. Day

sheets, recall notices, referring physicians, au-

dit trails, ledger details. Online update and ac-

cess by account # or name. Customizable

procedure and diagnosis codes; menu-driven;

help screens; supports 3 printers. PC-OOS,

128Kb, hard disk. $2200.

CHEN INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.

1499 Bayshore Hwy., Suite 205

Burlingame, CA 94010

(415)692-4358

DIETAN
The most sophisticated nutritional analysis sys-

tem available for the professional user. Used by

registered dieticians, doctors and hospitals.

Produces a number of in-depth reports and

graphs on many aspects of a subject's diet.

Comes with a choice of data bases from 760 to

6900 foods which can be searched and fully up-

dated. Demo disk available $15.

CAMRASS CORP
P.O.Box 118

Boonton.NJ 07005

(201) 328-8917

LITERATURE FILING SYSTEM
SearchLit stores & searches information related

to your literature collection. Retrieval based on

key words in title, abstract or key word file. Great

for •rippers." Just circle key phrases & hand ref-

erence to sec y. Read it laterwhen the need arises.

Interpreted Basic with assembly subs. Source

code provided for user modification.

$149.50 (plus 6% in CA) 30 day satisfaction

guaranteed or your money back minus $4 S&H.

MEDISOFT

Medical Professions Building

1595 Soquel Drive, Suite 350

Santa Cruz. CA 95065

(408)476-7106

Software/Operating

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS
MultiLink turns PC-OOS into an efficient multi-

user multi-tasking operating system. Additional

users are supported by attaching inexpensive

CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the

PC, and can run normal applications designed

for PC-OOS. Includes host communications

software for public dial-in.

THE SOFTWARE UNK INCORPORATED

6700 23B Roswell Rd.

Atlanta. GA 30328

(404)255-1254

RUN UCSD UNDER PC DOS
The BUBBLE", running the p-System as a task

under PC DOS. allows users to read or write both

p-System and PC DOS files from within the p-

System. Software written using the power and

portability of the p-System can be executed from

PC DOS, communicating with the system hard-

ware through PC DOS. Users may execute a mix

of PC DOS and p-System programs (which can

share data files) from the PC DOS environment.

PCD SYSTEMS, INC.

163 Main St.. RO. Box 143

Penn Yan, NY 14527

(315)536-7428

1 dir for the PC & XT
Replaces the DOS prompt with an interactive

command system that efiminates the need to type

commands and filenames on the command ine.

Easy to use. 1 DIR enables you to load files and

run programs by positioning the RLE and COM-

MAND CURSORS and pressing the <ENTER>

key. Retail $95.00.

Bourbaki Inc

P.O. Box 2867

Boise, ID 83702

(208)342-5849

OS DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Universal development interfaces and iRMX 86

implementations for PC DOS/MOS DOS based

systems. A complete famiy of development tools.

Software/Preventive

Maintenance

MAINTENANCEAND INSPECTION

SYSTEM
An easy-to-use computerized method to orga-

nize, operate, and control an effective preventive

maintenance system. Applicable to any type of

business or industry. Full screen input and dis-

plays. plus function key help command. Main-

tains historical data, creates work orders, and

provides numerous reports. For Information write

to:

PENGUIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

P.O. Box 11206

St. Thomas. U.S. Virgin Islands 00801

(809) 774-8277

For further information contact:

RTCS/REAL TIME COMPUTER SCIENCE CORP.

P.O. Box 3000-886

Camarillo. CA 93010

(805)482-0333

Software/Real Estate

PROPERTY MANAGERS

VL-ISAM
At last your IBM-PC can handle variable length

keyed records quickfy and effortlessly. Pack more

data on your disk. Designed for BASIC Starting

at $95.00, dependent on configuration. For

information:

WORLD SYSTEMS. Inc.

Box 1082

Shawnee Mission. KS 66222

(913)432-3950

NO MORE CP/M-861
MATCHPOINT/86 lets you run CP/M-86 pro-

grams on PC-OOS and MS-DOS. Matchpoint/

86 requires no hardware changes, no CP/M-86

and just 9K of RAM. Tale advantage of the many

business application programs available only on

CP/M-86. Also includes file transfer between

CP/M-86 and DOS Operates on floppies or hard

disks, under DOS 2.0,BM PC Victor, others. $99.

AHA, Inc.

109 S River St./RO. Box 8405

Santa Cruz. CA 95061-8405

(408)458-9119

Two systems to match your exact property

management needs. CONDO MANAGER is de-

signed for community associations. Handles

member payments and charges and generates

accounting reports. RENTAL MANAGER, to be

released soon, handles tenant activities and has

a built-in general ledger. Flexibility allows mul-

tipie properties per owner, tie-in with word pro-

cessors, etc.

COLEMAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS
3654 Arcadian Drive

Castro Valley, CA 94546

(415)581-7125.

COMPARE R.E. INVESTMENTS
Compare & rank up to 30 investment choices

directly to each other on the same scale. Anal-

ysis includes: Selection of optimal financing

package from up to 5 alternatives each with 3

mortgages. Contribution to total return from: tax

shelters: value appreciation & income, Calcu-

lation of the net result of the investment from

purchase to sale plus much more. Color graph-

ics & state of the art documentation enhance

interpretation. Packaged in an IBM type binder

at only $169. Call for free demo disk.

INVESTMENT INDEX PROGRAMS
11026 N. 28th Drive, #78.

Phoenix, AZ 85029

(602) 863-0273
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BlueBookPC:

BlueBook

PC:

BlueBook

PC:
RIP
RIP-REAL ESTATE NVESTMENT PACKAGE. Only

$29.95 lor a dozen VisiCaic/i -2-3 templates.

Eight year analysts lets you compare investment

properties and make fast decisions. Analysis,

depreciation incl. ACRS, amortization & more.

You can't afford to be without it. Requires IBM

PC and VisiCalc or Lotus 1-2-3. $29.95 plus

$2.50 shipping. MC/Visa accepted.

TomCiuiik

3011 Bunker Hill Circle

Marietta. GA 30062

(404) 973-6679

REAL ESTATE TAX STRATEGY
Do a 3 hour analysis in 5 minutes! This program

features actual state and federal tax charts that

compute the true after-tax cost of buying any kind

of real estate. This is not a tax bracket' pro-

gram. Includes 5 yr. projection, all 50 state tax

charts and CLOSWG COST program. Comes in

color & monochrome. $295.

C.I.P. SOFTWARE

1190 S. Bascome Ave./Suite 129

San Jose. CA 95128

Contact Paul Polini. (408) 295-1519

REAL ESTATE STRATEGY
Unlike anything ever seen anywhere for a micro!

Originally written by an Investment Realtor with

a Ph.D for his own successful business. It can

actualy negotiate the pnchasea sale of any kind

of Real Estate, because it not only displays what

you're doing wrong, it boldly displays how to do

it right! It can even optimize both Buyer’s and

Seler's benefits on the same transactxin simul-

taneously. It will permanently and profitably

change the way everyone buys or sells Real Es-

tate. $395 + $5 postage. Dealer inquiries invited.

REAL ESTATE COMPUTER CENTER

1777 Saratoga Avenue

San Jose. CA 95129

Contact Norman Nektchel. (408) 257-4411

GET SMART!!
Consult PC: Blue Book every month for easy ref-

erence to services/hardware/software. You can

be pari of PC: Blue Book lor 3 months tor only

$375. You get 7 lines of copy. PLUS a boldface

heading. PLUS 4 lines for your name, address,

and phone number. Logo art $150 additional.

Reach out to the largest market of IBM PC own-

ers and users TODAY. Cal Lois Pricecoiect today.

PC: BLUE BOOK

1 Park Avenue

New York. NY 10016

(212) 725-4215 (collect)

Software/Scientific

PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL
A complete line of technical software packages

for the engineering, scientific, and business

professional. Comparable in scope and sophis-

tication to mainframe implementation, these

accurate and reliable codes transform your PC

into a true professional work station. Write for

details of Omnisoft technical software products

and services. See display ad in this issue.

OMNISOFT CORPORATION, Dept. P10

9960 Owensmouth Aire.. Suite 32

Chatsworth.CA 91311

(213) 709-1286.

LP88—LINEAR PROGRAMMING
A GENERAL-PURPOSE system for solving linear

programs with up to 255 constraints and 2255

variables. Features include menu-driven input/

output, display editing, double-precision arith-

metic. primal and dual solutions, sendittvity

analysis, storage problems and bases, re-start

from a given basis, report generator. Required:

1 28K, 1 disk drive, printer, DOS. Recommended:

192K, hard or electronic disk. Price: $88 for LP88

and user's guide.

EASTERN SOFTWARE PROOUCTS. INC

4804 Tarpon Lane

Alexandria. VA 22309

(703) 360-6942

^oftware^Securit^

CRYPT-rr
Protect your important sensitive business data

from unauthorized use and disclosure with

CRYPT-IT, a data security program offering bil-

lions of password posstoities. Written in PC-dos

basic, it can be easily adapted to your own tor-

mat. $49.95 plus $2.00 shipping. Charge cards

welcome. Ariz. Res. add 5% tax

SECURE DATA

P.O. Box 23990

Tempe.AZ 85282

(602)966-4010

BIT-LOCK™ SECURITY
Guard your valuable software from PIRACY. Our

inexpensive security system protects code us-

ing rapid decryption algorithms. Copies will only

operate with a BIT-LOCK device attached. BIT-

LOCK’S multi-layered security has proven its ef-

fectiveness on IBM PC. TRS-80, Apple and

Commodore computers.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

7805 S. Windermere Circle

Littleton. CO 80120

(303)922-6410

Software/Sort

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast machine language Sort/Merge

program. Sort ascending or descending on

multiple fields, merge fifes. Works with variable

or fixed length records. On-line help, full docu-

mentation and much, much more. Best features

on the market! Compare before you buy any other.

Write or cafl tor more information. $75.

OPT-TECH

STATGRAF
An integrated package of data input from key

board or sequential ASCI fifes, with interact five

graphics and basic parametric statistics. Cor-

relation up to 19 variables; 3 way ANOVA up to

5 levels. Single key strokes obtain instant ta-

bles, charts or summaries on screen, plotter v
printer. Initial price $285.00.

VILLAGE INFORMATION CO. INC

55 Christopher Street

New York, NY 10014

(212)924-8314/691-9158

P.O.Box 2167

Humble, TX 77347

(713)454-7428

Software/

Jj£readsheet^

1-2-3 TEMPLATES
UNIQUE APPLICATION TEMPLATES

TEACHES LOTUS USAGE
THRU PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

1963 FEDERAL TAX CALCULATOR $2996

PERSONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM $29.95

Both on one disk $50. VtSA/MC 30 Day Money

Back Guarantee

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy to use. menu driven system tor the en-

try, editing, processing and presentation of

questionnaire data. The system can produce

crosstabs and scores in banner format, statis-

tics and bar charts. Tables and charts are cam-

era-ready for professional presentations. $495.

Card readers and open-end coding analysis op-

tions available.

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS

1864 Larkin Street. 42

San Francisco, CA 94109

(415)771-0912

STATISTICIAN S MACE
EASY TO USE program calculates descriptive

stats, multiple regression, correlations, several

ANOVAs, nonparametric tests, and other statis-

tics used by scientists, business researchers,

engineers. Accepts keyboard or disk file input

Requires 128K, PC/MS DOS. 1 disk. Price $195.

Evaluation version $30.

MACE INC.

2313 Center Avenue

Madison. Wl 53704

(608)241-4566

Easy-As Inc.

Suite 402, 36 S. Charles St.

Baltimore. MO 21201

(301)539-5540

Software/Statistics

NWASTATFAK
Powerful data manipulation utilities. ASCII data

structure for interlace to databases, word pro-

cessors. etc. Statistical functions include prob-

ability. descriptive statistics, regression and

correlation, non-parametrics, distribution func-

tions, means testing, survey data analysis. &
ANOVA. $495.

NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL INC.

1532 Morrison St.

Portland. OR 97205

(503)224-7727

DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
Menu-driven, file-oriented programs with on-

screen instructions & examples of all data

structures. STAT-PAK is a suite of powerluluni-

vanate procedures ($120). UTUTES plots his-

tograms of STAT4M flies and converts DFNes

to the STAT-PAK format ($30). MULT1REG per-

forms multiple regression ($30).

SCIENCE SOFTWARE

RFD2,Box63

Neisonville. OH 45764

(614)753-1397
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MATHSTAT"
A menu-driven statistical package including: data

transformations, descriptive statistics, cross-

tabs, correlation, regression, ANOVA, principle

components analysis, and more. Enhancement

modules include: Probit, Logit, Conjoint Analy-

sis, two-stage least squares, stepwise regres-

sion, and chi-square AID.

MPR-MATHSTAf
P.O.Box 2393

Princeton, NJ 06540

609/799-2600-X2246

JSoftware^axe^

SOFTWARE TAX PACKAGES
1983 FEDERAL TAX PROGRAM. $750 ($150/

each per state available). Programs available for

MS/DOS and CP/M Operating Systems

PENCIL PUSHERS UNITED, INC.

Dept. PCM. 25 South Greeley Ave

Chappaqua, NY 10514

(914)238-9600.

SIGSTAT
SK3STAT includes over 30 programs of the BMD
statistical series, plus many advanced new fea-

tures. Mainframe capacity (up to 80 var.) for

uni—(e.g., ANOVA, regression) + multivariate

(e.g., canonical, factor) analyses, time-series,

crosstab, plots, and much more. 8087 support

opt128K.DOS.S325.

SIGNIFICANT STATISTICS

3336 N. Canyon Road

Provo, UT 84604

(801)377-4860

STATGRAPHICS. PC
Integrated system of 250+APL functions for data

analysis, data management, and graphics.

Conversion of the mainframe statgraphics sys-

tem. covers regression, anova, quality assur-

ance, experimental design, time series analysis,

forecasting, multivariate, robust methods. Out-

put to graphics monitors, printers and plotters.

Also micro-mainframe interface.

STATISTICAL GRAPHICS CORPORATION

P.0. Box 1558

Princeton, NJ 08542

(609)924-9374

Software/Stock

Analysis

WALL STREET WINDOW
• New comprehensive stock pkg. Extensive

ANALYSIS—moving avgs
,
stock comparisons,

trendlines, & more.

• Clearest GRAPHS hi-res., price, vol.. & to

printer.

• Complete PORTFOLIO mgmt. SPREADSHEET

compatible.

• AUTOMATIC access to Dow Jones. Compu-

Serve, retrieves, updates, packs more data (His-

torical & current quotes). $395.; Demo $75.

R & D SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

P.O.Box 2727

Reston.VA 22090

(703) 476-6597

1040PLAN~-$45.
1983 Tax planning and preparation template for

second generation spreadsheet programs. Lo-

tus 1-2-3 & SuperCalc III. Includes tax tables for

1983-1984. Flexible, up to four different alter-

natives can be computed at once, but easy to

use. Follows IRS forms by line number & in-

cludes: 1040 sch. A,B,C,D,E,F,G,W, SE Forms

2119. 2441. 3468. 6251 256K req

William A. Permar, CPA

1125 SunnyhillsRd. Dpt. PCM
Oakland. CA 94610

(800)227-1617

in Calif. (800) 772-3545 exten. 644.

Software/Terminal

Emulation

BLUE LYNX
Let your IBM/PC or XT replace your dumb ter-

minals. The BLUE LYNX hardware board with

associated software emulates the 5251/12 for

the S/34. S/36, & S/38 as well as the 3276 for

the larger 43XX and 30XX mainframes, both bi-

sync and SDLC versions. TECHLAND special-

izes in communications. BLUE LYNX is only $690.

TECHLAND SYSTEMS INC.

25 Waterside Plaza

New York. NY 10010

(212)684-7788

IBM-PC 3270 SERIES EMULATORS
AST is shipping the lowest cost Remote 3270

Series product for the IBM-PC. The package in-

cludes an Advanced Communications Card and

Software which emulates a 3274 Control Unit,

3278 Station, 3287 Printer, and 3770 RJ.E. Ter-

minal. The product supports the SNA/SDLC

Communication Protocol and lists at $895.00.

DR. JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

(714)540-1333

IBM-PC 5251 SERIES EMULATORS
AST is selling a System/34 and System/38 Re-

mote Work Station emulator. The product makes

the IBM-PC look like an IBM 5251 Model 12 Dis-

play Station. The product supports SNA/SDLC

LU7 and LU4 functions at speeds to 9600 bps

and can operate with existing 5251 Clusters in

a Communication Network.

DR. JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)540-1333

Software/

^rans^ortatior^

ROUTEMASTER"
Find the shortest route, quickest route, even the

most scenic route with ROUTEMASTER. When

6 locations have 120 possible routes, 10 loca-

tions 360,000 routes, only a computer can find

the best one. Extremely easy-to-use, yet very

powerful. Versions for all micros. $195, includ-

ing self-teaching tutorial on diskette.

APPLIED OPERATIONS RESEARCH. INC.

22056 Saticoy St.

Canoga Park, CA 91303

(213)340-1419

FLEET ROUTING SOFTWARE
TRUCKSTOPS"’ optimizes truck loading, stop

sequencing, fleet size. Considers vehicle size and

type, stop locations, times and quantities, time

constraints, backhauls. For a small fleet to as

marry as 500 and up to 2,000 stops. Runs on

IBM PC. S/34, S/38, Apple I. lie, III and TRS 80.

Demonstration disk available at $45.

IBM-PC 3780 REMOTE TERMINAL
EMULATOR
AST has installed IBM-PC 3780 Emulators at over

400 major corporate sites. The Communication

Card and Software allows connection of the P.C.

to IBM 370's, System 34's, 4300 Series Sys-

tems and DEC and WANG Bisync supported

minis. You can transfer files dynamically even in

an unattended mode at speeds to 38.4 kb. The

Bisync Protocol gives the highest data transfer

reliability and speed.

DR. JERRY OROSZ. MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

(714)540-1333

^Software^rainin^

THE AUTHOR*
COMPUTER AUTHORING SYSTEM. Create your

own computer-aided instruction after a day's seif-

instructional training with THE AUTHOR. De-

signed for the novice. Create/change lessons

easily with clear menus and self-prompting

screens. Automatic branching and detailed rec-

ord keeping. Comprehensive tested documen-

tation.

PHOENIX PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS. INC.

324 South Main Street, Suite 1

Stillwater, MN 55082

(612)430-2980

HiUiB
MICRO ANALYTICS, INC.

Dept.U

8409 Hunt Valley Drive

Vienna. VA 22180

Software/

Typesetting

TYPENET
Provides powerful typesetting and printing ser-

vices to local and remote PC subscribers. Ideal

for booklets, directories, etc. Fully supported by

a company with in-depth experience in typog-

raphy and computing. Call Ken Abbott

MANHATTAN GRAPHICS CORPORATION

163 Varick St.

New York, NY 10013

(212)924-3110
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TYPE/UNK
IBM-PC users or any W.P. can save 40%+ on

typesetting work. You can telecommunicate to

us or send your PC discs. Top New York typog-

rapher will show you how to save money. Expert

assistance available to all. (local or remote) from

individuals to corporations. Let professionals

show you how.

RESTORE DEWMPHIUS, RAMPONE
145 E. 32nd St.

New York. N.Y. 10016

Call Ron Corcoran. 212-889-2221

EASY-COOER
Use copy keyed on PC for typesetting and save

half the cost. Booklet shows codes; usage; how

to prepare copy for BIG SAVINGS using tele-

communications or direct media. Personal help

available for small or large jobs. Send $15.00.

Software/Utilities

COPY PROTECTION BY MSD
The ULTIMATE diskette copy protection system

designed tor software developers and pubisb-

ers. A variety of protection methods are avail-

able to suit your protection requirements. Al 8M
PC and XT environments are supported which

includes; DOS. BASIC (compiled and Interpre-

tive), Pascal, P-System and stand-a-tone sys-

tems. Customized systems also available.

Requires: 64K. two disk drives.

MICRO-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, INC

555 Estes Avenue

Schaumburg, IL 60193

(312)980-8338

KNOW THY PCI

•THE INSCE TRACK gives you programs speed

and control. Read files as fast as DOS, display

data faster, load programs faster, control mem-

ory use, run any program from your program,

copy-protect your disks, and much more. Fold-

out memory map tool Disk (61 programs) &
manual $45. • The popular Peeks 'n' Pokes

shows you how to access and modify the status

of the PC. Perform DOS and BIOS function calls

from BASIC or Pascal! Learn how to find more

Peeks ¥ Pokes and much more. Disk (58 pro-

yams) & manual $30. Shipping-$2.50/ordw.

MC/VtSA.

DATA BASE DECISIONS

14 Bonnie Lane

Atlanta, GA 30328

(404X256-3860

You can save hundreds of times cost of booklet

on typesetting, printing, mailing, etc.

WAR8URT0N

Box 5294

Babylon. NY 11707

ON LINE TYPESETTING
Mail you PC disks or send text via modem at

300-1200 baud. Resumes to books. Choose from

three levels of typesetting interaction: send raw

text w/spec sheet, text w/prompts, or control all

parameters and make you PC a remote type-

setting terminal. $5 for reference booklet and

typeface samples or call Dave at:

ACME/SHORELINE CO., INC.

408 Main St. P.O.Box 456

Bradley Beach. NJ 07720

(201)774-4770

TYPESETTING
Cimarron offers top quality, overnight service, and

a savings of 1/2 to 1/3 on typesking costs for

text jobs such as newsletters, directories, cata-

logs and books. Compugraphic typesetting

equipment. Contact us via EMAIL or BBS

CIMARRON GRAPHICS

P.O. Box 12593

Dallas, TX 75225

DATA BBS-(214) 691-5092 (Hostcomm)

CompuServe EMAIL 70130,161

PCFILECOMPARE
Compare disk files with meaningful results. See

the difference when a non-compare occurs.

Filecompare displays the actual records that

failed to compare, not just the offset into the fites.

Also allows comparison of files of different

lengths, individual filesa allows specification of

global file name characters. $50.NJ+6%.MC/

VISA.

ERGO SOFT

P.O.Box 454

Oakhurst, NJ 07755

(201)493-8352

PC PADLOCK
Unique encryption scheme protects EXE/COM

programs from running after unauthorized du-

plication. Copy programs such as COPYPC will

not function, after running this easy to use pro-

gram on your products disk. Protect your soft-

ware investment and valuable marketplace.

Works with al DOS wrsions. Ask aboutou DATA

PADLOCK. $99. VtSA/MC.

GLENCO ENGINEERING

3920 Ridge Ave.

Arlington Hts., IL 60004

(312)537-4200

SCREEN COLORS!
YOU decide what screen colors you programs

will use. 16 border, 8 background, and 16 text

color choices. Includes Clear-Screen utility and

complete instructions. Menu driven. Color

graphics card required. Written in machine code

for 1.0, 1.1. 1.25, and 2.0 DOS versions. $35.00.

MARC SOFT

P.O. Box 419

Lake Jackson, TX 77566

(409)297-0727

IBM/OKIDATA
Machine language, menu-driven program to

select desired printing modes with single key-

stroke. Also includes special ‘batch* programs

to allow automatic (hands-off) processing. Cali

for other printers. 10, 1.1, 125. and 2.0 DOS

versions. $35.00 with Source Code-$60.00.

MARC SOFT

P.O. Box 419

Lake Jackson. TX 77566

409-297-0727

COPYPROTECTION
Superior copy protection at an affordable price.

Protects against all available copy programs in-

cluding the new interactive programs. Supports

up to 32 programs per diskette. Any COM or

.EXEC file including compiled Basic with chain-

ing can be protected. No licensing fees payable.

2 drives. 64K, Price: $399.00.

Soft Design Co.

6 Blodgett Rd.

Lexington. MA 02173

COPYANY
Relax!

No longer will you have to worry about backup

copies for you valuable IBM PC program disk-

ettes. COPYANY now alows you to bacfojp these

diskettes. See ou display ad for Reward offer. A

ZAZDA program. $39.95.

OMNI INTERNATIONAL, INC.

P.O. Box 11861, Dept. 500

Kansas City, MO 64138

(800) 021-5412 ext 500

PC DISK ID

Eliminates the need, under PC DOS 2.0, to re-

format disks in order to add. change, or delete

volume labels. Prints sorted list of files (Indud-

ing hidden files) from disk directly to labels or to

a listing. Also allows recovery of files erased in-

advertently. Requires PC DOS 2.0. 1 disk $30.

NJ residents add 6% sales tax. MC/VISA.

ErgoSoft

P.0. Box 454

Oakhurst NJ 07755

(201)493-8352

ENHANCE DOS WITH A.KJU
Enhance DOS 2.0 to take ful advantage of mul-

tiple directories and devices with global sym-

bols. Memory resident program invisibly

intercepts file system requests and translates or

redirects them according to user/DOS main-

tained “environments.* Alias filenames to ful

paths explicitly or according to name or exten-

sion. with multiple options. Other programs

control aliasing modes and help maintain a dean

file system. Run editors and applications from

empty diskettes or directories. $60. MC/VISA.

SOFTSHELL TECHNOLOGY

54 Walnut Hill Rd.

Newton, MA 02159

(617)332-6817

EZdBASE
THE EASIEST yet most sophisticated screen,

program, and file generator ever to support

dBASE II ON THE IBM PC. Simply type you

screens as you want them to appear with up to

64 fields using all 256 characters. Use highlight,

underscore, and reverse programs and fries in

seconds. $95+ $5 shipping.

Mention PC:BlueBook and save 10%. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.

Automated Office Systems

4160 Club Drive

Atlanta, GA 30319

(404)237-9420

COPYWRITE
COPYWRfTE MAKES BACK up copies of all IBM

PC software. No exceptions. CopyWrite is re-

vised monthly, to keep up with the latest in copy

protection, and comes with a trade in offer. It

needs an IBM PC or XT, 64k bytes and one disk

drive, but can use more memorya another drive.

Price: $50 US funds.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

620 Jarvis Street. Suite 2412

Toronto. Ontario M4Y 2R8 Canada

(416)961-6243
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PASCAL/FORTRAN
74 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE routines to control the

screen, keyboard, graphics, lightpen, joystick,

printers, background music, RS232 & I/O port.

Ocle/pie/line drawing, clipping, 40 pattern fill,

& picture store/retrieve m screen or world co-

onfnates. $119*ith 110 page manual. $10 demo

oniy+manual on disk. Check/VtSA/MC

SOFTWARE LABS

1057 lily Avenue

Sunnyvale. CA 94066

(408)730-8108

Software/Word

Processing

SOFTWRITE 2.1

Softwrtte 2.1 is the instant wordprocessor. Han-

dles characters, words, and blocks. Justify

(center or right) an entire page of tod in seconds

(or as you type). Numbers pages automatically.

Variable margins, string search, underlines with

any printer. 48KRAM, floppy or hard disk. $79.95.

Bankcards welcome.

SOFT BYTE

POBox 16506

Seattle. WA 98116

(206) 932-BYTE

PERSONALWORDPERFECT
PERSONAL WORDPERFECT, the elementary

version ofWORDP01FECT, stl includes the same

powerful editing capabilities but without such

advanced features as mail-merge and math. All

Personal WORDPERFECT Nes can be used with

WORDPERFECT. $195. See our display ad this

issue.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

288 West Center Street

Orem, UT 84057

1 -(800) 321-5906 or (801) 224-8554

Contact: Arm Cates

VOLKSWRITER"
A word processor that includes an interact on-

screen tutorial and a complete reference man-

ual. It uses 20 function keys with an on-screen

reference guide. Like other word processors,

Voflawriter"' is useful lor writing proposals, cor-

respondence. technical manuals, sales letters

and mailing lists. (List Price: $195). See our dis-

play ad:

UFETREE SOFTWARE. INC

411 Pacific St. Ste. 315

Monterey. CA 93940

(408)373-4718

MULTIMATE”
MulbMate” is a function key oriented, menu-

driven word processor comparable to larger

dedicated systems. The system offers over 80

WP functions and utities inducing merge, boiler

plate cafcack and the most advanced printing

capabilities. An on-line help-facility, complete

users manual and adhesive color coded key tabs

are provided to facilitate minimal training time.

A truly user friendly system.

SOFTWORD SYSTEMS, INC.

52 Oakland Ave. North

E. Hartford,CT 06108

(800)243-4646

WORD PROCESSING. ETC.

Word Processing Services or m will print your

WP file on our LQP. Available products include:

Elephant Disks SS/DD $22.95/10 DS/DD
$27.50/10 Templates 50* each & Primers 75*

each. Add 2% P/H. Authorized leading edge

dealer featuring the new Wordsworth product Kne.

Call or write for FREE CATALOG and details.

V&P BUSINESS SYSTEM SERVICES

POBox 1332

Dedham. MA 02026

(617) 323-8026

SCIENCE FOREIGN BUSINESS
Text Editor. 384 characters W. super/subscripts

all printable & visible on monitor. Writes full

screen in 0.2 sec. Intelligent input interpreter.

Command processor speaks English & forgives

mistakes, instant, simple text-block operations.

Uses 256KB RAM. Comprehensive package.

$150 to $400.

PELADA INFORMATION

562 Johnson St.

Kingston, Canada K7L 2A1

Source STP892

(613)549-1747

QUICK-TEXT II

Everything you expect from a full screen word

processor/text editor and more. Easy to use.

Features: print from edit, spelling aid, wide doc-

ument support (up to 253 chars/line), multiple

printers (up to 4), headers, footers pagination,

and integrated text merge. Requires 128K, DOS
2.0, 1.1, or 1.0. $70.00.

Distributed Software Systems, Inc.

P.O.Box 1301

Northbrook. IL 60062

(312)634-1511

S39.95-MINI WORD PROCESSOR
Order it now—pay for it or return within 14 days

of receipt! Very fast full-screen editor that's per-

fect for beginners or for anyone with small typ-

ing tasks of up to 10 pages. Use tor letters, labets

and mass mailings. Price includes shipping and

any Wl tax. No phone orders please.

PHILOGICS

P.O.Box 56039

Madison. Wl 53705

(608)271-1799

LEADING EDGE WORD
PROCESSING
This second generation software package

transforms an IBM PC or compatible system into

a dedicated word processor offering profes-

sional quality word processing combined with

professional ease of use. Leading Edge Ward

Processing is designed to fully utilize the I8M PC

keyboard making the package very logical and

easy to learn. Important features include ex-

traordinary cursor control, color capability and

innovative documentation.

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

(800) 343-6833, (617) 828-8150

System Houses/

OEMS

AST* SYSTEM HOUSE PROGRAM
AST is supplying a number of System Houses

with Add-On products for the IBM-PC, at signif-

icant discount, under its Vertical Market Ac-

count program. If you are a VAR. VAD, or have

applied for IBM's program and would like to get

multi-function I/O Memory products. Disk Inter-

face Cards, Local Area Networks, or IBM PC.

3780, 5251, or 3270 Terminal Emulator and Pro-

tocol Conversion products, see our Ad in this

Magazine and call:

DR. JERRY OROSZ, MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

(714)540-1333

ACTS OEM PROGRAM
AST is presently supplying product in volume to

major manufacturers of Communications

Equipment, CAD/CAM, and Industrial products

based on the fiM-PC and PC/Compatible prod-

ucts. If your Company is involved in the OEM
Market or is bidding on large contracts with the

P.C. as the central computer, please call:

DR. JERRY OROSZ, MARKETING DIRECTOR

AST RESEARCH INC.

2372 Morse Avenue

Irvine, CA 92714

(714)540-1333

^JserGroug^

Cheipwire”
The Superscribe will write a 7 page letter or any

length manuscript, create and update a mail or-

der file ami type form letters, duplicate the func-

tions of a standard typewriter and emulate the

BASIC program editor. It is supplied on diskette

in unprotected BASIC so may be modified to suit

your needs. Price: $27.50

Robert L. Nicolai

4038 N. Ninth Street.

St. Louts, MO 63147

PC BUYER’S GUIDE
An Independent Guide To Products and Ser-

vices For IBM Personal Computers. The author-

itative reference that lists, describes, rates for

ease of use, and tells you about the latest in

software, hardware, accessories, supples, books,

services, et al. From the publishers of PC. An ideal

gift at only $7.95 (-»- $1.00 shipping/handling to

U.S. destinations; and $10.00 (+ $3.00 s/h),

elsewhere (U S. funds only) Residents of CA, CO,

CT. DC. FUL, MA. MD, NJ. NY. and VT, add ap-

plicable sales tax. Mail to:

PC BUYER'S GUIDE

P.O.Box 555

Morris Plains. NJ 07950

PASCAL NEWS
Pascal News is the official but informal publi-

cation of the Pascal Users' Group (PUG). PUG

promotes the use of, and the ideas behind, the

programming language Pascal. Pascal News has

seven years of back issues at present and doc-

uments source programs written in Pascal. Four

issues per year—$25.

RASCAL NEWS
2903 Huntgington Rd.

Cleveland. OH 44120
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...Only $499
The Rixon®PC212A offers you the only 300/1200 BPS full duplex

modem with auto dial and auto answer that plugs directly into any of

the IBM PC® * card slots. Because the Rixon PC212A was designed

specifically for the IBM PC, it is loaded with user benefits.

The PC212A eliminates the need for an asynchronous communications
adapter card and external modem cable, this

alone saves you approximately $190. The
PC212A provides an extra 25 pin ElA RS232
interface connector, a telephone jack for

alternate voice operation, and a telephone line

jack for connection to the dial network.

Without question, the PC212A is the

most user friendly, most reliable, and
best performing modem for your

IBM PC. An internal microproces-

sor allows total control, operation,

and optioning of the

PC212A from the keyboard.

A user friendly HELP list of

all interactive commands is

stored in modem memory for

instant screen display. Just a

few of the internal features

are auto/manual dialing from
the keyboard, auto dial the

next number if the first

number is busy and instant

redial once or until answered.

In the event of power disrup-

tion a battery back-up pro-

tects all memory in the PC212A. In

addition, the PC212A is compatible

with all of the communication pro-

grams written for the Hayes
Smartmodem™**such as

CROSSTALK.™ +Also available

for use with the PC212A is the

Rixon PC COM I,™ # a communications software pro-

gram (Diskette) and instruction manual to enhance
the capabilities of the PC212A and the IBM PC. PC COM
I operates with or replaces the need for the IBM
Asynchronous Communications Support Program. The pro-

gram is very user friendly and provides single key stroke control of
auto log on to multiple database services (such as The Source SM& ), as well

as log to printer, log to file transfer and flow control (automatic inband
or manual control). PC COM I is only $49.00 if purchased at the same
time as the PC212A. The PC2I2A comes with a 2 year warranty. For
more information contact your nearest computer store or Rixon

direct at 800-368-2773 and ask

for Jon Wilson at Ext. 472.
|

s*no*mo weston
|

~=~=
"ET E""E

~=-—

The
The
For

Sc The Source is a servicemark of
Source Telecomputing Corp.

• IBM is a registered trademark of the

International Business Machine Corp.
•• Hayes Smartmodem is a product of

the Hayes Stack ,M series, a

registered trademark of Hayes
Microcomputer Products Inc.

-P CROSSTALK is a trademark of

Microstuf Inc.

# PC COM I is a trademark of

Rixon Inc.

Rixon PC212A...
Perfect Modem
Your IBM® PC

PC212A $499.

PC212A WITH
ASYNCH PORT $539.

Schiumberger

2120 Industrial Pky., Silver Spring, Md. 20904

301-622-2121 TWX 710-825-0071 TLX 89-8347

The Rixon PC212A Card Modem
Another Modem Good Enough To Be Called RIXON

*

3043 B © RIXON INC. 1983

• ..’fT.'
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MARK ZACHMANN

PC Tutor

Plumping Up The Cursor

Q: Is is possible to increase the cursor

scan size from the default values as

specified on page 2-60 of the Technical

Reference Manual? I know this can be

done in BASIC by using the LOCATE
statement, but when I return to PC-

DOS, the cursor size returns to the

default values.

I really prefer using the larger block

size cursor instead of the 2-scan line

cursor. My system has an IBM color/

graphics adapter and a monochrome

video monitor.

Charles T. Wheeles

Chicago, Illinois

A: I agree with you. I think that the 2-

scan line cursor is hard to find in a full

page of text. The simplest solution l

know of is to write a short assembly

language program. You can do this by

working in DEBUG as shown in Figure

!
. (Ifyou are using PC-DOS 2.0, you

can use the inline assemble feature.)

What this program does is to call the

IBM video BIOS call to let you set up

the cursor block start and end. By

changing the CH value you change the

start line. By changing the CL value

(say from 07 to OD for a monochrome

display adapter), you change the end

scan line.

Once you have loaded the code into

memory, perform the command "UI00

I0B” to unassemble (that is, display)

the code. Examine it carefully to make

sure you entered everything correctly.

Now, save this code. First, change CX
to tell how many bytes the program will

require; the 16 bytes (lOhex) set aside

here is conservative. Then use the N
command to give the program a name.

Finally, enter W to write the program.

You may then run the program at any

time by calling it by name (in this

example, the name is SCAN).

Take a look at page A -43 of the

Technical Reference Manual for more

information on the BIOS call number

lOhex.

File 510 Where Are You?
Q: Page 2-14 of the DOS 2.0 manual

says, "The number of files on a fixed

disk is determined by the amount of

space allocated to DOS.” What does

this mean? I have an IBM XT with

128K and I get a “file creation error’

'

for trying to create the 510th file on the

unpartitioned fixed disk.

Manuel A. Espinosa

A: The sentence should read “The

How
FORTH level 2

makes your PC
412%

more powerful
What used to take 40 hours can now be

done in 7.8 hours - that's 412% - and it

is only one way of measuring power. There

are others - convenience, debugging ability,

run-time, compile-time, memory size . .

.

name itl FORTH level 2 will increase your

power because it provides an interactive,

integrated environment which promotes

immediate debugging and modular design.

Other benefits such as real-time performance

depend on the quality of the implementation.

Not all FORTHs are equal, so compare before

buying. This one is a subset of polyFORTH,

designed by FORTH, INC., tested and proven

in the field for more than 5 years.

At last it is available at an affordable price of

$149 - and features the following:

Multitasking
Any number of background (asks. Concurrent

operation of monochrome and color monitor.

Concurrent printer operation.

Compatibility
IBM DOS file interface utility allows access to files

created under IBM DOS with FORTH s improved

performance and power.

0n-lint Documentation
As well as over 700 pages of supporting documen

tation including Starting FORTh by Leo Brodie and

360-page User's Manuel.

Turnkey-compiler1*

Utility for making binary turnkey applications. Such

programs can be resold without license fee under

specific conditions.

Options:

8087 support $129

Osts Bits support $75

Roport Writer $25

Documentor $75

Multi-User capability $129

Grophics modulo $100

This is not a complete list and you may have questions

not covered in this material - give us a call I We will

address them and send you a brochure.

Act now! After all, if this is the right

software tool for you, shouldn't you know

about it?

Forth Technology
432 15th Street Santa Monica, CA 90402

(213) 372*8493
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Advanced Microcomputer
Systems. Inc.

PO Box 953’
Corat Spnnqs FL 33075
Phone (305» 755 ??91

Personal computer users

FOR FREE
ACCESS TO A
BETTER JOB
CALL CLEO.
(213)618-8800 (408)294-2000
(415)482-1550 <714)476-8800

(619) 224-8800
Standard ASCII c ode
\( i ess assistant e
u'Hi 618 nj"»

Compuker Uabngs -it Employment Opportunities

roNRETBTrasvprra®
sis

We Help Bring

Your Family Together
6 Types of Charts and Sheets

Indices

User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources

No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More
Other genealogy
ware also availat

Send for brochure

and sample printouts

Family Roots

includes de-

tailed manual
and 2 full dis-

kettes of pro-

grams for your
Apple II* * or

IBM PC’

Family
Roots

_ soft-

ivailahle.

Price

S185 plus

$3.50 Postage

Visa. Master-

card Accepted.

QUINSEPT, INC.

banners on your IBM PC* with the
BANNER program Design your own foots with
character design editor (included)! Requires
64K, DOS. 80 col. display, Basica, one disk, and
parallel printer $32.95 (Visa. MC accepted)

To order call toll free (24 hrs/day):

800-824-7888 ask for operator 969
(to Alaska or Hawaii rail 800824-79191

Sam Wilson & Associates

PO Bo« 37086 Houston. TX 77237

(7131 2708450

‘Trademark International Business Machines Corp

*N-

$195
| O’. 70

SAVE MORE
THAN EVER ON

3M Scotch
DISKETTES!

$070
“= v. DSDO ^W =-=

Or 20
, 74 '' - Oty 70

5V. SSOO—96TPI (746|
SV. DSOI> 96TPI (747)

(Speedy soA lOor t« «

iSfwcity soil o*

17 07 *1

17 54 -
1310*'

3M MEAD C* FANWG KITS 171 00

Save even me r* on quantity ordersi

Mnwj* o*de> x atktrtz ado 13 00 supping

per 700 d'r.efles COD cha-ge S’ 65 aOUmonal

Visa • Mas'ercard • Checks

For fas’ service, sail

DISK WORLD!
Nationwide 1-800-621-6827

In IWfieto: 312-944-2788

Sun* *ao« .sot H- -3* St'jet • Chicago, Mnoit 606

n

Authorised Distributor Oil
Information Processing Products Om

IVhen if romps to quality software

for microsystems. OYNACOMP delivers:

PERSONAL FINANCE SYSTEM: 939.95
The Systems ... At* 1 — .u C .-vnodore

Compustai CFrM Franklin H.2-100
IB1-* PC Kavprc Morin* NEC Norlt.Stlf

CHt f, e'9>a n T.<— . T"S 9C

The Software ...

I

Nam* brand diskatt*. *’« AS 10 (SS SO */hub final

Inrlod** FRFF plastic stO'Sga bo. Add S2 00 shipping.

CAl l OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG
DYNACOMP. INC.

1427 Monroe Avenue. Rochester. N.V. 14618

[rttr i af&ztiaiswim'?*a n •Vi r« 1 a

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR
IBM PC
RRMS

4164 64K 200 use DRAMS 86 26 m.

4164 64K 169 mm MMS.f CALL

CALL FOR QUARTin PURCHASE!

DISK DRIVES
Sllmllm 320KB I/M
Tm 566 3229

Srtpatl SA400L 3169

SRafart 8MMI 6239

COMPLETE SYSTEM
TBs thw TAVA PC I26K 2 320 Rapp/ ttk

Brim. cmtnHtr. dBm tart art maaliar ram

IBM 003 I I. 20 art CP/M 99

Hal Prlea 32396 OUR PRICE... .61995

ROMAR II - Applt tampaUMa tampatar. Pkk

Prim. 2 tart. taairaRar art maartar

OUR PRICE OHLY 6999

CALL FOR IBRI PC AMD OTHER PRODUCTS

AHI — 17752 SKYPARK CIRCLE. STE 210

IRU1ME CA 92714

714/261-6226 • 714/261-6227
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number offiles in the root directory of a

fired disk is determined by the amount

of space allocated to DOS .

'

' A fixed

disk could support up to about 100.000

files—if all the files were empty.

The root directory is limited to 512

files on the XT 1509 files plus two

hidden files and a volume ID). This is

not a firm limitation caused by the size

of the disk, but is determined by how

many sectors the fixed disk BIOS is

willing to allocate for the file directory.

By using more sectors, the directory

could have more file entries, but at the

cost of longer searches for files, slower

CHKDSK and DIR operation and less

efficient utilization of the hard disk.

Ifyou need more than 509 files,

investigate the subdirectory concept. If

you create subdirectories by using the

MKDIR command, you can greatly

increase the number ofpossible files.

The number of sectors allocated to

the disk directory is specified by an

entry in the disk's BIOS Parameter

Block tBPB ). Take a look at page 14-20

ofyour DOS 2 .0 manual for a short

summary of the BPB entries: page 14-

28 includes an example on line 86. By

changing the "WORD number of root

dir entries. " you could alter the allowed

maximum. This would require a

complete reformatting of the drive,

however, by a function other than

FDISK, so you would lose all ofyour

existing files. Using this procedure with

the XT is not recommended unless you

are an extremely proficient software

writer.

Marginal Results

Q: I have a problem running WordStar

on my Epson FX-80 printer. When I

print a file. I do not get the standard

page format The top margin, instead of

being Vi inch is more like 1 inch, while

the bottom margin is so small that page

numbers appear on the very last line.

Can you suggest a way of dealing

with this problem?

Steven Muhlherger

A: Your problem has to do with setting

the top ofform for your printer. When

Enter the underlined portions in response to the prompt symbols on the screen.

A>DEBUG
-E100 B4 01 B5 00 B1 07 CD 10 31 C0 CD 21

-RCX

-nSCAN . COM

-w

-a
A>

This DEBUG procedure will create the following results:

ADDRESS OPCODES INSTRUCTIONS
0100 B401 MOV AH, 01

0102 B500 MOV CH.00
0104 B107 MOV CL, 07
0106 CD10 INT 10

0108 31C0 XOR AX, AX

010A CD21 INT 21

If you have PC-DOS 2.0, its inline assembly feature could be used instead of

DEBUG to enter the above instructions.

Figure 1: Using a DEBUG procedure to create a larger block cursor.

—
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IBM PC 64K, Two d'sk drives 320K

ea. Drive Controller, Color Graph-

ics Card and Green Monitor.

All for only $2599

AST RFSFARCH
SIXPAK Plus64K $249

MECAPLUS64K $249

QUADRAM Quadboard 64K

TANDON
.$249

Full Height 48 TPI $219

Half Height 48 TPI $199

CONTROl DATA -full height $219

PANASONIC IA-5512 - slim line $199

TEAC 55B- slim line $199

TFAC5SF- slim line $269

HARDDISK DRIVES CALL

EPSON FX-80 $529

EPSON FX 100 $699

OKIDATA Microline 92 P $449

OKIDATA Microline 93 P $749

IDS Prism 132 Color $1499

NEC SPINWRITER 2050 $949

PRINCTON GRAPHICS
RGB Color Monitor $469

QUADCHROME RGB Color $469

AMDEK MONITORS CALL
NEC MONITOR |B1 201 Hi-Res $149

TECMAR Graphics Master . . . . .$499

HERCULES Graphics Card . . . . $349

PLANTRONICS ColorPlus . . . . $399

PARADISE Multidisplay Card . . $399

HAYES Smartmodem 1200 Card $439

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS CALL
MICROSOFT Word W/Mouse . $339

LOTUS 1-2-3 CALL

id A NOW INCOMPAQ stock

HARD DISK SYSTEMS

IBM PC with 128K, one floppy Drive

(320K), 10 MB Hard Disk, includes

Controller, Power supply and soft-

ware $3,499

(213) 783-5000
18651 VENTURA Bt TARZANA, CA 91356
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MEANS SERIOUS BUSINESS AT A

floppy disk drives

TANDON TM 100-2 COQQ HALF HT. DISK DRIVES
FULLY IBM PC COMPATIBLE LEADING NAMES-Call for Your Best Price

networkina/orotocol conversion
PCnet by ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
L0 COST, HI PERFORMANCE NTWK, BEST SOFTWARE

SNA & BISYNC PRODUCTS
3780

,
5251

,
3274

rinters
[-PLOTTERS

AMDEK PLOTTERS"?5

CALL!

HOUSTON INST. PLOTTERS CALL!

DOT MATRIX

Cl A M TECMARS most powerful local
CLAIM AREA NETWORK FOR THE IBM PC

IDA A A "STILL A BEAUTY

InlVlA REPLACES 3278's WITH PC's

IRMALINE / IRMALETTE

BLUE LYNX 5251 EMULATOR

CORVUS OMNINET

multifunction boards
AST SixPak “seo“o

s

p

e

; Best Price!

AST MegaPlus woe.
8“ 5,2K

' Best Price!

AST DiskPlus Hard Disk Controller 1 Best Price!

EPSON FX80& lOOneocPs. Best Price!

EPSON RX80T or F/T Best Price!

EPSON MX 100 New Low Price!

NEC P2 & P3 H80 cpsi Best Price!

C * 1T0H Prowriter Prownler 2 $369/5649
inn pn ,

nn IBM s Choice for LESS Prism

IUU OULU 11 (200 cpsi Color Graphics

132

Best Price!

OKIDATA ML 92 & 93 Best Price!

OKIDATA ML84 $999

OKIDATA 241 Oprama,!. 1350 cpsl Best Price!

DIABLO P3

8

i4oo cpsi Best Price!

TOSHIBA P-1 350l36OX18ODHI Best Price!

GEMIN1 1 0X &15X $295/$425
MANNESMAN TALLY 160L $625

I NEW FROM QUADRAM COLOR INK JET PRINTER n
nil An ITT WITH SOFTWARE SUPPORTING IBM PC pAiii
UUAU-Jt 1 BEAUTIFUL COLOR & SILENT UALL!

LETTER QUALITY

NEC SPINWRITER ^o3550

Best Price!

DIABLO 620. 630. 630 ECS Best Price!

p ,TnU Starwnter 140 CPSI

0*1 1 UlT Prmtmaster 155 CPSI $1 095/$1 495

BROTHER HR 1 & HR-25 S575/CALL!
TRANSTAR 120*130 ol", Best Price!

ramchips
I

64K RAMCHIPS $59/$1 75
I64K9 Chp Upgrade Krt) I192K27 ChpUpyade Kit)

CALL FOR QUOTE ON QUANTITY CHIP PURCHASES

AST I/O Plus fo;"dle
p

,t:"
a

G

m
,r Best Price!

QUADBOARD New Version 64 384K $275/5549
TECMAR CAPTAIN b^k $285
SEATTLE RAM

+

3 $249
TALL TREE 512K J RAM W Jet Drive $650
PROFIT Systems rJmSUe,„c $299/$680
BYAD 64K Multifunction CPM Card Best Price!

BABY BLUE 64K CPM Emulator Best Price!

QUADLINK Software on IBM PC Best Price!

monitors/keyboards
PGS Hi Res 690 Del RGB Best Price!

QUADCHR0MEH,ResRG6 Best Price!

AMDEK Color II + Best Price!

AMDEK Color IV.ooe, Best Price!

AMDEK 300A/300G.r $1 59/$1 49

AMDEK 310A $185
COLBY KeyboardmsiockNow CALL!

IIp I IQP Optical Type-IOTUS & VisiOn Compatible

IVIUUoL By Mouse Systems CALL! 1

piiQTIC Monitor Pedestal. Keyboard Extension Cable. PAI II 1OUR 1 Id Monitor Extension Cable OALL! 1

MICROFAZERlBK 128KI Stack Spoolei Starting At $1 39 1

BACK UP Power Supply2oos4oowa.,s CALL!

|

SURGE PROTECTOR™** CALL!
|

IBM a a registered trademark ol International Business MacNnes



DISCOUNT CORPORATE BUYERS WELCOME

software

MICROSOFT COMPILERS
Basic * Cobol * Pascal * C Compiler

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPILERS CALL!

MultiPlan SI 69
SuperCalc III CALL!

ALPHA Data Base Manager II $249
Accepts LOTUS 12 3 File Transfer

ALPHA Type Faces Spec Char Generator

T.K. SoIVSTfh & Eng Modules Also Available

Norton Utilities A Must'

CROSSTALK XVI Mcrnstuf

SMARTCOM II Hayes

ProKey

Lattice C-Compiler

P.C. Tutor

Friendly Ware

Frieze Graphics Screen Dump Ut*ty That Works'

FINANCIER II Personal or Tax Senes

DOW JOriBSMk, Analyzer Mkt Managei

PFS Write. File. Report. Graph

IUS ACCOUNTING
COPY II PC

Sideways Inverts Printouts

SHOEBOX Desk TopOrgam/er

Memory Shift

CALL!

CALL!

$65

$109
$85
$65

CALL!

$55
CALL!

$55
$119
CALL!

CALL!

CALL!

$39
CALL!

CALL!

$89

urnpi II r O Monochrome Graphics P A I I IhtKLULtO Supports LOTUS 1 23 UHLL!

PLANTRONICS Color* Super HiRes CALL!

GRAPHICS Master Color Graphics in One Slot* $499
QUADCOLOR I & II CALL!
I I Cl Mono Color Graphics Par Printer Pt P A I I IUul Flickerless Scrolling 32K True MDA OHLL!

AMDEK MAIX«pb,csPa ' Pnn 'e ' P
' CALL!

V is i0 n Now In Slock! Worth Tho Will! CALL

Knowledge Man $275

VOLKSWRITER $125
Microsoft Wordwuoutc CALL
W0 RDSTAR MeroPm s Protessnnal Senes CALL

STARBURST Lrts McmPtn Software CALL

SuperWriter Sorom s INP Spelef 8 Ma*nen|er CALL

VisiWord $275

MultiMate $29!
\A/nDnDI lie DP Now W the BOSS Integrated

WUnUrLUo-rU SpelCheck Plus Malmerge CALL

Final Word $195

Easy Writer IIk $195

Easy Filer Hus $195

Peach Text 5000 $22!

PrOOf Reader Random House Spelling Checker CALL

VisiCorp Series CALL

INFOSTAR CALL

dBaSe II AshtonTate $39!

FRIDAY! CALL

Bottom Line Strategist CALL

QUICKCODE CALL

dGraph/dUtil CALL

i hard disks
QVQPCN Ha,d D,sk w Streamer Tape

0 I OUlIM Tallgrass Comparable 1 10 & 20 MEG F CALL!

QUADRAM B ME G Fried 6 MEG Removable CALL!
DAVONGs 10 15.71. 32 MEG F Slatting at $1395
CORONAi 10 MEG 1 CALL!
OVOPCM s,,eamef TaPe Bacl< u p

uTuULIM for your IBM XT CALL!

ORDERS OINE3
1-800-241-8149

modems1 a a? =

HAYES SMARTMOOEM 1200 CALL!
^m v tmm^ mm mm W m^mm Z

H AYES SMARTMODEM 300 $209 6889 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.

HAYES I200B New Plug In Modem Card CALL! Norcross, GA 30092

RIXON 1200 4800 BAUD CALL! M For Information 1-404-449-8089/Op. 4
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i
Build Your Own

jIBM-PC Compatible!
J
Here are the boards, assembly instructions

I and parts you need. . .plusfull back-up ser-

I vice from Netronics!

J
Complete instructions show you how to build an IBM

PC compatible that can run ANY— not just "popular”—
IBM-PC programs!

I Motherboard functionally duplicates IBM-PC fea

J
lures IBM-PC compatible BIOS ROM plus five empty
sockets for ROMs of your choice. Sockets will accept
IBM PC PROMs or other PROMs

J
Instructions include step-by-step procedure for transfer

ring ROMs from a pc onto a floppy disk, which can then
be mailed away for ROM duplication.

Board kits include printed curcuit board, some hard-
! to-get parts, and detailed assemblv instructions

Complete kits elude printed circuit boards, all

parts, and detailed assembly instructions.

Manuals only, f5.00 per kit.

J
IBM-PC Compatible IB-bit Motherboard with IBM com- _

! patible BIOS ROM-D Board kit. 589.95/D Complete
kit. add $140 00

I
IBM-PC Compatible Keyboard cabinet (wired A |

I
tested). 1229.95

84k/256k Memory with serial port with DB 25 connector

I n Board kit (64k). 539.95/D C omplete kit (64k). add
5134.00/D Each additional 64k block (to 256k), add

|
$75.00

I Four Drive Disk Controller with hard disk SASI inter-

| face, parallel printer port, clock /calendar— Board kit.

| $69.95/D Parts for Four Drive Disk Controller, add

| 5130.00/D Parts for Parallel Printer Port, add $30 00'

g Clock /Calendar, add 545.00/D SASI Interface, add

| 550 00/D All 4 functions wired and tested. $329.95.

| IBM-PC Compatible Color Board (or BAW)-D Board

| kit with ROM. 589.95/D Wired and tested. $299.95

I Printer/Spooler Board with 64k buffer, clock calendar,

I parallel printer pons— Board kit with ROM. $49.95

J
Modem Board. 300 BPS. direct connect /originate/auto-

I dial/auto answer plus 2 serial ports— Board kit with te-

I lephone company connectors. $49.95

Power Supply Complete kit, $179.95/D Extra power
for hard disk option, add $20.00

! D Cabinet lor PC. steel with brushed aluminum front

! panel and simulated oak cover. $199.95

I
D 5%” Disk Drive. DSDD (wired & tested). $269.95

a D 10 Megabyte Hard Disk with controller A software

|
(wired A tested). $1295 50

| Nttronkt offers complete sen-ice department to customers.

' TERMINALS
• (Terminals require ASCII keyboard and power supply.)

I
Power Transformer for either terminal. $9.95

I SmartVid Deluxe Terminal. 80 characters by 24 lines, mi-

| coprocessor controlled with editing, reverse video and

| more— Board kit (includes board, character generator,

video controller. 2k system ROM). 599 95/D Complete kit,

I add $100 00

| FastVid Deluxe Terminal. 64 or 32 characters x 16 lines.

| baud rate to 19 kilobaud— Board kit (includes control-

| let. character generator, and PROM). 549.95/D Complete

| kit. add $50.00

SPEECH
I Electric Mouth Apple/S-100 Speech Board, with
I National NSC Digitalker speech chip— Apple/D S-100
I (Please check your choice.)/D Board kit (with Digitalker

I and 150 word vocabulary set), 569.95/D Complete kit.

I add $30.00/D 2nd Word Set (150 words), add $39.95

J
SpeakEasy Universal Talking Board, operates with

I computers and terminals or in the stand-alone mode. Uses
I same power supply as terminals (see above). D Board kit

I (includes VORTRAX speech chip and system ROM).
I $89.95/D Complete kit. add 560.00/D Cabinet, add

$15.00

| S-100 DYNAMIC RAM BOARD
1 16k/64k RAM Board uses popular 4116 chips—D Board

kit (includes 8202 controller). 569.95/D Complete kit

| (16k), add $79.95/D Each additional 16k. add $50.00

ELF II BEGINNER’S PAK
J
ELF II is a complete 256 byte, fully expandable learning

2
computer with excellent documentation that explains

2
hardware and software fundamentals, l earn to program

2
in machine language* 1 earn the essence of how all com-

2
puters operate and “think"! If you can afford to think

2
about an IBM-PC or IBM-PC compatible, you can’t

afford not to have an ELF II beginner's pak! D Complete
kit. 5139.95

5 USE YOUR CREDIT CARD! CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-

243-7428 (In Connecticut call 203-354-8375)

I
To order by mail, check boxes above for products you

I
desire. Mail entirl ad with remittance to:

I Netronics RAD, Ltd.

I 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776

J
Total enclosed S (Conn. res. add tax) D Visa

I D MasterCard Acct. 0

Exp Date Signature

| Print

| Name

I
Address

J
City

• State Zip

PC TUTOR

WordStar starts printing a file, it resets

the printer. This automatically sets the

top ofform (page) based on wherever

the paper is presently positioned in the

printer.

Ifyou make sure top ofpage is

correctly set by moving the paper down

a little bit before telling WordStar to

print, you willfind that both the top and

bottom margins will be correct.

Slow Printing

Q: I have a problem with WordStar.

When I use WordStar with my PC and

a Diablo 1620 printer, I find that

printing is slower than if I use the

PrtScn key. or the PC-DOS TYPE
command, or even the printing

commands of STSC's APL*PLUS.

This problem usually is not so bad.

but sometimes the print speed slows to

about two characters per second! My
local dealer did not come up with

anything, so do you have any clues?

I use the MODE program to set the

COM1 line, (which the printer is

connected to. and to inform WordStar

that the printer is a parallel device.

H. Martin Weingartner

Nashville, Tennessee

A: This problem is not necessarily a

WordStar problem. It sounds to me as if

you might have an intermittent serial

cable. Most DOS programs that work

with a serial device expect the device to

handshake with the computer. This

means that the lines devoted to control

(i.e .. “Clear to Send") should signal

the computer when the printer has

accepted the last character.

However, the APL*PLVS software is

significant in that it does not require

handshaking, since many of STSC’s

customers use three-wire cables, which

have no Clear to Send lines. Since you

use the MODE program to set up your

serial port, WordStar is actually using

PC-DOS to activate the printer. Thus,

WordStar

—

and any other standard

DOS program—does use the serial

cable’s lines for handshaking.

The fix for your system is simple.

Just purchase a new cable and try it

out. It may even be that the printer

connection is a little bit loose. Try

pushing the plug in solidly.

In general, the best cables to use

with serial and parallel ports are 25-

connector ribbon cables (the cable is a

fiat conductor cable with 25 wires in it).

These are available from most dealers.

Discouraging Disconnections

Q: My work requires considerable use

of the Dow Jones News/Retrieval

Service. Invariably, however, after

using the service for 5 or 10 minutes,

my PC disconnects from the service

with an annoying two-tone beep. A flag

comes up on the screen telling me to

check connections, phone number, etc.

Needless to say, there is no problem

with connections and such—the system

simply disconnects. What gives?

Dirk Vander Zee

A: There could he any of a number of

reasons. These are the two most

probable.

First, if you have a call-waiting

service on your phones, then the beep

that indicates call-waiting will

disconnect a modem. Ifyou must have

call-waiting in your office, make sure

that you keep one line free of this

encumbrance.

Second, there are many parts of the

world where the phone lines are so

poor that interruptions are long enough

to convince the computer system that the

line is dead, and the modem will

disconnect from the line.

Ifyou suspect the problem is caused

by the phone line's quality, you might

wish to contact your local telephone

company and talk to a service

representative about leasing a data line.

Data lines are specially conditionedfor

the demands made by modem
communications, which are completely

different from voice line needs.
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PC MAGAZINE’S
FREE PRODUCT
INFORMATION

Learning more about a

product that’s advertised or

mentioned in an article in

this issue of PC is as simple

as 1-2-3- and is absolutely

free!

1
Print or type your name and
address on the attached

card. Please use only one
card per person.

2

r
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 ..4 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 : 29 130 131

132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 IS4 155 156 157 158 ISO 160 161 162

163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 18b 186 187 188 1 60 190 191 192 193

194 195 . X 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 208 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224

225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 348 249 250 251 252 253 254 255

2S6 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 278 280 281 282 283 284 285 286

287 288 289 290 291 282 293 295 286 237 288 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317

318 319 320 321 922 323 324 325 326 32V 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 436 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348

349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379

380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 •93 394 395 396 39 7 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410

411 413 414 41S 416 417 !.- 419 421 4;:: 42. 423 424 425 421 427 428 428 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 438 440 441

442 443 444 445 446 447 448 44 • 450 451 458 453 454 455 456 457 456 459 460 461 402 463 464 465 466 467 468 46 • 470 471 472

473 4 ’4 475 471 477 478 479 4- 481 482 483 484 485 486 49" 4 - - 499 490 491 482 493 484 495 481 487 498 488 500 531 502 503

504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 528 529 530 531 532 533 534

535 536 537 538 539 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 bbs 556 557 558 559 560 561 562 563 5.,4 565

566 567 508 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 581 582 583 584 585 586 SH7 588 589 500 591 592 593 584 SOS 506

507 588 599 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609 610 611 612 613 814 615 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627

628 828 630 631 632 633 634 63! 636 637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 658

659 880 661 682 663 664 665 ... 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689

690 691 692 693 694 685 686 607 698 699 700 701 702 703 704 705 -06 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 719 720
721 722 723 724 725 726 727 728 129 730 731 732 733 .4 735 736 737 738 739 740 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 749 750 751

752 753 754 755 756 7S7 758 750 760 761 762 763 784 76S 786 76V 768 798 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 78 1 782

783 784 785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792 793 784 795 796 797 798 -99 800 801 802 803 *"4 805 801 907 808 808 810 811 812 813
814 815 816 8 1 7 818 819 820 821 822 823 -34 825 826 827 028 M2'4 830 83 1 832 833 834 835 836 837 838 959 840 84

1
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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME PHONE # ( ).

Circle the numbers on the

card that correspond to the

numbers at the bottom of

the advertisements and
articles for which you want

more information. Key
numbers for advertisers

also appear in the

Advertiser’s Index.

Simply mail the card, and
the literature will be mailed

to you free of charge by the

manufacturer.

Why miss out on any infor-

mation? Subscribe today
to PC, the Independent

Guide to IBM Personal

Computers and get 26 big

issues a year for only

$29. 97- only $1.15 a copy!

Check the appropriate box
on the reply card.

Should you have questions

or suggestions concerning
anything editorial, feel free

to write PC MAGAZINE,
The Independent Guide to

IBM Personal Computers,

One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016.

COMPANY
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CITY STATE ZIP

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) Void after March 31, 1984

4 Q Please send me 26 issues of PC Magazine for $29.97 and bill me. pc 1/24-2

(Full 1 year subscription price $34.97.)
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PC Product Index
RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
293 Mountain Hard Disk System Mountain Computer 104

491 Visual! Trillian Computer 101

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
• Desktop Accountant Rocky Mountain Software Systems 218

229 Jewel Software Heritage Computing 114

486 Mini Ledger Paradigm Consultants 240

• Personal Finance Master Spectrum Software 246

• Real World Software MBS1 5

288 The Accountant Insofl 284

122 The Champion Champion Software 362

260 Vena Business Series H & E Computronics 548

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
163 Business Bristol Information Systems 434

263 Integrated Accounting

Packages Macola Inc 546

101 Maxi Accountant Adventure International 524

524 Software Fitness Program Open Systems 323

TAX AIDS

312 Microtax Microtax 61

211 Personal Finance Program Best Programs 53

482 Professional Tax/Forecaster Micromatic Programming 357

191 Softax Design Trends 484

174 Tax Software IPS 47

494 Tax Simple AJV Computerized Data Management 314

323 The Tax Surgeon Taxbyte Inc 345

801 Time Accountant Time Accountant 403

TERMINAL EMULATORS
329 Emulator with Graphics Microplot 482

365 Smarterm/PC Persoft 484

388 Termulalor Realia 520

123 VTERM Coefficient Systems 50

OTHER UTILITIES

264 dbkey Metronics 483

369 File Transfer Programs Personal Computer Products 358

475 ZenoCopy Vertex Systems 258

FINANCIAL PLANNING SOFTWARE
287 Bank Loan MCS Software 204

534 4 5 6 Spreadsheet Software That Counts 360
• Personal Finance Master Spectrum Software 246

185 Portfolio Dow Jones Software 112

831 Professional Finance 11 Best Programs 102

306 Sideways Funk Software 48

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
155 Profin Business Software 125

WORD PROCESSORS
256 Electronic Pencil UG 74

278 Good Words Oak Tree Computing 412

187 The Letter Library Delta Point Software 219

385 Volkswriter Lifetree Software 251

374 Word Plus PC Professional Software 21

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

WORD PROCESSING AIDS

392 Proofwriter Image Processing Systems 213

506 PS on Wordstar Writing Consultants 534

229 Smartkcy II Heritage Software Inc 526

MULTI-FUNCTION SOFTWARE
195 Context MBA Context Management Systems 352

356 Excalibur Savvy Excalibur Technology 293

113.11

4 Jack 2 Business Solutions Inc 155-157

833 Mass Mailer Alternative Software 38

106 Matchpoint/86 American Compusoft 298

332 MMS Forth Miller Microcomputer Systems 376

519 Number Cruncher Pyramid Data 254-255

48 1 Peachtcxt 5000 Compumedia 538

472 PC Showoff Soft Style 87

806 Proworks Reston Publishing 296

352 Public Domain Software PC Software Interest Group 483

212 VisiOn Visicorp 222-223

836 Software Products International 180-181

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
279 Airtax Control Concepts 122

107 Atansoft Atari 378-379

128 Eliza. The Computer Therapist Artificial Intelligence Research Group 485
• Flight Simulator Microsoft I

471 For Stamp Collectors Softstyle 535

349 Games Orion Software 226

428 Games Summit Software 309

808 K. Gato Spectrum Consulting 177

108 Zhon Flexware 394

345 Zorklll/Supendcd'Deadline Infocom 269

TRAINING SOFTWARE
161 CDEX Training CDEX 386

169 PC Tutor Comprehensive Software II

529 The Instructor/Professor DCf Individual Software 20

116 Training American Training International 13

HOME MANAGEMENT AIDS

450 Microcookbook Virtual Combinatics 437

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
221 Chart Master Decision Resources 65

111 Colorgraphy Cactus Software * 120

251 GDSS Data Business Vision 406

258 Integrated Six Mosaic Software 46

181 Graphics Software Micrograf 195

257 Softplot Mosaic Software . 368

INFORMATION MANAGERS
131 Copy II PC Central Point Software 479

238 File Plan Chang Laboratories 306-307

231 Real Estate Guide Guidance Software 416

294 Res-Q Key Software 347

PROJECT MANAGERS
424 Management Diagnostic Thoughlwarc 168-169

CALENDAR SCHEDULE
326 Infoscope Microstuf 322

404 BTricvc Softcraft 536
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

OTHER INFORMATION MANAGERS
1 36 VersaForm Applied Software Technology 398

DENTAL/MEDICAL
193 Medical Systems Software CMA 387

513 Physicians Office Computer Professional Systems Corp 429

ENGINEERS/SCIENTISTS

173 AutoCad AutoDesk 528

398 Engineering Software McClintok Corp 534

530 Engineering Software Physical Sciences Inc 538

REAL ESTATE
408 Real Estate Index Method Investment Index Program 268

301 Real Estate Investment Good Software 417

OTHER PROFESSIONS
140 Psychology Software Balis Computers 538

STATISTICAL SOFTWARE
220 MtcroStat ’ Ecosoft 530

402 Statpac Walonick 407

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
1 10 Bonnie Blue Word Bonnie Blue Software 63

281 Leading Edge Word Processing Leading Edge Cover 2

477 Multimatc Softword Systems 51

357 Office Writer Office Solutions 97

527 Palantir Palantir 190

387 Readyw riter Rcadiware Systems 331

422 Starmatc Solution Technology 431

117 Tcxtra Ann Arbor Software 14

• The Word Microsoft 28-29

COMPILERS
133 C-Compilcr Computer Innovations 305

473 SSB Pascal Software Building Blocks 382

INTERPRETERS
431 APL/Plus STSC 56

296 Key II 1-2-3 Lighthouse Software Corp 312

276 PC Forth Laboratory Microsystems 373

239 Polyfonh II Level II Forth Technology 509

• RMCobol Cybernetics 337

OTHER LANGUAGES
226 Logo Harv ard Associates 305

PROGRAMMER’S TOOLS
• Practical Pascal Packages Network Consulting 361

291 Software for Programmers G. Freeman A Co 546

PROGRAM DEVELOPER/GENERATOR TOOLS
150 Productivity Tools Blaise Computing 539

371 Program Developer C Source . . 370

443 RTCS VDI RTCS 356

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

DATA BASE MANAGERS
830 Advanced Data Base Manager Stoneware 164-165

415 Database SoftwarcSolulions 424

360 Datamate Flexware 394

153 dbasc II AshtonTate 268

164 dbasc II add ons Gryphon 534

435 dbasc Window A Door Tylog Systems 332

823 d programmer Sensible Designs 372

• MultiPlan Microsoft 10

248 OZ Management Control Fox A Gcllcr 26

137 Revelation Cosmos 333

208 Revelation Cypher 469

272 T.I.M. Innovative Software 259

TEXT EDITORS
476 Text Editor Walsofl Products 546

1 17 Tcxtra Jr. Ann Arbor Software 14

OTHER UTILITIES

• Borland Compiler Borland 432

340 Disc Mechanic ML1 Microsystems 546

369 File Transfer Program Personal Computer Products 358

208 Merge calc Cypher 469

346 Powcnools Norton Utilities 436

141 Printer Driver Connecticut Software Systems 470

388 Spaccmakcr Realia 520

373 The Savior Omega Microwarc 535

HARDWARE
446 Computer Peripherals Digital Dimensions 478

270 Hard disk drive System Computer Products International 426
389 Inventors Wanted Orange Micro 411

289 Keyboard Keytronic 36

820 Mouse Mouse Systems 93

IBM PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
375 Capital Letters Tava 98
• Compaq Portable Compaq Computer Corp 18-19

• Computers Scottsdale Systems 405
204 Corona PC Corona DataSystems 288

370 DBM PC Compatible

Computer Secqua 32
144 Hyperion Dynalogic Infotech 174-175

269 IBM PC IBM 24-25

ACCESSORY CARDS
216 The Bank Corvus Software 301

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
154 Advanced Communications AST Research 80-84

516 Baby Blue II Microlog 294-295

325 Bubble Memory Pure Data Ltd 42

502 Captain Tecmar 302

495 Elan Tecmar Cover 4

232 Function Pack Image Technology Inc 408

• Ideacomm 1200 IDE Associates 158-159

822 Multifunction Board Qubie 392-393

103 Multifunction Board Automated Business Machines 342

327 Quadhoard Quadram 16-17

512 Time Spectnfm Persyst 324-325

802 Titan Titan Technologies 88

VIDEO GRAPHICS/BOARD
810 Graphics Vcctrix Corp 318

337 Graphics Board Mylex 327

501 Graphics Master Tecmar 303

484 Multidisplay Card Paradise Systems 542

547 Multigraph Profit Systems 113

834 PC Peacock MA Systems 105

459 Scion Scion 54
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

OTHER ACCESSORY CARDS
484 Mullidisplay Card Paradise Systems 542

156 PC Probe Alton 481

500 Ram Boards PC Technologies 522

EXPANSIONUNITS
1 18 Apparat Hard Disk Subsystem Apparat Inc 108

142 Ekxtromc Floppy Disk DBof PC Products 464-465

821 Expander PC Horizons 3%
119 Expansion Module Dessert Technologies 540

295 PC Plus Data Storage Solutions 206

INTERFACE DEVICES
159 Auto Switching Units Giltronix 94

MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS
407 Disk Drives Star Logic 533

467 Dynaframes Vista Computer Co 326

358 Extender Falcon 106

811 Hard disk Controller Zobex 100

313 Mass Storage Great Lakes 37

533 Mini Floppy Drive Rana Systems 123

124 PC Back-Up Alloy Computer 89

115 Storage Master Control Data 182-183

474 Sysgen Image Sysgen Industries 456

382 Tape Subsystem IBEX 407

177 Targa CMC International 190

MODEMS
178 Modem Kensington Microwarc 266

379,38

4 Modem Card Qubie 186-187

409 Modem Rixon 508

464 PC Modem Plus Ven. Tel 205
400 Pro Modem Prometheus Products 208

303 Smartmodem Hayes Microcomputer 334-335

316 Starcom/Oscom Incomm ..436

803 Transend PC Transend %

NETWORKING
411 PC Net Orchid Technology 348

809 Venix/86 Unisourcc 1 10-11

1

COMMUNICATION HARDWARE
104 Athena Adax Systems 279

149 Forte DataSystems Forte Data Systems 541

444 Irma/lrmalinc Digital Communications Assoc 30-31

805 MOM National Product Marketing 454-455

348 PC Express IT1C 170-171

244 The File Connection Flagstaff Engineering 436

DISPLAY MONITORS
447 Anti Glare Screen Screen Data Corp 521

299 Monitor Princeton Graphics Systems 178-179

PRINTERS

158 Printer Genicom Corp 354

396 Printer Star Micronics 328

285 IMB Plug in Play 92-93 Okidata 197

804 313 Color Printer Transtar 369

RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE#

DOT MATRIX
190 Color Printer Axiom 377

DAISYWHEEL"
121 Diablo Printer Diablo Systems 468

129 Ammicro 320
134 Computers International 92

PLOTTERS
308 Plotter Houston Instruments 12

VOICE SYNTHESIZERS/SOUND RELATED
HARDWARE
812 Talking Board Standard Microsystems 412

FURNITURE
246 Carry Cases Computer Cases 533
• Lawrence Woodworks 530
300 Lifeline Information Systems 330
265 Micro centre 415

DISKETTES
205 Creativity Unlimited 473
179 Diskette Connection 520

363 Futra 451

410 TDK: Floppy Disks 230-231

138 Basf: Qualimctric Flexydisks 86

452 Seattle Computing: Ram & Flash Disk 40

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
• Accessories Curtis Manufacturing 527, 529
546 Computer Paper Products Prestige Envelope & Paper Co 319
172 Compucablc: Dust Coven 390

KEYBOARD OVERLAYS
202 Kleenex Templates Creative Computer Products 371

227 Keytop PC Compumed 530

165 Touchdowns Hooicon 373

OTHER SUPPLIES

366 Accessories Micro Computer Accessories 70

318 Accessories Digital Supply 23

541 Datacam Photographic Sciences 430

1% Dust Coven Contemporary Computerwear 425

197 Elcctraclamps Electronic Protection Devices 344

503 Fix Your Own IBM PC Ncironies 514

309 Micro Base II Microplex 538

259 Monitor Mover Lintek 366

275 PC Saver Kensington Microware 249

LITERATURE
182 Books Robert J . Brady 191-194

130 Computer bookclub Computer Book Club 229

132 Computer bookshelf Computer Bookshelf 367

499 IBM Encyclopedia Ashton Tate 207

524 Infosourve Query 407

ORGANIZATIONS & SERVICES

151 Garland Publishing 280-283

• Computer Insurance Safeware 235

423 Instructional Seminars Software Banc. Inc 234

The publisher does not assume any liability for errors or omissions in the product index.
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‘WANTED:
Buyers,& Well pay the shippin

•CALL FReT^800) 654 4058-

\ferbatim.

slT&£
Dysan
cl" sin side 922

dbl den. O
cl" dbl side 945

dbl den. 0 cl" dbl- side A 2

Q

dbl den. H

5«
s,

s^
e
3s2 cl" sin side A 45

quad *T

ZaT 4^ cl" dbl side A 95
quad *T

a" sin side O750 sin-den. L
0 " sin side 9450

sin den. O
o” sin side 9050 dbl-den. 0

o- sin side A 45
0 dbl den.

“
dblside 922° dblden. O

Q- dbl side A 950 dbl den. T “

Head Cleaning

Kits... 520

k Refills. 9^

We Stock
"Bulk-Packed"

Diskettes

M Scotch
cl" sin side 922

dblden. L
cl" dbl side O20

dbl den 0

8
- smside 035

Rinrten £

322

sin side
sin den

o" sin side0 dblden.

8
- dblside

dblden.

Prices per ea
10 per box the

crvy^t)
Disk Minder
•Smoked Plastic

•Holds 75 Disks

1625 ea

48
Di

t.

PO Bo. «74
Betha'iy OK

73008

mental U.S. c

Dealer inquiries
Welcomed

miction
Add 3® on orders under 40®)

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If

Do a DIR. Look at the size of your program

files. You are seeing wasted space. The
Realia Spacemaker™ shrinks your COM
and EXE files. No more wasted space.

How it works: Uninitialized (binary zero)

areas are compressed, and the relocation

entries are eliminated. When executed,

the program expands and relocates itself,

recreating the original program.

Realia Spacemaker™ $75 (ppd.)

Talk to DEC® equipment? Use the Realia

Termulator™. Full VT100/VT52 emulation

and file transfer capabilities.

Realia Termulator™ $95 (ppd.)

COD Shipments > Quantity Discounts

REALIA C31 2)

346-0642

10 South Riverside Plaza
i Chicago. Illinois 60606M

CIRCLE 388 ON READER SERVICE CARD H

COOSOL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COLUMBIA DATA MPC

• COLUMBIA MPC and VP Systems: IBM'"
COMPATABLE Dual Floppies. 128K RAM,
Two RS-232 Serial ports. Centronics Printer

port. IBM'" Comp. Keyboard. Hi-Res Color
Graphics Card. Green or Amber Monitor
and more with $3,000 IBM Software bundle.
COLUMBIA LOW TOTAL PRICES . CALL

• SANYO MBC-1000 with Bundled
Rnftu/flre CiRQ*t

• SANYO MPC-3000 with Bundled
Software CALL

• NEC PC-8001 A. PC-801 2A. PC-8031 A.

JB-1201. PC-8023 w/Software. .

.

(NEC SYSTEM) $2495
• NEC APC PC 8800 System

w/Software CALL
• EAGLE Business Computers CALL

All EAGLE CPUs Includes Software Bundles

IBM™ SOFTWARE
• MICROPRO WORDSTAR CALL
• MICROPRO SPELLSTAR/
MAILMERGE CALL

• MICROPRO CALSTAR CALL
• ASHTON-TATE-BASE II CALL
• I U S EASY WRITER II $235
• I U S EASY SPELLER CALL
• I U S ACCOUNTING Series
and Others CALL

• PEACHTREE Software CALL
• MICROSOFT Software CALL
• I DTI Htl 9 9 «qqq
• CONTINENTAL HOME ACCOUNTANT
PLUS CALL

SANYO COMPUTER
IBM-PC COMPATIBLE
COMPUTER SYSTEM

• SANYO System Includes: IBM'" Compat-
able 16 bit 8088 CPU. 128K RAM. 1 single

s/dd Floppy Drive. Printer. Speaker & Joy-
stick Ports. With: Sanyo Basic. Word Pro-
cessing & Spread Sheet Software. MBC555

• COOSOL will ShipOrders' First In FirstOut"
• CALL NOW and Place Your Order

MODEMS
• HAYES SMARTMODEM

(300 BAUD $227
• HAYES SMARTMODEM

(300 & 1200) and B CALL
• HAYES CHRONOGRAPH $199
• NOVATION J-CAT $120
• NOVATION 212 AUTO-CAT CALL
• SIGNALMAN MARK I and others . . CALL
• U.D.S. Series Modems CALL

CARDS
• 64K MEMORY Exp. to 256K CALL
• Multi Fun. w/MemoryExp. to256K .. CALL
• Multi Fun. w/Memory Exp. to 512K .. CALL
• 6 Multi Fun. w/Clock Calendar CALL
• Hi-Res Color Graphics &
B/W Monitor CALL

• OTHER IBM CARDS CALL

PRINTERS
• EPSON FX-Series. . NEW CALL
• EPSON RX-80 w/GRAFTRAX + . . . . CALL
• EPSON MX-100. 80. & F/T
w/GRAFTRAX CALL

• NEC 3550. or 10. 15. 20. 25, 30 CALL
• NEC 7710. 7715. 7720. 7725 & 7730 CALL
• NEC PC-8023A-C $439
• NEC PC-8025A CALL
• GEMINI 10X.

.
$350. GEMINI 15 $490

• C.ITOH 8510 and 1550 Ser. or Par. . CALL
• C.ITOH FI 0-40 and FI 0-55 Par

or Ser CALL
• OK IDATA 82A $425
• OKIDATA 83A, and 84 CALL
• OKIDATA 92. 93. 2350. & 2410 CALL
• DIABLO 630. . CALL * DIABLO 620 . $989
• IDS 80 and 132 PRISM Printers .... CALL
• ANADEX ADX-9500 and others .... CALL
• BROTHERS HR-1 or others CALL
• COMREX CR-I or CR-II Ser. or Par. CALL
• TOSHIBA P1350-P or P1350-S $1595
• SILVER-REED EXP550-P

or EXP550-S CALL
• SMITH-CORONA TP-1 and others . CALL
• SANYO PR-5500 CALL

MONITORS
• NEC JC-1203DH(A) Hi-Res RGB .... $599
• NEC JB-1201 Green CALL
• AMDEK Hi-Res RGB and others . . . CALL
• COMREX Amber or Green $159
• PRINCTON GRAPHICS

Hi-Res RGB CALL
• TAXAN Hi-Res RGB and others CALL
• SANYO 09. 12. 13 inch Composit Hi-Res

Black & White, Green and Color
Monitors CALL

CALL 7 DAYS (800) 8S4-S498 Calif. (714) 54S-2214

COOSOL, INC., P.O. Box 2642, Costa Mesa, CA 92626-2642

Computer Baron 3017 Harbor Bfvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-2488
CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LANGUAGES/JOHN R. WILSCHKE

Grandfather

FORTRAN
Known chiefly as a scientific programming
language, FORTRAN has held its own in

the computer work place for 26 years.

I
f you have been reading PC, you have

probably read about the newer pro-

gramming languages now available for the

PC, such as Ada, APL, C, FORTH, and

Pascal. At the same time, one of the major

languages in computing, FORTRAN, has

been receiving relatively little attention.

This is due partly to the poor quality of the

original IBM FORTRAN compiler for the

PC and partly to misconceptions about this

“grandfather" of programming languages

in the microcomputer world. Actually,

FORTRAN can be a very powerful micro-

computer language that should be serious-

ly considered by those wishing to move up

from BASIC. I will explore some of the

reasons you might choose FORTRAN.
But fust, FORTRAN’S history.

FORTRAN, which derives its name

from FORmula TRANslation, is 26 years

old. It was developed by IBM in the mid-

50s and the fust version was released in

April 1957. FORTRAN I was followed by

FORTRAN H in 1958 and FORTRAN IV

in 1962. Although originally developed

for the IBM 704 machine, the language

was so popular that it was soon adapted to

most of the computers of the time. FOR-

TRAN was the first computer language

standardized by the American Standards

Association, which is now called Ameri-

can National Standards Institute (ANSI).

The standard produced FORTRAN 66

(ANS X3.9-1966), which roughly

matched IBM’s FORTRAN IV. More

than 10 years later, a new standard, FOR-

TRAN 77 (ANSI X3, 1978), provided

FORTRAN with enhanced features that

overcame previous difficulties with text-

type data. FORTRAN’S input/output (I/O)

capabilities were also adapted for use on

interactive computer terminals. IBM sup-

ports this standard in its version VS FOR-

TRAN for use on the mainframes.

Although more code has probably been

written in FORTRAN than in any other

language, it still suffers from its reputation

as only a scientific language. However, its

flexibility has allowed it to be used for

many general computing applications. It

was used to create the Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences programs (SPSS),

which is used by many university

researchers to analyze statistics for in-

sights into social behavior. Its use in com-

puter design packages has been an aid not

only to architecture and engineering, but

also to industrial and fine arts graphic cre-

ation. It has been used for computerized

machine control in the manufacturing of

NO
REFLECTIONS
ON YOU!

with the
SDC ANTIGLARE SCREEN

Look at the face of your CRT Its smooth

surface reflects light like a mirror Room lights,

windows, the keyboard, even your hands,

clothing andjewelry may be visible in it

Prolonged exposure to these distracting

reflections causes eyestrain and unnecessary

fatigue

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN from Screen

Data Corporation has been judged by an
independent insurance company study to

be the best solution tested to eliminate

glare Factors considered were user

productivity, reduction of fatigue, ease of

cleaning, durability, adaptability and cost

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN is not glass

or plexiglass but a finely woven mesh of

tough synthetic material The mesh passes

text and graphics information from the CRT
through to the eyes while stopping light

from other sources from reflecting back to

you At the same time, the appearance of

the display is enhanced because characters

appear against a dark rather than a light

background

The ANTIGLARE SCREEN an De at-

tached in moments. Velcro buttons permit

easy removal No tools or disassembly of

your display is required Over 200 sizes are

available to fit most displays

Thr ANTIGLARE SCREEN i only

39 95 postpaid Try it for 30 days >bu must

be completely satisfied or your money will

be refunded Most popular sizes are in

stock for next day shipment Be sure to

specify whether you have a monochrome
or color display

NEW ©cwerjjcreerf

The static field in front of the tube causes

dust, smoke and pollen particles to move

about more freely and increase eyestrain,

irritability and fatigue The new conductive

POWER SCREEN completely discharges

this static field A metal strap connects it to

chassis ground

The POWER SCREEN is just 49 95 with

the same 30 day satisfaction guarantee

ORDER LINE
MC VISA COD
800-531-5273

(In Texas)
512-250-8757

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Screen Data Corporation
DEPT CSC
240 CEDAR KNOU ROAD
CEDAR KNOLLS. NJ 87927
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LANGUAGES

automobiles and aerospace vehicles. The

original game. Adventure, was written in

FORTRAN at the Massachusetts Institute

ofTechnology. And although the business

world still relies heavily on COBOL,
FORTRAN has been useful in program-

ming the higher mathematics of business

strategic planning and risk analysis. All

branches of the United States military cur-

rently recognize FORTRAN as a suitable

language for militaiy programming.

FORTRAN is still growing. In the next

few years a version—possibly called

FORTRAN 8—will be written to include

many of the advanced features that now

are in Pascal and Ada without losing com-

monality with the existing FORTRAN
standards. Thus, far from being left in the

dust by the newer languages, FORTRAN
will remain a major computing language

in the decades to come.

Unpopular with Micros

Yet FORTRAN has not been popular

in the micro world. 1 believe this is due to

several factors. First, it is a compiled lan-

guage. Compiled languages, in contrast to

interpreted languages, give up debugging

convenience for gains in execution speed.

It may take 1 0 minutes or more and a lot of

floppy disk handling to compile a program

on the PC. However, once compiled, this

program will run 10 to 100 times faster,

depending on the length and complexity of

the original program. The execution of

interpreted languages is slow, because an

interpreter must translate each line of

source code into machine language as the

program runs. In compiled languages the

translation is done once at the time ofcom-

pilation and produces a separate “machine

language" program that will be used for

execution. Also, interpreted languages

usually limit the size of the program and

the amount of data that can be handled at

any one time. Because program develop-

ment of compiled languages requires con-

siderable time and effort, there was little

incentive to use them as long as interpreted

programs were small enough that execu-

tion speed wasn't a problem. As the micro

world progresses into bigger and more

complex programs, the use of compiled

languages, including FORTRAN, will

become more popular.

Another reason why FORTRAN never

attained much status in the micro world is

All branches of the

United States

military currently

recognize FORTRAN
as a suitable

language for military

programming.

because it is defined by reasonably strict

standards, and consequently, it was not

easy to produce an effective version of

FORTRAN for the early 8-bit micros. The

mathematical and I/O library routines

required large amounts ofmemory and left

very little for the actual FORTRAN pro-

gram. On the PC, at least 128K is required

by all the known compilers to compile a

FORTRAN program and fully support the

language’s capabilities.

The early users of micros seemed to be

either very experienced computer buffs or

new computer converts. The experts liked

the newer, more powerful and structured

languages like Pascal or the efficiency of

Assembly language; the converts liked the

easy-to-leam BASIC or application pack-

ages like VisiCalc. There wasn’t a place

forFORTRAN . As the field of microcom-

puting moves from the experimentation

phase into the mainstream of the comput-

ing work force, a new and large group of

professional programmers will be using

PCs to do the work they once did on the

mainframes. It’s likely that these program-

mers will use major languages such as

FORTRAN for the same reasons they

used such languages on the mainframes.

For a new computer programmer who

wants to progress from the interpretive

BASIC into the professional languages.
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the number of choices is confusing. Lan-

guages such as Pascal or Ada have a num-

ber of advantages, but FORTRAN has its

merits, too.

First, it is easy to leant; FORTRAN
provides its basic capabilities with as few

instructions as possible (KEYwords or

Reserved words). If producing your first

program takes a semester’s course, FOR-

TRAN is too complicated a language for

your current programming level. You can

save yourself a lot of headaches by setting

your sights a bit lower. However, for a

BASIC programmer, little effort is re-

quired to leant FORTRAN; of all the pro-

gramming languages, it comes closest to

BASIC both in the form of the code and in

the types of variables used.

A major difference between FOR-

TRAN and BASIC is that BASIC has line

numbers, while FORTRAN has none.

FORTRAN statements are executed ac-

cording to the order in which they are

placed in the lines ofcode—one statement

to a line, beginning in column 7. (This is

not entirely true for optimizing compilers,

but you can ignore this technicality.) In

FORTRAN there are numbers that pre-

cede some statements, but they are called

LABELS. Their function is to indicate the

destination of logical branches like GOTO
statements, to define a type of PRINT
USING statement called FORMATS, and

to locate the end of a loop. Labels appear

only where they are needed and do not

necessarily appear in numerical order.

(This, however, is a very good program-

ming practice which aids program read-

ability.)

The data types of BASIC are available

in FORTRAN. Integers in FORTRAN are

assumed to begin with the letters

IJ.K.L.M.N rather than ending in a per-

cent sign (%) as in BASIC’s. In FOR-

TRAN 77, BASIC’s string variables are

called character variables and are slightly

less convenient to use. FORTRAN can

also have Logical, or Boolean variables,

which can be assigned the values of either

true or false. These variables are useful in

making complex logical decisions in pro-

gram control. In addition, some versions

also support Complex variables, which are

needed for the mathematics of imaginary

numbers.

The BASIC programmer should have

little trouble undeistanding a FORTRAN
program after only a few minutes of

instruction, and learning to write FOR-

TRAN programs wouldn’t take much

longer.

FORTRAN is easy to use, which will

help you keep your programming neat and

understandable. Programming should em-

phasize, rather than disguise, the logical

flow of the program. Ifyou cannot find the

error and are convinced “it just can’t be

there,” perhaps the complexity of the lan-

guage is masking what the computer is

actually doing. Any language should help

the programmer to understand any other

program in that language.

This has been one of the major com-

plaints professional programmers have

about BASIC and, to a lesser extent, about

FORTRAN. FORTRAN’S developers

gave little thought to a programming lan-

guage theory. Hence, FORTRAN can be

abused. There is a dangerous possibility of

assigning different variable names to the

same storage location through the use of

EQUIVALENCE and COMMON state-

ments. With indiscriminant use of the

GOTO branches, one can send a program

into logical convolutions so complex that

no one can understand the program’s pur-

pose. Not only are these programs hard to

modify, they are prone to hidden enors of

which even the programmer is unaware.

While FORTRAN’S design permits

poor programming, it also provides the

capability to program in an understandable

and structured way. The FORTRAN 77

standard restricts the branching into loops

and provides the IF THEN ELSE (blocks

IFs) structure, allowing for structured pro-

gramming in much the same way that Pas-

cal and Ada do. In a future issue ofPC, I'll

discuss more of FORTRAN’S program-

ming features and then take a look at some

of the new FORTRAN compilers now

available for the PC.
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THE INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

mnxi nccounmnT
Maxi Accountant - Designed to handle the business needs of tomorrow —

“Today”, and you don't have to be an accountant to use it.

Features include:

Fully integrated modules -thirteen major
programs contained within Maxi Accoun-
tant interact with one another allowing

minimal disk handling or runs on any hard

drive

Extensive reporting capabilities

Comprehensive, easy to use documentation
- including tutorial

Technical support

Accounts Payable

• Check writing with automatic posting

to Vendors and Bank Account
• Enter A/P invoices with automatic

posting to inventory end purchase
orders

• Supports partial payments, Aged A/P
balances, and Earned discounts

• Monthly Check, Deposit and Petty
cash register

• Complete Audit Trail

• Detailed Vendor Activity and Cash Re-
quirements Report

• Uses same commercially available

check forms es payroll

• Provides bank statement reconcilia-

tion

Payroll

• Weekly, Biweekly, Bimonthly, Monthly
pay periods

• Complete QTR and YTD Pay Journal
records

• Handles hourly, salaried and commis-
sion pay

• Sales commissions by percentage or

dollar amount
• Only requires input of hours worked
• Automatic calculation of regular and

overtime pay and all deductions
• 941 A Quarterly State Report
• W-2 Forms printing

• Federal and all State Tax Tables
• Personnel information file

• Uses same commercially available

check forms as Accounts Payable
• Comprehensive YTD information

printed on employee check stub

Accounts Receivable/ Order Entry

• Alphabetical and numerical sorting of

customers
• 500 customers and up to 3000 tran-

sactions per 320k diskette (Unlimited

number of diskettes allowed]

• Extensive customer information file

• Rags Credit limits and overdue
balances

• Invoices from sales orders support
backordering system

• Invoices for point-of-sale

• Multiple Price discounts and Sales tax

rates
• Sales orders with packing slips

• Supports partial payments, finance

charges, aged balances, and state-

ments
• Supports special sales packages (bilF

of-material)

• Supplies telephone number and con-

tact name for overdue accounts
• Detailed transaction Audit trail

• Customer Activity Report
• Open Item Balance Forward
• Calculates Sales Commissions for

payroll module
• Allows Sales of assets
• Allows sales of non-inventory services

General Ledger

• Chart of accounts
• Itemized monthly Journal transactions
• Asset depreciation, Complete G/L

Reports, Daily Journal, Trial Balance,

Operating Statement and Balance
Sheet

• Supports up to 9 separate Profit

Centers

Inventory Control

• Provides ON UNE information to all

other modules
• Purchase orders with review or

automatic ordering mode
• Complete backordering system included

• 25 items per bill-of-material

• 1 500 stock items per 320K diskette

with automatic advancement to next
diskette

• Complete Vendor information file

• Calculates reorder quantities and
displays lead times

• Physical inventory using average cost
method adjustments

• Reports in inventory module include:

Complete Inventory Report, Sales

Analysis. Reorder Report, Purchase
Order listing, Sales Package listing.

Summary, and Labels

A Subsidiary ot Scolt Adams Inc

1 -800-327-7172
THE BUSINESS DIVISION

P.O. 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • [305] 862-6917
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The Source For Magazines
Two electronic magazines, Real Times and the IBM PC Gazette

are now available to Source subscribers through an option

called "User Publishing.”

T he electronic universe can generally

be divided into two broad areas:

information and communication. But

there is a third area that is more or less a

hybrid of the two. In addition to the offi-

cial services and features offered by The

Source, CompuServe, Delphi, and other

information utilities, a subscription to any

of these services also gives you the oppor-

tunity to make contact with experts and

other individuals scattered across North

America—people you would never meet

any other way.

This type of opportunity is an aspect of

the services that is rarely featured in the

ads for the information networks—proba-

bly because its value can't easily be con-

densed into a few lines of advertising

copy. But among experienced database

users, these services are one of the main

advantages of going online. Given the

complexity of our computers and all the

things we want to do with them, and given

the dearth of solid information, the easy

availability of online expertise can be a

godsend.

A Bonus for PCers
IBM PC owners are particularly fortu-

nate, for in addition to a number of reser-

voirs of non-machine-specific microcom-

puter information, there are quite a few

individuals dedicated to providing tips and

advice about the PC, the XT, and the

PCjr. One such reservoir is the User Pub-

lishing area of The Source. Among its

offerings are two IBM-specific electronic

magazines.

User Publishing contains features, ser-

vices, and creative efforts offered by indi-

viduals. The Source provides the mecha-

nism, but the individuals, and in some

cases companies, provide the content.

Together there are about 25 features (the

most popular is “Dial-A-Date,” a sophis-

ticated computerized matchmaking ser-

vice). The Source charges the information

providers for storage, but it also pays a

royalty of from 10 to 17.5 percent of the

billable connect time its subscribers spend

using a particular feature. For Source sub-

scribers there is no additional charge for

accessing User Publishing.

You can get into the User Publishing

area either by choosing the "Creating and

Computing" option from The Source’s

main menu, followed by “User Publish-

ing" from the succeeding menu, or by

typing PUBLIC at The Source command

level (—»). Once there, you’ll find The

IBM PC Gazette and Real Times Maga-

zine. To go directly to the Gazette, type

PUBLIC 1 14 DIRECT at the Command
Level. Pot Real Times, you type PUBLIC
117 DIRECT.

Both publications offer menus with

table-of-contents format and instructions

for reading the various articles. Unfortu-

nately, the Gazette seems to be more than

a bit moribund. It has not been updated in

over a year, so don’t run up your bill read-

ing the out-of-date information. Instead,

concentrate on two of the Gazette ’s seven

features. One of these, “POST SCAN
IBM,” consists ofmany of the notices that

appeared on The Source IBM bulletin

board (POST) during 1982. (The Source

automatically purges its bulletin boards

every 2 weeks.) Because each notice con-

tains The Source account number of the

person who posted it, it is possible to con-

tact the individual via Sourcemai! in case

you want to further investigate a particular

topic.

The other feature is a VisiCalc break-

even analysis model or template. When

you type in the labels and formulas needed

to create a VisiCalc spreadsheet and then
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SMARTKEY II

IS STILL #1

"Excellent”,
says Infoworld

“SmartKey 11™ is great!",

says best selling author

Peter MacWilliams

(The Personal Computer Book and others)

Every month, thousands and thousands of com-
puter owners buy SmartKey II™.

With SmartKey II™ you can:

• produce an entire string of commands with a
single keystroke! up to 3,750 characters

with only one key!

• eliminate the drudgery of endless typing of

repeated words or phrases!

• customize any program, such as WordStar™,

Lotus 1-2-3™, dBase II™, Visicalc™, Perfect

Writer™, Multiplan™ Easywriter™, or any ap-

plication program!

• forget about keying In long, complicated

"slgn-on" sequences for THE SOURCE"
CompuServe, Dow Jones, etc. SmarkKey II™

does it for you!

• enter "boilerplate" sentences, paragraphs, or

even entire pages by just pressing a single key!

Watch your productivity soar!

• speed-up your programming by entering com-

plicated or frequently used command sequences

with only one key!

SmartKey II™ saves you timet And SmartKey II™

is extremely easy to use . . load in SmartKey II™ in

the morning and use the "Smart Key” to redefine

any key to whatever you wish. You can create your

own "function keys" for any application!

SmartKey II™ is available for nearly every personal

computer that uses CP/M™, PC-OOS™, MS-DOS™,
and CP/M-86™

SmartKey II™ is a great investment! And it's still

only $89.95!

Join the thousands of successful SmartKey II™

users that say, "SmartKey II™ la Number One!"
Send in your order today!

Wordstar™ is a registered trademark of MicroPro. Inc Lotus

1-2-3™ e a registered trademark of Lotus Davstopmant Corp.

<3Base II™ is a registered trademark of AsMorvTate

Viaicate™ is a registered trademark of Visicorp

PerfactWriter™ is a trademark of Perfect Software. Inc.

Multiplan™ & MS-DOS™ are trademarks of Microsoft

Easywriter™ is a registered trademark of IUS PC-OOS™
is a copyright of IBM CP/M™ & CP/M-86™ are

trademarks of Digital Research

Yes! Send me a copy of SmartKey II™ for only

$89 95 $3.75 shipping & handling

(Calif, residents add 6.5% sales tax)

Send me more information on SmartKey II™.

Name

Company

Address

City Stale Zip

Phone

We accept MasterCard, Visa, checks, and C.O.D.'s.

Card# Exp. date

HERITAGE
SOFTWARE, INC.

A Tradition of Excellence

3757 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 211, Dept. A-4

Los Angeles, CA 90010

Sales (213) 384-5430/Support (213) 384-4120
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INTRODUCING
THE INDEPENDENT
GUIDE TO
PRODUCTS,
SERVICES,

PERIPHERALS
AND SUPPORT
ITEMS FOR
YOUR IBM PC
OR XT

With literally

thousands of

different prod-

ucts on the

market that

are compatible with your IBM PC or XT, how
do you rind the ones you need?
How do you decide which ones are best for

you?
With PC Buyers Guide— over 500 pages

of listings for IBM-compatible hardware,
software and services— from the publishers

of PC Magazine.
Every product is fully and accurately

described. You'll know what it is, what it

does, how much it costs, and what level of

skill is required— novice, intermediate $r

technical.

And in addition to PC hardware and soft-

ware, you’ll get details on all the important

extras such as accessories, furniture, books,

and consultants.

To order your copy of PC Buyers Guide,
simply fill in the coupon below and mail it

today.

Mail to:

PC BUYERS GUIDE
CN 1914, Morristown, NJ 07960

Please send me copy(ies) of

PC Buyers Guide. I enclose $7.95* for each
copy, plus $1.50 for postage and handling.

Outside the U.S.A., the price is $10.00; send U.S.

funds only. "Residents of CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, IL,

MA, Ml, MO, NJ, NY State and VT add applicable
sales fox.

Nome
(please print)

Address

City.

I State Zip I

L _____ _ NK3C |
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save the worksheet, the file that results

looks like this:

>L46
:
/FR

>D21: +C21*B6*( ,01*(100-

B19)

)

>C21 : +C20+B21
>B2 1:2000
>A21 : '

' UNITS

( etc
.

)

If you download a template like this and

remove any extraneous material with a

word processing program, you can boot

your copy of VisiCalc and load the tem-

plate just as if you had prepared the work-

sheet yourself.

A Magazine in Real Time
Real Times, the second IBM-specific

magazine, is about as vibrant and up-to-

date a publication as you will find any-

where. Currency is a matter of pride on the

part of its editor and creator, Tom Kashu-

ba. Within hours of the announcement of

the XT, for example. Real Times had a

complete description and analysis online

and ready for its readers, making it the first

Real Times is about

as vibrant and up-

to-date a publication

as you will find

anywhere.

publication in North America to carry

news of that computer. And because

Kashuba is a computer professional who
spends his regular working hours laboring

in the microworld vineyards, the coverage

offered considerably greater depth than the

parroted press releases found in much of

the conventional media. Real Times did

the same thing when the PCjr was

announced last November.

For example, on the subject ofPC-PCjr
software compatibility, Kashuba noted

that at the time of the announcement the

PCjr did not support a monochrome
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screen, making it impossible to use PC

software designed for that type of monitor.

He also noted that the bus expansion slot

on the right side of the unit would enable

independent firms to supply the second

disk drive and other “missing pieces" that

separate the PCjr from a stripped-down

PC. "Once the independents understand

the bus protocols, adding more memory or

Future plans include

a keyword

searchable

database of

manufacturer’s

names and
addresses.

a second drive shouldn’t be difficult at

all," Kashuba said. This is the kind of

information you won’t find in the conven-

tional press and. due to the lead time

required to produce a magazine, you

might have to wait weeks for it in a com-

puter publication.

In addition to fast-breaking news,

you'll find a multipart tutorial on telecom-

munications, commentary on the industry

in general, and the IBM PC Forum, a col-

umn designed to help readers with the

technical questions they submit. Of spe-

cial note are articles by Larry Magid. a

respected computer writer and consultant

whose byline you’ve probably seen in

many print publications. You'll also find

BASIC subroutines and other programs

you can use. A recent issue included a

subroutine to print the date, time, and pro-

gram title on the top line of the screen,

while painting the bottom two lines in

inverse video for use in displaying pro-

gram status and error messages.

Future plans include a keyword search-

able database of manufacturer's names

and addresses, cross-referenced by prod-

uct, as well as continuing features on the

state of the art. One column currently in

create a
comforta

em
e.

Curtis IBM PC improvements and modifications are de-

signed to help you configure a system that's comfortable

and more productive. You'll discover that Curtis products
help you work longer and better. Visit your local IBM PC

dealer for

a first hand
feel on how
to get more
comfortable

with your

PC.

Re-arrange yourIBMPC ... comfortably
Developed exclusively for the IBM PC, all Curtis products have
a lifetime warranty and are a perfect PC match in color, style

and finish.

EC4 3’ Extension Cable Set 49.95
(lor IBM PC Monochrome Display)

EC-II 3' to 9' Extension Cable 39.95
(lor IBM PC Keyboard)

PC Pedestal™ II, Trft and Swivel Base .79.95
(tor IBM PC Monochrome and
Color Displays)

AD-I Adapter tor PC Pedestal"- 9 95
(tor Princeton Graphics Systems and
Quadchrome Displays)

SS-I System Stand 24.95

(tor IBM PC System Unit)

Available at all

ComputerLand Stores
Entre Computer
ComputertAarts
ComputerCrafts
MicroAge
or your local
PC dealer.

Over 800 locations nationally.

For the dealer nearest you
call (603) 924-7803.

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

CIRTIS
Curtis Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Peterborough. NH 03458
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NOWYOU CAN TEACH
YOUR PC TO DRAWL

Just slip in your AutoCAD™
graphics software disc and you’re

ready. Draw a brick and AutoCAD will

draw you a wall—automatically.

Move it. Copy it. Modify, rotate,

or scale it vertically and horizontally.

Store it. Change your mind and

erase it.

Do it all on your PC. AutoCAD is

the industry standard. It’s compatible

with most any PC. IBM PC and XT.

Zenith Z100. Victor 9000. NEC APC.
Columbia. Eagle PC. Not to mention

CP/M-80 computers.

It’s just about ready for NCR
Decision-Mate, DMS, DEC, SONY,
Televideo, Eagle 1600, Texas

Instruments and Corona.

And it supports a bunch of input and

output devices.

You’ll work better. And easier. Use
a light pen and on-screen menus. A
digitizing tablet. A keyboard or a

mouse.

Use them to draw lines. Of any

width. Circles, arcs and solid-filled

areas. Insert them anywhere in your

drawing.

And do it in German. Or French.

Swedish is coming.

You won’t flinch at the price. It's

good. Real good. $1,000. Add another

$500 and you get advanced drafting

extensions.

Ask around. You’ll
j

i §
find a lot of people

know AutoCAD. ji

We’ve already shipped §
more than 1 , 500 sys-

country. All over the world. And you

wouldn’t believe who some of our

customers are.

Architects love it. So do engineers.

So do designers. So will you.

You wouldn’t have a PC without a

word processor. Or without a spread-

sheet. Or without AutoCAD.

Word processing for graphics.

For a demonstration and information,

call or write.

Autodesk, Inc.

150 Shoreline Highway—Building B
Mill Valley, CA 94941

(415)331-0356
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the works, for example, will deal with

new PC-compatible drives capable of stor-

ing 2.3 megabytes or more on an ordinary

floppy disk. Other databases accessible

via UNIX or DOS 2.0-like submenus or

"directories" are also planned. As Kashu-

ba put it, “Ultimately, Real Times will

offer a mini-Source within The

Source."

Real Times carries an average of seven

columns a month and is updated on a

weekly basis. The magazine’s menu will

tell you how long it takes to transmit each

article at 1200 baud. If you have a 1200-

baud modem, this is definitely the way to

Real Times is

updated on a

weekly basis.

read Real Times since downloading a giv-

en page of text at 1200 baud will cost you

an average of nearly 70% less than if you

are communicating at 300 baud. Save the

file to disk to be read or printed out later,

after you have signed off The Source and

the meter is no longer running.

Helpful Hints

The first time you access Real Times,

it’s a good idea to answer “Yes” when

you are asked whether you want to read

the main help file. Kashuba has written his

own “front end" software for his maga-

zine, and in addition to the standard

Source commands, it supports a number

of other features. Finally, when you’ve

finished reading either the Gazette or Real

Times, respond to the prompt that allows

you to leave. This will return you to the

User Publishing menu. Type QUIT at the

menu’s prompt to get out of this area and

return to The Source command level. At

the point you can type MENU to return to

the main menu or enter another com-

mand.

In a future issue of PC, I’ll explore the

“Special Interest Group” on the Compu-

Serve system.

Save space

,

improve ergonomics
andsystem life.

The SS-I System Stand by Curtis I

offers you more freedom of arrange- ’

ment. Reduces the systems unit

footprint by 54%. Use less desktop
space, or no desktop space at all —

put it on the floor! It feels great. Also,

with less disk drive wear in the verti-

cal position, systems unit can be
expected to have a longer life and
less down time with the SS-I.

Get the sturdy SS-I and stand your
systems unit on its ear - it feels great

and lasts longer

Re-arrange your
IBM PC ... comfortably

Developed exclusively for the IBM PC, all Curtis products have a
lifetime warranty and are a perfect PC match in color, style and finish.

PC Pedestal™ II. Tilt and Swivel Base
(tor IBM PC Monochrome and
Color Displays)

AD-I Adapter tor PC Pedestal™ 9 95
(lor Princeton Graphics Systems and
Quadchrome Displays)

SS-I System Stand 24.95
(lor IBM PC System Unit)

Available at all

ComputerLand Stores
Entre Computer Centers
ComputerMarts
ComputerCrafts
Micro Age
or your local
PC dealer.

Over 800 locations nationally.

For the dealer nearest you
call (603) 924-7803.

79.95 EC-1 3' Extension Cable Set 49,95
(lor IBM PC Monochrome Display)

EC-II 3' to 9' Extension Cable 39.95
(lor IBM PC Keyboard)

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

CIRTIS
Curtis Manufactunng Company. Inc.

Peterborough, NH 03458
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PROGRAMMER’S GUIDE TO

cpm
EDITED BY SOL LIBES

I

ere s a collection of CP/M insights that

you'll never find in ony CP/M manual.
CP/M is the most populor microcomputer

DOS in use today. Programmer's Guide to

CP/M tells you how to get around apparent

limitations of a CP/M system and why CP/M is

far more versatile than you might hove ima-

gined. Every article in Programmer's Guide

to CP/M originally appeared in MICROSYS-
TEMS between January 1980 and Febru-

* ary 1982. Except for this collection, these

articles are now unavailable! Programmer's
Guide to CP/M gives you an in-depth look ot CP/M from

the viewpoint of the programmer
Contents include An Introduction to CP/M," The CP/M Connection, ' CP/M

Software Reviews, CP/M Utilities & Enhancement, CP/M 86 and "CP/M
Softwore Directories. $12.95.

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

[ Micros\itemsgBSMSg
I
iraiVlV/WJ T knv l1 Morra Plomi NJ 07950

Pleoie lend me Programmer i Guide to CP/M at $ 12.95 plui $2.00 ponoge
and handling each Outude USA odd $3 00 per order # t4C

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ Ee*denh o* CA. NJ and NY tlote odd
appkabl* softs toa.

CHARGE MY i Amencon Express MasterCard Viso

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631 -81 12

L_ (In NJoo[y<_201j540-04
4£2 __

KEYTOP-PC
Transform Your Function Keys—

Bridge the Gap Between Your Software
and Your Keyboard

MICROSTAT®
Advanced Statistics Package

• KEYTOPS made of durable
and highly flexible

polyurethane.
<

• Fits snugly on top of the 10

function keys of your IBM-PC*
keyboard yet easily

removable

• Labels display function of

each key depending on your
application program

• Facilitates training of

personnel, avoids
unnecessary delays/costly
mistakes

• Each KEYTOP supplied with

different sets of labels that f

are compatible with most
commonly used programs, or

create your own labels

' I— *

r >

i ,
•

•

'•

OXoc
on
on

• Packet of 5 KEYTOPS and sets of labels for only
$19 95

• Software manufacturers, we will customize
KEYTOPS to your special applications.

COMPU-MED
92 Deerfield Lane North

Pleasantville, NY 10570
(914)769-8382

* IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM

t Wordstar is a registered trademark of

Micropro International Corporation.
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MICROSTAT® is an interactive, file-oriented

statistics package that includes:

• Data Management Subsystem for file

creation. Allows editing, sorting, ranking
and transformation of data.

• Descriptive Statistics, Hypothesis Testing,

Frequency Distributions and Histograms,
ANOVA. Nonparametric tests.

• Correlation and Regression (including
stepwise multiple regression), Time
Series, Scatterplots.

• Crosstabs, Chi-square tests, Factorials,

Permutations, Combinations, and eight

Probability Distributions.

MICROSTAT® has been the most popular statis-

tics package in the microcomputer market for

the past three years and is now available for

the IBM-PC.

Requires PC-DOS and 64K memory but can
utilize more memory if available. Dual disk
drives recommended.

The price is $325 and the user's manual $25.
To order, call or write:

P.O. Box 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46266-0602

(317) 255-6476
MICROSTAT is a registered trademark of ECOSOFT. INC
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ISSUES/STEPHEN BECKER

Stopping The Mask Pirates
Congress is currently considering legislation that will

extend existing copyright protection to the templates used
in the manufacture of integrated circuits.

P atent law as inteipreted by the courts

protects the basic circuitry underlying

microprocessor chips; copyright law ex-

tends protection to the object code con-

tained in ROMs. Neither method of estab-

lishing and safeguarding intellectual prop-

erty rights offers adequate protection for

the design works—called “masks”—that

are involved in the manufacture of inte-

grated circuit chips.

Numerous court cases have dealt with

the ability of copyright laws to protect pro-

gramming as diverse as computer chess

and the Apple operating system (see the

report on the Court of Appeals' decision in

“Apple vs. Franklin PC, Volume 2

Number 7). The courts are attempting to

extend copyright protection to operating

system programs, applications programs,

and object and source code. But none of

this legal activity helps the original manu-

facturer of a microprocessor chip. The cir-

cuitry or architecture underlying a micro-

processor or other integrated circuit com-

ponent does not fall within even the most

liberal interpretation of copyright protec-

tion.

The underlying architecture of a micro-

processor is covered by patents, however.

But timing is a problem. By the time a

patent is issued, following an extensive

examination by the Patent and Trademark

Office, the microprocessor may be obso-

lete. This gap in the laws—the inapplica-

bility of copyright law and the undue

delays in patent procedures—has created

the potential loophole that puts chip copi-

ers in business.The element most vulnera-

ble to copying is the mask, a template that

contains the chip design and defines the

pattern of the various layers of deposition

materials forming the integrated circuit.

Following initial layout, each mask must

be tested and revised several times before

it is finished. This burden of testing and

revising is multiplied by the number of

masks the chip in question requires. A
chip with six etching and deposition steps

during manufacture, for example, requires

sue different masks. Thus an original, pro-

prietary chip may entail years of develop-

ment time and millions of development

dollars.

In contrast to legitimate manufacturers,

whose research and development ex-

penses are substantial, pirates can "knock
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How tousecomputers to

teach math!

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:

A SOURCE BOOK OF IDEAS

Now that more and more math departments have access to a micro-

computer, the problem becomes: How to use the computer effec-

tively as a teaching aid?

Here's where COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS can help you.

This book of reprints from Creative Computing magazine is a gold-

mine of learning ideas, problem-solving strategies, programming
hints, puzzles, brain teasers, and much more!

COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS covers nine subject areas:

• Computer literacy and computers

in society.

• Thinking strategies and how to

solve problems.

• Computer simulations and how to

write them.

• Probability.

• Mathematical miscellany, from

circular functions to differential

equations.

• Art and graphics and their relation

to mathematics.

• Computer Assisted Instruction

(CAD.

• Programming style.

• Puzzles, problems and program-

ming ideas.

In all, COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS contains 77 fascinating

articles, over 200 problems for assignment, and nearly 100 programs.

Edited and with a preface by David H. Ahl, Editor-in-Chief of

Creative Computing, this immensely practical volume is an invalu-

able classroom tool for teachers and students of all grades.

8K" x 11", softcover,

hundreds of black-and-white

diagrams and illustrations.

USE THE COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

rwiimTCOMPUTING PRESS

'

Please send me copies of COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS:
A Sourcebook of Ideas, at $15.95. plus $2.00 postage & handling,* each. #12D
CHECK ONE: [j Payment enclosed $ (CA NJ and NY STATE

residents add applicable sales tax.)

Q Charge my: 0 American Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa

-Expire Date-

Signature.

Mr./Mrs./Ms—

Address

(please print full name)

-Apt-

City. Zip—
|

*0015x16 USA add $3 00 per order _ ___ __ J
For faster service, call TOLL FREE 800-631-8112. On NJ call 201-540-0445.)

ISSUES

off’ copies of a chip at relatively low cost,

using photographic dissection of the

device layers. With several months’ work,

they can flood the market with clones and

undersell the original manufacturer.

The original manufacturer's effort and

investment of time and money are put in

serious jeopardy if the mask is not propri-

etary in the eyes of the law. And in fact, it

is not.

Copyrights do not cover mask works,

and the Copyright Office does not accept

such works for registration, contending

that the masks arc more in the nature of a

machine than a work of art.

The problem is that copyrights protect

“writings of authors” and have been spe-

cifically precluded from covering the

function or utility of a device, which is

within the domain of patents. For exam-

ple, an originally contoured circuit hous-

ing might be copyrightable if the shape is

considered ornamental as well as function-

al. But if the shape of the housing is

intended to improve heat transfer, a

patent, not a copyright, is the proper form

of protection.

Copiers of integrated circuit chips have

argued that they are immune from prose-

cution since copyrights do not apply to

chip designs, and, in many cases, the

underlying circuitry is not patented. It has

also been argued that any programming

embodied by a chip is not protected by

copyright low (this, incidentally, is no

longer the case).

Many manufacturers of second-source

devices are, of course, licensed by the pri-

mary device manufacturer. Recently,

however, anumber of foreign and domes-

tic firms have gone into the second-source

business without license, on popular chips

such as the 8086 16-bit microprocessor.

Lobbying Efforts

In response to lobbying by prominent

organizations associated with the comput-

er chip industry, including Intel and the

Semiconductor Industry Association

(S1A), a bill was introduced in Congress in

1978 to amend the Copyright Act of 1976
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New,LowPrices for
IBM PC Compatible Disk Drives

Under2.0DOS
5V*" Winchester DiskSystems* From
Interface Inc For Your IBM PC
Includes Winchester drive, cabinet, power supply,

cable, controller, I/O adapter and device driver.

Compatible with 2.0 DOS.
10 Megabyte formatted DiskSystem $1295
15 Megabyte formatted DiskSystem $1395
25 Megabyte formatted DiskSystem $1695

5Vi" Winchester Backup or Additional
Storage For Your IBM PC XT or IBM PC
DiskSystem.
Slave compatible with 2.0 DOS
10 Megabyte formatted storage $ 995
1 5 Megabyte formatted storage $1195
25 Megabyte formatted storage $1495

Telephone Orders Only
MasterCard, VISA or

Cashier's Check COD

(213) 883-0587

CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD

StarLogic
20860 Plummer Street

Chatsworth, CA 91311

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation

DiskSystems is copynghted by Interlace Inc

Prices are subject to change without notice
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Internal 5V«" Floppy Drives
Standard-sized drive, plug compatible with IBM PC
and IBM PC XT
Tandon single-sided drive-180K bytes $160
Tandon double-sided drive-360K bytes $21

0

Internal Half-Height 5'/*" Floppy Drives
Single drive configuration

double-sided dnve 360K bytes $210
Dual drive configuration two double-sided

drive 720K bytes $420
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\
IBM PC
ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE
Over 25 Powerful
Programs

Includes

• STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

• HVAC LOAD PROGRAMS

•ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

• SOLAR ENERGY

• ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Much More...

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Call or Write for Information

MB02PROGRAMS
McCIIntock Corp.
9655 S. Oixie Hwy. PO. Box 430980
Miami, FL 33243 (305) 666-1300 Telex 441582

CIRCLE 348 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BACK ISSUES OF...
Add to yourPC Magazine collection today,

while copies are still avaijable. The more
complete your library of Back issues, the

more authoritative and useful it will be to

you.

The earliest available issue is Volume 1, Number 3.

Order any issue you wish, being sure to specify volume
and issue number for each. If a particular issue is out
of stock, your payment will be refunded promptly.

Back issues of PC are priced at $5.00 each, postpaid.

Outside the U.S.A., $6.00 each.

m
™ PC MAGAZINE

CN1914
Morristown, N.J. 07960

Please send issues of PC listed below:

Vol. & No. Quantity Unit Price Total Price

PAYMENT ENCLOSED S_ (Residents of CA. CO, CT. DC.
FL. IL. MA, Ml. MO. NJ. NY Stale. OH. SC A VT add applicable sales tax )

Mr /Mrs./Mi
(ptMM print hit name)

Address Apt

City/State/Zip_
PC is a trademark of PC Communication* Corp.. a subsidiary of Ziff-Davis Publishing

|
Company

WOW!
P- R-O- P-O- R-T- l-O- N-A-L

Spacing on WordStar
You are reading text printed by WordStar in

proportional spacing, providing a profes-
sional, easy to read, typeset appearance.

between words, are

provided. The tech-

Complete details

for printing in

proportional spa-
cing directly from
WordStar, setting
two or more fully

justified columns
on a page, and
underlining spaces

niques will work on

all versions of
WordStar, and will

drive Diablo,
Xerox, Qume, NEC,
and other daisy-
wheel printers.

Above text printed on a daisywheel printer direct from WordStar.

Now you can have the professional appearance of typeset

text. Using PS is as easy as turning on bold or underline and is

done right in your document, then printed by WordStar
automatically!

PS ON WordStar—SBO postpaid
Please send me Copies Enclosed is my check (or Visa/MC# and
exp dale) for S made out to:

WRITING CONSULTANTS
Suite 118/11 Creek Bend Drive

Fairport, New York 14450

Call Toll Free 1-800-227-3800 Ext. 7018

Dealer inquires invited
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dBASE II with

MATH FUNCTIONS and ARRAYS

dBRx adds EXP,

SQRT., LOG, LN.

SIN, COS, ARCTAN,
plus STRING FUNCTIONS
to your dBASE II

programs.

Available for IBM PC,

APPLE, OSBORNE, 8"

and others.

$150

dBRA increases dBASE II

memory variables to over

65,000 & allows the

creation of up to ten

1*, 2- & 3-dimensional

arrays.

Available for IBM PC and
compatible systems.

$200

microproduct's
PO BOX 6543 SILVER SPRING MO 20906

dBASE is a trademark of Ashton- Tate

CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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to specifically extend copyrightable status

to masks. Given the large number of chip

developers and manufacturers located in

Silicon Valley, it is not surprising that the

bill was introduced by Congressman Don-

ald Edwards and Norman Mineta of Cali-

fornia. During hearings on the bill in the

spring of 1979, it became clear that the

chip developers and manufacturers were

divided in two camps: Intel was a primary

force in favor of the bill, whereas the

opposition was headed by three firms,

Fairchild, Texas Instruments, and Nation-

al Semiconductor.

The opposition’s principal argument

was that masks are utilitarian objects that

do not fall within the Constitution's provi-

sion for protection of “writings of the

authors’’ upon which the copyright laws

are based. Testimony drew attention to the

potentially devastating impact of the bill

on innocent purchasers of equipment con-

taining a chip that turned out to be an

unauthorized copy of a copyrighted one.

A copyright suit could ruin an innocent

purchaser who may have spent a substan-

tial amount of money tooling up to use the

equipment. In addition, the opposition had

a legitimate concern for the preservation

of a second-source market.

Parties in favor of the bill argued that

chip developers should not be left power-

less against pirates. Protection, it was

argued, would encourage more invest-

ment in research and development.

As a result of some compromises and,

possibly, because some former members

of the opposition have been burned by

pirates, there now appears to be substan-

tial support for the latest version of the bill

(H.R. 1028), recently reviewed by a

House subcommittee.

The new version of the bill contains

some compromises with respect to inno-

cent purchasers of copyrighted semi-con-

ductor chips. In the event of a good-faith

purchase of an unauthorized chip, it offers

protection against infringement claims

pertaining to any use or distribution before

the purchaser had notice of the infringe-

ment. The owner of the copyright on a

Philately Just Gave the
Personal Computer

Its Stamp ofApproval!
Small wonder. SottSlyles Philatelic

Management System tor the Personal

Computer has added a vhole new
dimension to stamp collecting

Now you can efticiently manage your
collection and have more time to

enjoy collecting Every level of

philatelist will find this supenoi
software can grow with hi$ collection

needs
• Bring Your Collection Information
Under Control

• Know the Value of Your Collection

And There's Much More! We ve

provided everything you need to start

today, with flexibility for growth You
don t have to design and code a
complex data base There are over 40
programs in this powerful yet easy
to use package, that has been
developed by software professionals
and philatelists

Please send me:
Free product brochure

D Demonstration Package with

manual and demo diskette, only

$ 1 5, which can be credited to a
Complete Package purchase
Complete Package with program
diskettes, informative instruction

manual, installation guide, and
Demonstration Package $295

When Ordering: include your name,
address, signature, and phone along
with your check 'money order or

MC/Visa Send to SoftStyle, Inc.

Foreign orders add $t0 Hawaii add
4° « sales tax

Available for icheck yours)

IBM PC D Apple
|[

Apple
|(

Apple //e Apple IK

More versions to come Needs 64K/

2 diskette drives/printer optional

Philatelic Management System
for the Personal Computer

EJ SoftStyle
SOFTSTYLE, INC. Dept. P

7192 Kalanlaneofe Hwy., Suita 200, Honolulu, HI 96825
Phone: (808) 396 -6388
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the savior.
is here to protect

your IBM PC programs.

Now you don't have to grieve over

the costly and painful loss of worn-

out, damaged or blown diskettes.

"ibu can easily make backups ofyour

valuable software.

New from the experts
in backlng-up
programs

Omega MicroUfere, the company that

brought Locksmith” to Apple*

owners, proudly announces the
savior, the first nibble copier for IBM
PC's that copies virtually everything.

fbu r diskette maybecome unusable

for reasons beyond your control

-

worn-out spilled coffee, hungry dogs.

When that happens, you're out of

business . . . unless you have a backup.

With the savioryou protect yourself

by making a backup when you first

use the software.

the savior copies everything from

the original, including copyright

notices and serial numbers.

Save your valuable
software before

It's too late

the savior is now available at your

dealer. If he's out of stock, send S9995
plus S3.50 for shipping and handling

to Omega MicroWare or call toll-free:

1 -800-238-2300
(in Kansas 1-800-362-2421)

OA/W?
222 S. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 648-4844

the savior Locksmith and Omega McroWSre are trademarks of Omega MxroWare. Inc IBM PC is a 'e^eJered

Apple rs a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 0 1983 Omega MrcroUfflr

trademark of IBM Corporation

re. Inc
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Btrieve
A b-tree based record retrieval

system designedtosolveallyour

application's database needs.

afw
’’ .:&•

A*'

flf&y.

Btrieve?N
AllthepowerofBtrieveina

network environment.

'M
Share files among multiple PCs

using Btrieve plus any one of

the following networks:

is**v.IF

• Interfaces to BASIC, Pascal,

COBOL and C
• Multi-key access to any

number of files • Stu

• Duplicate and modifiable keys
“

• Unlimited number of records
'

per file

• Built-in file integrity controls

• Unsurpassed access speed

• Efficient memory utilization

MultSJnk
• PCnet

X-NET

00
-jk'

"
5495,1

inrt capabilities to

lanagement or (SAM

nip!&?***&: ^

•f

$145.00

Compare Btrieve's

any record management

system available and we are con-

vinced that you will select Btrieve.

t*- v •-'- t

, rir;p#
ii-i

1
•: l-Wi
"i tL-M

ll»* ii-.l

I
it •

•gj<

yjss*

SoftCraft Inc.

*V' /)

P.O. Box 9802 #590
Austin, Tsxas 78768

(512) 346-8380

to
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mask work must grant a nonexclusive

copyright license to an innocent purchaser

who would suffer a substantial loss if

forced to discontinue use of the infringing

work. The royalty amount, which the bill

specifies as a "reasonable royalty for

infringing products,” will presumably be

determined by the parties. The determina-

tion is likely to be based on what, under a

given set of conditions, a willing buyer

would pay a willing seller, or, if previous

licenses have been granted, on what the

"going rate” has been.

There are other improvements in the

new version of the bill, as well. With what

appears to be a realistic appraisal of the

useful life of semiconductor products, the

bill provides a 10-year copyright term for

mask works embodied in either mask or

chip form. The conventional terms of

copyright protection, of course, are more

than five times as long. Also, whereas the

earlier version of the bill clumsily

attempted to characterize a mask as some-

thing like a pictorial
,
graphic, or sculptural

work, the new version contains a more

particularized and realistic definition. And

finally, the bill specifically provides copy-

right protection for a chip made from a

copyrighted mask as well as for the mask

itself.

Opposition to the bill, though small, is

principally directed against the “piece-

meal" approach of grafting chip protec-

tion onto the copyright laws and the poten-

tial blurring of basic cpyright principles

that covering functional devices may

cause.

H.R. 1028, if passed, will help protect

the substantial investment for research and

development made by innovative firms.

At the same time, pirates will be put on

notice that Congress is ready to put teeth in

the copyright laws to prevent illegal chip

copying.

Despite some legal bugs, which should

be corrected by the Senate version of the

bill, the House bill represents a potentially

effective and reasonable approach to pre-

venting chip piracy without placing undue

burden on the market.
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Address-

(please print)

Over 500 pages
of listings for

IBM-compatible
hardware,
software,

accessories and
services—from
the publishers of

PC Magazine...

There are literally thousands of

different products on the market

that are compatible with your

IBM PC or XT. And new ones are

being introduced every day.

How do you find the ones you need?

do you decide which ones are best for you?

With PC Buyers Guide.

Thousands of products in one
convenient source.

The publishers of PC Magazine have organized the myriad

of IBM-compatible products, services and support items

into one comprehensive, easy-to-use guide. It's the quickest

and most reliable way to put your finger on exactly what
you need to enhance the usefulness of your computer.

Every product in the directory is fully and accurately

described. You'll find out what it is, what it does, how
much it costs, and where to get more information about it.

You'll know what level of skill is required— novice, inter-

mediate or technical. And everything is cross-referenced

so you won t miss a thing!

IBM PC or XT performs. That's why this

kind of complete product information is

indispensable.

And in addition to thoroughly covering

hardware and software, PC Buyers Guide
includes details on all the important extras:

• Accessories
• Supplies

• Furniture

• Books
• Periodicals

• Consultants
• Maintenance and Support
• User Groups
• Bulletin Boards
• Professional Societies

The more complete your knowledge is

about what's available for your PC, the

more sophisticated a user you'll become.
And the more you'll get from your

computer.

your copy today

Demand for PC Buyers

Guide is great, so be
sure to order your copy

now. Simply fill in the cou-

pon below and mail it today.

Please send me copy(ies) of PC: The Product

Directory. I enclose $7.95* for each copy, plus $1.50 for

postage and handling.

Outside the U.S.A., the price is $10.00; send U.S, funds only. ‘Residents of

CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, IL, MA, Ml, MO, NJ, NY State and VT odd applicable

sales tax.

1
MAIL TO:

PC BUYERS GUIDE
,

CN 1914 Morristown, NJ 07960 i

Get more from your PC or XT

The documentation you received from IBM is only the

beginning. Finding the right software and hardware is

what really makes the difference in how effectively your

City.

L NK9F



Peachlext 5000
In a word,

a star is bom.

H^ONLY $275.

PeachText 5000 has arrived.

A complete personal pro-
ductivity system for word
processing, financial model-
ing and simple data-man-
agement. All at one price.

PeachText 5000 is available for a select list of microcomputers: The IBM
Personal Computer", the COMPAQ Portable Computer". The Texas
Instruments Professional Computer . Zenith Z-100 . and the EAGLE
PC. Plus Free 90 day support from Peachtree Software Inc.

‘the smartest way
to get the most
out of school*'

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE AT NEW LOW COST

Peachtree Software
by EDUWA^I'

Peachtree
Software
AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

• Jo* Colling • Educilion Home

a • Foil Accounting S«rtll

• Quantity Discounts Available

• Dealers Inquiries Invited

COMPU-MEDIA SOFTWARE INC.
(Div ol Compu-Media Supplies Inc.)

159 Main St.. Staten Island, N.Y. 10307
TERMS:— VISA. M.C. or C.O.D.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-248-2418

IN N.Y. STATE 212-967-1700
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Engineering

Software

for your PC
• Power plant and chemical process

flowsheet analysis

• Pressure drops in pipes and fittings

• Thermodynamics of steam, air, fuels,

combustion products

• Component simulation

• Solvers and optimizers

Call or write for our free catalog

PSI/Systems
Research Park, P.O. Box 3100

Andover, MA 01810
(617) 475-9030
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PSYCHE™ Introducing

TALKS BACK
NOW YOUR PC WILL TALK BACK TO YOU

FINALLY A REALLY NEW MODERN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM Written especially to capitalize on
the speed and power of the IBM PC. PSYCHE will hold a

delightfully real keyboard conversation with you on 60 subjects,
including marriage, work and sex. PSYCHE'S responses are so on
target you will find yourself thinking of PSYCHE as an actual
person.

Psyche's Responses are grammatical, stimulating, provocative and
to the point. It's hard to believe PSYCHE isn't a real person.

Talk It Over With Psyche, instead of your friends. PSYCHE will

always listen quietly and never gossip, tell PSYCHE anything.

Psyche Is Fun & Educational. Suitable as a Rogerian Counseling
teaching aid. PSYCHE creates responses that are reflective,

nonjudgmental and nondirective.

Psyche Usually Stays With Your Feelings, like a real therapist and
never judges you, or hands out gratuitous advice. PSYCHE has
unlimited time and patience.

Psyche Is Powerful. PSYCHE knows 1000 significant words and
draws on almost 500 responses 150K Program and files. NOT A
GAME
Teach Psyche More. Simple menus let you expand or edit the
vocabulary and responses on-line with no programming.

Save & Print Conversations and compile statistics. Machine
language gives rapid responses. Seven page manual included.

Show Off Your Computer. Invite your friends to talk with PSYCHE
about anything at all. PSYCHE will even GREET THEM BY NAME.

AFFORDA8LE PRICE $50.00

PHONE OR MAIL. VISA. MASTERCARD OR CHECK
Shipping & Handling $2. Florida residents add 5% tax.

(305 ) 391-4610
Copyright 1983 BA LIS COMPUTING. INC.
PO Box 273261. Boca Raton. FL 33427

MICROBASE 11™
Custom designed for the IBM-PC™

• Roll-top design
• Key-lock
• Adjustable shelving
• Abundant storage space
• Suspended file and
disk storage

MICROBASE computer
furniture will soon be
available at all Moore
Business Centers. Call

800-323-6231 for the Center

nearest you.

• Retractable desk top
• Available in oak and
teak wood veneer

• MICROBASE P/S™
(printer stand) optional

MICROPLEX, INC.
One World Trade Center;

Suite 7967
New York, N.Y. 10048

(212)524-7776

MICROBA8C II & P/8 are trademarks of Microplex, Inc. IBM-PC is a trade-

mark of IBM Corp. ‘Microplex. Inc. 1963 patent pending
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COMING UP

A LIBRARY OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR THE (FP3 PERSONAL COMPUTER

Mini-QuikPro (Part I of II)

A program that writes BASIC programs. Describe your information to it. and

programs are created to store and maintain that information (Part 1). as well as

report it (Part II).

Pie Charter
The third Euclidean element in our series of standalone, automatic graphing

programs.

Bibliographer
Keep a bibliographic reference file of media items that interest you. Recall them

by topic.

Transparent Sort
Learn a sorting technique (the Shell /Metzner sort) through a step-by-step

presentation and explanation of an example in BASIC.

Early Reader
A reading and spelling primer built on clear, vibrant displays.

Sort/Merge (Part II)

The complement to PC Disk Magazine's text file utility; a pair of routines to

operate on fixed-length record files.

Economic Pie
Put your economic convictions to the test in this game of pie shop management.

Oenophiliac Dossier (Part I)

The secret life of grapes—a reference lile of wine ratings.

THOR
The Thought Organizer

New software from Fastware. Inc.

Coming February

200 Freeway Drive. East Orange. NJ 07018

(800) 372-2345. In NJ. (201) 676-7963

See us at SotIcon, booth L5068.

Superdome. New Orleans 2/21-2/23. 1984
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Pascal and C
Programmers

Blaise Computing s productivity tools allow

Pascal and C programmers to develop reliable

software taking full advantage of the capabili-

ties of the IBM PC and XT. Support for Micro-

soft and IBM Pascal. Microsoft (Lattice) C and
CI-C86 is provided

TOOLS All Source Code is included

Total string capability complete screen access, key-

board handling a graphics interface access to all

BIOS functions and much more are provided in over
40 routines

TOOLS 2 All Source Code is included

A general DOS gate allows you to access any DOS
2.0 function from Pascal or C Program execution

and DOS internal command execution are sup-

ported as high level calls

VIEW MANAGER Source Code available

VIEW MANACER is a screen support system of a

mainframe for the IBM PC/XT Screens are construc-
ted with a true Screen Painter supporting any attri-

bute or color, and the screens are stored efficiently

in a Screen Database VIEW/LIBRARY supports

125 00
100 00
275 00
425 00
325 00
450 00

and display trom application programs

TOOLS
TOOLS 2

VIEWMANACER
VIEW MANAGER Iwtth Library Source)
MS-Pascal Compiler
Microsoft C Compiler

BLAISE
COMPUTINC
INC
1609 Acton Street

Berkeley CA 94702
(415)524-6603
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EXPANSION
MODULES
EXPAND THE CAPABILITIES

OF YOUR PC SYSTEM

DISK DRIVE EXPANSION MODULE
• ALLOWS YOUR PC TO OPERATE
2 ADDITIONAL PC-COMPATIBLE
FLOPPY DRIVES (NOT INCLUDED)

• INTERFACES THRU IBM-PC DISK

CONTROLLER CARD

• SYSTEM INCLUDES CABINET WITH
POWER SUPPLY AND INTERFACE

CABLE — $345

BUS EXPANSION MODULE

• DOUBLES THE EXPANSION BOARD
CAPACITY OF THE PC

• INTERFACES TO PC THRU SIGNAL

CONDITIONED CABLE ASSEMBLY
WHICH OCCUPIES A SINGLE SLOT
IN PC

• SYSTEM INCLUDES CABINET WITH

6 SLOT BACKPLANE AND 4 LEVEL
POWER SUPPLY, INTERFACE CARD
AND CONNECTING CABLE — $645

CALL OR WRITE FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If desert
TECHNOLOGIES

P.O. BOX 41628

TUCSON. ARIZONA 85717

(602) 882-1741

CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD
540

COMING UP

FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS

n n
J-X

OURNAL
Comparing Expansion Chassis: Alternative Methods
Of Upgrading to Hard Disk.
Expansion chassis from IBM and Tecmar, and the Apparat fixed disk with the

Ibus expansion chassis.

Guide to Using the IBM Game Adapter.
An overview of the game adapter's hardware and operation, with applications.

Also, various ways to monitor the game adapter state from BASIC and to read

game adapter input using assembly language.

Nestar’s PLAN 4000: An Overview.
A big step toward bringing maturity to the IBM PC local networking market,

this system is a baseband logical ring network, with token-passing access

control.

Database Management from a Spreadsheet
Perspective.
Recent developments that involve extending data handling capabilities available

to the user: inter-spreadsheet linkages, pseudo tables within a spreadsheet itelf,

and coupling spreadsheet processor and data management systems into one

package.

Monochrome Boards.
A comparative review of the Hercules Graphics Card and the Orchid Technology

Monochrome Graphics Adapter.

Real-Time Analysis of Simple Digital Logic Circuits.
Using an IBM PC equipped with parallel port and a game adapter card to

perform real-time analysis on a simple digital TTL circuit.
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Your IBM PC's

Freeway
to the Future

Your IBM Personal Computer — or
PC-XT — can access your IBM mainframe's
data base and accomplish file transfers through
existing 3270 coaxial network. Easily.

Inexpensively. There's a family of Forte products for

the micro-mainframe link. Plug a Forte board into an
expansion slot in your IBM PC — remote or channel

attached and linked via BSC or SNA/SDLC — and you've

put your PC on-line with your host via coax. To the host,

your PC is a 3278/3279 terminal, but functionally you have
standalone computing power in a high-performance
intelligent workstation.

Forte products for the micro-mainframe link are totally

soft-loaded, and enhancements will be diskette-based.

Such Forte upgrades as new terminal emulations and custom
file transfers will be on diskette, so your investment today is

protected. Right now, Forte products provide such delights as

switch-selectable address selection, field-configurability of PC
elements such as keyboard changes, program symbols, full-color

graphics, menu-selected file transfers, and access of full-screen host

applications. There's lots more, too, including parity and remote dial-up

of the host via coax. All the reasons for a micro-mainframe connection for

your business are compelling today. They'll be essential tomorrow. We can
help you put your IBM Personal Computers on the Freeway to the Future

now. Ask about it. That's our Forte.

FORTE DATA SYSTEMS
FORTE DATA SYSTEMS • 1500 Norman Ave. • Santa Clara. CA 95050 • Phone (800) 233-3278

In Calif. (408) 980-1750
Forte is a trademark of Forte Data Systems.
IBM. IBM PC-XT and IBM Personal Computer are trademarks of IBM Corporation CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD • Forte Data Systems 1963
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I
More perfor-

. mance, dollar for

dollar. Paradise Systems, Inc.

delivers a color display control-
ler, monochrome display con-
troller and printer interface all on
a single card.

2 Compatible with IBM* PC/XT
• and the best productivity

software. You can work with all the
great IBM productivity packages, like Lotus 123 .

3 Standard monochrome display with no additional
. software: Fully IBM compatible. All the clean, fully-

formed characters you'd expect from IBM.

4 High-resolution color graphics: Fully IBM com-
. patible. 640 x 200 black and white; 320 x 200

medium resolution; 4 colors

^
The best working display available

for IBM. Flicker-free scrolling-
even in color. PARADISE

External switch for easy selection of
monochrome or color mode on
system startup without having to open
the machine.

Switches easily between mono-
chrome and color modes under

software control.

IBM character sets and text modes.
Paradise delivers character sets identical

to IBM offerings. (9x14 character box for

monochrome and 8x8 character box for

coior/graphic modes.)—
Built-in fully compatible IBM type printer

port.

Use two cards for simultaneous
_ - display. Two Multi-Display cards—or one

in conjunction with an IBM video card— give you
the ability to perform simultaneous display on two
screens.

Individually selectable horizontal and
vertical sync polarities: Compatible with

the widest range of RGB monitors.

HO Illustrated manual with step-by-step
\C.. instructions.

HO Fully IBM compatible light pen and RF
IO. modulator ports.

4 A Separate connectors for easy function
l*T. changes without changing jumpers. The Multi-

Display Card has separate connectors for monochrome
display; composite video; RGB video; parallel printer; light

pen; and RF modulator.

It's no wonder the Multi-Display Card is in such
high demand.

Look for the Multi-Display Card from Paradise
Systems, Inc. at your local computer dealer. Call (415)

468-5320 or write tol 50 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, CA 94005, for more
information.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
Lotus 1 23 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation
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The ULTIMATE Backup, Analyze & Repair Utility

The Disk Toolkit NO IBM PC Should be Without

Protects Your Software Investment

BACKUP TOOLS: FILE TOOLS:

CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•Cm Backup Most Every Diskette • Show Oisk S Fite Allocation

• SUCCEEDS where others falil • Display & Alter Fite Data

• Works Manually or Automatically • Repair Damaged Disks

• Create 'Protected' Diskettes • Recover Erased Files

• Many Additional Analysis Tools • Alter 'Hidden' Status

SECTOR TOOLS: uapirra Taoic.
• Examine/Print Sector Data IIAulVEIi IUUL9.
• Modify |ZAP| Sector Data • Modily Floppy Disk Controller

• Compare. Copy & Zero Sectors Parameters

• Search Sectors For Data • Supports All FDC R/W Commands
OISK MECHANIC works with all standard IBM PC disk formats Including

protected diskettes with mixed track and sector sizes, blank and high track

formatting. CRC errors, and single or double sided drives DISK MECHANIC
requires an IBM PC with 128K ol memory or COMPAQ with 192K of memory. DOS
1.10. and 2 floppy disk drives. DISK MECHANIC includes a detailed 48 page

instruction manual. To Order DISK MECHANIC send check or money order tor $70

plus S3 for shipping (Mass. res. add sales las.) to: MU MICROSYSTEMS. Bos 82S.

Framingham. Mass 01701 or Call (617) 926-2055 for Mastercard or VISA orders.

Dealer/Dislributor inquiries welcome. 1983 MLI MICROSYSTEMS

MLI MICROSYSTEMS

Now For IBM PC!
MCBA Mini-Computer

Software For

Distributors and Manufacturers

—A FULLY INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTING AND DISTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

• RM COBOL
• SOURCE CODE AVAILABLE

• FIELD TESTED — 8 YRS.
• UP TO 9 INTERACTIVE MODULES

• G/L, A/R, A/P, PR, I/M, C.O.P., P/O
B.O.M.P., J/C

• Dealerships and Consultant Arrangements
Available

Macola,

Incorporated

181 S. Main Street Marion, Ohio 43302

(614) 382-5991

k MQBA is a Registered Trademark of
Mini-Computer Business Applications

CIRCLE 263 ON READE^SmCE*™l5
*
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U^TSOFTPRODUCTSINC
A subsidiary ol the University ol Waterloo

Announces

Waterloo
NetWorkStation

Tools
for the IBM Personal Computer

Editor
• full-screen
• colour support
• function keys

Host Communications
• VM/370 CMS, RSTS/E, VAX/VMS
• file transfer micro to/from host

• access host files from micro programs

Terminal Emulation

For further information contact:

WATSOFT Products Inc.

158 University Ave. W..

Waterloo. Ontario

N2L 3E9

(519) 886-3700
Telex No 06-955458

DaataMnDMfcrar
L. / / l t .1 .,1 \ \ \

Screen Generation Systems For BASIC Applications

Don’t Waste Time
Programming Screens!

BasicWindow it a productivity package that streamlines

your application development activity with powerful design

and programming tools.

BasicWindow is a total package that integrates all screen generation

(unctions It consists of:A A powerful Screen Editor which lets you design program

screens, including graphics and color

0 A Macro Language and Macro Compiler to provide an mte-

_ grated programming interlace to the screen driver routines.

0 A powerful Screen Driver which is easily merged with your

~ application program to control screen processing

0 A complete manual and reference card

If you develop BASIC applications on the IBM PC. IBM XT, or selected com-

patibles. you canl afford to be without BasicWindow. You also need DOS 1 1

or 2.0. 64K RAM, One Disk Drive. 80 Column Display, Optional Printer,

and BASICA (for your application)

For a complete description, please contact:

GKC Software Design (203) 327-9868
15 Albin Road, Stamford, CT 06902

A Division Of G. FREEMAN a COMPANY

CIRCLE 476 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 291 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Coming Up In PC
dBase II Roundup.
PC takes a close up view of dBase II.

We'll have an introduction to dBase.

plus reports on dBase applications, ex-

panders, program generators, and

learning aids—and a comparison of

dBase II with BASIC. We'll interview

Wayne Ratcliffe about the program he

wrote, and ask George Tate of Ashton-

Tate about the company he built by

promoting the program. In addition,

PC editors will tell you why they love

dBase II.

PC Hotel
If you’re calling Ramada, the PC is in.

The story of how a nationwide reser-

vations network has been linked to

PCs.

Computers and the Public

Interest
How lobbying groups like the Ameri-

can Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and

Americans for Democratic Action

(ADA)—helped by the Public Interest

Computer Association—are using mi-

cros to fight city hall.

Statpro
A review of a major new package for

statistical specialists who use PCs.

Game Reviews
Just when you thought it was safe to

go back to your PC: An intrepid re-

viewer wends his way through fantasy

and horror in Crush Crumble, Cyborg,

and Cosmic Nightmare.

PC at the Olympics
Organizers in Los Angeles are working

feverishly to prepare for this summer's

Olympics, and PCs are involved.

We'll watch our favorite micro go for

the administrative gold.

Taking Flight
How is private business beating the

U.S. Postal Service at its own game?

And how does one of those private

concerns seek to gain advantage over

its competitors? Roving contributor.

Mike Muskal, follows an overnight

package on its appointed rounds and

along the way discovers how the PC
figures prominently in the hopes and

dreams— not to mention the deliver-

ies—of Airborne Freight Corporation.

PC Pilot
A report on a new learning language

designed to help students navigate the

difficult shoals of computer program-

ming.

DOSsier
PC Tech Journal Editor-in-Chief Will

Fastie offers his perspective on the

frustrations of alternating between op-

erating systems.

Shootout in Silicon Glen
IBM has chosen Scotland as its base

of PC operations for Europe, Africa,

and the Middle East, so PC Magazine

sent Special Projects Editor Paul Som-

erson deep into the glens and high into

the highlands to track down the story.

In his report, our local hero sidesteps

the black-faced sheep, the cattle, and

the haggis—and doesn’t get kilt.

Lotus Leaf
We excerpt a chapter from a new book

on 1-2-3, the do-it-all financial man-

agement package from Lotus.

Attention All Managers
Reviews of Decisions and Decision

Analyst, software to help managers

make up their minds . . .

PC Dietician: In Business
and Institutions
You mean you can thank PCs for

those wonderful menus you get in

schools and hospitals? Sometimes,

yes.

Printwriter
There's still something you can do

with products from the old Blue line.

We’ll tell you how to modify the IBM
Model 50 typewriter to create a PC-

compatible printer.
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Series
Each VersaBusiness module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

The VersaBusiness"

Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80" (Model I, II, III, or 16) • APPLE" • IBM" • OSBORNE" • CP/M" • XEROX™

CENICAIlICGCr?
VERSA
LEDGER

VersaReceivables" $99.95
VERSARECEJVABLES” is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac
counts. VERSARECEIVABLES™ pnnts all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER IP" and VERSAINVENTORY”

.

VERSAPAYABLES" $99.95
VERSAPAYABLES" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSA PayABI-ES" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables repot ts, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES". you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid

VERSAPaYROLL- $99.95
VERSAPAYROLL" is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automate
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSaLEDGER IP system.

VERSAINVENTORY- $99.95
VeRSA hiVENTORY™ is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VfcRSAINVENTORY™ keeps track of all information related to what
items arc in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES™ system. VERSAINVENTORY™ pnnts
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re-
ports, penod and year to date sales reports, pnee lists, inventory checklists, etc

iCQMPLJTRQNICS;
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N Y. 10977

* TRS 80 is • trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp

VersaLedger ir $149.95
VERSALEDGER II” is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VersaLedger II” can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VersaLedger II” gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VersaLedger II” comes with a professionally- written 160 page manual de-
signed for first time users. The VersaLedger II” manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VersaLedger II”. using complete sample data files

supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS" module is guaranteed lo outperform all other competitive systems,
and at a traction ol their cost If you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS™ module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals lor any VERSABUSINESS™ modulemay be
purchased lor $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 43 1-28 18
(N.Y.S. residents call 9 14-425-1533)

* add $3 lor shipping in UPS areas * add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
* add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas * add proper postage elsewhere

'APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp ‘IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp ‘OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research ‘XEROX is a (rademark of Xerox Corp
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The STB Graphix Plus : an affordable way to put
a whole new complexion on your IBMPC orXT.

You get color or monochrome
graphics plus a parallel printer

port, all in one slot.

O ur Graphix Plus multi-function video board gives you
three of the most in-demand text and graphics ca-

pabilities for one very attractive price.

Graphix Plus includes functions for color or mono-
chrome graphics and text displays, and a parallel printer.

A dock calendar is available as an option.

This versatile board will drive an RGB color monitor or
composite B&W monitor with tire identical colors, resolution

and modes as IBM’s Coior/Graphics Monitor Adapter.

Graphix Plus improves on IBM’s adapter with 50% faster

scrolling, which eliminates annoying flashing and flicker.

Graphix Plus also drives the IBM monochrome display,

in graphics and high resolution text modes, and is compati-
ble with Lotus 1-2-3 ", Microsoft Flight Simulator'" and other
popular software. And, Graphix Plus provides for extended
text capability.

Graphix Plus also includes a lightpen interface and PC

Expanding Microcomputing

STB Systems. Incorporated
601 N. Glenville Avenue. Suite 125

Richardson. Texas 75081 / (214) 234-8750

IBM PCX! n J register'd trademark T ln*"ul or# flu ness Mat '»i <t . 'poranon

lotus 1-2*3 fJ 1 registered irademark of Lotus Development Corporation

Microsoft is a registered t'aoemark ot Microsoft Corporation

PC Aaeterjtor is a registered trademark ot RestCoip c 1983 STB Systems, Inc

Accelerator, STB’s super ram disk emulator and print

spooler program.

For a graphic demonstration of how Graphix Plus can
expand your personal computing capabilities, see your local

dealer. For more information on the entire

line of quality products,

write or call us.
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ELAN” From TECMAR
The Most Powerful Local Area Network for the IBM PC

Networking using Ethernet protocol

Telephone support — autodial/autoanswer modem
Voice recognition of commands and voice response

Voice mail and messages

Dictating system using Pearlcorder X-02

or XR from any telephone in the U.S.

Complete software for written/voioe mail,

time management and audio/visual clock,

calendar, and calculator functions

Three ELAN Systems; the Secretary, >

the Manager and the Executive

The Executive

ELAN is designed to meet your total communications

needs, including computer-to-computer (i.e., networking),

person-to-computer, and person-to-person communica-

tion requirements for data and voice. The industry-

standard high speed Ethernet network protocol is

employed in ELAN, permitting many IBM Personal Com-
puters to be linked together by ordinary thin coaxial

cable. In addition to his own computer, an ELAN system

user can access the other devices attached to the cable

— such as printers and large disks.

All versions of ELAN include an Ethernet interface with

equipment to convert voice into data and back again. This

enables the user to give and receive spoken messages

from any location as well as store them for later use. In

addition, with the Executive version, all ELAN software

packages can be operated through verbal commands,
through the telephone keypad or through the IBM PC
keyboard. The computer can then respond verbally, either

by telephone or ‘in person’.

* ELAN (Extandftd Local Area Network) formerly ComNel
'

' The Manag—
\ .

The MANAGER system adds a modem for telephone data

communications and by adding a separate handset, will

permit voice communications. The modem enables the

MANAGER to receive unattended voice and data from any

telephone in the U.S. Also, the MANAGER can accept

commands through decoding the tones from the

telephone keypad.

The EXECUTIVE Is the most complete implementation of

ELAN, adding computer recognition of spoken com-

mands. An executive might phone the PC to leave or

retrieve messages or request specific information. The

PC, in a spoken voice, can request a user’s access code

or prompt the user for a command. The executive can res-

pond either by pushing buttons on the telephone, or by

actually speaking back to the computer.

j

.The SECRETARY is the basic ELAN system. It includes

I

an Ethernet interface and ail other ELAN features except

I

modem and voice recognition.

1 Whether you choose the
1 EXECUTIVE, MANAGER or

J

SECRETARY! an ELAN
1 system will improve '

' your productivity

and expand the

versatility of

your IBM PC.

Secretary

TEGVMR 6225 Cochran Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44139, Phone (21 6) 349 0600, Telex 466692
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